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Translators* Note

P
ASTERNAK’S prose has astonishing power, subtlety and
range. • While always remaining simple and colloquial, it

is «xceptiona41y rich and poetic. Indedl, he makes use of

sound and word association in the manner of a poet of genius.

His language has a vitality which must be rare in the literature

ofUny country and is perhaps unique in that of Russia.

Needless to say, these very qualities face the translators

with dilHculties which are almost insurmountable, and we
have nq illusions that we haverdone justice, even rcmoftly, to

the original. •
*

The poems present an even greater problem than the prose.

Rather than delay the publication of the book urftil a version

has been made* by an accomplished English poet who knows

Russian—a work wftch would inevitably take a very long time
•—we have adopted the expedient of merely giving a literal

translation of the vCrse without making any attempt to convey

its form (other than the length of the stanzas). But clearly, in

the case, for instance, of ‘I’he Wedding Party’, where the

metre is that of the Russian peasant dance tune, the chaslushki,

and this conveys the mood, a literal translation has only the

most limited use. •

For the convenience of the reader, a cast of the principal

characters is given at the beginning of the book. In addition

to surnames, Russians address one another by their name anj
patron)Tnic as well as by diminutives. The cast, which lists

the various forms of each name, may help to prevent confusion.

A word should perhaps be added about place names. Many
of those occurring in the novel have meanings which arc rele-

vant to their context. Usually such names are translated in the

^^jbfttnotes, but occasionally, where the style ofthe passage seems to

require it, we have used the reverse method, putting the Russian

forij^ of the name in the footnote and its English equivalent in

the text.

We trust that one day Doctor Chicago will appear in Russian

and fall into the hands of a translator whose talent is equal to
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TRANSLATORS* NOfE ^

that of its author. All that we can hope for ^ the meantime
is that we may have given English readers scjme approximate
idea of the merits of this gr^at work.

Our thanks are dvie to Mrs. George Villicrs ai|d the Marchesa
Origo for revising the English text.

,
•

All footnotes are by the translators*
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CHAPTER ONE

The'Five O^Clock Esapress

ON they wcntJ|Btaging ‘Eternal Meijiory’, and whenever they

stopped, the sound of their fe(;t, the Worses and the gusts of

wind scemc^ to carry on their sin^in|j^

PassersA>y made way for the procession, counted the wreaths and
crossed themselves. Some joined in out of curiosity arid asked : ‘Who
fi bejng buried?’

—
‘Zhivago,’ thay were told.

—
‘Oh, 'I see. That

explains it.’-^‘It isn’t him. It’s his wife.’
—

‘Well, it comes to tlie

same thing. May she rest in peace. It’s a fine funeral.’

The last moments flashed past, counted, irrevocable, ‘ifhe earth

is the LoiW’s and the fullness thereof, and all that dweff

therein.* The priest scattered earth in tne form of a cross over the

body of Marya Nikolayev^^a. They sang ‘The souls of the just’.

Then a fearful bustle began. The coffin was closed, nailed and
lowered into the grougd. Clods of earth drummed on the lid like

rain as the grave was filled hurriedly by four spades. A mound grew

up on it and a ten-year-old boy climbed on top.

Only the numb and unfeeling condition which comes to people

at the end of a big funeral could account for some of the mourners’

thinking thaf he wished to make an address over his mother’s grave. •

He raised his head and, from his vantage point, absently surveyed

the bare autumn landscape and the domes of the monastery. His

snub-nosed face was contorted. He stretched out hii? neck. If a wolf

cub had done this it would have been obvious that it was about to

howl. The boy covered his face with his hands and burst into sobs.

The wind bearing down on him lashed hia hands and face W'ith aold

gusts of rain. A man in black with tightly-fitting sleeves went up to

the grave. This was Nikolay Nikolayevich Vedenyapin, the dead

woman’s brother and the uncle of the weeping boy ; he was a priest

who had been unfrocked at his own request.

Hg went up to the boy and led him out of the graveyard.

They spent the night at the monastery where Uncle Kolya was given

a room for old times’ sake. It was the eve of the Feast of the Inter-
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cession of the Holy Virgin. The next day they were suppos^'^
travel south to a provincial town on. the Volga where Uncle
worked for a publisher who produced the local progressive new^ap^'
They had already bought their tickets and their tl^ngs stood packed
in the cell. The plaintive hooting of engines shunting in the distance

was carried by the wind from the neighbourifS^^tJclway.

It got very cold in the evening. The twifMidndows of the cell

were at ground level 9nd looked out on a corner of the neglected

kitchen garden, a strct^^ti pf the main road with frozen pi:|^dles on it

and the part of the churchyard where Marya Nikolayevna had been
buried earlier in the day. There was nothing in the kitchen garden
except acacia bushes round the trails and a few beds of cabbages*

wrinkled and blue with cold. With each blast of wind* the leafless

acacias danced as if possessed* and flattened themselves against the

j;>ath. ^ v V.

. During the night the'^cy, Yura, was woken up by a l^ockiiig at

the window. The dark cell was mysteriously lit up by a flickering

whiteness. With nothing on but his shirty he ran to the window and
pressed his face against the cold glass.

Outside there was no trace of the road,» the graveyard or the

kitchen garden, nothing but the blizzard, the air smoking with snow.

It was almost as if the snowstorm had caugfit sight of Yura and,

conscious of its power to terrify, roared, howled and did everything

possible to attract his attention, revelling in the effect it had on him.

Turning over and over in the sky, length after length of whiteness

unwound over the earth and shrouded it. The blizzard was alone on
earth and knew no rival.

W’^hen he climbed down from the window-sill Yura’s first impulse

was to dress, run outside and start doing something. He was afraid

that the cabbage patch would be buried so that no one could dig it

up,* and that his mother, buried in the oj>en field, would helplessly

sink deeper and deeper away from him into the ground.

Once more it ended in t^:ars. His uncle woke up, spoke to him of

Christ and tried to comfort him, then yawned and stood thoughtfully

by the window. They started to dress. It was getting light.

3

While his mother was alive Yura did not know that his fatfier had
abandoned them long ago and spent his time wenching and carousing

in Siberia and abroad, nor that he had blown the family millions to
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four winds* He was always told that his father was away on
‘
less in Petersburg or at one of the big fairs, usually at Irbit*

^

lien his mother^ who had nev^r been strong, developed con-

sumption, she tqpk to going to southern France and northern Italy for

treatment* Yura went with her on two of these journeys. He was
often left with st^ijarors and often passed on from one to another.

He became accustc^lm to all these chail^es and against this untidy

background, surrounded with continual mysteries, he was not surprised

at his father’s abseiK^e. ^ [0#

He could remember a time in his early childhood when an infinite

variety of objects were still known by his surname. There were
Zhwago factories, a Zhivago bantl, Zhivago buildings, a Zhivago tie-

pin, even a cake rather like a baba au 'rhum known as a Zhivago bun,

and at one time you only had to say lo your sleigh driver in Moscow

:

‘ Zhivago’s !
’ and, rather as ifyoi^had said

:

^aTcc me to TiflibuctooJ,*,

he carri^ you off in his sleigh to an e||ckSMed kingdom at the end
of the world. The park closed round you as, quiet as a countryside

;

crows scattered the hoar-ftost as they settled on the* heavy branches of

the firs ;
their cawing echoed like crackling wood

;
dogs came running

across the road from ithe new kennels in the clearing where the lights

shone in the gathering dusk.

Suddenly it all vmushed. They became poor.

4

One day in summer 1903, two years after his mother’s death, Yura
was driving across fields in a two-horse open carriage with his Uncle

Kolya. They were on their way to see Ivan Ivanovich Voskoboynikov,

a teacher and a writer of popular textbooks, who lived at Duplyanka,

the estate of Kologrivov, a silk manufacturer and a great patron df the

arts.

It was the Feast of the Virgin of Ka*zan. The harvest was in full

swing but, whether because of the feast or because of the midday
break, there was not a soul in sight. Fields, half-reaped, like half^

shouKL heads of convicts, scorched in the sun. Birds circled over-

head. ^The ripe wheat stood straight up in the perfect stillness. At a

distance from the road, stocks rose above the stubble, and, if you

stared^ at them long enough, seemed to move, like land surveyors

walking about on the skyline taking notes.

‘Are these landlords’ or peasants’ fields?* Nikolay Nikolayevich

asked Pavel, the publisher’s odd-job man who sat sideways on the
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^

box, shoulders hunched and legs crossed* to show that driving was np^.
hi? regular job. , .

‘These are the masters’.* Pa^el lit his pipe, drew on it and softer a
long silence jabbed witlj the end ot his whip in aqpther direction

:

‘And those arc ours !—Get on with you,’ he shouted at the horses,

whose tails and haunches he watclied like an^^^ie-driver’s instru-

ment panel. But the horses were like horses alMhe world over, the

shaft horse pulling with the innate honesty of a simple ^ul while the

off horse arched its neKj(j li^e a swan and seemed to the uyinitiated

to be an inveterate idler who thought of nothing but prancing in

time to the jingling of its bell h
Nikolay Nikolayevich had with Him the proofs of Voskoboynikpv’s

*

book on the land question
;

the publisher had asked the,*author to

revise it in view of the increasingly strict censorship.

^ ‘Peopl^re getting pi^tty rough here,* he told Pavel. ‘A merchant
has had his throat slit add ffie stua farm of the zemsky ^ t^as been

burned down. What do you think of it all ? What are they saying in

your village?* •

But evidently Pavel took an even gloomier view ths^n the censor, who
wished Voskoboynikov to moderate the passionate sU ength of his views

on the agrarian problem.

‘What do you expect them to say? The peasants have got out of

hand. They’ve been treated too well. That’s no good for the likes

of us. Give the peasants rope and God knows we’ll all be at cacli

other’s throats in no time.—Get a movel&n there !*

This was Yura’s second trip with his uncle to Duplyanka. He
thought he knew the way and, every time that the fields ran out on
either side with a *thin line of forest in front and behind, he expected

the road to turn right and give a fleeting view of the Kologrivov estate

with its ten-mile stretch of open country, the river gleaming in the

distance and the railway beyond it. But each time he was mistaken.

Field followed field and was in turn swallowed by forests. The suc-

cession of huge views aroused In the travellers a feeling of spaciousness

and made them think and dream of the future.

The books which later made Nikolay Nikolayevich famous were

still unwritten, but his ideas had already taken shape. Yet he di^not

know that his hour was close at iiand. •

Soon he was to take his place among the writers of his time

—

university professors and philosophers of the revolutionary movement

> The horses were harnessed as a troika less one horse. In a troika the shaft horse

trots and the two off horses canter.
^ A government official who dealt with rural matters*
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l^as one who, though he shared their preoccupations, had nothings

)a]^<«onunon with their way of thinking except its terminology. AU ot
'

theixi, without exception, clung to^this o^ that dogma, and were
satisfied with words and outward appearanok, but he. Father Nikolay,

a priest,•had been b^j^ a Tolstoyan and a revolutionary idealist and
was still travelli^.^. He crav^ for an idea, inspired yet concrete,

that would show aijelear path and chaise the world for the better,

an idea as usmistakable even to a child or aji ignorant fool as lightning

or a rolkof thunder. He craved for somithlii% new.

Yura liked being with his uncle* He reminded him of his mother.

Like hers, his mind moved with freedom and welcomed the un-

familiar. He had the same ar^stdbratic sense of equality with all

living things and the same gift of taking in everything at a glance and
of expressing his thoughts as they first came to him and before they

had lost their meaning and vitality. ^ ^
Yura was glad that his uncle was tal^ngmm to Duplyanka. It was

a beautiful place and this too reminded Mm of his mother, who had
been fond of nature and had often taken him for country walks.

He also looked forward to seeing Nicky Dudorov again, though
Nicky, being two ydhrs older, probably despised him. Nicky was a

schoolboy who lived at the Voskoboynikovs and who, when he shook

hands with Yura, jq^'ked his arm downwards with all his might and
bowed his head so low tliat his hair flopped over his forehead and
hid half his face.

•The vital neiVe of the problem of poverty,* Nikolay Nikolayevich

read from the revised manuscript.

‘“Essence” would be better, I think,* said Ivan Ivanovich, making
the correction on the galleys.

*

I’hey were working in the half-darkness of the covered verandah.

Watering-cans and gardening tools lay about, a raincoat had been

flung over the back of a broken chair and waders caked with mud,
their tops dropping to the floor, stood in a corner.

ifOn the other hand, the statistics of births and deaths show,*

dilated Nikolay Nikolayevich.

‘Insert, “for the year under review’*,* said Ivan Ivanovich and
mad% a note. I'here was a slight draught. Lumps of granite lay on

die sheets as paper weights.

When .they finished, Nikolay Nikolayevich wanted to leave at once.

•There’s a storm coining. We must be off.*

*7
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^•Nothing of the sort. I won*t let you. We^rc going to have ^

now.*

‘But I must be back in townjby evening/
,

'It’s no use arguing. J J won’t heaS* of it.’ t

Tea was being laid in the ga^en. A wh^ of charcq^l smoke
from the samovar drilled in, sifiothering the^mi^ .of tobacco and
heliotrope. A maid carrieef out a tray with emptied cream, berries

and cheese cakes. It waalearned tliat Pavel had gone off to bathe in

the river and had takelklhc^ horses with him. Nikolay Nikalayevrch

had no choice but to submit and stay.

‘Let’s go down to the river while they’re getting tea ready,* sug-

gested Ivan Ivanovich.
• * •

On the strength of his friendship with Kologrivov, h^ had the

use of two rooms in the manager’s house. The lodge with its own
small gardSn stood in a^eglected corner of the park, near the old

drive, now thickly overgrmr^^ with grass and no longer usra except

for carting rubbish to the gully which served as a refuse dump.
Kologrivov, a man of advanced views ancf a millionaire who sym-
pathised with the revolution, was abroad with his. wife. Only his

two daughters, Nadya and Lipa, with their gdverness and a small

staff of servants were living on the estate.

A thick hedge of blackthorn separated the manager’s lodge and
garden from the park, with its lawns and artificial lakes, which sur-

rounded the house. As Ivan Ivanovich and Nikolay Nikolayevich

skirted the hedge, sparrows flew out of it in front of them at regular

intervals in small flocks of equal size. The blackthorn swarmed with

them and they filled it with an even chatter like water flowing in a pipe.

They passed the hothouses, the gardener’s cottage 'and some stone

ruins of obscure origin. ITiey were talking about new talent in the

world of letters and scholarship.

‘C>fcourse one docs meet brilliant men,* said Nikolay Nikolayevich,

‘but they are isolated. The fashion nowadays is all for groups and
societies of every sort.—It is always a sign of mediocrity in people when
they herd together, whether their group loyalty is to Solovyev or to

Kant or Marx. The truth is only sought by individuals, and they

break with those who do not love it enough. How many things in

the world deserve our loyalty ? Very few indeed. I think one should

be loyal to immortality, which is another word for life, a stronger word
for it. One must be true to immortality—true to Christ 1 But you’re

frowning, my poor man. As usual, you haven’t understood a word.*

‘Hm,’ said Ivan Ivanovich. He was a thin, fair-haired man,
restless as an eel and with a wicked little beard which made him
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an American of Lincoln’s time ; he was always bunching
j^J^ivhis liand and nibbling the tip. say nothing, of course* As
yi>u kncAv, I look at these things rather differenUy. But while we’re at

it, tell me, what ^as it like whexf they unfr^ked you? I bet you
were scsttedL Didn’t thfy anathematise you ?’

‘You’re trying ^Vf^ihange the subject
^
However, why not ; »' .

No, I wasn’t anathetiMatise^ Cursing isn’t done nowadays. There
was a certain amount of unpleasantness, and^there are certain con-

sequences. •For instance, I am banned front tlte'^civil service for quite

a long time and I am forbidden to go to Moscow or Petersburg. But
t];^ese are trifles. As I was saying, ^one must be true to Christ I’ll

explafti. What you don’t understand *is that it is possible to be an
atheist, it is possible not to know if Go^ exists or why He should, and
yet to believe that man does not live in a state of nature but in history,

and that h|ftory as we know it no\» began witJi^Christ, it was foundec^

by Him on the Gospels. Now what is hisflbfy ? Its beginning is that

of the centuries of systematic work devoted to the solution of the

enigma of death, so that death itself may eventually be overcome.

This is why people*write symphonies, and why they discover mathe-
matical infinity and eleStromagnetic waves. Now, you can’t advance
in this direction without a certain upsurge of spirit. You can’t make
such discoveries without spiritual equipment, and for this, everything

necessary has been given us in the Gospels. What is it? Firstly,

the love of one’s neighbour—the supreme form of living energy..

Once it fills the heart of man it has to overfiow and spend itself.

And secondly, the two concepts which arc the main part of the make-
up of modem man—without them he is inconceivable—the ideas of

free personality arid of life regarded as sacrifice.—Mind you, all this

is still quite new. There was no history in this sense in the classical

world. There you had blood and beastliness and cruelty and pock-
marked Caligulas untouched by the suspicion tliat any man who
enslaves others is inevitably second-rate. JThere you had the boastful

dead eternity of bronze monuments and marble columns. It was not

until after the coming of Christ that time and man could breathe

freely. It was not until ailer Him that men began to live in their

posterity and ceased to die in ditches like dogs—instead, they died at

homt^in history, at the height of the work they devoted to the con-

quest of death, being themselves dedicated to this aim.—OufI I’m
sweatingjiike a pig* I might as well be talking to a blank wall.*

‘That’s metaphysics, my dear fellow. It’s forbidden me by my
doctors, my stomach won’t take it.*

‘Oh well, you’re hopeless. Let’s leave it.—Goodness, what a view,
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%you lucky devil. Though I suppose as you live with it cvci

you don’t sec it.*

The river blazed un the •sun, hurting the eyes,

bending and unbending like sheet metal. Suddenlf its surface creased

vci^

It shimmereS^

A big ferry loaded with carts, horses, and ppqg^ts and Ihcil* w'omen
started for the other shor9.

' ^

‘Fancy, it’s only just* gone five,’ said Ivat Ivanovich. ‘There’s

the express from Syzr^i. It comes through here at past five.’

Far out on the j^ain? crossing it from right to left, (feme a neat

little yellow and blue train, made tiny by the distance. Suddenly
they saw that it had stopped.^ \^hitc puffs of steam flurried over the

engine and a moment later they heard its alarmed hooting. •

‘That’s strange,’ said Voskpboynikov. ‘Something’s Wrong. It has

no business to stop in the middle of the marsh out there. Something
^tnust have happened. Vj^ct’s go and have tea.’ ^

Nicky was not to be found cither in the house*or in the garden, Yura,

left to wander aimlessly round the house while his uncle and Ivan

Ivanovich worked on the verandah, guessed that he was hiding because

guests bored him and he did not look on Yura as his equal.

It was a wonderful place. Every other minute a yellow thrush

made its three-note call, followed by a pause to let the whole of the

clear, moist, fluting tunc sink and soak into the countryside. Flower

smells, caught ,and dazed by the stagnant air, stood in still shafts

over the beds transfixed by the heat. How much it reminded him of

Antibes and of Bordighcra ! He kept turning to right and left. Like

aq aural hallucination his mother’s voice haunted the lawns, it was in

the buzzing of the bees and the musical phrases of the birds. It made
him quiver with the illusipn that she was expecting him to answer,

that she was calling him to tier, now here, now there.

He walked towards the gully and climbed through the dean
coppice overhanging its edge into the tangled alder thicket at the

bottom. Down there, among the litter of fallen branches, it wfls dark

and dank
;

flowers were few and the knotted stalks of mafc^-tail

looked like the Egyptian sceptres in his illustrated Bible.

Yura felt more and more depressed. He felt like cryring. He
slumped to his knees and burst into tears.

‘Angel of God, my holy guardian,* Yura prayed, ‘confirm me in

the way of truth and tell Mama I’m all right, she’s not to wojry. If

20
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is a life after death, O Lord, receive her into thy heavenly

intensions where the faces of the saints and of the just shine like lamps.

ivfama:was so good, sjie couldn’t ha^ been a sinner; have mercy
on her. Lord, and please don’t let^her suffer. Mama !

’—in his heart-

rending anguish he caljied her down from heaven like a newly canonised

saint and suddenly,, uaa1)le to bear any more, fell down in a faint.

He was not unconscious for long. Wlfcn he came to himself, he
heard his uncke calling him from above. He answered and started

climbing (^it of the gully. Suddenly he rejne.Txbered that he had not

prayed for his missing father, as his mother had taught him to do.

^
But his fainting lit had left him with such a sense of lightness and

wellJ^eing that he was unwilling fo risk losing it, and it occurred to

him that rtothing much would happen if he prayed for his father

another time. ‘He can wait,’ he almost thought. Yura did not

remember him at all. . # ^ ^

In a second-class compartment of the train which had stopped in the

field across the river sdtt Misha Gordon who was travelling wath his

father, a lawyer from Orenburg. Misha was a boy of eleven with a
thoiiglitful face and dark eyes; he was in his second form at

school. His father, Grigory Osipovich Gordon, was being transferred

to a nc\v post in Moscow. His mother and sisters were already there

arranging the flat.

Misha and his father had been travelling for three days.

Russia with its fields, steppes, villages and towns, bleached lime-

white by the suiijvjlew past them, wrapped in hot clouds of dust.

Lines of carts stretched along the roads ; lliey lumbered aside at

the level crossings and, from the furiously speeding train, it seemed as

if the carts stood still and the horses w’erc marking time.

At big stations the passengers jumped out and ran helter-skelter

to tlie buffet ; the sun, setting behind the station garden, lit up their

feet and the wheels of the train.

All the movements in the world, taken separately, were sober and
deliberate but, taken together, they were all happily drunk with the

gervt^fal flow of life whfch united and carried them. People worked
and struggled, they were driven on by their individual cares and
anxieties, but these springs of action would have run down andjammed
the meclhanism if they had not been kept in check by an over-all feeling

of profound unconcern. This feeling came from the comfortmg

* In Russia Gordon oAen is a Jewish surname.
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^warencss of the intcrwovcnness of all human lives, the sense of thett^

flowing into one another, the happy assurance that all thafrhappei^l
in the world took place^ not oi\Jy on the earth .which buried the dead
but also on some other level knowr# to some as the Kingdom of God,
to others as history and yet to others by some other name. ,

•

From this general rule the boy, Misha, fclfginjself to be a bitterly

unfortunate exception. Anxiety was his maijjspring and no such
unconcern as the rest o^the world shared, relieved and*ennoblcd him.

He knew this hcrediAry trait in himself and watched fo^ it with a
morbid self-consciousness. It distressed and humiliated liim.

For as long as he could remember, he had never ceased to wonder
how it was that a human being*with arms and legs like everyoncbelsc,

and with a language and way' of life common to all the rest, could be

so different—

a

being liked by so few and loved by no one. He could

j»ot undefttand how it w*^ that if yo\^ were worse than other people you
•could not improve yours^f Ijy trying. What did it mean to dc a Jew ?

What was the purpose of it ? What was the reward or the justification

of this unarmed challenge which brought tiothing but grief?

When he took his problem to his father he was told that his pre-

mises were absurd, he must not argue like that? but he was offered no
solution deep enough to attract him or to make him bow silently to the

inevitable. •

And, making an exception only for his parents, he gradually became
contemptuous of all the grown-ups w^ho had made this mess and were

quite unable to clear it up. He was quite sure that when he was big

he would straighten it all out.

For instance,^no one could suggest that his father should not have

run after that lunatic when he rushed out into the/ corridor, or that

lie should not have stopped the train when the man pushed him
aside, flung open the door and threw himself, head first, out of the

express like a diver leaping from a springboard into a swimming pool.

Yet now that the train had been stuck for ages, the fact that it

was not just anyone but precisely Grigory Osipovich who had pulled

the communication cord made it seem that the hold-up and the whole

annoying business had been caused by the Gordon family.

No one knew for certain why there was such a long delay. iSome
said that the sudden stoppage had damaged the pneumatic bfakes,

others that the train had stopped on a steep gradient and the engine

could not take it without getting up speed. A third view was that,

as the suicide was a well-known person, his lawyer, who had been

with him on the train, had insisted on officials being called from the

nearest station, Kologrivovka, so that a sworn statement could be
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"drawn up. This was why the driver’s mate had climbed up tljp

telegraph pole : the inspection* trolley bringing the officiab should by
now be on its way.

, ^

There was a feint stench from^the lavatories, not quite neutralised

by eai^dcffcologne, aqd a smell of fried chicken, a little high and
wrapped in dirty,, grease-stained paper. Ladles from Petersburg,

wheezy, chesty-voice^ and greying, turned into gypsies by tlie com-
bination of so<»t and cosmetics, powdered tlu^4r faces and wiped their

fingers on iheir handkerchiefs as ifnothing baa IfUppened. When, with

a coquettish wriggle of their shouldei-s for which the narrow passage

^ficred an excuse, they passed the Gordons* compartment, it seemed to

Miska that through their pursed lips they must be hissing : ‘Gracious,

what sensitive plants ! They think they’re a special creation ! They’re
intellectuals ! All this is too much for them !**

The body of the suicide lay qn the grass the side oMhe bank.

Blood had streaked his forehead with a*)l|[||^ign, as if crossing out'

his face. The dry blood did not look like hisbiood but like something

apart from him, a piece dT sticking plaster or a streak of mud or a
wet birch leaf.

Knots of constanrty changing onlookers and sympathisers sur-

rounded him, while his friend and travelling companion, a thick-set,

haughty lawyer, who looked like a well-bred animal in a sweaty shirt,

stood over him sullenly with an expressionless face. He was dying of

heat and fanning himself with his hat. In answer to all questions he
shrugged his shoulders and said crossly, without even turning round

:

*He was an alcoholic. What can you expect? A typical result of

D.T.S.*

Once or twie^ a thin old woman in a woollen dress and lace

kerchief went up to the body. She was the widow Tiverzina, two of

whose sons were engine drivers and who was travelling third class on
a free warrant with her two daughters-in-law. Like nuns with Qicir

mother superior, the two quiet women, their shaw'Is pulled low over their

foreheads, followed ixer in silence. The crowd made way for them.

Tiverzina’s husband had been burned alive in a railway accident.

. She stood a little away from the body, where she could see it through

the ciowd, and sighed as if comparing the two cases :
‘ Each according

to *ht? fate,’ she seemed to say. ‘Some die by the Lord’s will, but

here’s a fine kettle of fish, upon my soul, to die of rich living and de-

rangempnt of mind !

*

All the passengers came out and had a look at the corpse and only

went back to their comparlments for fear their belongings miglit get

stolen.
t
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^
As they jumped out on to the track and picked flowers or took ah

short walk to stretch their legs, they fek as if the whole place had only
,

been brought into being by tjie halt and thqt neither the squelchy

marsh nor the broad river nor the Rnc house and church on the steep

bank opposite would have existed except for the accident.
^

•

Even the sun as it shone its evening light orf the^scene of the suicide,

diffident like a eow from & near-by herd come to take a look at the

crowd, seemed to be a sjage prop, a purely local manifjjstation.

Misha had been ckepl^j shaken by the event and had aj first cried

with shock and pity. In the course of the long journey the man
who was now dead had come several times to their compartment and
had talked for hours with Misha’s*father. He had said that he fi^unJ

relief in the moral decency, peace and imdcrstandiiig which he dis-

covered in hijn and had asked him endless questions about fine points of

Ww condtrning Bills of^change, D^eds of Settlement, bankruptcy and
fraud. ‘ Well I never !

’ nc exclaimed at Gordon’s answers. ^ Is the law

as merciful as that ? My lawyer takes a much more gloomy view.’

I'ach time that this nervous wreck cff a man calmed down, his

travelling companion had come from their first-class coach to fetch

him and drag him off to the restaurant can to drink champagne.

This companion was the same thick-set, insolent, clean-shaven and
smartly dressed lawyer who now stood over Jliis body looking as if

nothing could surprise him. It was hard to escape the feeling that

his client's ceaseless agitalioii had somehow been to his advantage.

Misha’s father had told him that the suicide had been a well-

kiiotvn millionaire, Zhivago, a good-natured profligate, by then half

out of his mind. Unrestrained by Misha’s presence, the man had
talked about liis'late wife and his son, a boy of MisJ^a’s age, and then

about his second family whom he had abandoned like the first. At
this point he would remember something else, grow pale with terror

anfi begin to mumble and lose the thread of his story.

To Misha he had shown an unaccountable affection, which prob-

ably reflected a feeling fof someone else. He showered him with

presents, jumping out to buy them at the big stations wliere the

bookstalls of the first-class waiting-rooms also sold toys and local

curios. ^
He had drunk incessantly and complained that he had nolk* slept

for three months and that as soon as he sobered up for however short a
while he suffered torments unimaginable to any normal human being.

At the end, he had rushed into their compartment, seizc(f Gordon
by the hand, tried to tell him something but found he could not, and
had dashed out into the corridor and tlirown himself from the train.
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Now Misha sat examining the small wooden box of Urals mineral^

which had*been the last gift of the dead man. Suddenly there was a
general* stir. A trolley rolled up on lh& parallel track. A doctor, two
policemen and a ^nagistrate with^a cockade in his hat jumped out.

Questidhs were asked in cold business-like voices and notes taken.

The policemen and •the guards, slipping an(J sliding awkwardly in the

sand, dragged the corpse up the embankment. A peasant woman
started wailingy The passengers were aSked to* go back to their seats,

the guard blew his whistle and the train m(?^xd 6n.

* Here’s old Holy Oil,’ Nicky thought savagely, looking round the

room for way of escape. The vvaices of the guests were outside thx-

door and retreat was cut off. The room hdcf two beds, his own and
Voskoboynikov’s. Willi scarcely a moment’s thought he crept under
the first.

®

He could hear them calling and looking for him outside, surprised

at his absence and finafly coining into the bedroom.

‘Well, it can’t be helped,’ said Nikolay Nikolayevich. ‘Run along,

Yura. Perhaps your fiiend will turn up later and you can play with

him then.* They sat talking about the student unrest in Petersburg and
Moscow, keeping Nicky in his absurd and undignified confinement for

close on half an hour. At last they went out on the verandah. Nicky

softly opened the window, jumped out and went off into the park.

He had had no sleep the night before and was qut of sorts. He
was in his fourteenth year and was sick and tired of being a child.

He had stayed awake all night and had gone out at dawn. The rising

sun had cast the long dewy shadow of trees in loops over the parkland.

The shadow was not black but dark grey like soaked felt, and it was
somehow from this damp shadow on the ground, with strips of light in

it like a girl’s fingers, that the heady fragrance of the morning seemed

to come. Suddenly a streak of quicksilver, as shiny as the dew on the

grass, flowed by him a few paces away. It flowed on and on and the

ground did not absorb it. Then, with an unexpectedly sharp movc-

mentfit swei’ved aside and hid. It was a grass snake. Nicky shivered.

He had certain oddities of character. When he was excited he

talked afoud to himself, copying his mother’s choice of lofty subjects

and her taste for paradox.

‘How wonderful to be alive,’ he thought. ‘But why does it always

have to be so painful ? God exists, of course. But if He exists, then I
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a^n He.* He looked up at an aspen shaking from top to bottom, its

wet leaves like bits of tinfoil. ‘I’ll order it to stop.* With ’an insane

intensity of ejGTort, he willed siltsntly with his whole being, with every

ounce of his flesh and blood : ‘Be stifl,* and the tree at once obediently

froze into immobility. Nicky laughed with joy^nd ran offhappily to

the river to bathe.
^

*
•

His father was the teitorist Dementiy Dudorov, condemned to

death by hanging but Reprieved by the Tsar and now doing forced

labour. His mother ^ffas a»Georgian princess of the Bristol family, a
spoilt and beautiful woman, still young and always in the throes of

an enthusiasm for one thing or another—risings, rebels and rebellionSj,,

extremist theories, famous actors or unhappy failures. ••

She adored Nicky, turned his name, inokentiy, into 4 thousand

impossibly tender and silly nicknames such as Inochek and Nochenka,

and took nim to Tiflis^ show hin\ off to her family. Tljcre, what
Struck him most was a strSiggly tree in the courtyard of their house.

It was a clumsy, tropical giant, with leaves like elephant’s ears which

sheltered the yard from the scorching southern sky. Nicky could not

,

get used to the idea that it was a plant and not an animal.

It was dangerous for Nicky to bear his fiithcr’s terrible name.

Ivan Ivanovich wished him to adopt his mother’s and intended, with

her consent, to petition the Tsar for permission to make the change.

When Nicky was lying under the bed, indignant at all the world, he had

thought also of this.—Who did Voskoboynikov think he was to meddle

so outrageously with his life ? He’d teach him.

And that Nadya
!

Just because she was fifteen, did that give her

the right to turn .up her nose and talk down to him as if he were a

child ? He’d show her ! ‘I hate her,’ he said several times to himself.

‘ I’ll kill her. I’ll take her out in the boat and drown her.’

His mother was pretty cool too ! Of course she’d lied to him and
Vostoboynikov when she went away. She hadn’t gone anywhere near

the Caucasus, she had simpjy turned round at the nearest junction

and gone north to Petersburg, and was now having a lovely time with

the students shooting at the police, while he was supposed to rot alive

in this silly dump. But he wasn’t such a fool as they thought. He’d

kill Nadya, chuck school, run away to his father in Siberia and start a

rebellion.
•

The pond had water-lilies growing all round the edge. The boat cut

into them with a dry rustle, making a triangular rift ;
the dark water
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showed in it like juice in a water-melon where a segm'ent has been
cut out.

Nicky* and Nadya were picking the Vlies. They both took hold
of the same tough rubbery stem. It pulled them together, so that they
knocked theit heads, an^^the boat was dragged into shore as by a
boat hook. There the stems were shorter and more tangled; the

white flowers, with hearts as yellow as egg-yolk streaked with blood,

dived and came up, water pouring out of them*

The children went on picking them, Itaring Over the side of the

boat and making it tip more and more.

^*rm sick of school,* said Nicky. ‘It^s time I began my life—time

I went out into the world and earned'my living.*

•And I meant to ask you about square root equations. My algebra

is so bad I was nearly kept back another term.*

Nicky decided that he was being needled. - Naturally, sSie W'as.

•putting him in his place, telling him he was^a baby—talking about
square root equations when he hadn’t got anywhere near algebra yet.

But he did not show thaV he was offended and asked her with

assumed indifference, realising at the same moment how silly it was

:

‘Who will you marry when you’re grown up ?’

‘That’s a very long way off. No one, I sliould think. 1 haven’t

thought about it.*

‘You needn’t think I’m interested.*

‘Then why d’you ask?*

‘You’re an idiot.*

They started quarrelling. Nicky remembered his early morning
misogyny and threatened to drown her if she didn’t stop calling him
names. ‘Have a try,’ said Nadya. He grabbed her round the waist.

They fought, lost tfieir balance and fell in.

Tbcy could both swim but the lilies caught at tlieir arms and legs

and they were out of their depth. Finally they felt the slime undel-

their feet and climbed out, water streaming from tlicir shoes and
pockets. Nicky was the more exhausted of the two.

If this had happened even so recently as last spring, after the excite-

ment they would have shouted, cursed and giggled as they sprawled

side by ,'’idc, wet to the skin.

But now they sat without a word, hardly breathing, overcome by
the absurdity of the whole thing. Nadya seethed with silent indigna-

tion and Nicky ached all over as if his arms and legs were black and
blue and he had cracked his ribs.

In the end Nadya let fall quietly, like an adult : ‘You really arc

mad,* and Nicky said in an equally grown-up voice : ‘I’m sorry.*
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They walked home, leaving watery tracks like tw'o water-carts.

Their way took them up the dusty 'slope swarming with snakes near

the place where Nicky had seen the grass snake that morning.

He remembered the excitemeht which had filled him in the night,

and his omnipotence at dawn wjien he had commanded natufe. What
order should he give it now ? he wondered. What did he want more
than anything else in the world ? It struck him that what he wanted
most was to fall into the pohd again with Nadya, and he would have

given much to kno^ if this would ever happenf •
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^

. A Girlfpm a Different World
%

T
he war wjthJapan was not yet finished but it was unexpectedly

oversl^dowed by other events. Wayes df revolution swept

across Russia, each greater and more extraordinary than the last.

It was at this time that Amalia Karlovna Guishar, the widow of a

B^gia# engineer and herself a Russilinised Frenchwoman, arrived in

Moscow from, the Urals with her two children—her son Rodyon and

her daughter Larissa. She placed hef son in a military academy
and her daughter in a girls* high school, in tke same schoc*, as i^

,happened, and in the same form as*'the one erttended by Nadya Kolo-

grivova,

Madame Guishar’s husbamd had left her his savings, tstocks which

had been rising an4 were now beginning to fall. To stop the drain

on her resources and icp have something to do, she bought a small

business
;

this was Levitskaya’s dressmaking establishment near the

Triumphal Arch *
;
she took it over from Levitskaya’s heirs together

with the firm’s goodwill, its clientele and all its seamstresses and
apprentices.

This she did on the advidfe of Komarovsky, a lawyer who had
been a friend of her husband’s and was now her mainstay, a cold-

blooded business man who knew the Russian business world like tlie

back of his hand. It was with him that she had arranged her move
by correspondence; he had met her and the children at the station

and had driven them to the other end of Moscow, to the Montenegro

Hotel in Oruzheiny Street ^ where he had booked their room
; aifd

lie it was who; had persuaded her to send Rodya to the military

academy and Lara to the school of his cht»ice, and^ who joked in an

offhand way with the boy and stared at the girl so that he made her

blusix.

They stayed about a m<^th at the Montenegro before moving into

the small three-roomed flat adjoining the workshop.

* A poor district. * Onizheiny Street; Gun or Armoury Street
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This was the most sordid part of Moscow—slums, shady dives, the

haunts of likhachi * and whole streets.given up to vice. •

The children were not dismayed by the dirt in the roomS| the bed
bugs and the wretchedness of the furniture. ‘Since their father’s death
their mother had lived in constant fear of destitution. R^dya and
Lara were used to being told that they were on the verge of ruin.

They realised that they ^/erc different from the children of the street,

but, like children brought up in an orphanage^ they Ijad a deep-seated

fear of the rich. ‘

^ ^
•

Their mother gave them a living example of this fear. Madame
Guishar was a plump blonde of about thirty-five whose heart attacks

alternated with her fits of silliness\. She was a dreadful coward was
terrified of men. It was because of this that, out of sheer panic and con-

fusion, she drifted from the embraces of one lover to those of another.

At lhc Montenegro the family lived in Room 23, and in Room 24
there had lived, ever since the Montenegro had been founded, the,

’cellist I'ishkevich, a bald| sweaty, kindly man in a wig, who joined

his hands prayerfully and pressed then to his heart when he was
trydng to convince anyone of anything, and who played at fashionable

parties and concert halls, throwing back his head and rolling his eyes

in rapture. He was rarely in and spent whole days at the Bolshoi

and the Conservatoire. As neighbours they^ helped each other out

and this brought them together.

,
Since the presence of the children sometimes embarrassed Madame

Guishar during Komarovsky’s visits, Tishkevich would leave her his

key so that she could use his room. Soon she took his altruism so

much for granted that on several occasions she knocked on his door

askiiig him in tears to protect her from her patron.

The workshop was in a single-storeyed house near the corner of

Tverskaya Street, in a quarter invaded by the Brest railway with its

engine depots, warehouses and lodgings for the clerks.

In one of them lived Olya Demina, a clever girl who wojked at

Madame Guishar’s and w'hose uncle was a clerk at the goodi-yard.

She was a quick apprentice. She had been singled out by the

former owner of the workshop and was now beginning to be favoured

by the new one. Olya had a great liking for Lara Guishar.

* Fa&hionable cab-drivcrs \/ho had an unsavoury reputation as a class because of

their conneebon with prostitutes.
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Nothing had changed since Levitskaya’s day. The se^i^ing machines
whirred frantically under the tread of tired seamstresses or their hover-

ing hand;. Here and there a woman sat on a table, sewing quietly

with a broad sweep of the arm as^e t>ulled the needle and long

thread. The floor was littered with scraps. You had to raise your
voice to make yourself heard above the. clatter of the machines and
the fluted warbling ofKyril Modestovich, the^canary in its cage in the

window; the former o^er had carried,with her to the grave the

secret of the ^ird^s improbable name. •

. In the reception room the ladies clustered 3i a striking group round
a table heaped with fashion journals ; they stood, sat or reclined in the

* poSbs ^ey had seen in the fashion places, and discussed the models and
the patterns. Sitting in the manager’s chair at another table was Faina

Silantycvana Fetisova, a bony woman with warts in the recesses of her

flabby cheeks, who was a senior cutter and Madaiye Guishar’s as^stant.

A cigarette in a bone holder clamped between her yellowed tecth,*^

her eyes with yellow eyeballs screwed up "against the yellow jet of

smoke from her nose and moufh, she jotted in a notebook ^he measure-

ments, orders and addresses of the clients.

Madame Guishaf had no experience of running a workshop. She
felt that she was not quite the boss, but the staff were honest and
Fetisova reliable. All the same, these were troubled times and she was
afraid to think of the futlire ; she had moments of paralysing despair.

Komarovsky often came to see them. As he walked through the

workshop on his way to their flat, startling the fashionable ladies at

'

their fittings so that they darted behind the screens coyly parrying

his jokes, the seamstresses muttered, disapproving and amused : ‘Here

comes his lordship,* ‘Amalia’s heaitache,’ ‘old goat,’ ‘lady killer.’

An object of even greater hatred was his bulldog Jack ; he some-

times brought it with liim on a lead on which it pulled with such

violent jerks that Komarovsky followed, stumbling and lurching wijh

outstretched hands like a blind man after his guide.

One spring Jack sank his teeth in Lara’s leg and tore her stocking.

‘I’ll do liim in, the pest,’ Olya whispered hoarsely into Lara’s ear.

‘Yes, he really is a horrid dog ; but how can you do that, silly ?’

‘Sslj, don’t shout. I’ll tell you how. You know those stone Easter

eggs op your Mama’s chest of drawers . .
.*

‘Well, yes, they’re made of crystal and marble.*

‘That’s it, that’s it! Bend down and I’ll whisper. You take

them an(f dip them in lard—the filthy beast will guzzle them and
choke himself^ the devil. And that’s that—She’ll die. . .

.*

Lara laughed and tliought of Olya with envy. Here was a working
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girl who lived in •poverty. • Such children were precocious. Yet

goodness^ how unspoilt and childlike she was
!

Jack^ the.eggs—^where

on earth did she get all her ideas? ‘And why is it/ thought Lara,

*that my fate is to see every;hing^ and take it all so much to heart?*

•Mama is his—what’s the word? • • . He\j Mama’s ; ; ; They’re

bad words, I won’t say them. Then why does he look at me like

that ? I’m her daughter after all.’

Lara was only a little over sixteen but her figure was completely

formed. People thought she was eighteen or more. She had a clear

mind and an easy nature ; jshe was very good-looking.
,

She and Rodya realised that nothing in life would come to them
easily. Unlike the idle and the well-to-do, they had not the leisure

for premature theorising and curiosity about things which did not as

yet concern them in practice. Only the superfluous is sordid. Lara

was the purest being in the world.

Both of them were grateful for small mercies. They knew what
everything cost and valued what they had .^^chieved so far. People

had to think well of you if you were to get on. Lara worked well at

school, not because she had an abstract love of learning but because

only the best pupils paid reduced fees. For siinilar reasons, she washed
her mother’s dishes and ran her errands. She moved with a silent

grace, and everything about her—^voicc, figure, gestures, her grey

eyes and her shining hair—was fitting and harmonious.

It was a Sunday in the middle ofJuly and on holidays you could

stay in bed a little longer. She lay on her back, her hands clasped

behind her head.

The workshop was quiet. The window looking out on the street

was open. Lara heard the rattle of a droshki in the distance turn into

a smooth glide as the wheels left the cobbles for the groove of a tram
track. •I’ll sleep a bit mpre,’ she thought. The rumble of the town
was like a lullaby and made h<-r sleepy.

Lara was aware of touching tlic bedclothes with her left shoulder

and the big toe of her right foot—these defined the space she took

up in bed. Everything between her shoulder and her foot was ^agucly

herself—her soul or essence neatly fitting into the outline of her body
and impatiently straining towards the future.

• I must go to sleep,’ thought Lara, and conjured up in her imagina-

tion the sunny side of Coachmakers’ Row ^ as it must be at this hour—
CSoaclunakers’ Row : Karctny RyacU
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the enormous carriages displayed on* the cleanly swept floors of the

coachmakers’ sheds, the lanterns of cut glass, the stuffed bears, the

rich life, And a little further down the slteet, the dragoons exercising

in the yard of the Znafnensky bajrackS—the chargers mincing in a
circle, tfjie men vaulting into the saddles and riding past, at a walk,

at a trot and at a gallop-^*and outside; t|;ie row of children with nannies

and wet-nurses gapiAg through the railings.^

And a little furthet still, thought Lara, Pctrovka Street. ‘Good
heavens, L^ra, what an idea ! 1 just wanted show you my flat.

As we’re so near.’
•

It was the name-day of Olga, the small daughter of some friends of

Konj^rovsky’s who lived in Coachmakers’ Row, and the grown-ups

were having/^ party with dancing and .champagne for the occasion.

He had invited Mama, but Mama couldn’t go, she wasn’t feeling well.

Mama had said : ‘Take Lara. You’re always felling me to Igpk after

^•Lara. Wdll, now you look after lier.’ An^llook after her he did-*^

that was a joke

!

It was all this waltzing t^at had started it. What a jcrazy business

it was ! You spun round and round, thinking of nothing. While the

music played a whole e%?rnity went by like life in a novel. But directly

it stopped you had a feeling of shock, as if a bucket of cold water were
splashed over you or somebody had found you undressed. Of course,

one reason why you allowed anyone to be so familiar was mere showing

off—to demonstrate how grown-up you were.

She could never have imagined that he danced so well. Whalt

clever hands he had, what assurance as he gripped you by the waist

!

But never again would she allow anyone to kiss her like that. She
could never have dreamed there could be so much ^rontery in any-

one’s lips when they were pressed for such a long time against your

own.

She must stop all this nonsense. Once and for all. Stop playng
at being shy, simpering and lowering her eyes—or it would end in

disaster. This was where a terrible border-line lay. One step and
you would be hurled into an abyss. She must ^op thinking about

dancing. That was the root of the evil. She must boldly refuse

—

pretqpd that she had never learned to dance or that she’d broken

her l^g.

That autumn there was unrest among the railway workers on the

Moscow network. The men on the Moscow-Kazan line went on
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strike and those of thte Moscow-Brest line were expected to join them.
The decision to strike had been taken but the strike conupittee were
still arguing about the date. Everyone on the railway knew that a
strike was coming and only a pretext was needed for it to break out.

It was a cold overcast morning at the beginning of Octobef and on
that day the wages were due. For a long timi nothing wai heard from
t^ accountants ;

then a. boy came into the offlte with a pay sheet

and a pile of labour books which had been kept back for the fines

to be deducted. The cashier started handing out the pay packets.

In an endless line, conauctors, switchmen, joiners, drivers* males,

charwomen from the depot moved across the wasteland between the

wooden buildings of the management and the station with its work-
shops, warehouses, engine shqds and tracks.

The air smelt of early winter in town—of trampled maple leaves,

melted snow, and warm engine soot and rye bread just out of the oven
(ci was baked in the basement of4he station bufTct), Trains came
and went and were shunted, coupled and uncoupled to the waving,

furling and unfurling of signal flags. The deep engine hooters roared

and the horns and whistles of the guards and shunters tooted and
trilled. Smoke rose in endless ladders to the jdey, and hissing engines

scalded the cold winter clouds with clouds of boiling steam.

Fuflygin, the Divisional Manager, and Pavel Ferapontovich

Antipov, the Track Overseer of the station district, strolled up and
down along the edge of the permanent way. Antipov had been

pestering the repair shops about the quality of the spare parts for

mending the tracks. The steel was not sufficiently tensile, the rails

failed the test for strains and Antipov thought that they would crack

in frosty weather'. The management paid no attention to his com-
plaints. Evidently someone was making money on the contracts.

Fuflygin wore an expensive fur-lined coat on which the piping of

the^^ railway uniform had been sewn; it was unbuttoned and showed
his new civilian serge suit. He stepped cautiously along the embank-
ment, glancing down with pleasure at the line of his lapels, the straight

creases on his trousers and his well-cut shoes. What Antipov was
saying came in at one car and went out at the other. Fuflygin had
his own thoughts ; he kept taking out his watch and looking at it

;

he was in a hurry to be off.

‘Qiiite right, quite right, my dear fellow,’ he broke in impatiently,

*but that’s only dangerous on the main lines or on some through-

track with a lot of traffic on it. But just look at what yofl’ve got.

Sidings and dead ends, nettles and dandelions. And the traffic !—at

most an old shunting engine for sorting the empties. What more do
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you want ? You must be^oS your head ! Talk a&out steel ! Wooden
rails would do !

'

Fuflygin looked at his watch/snapped the lid and gazed into the
distance where a road rail towards the raUlway. A carriage came into

sight at 3^ bend of the road. This was Fuflygin^s turn-out. His wife

had come for him. The'toachman dfeyr in the horses almost at the

edge ofthe permanenfway, talking to them in^ high-pitched womanish,
voice, like a nanny scolding fretful children : they were frightened of

trains. In a^ corner of^thc carriage sat a pretty woman leaning back
against the cushions with an abstracted air.

*

‘Well, my good fellow, some other time,* said the Divisional

Manager with a wave of the hand, as much as to say, ‘I*ve got more
important things than rails to think about* I'he couple drove off.

Three or four hours later, sjmost at dusk, in a field some distance

from the track, where no one had been visible until tJicn, two figures

rose out of the ground a^d, looking back over their shoulders, quickly

walked away. •

‘Let’s walk faster,’ said Tiverzin. ‘Fm not worried about the

police getting on to us \>ut the moment those ditherers in their hole

in the ground have finished they’ll come out and catch up with us.

I can’t bear the sight of them. -What’s the point ofhaving a committee’

if you drag things out like this ?—^You play with fire and then you
duck for shelter. You’re a fine one yourself—^siding with that lot.’

‘My Darya’s got typhus. I ought to be taking her to hospital.

Until I’ve done that I can’t take anything in.’

‘They say the wages are being paid to-day. I’ll go round to the

office. If it wasn’t pay-day I’d chuck the lot of you, honest to Go(J I

would, and I’d put an end to all this offmy own bat, I wouldn’t wait

a minute.’ •

‘And how would you do that, might I ask ?’ •

‘Nothing to it. I’d go down to the boiler room, blow the whistle,

and that would be that.’

T^jey said good-bye and went off in different directions.

Tiverzin walked along the track towards the town. He ran into

people coming away from the office with their pay. There were very

many of *them. By the look of it, he reckoned that nearly all the

station workers had been paid.

It was getting dark, the lights were on in the office. Idle workers
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crowded in the sqi!iare outside it. At th^ entrance to the square

stood Fuflygin’s can'iage and in it sat Fuflygin’s wife, still.in the same
pose as though she had not moved since morning. She was waiting

for her husband, who was getting his money;
Sleet began to fall. The coaenman climbed down from his box to

put up the leather hood. WhHe he tugged at the stiff struts, one leg

braced against the bacH^of the carriage, Fuflygina sat admiring the

silver beads of sleet glittering in the light of the office lamps
; her

unblinking dreamy.^aze was fbced on a point above the heads of the

workers in a manner suggesting that it would, in case^of need, go
through them as if they were only sleet or mist.

Tiverzin caught sight of her expression and squirmed. He walked
past without greeting her and decided to call for his wa>,^cs later, so as

not to run into her husband at the office. He crossed over to the

darkef side of the square, towards the workshops and the black sliapc

•\)f the turntable with tracks fanning out from it towards the depot.
‘ Tiverzin ! Kuprik !

*
" Several voices called out of the darkness.

There were a lot of people outside the, workshops. Inside, someone
was yelling and a child was crying. ‘Do go in and help that boy,*

said a woman in the crowd. ^

As usual; the old foreman, Pyotr Khudoleyev, was walloping

Yusupka * the apprentice.

Khudoleyev had not always been a tormehtor of apprentices nor a

brawling drur>kard. There had been a time when, as a dashing
‘ young workman, he had attracted the admiring glances of merchants*

and priests* daughters in Moscow’s industrial suburbs. But Marfa,

who had graduated that year from tJie diocesan convent school, had
turned him derwn and had married his workmate, the engine-driver

Saveliy Nikitich, Tiverzin’s father.

Five years after Saveliy’s fearful end (he was burnt to death in

the sensational railway crash of 1883) Khudoleyev renewed his suit,

but again Marfa rejected him. So Khudoleyev took to drink and
rowdiness, trying to get even with a world which Vas to blame, so

he believed, for ail his misfortunes* ^
Yusupka was the son of Gimazetdin * the porter at the block of

tenements where Tiverzin lived. Tiverzin had taken the boy under
his wing and this made Khudoleyev dislike him even more.

‘Is that the way to hold a file, you cross-eyed brat?* bellowed

Khudoleyev, dragging Yusupka by the hair and pummelling the back
«

Tartar diminutive ofJoseph.
* A Russianised form of tlie Moslem name Gemal-et-Din. (Gimazetdin is a

Tartar.)
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of hb neck. ‘Is that thfe way to strip down a casting, you slit-eyed

Tartar scamp ?•

‘Ow, I won’t do it any morcT, mister, ow, I won’t do it any more»

ow, youVe hurting me ! ’. •

‘If he’s been told once he’s bteen told a.tliousand times; first

adjust iKe mandrel and tljen screw up^the chuck, but will he listen ?

—

No, he just goes on •doing it his own sweet way! Nearly broke the

spindle, the bastard.’ •

‘I didn’t toiKh the spindle, mister, h6nest I c^dn’t.’

‘Why aft*e you pldlguing the boy?* asked Tiverzin, elbowing his

way through the crowd.

‘And I’m telling you to move off before there’s trouble, you
Socialist meddler. Killing’s too good for him, the son of a bitch,

.he nearly Jbroke my spindle. should thaxik liis lucky sdirs

* still alive, the slit-eyed devil—all I did was, tweak his ears and pull his

hair a bit.*

‘ So you think he should hSve his head torn offfor this ? Khudoleyev,

old man, you ought to be ashamed of yourself, really, an old foreman
like you ! You’ve got grey hair but you haven’t learned sense yet.’

‘Move on, move on, I tell you, while you’re still in one piece.

I’ll knock the stuffing •out of you, preaching at me, you dog’s arse.

You were made on the sleepers, you jellyfish, under your father’s very

nose. I know your mother, ,the slut, the mangy cat, the crumpled
petticoat I

*

What happened next was over in a second. Both men seized the

first tiling that came to hand on tlic lathe benches, \^^hcre heavy tools

and lumps of iron were lying about, and would have killed each other

if the crowd had not rushed in to separate them. Khudoleyev and
Tiverzin stood with their heads bent down, their foreheads almost

touching, pale, with bloodshot eyes. They were so angry that they

could not utter a word. They were held firmly, their arms gripped

from behind. Once or twice they tried to break •free, twisting their

bodies and dragging their workmates who were hanging on to them.

Hooks and buttons went flying, their jackets and shirts slipped off,

barin% their shoulders. Around them was a ceaseless noisy hubbub.
‘Tho chisel I Take the chisel away from him, he’ll smash his head

in. Easy now, easy now, Pyotr, old man, or we’ll break your arm I

What aw we playing around with them for ! Drag them apart and
put them under lock and key and there’s an end to it.’

. With a superhuman effort Tiverzin suddenly shook off the men
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who clung to him and, breaking loose, dashed to the door. They
started after him but, seeing that he had changed his mi^d, left him
alone. He went out, slamming the door behind him, and marched off

without turning round. The dark damp autumn night clos^ in on
him. *You try to help them and they come at you with a ^fc,* he
muttered, striding on unconscious of his dirriition.

'

This base world of lies and fraud, in which' an over-fed madam
had the impertinence to stare right through a crowd of working men
and where a drink^odden victim of such ways found pleasure in

taking it out of his own kind, this world was now more hateful to him
than it had ever been before. He hurried on as though his pace could

hasten the time when everything jon earth would be as^reasonable and
harmonious as it was now inside his feverish head. Hife^new tiTat all

their strivings in the last few days, the troubles on the line, the speeches

at ij^eqfings, the decision to strike—not carried out yet but at least not

bihcelled—were small separate stages on the great road tying ahead

of them.

But at the moment he was so worked .up that he wanted to run all

the way without stopping to draw breath. He had not conscioulfely

worked out where he was going with his long steps, but his feet knew
very well where they were taking him.

It was not until much later that Tiverzin learned of the decision,

taken by the strike committee after he had left the underground

shelter with Antipov, to begin the strike that very night. They had
decided there and then which of them was to go where and which
men would be called out.

A crowd was already moving away from the depot and the goods

yard, when Tiverzin blew the hooter of the engine repair shop and
its hoarse whistle burst out as though from the bottom of his heart,

to drop a few seconds later to a level note. Soon this crowd w'as

jo^ed by the men from the boiler room, who had downed tools at

Tiverzin’s signal.

For many years Tiverzin thought that it was he alone who had
stopped work and^ traffic on the line that night. Only much later,

at the trial, when he was charged with complicity in the strike but

not with inciting it, did he learn tlie truth.

People ran out asking: ‘Where is everybody going? WhaVs the

hooting for?’
—

‘You’re not deaf,’ came from the darkness. ‘It’s a
fire. They’re sounding the alarm. They want us to put it out.’

—

‘Where’s the fire?’
—

‘There must be a fire or they wouldn’t be

sounding the alarm.’

Doors banged, more people came out. Other voices were heard.
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•

•Fire my foot. Listen to iJie ignorant lout ! It*s*a strike, that’s what
it is, see ? Pown tools, mates. Let them get some other fools to do
their dirty work. Clear off home’, lads.’

More and more peojtle joined the ctowd. The railway workers
were on strike.

•

Tiverzin came Hbme two days later, drawn with lack of sleep and
chilled to the bone. Frost, unheard of at thiS time of year, had set in

the night before and Tiverzin was not dressed for winter. The porter,
^ Ghnazetdin, m^. him at the gate. •

‘Thank yc^, Mister Tiverzin,’ he babbled in broken Russian. ‘You
didn’t let Yusupka come to harm. I will always pray for you.*

‘You’re crazy, Gimazetdin, who’re you calling Mister? Cut it

^out, for goddness’ sake, and say what you Ipve to say quickly

sec how cold it is.*

‘Why should you be cold? You will soon be warm, Kuprian
Savelich. Me and your motlier Marfa Gavrilovna brought a whole

'shed full of wodd'lrom tJie goods station yesterday— all birch—good,

dry wood.* •

‘Thanks, Gimazetdin. If there’s something else you want to tell

me let’s have it quickly.* I’m frozen.’

‘I wanted to tell you not to spend the night at home, Savelich.

You must hide. I'he police have been here asking who comes to the*

house.—Nobody comes, I said, my relief comes, I said, the people

from the railway but no strangers come, I said, not on your life.’

Tiverzin was unmarried and lived with his mother end his younger

married brother. The tenements belonged to the neighbouring Church
of the Holy Trinity. Among the tenants were some of the clergy and
two arteli * of street hawkers—one of butchers, the other of green-

grocers—but most of them were small clerks on the Moscow-Brest

railway. ,

It w'as a stone house built round four sides o?a dirty, unpaved

yard. Covered wooden staircases went up the outside walls facing

the yard
;
the dirty, slimy steps smelt of cats and sauerkraut ; latrines

and pp.dlocked larders clung to the landings.

Tiverzin’s brother had fought as a conscript in the war with Japan
and had been w’ounded. Now he was convalescing at the military

hospital In Krasnoyarsk and his wile and two daughters had gone

* Groups of workmeji or small tradesmen who worked together under their ovim

foreman and usually shared lodgings.
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there to see him and to bring him home*(the Tiverzins, hereditary

railway workers, were natural travellers and journeyed all over Russia

on free service warrants). The flat was quiet and empty except for

Tiverzin and his mother. ‘

Their flat was on the second'floor. On the landing outside there

was a water-butt, filled regularly by the water-carrier. Tiverzin

noticed as he came up t}),at the lid ofthe butt had been pushed sideways

and a tin mug stood on the frozen surface of the water. * Prov must

have been round, ohe grinned. ‘The way that man drinks, his guts

must be on fire.’ Prot w'as Prov Afanasyevich Sokolo^, the church

psalmist, a relation of Tiverzin’s mother.

Tiverzin jerked the mug out^f the ice and pulled the handle ofthe

door bell. A warm homely smell, steamy with cookihg, billowed out

to greet him.

‘Hullo, Mother, you’ve got a good blaze going; it’s nice and
affwarrn in here.’

^
<r

•

His mother flung herself on his neck and burst into tears. He
stroked her head and, after a while, gently pushed her aside.

‘Nothing venture, nothing win, Mother,’ he said softly. ‘T’hc'line

is at a standstill from Moscow to Warsaw.’ ’

‘I know,• that’s why I’m crying. They’ll be after you, Kupriiika,

you’ve got to get away.’

‘That nice boy friend of yours, Pyotr, viearly broke my head!’

He meant to make her laugh but she said earnestly: ‘It’s a sin to

• laugh at him, Kuprinka. You should be sorry for him, poor lost

soul.’

‘Antipov’s been arrested. They came in the night, searched his

flat, turned everything upside down and took him away this morning.

And his Darya’s in hospital with the typhus. And their kid, Pasha,

who’s at secondary school, is alone in the house with his deaf aunt.

And they’re going to be evicted. I think we should have the boy to

stay with us.—What did Prov want?’
‘How did you know h^ came?’
‘I saw the water-butt was uncovered and the mug on the icc

—

sure to have been Prov swigging water, I said to myself.’

‘How sharp you are, Kuprinka. Yes, he’s been. Prov—Prov
Afanasyevich. Came to borrow some logs—I gave him somfc. But
what am I talking about, fool that I am I It went clean out of my
head—the news Prov brought. Think of it, Kuprinka !—^thc Tsar
has signed a manifesto and eveiything’s to be turned upside down—
everybody’s to be treated right, the peasants arc to have land and
we’re all going to be equal with the gentry I It’s actually signed, he
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says, it’s only got to be fnade public. • The Synod’s sent something to

be put into the church service, a thanksgiving or a prayer for the

Tsar, he told me what it was but I’ve forgotten.*

8 •
.

Pasha Antipov, whose father had been ar/ested as one of the organisers

of the striljje, came to live with the Tiverzins. He was a clean, tidy

boy with regular features and red hair parted in the middle
; he was

always smoothing it down with a brush and straightening his tunic or

the jehool buokle on his belt. Heahad a great sense of humour and
an unusual ^*ift of observation, and kept himself and everyone else in

fits of laughter by his clever imitations of everything he heard and
saw. jf _

* Soon ^ter the Manifesto was published on October 17th thcrewtts

a big demonstration
;

it started from the Tver Gate and was to march
to the Kaluga Gate at the ojjier end of Moscow. But ij; could be truly

said of it that too many cooks spoil the broth ! Several revolutionary

bodies had planned itttogetlier but had quarrelled and given it up;
then, on the appointed day, when they heard that people had
come out all the same, they hastily sent their representatives to lead

them.
*

In spite of Tiverzin’s elforls to dissuade her, his mother joined

the demonstrators, and Pasha, gay and friendly as ever, went with

her.

It was a dry frosty November day with a still, leaden sky and a few

snowflakes coming down one by one. They spun slo\fly and hesitantly

before settling on the pavement like flufly grey dust.

Down the street people came pouring in a torrent—faces, faces,

faces, quilted winter coats and sheepskin hats, men and woijicn

students, old men, children, railwaymen in uniform, workers from the

tramcar depot and the telephone exchange in knee boots and leather

jerkins, girls and schoolboys.
*

For some time they sang the Marseillaise, ‘Warsaw’ .and ‘Victims

theyjf’eir. Then a man who had been walking backwards at the head
of the procession, singing and conducting with his cap which he used

as a baton, turned round, put his cap on his head and listened to what
the other leaders round him were saying. The singing broke off in

disorder. Now you could hear the crunch of innumerable footsteps

on the frozen road.

The leaders had received a message from sympathisers that Cos-
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Backs * were waiting to ambush' the procession further down the street.

The warning had been given by telephone to a chemist near by.

‘What of it ?’ said the ringleaders. ‘We must keep calm, and not

lose our heads, that’s the maih thing. We must occupy the first public

building we come to, warn the people and scatter.*

An argument began about <he best buiMmg to go to. Some sug-

gested the Society of Shop Assistants, others the Technical School

and still others the School of Foreign Business Correspondence.

While they were still arguing they reached the corner of a high

school building, which oAcred shelter every bit as good as those which
had been mentioned.

When they drew level with <:he entrance the ringleaders trrned

aside, climbed the steps of the semicircular porch anoTnotioned the

head of the procession to halt, but their gesture was misunderstood.

TSSidtiple doors opened and the people—coat to coat and cap to

C8(p—moved into the entrance hall‘and up the stairs.
*

‘The lecture hall, the lecture hall,’ shouted a few voices in the rear,

but the rest continued to press forward, ^:attcring down corridors an4
straying into the schoolrooms. The leaders at^ last succeeded in

shepherding them into the lecture hall, and triid several times to warn
them of the aVnbush, but no one would listen. The fact of stopping

and going inside a building was taken as an invitation to an im-

promptu meeting, which in fact began at once.

After all the walking and singing, people were glad to sit quietly

for a bit and let others do their work for them, shouting themselves

hoarse. The speakers, who agreed on most points, seemed all to be
saying the same thing; if there were any differences between them
they were overlooked in the relief of sitting down and having a rest.

In the end it was the worst orator of the lot who received the most
enthusiastic welcome. People made no effort to follow him arid merely

roared approval at every word, no one minding the interruptions and
everyone agreeing out of impatience to everything he said. There
were shouts of ‘Shame !’ and a telegram of protest was drafted ; then

the crowd, bored with the speaker’s droning voice, stood up as one
man and, forgetting all about him, poured out in a body—cap to cap

and coat to coat—down the stairs and out into the street. Tht pro-

cession continued. •

Wltile the meeting had been taking place indoors, it had started

to snow. The street was white. The snow fell thicker and thicker.

When the dragoons charged, the marchers at the rear at first knew

< The troops engaged in this action were dragoons, not Cossacks, but uneducated
people called ail mounted troops Cossacks.
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nothing about it. A swelling noise relied back*to them as of great

crowds shoyting •Hurrah!* and individual screams of ‘Help!* and
•Murder I* were lost in the uproar. Almost at the same moment, and
borne, as it were, on this wave of sound along the narrow corridor

which fojrmcd as the crowd dividid, there appeared the heads of

riders and l!heir horses, *Mianes and irwinging swords carried swiftly

and silently above thfc crowd.

Half a platoon galloped through, turned, re-formed and cut into

the tail of the pAcession. The killing began. •

A few minutes later the street was practic&lly empty. People were
scattering down the side-streets. The snow was lighter. The dry

evening was like a charcoal sketch, ^hen the sun, setting behind the

houses, pokeej'a finger round the cornei: and picked out everything

red in the street—the red tops of the dragoons* caps, a red flag trailing

on the ground and the red specks and threads of.blood on the

A groarflng man with a split sliall was ci;^iWling along the edg?W
the kerb. From the far end of the street to -which the chase had taken

them several dragoons were jriding back abreast at a walk* Almost
at the horses* feet Tiverzina, her shawl knocked to the back of her

head, was nilliling frojn side to side screaming wildly: ‘Pasha!

Pasha !
* •

Pasha had been with her all along, making her laugh by taking

off the last speaker at the meeting, but had vanished suddenly in the

confusion when the dragoons charged.

A blow from one of their whips had fallen on her back, and though*

she had hardly felt it through her thickly-wadded coat she swore and
shook her fist at the retreating horsemen, indignant that they had
dared to strike an old woman like herself, and in public at that.*

Looking anxiously from side to side she had the luck finally to

spot the boy on the other side of the street. He stood in a recess

between a grocer’s shop and the porch of a stone house, where a grojip

of chance passers-by had been hemmed in by a horseman who had
mounted the pavement. Amused by thoir terror, the dragoon was
giving a display of haute-kole, backing his horse iflto the crowd and
making it rear and paw the air slowly as in a circus turn. Suddenly

he saw his comrades riding back, turned swiftly and in a couple of

bounjs took his place in the file.

The crowd dispersed and Pasha, who had been too frightened to

utter a sound, rushed to the old woman.
Tiverzina grumbled all the way home. * Filthy murderers i People

* In his autobiographical book. Safe Conduct, the author describes an incident in

1905 when he took part in a street demonstration and was struck by a whip.
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are happy because the Tsar has given them ft-eedom, but these damned
killers can’t stand it. All they want is to spoil everything, twist every

word inside out.’

She was furious with thd dragoons, furi()us with the whole world,

and at the moment even with her’own son. When she was ir\ a temper
it seemed to her that all the recdtit troubles vpere the fault oV ‘ Kuprinka’s
bunglers and fumblers’ ^s she called them.

*

‘What do they want, the half-wits? They don’t know themselves,

just so long as they«can mai^e mischief, the vipers. Like^that chatter-

box.—Pasha, dear, sho\) me again how he went on, show me, darling.

—Oh ! I’ll burst, I’ll burst. You’ve got him to the life.’

At home she fell to scoldingcher son. Was she o^an age tg hftve

a curly-headed oaf on a horse beat her with a whip on’Jier behind ?

‘Really, Mother, who d’you take me for? You’d think I was the

Nikolay Nikolayevich saw the fleeing demonftrato'rs* Irom liis window.
He realised who they were and looked to sec if Yura were among
them. But none of his friends seemed to be there, though he thought

that he had caught sight of the Dudorov Boy—he could not quite

remember his name—that madcap who had had a bullet extracted

from his shoulder not so long ago and -who was evidently back again,

hanging about in places where he had no business.

Nikolay Nikolayevich had recently arrived from Petersburg. He
had no flat in Moscow and he did not wish to go to a hotel, so he was
staying with some distant relations of his, the Sventitskys. They had
given him a corner room on the mezzanine floor.

^
The Sventitskys were childless and the two-storeyed house which

their late parents had rented from time immemorial from the Princes

Dolgoruky was too big for •them. It was part of the untidy cluster of

buildings in variobs styles with three courtyards and a garden which
stood on the Dolgorukys’ property, a three-sided plot bounded by
narrow alleys and known by the ancient name of Muchnoy Gojodok.*

In spite of its four windows the study was darkish. It was clattered

up with books, papers, rugs and prints. It had a balcony forming a
semicircle round the corner of the house. The glass doors of the

balcony were sealed for the winter.

The doors and two of the windows looked out on an alley which

Muchnoy Gorodok : Flour Town.
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ran away into the disUftice with its sleigh trades and crooked little

houses and fences. ^
Purple shadows reached info the room from the garden. The

trees, laden with hoar-frost, their branches like smoky streaks ofcandle-

wax, looked in as if they wished tto rest their, burden on the floor of

thestuefy. • •

Nikolay Nikolayevich stood gazing into the distance. He thought

of his last winter in Petcivburg—Gapon Gorky, his meeting with

Witte *, modern, fashionable writers. Flom thaj bedlam he had fled

to the peac% and quiet of the ancient capital to write the book he had
in mind. But he was no better off.—Lectures every day—Higher
Courses for Women 3, the Religioqj Philosophical Society, the Red
CroS and the Strike Fund—not a moment in which to collect his

wits. He had jumped out of the frying-pan into the fire. What he
needed was to get away to Switzerland, to some remote canton, to the

• peace of lakes, mountains, sky and the echoing,* attentive air.

Nikolay Nikolayevich turned away from* the window. He felt like
*

going out to call on someone or just to walk about the,streets, but he

remembered that Vyvolocifnov, the Tolstoyan, was coming to see

him about sor^iv. business or other. He paced up and down the room,

his thoughts turning to Jliis nephew. 9

When Nikolay Nikolayevich had moved from his fastness on the

Volga to Petersburg, Ik had left Yura in Moscow where he had many
relations—the Vedenyapins, the Ostromyslenskys, the Selyavins, the

Mikhaelises, the Sventitskys .and the Gromekos. At first Yura was
foisted on the slovenly old chatterbox Ostromyslensky, known among
the clan as Freddy. Freddy lived in sin with his ward Motya and
therefore saw himself as a disrupter of the establiaiied order and a

champion of progressive thought. So little did he justify his kinsman’s

confidence that he even took the money given him for Yura’s upkeep

and spent it on himself. Yura was transferred to the professorial family

of the Gromekos and was still living with them.
*

The atmosphere at the Gromekos’ was eminently suitable, Nikolay

Nikolayevich thought. Their daughter, Tonya, was Yura’s age, and
Misha Gordon, Yura’s friend and classmate, spent most of his time

with them.

‘^And a comical triumvirate they make,’ thought Nikolay Nikolaye-

> A priest and revolutionary leader who headed the demonstration in Winter
Palace Square in 1905 on what later came to be known as ‘Bloody Sunday*; he
was 8U5|^tcd of bein^ an agent provocateur and killed by the revolutionaries.

* Prime Minister in 1905.
’ University Courses for Women (who were not officially admitted to the uni-

versities).
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•

vich. The three of \hcm had ^soaked themSelves in The Meaning of
Love and The Kreutzer Sonata and had a mania for preaching chastity.

It was right, of course, for adolescents* to go through a frenzy of purity

but they were overdoing it, they had lost ail sense of proportion.

How childish and eccentric tliey were. Obsessed by sex, they

labelled everything to do with •it as ‘vulgaif' and used (he word ad

nauseam^ blushing or grovpng pale as they uttered it. ‘Vulgar* was
applied to instinct, to pornography, to prostitution and almost to the

whole physical worldi
*

‘If I had been in Mosdow,* thought Nikolay Nikolayevich, ‘I would
not have let it go so far. Shame is necessary and within limits . . .

Ah ! Nil Feoktissovich, come in !*i He was intcrruptcc^^by the ayi\^l

of his guest.

A fat man came in wearing grey Tolstoyan shirt with a broad leather
*

belt, felt boots and trousers bagging at th^ knees. He looked a kindly

fellow with his head in the clouds, but a pince-nez on a wide black'

ribbon quivered angrily on the end of his npse. ^TCThad taken off

his coat in tho' hall but had not removed his scarf and came in with

it trailing on the floor and his round felt hat still in his hand. These
encumbrances prevented him from shaking Viands and even from
saying How-do-you-do.

‘Um-m-m,’ he mooed helplessly, looking round the room.

‘Put them down anyw'here,* said Nikolay Nikolayevich, thereby

restoring Vyvolochnov’s self-possession and power of speech.

Here was one of those disciples of Tolstoy in whom the teacher’s

restless thoughts grow shallow past redeeming and settle down to a

long, unclouded rest. He had come to ask Nikolay Nikolayevich to

speak at a meeting in aid of political prisonci's, wliich was to be held

at some school or other.

‘I’ve spoken at that schqpl already.’

‘In aid of politK;al prisoners
?’

‘Yes.’

‘You’ll have to do it again.’

Nikolay Nikolayevich jibbed a little and then gave in.

1’he business dealt with, Nikolay Nikolayevich did not attempt to

delay his guest. He could have left at once but evidently felt that it

would be unseemly and was looking for something lively and natural

to say by way of parting. The conversation became strained and
disagreeable.
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'So you’re a decadeitt nowadays?* Going in*for mysticism ?•

‘Whatjdo you mean ?*

‘ It’s a waste, you know. Do you remember our rural council ?*

‘Of course. Didn’t We canvass for it together !
*

‘Anji we did some polly good•work fighting for the schools and
teachers’ cdlleges. Remember?*

‘Of course. It Was a splendid battle.’ ,
‘And didn’t you do some work afterwards for public health?’

‘For a time ‘yes.’ •

‘Hm-m.— And now it’s all this hig&brow stuff— fauns and
nenuphars and ephebes and “ Let’s be like the sun.” * I can’t believe it,

btess me if I can—an intelligent man like you, and with your sense of

humour and your knowledge of the people . . . Come, now. Or am
I intruding into the holy of holies ?’ •

‘Why talk for the sake of talking? What ^re we arguing^^jj^t

?

• You don’t^now my ideas.’ ^

‘Russia needs schools and hospitals, not fauns and nenuphars.’

‘No one denies it.*
^

‘The peasants arc in rags and they’re starving , ,

So the converisatiog jerked on. Knowing how useless it was,

Nikolay Nikolayevich tried nevertheless to-explain what* attracted him
to some of the writers of the symbolist school. Then, turning to

Tolstoyan doctrines, h# said :

‘Up to a point I am with you, but Tolstoy says that the more a

man devotes himself to beauty the further he moves away from

goodness . .

‘And you think it’s the other way round—the woild will be saved

by beauty, is that it?—Dostoyevsky, Rozanov^, mystery plays and«.j

what not ?
’

‘Wait, let me tell you what I think. I think that if the beast who
sleeps in man could be held down by threats—any kind of threat,

whether ofjail or of retribution after death—then the highest emblem
of humanity would be the lion tamer in Uie circus with his whip, not

the self-sacrificing preacher. But don’t you see, ihh is just the point

—

what has for centuries raised man above the beast is not the cudgel but

an inward music ; the irresistible power of unarmed truth, the attrac-

tion ^its example. It has always been assumed that the most import-

ant tilings in the Gospels are the ethical teaching and commandments.

But for me the most important thing is the fact that Christ speaks in

* Title of a book of poems by K. D. Balmont,
• V. Rozanov, 1856-1919, whose historiosophic conceptions influenced some infel-

lectuals in St. Petersburg and Moscow. This trend was unacceptable to Tolstoyans.
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parables taken from Idaily life, <hat he explillns the truth in terms of

everyday reality. The idea which underlies this is that communion
between mortals is immortal, and that the whole of life is symbolic

because the whole of it has meaning.’ •

‘I haven’t understood a word. * You should write a book about it
!

’

At last Vyvolochnov left. ‘•Nikolay Nikblayevich feh extremely

cross. He was furious witji himself for airing some ofhb most intimate

thoughts to such a blockhead upon whom they had not had the slightest

effect. Tlien his rage, as sometimes happens, changed its target. He
recalled another reason’ for annoyance and forgot Vyvolochnov
altogether.

He did not keep a diary, bufc once or twice a year he would put

down in a thick notebook some thought which struck him particularly.

He got out the notebook novv s^nd started writing in a 'large, legible

hand,^.This is what l\e wrote.

Upset all day by'tljat silly Schlesinger woman wh<t came this,

morning, sat till dinner-time and for two solid hours bored me reading
*

out that balderdash—a libretto in versj by the symbolist X to the

cosmogonic symphony by the composer Y—spirits of the planets,

voices of the elements, etc. etc. ^
‘ Have suddenly understood why this stuff is so deadly, so insuffer-

able and artificial even when you come across it in Faust. The whole
thing is an affectation, no one is genuinely irfccrested in it. Modern
man has no need of it. When he is vexed by the mysteries of the

universe he turns to physics, not to Hesiod’s hexameters.

‘And it isn’t just that the form is an anachronism, or that these

spirits of earth and air only confuse what science has made clear, it’s

that this genre is wholly out of keeping with the very essence, the

motivating force of present-day art.

‘These cosmogonies belong to the ancient world—a world peopled

so^sparsely that nature was not yet overshadowed by man. Mammoths
still walk^ the earth, dragons and dynosaurs were still fresh in people’s

memory,* Nature hit you in the eye so plainly and grabbed you so

fiercelg^ibid so tangibly by the scruff of the neck that perhaps it really

was still full of gods. Those were the first pages of the chronicle of

mankind, it was only just beginning,

‘This ancient world ended with Rome, overpopulation put% stop

to it.

*

‘Rome was a flea market of borrowed gods and conquered peoples,

a bargain basement on two tiers—earth and heaven—slav^ on one,

gods on the other. Dacians, Hcrulians, Scythians, Sarmatians, Hyper-
boreans. Heavy, spokeless wheels, eyes sunk in fat, bestialism, double
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ehins, illiterate emperA-s, fish fed ion the flesh df' learned slaves.

Beastliness convoluted in a triple knot like guts. There were more
people in the world than there have ever been sincCi all crammed into

the passages of the Colil^eum and all wfetched.

‘Aryl then, into this tasteless rfeap of gold and marble, He came,

light-foote<! and clothecft in light, ^Uh his marked humanity, his

deliberate Galilearf provincialism, and fiom that moment there

were neither gods nor peoples, there only man—man the car-

penter, man thi ploughman, man the shepherd with his flock of sheep

at sunset, man whose name does not sound in the least proud ^ but who
is sung in lullabies and poi trayed in picture galleries the woild over.*

II •

. ! . •

• The PetrdVka seemed a corner ofH^etersburg mislaid in Moscow, rac.

matching houses on both sides of the street, the quiet ornaments of the

facades, the bookshop, the ybrary, the cartographer. Hie good tobac-

conist, the good restaurant, its front door flanked by two round frosted

gas-lamps oil massive lyackets, all helped to create the impression.

In winter the street glowered forbiddingly. Its iifliabitants were

solid, self-respecting, well-paid members of the liberal professions.

Here Victor Ippolifovich Komarovsky rented his magnificent third-

floor flat reached by a wide staircase with massive oak banisters.

Unseen and unheard, his housekeeper, or rather the chatelaine of his

quiet fastness, Emma Ernestovna, ran it with as much efficiency as

discretion, as careful to know everything as never to meddle in the

details of his life, and he repaid her with the knighfly delicacy to be

expected of so line a gentleman, by not receiving at home anyone

—

man or woman—whose presence would not have been compatible

with her serene old-maidenly world. A monastic peace reignedt in

the flat—blinds drawn and not a speck of dust, as in an operating

theatre. •

On Sunday mornings Victor Ippolitovich, accompanied by his

bulldog, took a leisurely walk down the Petrovka and along Kuznetsky
Most, and at one of the crossroads they were joined by the actor and
gamjpler, Constantine Illarionovich Satanidi.

They strolled on together, exchanging brief anecdotes and remarks

so curt, so insignificant and so imbued with contempt for everything

in the \^orld that they could quite safely have been replaced by a
growling noise, always provided that it filled the street from side to

* Reference to Gorky's famous saying, 'Man whose name has so proud a sound*.
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side with a sound as*loud as their voices, dfcp, shamelessly panting

and as though choking with their own vibration*

IV
*

The weather was unseasoiT^ble. Tap-tap-tap went the water drops on
the metal of the drain pipes and the cornices^ roof tapping messages to

roof as if it were spring. It was thawing.

Lara walked all the way in a daze and only realised^ what had
happened to her when she reached home.

Everyone was asleep. She fell back into her trance and in^tWs

abstracted state sat down at . her mother’s dressing table^ still in her

pale mauve, almost white, lacev-trimmed frock and long veil borrowed
foij^fcyjjfvening from t,hc workshop, as if it were a fancy dress. Her

^
clasped upon the stable, shcr sat facing her reflection in the •

looking-glass, but seeing nothing. After a while she dropped her head
on her hands.

^

If Mama got to hear of it she would kill her. She would kill her

and then she would kill herself. «

How had K happened? How could it possibly have happened?
It was too late now, she should have thought of it earlier.

Now she was—^what was it called ?—a fallAi woman. She was a

woman out of a French novel, though to-morrow she would go to

school and sit side by side with those other girls who were like babies

compared with her. O God, O God, how could it have happened ?

Some day, many, many years later, when it was possible, Lara

would tell Olya Demina, and Olya would hug her and burst into tears.

Outside the window the water drops lisped, the thaw muttered its

spells. Down the road someone was banging on the neighbours’ door.

La(a sat with bowed head and quivering shoulders, weeping.

13

•That’s all rubbish, Emma Ernestovna, my dear. I’m sick and^tlred

of it.’ He kept opening and shutting drawers, turning things^ out,

throwing cuffs and collars all over the carpet and the sofa, not realising

what it was he needed.

What he needed desperately was Lara and there was no* possible

chance of seeing her that Sunday. He paced up and down the room
frantically, like a caged animal.
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She had for him the unique charm'of the incorporeal. Her hands
astonished him like a sublime idpa. Her shadow on tlie wall of the

hotel room had seemed to him the outline of innocence. Her vest

was stretched over her Breast, as ^mly and simply as linen on an
enibroidory frame. ,

His fingers drummed dh the window .pane in time to the unhurried

thud of horses' hooves on the asphalted car«age-way below. ‘Lara,’

he whispered, shutting ‘his eyes. He had a vision of her head rest-

ing on his ^rm; her gyes were closed, she^was^asleep, unconscious

that he watched her slceplessly for hours on end. Her dark hair was
scattered and its beauty stung his eyes like smoke and ate into his

heart* •

His Sunday walk was not a success. He strolled a few paces with

Jack, stopped, thought of Kuznetsky Most, of Satanidi’s jokes, of the

milling stream of his acquaintances—no, it was more than hacaen^Jd

.bear. He turned back. The dog^ startled, looked up disapproving
from ground level and waddled after him in disgust.

‘What the hell can it all mean?’ thought Komarbvsky. ‘W'hat

kind of bedevilment is it?* Could it be his conscience, or pity, or

repentance? "Or was ht worried about her? No, he knew she was
safely at home. Then why couldn’t he get her out of his mind ?

He walked back to lys house, up the stairs and past the first landing

where the heraldic ornaments at the corners of the window threw

coloured patches of light at his feet ; half-way up the second flight

he stopped.
*

He must not give in to this exhausting, nagging, anxious mood.
He was not a schoolboy after all. He must know what would happen
if, instead of being only a toy, this girl—a mere child, the daughter of

his dead friend—turned into an obsession. He must pull himself

together. He must be true to himself and to his habits, otherwise

everything would go up in smoke. •

Komarovsky gripped the oak railing until it hurt his hand, shut

his eyes a moment, then turned resolutely and went down. On the

landing with its patches of coloured light the dog was waiting for him.

It lifted its head like a slobbering old dwarf with hanging jowls and
stared^up at him adoringly.

The dog hated the girl, growled at her, bared its teeth and tore

her stockings. It was asjealous ofher as ifit were afraid ofher infecting

its master with something human.
‘ So now you think everything is going to bejust as before—Satanidi,

fiinny stories, dirty tricks and all ? All right then, take this, and this,

and this.’ He struck the bulldog with his stick and kicked it. Jack
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squealed, howled, waddled up the stairs shaking his behind and

scratched at the door to complain to Emma Ernestovna. <

Days and weeks went by.

>4
I

What a bewitched circlcrit was ! If Komarovsky’s intrusion into Lara’s

life had only filled her with disgust she could have rebelled and broken

with him. But it li^as not so simple.
,

It flattered her that a handsome man whose hair was turning grey,

old enough to be her father, a man who was applauded at meetings

and mentioned in the newspapers, should spend his time and indhey

on her, take her out to concerts and theatres, tclfher that she looked

divine, and should generally; as they say, improve her mind.

all she was.still a schoolgirl in a brown uniform who enjoyed

^larmless conspiracies at school.' Komarovsky’s philandering in *4

carriage behind the coachman’s back or in an opera box in full view

of the audience pleased and challenged her by its mixture of scergey

and daring.

But these childishly adventurous mools were short-lived. A
nagging brdken-spirited horror at herself was taking root in her.

Worn out by struggling with her lessons and by sleepless nights, tears

and an everlasting headache, she was sleepy all day long.

15

She hated him* he was ihe curse of her life. Every day she went over it

in her mind.

She had become his prisoner for life. How had he enslaved her ?

V\^hat made her submit to his wishes and satisfy his need to make
her feel ashamed ? What was his hold over her ? His age ? Or her
mother’s dependence on his money? Did that impress or frighten

her so much ? No, a thousand times no. That was all nonsense.

It was she who had a hold on him. Didn’t she know how much he
needed her? There was nothing to be frightened of, her conscience

was clear. It was he who should be frightened and ashamgfl, and
terrified of her giving him away. But that was just what she would
never do. She lacked his treachery, his chief asset in dealing with the

weak and the dependent.

This was just the difference between them. And it was this that

made the whole of life fo frightening. You were not blasted by thunder
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• •

and lightning but by coA^ert looks and whispered calufhny. Life was
all treachery and ambiguity.. Any single thread was as fragile as a

cobweb, but just try to pull yourself out of the net ! It only held you
tighter/ • •

Even the strong are ruled by thfc weak and- treacherous.

i6

•

She tried fopliistry. •What if she were nArried, she asked herself,

what difference would it make ? But at times she was overtaken by a
hopeless anguish. ^

ftow was he not ashamed to grovel at her feet and plead with her ?—
*Wc can’t'go on like this. Think wj;iat I have done to you ! You

are going to your ruin. W^e must tell your mother and 1*11 mar^you.*
•He wept afid insisted as though she w^ere arguing and protesting.** oils
' knew that it meant nothing and hardly listened.

And he continued taking her, veiled, to dinner in the.private rooms
of that ghastly restaurant wficre the waiters and the clients undressed

her with their eyeff as sjje came in, and all she did was to ask herself;

Tf he really loved me, would he so humiliate me ?* •

Once she had a dream. She was buried under the ground and
nothing remained of her except her left side and her right foot. A
tuft of grass sprouted from her left nipple^and above the ground people

were singing ‘Black eyes and white breast* and ‘Masha must not cioss

the river**

17

Lara was not religious. She did not believe in ritual. But sometimes,

to enable her to bear her life, she needed the accompaniment of an
inward music and she could not always compose it for herself. Tfiat

music was God’s word of life and it was tp weep over it that she went*

to church. •

Once, at the beginning of December, when she was feeling like

Katerina in The Storm *, she went to pray with such a heavy heart

that ?he felt as if at any moment the earth might open at her feet

and the vaulted ceiling of the church cave in. And it would serve her

right, and it would put an end to the whole thing. She was only sorry

that she^ad taken that chatterbox Olya Demina with her.

‘There’s Prov Afanasyevich,* whispered Olya.

* A play by O8tro\’sky.
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* Sh-sh. Do leave me alone. What Prov *Afanasycvich ?
*

•Prov Afanasycvich Sokolov. The one who*s reading. Hc*s our

cousin twice removed.*

*Oh, the psalmist. Tivcriin*s relation. Do shut up.*

They had come in at the beginning of die service. The psalm
was :

‘ Let my soul bless the Lord and all diat is within me sanctify

His holy name*.

The worshippers all stoodjn a crowd at the altar end of the echoing,

half-empty church. '•It was a new building. The plain glass window
gave no adornment to the grey, snow-bound, busy street outside. In

front of it stood the church warden paying no attention to the service

and loudly reproving a deaf, halfrwitted beggar woman in a voi;pc*as

flat and commonplace as the window and the street.

In the time it took Lara, clutching her pennies in her fist, to

mak^er way past the worshippers without disturbing them, buy
two candles for herself and Olya ntar the door and turn ‘back, Prov**

Afanasycvich had rattled off nine of the Beatitudes at a pace suggesting

that they were quite well enough known ^without his help.

Blessed are the poor in spirit. . • . Blessed are they that mourn.

. . . Blessed are they that hunger and thirst ajtcr righteousness. . . .

Lara shiveled and stood still. This was for her. He was saying

:

Happy are the downtrodden. They have something to say for them-
selves. They have everything before them.' That was what He
thought. That was Christ’s opinion of it.

i8

It was the time of the Presnya rising. The Guishars* flat was in the

rebel area. A barricade was being built in Tver Street a few yards

from their house. People carried buckets of water from their yard,

in order to cement the stones and scrap-iron with ice.

The neighbouring yard was used by the insurgents as an assembly

point, something bfetween a Red Gross post and a soup kitchen.

Lara knew two of the boys who went to it. One was Nicky Dudorov,
a friend of her school friend Nadya. He was proud, straightforward,

taciturn and too much like Lara herself to interest her. ^

The other was Pasha Antipov who went to high school and lived

with old Tiverzina, Olya Demina’s grandmother. Lara could not

help noticing the effect she had on the boy when she met him at the

Tiverzins*. He was so childishly simple that he no more thought of

hiding his joy at seeing her than if she had been some holiday land-
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scape ofbirch trees, grass tnd clouds in which he dbuld dblight without

any risk of l^eing laughed at.

Hardly had she realised that slie had an influence over him when
she began unconsciously to use it, thoughfit was not until several years

later and, at a much further stage hi their relationship that she was
to take his mhlleable,. easy^^oing character seriously in hand. By then

Pasha knew that he \vas head over ears in^lovc with her and com-
mitted to her for life.

The two boy^ were playing the most terrible %nd adult of games,

war, and in this particular war they faced nbt only the normal risks

of battle, but the danger of exile or hanging as well. Yet the way
thc»r ^woollen caps were tied at thc^ back suggested that they were
children who still had, or should have, parents to look after them. It

was as children that Lara thought of them. Their dangerous amuse-
ments had a bloom of innocence which they communicated to ^Xjry-

Ihing—to the evening, so shaggy with hoar-ffoSt that it seemed mc/^^

^lack than w'hite, to the dark-blue shadows* in the yard, to the house

across the road where the boys were hiding and, above all, to the

revolver shots which came from it. ‘The boys are shooting,* thought

Lara. This was ho^ sh^ thought not only of Nicky and Pasha but of

all those who were shooting all over Moscow. ‘Good, decent boys/

she thought. ‘It’s because they are good that they arc shooting.*

• 19

l^icy heard that tlie barricade might be shelled and that their house

would be in danger. It was too late to think of going to stay with

friends in some other part of Moscow, the district w^as surrounded

;

they had to find shelter in the neighbourhood. They thought of the

Montenegro.

It turned out that many other people who w^ere in the same position

had also thought of it. The hotel was full^up, but for old times’ sake

they were promised a shake-down in the linen rooms

Not to attract attention by carrying suitcases, they packed the

most necessary things into three bundles ; then they put off moving
from Ay to day.

Such were the patriarchal customs at the workshop that it had
stayed open long after the beginning of the general strike. But one

dull, coldafternoon there was a ring at the door. Someone had come
to complain and to argue. The boss was asked for. Fetisova went

instead to pour oil on the troubled waters. A few moments later she
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called the seamstresses into the. hall and introduced them to the visitor.

He shook hands all round, clumsily and with emotion, and went away
having apparently settled something with Fetisova.

The seamstresses came back into the workroom and began tying

on their shawls and pulling on th:rir shabby winter coats.

*What has happened ?’ asked Madame«Guishar, hurrying in.

* They’re bringing us out,"Madam, we’re on strike.’

‘But I don’t see . What harm have I done you?* Madame
Guishar burst into ^cars.

‘Don’t lake on so, Amalia Karlovna. We’ve got nofihing against

you. We’re very grateful to you. It’s not just you and us. Every-

body’s doing the same, the who^^ world. You can’t go against ev^sry-

body, can you ?
*

They all went away, even Olya Demina and even Fetisova who
whispered to Madame Guishar by way of parting that she was only

iMlgmg the strike for the good of the owner and of the establishment.

Madame Guishar was inconsolable.

‘What black ingratitude! To think that I was so mistaken in

these people! The kindness I’ve lavished on that brat! Well,

admittedly she’s only a child, she has some excuse, but that old witch !

’

‘They can’t make an exception just for you. Mama, don’t you see,’

Lara tried to comfort her. ‘No one bears you any malice. On the

contrary. All that’s being done now is done ki the name of humanity,

in defence of the weak, for the good of women and children. Yes, it

is. Don’t shake your head. You’ll see, one day you and I will be

better ofl' because of it.’

But her mother could not understand. ‘It’s always like this,’ she

sobbed. ‘Just when I can’t think straight you come out with some-

thing that simply astounds me. People play a dirty trick on me and
you say it’s all for my good. No really, I must be out ofmy mind.’

Rodya w^as at school. Lara and her mother wandered about,

alone in the empty house. The unlit street stared emptily into the

rooms and the rooms returned its stare.

‘Let’s go to the hotel. Mama, before it gets dark,* Lara begged.

‘Do come, Mama. Don’t put it off, let’s go now.*

‘Filat, Filat,’ they called the porter. ‘Take us to the Montenegro,

Filat, dear.* •

‘Very good. Madam.* ‘

‘Take the bundles across. And keep an eye on the house, Filat,

until things sort themselves out. And please don’t forget the bird seed

for Kyril Modestovich, and to change his water. Here’s the key.

lliat’s all, I think, and do look us up.’
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• •

•Very well, Madam.* • •
*

•Thank ^ou, Filat. God keep you. Well, let’s sit down * and
then we must be off.*

When they came out'the fresh air seSfcmed as unfamiliar as after

weeks of, illness. Noises, rounded, '^as if polished on a lathe, rolled

echoing lightly through crisp, frosty, nut-clean space. Shots and salvoes

smacked, thudded and plopped, flattening thg distance into a pancake.

However much Filat tried to convince them to the contrary, Lara
and Amalia insisted that the shots were bfanks. ^

‘Don’t be silly, Filal. Think it out for ydbrself. How could they

be anything but blanks when you can’t sec anyone shooting? Who
d’>^u^ think is shooting, the Holy G^pst or what? Of course they’re

blanfe.’

At one of the crossroads they were stopped by a patrol of grinning

Cossacks who searched them, insolently running their hands over^em
<rom head 1o foot. Their peakless caps witli thin-straps were tilted

jauntily over one ear
;

it made all of them look one-eyed.

‘Wonderful,’ thought Lara as she walked on. She would not see

Komarovsky for as long as the district was cut off from the rest of the

town. Her mothef ma^e it impossible for her to break with him.

She could not say : ‘Mama, please stop seeing him,’ If she did that

it would all come out.

And what if it did Why should that frighten her ? Oh, God

!

Anything, anything, if only it could end !

,

God ! God ! She would fall down in a faint with disgust. Whaf
was it she had just remembered ? What was the name of that frightful

j)icture ? There was a fat Roman in it. It hung in the first of those

private rooms, the one where it all began. ‘The Woman or the Vase ?’

That was it. Of course. It was a famous picture. The fat Roman
making up his mind between the woman and the vase. When she

(irst saw it she was not yet a woman, she was not yet comparable to an

expensive work of art. That came later. The table was splendidly set

for a feast.

‘Where do you think you are running like that? I can’t keep up
with you,’ panted Madame Guishar. Lara walked swiftly. Some
unknown power swept her on, as though she were striding on air,

bornt^by this proud quickening force.

‘How splendid,’ she thought, listening to the gun shots. ‘Blessed

are the downtrodden. Blessed are the deceived. God speed the

bullets. They and I are of one mind.’

> A Russian custom : before a move or a journey people sit down for a few
moments for luck.
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,

The brothers Gromeko had S house at the edrner o{ Sivtsev Vrazhek *

and another small street. Alex&nder Alexandrovich and .Nikolay
Alexandrovich Groincko were. Bbth professors of chemistry, the one at

the Petrov Academy, th^ other at the Universify. Nikolay was un-
married. Alexander had a v^ife Anna, nee Krueger. Her father was an
iron-master ; he owiied an enormous estate in the UralS, near Yuryatin

;

on it were several abandoned and unprofitable mines.

The Gromekos* house had two storeys. On the top floor were the

bedrooms, the schoolroom, Alexander Alexandrovich’s study aiyl^is

library, Anna’s sitting-room, and Tonya’s and Yura’s rooms ; these

were the living quarters. The ground floor was used for receptions.

I tyriit^ichio-coloured. curtains, gleaming piano top, aquarium, olive-

g^n upholstery and potted plants like seaweed made it•look like

green, sleepily swaying sea-bed.

The Gromekos were cultivated, hospitable and great connoisseurs

and lovers of music. They often held receptions and evenings of

chamber music at which string quartets and pi^no trios wdTe performed.

Such a mflsical evening was to be held in January 1906. There
was to be a first performance of a violin sonata by a young composer,

a pupil of Taneyev’s, and a trio by Tchaikovsky.

The preparations were begun the day before. The furniture was
moved round in the drawing-room. In one corner the piano tuner

struck the same chord dozens of times and scattered arpeggios like

handfuls of beads. In the kitchen, chickens were being plucked,

vegetables cleaned and mustard mixed with olive oil for salad dressings.

Shura Schlesingcr, Anna’s bosom friend and confidante, had come
first thing in the morning to make a nuisance of herself.

• Shura was a tall thin woman with regular features and a rather

masculine face which recalled the Emperor’s, especially when she wore
her grey astrakhan hat set an angle ; she kept it on in the house and
only slightly raised the veil pinned to it.

"

In times of sorrow or anxiety the two friends lightened each other’s

burdens. They did this by provoking one another, their conve^ation

becoming increasingly caustic until an emotional storm burst an<J soon

ended in tears and a reconciliation. These scenes had a tranquillis-

ing effect on both, like the application of leeches for high blood

pressure.
*

Shura Schlesinger had been married several times but she forgot

* Sivtsev Vrazhek : Grey Mare’s Gully.
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her husbands as soon as ste divorced them and to6k her miairriages so
lightly that her manner always retained the cold restlessness ofa single

woman.
Shura was a theosophut, but she was also an expert on the ritual

of the Orthodox Churchy and even when she was touts transportis^ in a
state of utter ecstasy, could Aot re&ain ^om prompting the officiating

clergy. *Hear O Lord/ 'Now and ever shall be/ * Glorious cherubim/
she muttered ceaselessly in her hoarse, staccato voice.

Shura had a knowledge of mathematics and pf esoteric Indian
cults, she knew the addresses of the best known teachers at the Moscow
conservatoire, who was living with whom and goodness only knows

» what else besides. For this reason sl;^ was called in, as arbiter and
organiser, on all important occasions in lift;.

At the appointed time the guests started to arrive. It was snowing
and whenever the front door opened you could sfe the air rush j^t,
as though tangled in a thousand knots by thp dickering snow,

men came in out of the cold in long clumsy snow boots, and every one
ofthem, without exception, did his best to look like a country pumpkin,
but their wives, on the contrary, their faces glowing from the frost,

coats unbuttoned, shawlsjpushed back and hair spangled with rime,

impersonated hardened coquettes, sophisticated perfidy itself ‘Cui^s *

nephew,* the whisper went round as the new musician came in.

Beyond the open side doors of the ballroom the supper table

gleamed, white and long as a winter road. ^The play of light on frasted

bottles of red rowanberry vodka caught the eye. The crystal cruets

on silver stands and the picturesque arrangement ofgame and zakuski *

captured the imagination, while the very napkins, folded into stiff

pyramids, and the baskets of mauve cineraria smelling of almonds
seemed to whet the appetite.

Not to delay the pleasure of terrestrial food too long the company
got down hastily to their spiritual repast. They sat down in rows.

‘Cui’s nephew,* people whispered again as the musician took his place

at the piano. The concert began.

The sonata, expected to be dry, laboured and boring, fulfilled

these fears ajid was terribly long drawn out as well.

During the interval the critic Kcrimbekov and Alexander Gromeko

had an*argument about it, Kerimbekov running it down and Gromeko
defenefing it, while all round them people smoked, talked and moved

their chairs j till the glittering tablecloth in the next room again

attracted attention and made them decide to get on with the concert.

^ Famous Russian musician, 1835-1918.
* Hors-d’oeuvres, including various kinds of cold meat and fish.
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The pianist nodded to hi^ partners ; the violinist and Tishkevich

flourished their bows and the music rose plaintively.

Yura, Tonya and Misha Gordon, who spent half his time at the

Gromekos, were sitting in the third row. *

‘Yegorovna is making signs dt you,* Yura whispered to Alexander
Alexandrovich who sat immediately in frdht of him.

Yegorovna, the Grqpiekos* white-haired old servant, stood in the

doorway and, by staring desperately at Yura and nodding with equal

energy at Alexancier Alexandrovich, tried to make* Yura understand

that she needed urgentfy to speak to the master.

Alexander Alexandrovich turned, gave her a reproachful look and
shrugged his shoulders, but sh% stood her ground. Soon they ts^ere

talking across the room by- signs, like a couple of deaf-mutes. People

were looking. Anna cast infuriated glances at her husband. He
gofeup, blushing, and tiptoed round the edge of the room.

‘You ought to be ashamed, Yegorovna ! Really no^, what’s all

the hurry ? Well, what h it ?*

Yegorovna muttered in his can
‘What Montenegro?*
‘The hotel.*

‘Well, what about it ?
*

‘They’re asking for him to come back at once. There’s somebody
of his dying.*

*

‘So now they’re dying !• I can just imagine ... It can’t be done,

Yegorovna. When they’ve finished this piece I’ll tell him. Until then

I can’t.’

‘They’ve sent the waiter with a cab to fetch him. Somebody’s

dying, I tell J^ou, can’t you understand? It’s a lady—one of the

gentry.*

‘And I tell you it’s impossible. As if a few minutes could make all

that difference.’ He tiptoed back to his place with a worried frown,

rubbing the bridge of his nose.

At the end ofthe first movement, before the applause had died down,

he went up to tlfe musicians and told Tishkevich that he was needed

at home, there had been some accident, they would have to stop

playing. Then he turned to the audience and held up his hands for

silence
: ,

‘Ladies and Gentlemen, I am afraid the trio has to be interrupted.

Monsieur Tishkevich has had some bad news from home. All our

sympathy is with him. He has to leave us. I wouldn’t likfi him to go

by himself at such a moment, I’ll go with him in case he should need

my help. Yura, my boy, go and tell Simon to bring the carriage
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round, he’s had it readyrfor some time. Ladies and gentlemen, I

won’t say gojpd-byc—I beg you all to stay— won’t be long/
The boys asked to go with him for the sake of the drive through the

frosty night.

o 21

Although the normal flow of life had been Astored since December,
there were still (Sccasional shots here and there .^nd the new fires,

such as are ^always starting in the ordinary way, looked like the

remains of the December fires burning themselves out.

The boys had never been for such^a long drive before. In reality

the Montenegro was a stone’s throw awayT-only down the Smolensky
Boulevard, along the Novinsky and half-^ay up Sadovaya Street, but

the savage frost and fog had dislocated the distance and torn it apart,

a6 if space vvere not the same the- world ovqr.* The shaggy, ragged

smoke of street fires the crunch of footsteps and the whine of passing

sleighs, all helped to give them the impression that they had been

travelling for goodness knows’ how long and were on tlieir way to

some terrifyingly remote place.

Outside the hotel entrance stood a narrow, elegant-looking sleigh
5

the horse was covered with a cloth and had bandaged fetlocks. The
driver sat hunched up in the passenger’s scat trying to keep warm,
his swathed head buried in his huge gloved paws.

It was warm in the hotel .vestibule where the porter sat dozing*

behind the cloak-room counter ; lulled by the hum of the ventilator,

the roar of the blazing stove and the boiling samovar, he was woken
up occasionally by one of his own snores. '

A thickly made-up woman with a face like a dumpling stood by
the mirror on the left. Her fur jacket was too light for the weather.

She was waiting for someone to come down ; her back to the glass,

she turned her head over each shoulder to make sure that she looked

all right behind.

The frozen cab-driver came in. His bulging ccat made him look

like a bun on a baker’s sign and the clouds ofsteam he gave offincreased

the likeness. *How much longer will you be, Mam’zel ?* he asked the

woman by the looking-glass. *Why I ever get mixed up with your

sort, 1 don’t know. I don’t want my horse to freeze to death.*

The hotel staff were being driven frantic ; the incident in No. 23
was only >one more nuisance added to their daily vexations. Every

minute the bells shrilled and numbers popped up behind the long glass

* Fires are lit at crossroads in very cold weather.
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panel of the box on ‘the wall, showing whigfir cUent in which room was
going frantic and pestering the valet or the chamber-maid without
knowing what he wanted.

At the moment the doctor was giving an emetic to that old fool

Guisharova * and washing out her guts. Glasha, the maid^ was run
off her feet mopping up the flobr and carrying dirty slop pails out and
clean ones in. But the storm now raging in the service room had
started well before this hullaballoo, before Tirashka had been sent in

a cab to fetch the doctor and that wretched fiddler, bSfore Komarovsky
had arrived and so many people had cluttered up the corridor out-

side the door of room 23.

The trouble had started that afternoon, when someone had t]Li^cd

clumsily in the narrow passage leading from the pantry to the landing

and had accidentally pushed, the waiter Sisoy just as he was rushing

out, bent double and with a fully loaded tray balanced on his right

hand. The tray clattered to the froor, the soup was spilled and two
soup plates and one meat plate were smashed.

Sisoy insisted that it was the washer-up who had been responsible

and should pay for the damage. By now it was nearly eleven

o’clock and half the staff were due to go off duty but the row was still

going on.

‘He’s got the shakes, can’t keep his hands and feet steady. All

he cares about is sitting with a bottle, you’d think it was his wife,

he gets pickled like a herring, and then he asks who pushed him, who
spilled his soup, who smashed his crockery. Now who do you think

pushed you, you devil, you Astrakhan pest, you shameless creature?’

‘I have told you already, Matryona Stepanovna, to keep a civil

tongue in your head.’

‘And who’s the one that all the fuss is about now, I ask you?
Vou’d think it was somebody worth smashing crockery for. But it’s

that slut, that street-walker giving herself airs, that madam-five-bob-a-

time, innocence in retirement,, done so well for herself she’s swigging

arsenic. Of course, Madame lives at the Montenegro, wouldn’t know
an alley cat if she met one.’

Misha and Yura walked up and down the corridor outside Madame
Guishar’s room. It had all turned out quite differently from anything

Alexander Alexandrovich had expected. He had imagined andean
and dignified tragedy in a musician’s life. But this was the devil of a

business. Sordid and scandalous, and certainly not for children.

The boys cooled their heels in the passage.

•Go in to the lady now, young gentlemen,* the valet came up to

9 Madame Guishar’s name Russianised by the hotel staf&
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them and for tho second t&ne tried to persuade them in? his soft un*
hurried voice. *You go in, don*t worry. The lady’s all right, you
needn’t afraid. She’s quite rccoveied. You can’t stand here.

There was an accident herenhis afternoon, valuable china was smashed.
You can sec we have to run up and down serving meals and it’s a bit

narrow. You go in there.’"'' *

The boys obeyed.
*

Inside the room, a lighted paraffin lamp wliich ordinarily stood on
the table had bc^n taken out of its stand and carried behind the

• wooden partition into the sleeping alcove. The alcove stank of bugs
and bad a dusty curtain to conceal it from the main room and the

® lobby. But the curtain had been flrng aside and in the confusion

no one had thought of drawing it. The lamp stood on a low stool

and lit the alcove garishly from below as hough by footlights.

Madame Guishar had tried to poison herself not with arsenic, as

the washcr-up thought, but with Iodine. The room had the tart,

astringent smell of green walnuts when their husks are still soft and
blacken at a touch.

Behind the partition the maid was mopping up the floor, and lying

on the bed was a half-naknd woman ; wet with tears, water and sweat,

her hair stuck together, she was holding her head over a bucket and
crying loudly.

The boys turned away at once, so shameful and unmannerly did

they feel it was to look in her direction. But Yura had seen enough
to be impressed by the fact that in certain clumsy, tense positions, in

moments of strain and exertion, a woman ceases to be as she is repre-

sented in sculpture and looks more like a wrestler with bulging muscles,

stripped down to his shorts and ready for the match.

At last someone behind the partition had tlie sense to draw the

curtain.

‘Monsieur Tishkevich, my dear, where’s your hand? Give me
your hand,’ the woman was saying, choking with tears and nausea.

‘Oh, I have been through such horrors. I had such terrible sus-

picions ... Monsieur Tishkevich ... I imagined . . . but happily

it has all turned out to be nonsense, just my disordered imagination

. . . Just think what a relief. And the upshot of it all . . • here I

am . . . here I am alive . •
.’

‘Calm yourself, /malia Karlovna, I beg you. . . . How awkward

all this is, upon my word, how very awkward.’

‘We’ll be off home now,* said Alexander Alexandrovich gruffly to

the children. Excruciatingly embarrassed, they stood in the door of

the entrance lobby and as they did not know where to look they
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stared straight in front of them into the shadowy depth of the main
room.

The walls were hung with photographs, there was a bookshelf

filled with musical scores, aKlesk piled with•papers and fashionjournals,

and, beyond the round table wkh a crochet cover, a girl wjis asleep in

an armchair, one arm flung over the bach &nd her face |)ressed against

the cushion. She must have been dead tired to be able to sleep in

spite of all the noise and excitement.

‘We’ll be off^juow,’ Alexander Alexandrovich said again. There
had been no sense in ‘their coming and to itay any Idhger would be

indecent. ‘As soon as Monsieur Tishkevich comes out ... I must
say good-bye to him.’

^
»

But it was not Tishkevich who came out from behind the partition,

but a thick-set, portly, sclf-/:onfident man. Carrying 'the lamp above

his head he went oyer to the table and replaced it on its stand. The
light woke up the gill.,. She smiled at him, screwing upP her eyes and
stretching. .

*

At sight of the stranger, Misha started and stared as if he could

not take his eyes away. He pulled Yura’s sleeve and tried to whisper

to him, but Yura would not have it.
—‘Yo^ can’t whisper in front of

people—^what will they think of you ?
’

Meanwhile the girl and the man were acting a dumb-scene. Not
a word passed their lips, only their eyes met?. But the understanding

between them had a terrifying quality of black magic, as if he were

the master of a puppet show and she were a puppet obedient to his

every gesture.

A tired smile puckered her eyes and loosened her lips, but in

answer lo his«amused glance she gave him a sly wink of complicity.

Both of them were pleased that it had all ended so well—their secret

was safe and Madame Guishar’s attempted suicide had failed.

Yura devoured them with his eyes. From the half-darkness of the

^obby where no one saw him he stared unblinking into the circle of

lamplight. The scene between the captive girl and her master was
both incommunfeably mysterious and shamelessly frank. New and
conflicting feelings crowded painfully in Yura’s heart.

Here was the very thing which he, Tonya and Misha had endlessly

iliscussed and had dismissed as ‘vulgar’, the force which so frightened

and attracted them and which they controlled so easily from a safe

distance by w^ords. And now here it was, this force, in front of Yura’s
very eyes, concrete, real, and yet confused and veiled as in a dream,
pitilessly destructive, and complaining and helpless—and where was
Yura’s childish philosophy now and what was he to do ?
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*Do you know who that man is?’ said Misha when they came out

into the streejt. Yura, busy with his thoughts, did not reply.

*He’8 the one who made your father drink and caused his death.

The lawyer who was in the train with him-*you remember, I told you.*

Yura ^^as thinking about the girl and the future, not about his

father and the*past. At firstdie could not even understand what Misha
was telling him, and aftyway, it was too cold to talk.

‘You must be frozen, Simon,* Alexander Alexandrovich said to the

coaclunan. TheyMrovc home. * »
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CHAPTER THREE

Christmas Party at the Sventitsky/

.

ONE winter Aleitander Alexandrovich gave Anna an antique

wardrobtv He hid picked it up as a bargain. It was made
of ebony and^so enormous that it would not gb through any

door in one piece. It was brought into the house in sections ; the

problem then was where to piU it. It was unfitted for the reception

rooms by its function and for the bedrooms by its size. In the*end, a

part of the landing was cleared for it outside the best btedroom.

Markel, the handyman, came to put it together. He brought

with him his daughter Marinka she was six years old. Marinka

was given a piece of barley sugar. She clutched it in her sticky fingeA

and stood sucking it, wheezing through her nose, and watching her

father.
*

At first everything went well. The cupbolard grew in front of

Anna’s eyes^ when it was almost finished—only the top remained to

be put on—she took it into her head to help Markel. She got inside,

stood on the raised floor, slipped, and fellagainst one wall of the

cupboard, which was only held in place by tenons
;

the rope which

Markel had tied loosely round it capic undone. Anna fell on her

back, together with the boards as they clattered to the ground, and

bruised herself painfully.

‘Oh, madam, mistress,’ Markel rushed to her. ‘What made you

do that, my dear ? You haven’t broken any bones ? Feel your bones.

It’s the bones that matter, the soft part doesn’t matter at all
;

the soft

parts mend in God’s good time, and, as the saying is, they’re only for

pleasure anyway.—Don’t bawl, you little brute !
’ he rounded on the

crying Marinka. ‘Wipe the snot from your nose and clear off to

your mum.—Ah,iMadamV couldn’t you trust me to set up that there

cupboard without you ? Of course, to look at me you’d think I was

only a handyman, but to speak straight, cabinet-making is my proper

trade. I began by being a cabinet-maker. You wouldn’t 'Relieve

how much furniture has passed through my hands, in a maifner of

speaking—cupboards, sideboards, lacquer, walnut, mahogany. Nor
how many well-to-do young ladies have passed me by, in a-manner of

speaking. Vanished from under my nose, in a manner of speaking.

And the cause of it is drink, my lady, strong spirits.’
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Market rolled up an sftinchair and*with his hetp Anna sank into

it, groaning, and rubbing her bruises. Then he set about restoring

the wardrobe. When he put the top on he said : ‘Now the doors^

and then it’s fit for an exllibition.*

Anna^id not like the wardrobe. • Its shape and size reminded her
of a catafalque or a roya> tomb and %lled her with a superstitious

dread. She nicknamed it the tomb of Askol^ ’ ; she meant the horse

of Prince Oleg which had caused its mz^ster’s death. Owing to her
unsystematic^reading her association of ideas was odd.

After this accident Anna developed a pulmonary weakness.

Anna spent the whole of November 19 ii in bed with inflammation of

J!he lungs.
*

*
.

*

Yura, Misha Cordon and Tonya were due to graduate the following

spring, Yura in medicine, Toqya in law and Misha in philosophy.

Everything in Yura’s mind was mixed up together and misplaced

and everythirfg was sharply his own—his views, his habits and his

inclinations. He was unusually impressionable and the ^freshness and
novelty of his vision were remarkable.

Though he was grfotly drawn to art and history, he scarcely

hesitated over the choice of his career. considered that art was no
more a vocation than innate ‘cheerfulness or melancholy were pro-

fessions. He was interested in physics and natural science and believed

that a man should do something useful in his practical life. He settled

on medicine.
*

In the first year of his four-year course he had spent a term in the

dissecting room
;

it was deep under ground in the basement of the

university. You came down the winding staircase. There was always

a crowd of dishevelled students, some hard at work over their tattered

textbooks surrounded by bones, or quietly d^^secting, each in his corner,

others fooling about, crackingjokes and chasing the fats which scurried

in swarms over the stone floors. In the half-darkness of the mortuary

the n^ed bodies of drowned women and unidentified young suicides,

well greserved and untouched by decay, gleamed white as phosphorus.

Injections of alum salts rejuvenated them and gave them a deceptive

* Askold was one of the founders of the Russian state ; he ruled in Kiev, where
he was buried.

> Olc^, anotlier Prince of Kiev, was killed by a snake which came out of the

skull of his favourite horse.
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roundness. The corpses were cut open, dismembered and prepared,

yet even in its smallest sections the human body kept it^ beauty, so

that the wonder Yura felt in looking at the body of a girl brutally

flung down upon a zinc table he also felt in gazing at her amputated
arm or hand. The basement smelled of carbolic and foripaldehide

and was filled with the presence of mystay, the mystery of the un-

known lives of these naked dead, and the mystery of life and death

itself—and death was as familiar in this place as though the under-

ground room were its home or its headquarters. •

The voice of this nJystery, drowning eveiything else, distracted

Yura at his dissecting. But then a lot of things in life distracted him.

He was used to it and was not p^it out.
^

^

Yura thought well and wrote even better. Ever since his school-

days he had dreamed of writing a book in prose, a book"of impressions

of life in which he would conceal, like buried sticks of dynamite, the

most striking things he had so far ^cen and thought aboflt. He was
too young to write such a book; instead, he wrote poetry. He was
like a painter who spent his life making sketches for a big picture he
had in mind.

The vigour and the originality of his ppcms'madc Yura forgive

himself what Jie regarded as the sin of their conception, for he believed

that originality and vigour alone could give reality to a work of art,

and that without them art was utterly useless,*superfluous and a waste

of time.
,

Yura realised how great a part hie uncle had played in forming

his character.

Nikolay Nikolayevich now’ lived in Lausanne, where several of his

books had confe out both in Russian and in other languages. In

these books he developed his views of history as another universe—

a

universe built by man with the help of time and memory in answer

t<j the challenge of death. Inspired by a new understanding of

Christianity, they resulted in a new conception of art.

Misha Gordon was evqn more deeply affected by these ideas than

Yura. It was theJr influence which had made him take up philosophy

as his subject, and he attended lectures on theology and even played

witli the idea of transferring later to the theological college.
^

Yura advanced and developed under the influence of his yncle’s

theories but Misha was cramped by them. Yura allowed for the

part which his racial origin played in Misha’s extremist views and
was too discreet to try to talk him out of his strange fl)lans, but

he sometimes wislicd that Misha w’cre more empirical and closer to

life.
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One evening at the end of November Yiira came home late from the

university; he was tired and had«eaten nothing all day. He was
told that thefe had been a lerrible scarcethat afternoon. Anna had had
convulsions

; several doctors had seen her ; at one time they had advised

Alexander Alexandrovich to send for the priest but later they had
changed their mtnds. Now she was feeling betteri^ she was conscious

and had aske^ for Yura\o be sent to her the mdment he got back. Yura
went up at once.

’iThe room showed traces of the iQpcent commotion. A nurse was
quietly arranging something on the night .table. Towels and napkins,

which had been used for compresses, ivere still lying about, damp
and crumpled. The water in the slop pail v^as pinkish with ex-

^pectorated blood, and broken ampoules and swollen tufts ofcotton-wool

floated on its surface.

Anna lay bathed in sweat, with parched lips.^ Her face had
become haggard since morning.

‘Can the diagnosis bj wrong?’ Yiira wondered. ‘She has all the

signs of lobar pneumonia and it looks like the crisis.’ After greeting

her and saying the encouraging things which are always said on such

occasions, he sent the fiurse out of the room, took Anna’s wrist to

feel her pulse and reached into his coat^ pocket for his stethoscope.

She moved her head as if to. say: ‘It’s useless, what’s the point?*

He understood that it was something else she wanted. She spoke with

cflbrt.

‘They said • . • last sacraments . . . Death is hanging over me
; , . Any moment . . . When you go to have a tootli out you’re

frightened, it’ll hurt, you prepare yourself . . . But this isn’t a tooth

. . . it’s the whole of you, your whole life . • . being pulled out . . .

And what does it mean ? Nobody knows . • . And I am sick at heart

and terrified.’ ^
She fell silent. Tears poured down her cheeks. ^ura said nothing.

A moment later Anna went on.

‘You’re clever, talented . . . That makes you different . . . Say

sometTiing to me . . . Set my mind at rest.’

‘^ell, what is there for me to say,’ replied Yura. He fidgeted on

his chair, got up, paced the room and sat down again. ‘In the first

place, yoft’Il feel better to-morrow, I luiow the signs, I give you my
word. And then death, the survival of consciousness, resurrection . . .

You want to know my opinion as a scientist? Perhaps some other
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time?—No?—At once?—^WeH, as you wfch. But you know, it*8^

difficult to put into words, straight off.’ And there and 'then he
delivered a whole impromptu lecture, so that he was even astonisheld

at himself. *

•Resurrection.—In the crude form in which it is preached for the

consolation of the weak, the id^ doesn’t appeal to me. f have always

understood Christ’s words about tlie living and the dead in a different

sense. Where could you find room for all these hordes of people

collected over thousands of years? The universe ?sn’t big enough,

God and good and meaning would be crowded out.* They’d be
crushed by all that greedy animal jostling.

‘But all the time life, always<one and the same, always incopipre-

hensibly keeping its identity, fills the universe and is renewed at every

moment in innumerable combinations and metamorphoses. You are

anxious about whether you will rise from the dead or not, but you
have risen already—^ydu .rose from the dead when you wefe born and
you didn’t notice it. Will you feel pain? Do the tissues feel their

disintegration? In other words, what will happen to your con-

sciousness ? But what is consciousness ? Let’s see. To try consciously

to go to sleep is a sure way to have insomnia|. to tty to be conscious of

one’s own digestion is a sure way to upset the stomach. Consciousness

is a poison when we apply it to ourselves. Consciousness is a beam of

light directed outwards, it lights up the way ‘ahead of us so that wc
don’t trip up. It’s like the, head-lamps on a railway engine—^if you
turned the beam inwards there would be a catastrophe.

• So what will happen to your consciousness ? Tour consciousness,

yours, not anyone else’s. Well, what arc you? That’s the crux of the

matter. Let’s try to find out. What is it about you that you have

always known as yourself? What are you conscious of in yourself?

Your kidneys ? Your liver ? Your blood vessels ?—No. However far

back you go in your memory, it is always in some external, active

manifestation of yourself that you come across your identity—in the

work of your hands, in yopr family, in other people. And now look.

You in others are^ourself, your soul. This is what you arc. This is

what your consciousness has breathed and lived on and enjoyed

throughout your life.—^Your soul, your immortality, your life in

others. And what now? You have always been in others and you

will remain in others. And what does it matter to you if later on it is

called your memory? This will be you—the you that enters the

future and becomes a part of it.

‘And now one last point. There is nothing to worry about. There

is no death. Death is not our department. But you mentioned talent
*
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—that*» different, that’s ouft, that’s at onr disposal. And to be gifted

in the widest land highest sense is to be gifted for life.

*There .will be no death, says St.John, andjust look at the simplicity

of his argument. There vUl be no deatlf because the past is over;
that’s almost like saying there will be ito death because death is already
done with, it’s old and we afe tired of it.* ,What we need is something
new, and that new thing is life eternal.’

^
He paced up and down the room, talking. *Go to sleep,’ he said,

going up to th^ bed and putting his hand on Anna’s forehead. After a
few moments she graduaUy went to sleep.

*

Yura quietly left the room and told Yegorovna to send in the nurse.

‘Wh9t,the devil,’ he thought, *what k»d of a charlatan am I turning

into now ? Muttering incantations, laying on hands . .

Next day Anna was better.

Anna continued to improve. In the middle of December she tried to

get up but she Vas still to^ weak. The doctors told her to stay in bed
and have a really good rest. •

She often sent for Yura and Tonya and would talk to them by the

hour of her childhood in the Urals. She had grown up on her father’s

estate, Varykino, on the river Rynva. Nejther Yura nor Tonya had
ever been there, but, listening to her, Yura could easily imagine those

twelve thousand acres of impenetrable virgin forest as black as night,

and, cutting through it in sharp zigzags like knife-thrusts, the swift

stream, with its rocky bed and steep cliffs on the Krueger side.

For the first time in their lives Yura and Tonya were having

evening clothes made for them, Yura a dinner jacket and Tonya a light

satin evening dress which only just uncovered her neck.

They were going to wear them for the first time at the traditional

Christmas party at the Sventitskys’ on the ^wenty-seventh. The suit

and the dress were delivered on the same day. Yura^and Tonya tried

them on, were delighted, and had not yet taken them off when Anna
sent Y^orovna to fetch them.

W^jen they came in she raised herself on her elbow, looked them

over and told them to turn round.

‘Very nice,* she said. ‘Quite lovely. I had no idea they were

ready. Ldl me have another look, Tonya. No, it’s all right, I thought

the yoke puckered a bit. Do you know why I’ve called you?—But

first I want a word with you, Yura.*
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*I know, Anna Ivanovna.- I know yotPve seen the letter, I had it

sent to you myself. I know you agree with Nikolay Nikolayevich. You
both think I should not have refused the legacy. But wait a moment.
It’s bad for you to talk. Jtist let me explain—though you know most
of it already.

^
«

*Well, then, in the first *place. It suits the lawyers that thero

should be a Zhivago case because there is enoligh money in Father’s

estate to cover the costs and to pay their fees. Apart from that thero

is in fact no legaoy at all—nothing but debts and fnuddle—and a lot

of dirty linen to be washed. If there really had been anything that

could be turned into money, do you think I’d have made a present

of it to the court and not used«dt myself? But that’s just the p<)int— *

the whole case is bogus. 3o, rather than rake up all that dirt, it was
better to give up my right to a non-existent property and let it go to

all that trumped-up bunch of rivals and false pretenders who were
after it. '

.
“

* \
‘One claimant, as you know, is a certain Madame Alice who calls

herself Zhivago and lives with her children in Paris—I’ve known about

her for a long time. But now there are various new claims—I don’t

know about you, but I was told of them qiyte recently:

‘It appears that while Mother was still alive, Father became
infatuated with a certain eccentric Princess Stolbunova-Enritsi. This

lady has a child by him, Yevgraf, he’s ten ydars old.

‘The Princess is a recluse. She has a house just outside Omsk;
she lives there and never goes out. The source of her income is un-

known. I’ve seen a photograph of the house. It’s very handsome,
with five french windows and stucco medallions on the cornices. And
recently I kept having the feeling that the house was staring at rne

nastily, out of all its five windows, right across all the thousands of

miles between the Urals and Moscow, and that sooner or later it

would give me the evil eye.
*

‘ So what do I want with all this—imaginary capital, false claimants,

malice, envy ? And lawyers ?*

‘All the same, you shouldn’t have given it up,* said Anna. ‘Do
you know w^hy I called you?’ she asked again and immediately went
on from where she had left off the day before. ‘I’ve remembered his

name.—^You remember the forest guard I was telling you^ about
yesterday ? He was called Bacchus. Extraordinary, isn’t it ! A real

bogey man, black as the devil, with a beard growing up to his eye-

brows, and calls himself Bacchus ! His face was scarred ; *a bear had
mauled him but he had fought it off. And they’re all like that out

there. Such names—dissyllabic, round, sonorous ! Bacchus or Lupus
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or Faustus. Every now lind then somebody like that would be
announced—^perhaps Auctus—somebody with a name like a shot from
your grandfather’s double-barrelled gun—and we would all im-
mediately troop downstaii^ from the nuftery to the kitchen. And
there—^you can’t think what it was like—you never knew who you’d

find. It might be a charcdhl dealer with a live bear cub, or a pro-

spector from the far end of the estate with^a specimen of the ore.

And your grandfather would always give fhem a chit for the office.

Some were given •money, some buckwheat, others* cartridges. The
forest came right up to the windows. And the snow, the snow!
Higher than the roofs 1 ’ Anna started coughing.

‘ That’s enough, it’s bad for you,’ 'Sonya and Yura urged her.

‘Nonsense, I’m perfectly all right. That reminds me. Yegorovna
told me that you two are worrying about whether you should go to

the party the day after to-morrow. Don’t let me hear anything so

sjWy again, you ought to be ashaffied of yourselves ! And you call

yourself a doctor, Yura !—So that’s settled, you’ll go and that’s that.

—

But to return to Bacchus. Refused to be a blacksmith when he was
young. He got into^a fight and damaged his inside. So he made
himself a set df iron guts#—Now, don’t be silly, Yura. Of course I

know he couldn’t, you mustn’t take it literally ! But that’s what the

people said out there.’

She was interrupted l3y another coughing fit, a much longer one

than the last. It went on and on, she cou]d not get back her breath.

Yura and Tonya hurried across to her. They stood shoulder to
’

shoulder by her bedside. Their hands touched. Still coughing, Anna
caught their hands in hers and kept them joined a moment longer.

When she was able to speak she said : ‘If I die, stay together. You’re

meant for each other. Get married. There now, I’ve betrothed you,’

she added and began to cry.

By the spring of 1906, before Lara was in the top form at school, the

six months of her liaison with Komarovsky had driven her beyond

the linjits of her endurance. He was clever at exploiting her wretched-

ness and reminded her, when it suited him, of her dishonour without

seeming to do so. These hints brought her tojust that state ofconfusion

to which aVoluptuary needs to reduce a woman, and left her powerless

to resist the nightmare of sensuality which terrified her whenever she

awoke from it. The insanely contradictory world she inhabited at
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night was as inexplicable as black magic. -^Here everything was topsy-

turvy and against logic; sharp pain announced itself by peals oi

silvery laughter, resistance and r^usal meant consent, and grateful

kisses covered the hand of the tormentor. *

It seemed* that there would Be no end tp it, but that spcing, as she

sat through a history lesson at^the end of tBrm, thinking of the holidays

when even school and ^omework would no longer stand between her

and Komarovsky, she caipe to a sudden decision which altered the

course of her life.* *'

^

It was a hot morning and a storm was brewing. Through the open
classroom windows came the distant drone of the town, as monotonous
as a beehive, and the shrieks t»f children playing in the yard ^ The
grassy smell of earth and .young leaves made your head ache like a
Shrovetide surfeit of pancakes and vodka.

The lesson was about Napoleon’s Egyptian campaign. When the

teacher came to the battle of Frejus, the sky blackened,* cracked af^
was split by lightning and thunder, and clouds of dust and sand swept
into the room together with the snic^ of rain. Two schooF toadies

rushed out obligingly to fetch the porter to close the windows and as

they opened the door the wind sent all thr: blotting-paper flying off

the desks.
•

The windows were closed. The rain fell in an urban downpour,
dirty with dust. Lara tore a page out of an exercise book and wrote

to her neighbour, Nadya Kologrivova

:

‘Nadya, I want to live away from Mother. Help me to find a
teaching job, as well paid as possible. You know lots of rich people.’

Nadya wrote back

:

‘Mother and Father are looking for a governess for Lipa. Why
not come to us?—it would be.wonderful. You know how fond they

arc of you.*

Lara spent thre^ years at the Kologrivovs’, as safe as in a stronghold.

No one bothered her and even her mother and her brother, from
whom she had become estranged, kept out of her way.

^

Kologrivov was a brilliant business man of a new kin^. He
despised and hated the decaying order with a double hatred, both as

a man rich enough to outbid the treasury and as one who had risen to

these fabulous heights from a humble origin. He shelter^ political

criminals in his house and hired lawyers to defend them ; and it was
said ofhim, as a joke, that he was so keen on subsidising the revolution
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and dispossessing himself 4hat he fomented strikes at his own factory.

Fond of shopting and a good marksman, he spent his Sundays in the

winter of 1905 in the Serebryaiiny woods, giving rifle training to

insurgents. • #

His \)pfe, Serafima, was as remarkable a personality in her way
as he was in*his. Lara was devoted So both of them and the whole
household took her to*its heart.

After three years of this carefree life she Ireceived a visit from her

brother Rodya, \rho came to see her on business. Swaying affectedly

backwards afld forwards on his long legs andf for dramatic emphasis,

talking through his nose, he told her that the cadets of his year had
collactcd money for a farewell gift tg 'the head of the Academy and
entrusted it to him, asking him to choose and buy the present. This

money he had gambled away two days ^go down to the last copeck.

Having told Lara, he flopped into an armchair apd burst into tears.

• Lara saf frozen with horror. Rodya wei^t 6n through his sobs :

.

*
‘Last night I went to see Victor Ippolitovich. He refused to talk

about it with me but he said, if you wished him to . He said that

although you no longer loved any of us, yoiir power over him was still

so great . • : Larjf,* dajling . . . One word from you would be
enough. . . . You realise what this means for me, what a disgrace

it is, how it affects my honour as a cadet. ... Go to him, what does

it cost you. . . . You cfin’t want me to make this good with my life.*

‘Your life • • • Your honour as a cadet,* Indignantly, she paced

the room. ‘I am not a cadet.. I have no honour. You can do what
you like with me. Have you any idea what you are asking ? Do you
realise what he is making you do ? Year after year I slave away and
now you come along and sit about and don't care, ifteverything I’ve

built up is scattered to the winds. To hell with you. Go ahead,

shoot yourself. What do I care? How much do you need ?’

‘Six hundred odd roubles.—Say seven hundred in round figures,*

he added after a slight hesitation.
*

‘Rodya ! You must be mad ! Do you know what you are saying ?

You’ve gambled away seven hundred roubles ! Do you realise how
long it takes an ordinary person like myself to earn as much as that

by honest work ?
*

Slie broke offand after a short silence said coldly, as if to a stranger

:

‘All right. I’ll try. Come to-morrow. And bring your revolver

—

the one you were going to shoot yourself with. You’ll hand it over

to me. And with a good supply of bullets, remember.’

She got the money from Kologrivov.
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^

Her work at the Kologi*ivws* did not prevent Lara from finishing

school and starting on a university course. She did well and was to

graduate the following year, ••
‘

In the spring of 1911 her pupil Lipa finished school. She was
already engaged to a yoling engineer, Friesendank. He was well off

and came of a go<yi family. Her parents approved* of him but were
against her marrying so*young. Lipa, the spdilt and wifiul darling of

the family, made scenes, shouted at her parents and stamped her feet.

In this wealthy household wj^ere Lara was accepted as a member
of the family; no one reminded her of her debt or indeed remembered
it. She would have paid it b^ck long before if it had n6t been for her

secret expenses.
,

Unknown to Pasha', sjie sent mo-ney to his father in Sih^Tia, helped

his querulous and ailing mother, and kept his own expenses down by*^

paying part of his board and lodging directly to his landlady. It was
she who had found him his room in a new building in Kamerger Street

near the Arts Theatre.
^

Pasha, who was a little younger than Lara, loved her madly and
obeyed her slightest wish. After specialising in science at school he
had, on her advice, studied Greek and Latin in order to take an Arts

degree. It was her dream that after they had both graduated in the

following year they would marry and go out as school teachers to

some provincial capital in the Urals.

In the summer of igi i Lara went for the last time with the Kolo-

grivovs to Duplyanka, She adored the place, she was even fonder of

it than its owners. They realised this and a custom had established

itself. When the hot, grimy train left them at the station, and while

the luggage was being loaded on to a cart and the family took their

scats in the carriage and listened to the Duplyanka coachman, in his

scarlet shirt and sleeveless coat, telling them the season’s local news,

Lara, struck dumb by the boundless, dazed, scented silence of the

country, went off to the house on foot.

The path trodden by wayfarers and pilgrims followed the railway

and then turned into the fields. Here Lara stopped, closed h6r eyes

and took a good breath of the air which carried all the smells of the

huge countryside. It was dearer to her than her kin, better than a

lover, wiser than a book. For a moment she rediscovered the meaning

ofher life. She was here on earth to make sense of its wild enchantment

and to call each tiling by its right name, or, if this were not within her
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power, then, out of love life, to give birth to heirs who would do it

in her placp.

That summer she had arrived exhausted by the many duties she

had undertaken. She was easily upsetf irritable and ready to take

offence git the slightest thing. This touchiness was quite new in her
and out of kbeping with har nature, which had always been singularly

generous and understanding.

The Kologrivovs were as fond of her as c!Ver and wished her to stay

on with ihcm, bat now that Lipa had grown up sha regarded herself as

superfluous fti the hous5. She refused her salai^. They had to press it on
her. At the same time, she needed the money and had no other way
of getting it, since it would have beei^ embarrassing and in practice im-

possible to earn it independently while living with them as their guest.

She believed her position to be unpndurably false and imagined
that they all found her a burden and were only putting a good face

on it. SHfe was a burden to herself and lodged to run away both

from herself and the Kologrivovs as fast and as far as her legs would
’

carry her. But according to her ideas she had first to repay the money
she had borrowed and at the moment she had no conceivable means
of doing so.* She 'felt ^lat she was a hostage—all through Rodya’s
stupid fault—and ate her heart out in helpless exasperation.

Her nerves on edge, she suspected slights at every turn. If the

Kologrivovs* friends Were attentive to her, she was sure that they

regarded her as a meek ‘ ward * and an easy prey, and if they left her

alone, that meant that she did not exist for them.

Her fits of hypochondria did not prevent her from sharing eagerly

in their amusements. There were immense house-parties all through

the summer and she went bathing and rowing and £bi*midnight picnics

by the river, and danced and let off fireworks with the rest. She

took part in amateur theatricals and, with even more zest, in shooting

competitions. Short Mauser rifles were used in these contests. Her
aim was good, though for target practice she preferred Rodya’s li^ht

revolver. ‘Pity I’m a woman,’ she laugljed, ‘I’d have made a career

as a duellist.* But the more she did to distract dierself the less she

knew what she wanted and the more wretched she felt.

When they came back to town after the holidays it was worse than

tvvrj for to her other troubles w'cre now added her tiffs with Pasha

(she was careful not to quarrel with him seriously ; she regarded him
as her last refuge). Pasha was beginning to show a certain self-

assurance. His conversation was getting a little didactic and this both

amused and irritated her.

Pasha, Lipa, the Kologrivovs, the money—all her worries whirled
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inside her mind. She was sick' and disgusted with life. It was driving

her insane. She wished she could break with everything she had ever

known or experienced and start on something altogether new and
untried. In this mood, at Christmas in the year igi i, she arrived at a
fateful decision. She would leave the Kologrivovs now, at once, and
set up on her own, and shq tirould get the money to do this from

Komarovsky. It seemed to her that after alPthat there had been

between them and the years of independence she had won for herself,

he must help her chivalrously, without any demandlt or^explanations

or conditions.

With this in mind she set out for Petrovka Street on the night of

the 27th. Rodya’s revolver, loaded and with the safety catch oflf,Svas

inside her muff. Should Komarovsky refuse or humiliate her in any
way, she intended to shoot him.

She walked through the festive streets in a terrible excitement,

seeing nothing, not aware of anythihg except the revolver Shot whichs^

already, had gone off in her heart—and in her heart it was a matter

of complete indifference whom the shgt was aimed at. She heard

it all the way to Petrovka Street, and it was aimed as much at Komarov-
sky as at herself, her fate and the wooden v^rget on the oak on the

Duplyanka laVrn.

•Don’t touch my muff !*
,

Emma Ernestovna had put out her»hand to help her off with her

coat ; she had received her with Oh’s and Ah’s, telling her that Victor

Ippolitovich was out but she must stay and wait for him.
*1 can’t. I’fti in a hurry. Where is he?’

He was at a Christmas party. Clutching the scrap of paper with

the address on it she ran down the familiar gloomy staircase with its

stained-glass coats-of-arms and started off for the Sventitskys’ house

in Muchnoy Gorodok.

Only now, when she ca^ne out for the second time, did she take a

look round her at Hhe town and the winter night.

It was icy cold. The streets were covered with thick black ice,

chunky like the glass bottoms of broken beer bottles. The air hurt her

to breathe. It was thick with grey rime and it pricked and tickle^ her

face like the grey frozen bristles of her fur.

Her heart thumping, she walked through the empty streets past the

steaming doors of cheap eating-houses. Faces as r^ as sauSages and
horses’ and dogs’ heads with beards of icicles dived out of the mist.

Screened with a crust of ice and snow, the windows of the houses
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were chalk-white, and th^ coloured reflections of lighted Christmas
trees and the shadows of merry^kers moved across their opaque
surfaces, ^ if a magic lantern show were being given in the street.

As she passed in front ofthe building where Pasha lived in Kamerger
Street Lara stopped and almost broke down. *1 can’t go on. 1 can’t

bear it,’ she almost spoke the words albyd. ‘ I’ll go up and tell him
everything.’ Pulling Tierself together she went in through the heavy
doors of the ornate entrance.

.

^

Pastfe, red in the face, his tongue pushing out his cheek, stood in

front of the looking-glass struggling with a collar, a stud and the

starched buttonhole of his shirt front. He was going to a party. So
innocent was he, that Lara embarrassed him by coming in without

knocking afld finding him with his dressing, unfinished. But he at

once noticed her agitation. She could hardly keep on her feet. She
advanced, pushing the hem of her skirt aside at each 'step as if it were
water she was crossing at a ford.

He hurried towArds ^er. *What’s tlie matter? What has hap-

pened ? ’ •

* Sit down beside me. Sit down, don’t bother to finish dressing.

I’m in a hurry, I must go in a minute. Don’t touch my muflF. Wait,

don’t look a second, turn round.’
^

When he obeyed, Lara, who was wearing a coat and skirt, took off’

the coat, hung it up and put the revolver in the pocket. Then she

went back to the sofa.

*Now you can look. Light a candle and switch ofPthe electricity.’

She was fond of talking in the dark by candlelight and so Pasha

always kept a few spare candles. He put a new candle into the holder

on the window-sill and lit it. The flame choked and spluttered,

shooting off small stars, then sharpened to an arrow and steadied. The
room filled with soft light. On the windojyr-pane, at the level of the

flame, the ice melted leaving a black chink like a p«ep-hole.

’listen, Pasha,’ said Lara. ‘I am in trouble, you must help me.

Don’t be frightened and don’t question me. But don’t ever think we
can be like other people. You must take this seriously. I am in

constant danger. Ifyou love me, ifyou don’t want me to be destroyed,

we must not put off our marriage.’

’But that’s what I’ve always wanted,’ broke in Pasha. ’I’ll marry

you any day you like. But tell me what’s worrying you. Don’t

torment me with riddles.’
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But Lara evaded his question and cl»nged the subject. They
talked a long time about several things which had nothiqg to do with

her distress.

That winter Yura was preparing an essay on«the nervous system of

the eye for the University Gold Medal competition. Though he had
qualified only in general niedicine he had almost a(D specialist’s know-
ledge of the physiology V)f sight. His interest in it was id keeping with

other sides of his character—his creative gifts and his interest in the

relation between imagery in arl^and the logical structure of ideasc

Just now he and Tonya were driving in a hired sleigh to the

Sventitskys’.
^

After six years of childhood and adolescence spent in the same
house they knew everything there •was to know about eaeh other and
had their own ways and habits, including their way of snorting at

each other’s jokes and their companionable silences. Now too, they

drove almost in silence, thinking their bwn thoughts, their lips tightly

closed against the cold.
^

‘ •

Yura was thinking about the date of his competition and that he
must work harder at his essay. Then his mind, distracted by the

festive, end-of-the-year bustle in the streets, jumped to other things.

He had promised Gordon an article on Blok for the mimeographed
student paper which he edited

;
youijg people in both capitals were

mad about Blok, Yura and Gordon particularly. But not even these

thoughts held his mind for long.

They drove*on, their chins tucked into their collars, rubbing their

frozen ears and thinking their own thoughts, but there was one thought

which was in both their minds.

The scene at Anna’s bedside had transformed them in each other’s

^cs as if they had only just been granted the gift of sight.

To Yura, his old friend Tonya, until then a part of his life which
had always bccn/aken for^granted and had never needed explaining,

had suddenly become the most inaccessible and complicated being he
could imagine. She had become a w'oman. By a stretch of imagina-
tion he could picture himself as an emperor, a hero, a prophet,*a con-

queror, but not as a woman. *

Now that Tonya had taken this supreme and most difficult task on
her slender, fragile shoulders (she no\/ seemed to him slender and
fragile, though she was a perfectly healthy girl), he was filled with that

ardent sympathy and shy wonder which are the beginning of pasifion.
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The change in Tonya’siattitude to Yura was equally deep.

It occurred to Yura that perhaps they should not after all have
gone out. He was worried about Anna. They had been on the point

of leaving' when they heard that she was/eeling less well; they had
gone in to her, but she had ordered ^hem off to. the party as sharply

as before. ‘What’s the weather like now?* she had asked. They had
gone to the window to look out, and as they came back the net curtains

had clung to Tonya’s new dress, trailing after^her like a wedding veil.

They had all lauded, so immediately striking had been the likeness.

Yura lookfid round dnd saw what Lara h^d seen a little earlier.

The unnaturally loud whining of the sleigh on the frozen road aroused

an unnaturally long echo from tlie ^ce-bbund trees of the squares

and streets. The lights shining through the frosted windows turned the

houses into prefeious caskets of smoky topijiz. Inside them glowed the

Christmas life of Moscow, candles burned on treq^s, guests milled and
fqpled about^in fancy dress, playing hide-and-^eek and hunt-thc-ring.
• It occurred to him that Blok was a manifestation of Christmas in

the life and art of modem Russia—Christmas in the life of this north-

ern city, Christmas underneath the starry skies of its modern streets

and round the lightcU tr^cs in its twentieth-century drawing-rooms.

There was no need to write an article on Blok, he thought, all you
needed do was to paint a Russian version of a Dutch Adoration of

the Magi with snow in k, and wolves and a dark fir forest.

As they drove through Kamcrger Street Yura noticed that a

candle had melted a patch in •the icy crust on one of the windows.

Its light seemed to fall into the street as deliberately as a glance, as if

the flame were keeping a watch on the passing carriages and waiting

for someone. •

*A candle burned on the table, a candle burned . • .’he whispered

to himself—the confused, formless beginning of a poem; he hoped
that it would take shape of itself, but nothing more came to him.

II •

An immemorial ritual was followed at the Sventitskys’ Christmas

parties? At ten o’clock, after the children had gone home, the tree

was lif a second time for the young people and grown-ups and the

party went on till morning. Elderly people played cards all night

long in thd ‘ Pompeiian ’ sitting-room, curtained off from the ballroom

by heavy hangings on bronze rings. At dawn they all breakfasted

together.
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*Why are you so late?’ asked the Svendtskys’ nephew, Georges,

running through the entrance hall on his way to his uncle’s and aunt’s

rooms at the back of the flat. Yura and Tonya took off their things

and looked in at the ballroom door before going to greet their

hosts. t
^

Rustling their dresses and treading on each other’s tols, those who
were not dancing but walking and talking moved like a black waU
past the hotly breathing^Christmas tree girded with tier upon tier of

streaming lights. • * •

In the centre of th<f room the dancers tvfirled and^pun dizzily.

They were paired off or formed into chains by a young law school

student, Koka Kornakov, the ^n of an assistant public prosecutor,

who was leading the cotillon. ^ Grand rondP he bellowed at the top of

his voice across the room, or/ Chaine chinoise!*—and th6y all followed

his orders. * Une vals^j s'il vous plaits* he shouted to the pianist as he led

his partner at the heac^ of the fii^t round, whirling hef away and
gradually slowing down .in ever smaller and smaller circles, untif

they were hardly noticeably marking time in what was still the dying

echo of a waltz
;
and everyone clapped,* and ices and cool drinks were

carried round the noisy, milling, shuffling cjowd: Flushed boys and
girls never stopped shouting and laughing for a moment as they gulped

cold cranberry juice and lemonade, yet the moment they put down
their glasses on the trays the noise was ten times louder, as if they had
had a drink of something which had made them gayer still.

Without stopping in the ballroom Tonya and Yura went through

to their hosts’ rooms at the other end of tlie flat.

12

The back rooms were cluttered up with furniture which had been
rftoved out of the ballroom and the drawing-room. Here the Sventit-

skys kept their Christmas workshop, their magic kitchen. There was
a smell of paint an^ glue, stnd coloured wrappings and boxes of cotillon

favours and spare candles were piled up on every chair.

The Sventitskys were writing names on cards for presents and for

seats at the supper table, and numbers on tickets for a lottery. • They
were helped by Georges, but he kept losing count and getting muddled
and they grumbled at him irritably. They were overjoyed at Tonya’s
and Yura’s coming, they remembered them as children* and un-
ceremom'ously set them to work.

^Fclitsata Semyonovna doesn’t see that this should all have been
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done in advance, not riglfc in the middle of the party when the guests
are there.-^Look what you’ve done now, Georges—the empty b<m*
bonniires go on the sofa and the ones with sugared almonds on the table

—you’ve got them the wfong way round?*
* I am so glad dear Anjiette is better. Pierre and I were so worried.*

‘Except Siat she’s worlfe, not bettef, darling, worse, do you under-
stand ? You always get things devant-derrihe^

In the end, Yura and Tonya spent h^lf the evening with Georges
and the Svegtitslcys behind the scenes.

^

•

13#

All this time Lara was in the ballroom. She was not in evening

dress and did not know anyone there, but she stayed on, either waltz-

^Ing with ifoka like a sleep-walker or wandering aimlessly round the

room.

Once or twice she stoppec} and stood hesitating outside the sitting-

room, hoping that Komarovsky, who sat facing the doorway, might see

her. But he* held his c%rds in front of him like a small shield in his

left hand, and cither really did not notice her or pretbnded not to.

She was choking with mortification. A girl whom she did not know
went in from the balfroom and Komarovsky looked at her in the

way Lara remembered. The girl was flattered and flushed and smiled

with pleasure. Lara crimsoned with shame and nearly screamed. ‘A
new victim,’ she thought, seeing herself in the girl as though reflected

in a looking-glass. She did not give up her plan to speak to him but

decided to do it later, at a more convenient moment. Forcing herself to

be calm, she went back to the ballroom.

Komarovsky was playing with three other men. The one on his

left was Kornakov, the fkther of Koka, the elegant young man with

whom Lara was again dancing : so she understood from the few words

she exchanged with him. And the ydbng: man’s mother was the tall

dark woman in black with burning eyes and an unpleasantly snake-like

neck who went backwards and forwards between the ballroom and the

sitting-room, watching her son dancing and her husband playing cards.

Arid^ Anally Lara learned that the girl who had aroused such com-

plicated feelings in her was the young man’s sister and that her sus-

picions had been groundless.

She Had not paid attention to Koka’s surname when he had first

introduced himself, but he repeated it as he swept her in the last

gliding movement of the waltz to a chair before bowing himself off.
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•Kornakov. Kornakov.’ It rtmindcd hcrfef something. Of some-

thing unpleasant.—^Ycs, that was it, she had it now. Kornakov was
the assistant public prosecutor at the Moscow central court who had
made a fanatical speech at^'the trial of the group of railway men
which had included Tiverzin. Al Lara’s wish, Kologrivpv bad gone

to plead with him, but withoift success. So that was iti • • • Well,

well, well. . . . How' very odd. . . . Kornakov.’

H
It w’as almost two in the morning. Yura’s cars were ringing. There
had been an interval with tea and petits fours and now the dancing

had begun again. No one bothered any more to change the candles

on the tree as they burned down.
Yura was standing abacnt-mindcHly in the middle of the ballroomj,

watching Tonya as she danced with a stranger. She swept up to liim,

flounced her short satin train like a fish, .and vanished.

She was very excited. During the interval, she had refused tea

and had slaked her thirst with innumerable •‘angerines, peeling them
and wiping hdr fingers and the corners of her mouth on a handkerchief

the size of a fruit blossom. Laughing and talking incessantly, she

kept taking the handkerchief out and putting^it back inside her sash

or her sleeve or the frilled nrck of her dress.

Now, as she brushed past him, spinning with her unknown partner,

she caught and pressed Yura’s hand and smiled. The handkerchief

she had been holding stayed in his fingers. He pressed it to his lips

and closed his eyes. The handkerchief smelled equally cnchantingly

of tangerines and of Tonya’s hand. This was something new in

Yura’s life, something he had never felt before, something sharp and
pjercing that went through his whole being from top to toe. This

naively childish smell was like a friendly, sensible w’ord whispered in

the dark. He pressed the handkerchief to his eyes and lips, lost in its

kindly smell. At that moment a shot rang out inside the house.

Everyone turned and looked at the curtain which hung between
the ballroom and the sitting-ioom. There was a moment’s silence.

I'hen uproar broke out. Some people rushed about screaming, gibers

ran after Koka into the sitting-room from which the sound of the

shot had come, and from which still other people were emerging,

weeping, arguing and all talking at once.

. ‘What has she done, what has she done?’ Komarovsky kept saying

in despair.
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*Borya, Borya, tell m#you*re alive,* Mrs. Kornakov was screaming

hysterically* ‘Where is Doctor Drpkov ? They said he’s here.—Oh, but
where, where is he ?—How can you, how can you say it*s nothing but
a scratch 1 It proves hdw right I alw&ys was I He exposed those

criminals ! No^/ you see.what kincPof people they are. Oh, my poor
darling, martyred for youi*convictions1-T-There she is, the scum, there

she is; I’ll scratch your eyes out, you slutj^you won’t get away this

time!—^What did you say. Monsieur Koijiarovsky ? You? She shot

at you ? No, P can’t^ bear it, this is a trjgic ihoment. Monsieur
Komarovsky, I haven’t time to listen to jokes.—Koka, Koka darling I

Can you believe it ? She tried to kill your father. . • . Yes. . • . But
Providence . . . Koka! Koka!’ e

The crowd rolled out of the sitting-room into the ballroom. At
the head of it came Kornakov, laughingly assuring everyone that he
was quite all right and dabbing with a napkin at a scratch on his left

^hand. They were followed by 'another group who seemed to be
pulling Lara by the arms.

Yura was dumbfounded.-j-This girl again I And again in such

extraordinary circuqistances ! And again that grey-haired man was
near her. But this time Vura knew him. It was the prominent lawyer

Komarovsky who had had something to do with his father’s estate.

There was no need to bow. They both pretended not to know each

other. And the girl • 1 , So it was the girl who had fired the shot ?

At the prosecutor? Must be for politicaj reasons. Poor thing. She
was in for a bad time. Howproudly beautiful she was ! And those

louts were pulling her along, twisting her arms as if tJicy had caught a
thief!

But at once he realised that he was mislakca, Lara was fiinting,

they were holding her up and almost carrying her to the nearest

armchair where she finally collapsed.

Yura went up to her to help in bringing her round but then thought

it would look better if he first showed some interest in the victim.

‘Can I help you? I am a doctor,’^ hogsaid to Kornakov. ‘Show
me your hand. Well, you’ve been lucky. It’s not*even worth band-

aging. A drop of iodine wouldn’t do any harm, though.—There’s

Felits|ta Semionovna, she’s sure to have some.’

F^flitsata and Tonya were coming towards him. They looked white

and shocked. They told him to leave everything and to get his coat.

There had been a message from home, they were to go back at

once.

Yura, imagining the wowt, forgot everything else and ran for his

things.
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15

They did not find Anna ali^fe. When they ran up the stairs to her

room she had been dead for ten minutes. The cause of death bad
been an attack of asthma resulting from aCute oedema of the lungs.

This had not been diagnosed in time. The first few hours Tonya
screamed and banged her head on the floor and would recognise no
one. On the following day she calmed down but couldl only nod in

answer to anything that Yura or her father said to her : the moment
she opened her mouth her grief overpowered her and she began to

scream again as if she were posse^d. *

In the intervals between the services she knelt for hours beside the

dead woman, her large, fine* hands clasping a corner of the coffin

which stood on its d^is, covered with wreaths. She noticed no one

around her, but as soon 'as her eyes met those of her near ones she

would quickly get up and hurry from the room and up the stairs,

choking back her tears until she could fall on the bed and bury her

stormy grief in the pillow.

What with sorrow, standing for many ho«rs on end, lack of sleep,

the deep-toned singing and the dazzling candles by night and day as

well as the cold he had caught, Yura was filled with a sleepy, ecstatic,

gentle befuddlemcnt of grief and exaltation.

When his mother had di-ed ten years earlier he had been a child.

He could still remember his tears of incbnsolable grief and terror. In

those days his self was not important to him. He could hardly even

realise that such a being as Yura existed on its own or had any value

or interest. What mattered then was everything outside and around
him. From every side, the external world pressed in on him, dense,

undeniable, tangible as a forest, and the reason why he was so shaken

by his mother’s death was that, at her side, he had lost himself in the

forest, and now suddenly found her gone and himself alone in it. The
forest was made up of everything in the world ; everything he knew
was in it—clouds and shop signs and the golden tops of belfries and
the bare-headed outriders who galloped before the Blessed Virgin’s

coach, wearing ear-flaps instead of caps out of reverence for thcv^Holy

Image ^ Shop fronts were in it, and arcades, and the inaccessibly

high starry heaven at night and the good God and the saints.

That inaccessibly lofty heaven l^wed its head quite low, right

down to the hem of his nurse’s skirt when she was telling him about

> The icon of the Iverskaya Virgin was believed to be miraculous and was taken by
coach to the sick and dying.
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the things of God ; it was close and acoessible like ^e tops of hazel
bushes in the, gully when you pulled down their branches and picked
the nuts. It seemed as if it dipped into the nursery wash-basin with
its red and gilt flowers and, having bathed in fire and gold, transformed
itself intone service at the small chsurch in the. side street where he
went with hii nurse. There the hea\>cnly stars became the lights

before the icons and the good God was the good Father and they all

tried to fulfil their functions as best they coul^. But chiefly it was the

real world of the grown-ups and of the tovm that loomed darkly like

a forest all rohnd him, knd with the whole df his half-animal faitli

Yura believed in the God who was the keeper of that forest.

• .Naw it was quite different. In ()is twelve years at school and
college Yura had studied the classics and Scripture, legends and poets,

history and natural science, reading all these things as if they were
the c^onicles of his house, his family tree. Now he was afraid of

nothing, neidier of life nor of death ; everytljing in the world, each

tfiing in it, was named in his dictionary. He felt he was on an equal

footing with the universe, and the prayers for Anna now had a different

sound for him from the prayers he had heard for his mother as a child.

Then he had prayed *in <ynfusion, fear and pain. Now he listened

to the service as if it were a personal message to him, affecting him
directly. He attended to the words and expected ofthem a clear mean-
ing, as ofany other serious communication. And his piety had nothing

in common with his feeling for the forces of tlie earth and sky, which he

reverenced merely as his own ancestors.

i6 •

•Holy God, Holy and Strong, Holy and Immortal, have mercy on us.*

What was it ? Where was he ? They were taking out the coffin. He
must wake up. He had fallen asleep in his clothes on the sofa at six^

in the morning. He was sure to have a temperature. Now they were

hunting for him all over the house but no ihie thought of looking in

the far comer of the library behind the bookshelves.

‘Yura! Yura!* Markel was calling him. They were taking out

the colfin. Markel would have to carry the wreaths and nowhere

could Re find Yura to help him, and to make things worse he had got

stuck in the bedroom where the wreaths had been piled up, because

the bedrooisi door was blocked by that of the wardrote on the landing,

which had swung open.

•Markel! Markel! Yura!* people were shouting from down-
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stairs. Market overcame th& obstacle with one kick at the door, and
ran downstairs with several wreaths.

‘Holy God, Holy and Strong, Holy and Immortal/ the words
drifted softly down the stre*;! and lingered ; as if a feather had softly

brushed the air
;
everything was.waying—wreaths, passers*4y, plumed

horses* heads, the censer swinging on its chain from the' priest’s hand,
and the white earth under their feet.

^Yura ! My God I
‘’ At last.* Shura Schlesinger was shaking his

shoulder. ‘Wham’s the matter with you? They’rj carrying out the
coffin. Are you comiri|; with us ?*

* Yes, of course,*

17

The funeral service was over, llie beggars, shuffling thtir feet in the
cold, closed up in two ranks. The hearse, the gig with wreaths on it

and the Kruegers* carriage stirred and swayed slightly. The cabbies
drew up closer to the church. Shura Schlesinger came out, with a
tear-stained face

;
she lifted her damp vcil,^and shot a searching look

at the line of cabs ; spotting the one in which the coffin-bearers were
waiting, she summoned them with a nod and vanished with them
into the church. More and more people weie pouring out.

‘Well, so Anna Ivanovna’s passed on. She’s no longer with us,

gone to a better place, poor soul.*

‘Yes, she’s had her life, poor thing, and now she’s gone to her
rest.’

‘ Have you got a cab or are you taking the number eleven ?*

‘I’ve got pins and needles with all that standing. We’ll stretch
our legs a bit and then take a cab.*

‘ Did you see how upset Fufkov was ? Looking at her, tears pouring
down his face, blowing his nose, staring at her face. Standing next
to her husband at that.*

‘He always hed his e)^ on her.*

So they made their way to the cemetery at the other end of town.
That day the hard frost had broken. It was a still, heavy day, a day
of ended frost and of departed life, a day meant for a funeraf. The
dirty snow looked as if it shone through cr^pe and the firs behmd the
churchyard railings, wet and dark like tarnished silver, seemed to be
the clothes of mourning. c

It was in this same churchyard that Yura’s motlier lay buried.
He had not been to her grave in recent years. He glanced in its
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direction and whispered^ *Mama/ almost as he might have done years

before.

They walked back in solemn, picturesque groups
;
the meanderings

of the swept paths seemed K}ut of keeping with the sorrowful delibera-

tion of the; mourners’ steps. Tonya walked on her father’s arm. They
were followed*by the Krue^rs. Tonya-lopked well in black.

Hoar-frost, bearded like mould, sprouted on the chains which held

the crosses to the domes and on the pink ^alls of the monastery.

Washing hung from wall, to wall in the far corner -of the monastery

yard—shirts with heavy* sodden sleeves, sheets and peach-coloured

tablecloths, wet and hanging crookedly. Yura realised that this was
* the paft of the monastery grounds—altered in appearance by the new
buildings—where the blizzard had raged that night.

Yura walked on alone, ahead of the others, stopping occasionally

to let them catch up with him. In answer to the challenge of the

dasolation brought by death into^thc life of the small community
whose members were slowly pacing after him, he was drawn, as

irresistibly as water funnelling dowmwards, to dream, tb think, to work
out new forms, to create beauty. He realised, more vividly than ever

before, that art has t\vo constant, two unending preoccupations : it is

always meditating upon death and it is always thereby creating life.

He realised that this was true of all great and genuine art; it was
true of that wwk of art ’which is called the Revelation of St. John,
and of all those works which have been ^completing it throughout

the ages.

With joyful anticipation, he thought of the day or tw^o which he

would set aside and spend alone, away from the university and from

his home, in order to write a poem in memory of Anfta. He w'ould

include in it all those random things which life would send his way

—

a few descriptions of Anna’s best characteristics
;
Tonya in mourning

;

itreet incidents on the way back from the funeral
; and the washing

hanging in the place where he had wept as a child and the blizzard

had raged. * ^
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Advent of the Inevitable

I
ARA lay feverish and half conscious in Felitsata Semyonovna’s

bed ; the Sventitskys^ the servants and Dr. Drokov were t2ilking

..jin whispers 'I'ound her.

The rest of the house was dark and empty. Only one lamp on a

bracket in the sitting-room cast its dim light up and down the long

suite of communicating rooms.t ,

'

Up and down this passage Komarovsky strode with angry resolute

steps, as if he were at home and not a visitor. He would look into

the bedroom for news and tear back to the other end of the flat, past

the tree with its silver bubbles afld through the dining-^om, whore

the table stood laden with untasted dishes and the green crystal goblets

tinkled every time a cab drove past the windows or a mouse scurried

over the table-cloth among the china.

Stormy feelings crowded in his breast.^' The scandal ! The dis-

grace! He boiled with anger. His position was threatened, his

reputation was endangered by the incident. At whatever cost he
must prevent the gossip or, if the news had' already spread, stop the

rumours, strangle them at .birth.

Another reason for his agitation was that he had once again

experienced the irresistible attraction of this wild, desperate girl.

He had always known that she was different from everyone else.

There had always been something unique about her. But how
deeply, painfully, irreparably had he wounded her and upset her life,

and how restless and violent she was in her determination to ro-shape

^her destiny and start afresh !

It was clear from every point of view that he must help her—take

a room for her, perhaps-pbut in no circumstances must he come near

her; on the coiltrary, he must keep away, stand aside so as not to

overshadow her, or else with her violent nature there was no knowing
what she might do.

^

And what a lot of trouble still lay ahead I This wasn’t the, sort of

thing that did you any good. The law didn’t wink at it. It was not

yet morning and hardly two hours since it had all begun, but already

the police had been twice and he, Komarovsky, had had (o go to the

kitchen and see the sergeant and smooth things over.

And the further it went the more complications there would be.
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They would have to hava proof that Lara had meant to shoot at

him and not at Komakov. And even that wouldn’t be the end of
it; she would only be cleared of one part of the charge but would
stU be liable to prosecution for the rest.

Natui^^lly he would do everything to prevent it. If the case

came into coilrt, he would gat expert evidence from a psychiatrist that

she had not been responsible for her actions at the moment when she

fired the shot and would see to it that the pnkeedings were dropped.

With these reflection^ he began to calm down^ The night was
over. Streaks^of light d^trted from room to rodm and dived under the

chairs and tables like thieves or bailiffs.

After a last look in the bedroom, ^cre he was told that Lara was
no better, Komarovsky left and went to see a friend of his, Ruffina

Onissimovna Voit-Voitkovsky, a woman Jawyer who was the wife of

a political SmigrS. Her eight-roomed flat was now too large for her,

sli^ could nht afford to keep it up,^so she let two of the rooms. One
df them had recently become vacant and rKomarovsky took it for

Lara. There she was brouglit a few hours later, unconscious with

brain fever.

2

Riiflina Onissimovna was a woman of advanced views, a sworn enemy
of prejudice and well disposed towards everything that she considered

‘positive and vital’.

On her chest of drawers she kept a copy of the Erfurt pro-

gramme < with a dedication by the author. One of the photographs on

the wall showed her husband, ‘ her good Voit at a Swia^popular outing

together with Plekhanov both in lustrine jackets and panama hats.

Ruffina Onissimovna took a dislike to her sick lodger at sight. She
considered Lara as an intolerable malingerer and believed her feverish

ravings to be a pretence from start to finish. She could have sworn that’

Lara was impersonating some demented Gretchen in a Gothic dungeon.

She expressed her contempt for her by a breezy animation, bang-

ing doors, singing in a loud voice, tearing through her part of the

flat like a hurricane and keeping the windows open all day long.

Thi flat was on the top floor of a building in the Arbat* and

after the winter solstice its windows filled to overflowing with blue

sky as wide as a river in flood. Through half the winter the flat

< Pro^praAme of the German Socisd Democratic Party, adopted at the S.D.
congress m 1891.

* A leading Russian theoretician ofMarxism, who lived mostly in Switzerland.
< A very wide sucet wliich had a market in it.
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was full of the advance news of the comingf spring.

A warm wind from the south blew in through ihfi casement.

Locomotives at their distant stations roared like sea-liom. * Lara,

lying ill in bed, filled her lebure with recollections.

Very often she remembered the evening of her arrival in Moscow
from the Urals, that evening seven or eigiit years ago, in the days of

her unforgettable childhood. •

They w^re driving in a cab from the station, through gloomy alleys

to the hotel at tlw other end of town. One by one the street lamps

threw the humpbacked shadow of the coachman on* the walls; it

grew and grew till it became gigantic and stretched across the roofs

;

then it was cut off and it all began again from the beginning. #

The eighty score bells .of Moscow clanged in the darkness over-

head and the trams rang their bells as they scurried through the

streets, but Lara was also deafened by the lights and shop fronts, as

if they too were noisy like the wheels and bells. * r

In their hotel room she w'as staggered at the sight of a water melon
of incredible size. It was Komarovsky’s house-warming gift and
seemed to her to be a symbol of his power and wealth. When he

thrust a knife into this marvel and the dar^-green globe split in half,

revealing its icy, sugary heart, she caught her breath in alarm, but

she dared not refuse a slice ; her nervousness made the fragrant pink

mouthfuls slick in her throat but she forced herself to swallow them.

Just as she was intimidated by expensive food and by the night

life of the capital, so she was later intimidated by Komarovsky himself

—this was the real explanation of everything.

But now he had changed beyond recognition. He made no
claims on her, 'never reminded her of the past, and never even came
to sec her

; he kept his distance while assuring her in tlic most gentle-

manly way of his readiness to help her.

Very different was Kologrivov’s manner, when he called on her.

She was delighted at his visit. Not so much because of his tall, hand-

some presence as the vitally and intelligence which radiated from him
together with his^gay, clever smile, her visitor took up half the room.

He sat down by her bedside and rubbed his hands thoughtfully.

On the occasions when he was summoned to attend a ministerial

meeting in Petersburg ho spoke to the titled ciders as if thejj were

naughty schoolboys ; but here before him lay a girl who, until recently,

had been a member of his household, something like a daughter to

him. As with the rest of his family, he had hardly ever'exchanged

with her more than a word or a glance in passing : in its very con-

ciseness, his manner had a warmth and charm which they all recog-
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nised. He could not treH her with the same heavy indifTerence as

an adult. Not knowing how to begin without touching on some-
thing painful, he said smilingly, as to a child : *Well, my girl, what
have you been up to ? What’s the idea of all this melodrama ?’

He paused, examined the damp stains on the wails and ceiling and
shook his heafd reproachfully*

‘There’s an international exhibition opening at Diisseldorf—paint-

ing, sculpture, flowers. I’m going. You knBw, it’s a bit damp here.

And how long do you think you’re going to wander about from
pillar to posfVithout a*propcr place to live Ai ? This Voit woman,
between ourselves, is a pretty nasty piece of work. I know her.

Whyh don’t you move out ? You’ve, been ill in bed long enough.

Time you got up. Change your room, take up something, finisli

your studies. ‘There’s a painter, a friend of mine, who’s going to

Turkestan for two years. He’s got partitions up in his studio—it’s

more like a-Small flat. I think he?^d hand it, over furnished to some-

6ody who’d look after it. How about my fixing it up ? And there’s

another thing. I’ve been meaning to do it for a Tong time, it’s a

sacred duty . . . since Lipa . . Here’s a small sum, a bonus for

her graduation. No* ple^e. . • . No, I beg you, don’t be obstinate

. . . no, really you’ll have to . .
.’ •

And in spite of her protests, her tears and her struggles, he forced

her before he left to accept a cheque for ten thousand roubles.

When she recovered, Lara moved to the lodgings Kologrivov had
recommended, near the Smolensky Market. The flat was at the top

of an elderly-looking two-storey house. There were draymen living

in the other part of it and a warehouse on the ground floor. The
cobbled yard was always littered with spilt oats and hay. Pigeons

strutted about cooing and fluttered up noisily to the level of Lara’s

window ;
somclinics a drove of rats swarmed down the stone gutter.

Pasha was greatly troubled about Lara. So long as she was seriously

ill he was not allowed to see her, and what was he to feel ? Lara had
tried to kill a man who, so far as he knew, was no more than an
acquaintance of hers, and this same man, the object of her attempt

at murder, had afterwards shielded her from its consequences. He
had warded off the punishment which hung over her. Thanlu to him,

she was able to continue her studies, safe and unharmed. Pasha was

puzzled and tormented.
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When she was better Lara sent for hhn and said ; am a bad
woman. You don’t know me, you have no idea what I’m like. Some
day I’ll tell you. I can’t talk about it now

;
you can see fpr yourself,

every time I try, I start cr/ing. But you* must let me be, you must
forget all about me. • I’m not worthy of you.’

There followed terrible .s(!bnes, each ftiore heart-rending and un-

bearable than the last. All this went on while Lara was still living in

Arbat Street, and Voitkovskaya, meeting Pasha in the corridor with

his tear-stained fiice, would rush off to her T*oom, cfbllapse on her sofa

and laugh till she had a stitch, shouting : ^Oh, I can’t, I can’t, it’s

too much 1 The strong silent man ! The Samson !

’

To deliver Pasha from thispcomipting attachment, to tear frat his

love for her by the roots and put an end to his torment, Lara an-

nounced that she had finished with him for good, she would have

nothing more to dc with him because she did not love him, but in

making this renunciation she sobbed sb much that it was impossible

to believe her.

Pasha suspected her of all the seven deadly sins, disbelieved every

word she said and was ready to curse and hate her, but he loved her

to distraction and was jealous of her very thoughts, and of the mug
she drank f/om and of the pillow on which she lay. If they were

not to go out of their minds, they must act quickly and firmly. They
made up their minds to get married at once, without waiting for

their examinations. The wedding was to be held on Low Sunday.

At Lara’s wish it was again put off. -

They were married on Whit Monday ; by then it was quite clear

that they had graduated successfully. All the arrangements were

made by Lyudmila Kapitonovna Chepurko, the mother of Lara’s

fellow-student Tusya. Lyudmila was a handsome woman with a high

bosom, a fine low-pitched singing voice and a head full of innumer-

able superstitions, some of them picked up and others invented by
lierself.

The day Lara was to be' ‘led to the altar’ (as Lyudmila purred

in her gipsy voice whil^ helping her to dress) it was terribly hot.

The golden domes of churches and the freshly sanded paths in the

town gardens were a screaiiiing yellow. The birch saplings cut on
Whitsun Eve hung over the church railings, dusty, their leaves rolled

up into little scrolls and scorched. There was hardly a breath of air

and the sunshine dazzled you and danced in bright flecks before your

eyes. As if a thousand weddings were to be held that day, all the

girls were in light dresses like brides and had curled their hair, and

all the boys had oiled theirs and wore tight-fitting black suits in
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honour of the feast. Everyone was excited and everyone was hot.

As Lara stepped on the carpet leading to the altar, Lagodina,
the mother of another of her inends, threw a handful of small silver

coins at her feet as an omen of prosperity and with the same inten-

tion Lyudmila had told her that when the wedding crown was held

over her head,' she must notnnake the sign of the cross with her bare
fingers but cover them With the edge of her veil or a lace frill. She had
also told Lara to hold her candle high in ord&r to have authority in

her house. But Lara, ss^crificing her future to Pusha’s, held her

. candle as low Ks she coufd, yet all in vain, because however low she

held it, Pasha held his lower still.

• Straight from the church they drove to the wedding breakfast at

the studio, which had been freshly decorated by Pasha. The guests

shouted: *It’s bitter!’ and others responded unanimously from the

end of the room: ‘Make it sweet!* and the bride and bridegroom
grinned shyly and kissed.^ Lyudm'ila sang ‘The Vineyard* in their

honour, with the double refrain, ‘God give*you love and concord,*

and a song which began ‘Undo the plait, scatter the fair hair.*

When all the guests had gone and they were left alone, Pasha

felt uneasy in the sudden silence. A street lamp shone from across

the road and, however tightly he drew the curtains, a streak of light,

as thin as a shaving, came into the room. This light gave him no
rest, he felt as if they were being watched. He discovered to his

horror that he was thinking- more of the light than of Lara or of

himself or of his love for her.

During this night, which lasted an eternity, Antipov (‘Stephanie*

or ‘the fair maiden’ as he had been called by his fellow-students)

reached the heights of joy and the lowest depths of’despair. His

suspicions and guesses alternated with Lara’s confessions. He ques-

tioned her and with each of her answers his spirit sank lower as though

he were hurtling down a precipice. His wounded imagination could

not keep up with her revelations.

They talked till morning. In all Pasha’s life there had been no

change in him so decisive and abrupt as id the cowTse of this night.

He got up a different man, almost astonished that he was still called

Pasha Antipov.

Nine days later their friends arranged a farewell party for them, still

in the same room. Both Pasha and Lara had passed tlieir exams,

< A Russian custom at weddings.
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both had done equally brilliantly, and both had been offered jobs in

the same tovm in the Urals ; they were setting out for j^t next day.

Again they drank and sang and made a noise, but this time there

were only young people present.

Behind the partition which^separated the living quarters from the

studio there stood a big bs>^et trunk,ftand another,* smaller one of

Lara’s, a suitcase, a case of crockery and several sacks. There was
a lot of luggage. Part ^f it was being sent next day by freight. Almost

everything waso packed, ‘but there was stjll a little room left in the

case and in the baskets. Every now and then Lara fliought of some-,

thing else she meant to take and put it into one of the baskets, re-

arranging the top layer to m^^e it level. '

Pasha was at home and already entertaining guests by the time

Lara got back from the College Registry where she Had been to fetch

her birth certificstte and her other documents; she came up, fol-

lowed by the ported \yith a bundle of sacking and a g6'od stout nope

for those pieces which. were going by freight. She sent him away,

made tlie round of the guests, shaking hands with some and kissing

others, and went into the bedroom to change. When she came back,

they clapped, sat down and the same uprpar began as at the wedding
bieakfast a few days earlier. The more enterprising poured out vodka
for their neighbours

;
hands and forks converged on the middle of the

table where bread, hors-d’ceuvres and cooked dishes were set out;

speeches were made, people grunted as they drained their glasses,

kept up a cross-fire ofjokes and got tipsy.

*rm dead tired,’ said Lara, who sat next to her husband. ‘Did

you manage to get everytiling done?’
‘Yes.’

‘All the same I’m feeling wonderful. I’m so happy. Are you?*
‘Of course. But that’s a long story.’

As an exception Komarovsky had been allowed to join the young
people’s party. At the end of the evening he started to say how
bereft he would feel when'his two young friends left Moscow—the

town would be Jiikc a desert, a Sahara
;
but he became so sentimental

that he began to sob and had to start all over again.

He asked the Antipovs’ permission to write to them and to look

them up in the Urals, if he found the parting unbearable. ^

,

‘That’s quite unnecessary,’ Lara said in a loud, absent-minded
voice. ‘And in general it’s all quite pointless—^writing, Sahara and
all that. As for coming, don’t think of it. With God’s* help you’ll

manage without us, we aren’t such a rarity. Don’t you think so,

Pasha ?—With luck you’ll find other youxig friends.’
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Then, suddenly what she was talking about, she got up
and hurried off to the kitchen. There she took the meat mincer
apart and packed the sections into*the corners of the crockery case^

padding them with tufts of straw. In doling this she scratched herself

on the edgp of the case and nearly rag a splinter into her hand.

Absorbed ih what she was doing sh^ no longer heard her guests,

and she forgot all about them until they reminded her of their exist-

ence by a sudden outburst of laughter. It ocdtirred to her that when
people were drunk*they always tried to impersonate people who were

. drunk ; the mbre drunk* they were the hard(!)r they tried and tlie

more they over-acted-

o Atithis moment another sound, coijiing from the yard, drew her

to the window. She pulled the curtains and leaned out.

A hobbled horse was moving across t^Je yard with short limping

jumps. She did not know whose it was or how jt had strayed into

lh(a yard. rWie sleeping city seemed dead. ,Itf was bathed in the

gAy-blue coolness of the early hours. Lara jclosed her eyes, carried

to goodness knows what country depths and joys by the noise of the

horse’s hobbled steps, so unlike any other sound.

There was a ring'ht t^e door and someone got up and went to

open it. Lara pricked up her ears. It was Nadya. Lara ran to meet
her, Nadya had come straight from the train, so fresh, enchanting,

that it seemed as if she bore with her the scent of the lilies of tlie

valley of Duplyanka. The two friends stood speechless with emotion

and could only hug each other and cry their eyes out.

Nadya had brought Lara the congratulations and good wishes of

the whole family and a present from her parents. She took a jewel-

case out of her travelling bag, snapped it open and held out a very

beautiful necklace.

There were gasps of delight and astonishment. A guest, who had

been drunk but had recovered a little, said

:

‘They’re rose jacinths. Yes, yes, rose, believe it or not. That’s •

what they are. They’re as valuable as diamonds.*

But Nadya said that the stones were yellow sapphires.

Lara put Nadya next to her at table and made her eat and drink.

The necklace lay beside her plate and she could not stop looking at

it. stones had rolled into a hollow on the mauve cushioned

lining of the case and looked now like dew and now like a cluster of

small grapes.

Meanwhile those of the guests who had sobered up were again

drinking to keep company with Nadya, whom they soon made tipsy.

Soon everyone in the flat was fast asleep. Most of them were
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going to the station with Lara and Pasij^La in tlie morning, so they

stayed the night. A good many had been snoring before Nadya
came, and Lara herself never knew afterwards how she came' to be
lying folly dressed on the S4»fa next to Ira Lagodina.

She was woken up in the night by voices in the yard
;
^e owners

of the horse had come to fetoi^it. As sba opened her dyes she said to

herself: *What on earth can Pasha be doings pottering about in the

middle of the room?’ ^ But when the man she had taken for Pasha

turned his head ^he saw aii ogre’s face, pock-marked and scarred from

brow to chin. She realised it was a thief and tried to ifoout but could

not utter a sound. She remembered her necklace, and, raising herself

cautiously on her elbow, looke^S^ at the table where she had left it.

The necklace was still there among the breadcrumbs and empty
chocolate papers ; the stuped thief hadn’t seen it. He was only rum-
maging in the suitcase she had packed so carefully and making a

mess of her work; th^t was all «he eould think of at4he moment,
half-asleep and still tipsy as she was. Again she tried to shout and
again found she couldn’t. At last she dug her knee into Ira’s stomach

and when Ira cried out with pain shc^o found her voice. The thief

dropped everything and ran. Some of ^he xnen jumped up and
tried to chase him without quite knowing what it was all about, but

by the time they got outside the door he had vanished.

The commotion woke cver>'one up and Lara did not allow them

to go back to sleep. She made them coffee and packed them off

home until it was time to go to the station.

Then she set to work, feverishly stuffing the bed linen into the

baskets, strapping up the luggage and tying it with ropes, and only

begging Pasha and the porter’s wife not to hinder her by trying,

to help.

Everything got done in time. The Antipovs did not miss their

train. It started smoothly, as though wafted away by the hats their

'friends were waving after them. When they stopped waving and
bellowed something tliree times—^probably ‘Hurrah!’—the train put

on speed.

For the third day running the weather was wretched. It was theWond
autumn of the war. The successes of the first year had been followed

by set-backs. Bnissilov’s Eighth Army, which had been concentrated

in the Carpathians, ready to pour down the slopes into Hungary,

was drawing back instead, caught by the ebb of ^e general retreat
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We were pulling out of ^ralicia, which had been occupied in the

first months of the lighting.

Dr. Zhivago, until recently kilown as Yura but now addressed

more and more often as Yury Andreyevi^h, stood in the corridor of

the gyna^ological section of the hospital, outside the door of the

maternity watd to which he had jus^rought his wife Tonya. He
had said good-bye to 'her and was now waiting to see the midwife

and arrange a method of getting news and^of being called in case

of need. • ^

* •

He was in*a hurry tb be back at his own*hospital. He had still

to pay two sick calls on the way, and here he was, wasting precious

^ time,i(^taring out of the window at the^lanting streaks of rain buffeted

by the autumn wind like a cornfield in a storm.

It was not yet veiy dark. He could ^ec the back of the hospital,

the glassed-in verandahs of the private houses in the square and the

branch tranSine leading to one of the hospital blocks. •

* The rain poured with a dreary steadiness, neither hurrying nor

slowing down for all the fury of the wind, which seamed enraged by
the indifference of the water *and shook the creeper on one of the

houses as if meaning*to tejr it up by the roots, swinging it up into the

air, and dropping it in disgust like a torn rag. •

A tram with two trailers drove past the verandah to the hospital

entrance. Wounded men were carried in.

The Moscow hospitals were desperately overcrowded, especially

since the battle of Lutsk. ThcAvounded were put in the passages and
on landings. The general overcrowding was beginning to affect the

women’s wards.

Yury turned away from the window, yawning whh fatigue. He
had nothing to think about. Suddenly he remembered an incident

at the Hospital of the Holy Cross, where he worked. A woman had

died a few days earlier in the surgical ward. Yury had diagnosed

echinococcus of the liver, but everyone thought him wrong. Ad
autopsy was to be made to-day, but the interne on duty was a frightful

drunkard and goodness only knew what he would make of the job.

Night fell suddenly. Nothing more was visible outside. As at

the strike of a magic wand, lights sprang up in all the windows.

Th^ nead gynaecologist came out of Tonya’s ward through the

narrow lobby separating it from the corridor. He was a mammoth
of a gynaecologist who, whenever he was asked a question, replied

by shrugging his shoulders and rolling up his eyes as much as to say

that, whatever the advances of science, there were ‘more things in

heaven and earth, Horatio • •
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He passed Yury with a nod and a smilib, flipped his podgy hands
a few timesr thus conveying that there was nothing for it but patience,

and went off down the corridor to have a smoke in the waiting-

room. r

After him came his assistant who was as talkative as the gynaecolo-

gist was taciturn. «

‘If I were you, I’d go home,* she told Yufry. ‘I’ll ring you up
to-morrow at the Holy tlross. It’s most unlikely that anything will

happen between ’’how and then. There’s every r<!^son to expect a
natural birth, there shouldn’t be any need lor surgicaT intervention.

But of course the pelvis is narrow, the child’s head is in the occipito-

posterior position, there are norpains and the contractions are ^ight.

All this gives grounds for anxiety. However, it’s too soon to say. It

all depends on how the pains develop once labour begins. Then
we’ll know what to expect.’

When Yury rang up the foIlotVing ‘day, the hospital^portcr who
took the call told him to wait while he made enquiries and, after

keeping him in misery for a good ten^ minutes, came back with the

following inadequate and crudely worded information: ‘They say,

tell him he’s brought his wife too soon, he’srto take her back.’

Yury told him furiously to get someone more responsible. The
nurse who finally answered said that the symptoms had been mis-

leading, the doctor was not to worry but it might take a day or two.

On the third day he v/as told that labour had begun the night

before, the waters had broken at dawn and there had been intense

pains with short intei'vals since the early morning.

He rushed headlong to the hospital. As he walked down the

passage to the 'door, which by mistake had been left half open, he

heard Tonya’s heart-rending screams; she screamed like the victim

of an accident who was being dragged with crushed limbs from under

the wheels of a train.

He was not allow'cd to sec her. He bit his knuckle, drawing blood,

and went over to the winrlo^; the same slanting rain was pouring

down as yesterday and the day before.

A ward maid came out and he heard the squealing of a new-born

child. ‘She’s safe, she’s safe,’ Vury muttered joyfully to himself.

‘It’s a son. A little boy. Congratulations on a safe d^Very,*

said the maid in a sing-song voice. ‘You can’t go in yet. When
they’re ready we’ll show you. Then you’ll have to make a big fuss

of her. She’s had a bad time. It being the first. Thefe’s always

trouble with the first.’

‘She’s safe, she’s safe,’ Yury rejoiced, hardly taldng in what the
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maid was telling him, or tkat she was including him in her congratu-
lations as if^he had played a part in what had happened.—^Though
what had he had to do with it hi reality ? Father—son ; he could
see nothing to be proud of in this unearx^^d fatherhood, he could not
feel anything about this gift of parenthood which had fallen on him
from the sky.* It was all ositside hisjinnsciousness. The great thing

was that Tonya, Tonya who had been in mortal danger, was now
happily safe. •

He had a patient living near the hospithl. He* went to see him
and was backIn half aniiour. Both the door^of the lobby and of the

ward were again ajar. Without knowing what he was doing, Yury
darted into the lobby. ^

The mammoth gynaecologist in his white overall rose as though
out of the groifnd in front of him, barring the way.

‘What do you think you’re doing?’ he whispered breathlessly so

that the p^ient should not«heaA ‘Are yjoii out of your mind?
Wounds, blood, risk of sepsis, not to speak of psychological shock

!

That’s a nice way to behave, and you call yourself a'^doctor.’

‘I didn’t mean to. . . . Do let me have just a glance. Just from

here, just through thS cra^k.’

‘Oh, well, that’s difTcreiit. All right, if you must, fiut don’t let

me catch you. ... If she sees you. I’ll wring your neck, there’ll be

murder.’

Inside the ward two women in white overalls stood with their

backs to the door ; they were the midwife*and the nurse. Squirming

on the palm of the nurse’s liand lay a tender, squealing liiiman off-

spring, stretching and contracting like a dark red piece of india-

rubber. The midwife was putting a ligature on the navel before

cutting the cord. Tonya lay on a surgical bed with a movable board

in the middle of the room. The bed was rather high. Yury, exag-

gerating everything in his excitement, thought that she was lying,

say, at the level of one of those desks at which you write standing up?

Raised higher, closer to the ceiling than is usual with ordinary

mortals, Tonya lay exhausted in the cloud of heik spent pain. To
Yury she seemed like a barque lying at rest in the middle of a harbour

after putting in and being unloaded, a barque which plied between

an u^fnow^^ountry and the continent of life across the waters of

death withlj^^go of new immigrant souls. One such soul had just

been landed^^iLthe ship now lay at anchor, resting in the lightness

of her empty The whole of her was resting, her strained

masts and hiill,lQKk her memory washed clean of the image of the

other shore, the crossing and the landing.
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•

And as no one had explored the coun^ whose flag she flew, no
one knew the language in which to speak to her.

At Yury’s hospital everyone congratulated him. He yras aston-

ished to see how fast the news had travelled.

He went into the staff room, &nown as the Rubbish Dump. With
so little space in the overcrowded hospital, it was used as a cloak-

room
;

people came in from outside wearing *thcir snow-boots, they

forgot their parcels and^ littered the floor with papers and cigarette

ends.
^

,
*

Standing by the window, a flabby, elderly interne was holding

up a jar with some opaque liquid against the light and examining it

over the top of his glasses. n

’Congratulations,’ he said without looking round.

‘Thank you. How kind«of you.’

‘Don’t thank me. I’ve had nothing to do with it. .Pichuzhkin

did the autopsy. But everyone is nlost ifnpressed—echinoi^occus it was.

That’s a real diagnostician, they’re all saying. That’s all everyone is

talking about.’
^

Just then the head doctor came in, greeted them both and said

:

‘What the devil is happening to this plac^? What a* filthy mess it

is ! By the Way, Zhivago, it was echinococcus after all
;
just fancy,

we were wrong. Congratulations. There’s another thing. It’s a
nuisance. They’ve checked up on your class again. I can’t stop

them this time. There’s ^ frightful shortage of medical personnel.

You’ll be snifling gunpowder before long.’

The Antipovs had quickly settled down in Yuryatin. The Guishars

were remembered with affection and this had helped Lara over the

difficulties of setting up house in a new place. They had now been

here four years.

Lara had her «hands full and plenty to think about. She had the

house to see to, as well as Katya, her daughter, who was three years

old.—Marfutka, their red-haired maid, did her best but co^jld not

get all the work done.—In addition, Lara shared all Pasha’s ii:);terests

and taught at the girls’ high school. She worked ceaselessly and was
happy. This was exactly the kind of life she had dreamed of.

She liked Yuryatin. She had been bom there. It st6od on one

of the Urals railways and on the big river Rynva, nav^able except in

its upper reaches.
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A sign of approaching Vinter in Ytlryatin was that people took
their boats out of the river, loaded them on carts, drove them into the
town and put them away in their backyards. There they lay in the
open air, waiting for the spring. The sighFof the boats with their light

upturned ^bottoms in the shadows of the yards* meant in Yuryatin
what the migration of storkf or the Utit snow meant in other places.

Such a boat lay in tHe yard of the house rented by the Antipovs.

Katya played in the shelter of its white hu^ aS in a summer-house.
Lara liked^ Yflryatinjs provincial ways, ^e long vowels of its

• northern accent and its naively trustful intellectuals in felt boots and
grey flannel sleeveless coats. She was attracted to the soil and to

simpll> people. •

Paradoxically, it was Pasha, the son of.a Moscow railway worker,

who turned out to be an incorrigible metropolitan. He judged the

people of Yyryatin much more harshly than Lara. He disliked them
2)^ignorant savages ; they got on h& nerves. •

He had an unusual gift, it now appeared*, for reading quickly and
remembering the information Jic picked up. He Had read a great

deal in the past, partly thanks to Lara. In the retirement of his

provincial exife, he became so well read that even Lara no longer

seemed to him well-informed. As for tlie milieu of his fellow-school-

masters, he towered above them and complained that he felt stifled.

Now in war time, their standard, commonplace patriotism was out of

tune with his own more complicated fcelii\g for his country.

Pasha had graduated in "classics and now taught Latin and
Ancient History. But from his earlier high school days he had kept

a half-forgotten passion for the exact sciences, physics and mathe-

matics, and it had now revived in him. Teaching himself at home,

he had reached university standard in these subjects, and dreamed
of taking his degree, transferring to some scientific branch and moving

with his family to Petersburg. Studying late into the night had

affected his health and given him insomnia.
*

His relations with his wife were gooB, but not sufficiently simple.

Her kindness and her fussing over him oppressed him but he would

not criticise her for fear that she might take some quite innocent

word ^ his for a reproach—a hint, perhaps, that her blood was bluer

than or that she had once belonged to someone else. He was

frightened that she suspected him of having some ridiculously unfair

idea about her and this prevented both of them from being natural.

Each constantly tried to behave more generously than the other and

this made things complicated.

To-night they were having guests—the headmistress of Lara’s
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school, several fellow-teachers of Pasha’s,«a member of an arbitration

court on which Pasha too had recently served, and a fewpthers. They
were all, from Pasha’s point of view, complete fools. He was amazed
at Lara, who managed to be pleasant to them, and he could not

believe that there was a single one of them she really liked...

After they had gone, Larftr^^k a long time airing ind tidying the

rooms and washing dishes in the kitchen with Marfutka. Then she

made sure tliat Katy^ was properly tucked up and Pasha asleep,

quickly undresstd, switched off the light ^nd lay* down next to him
as simply as a child getting into bed with iti mother. ^

But Pasha was only pretending, he was not asleep. As so often

recently, he had insomnia. ]^.nowing that he would only liq#awake*

for horn's, he got up quietly, put on his fur coat and cap over his

night clothes, and went outside.

It was a clear frosty night. Thin slides of ice crackled into powder
under his feet. The‘sky, shining'with^'Stai’s, threw a pale blue flioiccr

like the flame of methylated spirit over the black earth with its clumps

of frozen mud.
The Antipovs lived at the other end of town from the river har-

bour. T he house was the last in the streqjt and' beyond it lay a field

cut by a rai<!way with a level crossing and a signal hut.

Pasha sat down on the overturned boat aiid looked at the stars.

The thoughts to which he had become accustomed in the past few

years closed in on him disturbingly. It seemed to him that sooner

or later they would have' to be thought out to the end and that it

might as well be now.

This can’t go on, he thought. He should have realised it long

before they were married. Why had she allowed him as a child to

take his fill of gazing at her ? Even then she could make him do what-

ever she liked. Why hadn’t he had the sense to break it off in time

when she herself had insisted on it ? Wasn’t it clear that it was not

^him she loved, but only the task she had set herself and was carrying

out so generously ? What slit loved was the image of her own heroism.

But what had hfir mission, however meritorious or noble, to do with

real family life ? The worst of it was that he loved her as much as

ever. She was overwhelmingly lovely. And yet—was he sure that

it was love even on his side ? Or was it a bewildered gratitude^or her

loveliness and her generosity ? Who could possibly sort it all out

!

So what was he to do ? Set his wife and daughter free from this

countetfeit life?—This was even more important than •'to liberate

himself. Yes, but how? Divorce? Drown himself? *What dis-

gusting rubbish 1
’ he rebelled indignantly. *As if I’d ever do anything
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of the sort! So why rehearse this melodrama even in my mind?’
He looked up at the stars as if asking their advice. They flickered

on, small gr large, alone or in clusters, some blue, some rainbow-

coloured. Suddenly they were blotted out and the house, the yard and
Pasha sitting on his boat were tlirowa into relief-by a harsh, darting

light, as though someone wei% runnin^^iiom the field towards the gate

waving a naked torch? An army train, puffing clouds of yellow,

flame-shot smoke into the sky, rolled over the level crossing going

westwards, as couittless others had rolled by, night ^d day, for the

past year.
• • •

Pasha smiled, got up and went to bed. He had found liis answer.

^ I

^VMcn Lara heard of Pasha’s decision she was 'stunned and at first

would not believe her ears. ‘It’s madness,’ she thought, ‘he’s raving.

I won’t take any notice and he’ll forget it.’

But it appeared tliat he hacf been getting ready for the past fort-

night. He had sent'm h^ papers to the recruiting office, tlic high

school had found a replacement and he had received orders to go to

the military training school at Omsk.
Lara howled like a peasant w^onian, grabbed Pasha’s hands and

rolled at his feet. ‘Pasha, Pasha darling,’ she screamed, ‘don’t

leave us. Don’t do it, don’t. It isn’t too fate. I’ll see to everything.

You haven’t even had a proper medical examination, and with your

heart . . . You’re ashamed to change your mind ? And aren’t you

ashamed to offer up your family to some crazy notion ?* You, a volun-

teer I All your life you’ve laughed at Rodya, and now you’re jealous.

You have to swagger about in an officer’s uniform too, you have to

do your own bit of sabre-rattling. Pasha, what’s the matter with

you? You’re not yourself, I don’t recognise you. What’s changed*

you like this ? Tell me honestly, for Chr^t’s sake, without any fine

phrases, is this really what Russia needs ?’ •

Suddenly she realised that it wasn’t that at all. Though she could

not un^rstand all of it, she grasped the main thing. Pasha mis-

unders(pod her attitude to him. He rebelled against the motherly

feeling which all her life had been a part of her affection for him and
could not see that such a love was something more, not less, than the

ordinary feeling of a woman for a man.
She bit her lip and, shrinking as if she had been beaten and

swallowing her tears, set about silently packing his things.
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After he had left it seemed to her th& the wnole town was silent

and even that there were fewer crows flying about in the *Madam,
Madam/ Marfutka tried to call her back to herself. ‘Mama, Mama,*
Katya kept pulling at her ^leeve.—She had had the greatest defeat of

her life. Her best and brightest hopes were in ruins. ,

Pasha’s letters from Siberk^^old her all about his nloods. He was
beginning to see things more clearly. He badly missed his wife and
daughter. But within ta few months he received an emergency com-
mission as an etisign and,* with equal suddenness,rwas sent on active

service. His journey fook him nowhere ncaf Yuryatin^and in Moscow .

he had no time to see anyone.

When he wrote from the^front he sounded less depressed. He*
wanted to distinguish himself, so that, as a reward or as a result of

some light wound, he coujd go home on leave ancf see his family.

Soon he got his opportunity. Brussilov’s forces had broken through

and were attacking. ‘ Pasha’s letters Stopped coming, ^t first Lara

was not worried. She put down his silence to the military operations,

he could not write when his regiment was on the move. But in the

autumn the advance slowed down, *the troops were digging them-

selves in, yet there was still no word from hifi. She began to be anxious

and to make enquiries, at first locally, in Yuryatin, then by post in

Moscow and at his old field address. There was no reply, nobody
seemed to know anything.

Together with other local ladies, Lara had been giving a hand at

the military ward attached to the town hospital. Now she trained

seriously and qualified as a nurse, got permission to be absent from

her school for six months and, leaving the house in Marfutka’s care,

took Katya to*’Moscow. She left her with Lipa, who was living on
her own, as her husband, Friesendank, was a German subject and
had been interned with other enemy civilians at Ufa.

Convinced of the futility of trying to get news of Pasha in any

‘other way, Lara had decided to go and look for him. With this in

mind, she got a job as a purse on a hospital train going to the Hun-
garian border av.d passing through the town of Liski, the last address

Pasha had given her.

A Red Cross train, equipped through voluntary contributions collected

by the Tatyana Committee of Help for the Wounded *} arrived at

> A Committee presided over by the Grand Ducheat. Tatyana, daughter of
the Tsar*
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Divisional Headquarters. # It was a long train mostly made up of
ugly short freight trucks ; in the only first-class coach came prominent
people fr9m Moscow with present§ for the troops. Among them was
Gordon. He knew that his childhood ^end Zhivago was attached

to the Divisional hospital
;

hearing^that it was. in a near-by village,

he obtained the necessary permit tc^savd in the area just behind the

lines, and got a lift in*a cart going to the*village.

The driver was a Byelorussian or a•Lithuanian who spoke

broken Russian. tThe current spy mania reduced fais conversation to

a stale o(Hciai*patter ; discouraged by his osteAtaGous loyalty, Gordon
travelled most of the way in silence.

Headquarters, where tlicy wyc used to moving armies and
measured distances in hundred-mile stages, he had been told that the

village was quite near—within fifteen jniles at most; in reality, it

was more like fifty.

• All along the way an uirfriendly grunting’ and grumbling came
trom the horizon on their left. Gordon had never been in an earth-

quake but he thought rightly that the sullen, scarcely distinguishable,

distant sound of enemy artiflery was the nearest thing to that of

volcanic shocks and' rumblings. Towards evening, a pink glow flared

up over the skyline on that side and went on flickering until dawn.
They passed ruined villages. Some were abandoned, in others

people were living in cellars deep underground. Piles ofdust and rubble
were aligned as once the houses had been. You could see the whole

of such a burned-out settlenaent at a glance, like a barren waste

ground. Old women scratched about in the ashes, each on the ruins

of her own home, now and then digging something up and putting it

away, apparently feeling as sheltered from the eyes t>f strangers as if

their walls were still around them. They looked up at Gordon and
gazed after him as he drove past, seeming to ask him how soon the world

would come to its senses and peace and order be restored to their lives.

After dark the cart ran into a patrol and was ordered off the mafti

road. The driver did not know the new cart-track. They wandered
about in circles for a couple of hours without getting anywhere. At
dawn they came to a village which had the name they were looking

for b^ where no one knew anything about a hospital. It turned out

that ffiere were two villages of the same name. At last, in the morning,

they found the right one. As they drove down the village street, which

smelled of camomile and iodoform, Gordon decided not to stay the

night but*to spend the day with Zhivago and go back that evening to

the railway station where he had left his other friends. But circum-

stances kept him here for over a week.
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Tlie front line had begun tc^move. To tha south of the district where
Gordon found himself, our force; had succeeded in breaking through

the enemy positions. Suppoi^jjae units jibllowed, widefiing the gap,

but they fell behind and the advanced units were cut off and captured.

Among the prisoners' was Lieutenant Antipov, who was obliged to

give himself up when his platoon surrendered. t

He was believed t6 have been killed lij a shell find buried by
the explosion. This was told on the authority of his friend. Ensign

Galiullin, who had been watching through field-glasses frcjpi an
observation post when Antipov led the attack.

What Galiullin had seen ;was the usual picture of an* attacking unit.

The men advanced.quickly, almost at a run, across no-man’s-Iand,

an autumn field with' dfy broom ivavi»g in the wind anfl motionless

spiky gorse. Their objei:t was either to flush the Austrians out df

tlieir trenches and engage them with bayonets or to destroy them
with hand grenades. To the running* men the field seemed endless.

I'hc ground shifted under their feet like ^ bog: Their ensign was

running, first in front of them, then beside them, waving his revolver

above his head, his mouth split from ear to ear with hurrahs which
neither he nor they could hear. At intervals they threw themselves

on the ground, got up all together and ran on shouting. Each time,

one or two, who had been Hit, fell with.the rest but in a different way,

toppling like trees chopped down in a wood, and did not get up again.

‘They’re overshooting the target, call up the battery,’ Galiullin

said anxiously to the artillery officer who stood next to him.—*No,

wait, it’s all right.’

The attackers were on the point of engaging the enemy when the

artillery barrage stopped. In the sudden silence the observers heard
their own hearts beating as if they, like Antipov, had brought their

men to the edge of the enenvy trench and were expected within the

next few minuteSt.to perform wonders of resourcefulness and courage.

At that moment they saw two German sixteen-inch shells burst in

front of the attackers. Black clouds of dust and smoke hid what
followed. ‘Ya Allah! Finished. They’re done for,* wAspered
Galiullin, white-lipped, believing that the ensign and his men had
been killed. Another shell came down close to the observation post.

Bent double, the observers hurried to a safer distance. «

Galiullin had shared Antipov’s dug-out. Once it. was accepted

that Antipov w^as dead, his friend was asked to take charge of his
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belongings and keep then^ for his widow, of whom there were many
photographs among his things.

Galiullin, a mechanic by tradd, had recently been promoted. The
son of Gimazetdin, the porter at Tiverzip’s block of flats, he was that

very Yusupka whom, as an apprent^e in the distant past, the foreman
Khudoleyev*had beaten uf», and i^jtias to his old tormentor that he
was now indebted for his promotion.

On getting his commission, he had found himself, against his will

and for no reascvi that he knew of, in a* cushy job as garrison com-
mander in admail towti at the rear. The g&rrison was composed of

semi-invalids whom instructors as elderly as themselves took every

morning through the drill they had Ijoth forgotten. He had to super-

vise the drill and the changing of the guard in front of the adjutant’s

stores. Nothing else was expected of hipi. He had not a care in the

world when, among the recently called-up men sent from Moscow and
put undcr*his orders, there ^turned up the .all too familiar figure of

*ryotr Khudoleyev. •

‘Well, well, an old friend,* Galiullin grinned sourly.

‘Yes, sir,* said Khudoleyev standing to attention and saluting.

It was iirfpossible th^ this should be the end of it. The very first

time the lieutenant caught the private in a fault at drill he roared at

him, and when it seemed to him that the man was not looking him
straight in the eye but somehow sideways, he gave him a sock on the

jaw and put him for two days on bread and water in the detention

cell.

From now on, cveiy move of Galiullin’s smacked of revenge. But

this game, in view of their respective positions and with rules enforced

by the stick, was too unsporting ; it was undignified,* What was to be

done ? They could not both be in the same place. But what pretext

could an officer find for transferring a private from his unit, and where,

if it were not for disciplinary reasons, could he transfer him to? On
(he other hand, what grounds could Galiullin think of to apply for

his own transfer ? Justifying his requtsst by the boredom and useless-

ness of garrison duty, he asked to be sent to the front. This earned

him a good mark and when, in the first engagement, he showed his

other qualities, it appeared that he had the makings of an excellent

officer and he was quickly promoted to lieutenant.

Galiullin knew Antipov from the days of the Tivcrzins, when
Pasha Antipov had spent six months with them in 1905 and Yusupka
had come to play with him on Sundays. There, too, he had once or

twice met Lara. He had heard nothing of either of them since.

When Antipov came from Yuryatin and joined the regiment, Galiullin
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was.struck by the change in his old friend«whom ne had known as a
shy, mischievous and girlish child and who had now turned into an
arrogant and erudite hypochondriac. He was intelligent, very brave,

taciturn and sarcastic. Son\etimes, when Galiullin caught the melan-
choly expression of his eyes, he CQuld have sworn that he sa\^in them,

almost as though he were lookia^. through a window, so*hiething else,

perhaps an idea which possessed him, perhaps a longing for his daughter
or his wife. Antipov^seftmed to him to be a changeling, bewitched

as in a fairy tale.*- And now Antipov had vanished, and Galiullin was
left with his papers, h& photographs and the unsolved secret of his

transformation on his hands.

As was bound to happen sopner or later, Lara’s enquiries f^ her

husband reached Galiullin. He meant to write to her but he was
busy, he had no time to write,properly and he wished to |)repare her for

the blow. He kept putting it off until he heard that she was herself

somewhere at the front as a nurse, and by tlicn he did not inow wliese

to address a letter to her. .

*'

t

‘Will there hz horses to-day?’ asked Gordon every time Dr. Zhivago

came home to his midday meal. They were living in a Galician

peasant’s cottage.

‘Not a chance. Anyway, where would you go ? You can’t move
right or left. There’s a frig*htful mudd*c going on all round, nobody
can make any sense of it. To the south we have outflanked the

Germans in some places and broken through in others, and, I am
told, several of V)ur over-zealous units got captured. To the north,

the Germans have crossed the Sventa, at a point which was supposed to

be impassable; that was their cavalry, about a corps in strength.

They are blowing up railways, destroying supply dumps, and my guess

i& that they are encircling us. That’s the picture, and you talk about

horses.—Come on, Karpenko,’ he turned to his orderly, ‘get a move
on and lay the table. What aie we having for dinner ? Caff’s foot ?

Splendid.’

The Medical Unit with iu hospital and its dependencies was
scattered all over the village, which by a miracle was still unhSnned.

The houses glittered with lattice windows in the western style, stretch-

ing from wall to wall, and not so much as a pane was damaged.

The end ofa hot golden autumn had turned into an Indian summer.

In the daytime the doctors and officers opened windows, swatted

the flies crawling in black swarms along the sills and the low white
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ceilings, unbuttoned their tunics and overalls and, dripping with swe^
sipped scalding hot cabbage soup or tea.

At night they sat down to cards in front of the open stove, blew
on the damp logs, their eyes smarting ^th smoke, and cursed the

orderlies ibr not knowing how to lay 9, fire.

It was a sdll night. Gonrion andJUsivago were lying on two bunks
facing each other. Between them were the dinner table and the low
window running the whole length of the Wiill. The window panes

sweated ; the room was hot and filled with*tobacco sitioke. They had
opened the twd end lattices to get a breath of die fresh autumn night.

As usual they were talking, and as usual the skyline in the direction of

the fr<jnt was glowing with a pink ligh% The incessant chatter of gun-

fire was occasionally interrupted by a deep thud which shook the

ground as though a heavy steel-bound truok were being dragged across

the floor, scraping the paint. Zhivago paused for it respectfully.

*T»hat’s a BA‘tha, a German slxtcen-inch. The* shell is a little fellow

t&at weighs sixty puds *.* When they resumed their conversation he

had forgotten what they had been talking about.

‘What’s that smell that hangs over the whole village?’ asked

Gordon. ‘I ifoticed’it as^soon as I arrived. It’s a disgusting sort of

sweet, cloying smell, rather like mice.’ •

‘ I know what you mean. That’s hemp—they grow a lot of it here.

The plant itself has that nagging, clinging, carrion smell. And then,

in the battle zone, the dead often remain undiscovered in the hemp
fields until they start to decay. Of course the smell of corpses is

everywhere. That’s only natural.—Hear that? It’s the Bertha

again.’

In the past few days they had talked of everything* under the sun.

Gordon had learned his friend’s ideas about the war and the spirit

of the times. Zhivago had told him how hard he found it to accept

the ruthless logic of mutual extermination, to get used to the sight of

the wounded, particularly to the horror of certain wounds which were*

inflicted nowadays, and to the thought ofisumvors whom the technique

ofmodem fighting had turned into lumps of mutilatird flesh.

Going about with him day by day, Gordon too had seen terrible

sights. He realised that it was immoral to look on idly while other

peopl^suffcred with courage, to watch their superhuman striving to

overcome their fear of death, to see what risks they took and the price

they paid. But he did not think that merely crying over them was any

less immoral. He believed in behaving simply and honestly, accoid-

ing to the circumstances in which life placed him.

^ One pud is 36 lb.
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That it was possible to faint at the sigiit of wounds he knew from

his own experience, when they had visited a first-aid ppst run by a

mobile Red Gross unit just behincf the front line.

They came to a clearing^in a wood whieh had been badly damaged
by artillery fire. Twisted gun carriages lay upside down in the broken

and trampled undergrowth. Aiirharger was tethered to a tree. Just

inside the wood there was a house, put up by the Forestry Depart-

ment ;
half its roof had been blown away. The forestry office was

used for the firs^aid post and two big grey ^tents had been pitched on

the other side of the road which led to it.
* •

‘I shouldn’t have brought you,* said Zhivago. ‘The trenches are

within a mile or two and our batteries are just over there, beheld the

wood. You can hear what’s going on. So don’t play the hero. I

wouldn’t believe you if you .did. You’re bound to be "scared stiff, it’s

only natural. Any. moment the position may change and they’ll

start shelling us.’ *
. • e • •

Tired young soldiers, in enormous boots, their dusty tunics black

with sweat on the chest and shoulder-blades, sprawled, some on thfeir

backs, others face down, by the side of the road. They were the

survivors of a detachment which had befn taken ont of the front

line after four days of heavy fighting and was being sent to the rear

for a short rest. They lay as if they were made of stone, without

energy to smile or swear, and no one turned his head when several

carts came rumbling swiftly down the road. They were ammunition
carts, without springs, loaded with, wounded whom Ihey jolted,

cracking their bones and twisting their guts, as they jogged along at

a trot to the first-aid post. There the wounded would be hastily

bandaged and*lhe most urgent cases operated on. They had been
picked up in appalling numbers on the battle-field in front of the

trenches half an hour ago when tliere was a short lull in the artillery

fire, A good half of them were unconscious.
^ When the carts stopped in front of the office verandah, orderlies

came down the steps with stretchers and unloaded them. A nurse

raised the flap oCone of the tents and stood looking out; she was off

duty. Two men who had been arguing loudly in the wood behind
tlie tents—their voices echoing among the tall young trees but their

words indistinguishable—came out and walked along the road towards
the office. One of them, an excited young lieutenant, was shouting

at the other who w^as the Medical Officer of the mobile unit; there

had been a gun emplacement in the clearing and he wanted to know
where it had gone to. The doctor did not know, it was not his busi-

ness; he begged him not to shout and to leave him alone—he was
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busy, the wounded *had arrived ; but the officer went on cursing the

Red Gross, the gunners and the world in general. Zhivago walked up
to the doctor j they greeted each other and went into the office. The
lieutenant/ still swearing iQudly with a slight Tartar accent, untied

his horse, .vaulted into the saddle az^ galloped down the road into

the wood. The nurse was stfll lookiy^^pn.

Suddenly her expression became horrified. ‘What are you doing ?

You’re out ofyour minds !
* she shouted at two iightly-wounded soldiers

who were walking j^ithout assistance between the stretchers. She ran

. out towards than. •* •

The orderlies were carrying a man who had been mutilated in a

» particularly monstrous way. A splii^Jcr from the shell which had
mangled his face, turning his tongue and lips into a red gruel without

killing him, had lodged in the bone stri^cture of his jaw, replacing

the torn-out check. He uttered short groans in a thin inhuman voice

;

ncwone could^take these sounds ibr anything but appeal to finish him
off quickly, to put an end to his inconceivable^ torment.

The nurse got the impression that the two Iightly-wounded men
who were walking beside the ^stretcher had been so moved by his

cries that they -were about Jto pull out the iron splinter with their bare

hands. •

‘You mustn’t do that. The surgeon will do it, he has special

instruments ... if it has to be done.* (O God, O God, take him
away, don’t let me doubt that You exist.)

Next moment, as he was carried up tht steps, the man screamed,

his whole body shuddered and he died.

The man who had just died was Private Gimazetdin
; the excited

officer w'ho had been shouting in the w'ood was his sfon, Lieutenant

Galiullin ; the nurse was Lara. Gordon and Zhivago were the

witnesses. All these people were there, together, in this one place.

But some of them had never known each other, while others failed t<)

recognise each other now. And there were things about them which*

were never to be knowm for certain, wliilc otheis were only to await

another opportunity in order to reveal ihcuisclvcs. •

I r

In this area the villages seemed to have been miraculously preserved.

They were* unaccountable islands of safety in a sea of ruins. One
evening at sunset Gordon and Zhivago were driving home. In one

village they saw a young Gossack surrounded by a happy crowd;
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the Cossack tossed a copper coin into the«air andean old Jew with a
grey beard and a long coat was supposed to catch it. The old man
missed every time. The coin flew past his pitifully outstretched hands
and fell into the mud. Tl^e old man bent down to pick it up, the

Cossack slapped his bottom, the onlookers held their sides and groaned

with laughter ;
this was the of the entertainment. For the

moment it was harmless, but no one could say f6r certain that it would
not take a more serious fum. Every few moments the old man’s wife

darted out of their cottage across the road, spreaming and holding out

her hands, and ran back again in terror. Two small girl/were watching

their grandfather out of the cottage window and crying.

The driver, who thought ail this extremely funny, slowed/down
so that the passengers could have a look. But Zhivago called the

Cossack, cursed him and ordered him to stop baiting the old man.
‘Yes, sir,* he said readily. ‘We didn’t know

;
we were only doing

it for fun.* .
• • *

Gordon and Zhivago'drove on in silence until they were in sight

of their own village.
^

‘It’s terrible,* said Yury. ‘You can’t imagine what this wretched

Jewish population is going through in this \^ar. 'The fighting happens

to be in their Pale of Settlement *. And as if punitive taxation, the

destruction of their property and all their other sufferings were not

enough, they have to put up with pogroms, insults and the charge

that they lack patriotism.
^
And why should they be patriotic while

the enemy offers them equal rights and we do nothing but persecute

them ? There is something paradoxical at the very root of this hatred

of them. It is stimulated by the very things which should arouse

sympathy—theft* poverty, their overcrowding, their weakness and
their inability to fight back. I can’t understand it. There is some-

thing fateful about it.’

Gordon did not reply.

•
• 12

•

And now once again they were lying on their bunks on either side of

the long, low window, it was night time and they were talking^

Zhivago was telling Gordon how he had once seen the T^ar at

the front.

It was Yury’s first spring in the army. He was attached to a unit

which held the mouth of a valley in the Carpathian Mountains,

> Hie Pale was an area in the west of Russia to which the Russian Jewa^ with
a small number of exceptions, were confined.
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blocking it to th^ Hungarians. The Headquarters of the unit were
in the valley.

^
At the bottom of the valley there was a railway station. Zhivago

described the look of the «place, the mowitains overgrown with great
firs and .pines, with tufts of clouds«catcning in their tops and sheer
cliffs of grcy*slate and graphite shoi^^ing through the forests like worn
bald patches in a thick fur. It was a damp, dark April morning as

grey as the slate, locked in by the mountain&^on all sides and therefore

still and airless.* Mist hung over the valley, ami everything in it

steamed and tmoked uffwards—engine smokeYrom the railway station

and the grey mist from the fields, and the grey mountains and the dark
woo4;}s and the dark clouds. ^

At that time the Emperor was making a tour of inspection in

Galicia and ft was learned suddenly that he was coming to inspect

the unit of which he was the honorary Colonel , He might arrive at

any momeht, A guard of hanou* was drav^n up on the station plat-

form. After a couple of liours of suspense,, two trains of the imperial

suite went by quickly one after the other and sooil afterwards the

Tsar’s train drew in.
*

Accompanied the^Grand Duke Nicolas, the Tsar inspected the

grenadiers. Every word of his quiet greeting set off bursts and splashes

of loud, echoing hurralis, their sound spurting like water from a
swinging bucket.

The Tsar, smiling and ill at case, looked older and more tired than

his image on his coins and medals. His* face wits listless and a little

flabby. He kept glancing apologetically at the Grand Duke, not know-

ing what was expected of him at any given moment, and the Grand
Duke, bending down respectfully, showed him th(f way out of his

difficulty not so much by w'ords as by moving an eyebrow or a shoulder.

Watching him on that warm grey mountain morning, Yury felt

sorry for the Tsar and horrified to think that this diffident reserve and

shyness were the essential attributes of the oppressor, that such weak-

ness could kill or pardon, bind or loose,

‘He should have made a speech
—

“f, my sw<vd, my people,”

—

like Wilhelm. Something about “the people” anyway—that was

essen^al. But, you know, he behaved in a natural, Russian way, and

he vgas tragically above these banalities. After all, this kind of play-

acting is unthinkable in Russia, isn’t it—because play-acting is surely

what it is? I can just accept that there were “peoples” under the

Cacsars-^Gauls and Scythians and Illyrians and so on. But ever since,

the idea has been utter fiction, a phrase for Tsars and kings and

politicians to use in their speeches : “The people, my people.’*
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*Now the front is flooded with corre^onden^ and journalists;

They “observe**, they collect gems of popular wisdom, they visit the

wounded and construct new theori^ about the people’s soul. It’s a
new version of Dahl * and jupt as bogus—linguistic graphomania and
verbal incontinence. That’s one#type—and then there’s the* other

—

clipped speech, “sketches and ss-wes”, scepticism and misanthropy.

I read a piece like that the other day. I’ve still gbt it. Here it is.
—“A

grey day, like yesterday.'* Rain since morning, slush. I look out of

the window and sic the road. Prisoners in an endles9»Iinc. Wounded.
A gun is firing. It fires to-day as yesterday, tb-morrow &s to-day and
every day and every hour.” Isn’t that subtle and witty ! But what
has he got against the gun ? How odd to expect variety from a^n !

Why doesn’t he look at himself, shooting off the same sentences,

commas, lists of facts, day in, day out, keeping up His barrage of

journalistic benevolence as rapid as a squad ofjumping fleas? Why
can’t he get it into his head that it’s for him to stop repeafing himself

—not for the gun—that you can’t make sense by dribbling nonsense

out of your notebook, however long y^ii go on, because facts don’t

exist until man puts into them something of his own, some measure

of his own wilful, human genius—of fairy talfs, of myth.’
*

‘You’re absolutely right,’ broke in Gordon. ‘And now I’ll tell

you what I think about that incident we saw to-day.—That Cossack

making a fool of the poor old patriarch—that and the thousands

of other incidents like it—of coui’se none of that is worth theoris-

ing about.—You don’t have to think about it, you just have to bash

in somebody’s face. But the Jewish question as a whole—there,

philosophy does come in. Not that I’m telling you anything new
—we both got our ideas from your uncle.

‘You were saying, what is a people? . . . And who does more
for a people, the one who coddles them or the one who forgets all

about them and simply draws them after him into universality and

cicathlessness by the sheer beauty of his actions ?—Well, of course,

there can’t be any argument about that . . .

‘What are all 'ihese nations we talk about anyway, now, in the

Christian era ? They aren’t just nations—they are nations made up
of individuals who have been converted, transformed.—The^ point

about them is their transformation, not their loyalty to their ai^ient

ways.

‘Now what do the Gospels say about it?—^To start with, the

Gospels don’t lay down the law—they aren’t an assertion : '“It’s like

* Dahl was the compiler of a Russian dictionary which became a classic and
which included a very wide list of linguistic oddities.
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this and like that.^’ The<Jospcls are an offer, a naive and tentative

offer: “Would you like to live in a completely new way? Would
you like to* enjoy spiritual beatitude?” And everybody was de-
lighted, they all accepted,* they were carj^ed away by it for thousands
of years*. . . «

*When the Gospels say that im the Kingdom of God there are

neither Jews nor Gentiles, do they just mean that all are equal in

the sight of God ? 1 don’t believe it means only that—that was known
already—it was icnown ^to the Greek pliilosophers'^and the Roman
moralists and®the Hebrfcw Prophets. What the Gospels tell us is that

in this new way of life and of communion, which is born of the heart

and fvhich is called the Kingdom o^God, there are no nations, but

only persons.

*Now you'said that facts don’t mean.anything by themselves—not

until a meaning is put into them. Well—the meaning you have to

^ut into th^ facts to make th«m relevant to human beings is just that

:

It’s Christianity, it’s the mystery of personality . . .

‘And then we were talking about the ordinary run of politicians

—

people who aren’t interested in life as a whole, in the world as a whole,

the sort of people *with /estricted minds who like restriction for its

own sake.—They’re as pleased as Punch to get everybody thinking

and talking about a nicely restricted group—the more restricted the

better—a people, especially if it’s a small people, and best of all if it's

having a bad time, so that there can be plenty ofjudging and weigh-

ing and settling and deciding, and getting pity to pay dividends.

Well now, what more perfect example can you have of the victims of

this mentality than the Jews ? Their national idea has forced them,

century after century, to be a people and nothing b^it a people—and
the extraordinary thing is that they have been chained to this deaden-

ing task all through the centuries when all the rest of the world was
being delivered from it by a new force w^hich had come out of their

own midst ! Isn’t that extraordinary ? How can you account for it*?

Just think !—This glorious holiday from qfiediocrity, from the dreary,

boring constriction of everyday life, was first achieved on their soil,

proclaimed in their language, belonged to their race ! And they

actuary saw and heard it and let it go ! How could they do it ?

—

How^ could they allow a spirit of such overwhelming power and
beauty to go out of them, to leave them, so that when it was enthroned

in triumph they were left behind like the empty skin it had cast

aside !—Iti whose interests is this voluntaiy martyrdom ? Who stands

to gain by keeping it going, so that all these innocent old men ai d

women and children, all these clever, kind, humane people should
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go on being mocked and beaten up throughout the centuries ? And
why is it that all these friends of people ”‘9 all these,writers who
write on national questions^ to whatever nation they'belong, are

always so unimaginative arid so untalenteS? Why don’t the intel-

lectual leaders of the Jewish peopfie ever get beyond facil^ Wiltschmertz

and irony ? Why don’t they— if they have to burst like a boiler

with the pressure of their duty—dismiss this army which is for ever

fighting and beiqg massacred nobody knows for what? Why don’t

they say to them : “That’s enough^ stop nov', Don’t hold on to your

identity, don’t all get together in a crowd. Disperse. 6e with all the

rest. You are the first and best Christians in the world. You are the

very thing against which you ^lavc been turned by the worse and
weakest among you.’”

' 13
4

The following day, when Zhivago came home to dinner, he said

:

* Well, you were so anxious to leave, now we’re ;U1 leaving. I won’t

say “just your luck’’, because it isn’t lucky^that we are being hard-

pressed and beaten again. The way east is open, the pressure is

from the west. All the medical units are under orders to get out.

We’ll be going to-morrow or the next day. Where to, I don’t know.
—^And I suppose, Karpenko, Mr. Gordon’s linen still hasn’t been

w^ashed. It’s always the same.—^Karpebko will tell you he has given

it to his girl to wash, but ifyou ask him who or where she is, he doesn’t

know, the idiot !

’

He paid no attention to Karpenko’s lying excuses nor to Gordon’s

apologies for borrowing his host’s shirts.

’That’s army life for you,’ he went on. ‘As soon as you get used

Xp one place you’re moved to another. I didn’t like anything here

when we came. It was dirty, stuffy, the stove was in the wrong
place, the ceiling was too Icw.^ And now, bless me if I can remember
what it was like \frhere we came from. I feel as if I wouldn’t mind
spending my life in this place, staring at that corner of the stove with

tiie sunshine on the tiles and the shadow of that tree moving across it.’

They packed without haste. r

During the night they were woken up by shouts, gunfire and
running footsteps. There was an angry glow over the village,

bh.adows flitted past the window. The landlord and his^wife were

getting up behind the partition. Yury sent the orderly to ask wdiat

tlic commotion was about.
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He was told tha\ the Germans had broken through. Yury hurried

oflf to the hospital and found that it was true. The village was under
fire. The, hospital was being moved at once^ without waiting for the
evacuation order. . .

‘Wc*lhall be off before dawn,* Yi^ry told Gordon. *You’re going
in the first party, the gig is Jeady nea/*^^ but I*ve told them to wait for

you. Well, go^ luck? I’ll see you off and make sure you get your
seat.’ s

They ran down the village street, bending double and hugging
the walls. Butlets past them and frdm the crossroads they
could see shell-bursts like fiery umbrellas opening over the fields.

‘ V^hat are you going to do ?* askecl Gordon as they ran.

*I’ll follow with the second party. I have to go back and collect

my things first.' ,

They separated at the edge of the village. The gig and several

carts, whiclrmade up tlie conroy, moved, bupiping into one another
and gradually spacing out. Yury waved to. his friend, who saw him
for a few moments longer by the light of a burning barh.

Again keeping to the shelfer of the houses, Yury hurried back.

A few yards from hfs ^loype he was knocked off his feet by the blast

of an explosion and hit by a shell splinter. He fell in the middle of

the road, bleeding and unconscious.

• 14

The hospital where Yury was recovering in the officers* ward had
been evacuated and apparently forgotten in a small town by a railway

line and close to the G.H.Q.. It was a waiin day at the end ofFebruary.

The window near his bed was open.

The patients were killing time before dinner. They had been told

that a new nurse had joined the hospital staff and would be doing ho
first round that day. In the bed opposite Yury’s Galiullin w’as looking

at the newspapers which had just arrived and exclajming indignantly

at the blanlu left by the censorship. Yury was reading Tonya’s letters

which the field post had delivered in a batch. The wind rustled the

letters and the papers. At the sound of a light footstep he looked up.

Lara came into the ward.

Both Yury and Galiullin recognised her, though neither guessed

that the other knew her and she did not recognise either of them.

She said :

*How do you do ? Why is the window open ? Aren’t

you cold?* Going up to Galiullin, she asked him how he felt and
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took his wTist to feel his pulse, but immediately let go of it and sat

down by his bed, looking at him with a puzzled expression.

'This is indeed unexpected, Larissa Fyodorovna,’ he sitid. 'I knew
your husband. We were i^ the same regiment. IVc kept his things

for you.’
,

•

‘It isn’t possible,* she keptjoying, ‘ft isn’t possibU^. You knew
him! What an extraordinary coincidence. Please tell me quickly

how it happened. He was killed by a shell, wasn’t he, and buried by

the explosion ? *You see I “know, please don’t be afraid of telling me.’

Galiullin’s courageTailed him. He decided to telhher a comfort-

ing lie.

‘Antipov was taken prisoner. He advanced too far with h^ unit.

They were surrounded and cut off. He was forced to give himself up.’

But she did not believe, him. Shaken by the unexpectedness of

the meeting and not wishing to break down in front of strangers, she

hurried out into the corridor. . « ^ •

A few moments later. she came back, outwardly collected; afraid

of crying again if she spoke to Galiullin, she deliberately avoided

looking at him and went over to Yur^. ‘How do you do. How do

you feel ? * she asked in an expressionless vojcc.‘

Yury had seen her agitation and her tears. He wanted to ask

her why she was so upset and to tell her that he had seen her twice be-

fore in his life, once as a schoolboy and once as a student, but he was
afraid of intruding on her and of her misunderstanding him. Then
he suddenly remembered "Ghristmas all those years ago, the coffin

witli Anna’s body in it and Tonya’s screams. He said instead :

‘Thank you. I am a doctor. I am looking after myself. I don’t

need anything.’

‘Why should he sound offended?’ Lara wondered. She looked

in surprise at the stranger with his snub nose and unremarkable face.

For several days the wcatlier was troubled, uncertain, with a warm,
•talkative wind in the night, smelling of damp earth.

During these days there were strange reports from G.H.Q. and
alarming rumoufs from the interior. Telegraphic communications
with Petersburg were cut off time and again. Everywhere, at every

corner, people were talking politics.

Nui-se Antipova did her rounds morning and evening, exchanging
a few words with each patient including Galiullin and Yury. 'What
a curious creature,’ she thought of Yury. ‘Young and gruff. You
couldn’t call him handsome with his turned-up nose. • But he is

intelligent in the best sense of the word, alive and with an attractive

mind. However, it’s not my business. My business is to finish my
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job here as soon as j[3ossible And go back to Moscow to be near Katya,
and then to apply to be released from nursing and go home to Yury-
atin, back td the school. It’s quite clear now what happened to

poor Pasha, there isn’t any hope, so the sooner I stop playing the field

heroine the better. I wouldn’t have, lanaed myself here if it hadn’t

been to look f6r Pasha.’ a j.

How was Katya getting on out there, she wondered, poor orphan

!

and this always made her cry. •

She had noticed a sharp change around her recently. Before,

. there had becif obligatidhs of all kinds, sacred duties—your duty to

your country, to the army, to society. But now that the war was
• lost (apd that misfortune was at the bottom of all the rest) everything

seemed to have been deposed, nothing was any longer sacred.

Everything 'had changed suddenly—the tone, the moral climate;

you didn’t know what to think, who to listen to.. As if all your life

yow had beAi led by the hand like a small child and suddenly you
wxre on your own, you had to learn to walk !)y yourself. There was no

one around, neither family nor people whose judginenf you respected.

At such a time you felt the need to entrust yourself to something absolute

—life or truth* or be^uty-^of being ruled by it now that man-rnade
rules had been discarded. You needed to surrender to some such

ultimate purpose more fully, more unreservedly than you had ever

done in the old familiar, peaceful days, in the old life which was
now abolished and gone for good.—But in her own case, Lara re-

minded herself, she had Katya -to fulfil he/ need of the unconditional,

her need of a purpose. Now that she no longer had Pasha, Lara

would be nothing but a mother, devoting all her strength to her poor

orphaned child. ^

Yury heard from Moscow that Gordon and Dudorov had published

liis ]K)ok without his permission and that it was praised and regarded

as showing great literary promise; and that Moscow w'as going

through disturbed, exciting times and was on the eve of something*'

important; there was growing discontefnt^among the masses, grave

political events were imminent. »

It was late at night. Yury was terribly drowsy. He dozed intcr-

mittentjy and imagined that the excitement of tlic past days was

kcepii\g him awake. A drowsy, sleepily breathing wind yawned and

stirred outside the window. The wind cried and complained : ‘Tonya,

Sasha, I miss you, I want to go home, I w^ant to go back to w'ork.’

And to the? muttering of the wind Yury slept and w'oke and slept

again in a quick troubled alternation ofjoy and suffering, as taut and

as disturbing as the changing weather, as the troubled night.
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It occurred to Lara that after all the devotion Galiullin had shown
to Pasha’s memory, the trouble he had taken to look after his things,

she had not so much as asked hi^ who he was and v/bere he came
from. She was disgusted with herself.

To make up for her omissiop and not to seem imgrateful she asked

him all about himself when shejT^ade hoir next morning round.

‘Merciful goodness,* she exclaimed at what he told her. Twenty-
eight Brest Street, the Tiverzins, the revolution of 1905, that winter!

Yusupka? No; she couldn’t remember having met him, he must
Ibrgive her. But thaf year, that year, anct that houLe I Had there

really, truly been such a year and such a house ! How vividly it all

came back to her I The gun(ire and—^what was it she had called it

then—‘Christ’s opinion*! How strong, how piercingly sharp were
the feelings you experienced for the first time as a dhild. ‘Forgive

me, do forgive mc^ Lieutenant, what did you say your name and
patronymic was ? Yes, yes, you did trll me once. Thaiik you, Osip

Gimazetdinovich, I can’t thank you enough for reminding me, for

bringing it all back to my mind.*

All day long she went about thinfeng of ‘that house’ and almost

talking to herself and exclaiming out loud.

,

To think of it, Brest Street, No. 28 1 And now they were shooting

again, but how much more frightening it was now! You couldn’t

say : ‘It’s the children shooting’ this time. The children had all grown
up, the boys were all here, in the army, all those simple people who
had lived in that house and in others like it and in villages which

also were like it, they were all here. How extraordinary it was,

how very extraordinary

!

All the patients who were not bedridden rushed in from the other

rooms, hobbling noisily on crutches or running, or walking with sticks,

shouting

:

‘Street fighting in Petersburg I The Petersburg garrison has joined

''the insurgents I It’s the Revolution 1*
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Farewell to .the'Past

A

T
he small town to which the hospital j^ad been evacuated was
called Mel)^uzeyevo. It stood in the fertile, black < soil country*

Black d^st hung ov^er it all day long liko* a cloud of locusts. It

was raised by the troops and convoys passing through the town
;
they

moved in both directions, some going to the front and others coming
awayYrom it, and it was impossible to tell if the war were still going

on or had already ceased.

Every day Zhivago, Nurse Antipova and Galiullin found new
dyties growing up like muslyrooms. They and a few other people

ftom the cities, who were regarded as knowlcdfgcable and experienced^

were picked for every job that came along.

They served on the municipal council and as minor commissars

in the army and th^Ticalth department, and they looked upon this

succession of tasks as a diversion, like an outdoor sport, ^r a game of

blind man’s buff. But more and more often they felt that it was time

to stop playing and get back to their ordinary occupations and their

homes.

Yury and Antipova were often brought together by tlicir work*

The rain turned the black dust into cofTec-coloured mud and the mud
spread over the streets ; most of them were unpaved.

The town was very small. At the end of almost every street you.

could see the bleak steppe and the djirk sky, the vast countryside

glowering with revolution and war.
^

Yury wrote to his wife

:

•I’ve been to sec some of the army units in the neighbourhood.

The clfaos keeps on getting worse in spite of everything they do to

impr<?ve discipline and morale.

‘By way of a postscript (though I might have mentioned it earlier)

I must teE you ^at I do a lot of my work with a certain Antipova,

a nurse from Moscow who was bom in the Urals.

* Russia’s richest agricultural belt is known as chernozem black soil’}.
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•You remember the girl student who shot at thfc public prosecutor

at that terrible party on the night of your mother’s death ? I think

there was a trial afterwards. I 'remember telling yoid that Misha
and I had once seen her, when she was, still a schoolgirl, at some
sordid hotel where Father took jis. I can’t remember why, we went,

only that it was a bitterly cold tpght. I think it was iit the time of

tlie Presnya rising.—Well, that girl was Antipoi/a.

*1 have made several attempts to go home, but it is not so simple.

It is not so mucklil^e work—we could hand that ovpr easily enough

—

the trouble is the actilial journey. Either Vaere arc ro trains at all

or else they are so full that there is not a hope of getting in.

‘But of course it can’t go/)n like this indefinitely, and scjxne of

us, who have resigned or been discharged, including Antipova and
Galiullin, have made up oi;r minds that whatever happens we shall

leave next week. We’ll go separately, it gives us a better chance.

‘So I might turn up any day out of the blue, though 1*11 try a^id

send a telegram.*

Before he left, however, he received Tonya’s reply. In scntcnctes

plainly broken by sobs and with tear stains and ink spots for punctua-

tion, she begged him not to come back to Mosdow but to go straight

to the Urals with that wonderful nurse whose progress through life

was marked by omens and events so strange that she, Tonya, with her

simple ways, could not possibly compete with it.

‘Don’t worry about Sasha’s future,’ she wrote. ‘You will never

need to be ashamed of him. I will bring him up in those principles

which as a child you saw practised in our house, this I promise

you.*

Yury hastened to reply. ‘You must be out of your mind, Tonya

!

How could you imagine such a thing? How is it that you don’t know
—or don’t feel deeply enough—that if it were not for you, if it were

not for my constant, faithful thoughts of you and of our liomc, I

^would never have survived these two terrible, devastating years of

war? But words arc usclcs?. Soon we’ll be together, our life will

begin again, then everything will be cleared up,

‘What worries me about your letter is something else. If I really

gave you cause to write in such a way, my behaviour must have been

ambiguous and I am at fault not only before you but before tliat other

woman whom I have misled. I’ll apologise to her as soon as she is

back. She is away in the country. Local councils are being set up
in the villages (apart from those at county and borough ‘level which

existed before) and she has gone to help a friend of hers who is acting

as instructor in connection with these administrative changes.
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*It may interest you to^know that although we live in the same
house I don’t know to this day which is Antipova’s room, I’ve never
bothered to find out.’

3

Two main roads ran from Melyuzeyevo, one going cast, the other

west. One, a mud track, led through tlie forest to Zabushino, a small

town which traded in corn and was administratiilikty subordinate to

Melyuzeyevo although it’was ahead of it in lAany ways. The other

was gravelled and went through fields, boggy in winter but dry in

sumn^er, to Biryuchi, the nearest railway junction.

In June Zabushino became an independent republic. It was set

up by the local miller Blazheiko and supported by deserters from the

2 1 2th Line Regiment who had left the front at the time of the up-

heavals, kejA their arms and (Home to Zabushino through Biryuchi.
* The republic refused to recognise the Provisional Government and
split off from the rest of Russia. Blazheiko was a sectarian who had
once corresponded with Tolsfoy. He called the local council an
Apostolic Seat and ]^rocljimed a new millennial kingdom where all

work was to be shared and all property to be held in common.
Zabushino had always been a place of legends and exaggerations.

It was mentioned in the chronicles of the Times of Troubles * and it

stood amidst deep forests which had teemed with robbers until recent

years. It was famed far and wide for th6 prosperity of its merchants

and the fabulous richness of its soil, and from it came many of the

popular beliefs, customs and oddities of speech which distinguished

this whole region.

The usual wonderful tales were now being told about Blazheiko’s

chief assistant. He was said to have been born a deaf-mute and only

to enjoy the gift of speech by a special dispensation granted him at

certain times.

The republic lasted a fortnight and was overthrown before the

end of June by a unit loyal to the Provisional Government. The
deserters fell back on Biryuchi. Several miles of forest had once been

cleared along the railway line on both sides of the junction, and
there, 2mong the old tree stumps overgrown with wild strawberries,

the piles of timber depleted by pilfering and the tumble-down huts

of the seasonal labourers who had cut the trees, the deserters set up
their camp.

* Period of interregnum and civil war in the 1 7th century.
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Tlie hospital where Yury had been a patient and was now a doctor

was housed in the former resid/^nce of Countess Zhabrinskaya. She
had offered it to the Red Gross ^ the beginning of the* war.

It was a two-storey house on one of the best'sites of the town, at the

corner of the main street and the square, known as the ‘Platz’, where
soldiers had drilled in the old days and where meetings were held now.

Its position gave it'a good view of tlie neiig;hbourhobd ;
in addition

to the street and the square, it overlooked the courtyard of the house

next door (owned by a poor, provincial family who lived almpst like

peasants), as well as the Countess’s old garden at the back.

The Countess had a large estate in the district, Razdolnoye, and
bad only used the house for occasional business visits to ^e town and
as a rallying point for the guests Tvho tame from near and far to sAay

at Razdolnoye in summer.
Now the house was a hospital, and its owner was under arrest' in

Petersburg, where she had lived.

Of the large staff, only two women wqre left : Usiinya had been

the Countesc’s head cook and Mademoisselle Fleury had brought up
her daughters, who were now married.

Grey-haired, pink-cheeked and dishevelled, Mademoiselle Fleury

shuffled about in bedroom slippers and a floppy, worn-out housecoat,

apparently as much at home in the hospital as she had ever been in

the Zhabrinsky family. She told long stories in her broken Russian,

swallowing the ends of her words, gesticulated, struck dramatic poses

and burst into hoarse peals of laughter which ended in coughing fits.

She believed that she knew Nurse Antipova inside out and thought

that the nurse and the doctor were bound to be attracted to each

other. Steeped in the love of passionate intrigue so dear to the Latin

’heart, she was never so delighted as when she found them in each

other’s company and would shake her finger and wink slyly at them

;

this puzzled Lara and irritated Yury, but like all eccentrics Made-
moiselle clung to her illusions and would not be parted from them
at any price.

Ustinya was an even stranger character. Her clumsy pear-shaped

figure gave her the look of a broody hen. Usually she weighed her

words and was brisk and to the point in her speech, but her imagina-

tion was unbridled in every'thing to do with superstitio&s. Bom in

Zabushino and said to be the daughter of the local sorcerer, she knew
countless spells and would never go out without first muttering over
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*

the stove and the keyhole to protect the house in her absence from fire

and the Evil One. Ustinya was capable of keeping quiet for years, but
once she was psovoked, nothing could hold her back. Any attack on
her convictions roused her to a passionate defence of tlie trutli.

In spite^of the overthrow of the Zabuskiino republic the revolu-

tionary council "of Melyuzeye^fo fearj;^ its anarchical influence over

the district and decided lo counteract it by a campaign of enlighten-

ment. A suitable opportunity for such activilie5> arose in the evenings,

when peaceful and spontaneous meetings w'ere held i.i tlie square;

they were sparsely attended by those of the citizens who had nothing

better to do and who, in the old days, had gathered for a gossip out-

side the fire station at the other end, of the Platz. The council

encouraged them and invited local and visiting speakers to guide the

discussions. The visitors believed the tales' about the talking deaf-

mute to be utterly absurd and were anxious to say so. But the small

craftsmen, thA soldiers’ wives ^d fprmer servants in Mclyuzeyevo
di(fnot regard these stories as absurd and stoo^ up in his defence.

Among them was Ustinya. At first shy and held back by womanly
reserve, she had gradually beconle bolder in refuting opinions which

Mclyuzeyevo disliked ah*d was by now an experienced public speaker

herself. ^
^

The hum of the voices in the square could be heard through the

open windows of the hospital, and on still evenings even the werds

were distinguishable. If Ustinya were speaking. Mademoiselle would
rush into any room where pcopje were sitting and implore them to

listen, taking her off witliout malice in her broken accent: ‘Rasputi

. . . Raspu . . . Tsar . . . Zabushi . . . deaf-mu . . . traitors

!

traitors !
* •

Mademoiselle was secretly proud of her spirited and sharp-tongued

friend
;

the two women were fond of each other although they never

stopped bickering.

5

Yury was making the round of the offices where he needed to get

permits and priorities for his return to Moscow and calling on his

friends aifd acquaintances to say good-bye.

At that time the young commissar newly appointed to the local

sector of the front was spending a few days in Meluzeycvo on his way
to the army.* He was said to be a mere boy.

His appointment was connected with the renewed activity at the

front. The army was preparing to attack and everything was being
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done to break the soldiers’ apathy g/id tightfen discipline. War-
revolutionary tribunals had been set up and the death penalty^

recently abolished, had been restored. /

One of the signatures which Yury ijeeded for his documents was

that of the local town maj\»r. Usually you could not get n^r his office.

The queue stretched half-way^dowm tfce street and there was such a

noise inside that no one could hear anything<

But this was not one of the reception days. The clerks sat writing

silently in ih© peaceful Office, disgruntled at the growing complication

of their work, and exchanging ironic gla'ftces. Cheerful voices came
from the town major’s room

;
it sounded as if, in there, people had

unbuttoned their tunics and were having refreshments.

Galiullin came out of the inner room, saw Yury and beckoned to

him with exaggerated movements of his whole body, ‘almost crouching

as though for the jstart of a race.

Since Yury had in any cas(;^ to ^e the town major*’, he wci\f in.

He fuund the room in a state of picturesque confusion.

The centre of the stage was held by the new commissar, the hero

of the day and the sensation of the towm, who, instead of being at his

post, \vas addressing the rulers of this paper' kingdom quite uncon-

nected w'itfi staff and operational matters'.

*Ah, here’s another of our stars,’ said the town major introducing

Yury. The commissar, completely self-absorbed, did not look round,

and the town major, only turning to sign the papers which Yury put

in front of him and to wave him politely to a low pouffe, resumed his

attitude of rapt attention.

Yury sat down. He w^as the only person in the room who sat

like a hrmas: being. All the rest were lolling eccentrically with an

air of exaggerated and assumed case. The town major almost lay

across his desk, his cheek on his fist, in a thoughtful, Byronic pose. His

assistant, a massive, stout man, w^as perched on the arm of the sofa, his

cgs tucked on the seat as if he were riding side-saddle. Galiullin sat

astride a chair, his arms folded on its back and his head reclining on his

arms, and the cpmmissar'kept pulling hinvselfup by his wrists on to the

window-sill and jumping off and running up and down the room with

small quick steps, buzzing about like a wound-up top, never still or

silent for a moment. He talked continuously; the subject of the

conversation was the problem of the deserters at Biryuchi.

The commissar was exactly as he had been described to Yury : thin

and graceful, a boy just out of the schoolroom and burning like a
candle with the flame of his ideals. He was said to come of a good
family (the son of a senator, some people thought) and to have been
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one of the first to match his rggimcnt to the Duma in February. He
was called Gintz or Gintze—Yury had not quite caught the name

—

and spoke very distinctly, with a correct Petersburg accent and a

slight Baltic intonation.

He worcba tight-fitting tunic. It probatty embarrassed him to be

so young and ir! order to sceim olderjie put on a caustic expression

and an artificial stoop, hunching his shoulders with their stiff epaulettes

and keeping his hands deep in his pockets
; thv did in fact give him

a stylised cavalrymag’s silhouette which could*be drawn hi two straight

lines, converging*downwarrfs from the angle of*his shoulders to his

feet.

• ‘Theje is a Cossack regiment stationed a short distance down the

railw'ay,’ the town major informed him. ‘It’s Red, it’s loyal. It will

be called out, the rebels will be surrounded and that will be the

end of the business. The Corps commander is anxious that they

should be disamicd without dela^'.* ^ ,

*Cossacks ! Not in any circumstances,* flaj’cd up the commissar.

‘This is not 1905. This is no time for historical reminiscences. Our
views are diametrically opposed. • Your generals arc trying to be too

clever,’ •
^

‘Nothing has been done yet. This is only a plan, a suggestion.’

‘We have an agreement with the High Command not to interfere

with operational orders, I am not cancelling the order to call out

the Cossacks.—Let them come.—But I’ll take such steps on my side

as arc dictated by common sense.—I suppose they have a bivouac

out there ?
*

‘Well, yes. A camp at any rate. An armed camp.’

‘Splendid. I wish to go there. You must show mc»this menace,

this nest of robbers. They may be rebels, gentlemen, they may
even be desertei's, but remember, they are the people. And the people

are like children, you have to know them, you have to know their

psychology. To get the best out of them, you must have the right

approach, you have to move them, to touoh their hearts.

‘I’ll go and have a heart-to-heart tallc with tlym and you’ll

see, they’ll go back to the positions they have deserted as good as

gold. Y(jjj don’t believe me? What will you bet on it?’

‘I wonder. I hope to goodness you’re right.*

‘ I’ll say to them : “Take my own case. I am an only son, the only

hope of my parents, yet I haven’t spared myself. I’ve given up
everything—name, family, position. I have done this to fight for

your freedom, greater freedom than is enjoyed by any other people

in the vorld. This I did, and so did many other young men like
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myself, not to spealc of the old guard of ou^ glorious forerunners,

champions of the people’s rights, who were sent to hard labour in

Siberia or locked up in the Schlusselburg Fortress. Did we do this for

ourselves ? Did we have to do it ? Ai\d you, you who are no longer

ordinary privates but thAwarriors of the first revolutionary army in the

world, how have you lived up tP your nroud calling ?^At the moment
when our country is shedding her blood, whan she is making a supreme
effort to shake off thcbcncircling hydra of the enemy, you have allowed

yourselves to* be fooled*' by a gang of nobodieSj,. you have become a

rabble, politically Unconscious, surfeited'^with freecJom, hooligans for

whom nothing is enough. Give them an inch and they take an ell,

as the saying goes, let a pig ^to the dining-room and it puts its trotters

on the table.**—Oh, I won’t mince my words. I’ll make them feel

ashamed of themselves.’*

‘Oh no, that. would be very risky,’ the town maior ventured to

object, looking medningly at hig assistant. » •

Galiullin did his yery best to dissuade the commissar from his

insane idea. He knew the men of the 212th, they had been in 'his

division at the front. But the comfhissar refused to listen.

Yury kept trying to get up and go. ’fhe .commissar’s naiVetd
^

embarrassed him, but the sly sophistication of the town major and
his assistant—two shifty crooks of the worst sort—was no better. The
silliness of the one was matched by the hypocrisy of the others and
Yury was sickened by the torrent of their words, dull, unnecessary,

such as are rejected by life itself. •

How intense can be the longing to escape from the emptiness and
dullness of human verbosity, to take refuge in nature, apparently so

inarticulate, *or in the wordlessness of long, grinding labour, of sound

sleep, of true music, or of a human understanding rendered speech-

less iDy emotion

!

Yury remembered his coming explanation with Nurse Antipova.

It was bound to be unpleasant, but he was glad of the necessity of

seeing her, even at such a^pricc. She was unlikely to be back. But

he got up as SQon as he could and went out, unnoticed by the others.

She was back. Mademoiselle, who gave him the news, added that

she was tired, she had had a quick meal and had gone up to her

room saying she was not to be disturbed. ‘But why not go up and
knock ? ’ Mademoiselle suggested. ‘ I am sure she is not asleep yet.’

—
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•Which is her roon#?’— Mademoiselle got over her astonish*

ment, she told him that it was at the end of the passage on the top

landing, past .several rooms in which, the whole of the Countess’s

furniture was kept locked, and where Yury had never been.

It was getting dark. Outside, the hous<i6 and fences huddled closer

together in thtf dusk. The ycees advanced out of the depth of the

gardens into the light of the oil-lamps shining from the windows. It

was hot and sticky. The lamp-light streaming into the yard dribbled

down the bark of tijees like sweat. • •

, Yury stopped at the ^p of the stairs. It bccurred to him that

even to knock on Lara’s door when she was only just back and tired

•from her journey would be discourteojis and embarrassing. Better

leave tfie explanation for to-morrow. In the absent mood which goes

with a change of mind, he walked to the other end of the passage,

where a winc^w overlooked the neighbouring yard, and leaned out.

iThc nighi was full of quiet, secjrct sounds ‘Next to him, inside

thS passage, a tap dripped evenly with full, glow drops. Somewhere
outside the window people were whispering. Somewhere in the

vegetable patch they w'cre waterfiig cucumber beds, clanking the chain

of the well as they,drc\v the water and poured it from pail to pail.

There was a smell of all the flowers at once, as if the cavth had been

unconscious all day long and were now waking.

And from the Countess’s centuries-old garden, so littered with

fallen branches that it was impenetrable, the dusty aromatic smell of

old lime trees coming into blossom drifted*in a huge wave as tall as

a house.

Noises came from the street beyond the fence on the right

—

snatches of a song, a drunken soldier, doors banging. •

An enormous crimson moon rose behind the rooks’ nests in the

Countess’s garden. At first it was the colour of the new brick mill

in Zabushino, then it turned yellow like the water-tower at Biryuchi.

And just under the window, the smell of new-mown hay, as strong ’

as China tea, mixed with that of deadly* nightshade. Down there, a

cow was tethered ;
she had been brought from a distant village, she

had walked all day, she was tired and homesick for the herd and
would not yet accept food from her new mistress.

‘Now, now, whoa there, I’ll show you how to butt,’ her mistress

coaxed* her in a whisper, but the cow crossly shook her head and
stretched her neck mooing plaintively, and beyond the black barns

of Melyuzeyevo shone the stars, and invisible threads of sympathy
hung between them and the cow, as if there were cattle-sheds in other

worlds where she was pitied.
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Everything was fermenting, growing,^.rising v^Ith the yeast of life.

The joy of living, like a still wind, swept in a tidal wave indiscrimin-

ately through fields and towns, through walls and fences, through

wood and flesh. To escape from this overwhelming flow, Yury went
out into the square to listeA to fhe speeches.

By now the mton stood high. The moonlight ip the square was as

thick as whitewash, ivith broad black carpets of shadow before thc-

pillared porches of stone buildings.

The meeting was being I^eld across the square and Yury could

have heard every word of it if he’d wished, but he was so overcome by
the splendour of what he saw that he sat down on the bench outside

the fire station and looked instead of listening.

Narrow dead-end streets ran. off l^ic square, as deep in mud as

country lanes and lined with crooked little houses. Fences of plaited

willow stuck out of the mud like the tops of lobster pots. You could

sec the one-eyed glint of open windows. From the small front gardens,

sweaty red heads of maize with oily whiskefs looTted in at the windows,

and single »pale thin hollyhocks gazed into the distance over the

fences, like women in their night-shifts whom the heat indoors had
driven out for a breath of air.

The moonlit niglit was as astonishing as mercy or the gift of

second sight. Suddenly, into this radiant, legendary stillness, there

dropped the measured, choppy sound of a familiar, recently heard

voice. It was a fine voice and it rang with conviction. Yury listened

and recognised'^it at once. It was Commissar Gintz making his speech.

The municipality had evidently asked him to lend their campaign
the support of his prestige and he spoke with feeling, reproving the

people of Mclyuzeyevo for their disorganised ways and for allowing

themselves to be affected by the disintegrating influence of the bol-

sheviks who, he assured themV were the real instigators of the Zabushino
disorders. In the same spirit as at the town major’s, he reminded
them of tlie might and ruthlcssness of the enemy and of their country’s

hour of trial. The crowd began to heckle.
,

Requests not to interrupt the speaker alternated with ,cries of

protest. The interruptions grew louder and more frequent. A man
who had come with Gintz and who now assumed the role of chair-

man, shouted that speeches from the floor were not allowed and
called the public to order. Some insisted that a citizeness who wished

to speak should be allowed to do so, while others asked for silence.
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A woman madc«her wa% through the crowd to the wooden crate

which served as platform. She did not attempt to climb the tribune

but stood beside it. The woman was known. The crowd fell silent.

Its attention was caught. The woman was Ustinya.

‘Now you were talking about Zabushino, Comrade Commissar,*

she began, ‘and about looking sharn, you told us to look sharp and
not be deceived, but actually, you yourself, I heard you, all you

know is how to play about with words like “bolsheviks-mensheviks**,

that’s all you talk ^bout, bolsheviks and nlensheviks. ’ Now all that

.about no more fighting and all being brothers, I "call that being godly,

not menshevik, and about the works and factories going to the poor,

• that isn’t bolshevik, that’s according tp humanity and loving-kind-

ness. And about that deaf-mute, we’ve heard quite enough about

him without you. Everybody goes on and on about the deaf-mute.

And what h^Lve you got against him? Just that he was dumb all that

tinyi and thui he suddenly stf^ricd.to talk ar\d 'didn’t ask your per-

mission. Well, what of it ? As if it was so v'^^nderful ! Much more
extraordinary things than that have been known to happen. Take
the famous shc-ass, for instance. Balaam, Balaam, ’’she says, “listen

to me, I tell yo4i strai^*t, don’t go that way or you’ll be sorry.” Well,

naturally, he wouldn’t listen, he went on. Like you spying: “A
deaf-mute.” “What’s the good of listening to her?” he thought.

“She’s only a she-ass, a dumb beast.” And look how sorry he was
afterwards. You all know what the end of it was.*

‘ What ? * someone asked curiously. •

‘That’s enough,’ snapped Ustinya. ‘If you ask too many ques-

tions you’ll grow old before your time.’

‘That’s no good. You tell us,’ insisted the heckler.*

‘All right, all right, how-and-why, you sticky burr. He was
turned into a pillar of salt.’

‘You’ve got it wrong, dearie, that was Lot. That was loot’s

wife,’ people shouted. Everyone laughed. The chairman called the

meeting to order. Yury went to bed. •

8

He savJ Lara the following evening. He found her in the pantry
; a

pile of linen, straight out of the wringer, lay in front of her
; she was

ironing. •

The pantry was one of the back rooms at the top, looking out over
the garden. There the samovars were got ready, food was dished out
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and the used plates stacked in the ha<nd-workl*d service-lift to be
sent down to the dish washer. There, too, the lists of china, plate and
glass were kept and checked, and there people spent their moments
of leisure and met by appointment.

The windows were opcii. Jn the room the scent of lime blossom

mixed, as in an old park, with the cara> /ay-bitter smell of dry twigs

;

to them were added the charcoal fumes of the two flat-irons which Lara
used alternately, putting them each in turn in the flue to keep them
hot.

‘Well, why didn’t? you knock last night*? Mademoiselle told me.

Though actually you were right. I couldn’t have let you in, I went
to bed almost at once. We^!, how are you ? Mind the charcoal, •

don’t get it on your suit.’

‘You look as if you’ve done the laundry for the whole hospital.’

‘No, there’s a lot of mine there. You see? You ke^p on teasing

me about getting stuck in Melyuzeyero. Well, this time I mean it.

I’m going. I’ve done my washing, I’ll pack my things. When iVe
finished I’ll be off. I’ll be in the Urals and you’ll be in Moscow. One
day somebody will ask you :

“Do you happen to know a little town
called Melyuzeyevo ? ”—“I don’t seem ta call it to mind.”—“And
who is Antipova?”—“Never heard of her.*”

‘That’s as may be. Did you have a good journey ? What was it

like in the country ?
’

‘That’s a long story.—Goodness, how quickly these irons cool. Do
pass me the other, do you mind ? It’s over there, look, just inside

the flue. And could you put this one back ? Thanks.—Every village

is different, it depends on the villagers. In some they’re industrious,

they work hard, then it isn’t bad. And in others I suppose all the

men are drunks, and then it’s desolate and terrifying.’

‘What nonsense ! Why should they be drunks ? A lot you under-

stand ! It’s just that there is no one there, all the men arc in the

army. What about the new councils, the revolutionary ones ?
’

‘You’re wrong about the drunkards, but we’ll argue about that

afterw ards. Tlie. councils ? There’s going to be a lot of trouble with

the councils. The instructions arc inapplicable, there’s nobody to

work with. All the peasants care about at the moment is Jthe land

question. I called at Razdolnoye. What a lovely place ! You^should

go and see it. It was burned and looted a bit last spring, the bam
is burned down, the fruit trees are singed, part of the fagade is damaged
by smoke. Zabushino I didn’t see, I didn’t get there. Qut they all

tell you the deaf-mute really exists. They tell you what he looks like,

they say he’s young and educated.’
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‘Last night Ustiifya stoodiup for him in the Platz.*

‘The moment I got back there was another lot of rubbish from
Razdolnoye. If I’ve asked them once I’ve asked them twenty times

to leave it alone. As if we didn’t have enough of our own. And this

morning the porter from the town ipajoA^s office comes over with

a note—they must have the silver and the crystal glasses, it’s

a matter of life and death, just for one night, tliey’ll send it back.

Half of it we’ll never see again. It’s always a loan—I know these

loans. They’re having a party, in honour of some visitor or some-
thing.’

‘I can guess who that is. The new commissar has arrived, the one
•who’s ^pointed to our sector of the front. They want to tackle the

deserters, have them surrounded and disarmed. The commissar is a

babe in arms. *Our people want to call out the Cossacks, but he
says no, he’M wring their hearts. The people, he says, are like

chjklren, and* so on, he thinks *.t*s all child’s pjay. Galiullin tried to

argue with him. He said : “Don’t stir up the jungle. Leave us to

deal with it in our way.” But you can’t do anything with a chap like

that once he’s got a thinjo; into his head,—I do wish you’d listen to me.

Do stop ironing a mihute. We’ll have some very nasty trouble here

soon, it’s beyond our power to prevent it. I do wish you’d leave before

it happens.’

‘There won’t be anything, you’re exaggerating. And anyway,

I am leaving. But I can’t just snap my fingers and say good-bye.

I have to hand over properly, and the inventory must be checked. I

don’t want it to look as if I’ve stolen something and run away. And
who is to take over ? That’s the problem. I can’t tell you what I’ve

been through with that wTCtched inventory, and ah the thanks I

get is. I’m told I’ve committed a fraud ! I registered Zhabrinskaya’s

things in the name of the hospital, because that was the sense of the

decree. Now they say I did it fraudulently and kept them for the

owner ! It’s disgusting !

’

‘Do stop worrying about pots and rug:S. To hell with them. What
a thing to fuss about at a time like this. *Oh, I wish I’d seen you

yesterday. I was in such good form I could have explained every-

thing in heaven and earth, I had the answer to every question. It’s

true, IjOi not joking, I was itching to get it all offmy chest. I wanted

to tell you about my wife, and my son, and myself . . , Why the hell

can’t a grown-up man talk to a grown-up woman without being

suspected of some ulterior motive! Damn all motives—ulterior or

otherwise. Please go on ironing, don’t pay any attention to me. I’ll

go on talking. I intend to talk for a long time.
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‘Just think what’s going on nowadaj/s ! And you and I arc living

in these days ! Do you realise what an unheard-of thing is happening ?

Such a thing only happens once in an eternity. Just' think of it, the

whole of Russia has had its roof torn off, and you and I and everyone

else are out in the open ! ^ Anfl there’s nobody to spy on us.—We are

free—not just free in theory, in«words-</ it*s real freedom, dropped out

of the sky, freedom beyond our expectations^ Freedom by accident,

through a misunderstanding.

‘And how* huge everyone is and how disconce*'tcd by his own size.

Have you noticed ? 'As if overwhelmed by himself, hf the revelation of

his greatness.

‘Go on ironing, I tell you,, Don’t talk. You aren’t bored., Let me
change your iron for you.

‘Last night I was watching the meeting in the square. It was an
astonishing sight. Mother Russia is on the move, she csin’t stand still,

she’s restless and she can’t find .rest, ^he’s talking and ^he can’t otop.

And it isn’t as if only people were talking. Stars and trees meet
and converse, flowers talk philosophy at night, stone houses hold

meetings. It’s like something out of the Gospels, don’t you think?

Like in the days of the apostles. Like in l^t. Paul—do"you remember ?

“You wilLspeak with tongues and prophesy. Pray for the gift of

understanding.”’

‘I know what you mean about stars and trees holding meetings.

I understand that. It’s happened to me too.*

‘It was partly the war, the revolution did the rest. The war made
an artificial break in life—as if life could be put off for a time. What
nonsense that is ! The revolution broke out willy-nilly, like a breath

that’s been hdd too long. Everyone was revived, reborn, changed,

transformed. You might say that everyone has been through two
revolutions—his own personal revolution as well as the general one.

It seems to me that socialism is the sea, and all these separate streams,

these private, individual revolutions arc flowing into it—the sea of

life, of life in its own right.' I said life, but I mean life as you see it

in a work of ar.t, transformed by genius, creatively enriched. Only
now people have decided to experience it not in books and pictures

but in themselves, not in theor) but in practice.’
^

The sudden trembling of his voice revealed his rising agitation.

Lara stopped ironing and gave him a grave, astonished look. It con-

fused him and he forgot what he was saying. After a moment of
embarrassed silence he rushed on, blurting out whatever came into

his head.

‘I have such a longing nowadays for an honest, productive life.
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I SO much want to M a part of all this quickening. , And then, in the

middle of all this general rejoicing, I come up against your puzzlingly

sad, absent look, wandering in who knows what enchanted kingdom.

I’d give anything for it not Jto be like that, for your face to tell me
that you aifle all right, that you are plpaseil W'ith life, that you don’t

need anything from anyone. For someone really close to you, your

friend or husband (best of all if he were a soldier) to come and take

me by the hand and tell me kindly to stop worrying about your fate

and leave you alone. Only then, of course. I’d knock him down.
.• . . Sorry, I didn’t mean that.’

His voice betrayed him again. He shook his head, and, with a

Tceling pf hopeless embarrassment, got up and went to the window.
Leaning on the window-sill he looked out with absent, restless, un-

seeing eyes into* the garden veiled in darkness, and tried to collect

himself. /

,Lara walked round her ir^ningrboard (it. was propped on the

edge of the table and the other window-siJl) and stopped a few

paces behind him in the middle of the room. ‘It’s what I’ve always

been afraid of,’ she said ^softly, as' if to herself. ‘I shouldn’t have . . .

Don’t, Yury Aildrcycvich, vou mustn’t. Oh, now just look at what
you’ve made me do !

’ She ran back to the board where a scorched

blouse sent up a thin stream of acrid smoke from under the iron.

‘Yury Andreyevich,’ she went on, thumping down tlie iron crossly

on its stand, ‘do be sensible, go o.T to Mademoiselle for a minute,

have a drink of water and come back, my dear, and be as I’ve

always known you till now and as I want you to be. Do you hear,

Yury Andreyevich? I know you can do it. Please do it, I beg

you to.’

They had no more explanations of this kind, and a week later

Lara left.

Some time later still, Zhivago too set out for home. T he night before

he left there was a terrible storm. The noises of the gale and of the

downpour mixed
;
the rain sometimes crashed straight on to the roofs

and atf others drove down the street with the changing wind as if

lashing its way step by step.

The peals of thunder followed each other without an interval,

merging intd an even roar. In the blaze of lightning the street fled

into the distance with bent trees fleeing in the same direction.

Mademoiselle Floury was woken up in the night by an urgent
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knocking on the front door.- She sat up. in alari^n and listened. The
knocking went on.

Could it be, she thought, that there wasn’t a soul left in the hos-

pital to get up and open the door ? Did, she always have to do every-

thing, poor old woman, jiAt because nature had made her*honest and
endowed her with a sense of duQ*? v-

All right, the Zhabrinskys were rich aristocrats and the house

had been theirs, but wkat about the hospital, didn’t that belong to the

people, wasn’t*'it their own ? Who did they expf^ct to look after it ?

Where, for instance, Kkd the male nurses vaitished to, she’d like to know:
Everyone had fled—no more orderlies, no more nurses, no doctors, no
one in authority. Yet therc^. were still wounded in the hoysc, two'

legless men in the surgical ward where the drawing-room used to be,

and downstairs, next to thp laundry, the store-room full of dysentery

cases. And that devil Ustinya had gone out visiting. She must have

known perfectly well that there m'bs g% ing to be a stornf, but did <ihat

stop her ? Now she had a good excuse to spend the night with strangers.

Well, thank God the knocking had stopped, they’d realised that

nobody would answer, so they’d got discouraged and gone away. Why
anybody should want to be out in this weather ... Or could it be

Ustinya? No, she had her key.
—‘Oh God, they’ve started again,

it’s too frightening.’

What pigs, all the same. Not that you could expect Zhivago to

hear anything, he was off to-morrow, his thoughts were already in

Moscow or on the journey. But what about Galiullin ? How could

he snore through all this noise ? Or did he lie awake listening, count-

ing on her to get up in the end? Counting on a weak defenceless

woman to go flown and open goodness only knew to whom, on this

frightening night in this frightening country.

Galiullin !—she remembered suddenly. That was a good one

—

Galiullin ! What was she thinking about, she must have been half

asleep. Galiullin wasn’t there, he should be a long way off by now.

Hadn’t she herself, with Zhivago, hidden him, and disguised him as

a civilian and then told him about every road and village in the

district so that he should know how to escape after that horrible

lynching at Biryuchi station when they killed Commissar Qintz and
chased Galiullin all the way from Biryuchi to Melyuzeyevo, s^hooting

at him and then hunting for him all over the town ?

If it hadn’t been for those motor-cars, not a stone would have
been left standing in Melyuzeyevo. An armoured division happened
to be passing through, and it stood up for the town and got the better

of those evil men.
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The storm was» passing^over. The thunder was less continuous,

more dull, more distant. The rain stopped now and then and the

water could be heard still splashing softly off the leaves and down
the gutters. Gleams of noiseless lightning dropped into Mademoiselle’s

room and lingered as if looking for some^iing.

Suddenly the knocking #t theJront door, which had long since

stopped, began again.. Someone was in ifrgent need of help and was
knocking repeatedly, in desperation. The >|dnd rose again and the

rain came down.
^

• •

* Coming !*• shouted •Mademoiselle to whoever it was, and the

sound of her own voice frightened her.

It had suddenly occurred to her who it might be. Sitting up and
pushing her feet into slippers, she threw her dressing-gown over her

shoulders and hurried to wake Zhivago
;

it would be less frightening

to go down#with him. But he too had Thcard tljc knocking and was

ccyning down with a lighted ^ndlj. The sapid idea had struck both

oT them.
.

‘Zhivago, Zhivago, they’re knocking on the front door, I’m afraid

to go down alone,’ she called out in French, adding in Russian

:

'•You will see,- it is citlicr Lara or Lieutenant GaiuL*

Roused by the knocking, Yury had also felt certaip that it was
someone he knew, either Galiullin who had been stopped in his flight

and was coming back for refuge, or Nurse Antipova, prevented from

continuing her journey and in consequence returning to him.

In the porch Yury gave the candle \o Mademoiselle, drew the

bolts and turned the key. A gust of wind burst the door open, putting

out the candle and showering them wath cold raindrops.

* Who is there ? Who is there ? Is there anybodyHhere ? ’ Made-
moiselle and the doctor shouted in turn into the darkness, but there

was no reply. Suddenly the knocking started in another place

—

was it at the back door or, as they now thought, at the french window
into the garden ? —

‘Seems to be the wind,’ said the doctor. ‘But just to make sure,

perhaps you’d have a look at the back. I’ll stay [lere in case there

really is someone.’

Mademoiselle disappeared into the house, while the doctor went

out and stood in the shelter of the porch. His eyes had become
accustomed to the darkness and he could make out the first signs of

the dawn.
Above «the town, clouds raced dementedly as if pursued, so low

that their tatters almost caught the tops of the trees, which bent in the

same direction so that they looked like bent brooms sweeping the
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sky. The rain whipped the wooden wall pf the house turning it from

grey to black.

Mademoiselle came back. ‘Well ?’ said Yury.

‘You were right. There’s no one.’ She had been all round the

house ; a branch knocking on the pantry window had broken one of

the panes and there were huge p^uddles»on the floor, ^and the same
thing in what used to be Lara’s room—there (was a sea, positively a

sea, an ocean. ‘And ^)n this side, look, there’s a broken shutter

knocking on ihcf casing, do* you sec? That’s all it Y^s.’

They talked a little* and went back to tliftir rooms, i)Oth regretting
.

that it had been a false alarm.

They had been sure that^ w'hcn they opened the door, Lara

would come in, chilled through and soaked to the skin, an5 they

would ask her dozens of questions w hile she took off her things, and
she would go and change and come down and dry heicself in front

of the kitchen stove, stilj warm frqm the night before, and would Veil

them her adventures, pusjiing back her hair and laughing.
*

They had been so sure of it that when they locked the door the*

imprint of their certainty remained ih the street, round the corner,

like the watery wraith of this woman, or of her Iriiage which continued

to haunt thcj^i.

10

It W'as thought that an indirect responsibility for the trouble at

Biryuchi station lay with the Biryuchi telegraphist, Kolya Frolenko.

Kolya was the son of a Melyuzeyevo clorkmaker and had been

known in Melyuzeyevo from, his earliest childhood. Mademoiselle

knew him wxll because as a small boy he had stayed with some of the

servants at Razdolnoye and had played under her supervision with

her two pupils, the Countess’s daughters (it was then that he learned

» to understand French).

Everyone w’as used to seeing him on his bicycle, coaticss, hatless

and in canvas summer sh6cs in any weather. Arms crossed on his

chest, he free-wheeled dowm the road from Biryuchi, glancing up at

the wires and poles to check their condition.

A few houses in Melyuzeyevo had the telephone and w'erc con-

nected by a branch line with the exchange at Biryuchi station.* This

line was controlled by Kolya from the station office. There he was
up to his eyes in work, for if the station-master was away, he was in

charge not only of the telephone and telegraph but also the railway

signals, which were operated from the same contiol room.
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Having to look after several mechanical instruments at once,

Kolya had evolved a special style of speech, obscure, abrupt and
enigmatic, v«hich enabled him, when he chose, to avoid answer-

ing questions or getting involved in a conversation. He was said to

have abused the advantage this gave hin^on the day of the disorders.

And it is ifrue that, by h^ evasj^ns, he had defeated all Galiullin's

good intentions and, perhaps without meaning to, had given a fatal

turn to the events. ^
Galiullin had rung up from town and asked for CtommLssar Gintz,

who was somewhere at •the station or just outside, in order to tell

him that he was joining him at once, and to ask him to wait for him
and djo nothing until he arrived. Kolya refused to call Gintz, on the

pretext that he was busy signalling to an approaching train. At the

same lime he used every excuse, true and* untrue, to delay ihc train,

which was /^ringing up the Cossacks who had, been summoned to

By*yuchi. • ^ ^ ^

*

• When the troops arrived all the same, he could not hide his dis-

pleasure.

The engine, crawling in uifdcr the shadow of the station, stopped

immediately opposite *thc huge window of the control room. Kolya
drew the green serge curlain with the initials of the Coj/ipany woven
in yellow into the border, picked up the enormous watcr-jiig which
stood on a large tray on the stone window ledge, poured some water

into the plain, thick, moulded glass, drank a few mouthfuls and
looked out. ,

•

The engine driver saw him from his cabin and gave him a friendly

the louse,’ Kolya thought with hatned. He put out

toflHp^d shook his list. The driver not only understood him
but ms^ged to convey by a shrug of the shoulders and a nod in the

direction of the train : ‘What am I to do ? Td like to sec what you’d

have done in my place. He’s the boss.’
—

‘You’re a filthy brute, aP^
the same,’ Kolya replied by gestures, •

The horses were led out of the trucks,•resisting^and holding back.

Their hooves thudded on the wooden gangway and rang out on the

stone platform. They were led, rearing, across several lines.

At \he end of the tracks w'ere two rows of discarded wooden
coaches. The rain had washed them clean of paint, and worms and
damp had rotted them from inside, so that now they were reverting

to their original kinship with the wood of the forest, which started

just beyond the rolling stock, with its lichen, its birches, and the

towering clouds above it,
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Outside the station, the Cossacks vaulted int<» their saddles and
galloped off to the deserters’ camp in the clearing.

The rebels were soon surrounded. Although they.had rifles in

their huts, they were alarmed at the si^ht of the mounted men,
who, as usual, looked taller ^and more imposing among the trees than

they would have done in the opciy, The«Cossacks drew* their swords.

Gintz walked into the Wng, leapt on to a, pile of timber in the

middle, and addressed tfee surrounded men.

He spoke of soldierly duty, of the meaning of the motherland

and of many other lofty subjects. But these ideas found no sym-
pathy among his audience. It was too large. The men had seen

too much of the war, they were tired and coarsened. They had
heard it all before, and months of wheedling propaganda from both

Left and Right had made them cynical. Besides, they were plain

folk who disliked Giptz’s foreign name and Baltic accent, t

Gintz felt that his speech was too loi^g and was annoyed at himsglf,

but he thought that he ]}2id to repeat himself in order to be clearly

understood by these men, who should be grateful, and whose faccs^

instead, showed nothing but boredbm, indiffcreiice or hostility.

Gradually losing patience, he decided to spfe^ik straight from the

shoulder and, to bring up the threats he had so far held in reserve.

Disregarding their rising murmurs, he reminded the deserters that

war-revolutionary tribunals had been set up and called on them, on
pain of death, to disarm and give up their leaders. If they refused,

he said, they would prove ‘ that they 'vvere vile traitors, a politically

unconscious swollen-headed rabble. The men had grown unused to

such a tone.

Several hundred voices rose in an uproar. Some were low-pitched

and almost without resentment: ‘All right, all right. Pipe down.
That’s enough.’ But there were some, raised almost to a squeal by
hatred, which gained a hearing. Hysterical shouts went up

:

‘Listen to him laying it on, comrades
!

Just like in the old days

!

We haven’t done with these «ofTicers’ tricks yet. So we are traitors,

are we? And wjhat about you yourself, excellency?—Why do we
bother with him ? Obviously he’s a German, an infiltrator, can’t you

see?—Show us your documents, blue blood.—And what are you
gaping at?’ They turned to the Cossacks : ‘You’ve come t5 restore

order, get on with-it, tic us up, make an end of us.’
*

But the Cossacks liked Gintz’s unfortunate speech less and less.

‘We’re all swine to him,’ they muttered. ‘Fancies hiiKself as the

lord and master.’ One by one they sheathed their swords. One
after another they got off their horses. When most of them had
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dismounted, they fioved ig a straggly crowd towards the centre of
the clearing, mixed with the men of the 212th and fraternised.

‘You must get away,* the worried Cossack officer told Gintz.

‘You must vanish quietly, don’t let them see you go. Your car is at

the level crossing, we’ll send for it to meej you. Hurry.*

Gintz went, but he felt tl^t to ^eal away was beneath his dignity,

so he turned quite qpenly towards the ’station. He was terribly

agitated, but his pride forced him to a calm, ^nhunied step.

He was close to the station. On the ed^ of the woods, within sight

. of the railway lines, he looked round for the fiftt lime. Soldiers with

rifles had followed him. ‘What do they want?’ he wondered. He
• quickened his pace.

Sordid his pursuers. The distance between them remained un-

changed. He saw the double wall of broken-down coaches, stepped

behind them#and ran. The train which liad brought the Cossacks had
begn shunted and the lines weje clear. He ran across them and leapt

oft to the steep platform. At the same moment the soldiei's ran out

from behind the derelict coaches.

Kolya and the station-masteft* were shouting and waving to him to

get into the station bflilding, where they could save him.

But once again the senfe of honour bred in him for gqicrations, an
urban sense of honour, which impelled him to self-sacrifice but was
tragically irrelevant to these circumstances, barred his way to safety.

His heart pounding wildly, he made a supreme effort to control his

fear. He told himself : ‘I musl^shout to them : “Come to your senses,

men, you know I’m not a spy.” Something human, sobering, will

stop them.*

In the past few months his feeling for sincerity and heroism had

unconsciously become connected with a setting of platforms and

tribunes, with chairs on to which you leapt to fling your call to

action, your challenge, at the serried ranks of listeners. He needed a

tribune.

At the very doors of the station, under the station bell, there

stood a water-butt, for use in case of fire. 'It was covered with a lid.

Gintz jumped up on it and spoke a few heart-breakingjy disconnected

words to the approaching men. The insane courage of his gesture,

two stejfe from the door where he could so easily have taken shelter,

astounllcd them and stopped them in their tracks. They lowered

their rifles.

But Giiitz stepped forward to the edge of the lid, overturned it

and fell in, one leg in the water, the other sticking up out of the butt.

At the sight of him sitting clumsily astride the butt, the men burst
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into lauja^hter and the one in front shot Gii:\^z in the^ieck. He was dead

by the time the others ran up and thrust their bayonets into his body.

•k II »
^ •

Mademoiselle rang up Kdlya and told him fo find Dr. Zhivago a

good scat in the train^to Moscow, threatening him with exposure

if he did not. •
^

Kolya was as usua<' conducting another *^conversati«^n and, judging .

by the decimal fractions which embellished his speech, transmitting

a message in code over a third instrument. •

‘Pskov, Pskov, can you hear me?—What rebels? What help?

What are you talking about, Mademoiselle? Ring off, please.

—

IVskov, Pskov, thirty;six point nought one five.—Oh, hell, they’ve cut

me off.—Hullo, hullo; I can’t hear.—Is^fhat you again, Modcmoispl]e ?

I’ve told you, I can't, speak to the station-master. All lies, fables—

Thirty-six . . . Oh, hell . . . Get oft* the line. Mademoiselle.*

And Mademoiselle was saying :
•

‘Don’t you throw dust in my eyes, Pskov, i'^cov, you liar. I can

see right through you ;
to-morrow you’ll put the doctor on the train,

and 1 won’t listen to another word from any murdering little Judases.*

• 12 ,

The day Yury left it was sultry. A storm wms brewing like the one that

had broken iwadays earlier. In the station suburb, littered with the

husks of sunflower seeds, the clay huts and the geese looked white and
frightened under ttie still menace of the black sky.

The grass on the wide lawn in front of the station and stretching

• to cither side of it was trampled and completely hidden by a countless

multitude who had been waiting weeks for trains.

Old men in ^oarse gr^y w'oollen coats wandered from group to

group in search of news and rumours. Silent fourteen-year-olds lay

on their elbows twirling peeled twigs, as if they were keeping an eye on
sheep, while their small brothers and sisters scuttled aboul under

people’s feet with flying shirts and pink bottoms, and their motKers sat

on the ground, their legs stretched out decorously straight in front of

them, with babies packed into the tight shapeless bosoms of their

brown peasant jackets.

‘All scattered like sheep as soon as the shooting began,* the station-
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master told Yury iinsympat^etically as they zigzagged between the

rows of bodies lying on the ground in front of the entrance and on
the floors inside the station. ‘In a' twinkling, everybody cleared off

the grass. You could see jthc ground again
; we hadn’t seen it in

four months with all this gipsy camp goi^g on
; we’d forgotten what

it looked likc.^TJiis is wheup he \^y. It’s a funny thing, I’ve seen

some bad things in tl^e war, you’d think’ I was used to anything.

But I felt so sorry, somehow. It was the scijselessncss of it as much
as anything. Wh|it had he done to thciti ? But then they aren’t

.human beings. ^ They say^lie was the favourite %on.—And now to the

right, if you please, into my office. There isn’t a chance on this train.

I’m afraid, they’d squash you to deatlj. I’m putting you on a local

one. tVe are making it up now. But not a word about it until we
start letting thfem in

; they’d tear it apai’t before it was made up.

You change at Sukhiiiichi to-night.*

*3

When tlie scert^t traln’Gackcd into the station from behind the railway

sheds, the whole crowd poured on to the tracks. People^ rolled down
the banks like marbles. They scrambled on to the permanent way
and, pushing each other aside, jumped on to the steps and buffers

or climbed in through the windows and on to the roof. The train

filled up in an instant, while it was still ifioving, and by the lime it

stood by the platform, not only was it crammed but bunches of

passengers hung all over it outside, from top to bottom. By a miracle,

Yury managed to get on to a coupling and from there, still more
unaccountably, into the corridor.

There he stayed, sitting on his luggage, all the way to Sukliinichi.

The clouds had scattered and the fields were blazing with sun-

shine and echoing from end to end with crickets whose chirping

drowned the clatter of the wheels. •

I’he passengers who stood by the wind&ws kept Jthc sun from the

rest. Their long multiple shadows streaked across the floor and the

seats and the partitions. As though crowded out of the compartment,

they jurnped out of the windows on the other side and ran and skipped

along *he opposite bank together with the moving shadow of the

train.

All around Yury people were shouting, bawling songs, cursing and
gambling. To the turmoil inside was added, whenever the train

stopped, the noise of the besieging crowds outside. It rose to the
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pitch of a storm at sea, and, as at sea, tljere woujkl be a sudden lull.

In the inexplicable silence you could hear footsteps hurrying down
the platform, the bustle and arguments outside the. luggage van,

people saying good-bye a long way off, and the quiet clucking of hens

and rustling of trees in the station garden. •

Then, like a message delivefej) on the way or like greetings from

Melyuzeyevo, as though addressed personally tp Yury, there drifted in

the familiar aromatic siyiell. It came from somewhere to one side of

the window and higher thafn the level of cither garjlen or wild flowers,

and it quietly asscrtetl its excellence ovei^call else. #Kept from the.

windows by the crowd, Yury could not sec the trees
;
but he imagined

them growing somewhere ver^ near and spreading over the carriage •

roofs their tranquil branches covered with dusty leaves as tfiick as

night and sprinkled with
^

constellations of small, •glittering wax
flowers.

.
I

Everywhere alon^ the way there w^is the noisy crowd, and evQry-

where the lime trees werp in blossom.
*

Their scent seemed to be everywhere at once and to overtake

the travellers on their journey nortPi, like a rumour flying round

each siding, signal-box and half-way halt anflVaiting for them on
anival, established and confirmed.

14

•

That night at Sukhinichi, an obliging, old-style porter took Yury over

the unlit tracks to the back of some unscheduled train which had
just arrived, and put him in a second-class carriage.

Hardly had he unlocked it with the conductor’s key and lifted

Yury’s luggage inside, when the conductor came and tried to throw it

out, but he was mollified by Yury and disappeared.

The mysterious train was under special orders
;

it went fairly fast,

hardly stopped at stations atJ had an armed guard. The carriage

was almost empty.
'

Yury’s compartment was lit by a guttering candle which stood on
the small table, its flame wavering in the stream of air from the half-

open window. The candle belonged to the only other passenger, a
fair-haired youth who, judging by the size of his hands and feet, was
very tall. His limbs were loosely jointed, as though not properly

attached. He had been lying back in a corner scat by the window, but

when Yury came in he sat up in a more seemly manner.

Something that looked like a floor-cloth lay under his seat. One
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corner of it stirreB and a<flop-eared setter bustled out. It inspected

Yury, sniffed him over and starts running up and down the com-
partment, throwing out its paws as loosely as its lanky master crossed

his legs. Soon, at his command, it crawled back under the scat and
resumed*its likeness to a crumpled cbistc#.

It was only then that Yfiry nc^ced the gun case, leather cartridge

belt and bulging satchel which lay on the rack.

The young man had been out shooting. •

Extremely taikative, he smiled amiably and at once engaged
Yury in con^rsation, looking him, as he did so, literally in the

mouth.

Up had an unpleasant, high-pitched voice, which now and then

rose to a tinny falsetto. Another oddity of his speech was that, while

he was plainly Russian, he pronounced the vowel oo in a most out-

landish mahner, softening it cither to the French u or the German ii,

"jpo say it A all evidently cost him considemble effort and he spoke

it, straining himself to the utmost, with a slight squeal and louder

than any other sound. At moments, apparently by concentrating,

he managed to correqjt this delect, but it always came back.

‘What th6 dcvil'is it, Yury wondered. ‘Tm sure IVc read about

it, I ought to know as a doctor, but I can’t think what^t is. It must
be some brain trouble which causes defective speech.’ Whatever the

cause, it struck him as so funny that he could hardly keep a straight

face. ‘ Better go to bed,’ he told himself.

He climbed up on to his itop bunk. The young man offered to

blow out the candle in case it should keep him awake. Yury accepted

and the compartment was plunged into complete darkness.

‘Shall I close the window?’ Yury asked. ‘You are not afraid

of thieves ?
*

There was no reply. He repeated his question louder but there

was still no answer.

He struck a match and leaned out of his bunk to see if his neigli-
'

hour had gone out. That he had droJSpgd off to sleep in so short a

time seemed improbable. •

He was there, however, sitting in his place and witli his eyes open.

He smj^d at Yury’s face as it hung over him.

I fce match went out, Yury struck anotlier and, while it was alight,

repeated his question for the third time.

‘Do as you wish,’ the young man replied at once. ‘I’ve got

nothing a fiiicf would want. But perhaps leave it open. It’s stuffy.’

‘What an extraordinary character !’ thought Yury. ‘An eccentric

evidently. Doesn’t talk in the dark ! How very odd !*
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Tired out by the events of the past week ar.d by his early start, Yury
expected to go to sleep the mfcment he had made himself comfortable^

but he was too exhausted and staydl awalfe nearly till dawn.

His thoughts swarmed and whirled in the dark. They seemed to

move in two main circles, tw'O skeins which constantly tangled and
untangled themselves. »

In one circle w^cre his thoughts of Tonya'': their hflme and their

former, settled life where everything, down to the smallest detail,

had its poetry and its sincerity and warmth. Yury felt anxious ?bout

this life, he wanted it to be safe and whole, and after two years of

separation, rushing back to it in his express train, he longed already

to be there.
*

Here too w^ere his loyalty to the rtf^olution and his *admirati(tQ

for it, the revolution in the sense in which it was accepted by the

middle classes and in which it had bc^n understood by the students,'

followers of Blok, in 1905. , ,

This familiar circle also contained the # foretaste of new things.

In it were thclse omens and promises which before the war, between

1912 and 1914, had appeared in Russian thought, art and life, in the

destiny of Russia as a whole and in his own, Zhivago’s.

It would be good to go^ back to that climate, once the war was
over, to sec its renewal and continuation, just as it was good to be

going home.
New things were also in the other circle of his thoughts, but how

different, how unlike the first ! These new things were not familiar,

not led up to by the old ; they were unchosen, prescribed by reality

and as sudden as an earthquake.

Among them was the war with its bloodshed and its horrors, its

homelessness, savagery and isolation, its trials and the worldly wisdom
which it taught. Here too >ve^e the lonely little towns where you were
stranded by the war, and the people with whom it threw you together.

Such a new thing, too, was the revolution, not the one idealised in

student fashion in 1905, but this new upheaval, to-day’s bori^ of the

war, bloody, pitiless, elemental, the soldiers’ revolution, led by the

frofessionals, the bolsheviks.

And among his new thoughts was Nurse Antipova, caught by
the war at the back of beyond, with her completely unknown life,

Antipova who never blamed anyone, yet whose very silence was almost

a reproach, mysteriously reserved and so strong in her reserve. And
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lierc too was Yui^’s lionast endeavour not to love her as whole-
liearted as his striving throughout his life until now to love not only
his family or" his friends, but everyone else as well.

The train rushed on at full speed. The head-wind, coming through
the open* window, ruffled and blew»diis^ on Yury’s hair. At every

station, by night as by da>^ the wowds ^termed and the lime trees

rustled. •

Sometimes carts or gigs rattled up to the station out of the darkness

and voices and rumbling wheels mingled with the rushing noise of trees.

At such mSments Ydfy felt he understood what it w'as that made
these night shadows rustle and put their heads together, and what
it was. that they whispered to each otker, hardly turning their leaves,

heavy with sleep, like faltering, lisping tongues. It was also what
Yury was thinlting of, turning and twisting in his bunk—news of the

ever widening circles of unrest and excitement jn Russia, news of the

r^olution, 6f its difficult ancUfatcliil hour and of the likelihood of its

ultimate greatness.

Next morning Yury slept late ; by the lime he woke It was past eleven.

‘Prince, Prince,’ his neighbour was calling softly to his disgruntled dog.

To Yury’s astonishment they still had the compartment to themselves;

no other passengers had got in.

They had left the province of Kaluga* and were well into tliat of

Moscow. The names of the stations had been familiar to Yury since

his childhood.

He washed and shaved in pre-w^ar comfort and (fame back to his

compartment in time for breakfast, to which his strange companion
had invited him. Now he had a better look at him.

What struck him most was his extreme garrulousness and that he

was never still for a moment. He liked talking, and what he liked

best was not communicating and exchanging ideas so much as the

function of speech itself, pronouncing words and uttering sounds.

As he spoke he kept jumping up as if he were on springs
; he laughed

deafcn^gly for no reason, rubbed his hands very quickly and, when
all el.y failed to express his feelings, slapped his knees harci and rocked

with laughter until he cried.

His conversation had the same peculiarities as the night before.

He was cufiously inconsistent, now making an unasked-for confession,

now leaving the most innocent questions unanswered. He poured

out incredible and disconnected facts about liimself. Perhaps he lied
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a little
;

certainly he was out to impress b3‘ his extf erne opinions and
by denying whatever was the commonly accepted view.

It all reminded Yury of something.—This had been the radical

mood of the nihilists of the last century^ and a little later of some of

Dostoyevsky’s characters, ani sti]! more recently that of thdr direct

descendants, the provincial intelleoCuals, Vvho were often in advance
of the capitals because of the earnestness which they retained and
which the great cities corwidered old-fashioned.

The young man told him that he was the nephew of some well-

known revolutionary, but that his parents wei*e hopelessly reactionary,

prehistoric, as he called them. They had a fairly large estate in

a district which now adjoined ^e front. There the young mav had
grown up. His parents had been at daggers drawn with his uncle all

their lives, but the uncle did not hold it against them and now used his

influence to save them a good deal of unpleasantness. ‘

His own views were like his uncle’s ; rhe was an extrenflst in ever^'-

thing, whether in life, politics or art. This too reminded Yury of Peter

Verkhovensky *—not so much the leftism, as the corruption and the

bombast. ‘He’ll be telling me he’s a futurist next,’ thought Yury;
indeed the conversation did turn to futurisiTj*.. ‘Now it 'will be sport,

racing horses,*^skating rinks or French wrestling*
;

in fact they spoke

of shooting.

The young man had been shooting near his home. He was a
crack shot, he boasted, and if it had not been for the physical defect

which had kept him out of the army he would have distinguished

himself by his marksmanship. Catching Yury’s curious glance, he
cried: ‘Haven’t you really noticed anything? I imagined you had
guessed my trouble.’

He took two cards out of his pocket and handed them to Yury.

One was his visiting card. He had a double-barrelled name, he was
called Maxim Aristarkhovich Klintsov-Pogorevshikh—or plain Pogo-

“‘revshikh, as he begged Yury to call him, in honour of his uncle who
bore this name.

^

*

The other card was divided into squares and in each square there

was a drawing of two hands variously joined and with fingers differ-

ently folded. It was an alphabet for deaf-mutes. It explained every-

thing. Pogorevbhikh was a phenomenally gifted pupil of the jehool

of cither Hartman or Ostrpgradov, a deaf-mute who had reached an
incredible perfection in the art of speaking not by ear but by eye,

by watching the throat muscles of his teachers, and this ihethod also

enabled him to understand what other people were saying.

* A character in Dostoyevsky’s Ths Possessed^
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Putting togethe| what fee had told him about the part of the

country he came from and about his shooting expedition, Yury said :

‘Forgive me if this is indiscreer, you needn’t tell me after all.

—

Have you had anything to do with setting up the Zabushino republic ?’

‘But how did you guess? . . . Did ^ou know Blazheiko? . . .

Yes, yes ! Indeed I was coiinecte^ with it !
* Pogorevshikh gabbled,

laughing, shaking his \^hole body and slapping his knees.

Pogorevshikh said that Blazheiko had bee^j the pretext and Zabu-
shino the chance locality for the applicatidn of his o\^n ideas. Yury
•could not alwa)|5 follow hfe exposition of his phdosophy ; it seemed to

be partly anarchism and partly simple hunter’s lies.

• Imperturbable as an oracle, he prophesied disastrous upheavals

which would take place in Russia in the near future. Yury privately

agreed that this was not unlikely, but he Was maddened by the un-

pleasant schoolboy arrogance of his pronouncemet^ts.

•‘Just a moment,* he said^ tentatively. ‘This may all be true,

wTiat you say may happen. But it seems tp me that with all that’s

going on—the chaos, tlie disintegration, the pressure from the enemy
—this is not the moment to star^dangerous experiments. The country

has to get over*one upTfeaval before plunging into anotlicr. There has

to be something like peace and order first.’ ^

‘That’s a very naive statement,’ said Pogorevshikh. ‘What you

call disorder is just as normal a state of things as the order you are

so keen on. All this destruction—it’s the right and proper preliminary

stage of a wide, constructive pjan. Socicify has not yet disintegrated

sufficiently. It must fall to pieces completely, then a genuinely

revolutionary government will put the pieces together on a completely

new basis.’ •

Yury felt sick. He went out into the corridor.

The train, gathering speed, was approaching Moscow. It ran

through birch-woods full of summer villas. Small roofless platforms

with men and women standing on them swung sideways into the

distance in a cloud of dust, turning as on a roundabout. The train

hooted repeatedly and the hollow^ fluty dcho of the woods gurgled

with its hooting.

All at once, for the first time in all these days, Yury understood

quite clearly where he was, what was happening to him and what

awaited him in little more than a couple of hours.

Three years of changes, moves, uncertainties, upheavals ; the war,

the revolution ;
scenes of destruction, scenes of death, shelling, blown-

up bridges, fires, ruins—all this turned suddenly into a huge, empty,

waste space. The first real event since the long interruption was this
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vertiginous home-coming by train, in the knowledge that his home
was still safe, still existing somewhere, with every smallest stone in it

dear to him. This was the point of life, this was experience, this was
the quest of the adventure seekers and what artists had in mind—this

coming home to your family, to yourself, this renewal of life;

The train broke out of the Ieafy,closen?ss of the woods into the open.

A sloping field rose from a hollow to a wide piound. It was striped

horizontally with dark <grecn potato beds
; beyond them, at the top

of the mound, were glass frames. Opposite ihe^ field, beyond the

curving tail of the train, a dark purple cloud covered half the sky

;

sunbeams were breaking through it, spreading like wheel-spokes and
flashing with insupportable brightness ofT the glass of the frames.

Suddenly, warm, heavy ram, sparkling in the sun, fell out of the

cloud. It had the same hurried tempo as the speeding train knocking

and thundering over the sleepers, as if it were afraid mf being left

behind and were trying^ to catch i^p. ^

Hardly had Yury noticed it when the church of Christ the Saviour *

showed over the rim of the hill, and a moment later he saw the domes,

chimneys, roofs and houses of the city.

‘Moscow,* said Yury returning to the compartment. ‘It’s time

to get ready *

Pogorevshikh jumped up, rummaged in his shooting bag and took

out a fat duck. ‘Take it,’ he said, ‘as a memento. I have rarely

spent a day in such pleasant company.’

Zhivago’s protests were unavailing. In the end he said: ‘All

right, ril take it as a present from you to my wife.’

‘Splendid, splendid, your wife,’ Pogorevshikh kept repeating

delightedly, as though he had heard the word for the first time, jerking

and laughing so much that Prince jumped out and took part in the

rejoicing.

The train drew into the station. The compartment became dark

as if it were night. The deaf-mute held out the wild duck wrapped in

a torn broadsheet.

* I’hc church of St. Sa\nour, a M<mscow landmark, built to commemorate the
Napoh'oriic War, stood in the centre of the city. It was demolished allcr the revolu-
tiuu to make way fur the Palace ol Soviets, as yet not built.



CHAPTER SIX

Moscow Bivouac

S
o long as he had been sitting in the traia it Iiad seemed to Yury
that only th(^ train was moving, that*time stood ‘'still and it was
still only ftiidday. ^ *

But in fact it was late afternoon when his cab slowly made its way
• from tjie station through the dense croyd in Smolensky Square,

Whether it was so indeed, or Yury’s memories were overlaid by

the experience *of other years, it seemed, to him when he recalled it

later that cvfen then the crowd hung about the market only by habit,

that alieadynhere was no rca%Dn fqr it to bcjtliere, because the stalls

were covered up and not even locked and there was nothing to buy or

sell in the littered square which nobody swept.

And it seemed to him that already he saw, shrinking against the

walls, thin, decently’cfress^d old men and women, who stood like a

silent reproach to the passers-by, wordlessly olfering what no one

needed—artificial flowers, coffee percolators with glass lids and whistles,

black net evening dresses and uniforms of olliccs that had been

abolished.

Simpler people traded in nwre useful things : spiky crusts of stale

rationed black bread, damp, dirty chunks of sugar, and ounce packets

of coarse tobacco cut in half right across the label.

This unbelievable rubbish went all round the mcirket, going up
in price as it changed hands.

The cab turned into a side street. The setting sun was at their back.

In front ofthem a dray horse clattered along, pulling an empty, bouncing

cart. It raised pillars of bronze dust burning in the sunset.

At last they overtook it and w'cnt faster. Yury was struck by the

quantities of old newspapers and posters, *torn dovjn from the walls

and fences, littering the streets. The wind pulled them one way and

hooves, ^heels and feet pushed them the other.

Tljey passed several cross-roads, and there was Yury’s house at the

corner of tw'o side streets. 1 he cab stopped.

Yury caught his breath and his hcait hammered as he got out,

walked up to the fiont door and lang the bell at the side. Nothing

happened. He rang again. As there was still no reply he went on

ringing at short, anxious intervals. He was still ringing when he saw
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that the door had been opened by Tonya ^nd that^he stood holding it

wide. The unexpectedness of it so dumbfounded them both that

neither of them heard the other cry out. But as the door, held wide

open by Tonya, was in itself a welcome and almost an embrace, they

soon recovered and rushed ^into each other’s arms. A moment later

they were both talking at once. c

‘First of all, is everybody well ?'

‘Yes, yes, don’t wo^fy. Everything is all right. I wrote you a

lot of silly nonsense, forgive me. But we’ll talk about that later.

Why didn’t you send a telegram ? Markcl will take yofjr things up. I

suppose you got worried when Yegorovna didn’t let you in ! She is in

the country.*
^

‘You’re thinner. But how young you look, and so pretty! Wait
a minute. I’ll pay the cabby.*

‘Yegorovna has
,
gone to* try and get some flour. All the other

servants have been sCnt away. Thcrejs only one girl now, Nyusha,

you don’t know her, sh^’s looking after Sasha, there’s no one else.

Everybody has been told you’re coming, they’re all longing to see

you—Gordon, Dudorov, everyone.* ^

‘How is Sasha ?
* ’

' • •

‘All righ^. thank God. He’s just woken up. If you weren’t just

off the train—with all this typhus about—we could have gone to

him at once.*

‘Is Father at home?’
‘Didn’t anyone write to- you?—Hc^s at the borough council from

morning till night, he’s the chairman. Yes, can you believe it I Flave

you settled with the cabby ? Markel ! Markel !

*

They were »ianding in the middle of the street w^ith Yury’s basket

trunk and suitcase blocking the way, and the passers-by stopped and
looked them over from head to foot and stared at the cab .as it pulled

away from the kerb, and at the wide open front door, to see what
would happen next.

But Markel, his waistcoat ^:‘Ver his cotton shirt and his porter’s cap
in his hand, was ^already funning up from the gate to welcome the

young master, shouting as he ran

;

‘ Lord almighty, if it isn’t '^’^urochka ! Well I never, so it’s our
darling himself! Yury Audreyevich, light of my eyes, so you^aven’t
forgotten us, and us praying for you every day ! You’ve honoured us,

you’ve come home !—And what do you want ? ’ he snapped at the

onlookers. ‘What’s so extraordinary? Be off with you. What is

there to goggle at ?
*

‘How are you, Markel?* Yury hugged him. ‘Put your cap on,
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you ass. Well, w^at*s ne\^fe? How’s the wife ? How are the girls?*

*How should they be ? They’re growing, thanks be to Gk)d. As for

news, you can see for yourself—While you were away doing mighty
deeds, we’ve been busy too. Such a mess-up, such a bedlam, the devil

couldn’t* sort it out—streets dirty, roofs, leaking, bellies empty as in

Lent—and aW this “without annexations or contributions ”

‘I’ll complain to,Yury Andreyevich * about you, Markel. He’s
always carrying on like this, Yurochka. I qjin’t stand such silly talk.

It’s all for your Jpenefit, he thinks you like it—he’s fts sharp as they

make them. AH right, aiH right, Markel, don’t*argue with me, I know
you. You’re a dark horse, Markel. It’s time you learned some sense.

Playing up to us as if we were shopkegpers !

’

Tliey went in. Markel carried Yury’s things inside, shut the front

door behind Mm and went on confidentially.

‘Antonina Alexandrovna is vexed, you heard what she said. It’s

aUvays like •that. She says, you’re all black^inside, Markel, she says,

fike that stove pipe. Nowadays, she says,, every little child, maybe
even every pug or other lap dog knows what’s what. "That, of course,

is true, but all the same, Yurofhka, believe it or not, those who know
have seen tho book,**the Masons’ book one hundred and forty years

it’s been lying under a stone, and now, it’s my considered opinion,

Yurochka, we’ve been sold down the river. But can I say a word ?

See for yourself, Antonina Alexandrovna is shaking her head at me.’

‘Do you wonder? That’s enough, Markel, put the things down,

and that will be all. If Yurj^ Andreyevich wants anything, he’ll call

you,*

‘Thank goodness, he’s gone! All right, all right, you can listen to

him if you like, but I can tell you, it’s all play-acting. You talk to

him and you think he’s the village idiot, butter wouldn’t melt in his

mouth, and all the time in secret hc’s»sharpening his knife—only he

hasn’t quite decided yet who it’s for, the poor old rascal.’

‘Isn’t that a bit far-fetched? I expect he’s just drunk, that’s all

there is to it.’

‘An& when is he sober, I’d like to know. Anyway, I’ve had

enough of him.—What worries me is, Sasha might go to sleep again

before you’ve seen him. Ifit weren’t for those typhus lice on trains . , .

You haverft any lice on you ?*

* ‘Peace without annexation or contribution* was the slogan of the Socialist left.

* The Book of the NIasons: i.e. T/u Protocols oj the Elders oj
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*1 don’t think so. I travelled in luxury—posit^ely pre-war. I’d

better have a quick wash, though. I’ll wash properly afterwards.

Which way arc you going ? Don’t we go through the drawing-room

any more ?
’

*Oh, of course, you don’t Vnow. Father and I thought and thought

and we decided to give up a part of*he groand floor to thfc Agricultural

Academy. It’s too much to heat in winter, anyway. Even the top

floor is too big. So we’#x offered it to them. They haven’t taken

it over yet, but '^they’ve moved in their library an<;l their herbarium

and their seed collections. I only hope we dttn’t get rata with all those

seeds, it’s grain after all. But at the moment they’re keeping the

rooms spick and span. By thq way, we don’t say rooms any more,

it’s called living space nowadays. Come on, this way. Aren’t you

slow on the uptake ! We go up the back stairs. Come along, I’ll show
you.’ i

•

‘I’m very glad you’ve given ut> th^se rooms. The hospital I’a^c

been in was also in a private house. Endless suites of rooms with a
little parquet flooring still left. Potted palms sticking out their pawd
like ghosU* over the beds—some of the* wounded from the battle zone

used to wake up screaming—^they weren’t ^quite normal of course

—

shell-shockcd-f-we had to remove the plants. What I mean is, there

really was something unhealthy in the way rich people used to live.

Masses of superfluous things. Too much furniture, loo much room,

too much refinement, too much self-expression. I’m very glad we’re

using fewer rooms. We shoVild give up ‘Still more.’

‘What’s that parcel you’ve got? There’s something sticking out

of it, it looks like a bird’s beak. It’s a duck ! How lovely ! A wild

drake ! Where did you get it ? I can’t believe my eyes. It’s worth a

fortune nowadays.’

‘Somebody made me a present of it on the train. I’ll tell you
later, it’s a long story. What shall I do? Shall I leave it in tlie

' kitchen ?*

‘Yes, of course. I’ll send Myusha down at once to pluck and dean
it. They say there will be all sorts of horrors this winter—famine,

cold.’

‘Yes, that’s what they are saying everywhere. Just no^ I was
looking out of the train window—I thought, what is there in the

whole world worth more than a peaceful family life and work ?* The
rest isn’t in our hands. It docs look as if there is a bad time coming.
Some people arc trying to get out, they talk of going south, to the

Caucasus, or further still. I wouldn’t want to do that myself. A
giown-up man is supposed to grit his teeth and share in whatever’s
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coming to his county. But^for you it’s different. I wish to goodness

you didn’t have to go through it all. I’d like to send you away some-
where safe—to Finland perhaps.—^But if we stand gossiping half an
hour on every step we’ll never get upstairs.’

*Wait«a minute. I quite forgot to telj^you. I’ve got a wonderful

piece of news for you. Nikol^iy Nil|pl&yevich is back.’
* What Nikolay Nikolayevich ?

*

‘Uncle Kolya.’
^

‘Tonya ! It can’t be ! How is it possible ?’ *

. ‘It’s true. J-Ie was itvSwitzerland. He cafnc all the way round
through London, via Finland.’

‘Tonya! You aren’t teasing me? Have you seen him? Where
is he ?* Can’t we get him now, at once^*

‘Don’t be scf impatient. He’s staying with someone in the country.

He promised»to be back the day after to-morrow.
,
He’s changed a lot.

You’ll be dixippointcd. He sjopped in Petersburg on the way, he’s

gdne bolshevik. Father gets quite fioarsc arguing with him. We do
seem to get stuck on every step. Come on. So you’ve also heard

there’s a bad time coming—wh;A do people say?—^hardshipsf dangers,

insecurity?’ .
*

‘ I think so myself. Wcfl, what of it ? * Wc’ll manage, ij can’t be the

end of everything. Wc’ll wait and see, the same as other people.’

‘They say there won’t be any firewood, or water, or light. They’ll

abolish money. No supplies will be coming in. Now we’ve stopj^ed

again I Come along. Listen, ijiey say thepe arc wonderful iron stoves

being sold in tlic Arbat. Small ones. You can burn a newspaper and
cook a meal. I’ve got the address. We must buy one before they’re all

gone.* •

‘That’s right. Wc will. Good idea. But just fancy, Uncle Kolya !

I can’t get over it.

‘Let me tell you what I want to do. We’ll set aside a corner

somewhere at the top of tlic house, say two or three rooms, com-
municating ones, and wc’ll keep those for ourselves and Father and
Sasha and Nyusha, and we’ll give up all the rest of^the house. Wc’ll

put up a partition and have our own door, like in a flat. We’ll put

one of those metal stoves in the middle room, with a pipe through the

windowJ"*and wc’ll do all our laundry, and our cooking, and our

entertSining, all in this one room. Like that we’ll make the most
of the fuel, and who knows, with God’s help, we’ll get tlirough the

winter,’ •

‘Of course we’ll get through it. There’s no question. That’s a

splendid idea.—^And you know what ? We’ll have a house-warming.
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We’ll cook the duck and we’ll invite UncV^ Kolyai
‘Lovely. And I’ll ask Gordon to bring some alcohol. He can get

it from some laboratory or other.* Now look, this is the room I was
thinking of. All right? Put your suitcase down and go down and
get your basket. We could ^sk Dudorov and Shura Schlesinger to the

house-warming as well. You <!op’t miad? You haven’t forgotten

where the lavatory is? Go and put a little (Jjsinfectant on. While
you do that I’ll go in to Saslxa and send Nyusha down, and when we’re

ready I’ll call y'liu.’
•

The most important novelty for him in Moscow was his little boy.

Yury had been called up almost as soon as the child was born, so that

he hardly knew him •

One clay, while Tonya was still in l\ospital, Yury came to see hpr

;

he was already in uniform and was shortly leaving Moscow. He
arrived at the babies’ feeding time and was not allowed in.

He sav down in the waiting-room.^ From the nursery, at the end
of the passage beyond the maternity ward, cam^*the squealing chorus

of ten or twch'e babies’ voices. Several nurses came down the corridor,

hurrying so that the new-born babies should not catch cold, taking

them bundled up like parcels, one under each arm, to their mothers.

‘Wa, wa,’ yelled the babies all on one note, almost impassively,

without feeling, as if it weVe all in the day’s work. Only one voice

stood out from the others. It was also yelling ‘wa, wa’, and it did

not express any more suffering than the rest, but it was deeper and
seemed to shout^less out of duty than with a deliberate, cold hostility.

Yury had already decided that his child was to be called Alexander

—Sasha for short—in honour of his father-in-law. For some reason

he imagined that the voice he had singled out was that of his son

;

perhaps it was because this particular cry had its own character and
seemed already to contain the future personality and destiny of a
particular human being;*' it had its own sound-colouring which
included the child’s name, Alexander, so Yury fancied.

He was not mistaken. It turned out later that this had in fact

been Sasha’s voice. It w^as the first thing he knew about his son.

The next thing was the photograph Tonya sent him to the front,

of a fat, jolly-looking child with its mouth in a cupid’s bow, standing

on a blanket, bandy-legged and with its fists up as if it v/ere doing a

peasant dance. Sasha was a year old at the time and just bcgiiming

to walk ;
now he was two and was learning to talk.
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Yury picked up hif suitcase^ put it on the card-table by the window
and began to unpack/ What had the room been used for in the past,

he wondered. He could not recognise it. Tonya must have changed
the furniture or the wallpaper or redecorated it in some way.

He toob out his shaving kit. A bright full moon stood between

the pillars of the church belfiy.^actly dpposite the window. When it

lit up the top layer of clothes and books inside the suitcase, the light in

the room changed and he realised where he wa^.

It had been the lumber room in the old da^. Brok^sn chairs and
tables had been slowed awa<y in it, and here Anna* had kept her family

archives and the trunks where winter clothes were stored in summer.
In her lifetime the corners were piled up to the ceiling with junk and
the chil3ren were not allowed in. Only at Christmas or Easter

—

when huge crowds of ciiildren came to parties and the whole of the top

floor was thrown open to them—was it unlocked and they played

robbprs in it, »hiding under th^ tables, dressing *up and blackening

thefi* faces with cork.

Yury stood thinking of all this, then he went down the back stairs

to get his basket trunk from the iMll. •

In the kitchen Nyiftfia squatted on her haunches in front of the

stove, plucking the duck on^a piece of ne\vspaper. When^Yury came
in carrying his trunk, she jumped up with a shy graceful movement,
blushing crimson, shook the feathers from her apron, greeted him, and
oflered to help him. He thanked her, saying he could manage, and
went up. His wife called him from a couple of rooms further on

:

‘You can come in now, Yura.’

He went in to see Sasha.

The nursery was Tonya’s old schoolroom. The boy in the cot was
not nearly so handsome as in his photograph, but he was the living

image of Yury’s mother, the late Marya Nikolayevna Zhivago, a more
striking likeness than any of the portraits Yury had kept.

‘Here’s Daddy, here’s your Daddy, wave your hand like a good

boy,* Tonya was saying. She lowered tlie side of the cot to make it

easier* for Yury to kiss the child and pick it up.

Little Sasha let the bristly stranger, who perhaps* frightened and
repelled him, get quite close and bend over him, then he jerked himself

upright. Clutching the front of his mother’s dress with one hand and

angrily^wung the other and slapped him in the face. Terrified by his

own daring, he then threw himself into Tonya’s arms and burst into

bitter tears. «

‘Naughty, naughty,’ Tonya scolded him. ‘You mustn’t be like

that, Sashenim. What will Daddy think ? He’ll think Sasha is a bad
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boy. Now, show how you can kiss, kis^ Daddy. Don*t cry, silly, iPs

all right.*
I

*Lct him be, Tonya/ Yury begged her. ‘Don’t bother him and
don’t upset yourself. I know the kind of nonsense you are thinking-^

that it’s not for nothing, it’s a bad sigh—but that’s all rubbish. It’s

so natural. The boy has neVef seenume. To-morrow he’ll have a

good look at me and we’ll make friends and you’ll see, we’ll get on
splendidly.’

Yet he w\:nt out of the room depressed and with a feeling of ill-

omen. • s',
4

During the next few days he realised how isolated he was. It was no
one’s fault, he thought. He had simply got what he had asked for.

His friends had become strangely dim and colourless. No^ one
of them had kept his own outihok, nis own world. TTicy had been

much more vivid in his memory. He must have over-estimated them
in the past. *

It had been easy enough to do so, as long, as the order of things

had been such that people with means cbuld indulge their follies and
eccentricities at the expense of the poor. The fooling, the right to

idleness enjoyed by the few while the majority suffered, could itself

create an illusion of genuine character and originality.

But how quickly, once the lower classes had risen and the rich had
lost their privileges, had these people faded ! How effortlessly, how
happily, had they given up the habit of independent thought—^which

at this rate could never in fact have been genuinely theirs

!

The only people with whom Yury now felt at home were Tonya,
her father and two or three of his colleagues, people in plain, ordinary

jobs who got on with them decently and modestly without fuss or

rhetoric.

The party with duck ai^d vodka was given as planned, a few days

after his return. By then he had seen most of those who came to it,

so that the dinrfer was not in fact the occasion of their reunion.

The large duck was an unheard-of luxury in those hungry days,

but there was no bread to go with it, and because of this i£^plendour
was somehow pointless—it was even a little disagreeable. ‘

The spirits (a favourite black market currency) had been brought
by Gordon in a medicine bottle with a glass stopper. Tonya hugged
it lo herself and diluted the alcohol in small portions with more or less

water according to her fancy. The mixture, always too weak or too
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strong, seemed for some reasqp to be more intoxicating than if it had
been consistently stronger, and this also was annoying.

But the saddest thing of all was that their party was out of beeping

with the conditions of the times. You could not imagine anyone tn

the houses across the street ea*ting or drinking in the same way at the

same time. Out there, beyond the i^intiovfs, lay dumb, dark, hungry

Moscow; its shops were empty, and, as for ‘game and vodka, people

had forgotten even to thmk about such things.

And so it seemed that the only real way^ofliving was to live like

everyone else, to J)c fost in other people’s lives without leaving a trace,

and that an unshared happiness was not happiness, so that duck and
vodka when they seemed to be the only duck and vodka in town were

not even duck and vodka.
*

Neither did they get much comfort from their guests. Gordon
had been all right in the days when he had\hought^his heavy thoughts

and expressed Athem in his gloomy, hesitating words. He was Yury’s

besf friend and he had been popular at school.

But now he had taken a dislike to his mental image 6f himself and
was trying, most unsuccessfully, Id improve on it. He made*a point

of being jolly, told on«*^pposedly funny story after another and kept

saying ‘What fun !’ and ‘H<fw amusing !*,Vords which di(;^not belong

to his vocabulary because Gordon had never looked upon life as an

entertainment.

While they were waiting for Dudorov he told the current gossip

about Dudorov’s marriage. Yu|;y had not yet heard it.

It seemed that Dudorov had been married for about a year and
had then separated from his wife. The far-fetched humour of the story

lay in that it had all started widi Dudorov being called wp by mistake.

While he was serving and his case was being investigated, he had go

into endless trouble through being absent-minded and forgetting to

salute officers.

For months after his release he kept seeing epaulettes everywhere

and jerking up his arm
;
he was more distracted than ever and almost

in a state of nervous collapse. Just at that* time, so the story went,

he had met two girls, two sisters, at a river station on the Volga

—

they were waiting for the same steamer as he was—and in a fit of

absent-mlVdedness brought on by the sight of the many uniforms

milling Ground them, and by the hangover from his army days, he had
fallen in love with the younger of the two and hastily proposed to her.

‘Isn’t it fun !’*said Gordon, but he had to cut short the end of his story

as the voice of its hero was heard outside the door. Dudorov cainc

in.
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He had changed the opposite wa^. He had been unstable and
erratic as a weathercock ; now he had become*an earnest scholar.

When, as a boy, he had been expelled from school for complicity

in the escape of a political prisoner, he had wandered about from art

school to art school but had in the end* landed in the claasical faculty.

Later than his friends, hi had ^ken Jbis degree during the war, and
had been kept on as a lecturer in Russian and world history. He was
now writing a book on the land policy ofIvan the Terrible and another

on Saint-JusV. •

He discoursed azniably on every subject, his' vojee never rising .or
*

falling from its quiet, rather nasal pitch and his eyes dreamily fixed

on one point as if he were lecturing. •

Towards the end of the^ evening, when the party was going full

swing with everyone shouting and arguing, Shura- Schlesinger burst

in and teased them all ks usual, adding to the general noise and
excitement. Dudorov, who had been Yury’s childhood friend bqt had
never said 'thou’ to" him, ask&d him several times, still addrdlsing

him as .‘you’, whether he had read Mayakovsky’s poems, ‘War and
Peace ’cand ‘My Spine is a Flute’. ^

Missing Yury’s reply in all the noise, he asked him again a little

later ; ‘H^ve you read “My Spine is a Flute’’ and “Man” ?’

‘ 1 told you once, you don’t listen. I’ve always liked Mayakovsky.
He is a sort ofcontinuation ofDostoyevsky. Or rather, he’s a Dostoyev-

sky character writing lyrics—one of his young rebels, tlie “Raw
Youth” or Hippolyte orcRaskolnikoy. What an all-devouring poetic

energy ! And his way of saying a thing once and for all, implacably,

straight from the shoulder ! And above all, the way he takes a good

bold swing and chucks it all in the face of society and even further

somewhere, into outer space 1
’

But the great attraction of the evening was, of course. Uncle

Kolya. Tonya had been mistaken in thinking that he was out of

town, he had cpme back the day of his nephew’s return. They had
met a couple of times already and had got over their initial Oh’s and
Ah’s and had talked and laughed together to their hearts’ content.

The first time had been on a dull, grey night with a drizzle as fine

as watery dust. Yury went to see him at his hotel. The hotels were
already refusing to take people in except at the insistenceiHr the town
authorities, but Nikolay Nikolayevich was well known and had kept

some of his old connections.

The hotel looked like a lunatic asylum left in the*charge of the

patients—empty, chaotic and abandoned to chance.

Through the large window of the unswept room the huge square
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looked bxt deserted and terrifying, more like a square hx a dream at

night than the one pliinly to iSe seen in front of the hotel.

For Yury the encounter was a tremendous, unforgettable event.

He was seeing the idol ofhis childhood, the teacher who had dominated
his mind as^ boy.

His grey hais suited Uncle ji^olys^ aaid his loose foreign suit fitted

him well
;
he was very young and handsome*for his years.

Admittedly, he was oVershadowed by the grandeur of the events

;

seen beside them he lost in stature. But it*n^er occurred to Yury
* to measure him bjr tttis yarcj^tick. •

He was surprised at Uncle Kolya’s calm, at his light and detached
^ne when spewing of politics. He was more self-possessed than most
Russians*could be at that time. It marled him as a new arrival and
it seemed old-fashioned and a little embarrassing.

But a lot they cared about such things* in those intoxicating first

few hours of tjieir reunion ! It was something very different from
politics which made them laugh*and try and throw their arms round
each other’s necks and talk breathlessly and cKbke with excitement.

What brought them together was the fact that they both ]^ad the

temperament of preativjs ertists, and although they were also kinsmen,

and the past arose and li\%d again between them, and memories
surged up, and they spoke of the new events and circumstances in each

other’s lives, the moment it came to the most important, to what is

known only to those who have an aptitude for creative work, all

differences and all other ties between them vanished—they were neither

uncle and nephew nor an older and a younger man—there remained

only the kinship of energy to energy, of first principle to first principle.

Not for ten years had Nikolay Nikolayevich talked of the problems

of writing and the meaning of a writer’s task so relevantly or with any-

one whose ideas corresponded so closely to his own. Nor had Yury
met with so much understanding, stimulation or encouragement.

So they shouted, rushed up and down the room and clutclied their

heads, or stood in deep silence by the win^pw, drumming on the glass,

shaken and exalted by the rightness of eachtother’s intuition and the

depth of the mutual understanding which it proved. •

That was how their first meeting went ; but since then they had

seen each’^ther in company, and among other people Uncle Kolya

was unrteognisable.

He was conscious of being a guest in Moscow, and he liked the

feeling, though whether it was Petersburg he regarded as his home,

or some other place, remained uncertain. He enjoyed being lionised

as a drawing-room politician, and possibly he imagined that political
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salbns in the style of Madame Rolanjl’a in Paris 6n the eve of the

Convention would exist in Moscow.
Calling on his women friends at their hospitable flats in quiet

Moscow back streets, he teased them and their husbands in the kindest

way on their limited, local and retarded outlook. He was as proud
of his familiarity with th\; ii^jpapeqi as once of his apocryphal and
Orphic learning.

It was said that he had left an inconclusive love affair, much un-

finished busitiess and an unfinished book in Switzerland and had only

come for a dip into the whirlpool, meaning, if he pamc out safe apd
*

sound, to make a bee-line again for his beloved Alps.

He was pro-bolshevik and often mentioned two left-wing Social

Revolutionaries who shared his views, journalists who wrote under
the pseudonyms Miroshka Pomor and Sylvia Coterie.

‘It’s frightful, what ydu’ve come down to, Nikolay Nikolayevich,’

Yury’s father-in-laW growled at him, ‘with all your Miroshkas
; ^

it’s a

proper cesspool. And then that Lydia Pokori.’ ^

‘Coterie,’ corrected Nikolay Nikolayevich, ‘and Sylvia.’

‘Pokori or Potpourri, it’s all the same thing. What’s in a name,’

‘All the same, it happens to be Coterie,.’ Nikolay Nikolayevich «.

insisted pqticnily. They Wad dialogues (Jf this sort

:

‘What arc we arguing about? It’s so obvious that it makes you
blush to have to prove it. It’s the A.B.C, of everything.—For centuries

the mass of the people have lived impossible lives. I'ake any history

book. Whatever it was*. called, feudalism and serfdom or capitalism

and industry, it was a state of things which was unnatural and unjust.

This has been known for a long time and the world has been preparing

for an upheaval which would bring light to the people and put evcr>’-

ihing in its proper place.

‘You know perfectly well that it’s quite useless tinkering with the

old structure, you have to dig right down to the foundations.—I don’t

say the whole building won’t collapse as a result.—What of it ? The
•fact that it’s frightening won’t prevent its happening. It’s a question

of lime. How can you dispute it?’

‘That’s not the point, that’s not what I was talking about.’ Alex-

ander Alexandrovich lost his temper and the argument flared up.

‘Your Potpourris and Miroshkas are people without Jf*fconscience.

They say one thing and do another. Anyway, where’s ycftir logic?

It’s a complete non-sequitur. No, wait a minute, I’ll show you some-

thing,’ and he would start hunting for some newspapenwith an article

in it which contradicted itself, banging the drawers of the writing table

and using all this noisy fuss to work up his eloquence.
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Alexander Alexandrovich Jiked something to get in his way when
he was talking, the distraction made an excuse for his mumbling and
his hums and haws. His fits of talkativeness came on him when he
was looking for something he had lost—hunting for his second snow
boot in the dimly lighted cFoakroom—or as he stood at the bath-
room door with a towel ovgr hi^ atm/ or at meals, as he was
passing a heavy serving dish or pouring wine into the glasses of his

friends.
*

Yury loved listening to him. He adored 4he familiar*, old-Moscow
sjng-song and the soft, puri^g Gromeko r’s. •

Alexander Alexandrovich’s upper lip with its little cropped
^noustache protruded above his lower lip in just the same way as his

butterfly tie stuck out from his neck
; thAre was something in common

between the two and it somehow gave him a touching, childishly

confiding look* *

pn the night of the party Shura Schlesinger arrived very late
; she

had come straight from a meeting anfl was wearing a suit and a man’s
cap. She came striding into the room and burst into complaints and
accusations as she shook hands. • •

‘How are ypu, Totiya? How are you, Alexander? You must
admit it’s disgusting. The %hole of Moscow knows he’s back, every-

one b talking about it and you are the last to tell me. Wcfl, I suppose

I’m not good enough. Where is he anyway, our Yura ? Let me get

at him.—Well, how are you? I’ve read it, it’s wonderful, I didn’t

understand a w'ord but it’s full of talent, yqp can tell at once.—How
are you, Nikolay Nikolayevich ?—I’ll see you in a moment, Yura dear,

I’ve got to talk to you.—Hullo, children. You’re here too, Gogochka,

Goosey-Goosey-Gander’ (this to a distant relation of tfic Gromckos,

a fervent admirer of every rising star, who was known as Goosey

because of his idiot laugh and as the Tapeworm on account of his

height and thinness). ‘Eating and drinking, are you ? I’ll soon catch

you up. Well, my dears, you’ve simply no idea what you’re missing.

You don’t know anything, you haven’t ^cen a thing. If you only

knew what’s happening, what’s being don& in the world I You go

and have a look at a real mass meeting, with real workers, real soldiers,

not out of books. Just try and say a word to them about fighting

the war tffa victorious end ! They’ll give you a victorious end I I’ve

just been listening to a sailor—Yura darling, you’d simply have gone

crazy ! The passion I The single-mindedness I

’

Shura kept being interrupted. Everyone was shouting. She

moved over to Yury, clasped hb hand and, with her face close to his,

shouted like a megaphone above the din

:
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*Let me take you along, Yura darling, let me show you real people.

You must, you simply must get the feel of tjLe soil, like Antheus.
Why arc you staring at me like that? Pm an old war horse, didn’t

you know? An old Bestuzhev student.^ I’ve seen the inside of a
prison, I’ve fought on the barricades.—^Wcll, of course, what did you
think ?—But honestly, we^ kno\y the people at all. I’ve just

come from there, 1 was right in the thick of it. I’m fixing up a library

for them.’
^

She had had a drink<and was obviously getting tipsy. But Yury’s

head was also going round. He never noticed liow^ it happened that

Shura was now at one end of the room and he at the other ; he was
standing at the head of the table and apparendy, quite unexpectedly,

to himself, making a speech. ^ It took him some dme to get sifence.

* Ladies and gentlemen ... I should like . . . Misha ! Gogochka

!

Tonya, what am I to do/they won’t listen! Ladies and gentlemen,

let me say a word ot two. We are about to see something unheard-of,

unbelievable. Before it overtakes us, here is what I wish you. When
it happens, may God grant us not to lose each other and not to lose

our souls. Gogochka, you can cheer afterwards, I haven’t finished.

Come away from there, come and listen careffnlly.

‘In thi^ third year of the war the conviction has formed among
the people that the difference between those in the front line and
those at the rear must sooner or later be abolished. The sea of blood

will rise until it reaches every one of us and submerges all who stayed

out of the war. The revolution is thjs flood.

‘When this happens it will seem to you, as it seemed to us in the

army, that life has stopped, that there is nothing personal left, that

there is nothing going on in the world except killing and dying. If

we survive into the days when chronicles and memoirs of this time arc

being written, we shall see from reading those recollections that, in.

these five or ten years, we have experienced more than other people

do in a century. I don’t know if the people will rise of themselves

and advance spontaneously like a tide, or if everything will only be

done in their name. Such a huge event cannot be asked for its

credentials, it has no need to give dramatic proof of its existence, we’ll

take it on trust. It would be mean and petty to try to dig for the

causes of Titanic happenings. Indeed they haven’t any. Tt’s only in

a family quarrel that there is a beginning—and after people have

pulled each other’s hair and smashed the crockery they try to think

who it was that started it. What is truly great is without beginning,

* A student following the Bestuzhev University Gourdes for women. Many of

the students were left-wing.
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like the universe. It confronts us suddenly as if it hid always been
there or as if it had dropped out of the sky.

*I also think that Russia is destined to become the first socialist

country since the beginning of the world. When this happens it will

stun us fof a long time, and*when we come to ourselves we shall still

be only half-conscious and with hs^Jf flur Memory gone. We’ll have
forgotten what came first and what followed and we won’t look for the

causes of the inexplicable. The new order of^things will be all round
us and as familiar to us as the woods on the skyline or the clouds over

our heads. Th^e will beaiothing else left.’ •

He said a few more things, and by then he had sobered up com-
• pletely^yet when he sat down he could still not hear exactly what was
being said to him and replied at random. He knew that they were
all showing him their affection but he felt a crushing weight of distress.

He said: •

• Thank you, thank you. I ^prcciate your fedings. I don’t deserve

them. Don’t be so quick with your love. It’s as though you were laying

in stores of affection in case you have to love even more in the future.’

They all laughed and clapp^, taking it for a deliberate witticism,

while he had no idea*What he was saying, so great was his foreboding

of misfortune and his feeliii|; of powerlesAiess over the fu^re, however
great his thirst for goodness and his capacity for happiness.

The guests were leaving. They had long, tired faces. Their yawns,

clenching and unclenching their jaws, made them look like horses.

As they said good-bye they drew tha curtains and pushed the

windows open. There was a yellowish dawn in the wet sky filled witli

soiled, earthy-pea-green clouds. ‘Looks as if there’s been a storm

while we were chattering,’ said someone.
—

‘I was caught in the rain

on my way, I only just got here,’ Shura confirmed.

In the deserted side street it was still dark and the dripping of the

water from the trees alternated with the insistent chirruping ofdrenched

sparrows.

It thundered once as ifa plough had been dragged right across the

sky. Then silence. Then four loud, delved thuds, like overgrown

potatoes being flung out of the soft, newly dug beds^n autumn.

Thefunder cleared a space in the dusty, smoke-filled room. All

at once, nke electrical currents, the component elements of life became

perceptible : air and water, need for joy, earth, sky.

The side street filled with the voices of the departing guests. They
had started*an argument of some sort in the house and were still

arguing in exactly the same way in the street. Gradually the voices

became softer in the distance and at last faded away.
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'How late it is/ said Yury. 'Let’s gp to bed. The only people I

love in the world are you and Father.*

August had gone by and now September was nearly over. Winter
was at hand and in the woild of men the air was heavy with some-

thing as inexorable as lh& coming death of nature. It was on every-

body’s lips. « ^

Food and logs had to be got in. But in those days of the triumph

of materialism, matter had become an abstract notion, and food and#

firewood were replaced by (he problems of alimentation and fuel

supply.

I'he people in the towits were as helpless as children in the face

of the unknown—of that unknown which swept every .known u^gc
aside and left nothing But dcsolafion in its wake—although it was fhc

offspring j\nd creation of the towns.

People were still talking and deceiving themselves as their daily

life struggled on, limping and shufiling to its‘unknown destination.

But Yury saw it as ii was, hb could see thkt it was doomed, and that

he and such as he were sentenced to destruction. Ordeals were ahead,

perhaps death. Their days were counted, and these days were running

out before his eyes.

What saved his reason were the pveryday details of his life, his

work, his worries. His wife, his child, the need to earn, the humble
daily ritual of his practice, these were his salvation.

He understood that he was a pygmy before the monstrous machine

of the future. He both feared and loved that future and was secretly

proud of it, and, as though for the last time, as if saying good-bye,

was avidly aware of the trees and clouds and of the people walking

in the streets, of the great Russian city struggling through misfortune

—and he was ready to sacrifice himself to make things better but was
powerless to do anything.

«

The sky and Vhe people usually struck him just as he was crossing

the Arbat at the corner of Old Coachyard Street, near the pharmacy
of the Russian Medical Society.

*
He was back in his job at the hospital. It was still callbd tlie

Hospital of the Holy' Cross although the community of that name had
been dissolved—no one had so far thought of a more sukable name.

The staff* had already divided up into camps. There were the

moderates, whose obtuseness annoyed him and who thought him
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dangerous, and the people jivho had gone further in their politics

and who considerecF him not Red enough, so tliat he didn’t please

anyone.

In addition to his normal duties, the Director had put him in

charge of Statistics. Endless* questionnaires went through his hands,

endless forms had to be filled ig. D^tR rafe, sickness rate, the earnings

of the staff, the level of their political consciousness and their part in

the elections, the perpetual shortage of fuel, food, medicines, everything

had to be checked and reported. • •

. Yury worked af his old table by the staff-noom window
;

it was
stacked with charts and forms of every size and shape. He had pushed

• them to one side
;
occasionally he took a few moments off, not only for

his medical notes, but for his * Manikins and Men a gloomy diary of

those days consisting of prose, verse and what-have-you, coloured by
his feeling that half the world had ceased* to be itfclf and was playing

goodness only knew what part.
* The light room with its white pointed walls was full of the creamy

sunshine of those golden autumn days whicli follow tke A^umption,
when the first frosts strike at diKvn and winter-tits and magpies dart

into the bright-leaved*thinning woods. On such days the sky rises

to its topmost height andean icy, dark-blue radiance frym the north

steals into the transparent air between sky and earth. Everything in

the world becomes more visible and more audible. Every sound is

carried, iced and ringing, into immense distance. The country opens

out as if to show the whole of life for years»ahead. lliis clarity would
be insupportable if it were not so short-lived, coming at the end of

the brief autumn day just before the early dusk.

Such was now the light in the staff-room, the light of an early

autumn sunset, as juicy, glassy, watery as a ripe Granny Smith.

Yury sat at his desk writing, pausing to think and dip his pen

in the ink, while silent birds flew past the tall staff-room window,

throwing shadows on his hand as it moved over the page and on the

table with its forms and on the staff-roons walls, and silently vanishing.

The chemistry demonstrator came in ;• he was a stout man who
had dropped so much weight that his skin hung* on him in folds.

‘The mjiple leaves are nearly all gone,’ he said. ‘When you think

how they stood up to all the rain and wind, and now a single morning

frost Has done all that !

’

Yury looked up. The mysterious birds darting past the window
had been trmple leaves all the time. They soared away from the trees,

keeping tlieir height, then, turning into curved orange stars, fell at a

distance on the lawn.
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‘Have the windows been fixed with pjitty ?*

‘Not yct‘ Yury went on writing.

‘Isn’t it time they were?’
Yury was absorbixl in his work and did not answer.

‘Pity Tarasyuk’s gone/ went on the chemist. ‘He wm ‘'worth his

weight in gold, Tarasyuk wks. * P^tch ypur boots or mend your watch—^he’d do anything. And he could get you anything in the world.

Now we’ll have to do the windows ourselves.’
'

‘There’s naputty.’ «

‘You can make seme. I’ll give you the recipe.*. He explained,

how you made putty with linseed oil and chalk. ‘Well, I’ll leave

you now. I suppose you want to get on with your work.’

He went off to the other Window and bent over his bottles and
specimens. ‘You’ll spoil your eyes,’ he said a moment later. ‘It’s

getting dark. And they wori’t give you any light. Lct’^go home.’

‘I’ll work another twenty minutes or so.’ • ^

‘His wife is a ward-maid here.*
•

‘Whose wife?’

‘Tarasyuk’s.’ c

‘I know.’

‘Nobody knows where he <8 himself. Hfc prowls about all over the

country. Last summer he came twice to see his wife, now he’s away
again. He’s building the new way of life. He’s one of those soldier-

bolsheviks, you see them everywhere, walking about in the streets,

travelling in trains. And fhall I tell you something about them?

—

Take Tarasyuk. He can turn his hand to anything. Anything he docs,

he has to do it well. That’s what happened to him in the army—he

learned to fight, just as he’d learn any other trade. He became a
first-class shot. He has excellent reflexes, good co-ordination between

eyes and hands. He was decorated—not for courage or brains but

for always hitting the mark. Well, anything he takes up, it becomes

a passion with him, so he took to fighting in a big way. He could

sec what a rifle does for a man—it gives him power, it brings him
distinction. He wanted tc be a power in himself. A man with a

rifle isn’t just a m^n like any other. In the old days such men turned

into bandits. You just try and take Tarasyuk’s rifle away from him
now ! Well, then there came the slogan, “Turn your bayonet' against

your masters”, so Tarasyuk turned. That’s the whole story. There's

Marxism for you.’

‘That’s tlie most genuine kind—straight fimu life. «Didn’t you
know?’.

The chemist went back to his test-tubes.
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‘How diJ you get on with the stove specialist?’ Bft asked.
‘I’m most gratsful to you fex* sending him. A most interesting

man. We spent hours talking Hegel and Croce.’

‘Naturally ! Took his doctorate in philosophy at Heidelberg.
What about the stove ?

’

‘That’s not so good.’

‘Still smoking?’
‘Never stops.’ •

‘He can’t have fixed the chimney rigjit* The pipe ought to go
out through a fluet Did Jie let it out through (he window ?

’

‘No, throu^ the flue. But it still smokes.’

‘Then he can’t have found the right air vent. If only we had
Tarasiuk ! But you’ll get it right in l)le end. Moscow wasn’t built in

a day. Getting a stove to work isn’t like .playing the piano, it takes

skill. Have .you got your logs in ?* •

‘Where fim I to get them from?’
• ‘I’ll send you the church forter. He’s a* fuel thief. Takes fences

to pieces and turns them into firewood. But you’ll have to bargain

with him.—^No, better the rat catcher.’ \
They went down.to the cloakroom, put their coats on and went out.

‘Why the rat catcher) We haven’uany rats.’

‘That’s got nothing to do with it. I’m talking abdut logs. The
rat catcher is an old woman who is doing a big trade in logs. She’s

got it all set up on a proper business footing—buys up whole houses

for fuel. Goodness, it’s dark, mind your sjcp. In the old days I could

have taken you blindfold anywhere in this district, I knew every

stone, I was born near here. But since they’ve started knocking down
the fences I can hardly find my way about even by day. It’s like

being in a strange town. On the other hand, some extraordinary

places have come to light. Have you noticed ? Little Empire houses

you never knew were there, with a round green table and garden

chairs still rotting away on the lawn. The other day I passed a place

like that, a sort of little wilderness at a crossing of three streets, and

there was an old lady poking about with p stick—she must have been

about a hundred. “Hullo, Granny,” I said, “are you looking for

worms to go fishing ? ” I was joking, of course, but she took it quite

seriousif. “No, not worms,” she said, “mushrooms.” And it’s true,

you know, the town is getting to be like a forest. There’s a smell of

rotten leaves and mushrooms.’

‘I think I know where you mean—between Silver Street* and

Silent Street *, isn’t it ? The strangest things are always happening to

* Silver Street : Serebryannaya. * Silent Street : Molchannaya.
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me there—either I meet someone I havep’t seen in twenty years* or I

find something. They say it’s dangerous, and n6 wonder ;
there’s a

proper rabbit warren at the back, a whole network of alleys leading

to the old thieves’ dens near Smolensky. Before you know where you

are, they’ve stripped you to the skin and vanished.* »

‘ And look at those street lafiip^—thi^v give hardly any light at all.

No wonder they call them bruisers. Mind you don’t bump yourself.’

6

AH sorts of incidents did indeed happen to Yury at the cre|,ssroads

near Silver Street. One cold dark night, shortly before the October

battles, he came across a man lying unconscious on the pavement.

He lay right across the kerb, with his arms and legs flung out and his

head against a lamp-po?t. When^Yury tried to rouse him he groaned

and mumbled a few words, something about a pocket-book. He had

been attacked and robbed. His head was knocked about, but Yury'

(bund th&t no bones were broken.
^

He went to the chemist’s shop in the ^rbat; rang up for the cab

which the hospital used in emergencies and took the patient to the

casualty ward.

The wounded man turned out to be a prominent political leader.

Yury saw him through his illness and for years afterwards this man
acted as his protector, getting him out of several misuiidersiaiidings

in those days which were so heavy with suspicion.

7

Tonya’s plan had been adopted and the family had settled for the

winter in three rooms on the top floor.

Sunday was a cold, wincly day, dark with heavy snow clouds.

Yury was off duty.

The fire was lit in the morning and the stove began to smoke.
Nyusha struggled with the damp logs. Tonya, who kne^nothing
about stoves, kept giving her contradictory advice. Yury, who did
know, tried to interfere but his wife took him by the shoulders and
gently pushed him out : ‘Don’t you meddle in this. Youjfl only pour
oil on the flames.’

‘Oil would be all right. The trouble is, there is neither oil nor fire.*
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*And don^t make jokes. JThis isn't the right time.'

The trouble with the stove upset everyone's plans. They had all

hoped to get their chores done before dark and have a free aftemoonp

but now dinner would be late> Tonya could not wash her hair and
various other schemes had t6 be abandoned.

The fire smoked more and^ore^ As the wind rose, the smoke blew

down the chimney and hung about the room in a sooty cloud like a

black monster in a ma^c wood.
Finally Yury drove everyone out into the two othei»rooms, opened

.the window, topk 6ut half the logs and spaced out the rest, putting

chips and birchwood shavings between them.

The air burst in, the curtain swayed and flew, up, the papers blew

off the*desk, a door banged down the {Sassage and the wind started a

cat-and-mouse game with what was left of the smoke.

The logs iblazcd and crackled. The stove gurgled with the flames

an^ came out in spots of red-hot metal like a consumptive flush. The
aft- cleared.

* •

The room grew lighter. The windows Steamed over. ^Yury had
sealed them with putty made according to the chemist's recipe and they

gave off a warm, grensy smell. An acrid smell of scorching fir bark

and the fresh, toilet-watei* scent of aspen came from the logs drying

by the stove.

Nikolay Nikolayevich burst into the room as impetuously as the

wind.

‘They’re flghting in the street. The J3adets are fighting for the

Provisional Government against the garrison soldiei-s who are backing

the bolsheviks. They’re skirmishing all over the place, you can’t

count the focal points of the insurrection. I got into^ trouble coming
here—once at the corner of Big Dmilrovka and once at the Nikitsky

Gate. Now you can’t get through at all, you have to go round. Come
on, Yura, put your coat on and come out. You’ve got to see it. This

is history. This happens once in a lifetime.'

But he stayed talking for a couple of ^ours. Then they had dinner,

and by the time he was ready to go home and was dragging Yury but,

Gordon burst in, in exactly the same way and wifh much the same
news.

Thiirgi had moved on, however. Gordon spoke of increasing rifle

fire aftd of passers-by killed by stray bullets. According to him, all the

traffic had stopped. He had got into the side street by a miracle, but

the way had closed behind him.

Nikolay Nikolayevich refused to believe him and dashed out, but
was back in a minute. He said bullets were whistling down the street.
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knocking chips of brick and plaster off the corners. There was not a

soul outside. All traffic had stopped. «

That week, little Sasha caught a cold.
*
If I’ve said it once, I’ve said it a hundred times, he’s not to play

near the stove,’ Yury scolded. ‘It’s mu'ch worse to let hkn get too

hot than too cold.’ ^
r r *

Sasha had a sore throat and a temperature. He had a special,

overwhelming terror of being sick, and when' Yury tried to examine
his throat he pushed a^ay his hand, clenching his teeth, yelling and
choking. Neither threats nor arguments th£ slightest effect on.

him. At one moment, however, he gave a large incautious yawn and
Yury took advantage of his carelessness to dart in with a teaspoon and ,

hold down his tongue for loiig enough to get a look at his 'purple

larynx and swollen tonsils covered with white spots. The spots worried

him.

He managed, by means of a similar manoeuvre, to gqt a specin^en

and, as he had a microscope at hotnc, \&as able to examine it. Luckily

it was no^diphtheria.

But on the third night Sasha had r.n attack of nervous croup. His

temperature shot up and he could not breathe*. ‘.Yury >vas helpless to

relieve his suffering and couU not bear to‘ watch it. Tonya thought

the child was dying. They carried him about the room in turn and
this seemed to make him better.

They needed milk and soda water for him. But the street fighting

was at its height. Gun and, rifle fire never ceased for a moment. Even
if Yury had crossed the battle zone at the risk of his life, he would
not have found anyone about in the streets beyond it. The city had
stopped living tjll the position was decided.

Yet the outcome was already clear. Rumours came from all sides

that the workers were getting the upper hand. Groups of Cadets were

fighting on but they were cut off from each other and from their

command.
The Sivtsev district was bjeld by soldiers’ units who were pressing

on towards the centre. Soldiers from the German front and young
working boys sat" in a trench they had dug down the side street;

they were already getting to know the people who lived in the street

and joked with those who came and stood outside their gsitik There
was beginning to be a little movement in this part of the town. «

Gordon and Nikolay Nikolayevich, who had got stuck at the

Zhivagos’, were released from their three days’ captivity^ Yury had
been glad of their presence during Sasha’s illness and Tonya forgave

thein for adding to the general disorder. But they had felt obliged
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to repay the kindness of their hosts by entertaining thism with eeaselcss

chatter; Vury felt eichaustea by it and was glad to see them go.

• 8
•

They received a message that their ^csts had got home safely but that

it was too early to spea^ of the town being at peace. Fighting was still

going on in places and several districts wese j^till closed. Yury could

pot go to the hjDspttal. ]^e missed his work and the research notes

and the manuscript which he had left in the drawer of the staff-room

• desk.

Only within their own small neighlfourhood did people come out

in the morning and walk a short distance to buy bread or to stand in

a crowd round some lucky stranger with ^ bottle of milk, asking him
where he had got it.

•Now and then the firing sfarted up again all over the town. It

was believed that the two sides were negotiating and that t|ip gun fire

died down or increased according to whether the negotiations looked

like succeeding or failing.

One evening in late Oefober (according to the old calendar) Yury
went, without any particular necessity, to call on one of his colleagues.

The street was almost empty ;
he met hardly anyone on his way. He

walked quickly. The first thin powdery snow was coming down,
scattered by a rising wind.

^ ,

He had turned down so many side streets that he had almost lost

count of them when the snow thickened and the wind turned into a

blizzard, the kind of blizzard that whistles in a field, bUinketing it with

snow, but which, in town, buffets about at its wits’ end as if it had lost

its way.

There was something in common between events in the moral and
the physical world, between disturbances near and far, on earth and

in the sky. Here and there came volleys from islands of half-broken

resistance. Bubbles of dying fires rose and broke on the skyline. And
the snow too bubbled and funnelled in the wind add smoked on the .

wet stones under Yury’s feet.
*

A ne^boy running with a thick batch of freshly printed papers

under 4iis arm and shouting ‘All the latest!’ overtook him at one of

the crossroads.

‘Keep the change,* said Yury. The boy peeled a damp sheet off

the batch, thrust it into his hand and vanished in the snowstorm.

Yury stopped under a street light to read the headlines. I'he
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paper was a late extra, printed on one s^e only; it gave the official

announcement from Petersburg that a Soviet of People’s Commissars
had been formed and that Soviet power and the Dictatorship of the

Proletariat were established in Russia. There followed the first

decrees of the new government and various brief news itenfi received

by telegraph and telephone.’ r r •

The blizzard slashed at Yury’s eyes and covered the printed page
with a grey, rustling, snowy gruel, but it was 'hot the snowstorm that

prevented Yury from reading. He was shaken and overwhelmed by
the greatness of the moment and the thought of its, significance for.

centuries to come.

Since he had to go on reading all the same, he looked round for a •

better lit and more sheltered ’spot. He found that he was standing

once again at the bewitched crossroads of Silver and Silent Streets,

in front of a tall, fiye-storey' building with a glass-fronted door and a

spacious, well-lit hall.*
, ^

He went in and stood under the ceiling light, reading the news?

Footsteps sounded above him. Someone came slowly half-way

down thef stairs, stopped as if hesitating, then turned and ran up again

to the first-floor landing. A door opened somewhere and two voices

welled out, sp distorted by cdhoes that it vfas impossible to tell if men
or women were speaking. Then the door banged and the same steps

ran down, this time resolutely.

Yury was absorbed in his paper and had not meant to look up,

but the stranger stopped so suddenly at the foot of the stairs that he

raised his head.

Before him stood a boy of about eighteen, in a reindeer cap and

a stiff reindeerccoac worn as in Siberia, fur-side out. He was dark

and had narrow Kirghiz eyes. His face had something aristocratic

about it, the fugitive spark and reticent delicacy which give an im-

pression of remoteness and are sometimes found in people of a complex,

mixed parentage.

The boy seemed to mistake Yury for someone else. He looked at

him, puzzled and shy, as #f he knew him but could not make up his

mind to speak. Tfo put an end to the misunderstanding Yury measured

him with a cold, discouraging glance.

The boy tuincd away, confused, and went to the entranft. There

he stopped and looked back once again before going out and bhnging

the heavy glass door shut behind him.

Yury left a few minutes after him. His mind was fiillcof the news

;

he forgot not only the boy but the colleague he had meant to visit and

turned*straight for home. But he was distracted on the way by another
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incident ; it was one of tho^ details of everyday life which assumed
an inordinate importance in those days.

Not ^ from his house he stumbled in the dark over a pile of
limber. Vrhere was a state institution of some sort in the street, and
the timbef, which looked like a dismantled wooden house from the

outskirts of the town, must l|ave ^Jeeh supplied to it for fuel. Not
all of it would go into the yard and the rest had been left on the kerb.

A sentry with a rifle was*on duty by this mountain of logs ; he paced up
and down the yard and occasionally looked»outside the^gate.

. Without thi^kin’^ twieg, Yury took advantage of a moment when
the watchman’s back was turned and the wind had raised a cloud of

•snow into the air to creep up on the dark side, avoiding the lamplight,

carefully loosen a beam from the very* bottom and pull it out; he
loaded it with difficulty on his back and, immediately ceasing to feci

its weight (your own load is not a burden), crept off, hugging the

shallow of the walls, and brought the wood safely home.
•Its arrival was timely

;
they had run out of firewood. The beam

was chopped up, the logs w^ere stacked, Yury lit the stove ai>^ squatted

in front of it in silence, while Alexander Alexandrovich moved up his

armchair and sat warming himself.

Yury took the broadshlet out of thd side pocket of J;iis coat and
held it out to him

;

‘Seen this ? It’s quite something. Have a look.’

Still squatting on his heels and poking the lo.gs, he talked to himself.

‘What splendid surgery! you take a,knife and you cut out all

the old stinking sores. Quite simply, without any nonsense, you take

the old monster of injustice which has been accustomed for centuries

to being bowed and scraped and curtseyed to, and you sentence it to

death.

‘This fearlessness, this way of seeing the thing through to the end,

has a familiar national look about it. It has something of Pushkin’s

blazing directness and of Tolstoy’s bold attachment to the facts.’

‘Pushkin you said? Wait a second. ,Let me finish. I can’t read

and listen at the same time,’ broke in Alexander Alexandrovich under

the mistaken impression that Yury was addressing hifti.

‘And the real stroke of genius is this.—Suppose you told someone

to go andfereate a new world, to start a new era—they would ask you

first t<fclear a space. They would wait for the old centuries to finish

before they started to build the new one, they’d want to see a balance

sheet, a round figure, a clean page.

‘But here, they don’t bother with anything like that
—“Here it is.

1 ake it or leave it” This new thing, this marvel of history, this
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revelation is exploded right into the very thick of daily life without the

slightest consideration for its course. It cioesn’t start at the beginningi

it starts in the middle, without any specified delays, simply on the first

week-day that comes along, right in the middle ofthe rush hour. That’s

real genius. Only real greatness can be sd misplaced and so wtiinely.’

Winter came, just the kind of winter that Jiad betn foretold. It was
not as terrifying as the two winters that followed it but it was already

of the same sort, dark, hungry and cold, spent in watching the destruc-
,

tion of all that was familiar arfd the changing of all the foundations of

life, and in inhuman efforts to keep hold of life as it slipped out of your

grasp.

There were three'of them, one after the other, three such terrible

winters ; and not all that now seems fo have happened in the winter

of 1917 tp 1918 really happened then—some of it may have been*

later. These three winters which iCpUowed one another have now
merged into one and it is difficult to tell them <aipart.

The old life and the new ways did nof yet interlock. They were

not as yet at daggers drawn, as when the civil war broke out a year

later, but neither did they have enough connection with each other.

They were like two parts of a puzzle put down side by side and which
could not be made to fit. ^

Everywhere there were new elections : for the running of housing,

trade, industry and municipal services. Commissars were being ap-

pointed to each, men in black leather jerkins, with unlimited powers

and an iron will, armed with means of intimidation and revolver,

who shaved little and slept less.

They knew the slinking bourgeois breed, the average holders of

cheap government stocks, and they spoke to them without the slightest

pity and with Mephistophelean smiles, as to petty thieves caught in

the act. «

These were tfie people who reorganised everything in accordance

with the plan, and company after company, enterprise after enterprise

became bolshevised. •
The Hospital of the Holy Cross was now known as the Second

Reformed. Many things had changed in it. Part of the staffhad been

dismissed and others had resigned because they did not :gnd the work
sufficiently rewarding. These were doctors with a fashionable practice

and high fees, great talkers and darlings of society, who left out of self-
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interest but claimed that they had made a civic gesture of protest and
looked down on thole who had stayed on. Zhivago had stayed.

In tl|C evenings he and Tonya had conversations of this sort

:

‘DoiN forget Wednesday, at the Doctors’ Union, they’ll have two
sacks of frozen potatoes for*us in the basement. I’ll let you know
what time I can get away. JVe’U^aVe fo go together and take the

sledge.’

‘All right, darling, there’s plenty of time. Why don’t you go to

bed now ? It’s so late. I wish you’d rest, you^can’t doleverything.’

‘There’s an epidemic on. Exhaustion lowera resistance to disease.

You and Father look terrible. We must do something. If only I

• knew what. We don’t take enough care of ourselves. Listen, Tonya.
You aren’t asleep ?’ •

‘No.’

‘I’m not worried about myself, I’ve got nine lives, but if by any
chapee I should get ill, you will be sensible, won’t you, you mustn’t

keftp me at home. Get me intd the4iospital at once.’

‘Don’t talk like that, darling. Pray God you’ll keep \^1. Any-
way, we’ll cross our bridges whea we come to them.’ •

' ‘Remembc?:, there* aren’t any honest people left, or any friends.

Still less any people who 4cnow their faaisiness. If anything should

happen, don’t trust anyone except Pichuzhkin. That’s if he’s still

there, of course. You aren’t asleep?’

‘No.’

‘The pay wasn’t good enough, so off they went, now it turns out

they had principles and civic sentiments. You meet them in the

street, they hardly shake hands, just raise an eyebrow: “So you’re

working for ihemV ^—“I am,” I said, “and may it nqj; displease you,

I am proud of our privations and I respect those who honour us by

imposing them on us.” -

lO

Most people’s meals consisted of boiled mijlet and fish soup made of

herring heads, followed by the rest of the herring aspa second course

;

there was also gruel made by boiling wheat or rye. This was to be

the stapl<?food of the majority for a long time to come.

A Woman professor, who was a friend of Tonya’s, taught her to

bake bread in their Dutch stove. The idea was to sell some of the

bread and sa cover the cost of heating the big stove as in the old days,

instead of using the metal cooker which continued to smoke and gave

hardly any heat.
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Tonya’s bread was good but nothing ^ame ofher commercial plans.

They had to go back to the wretched cooker. They were in a verf
bad way indeed. i

One morning, after Yury had gone to work, Tonya pat on her
shabby winter coat—she was so run down that she shiver^ in it even
in warm weather—and wen\ out ‘/luntitig*. There were only two logs

left.

She wandered aboijt the alleys in the neighbourhood where you
could sometimes catch a* peasant from one of the villages outside

Moscow selling veget&bles and potatoes. In the rnaii^ streets, peasants
with loads were liable to be arrested.

Soon she found whai-^the^was looking for. An enormous young*
man in a peasant’s coat wicked back with her, pulling a sledge which
looked as light as a toy, atid’ followed her cautiously into the yard.

Covered up by .sacking mside the sledge was a load of birch logs

no thicker than the balusters of an gid-lkshioncd country housf in

a 19th-century photograph. Tonya knew their worth : birch onl/ in

name, th*wood was of the poorest sort and too freshly cut to be suit-

able for Burning. But as there was n8 choice, it was pointless to argue.

The young man carried five or six armload^up to .the living-room
and took in exchange Tonya’s small cupboard with looking-glass

doors. He carried it down and packed it in his sledge to take away
as a present for his wife. Hinting at a future deal in potatoes, he
asked the price of the piano.

When Yury came home he said nothing about Tonya’s purchase.
It would have been more sensible to chop up the cupboard, but they
could never have brought themselves to do it.

‘There’s a note for you on the table, did you see it?’ asked Tonya.
‘The one sent on from the hospital? Yes, I’ve had the message

already. It’s a sick call. I’ll certainly go. I’ll just have a rest and
go. But it’s pretty far. It’s somewhere near the Triumphal Arch.
I’ve got the address.’

‘ Have you seen the fee they are offering you ? You’d better read
it. A bottle of German cognac or a pair of stockings ! What sort of
people are they, do you imagine ? They don’t seem to have any idea
of how we live nowadays. Nomeaux riches^ I suppose.’

‘Yes, that’s certainly from a supplier.’
^

Suppliers, or concessionnaires or agents, were the names ^ven to
small private entrepreneurs who got government contracts for supply-
ing various goods. The state had abolished private trade but it gave
them certain facilities at moments of economic crisis.

They were not former men of substance or dismissed heads of old
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flrm^such^people did not r^over from the blow they liad received.

They were a new category of business men, people without roots who
had been dredged up from the bottom by the war and the revolution.

' Yury\ad a drink of hot water and saccharine whitened with milk
and went 6ff to see his patient.

Deep snow Covered the stroet from Wif to wall, in places up to the

level of the ground-floor windows. Silent half-dead shadows moved
all over this expanse, cartying a little food or puling it along on sledges.

There was almost no other traffic.
• *

Old shop sigijs sfill hung here and there. THty were unconnected
with the small co-operatives below them. These shops were all empty
•and locked, their windows barred or boarded up.

The reason they were locked and empty was not only that there

were no goods but that the reorganisation of all sides of life, including

trade, had so far remained largely on paper and had not yet affected

such trifling details as these bo2y:*dcd-up shops*.

•ir

Yury found the house at the end of Brest*Strcet, near the^Tver Gate.

It was an old brick barrack of a house built round a courtyard

and with covered wooden stairs running up the courtyard walls.

That day the tenants were at their general meeting, which had
been fixed well in advance and was attended by a woman delegate

from the Borough Soviet, when a military commission turned up to

check arms licences and to search for unlicensed weapons. The lodgers

had to go back to their flats and await their turn, but die head of the

commission asked the delegate of the Borough Soviet not to go away,

as the search would not take long and the meeting could be resumed
afterwards.

When Yury ariivcd, the commission had indeed almost finished,

but the flat to which he was going had net yet been searched. Yury
was stopped on the landing by a soldier wirh a rifle, but the head of

the commission heard them arguing and ordered Uic search to be

put olT tindl after the doctor had examined his patient.

The door was opened by the master of the house, a polite young

man wfth a pale olive complexion and dark melancholy eyes. He was

agitated by a number of things—his wife’s illness, the impending

search, and hb profound reverence for medical science and its repre-

sentatives.

To save the doctor time and trouble he wished to give him a
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brief summary of the case, but his very,, haste made his^^tpeech long

and disconnected. *

What the doctor saw was a mixture of luxury flat and bargain

basement ; most of the furniture had been bought in a himry an
investment against rapid inflation, and consisted of brokeh-up suites

and unrelated single objects originally intended for pairs.

The young man thought his wife’s illness had been caused by
nervous shock. He e^^olained with many digressions that they had
recently bought an antique chiming clock. Its mechanism was past

repair and they had bought it for a song merely ,as a remarkable

example of the clock-maker’s art (he took the doctor into the next room
to see it). And all at once the clock, which had not been wound for«

years, started of itself, played its complicated minuet of chimes and
stopped. His wife was terrified, the young man said, she was con-

vinced that her last.hour had struck, and now there she t\ras, delirious

;

she did not recognise hjm and she neither ate nor drank. r

‘So you think it’s nervous shock,* Yury said doubtfully. ‘Could

I see her^ ’*

They went into another room wlfich had a porcelain ceiling lamp,

a wide double bed and two mahogany bedside*tables. A small woman
with big black eyes lay on the edge of the bed, the eiderdown pulled

up over her chin. When she saw them, she freed one arm from under

the bedclothes and waved them back, the loose sleeve of her dressing-

gown falling back to her armpit. Then, as if she were alone in the

room, she began to sing something sad in a low voice, which upset

her so much that she cried, whimpering like a child and begging to

‘go home*. When Yury came up to the bed she turned her back on

him and rcfiisdd to let him touch her.

‘ I ought to examine her,* said Yury, ‘ but it doesn’t really matter.

It’s quite clear that she’s got typhus—^rather badly at that, poor thing

;

she must be feeling pretty wretched. My advice to you is, put her in

a hospital. I know you’d see to it that she had everything she needed

at home, but it’s most important that she should have constant medical

supervision in tl^e first fe^ weeks. Could you get hold of any sort of

transport—a cab or even a cart? Of course she’ll have to be well

wrapped up. I’ll give you an admission order,’

‘I’ll try, but wait a moment. Can it really be that? What a
dreadful thing !

’ **

‘I’m afraid so.*

‘Look, I know I’ll lose her if I let her go—couldn’t you possibly

look after her here ? Come as often as you possibly can—I’d be oidy

too happy to pay you anything you like.*
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*
I am IVe told you : what she needs is constant supervision.

Do as I say. I rea^y am advising you for her good.—Now, do your
danmedpt to get hold of a cab and I’ll write out the order. I’d

better it in your house-committee room. The order has to have
the housc^stamp on it, and diere are a few other formalities.’

* 12

.One by one, the itenants^ muffled up in shawjs and fur coats, had
returned to the unheated basement which had once been a warehouse

. for eggs and was now used by the house committee as its board room.
An*office desk and several chairs st6od at one end of it. As there

were not enough chairs, old empty woodea egg crates, turned upside-

down, had been placed in a row to form*a bench. A pile of them as

high as tlie ceiling towered at the far end of the* room. In a comer
tllfere was a heap of shavings stuck into lumpS with frozen yolk which
had dripped from broken eggs. Rats bustled .noisily inside the heap,

making an occasional sortie in^o the middle of the stone Jloor and
darting back.

,
.• •

Each time this happer^d a fat woman tenant climbed, squealing,

on to a crate ; daintily holding up her skirt and drumining with the

heels of her fashionable boots, she shouted in a deliberately hoarse tipsy

voice

:

‘Olya, Olya, you’ve got rats all over^thc place. Get away, you

filthy brutes. Ai-ai-ai ! look at them, they understand, the honors,

look at how they snap their wricked teeth. Ai-ai-ai ! it’s trying to

climb up, it’ll get under my skirt, I’m so frightened
! ^

Look the other

way, gentlemen. Sorry, I forgot, you’re comrade citizens nowadays,

not gentlemen.’

Her astrakhan cape hung open over the three quaking layers of

her double chin and rich, silk-swathed bosom and stomach. She had

once been the belle of her circle of smajl tradesmen and shop clerks,

but now her small pig eyes were hardly ryore than slits between her

swollen eyelids. A rival had once tried to splash I^r with vitriol but

had missed, and only a drop or two had ploughed traces, so slight as

to be alilfost becoming, on her cheek and at one corner of her mouth.

‘Stop yelling, Khrapugina. How can we get on with our work ?’

said the woman delegate of the Borough Council, wdio had been elected

chairman and was sitting behind the desk.

The delegate had known the bouse and many of the lodgers all

her life. Before the meeting she had had an unollicial talk with Aunt
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Fatima, the caretaker, who had once lived with her 'l^bahd and
children in a comer of the filthy basement, but w)f]io now had only her

daughter with her and had been moved into two light roonu on the

first floor. f
*Well, Fatima, how are things going?’ the delegate had> asked.

Fatima complained thatishe could npt cope with such a big house

and so many lodgers all by herselif and that she got no help because,

although each family was supposed to take it in turn to clean the

stairs and the door step^, pot one of them did it.

‘Don’t worry, Fatima, we’ll show then}. Wkat kind of a house^

committee is this anyway ? They’re hopeless. Criminal elements are

given shelter, people of doubtful morals stay on unregistered. We’ll
,

get rid of them and elect andthcr. I’ll make you house-manageress,

only don’t make a fuss.’

Aunt Fatima begged to be let oflT, but the delegate refused to listen.

Looking round Ihe room and deciding that enough people were

present, she called for Silence and opf,ned the meeting with a shert

introductory speech. She condemned the slackness of the house com-'

mittee, proposed that candidates shoi^d be put up for the election of a

new one and went on to other business.

In conclusion she said casually :
*

‘So that’s how it is, comrades. Frankly speaking, this is a big

house, it’s suitable for a hostel. Look at all the delegates who come
to town to attend conferences, and we don’t know where to put them.

It’s been decided to take over the building for a Borough Council hostel

for visitors from the country and to call it the Tiverzin Hostel, in

honour of Comrade I’iverzin who lived here before he was deported, as

everyone knows. No objcctiona ? Now as to dates. There’s no hurry,

you’ve got a whole year. Working people will be rehoused, others must

find accommodation for themselves and are given a year’s notice.’

‘We’re all working people ! Every one of us ! We’re all workers,’

people shouted from every side, and one voice sobbed out: ‘It’s

Great-Russian chauvinism! ^All the nations are equal now! I know
what you’re hinting at.’

,

‘Not all at once, please. Who am I to answer first? What have
nations got to do with it. Citizen Valdyrkin? Look at Khrapugina,
you can’t think there’s a question of nationality involved ir^her case,

and we are certainly evicting her.’ •

‘You are, are you! Just you try and evict me, we’ll see about
that! You crushed sofa! You crumpled bedsheet!’ .Khrapugina
screamed, calling the delegate by every idiotic name she could think

of in the heat of the quarrel.
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stie-devil !’ Aunt Fatima was indignant.
* Haven’t you smy

I

*

* Don’t you meddle, Fatima, I can look after myself,’ said the

delegat^ *Stop it, Khrapugina, 1 know all about you. Shut up, I

tell you, br Fll hand you over to the authorities at once, before they

catch you ihaking vodka and^keeping^a thieves’ den.*

The uproar was at its height when Yury came into the room. He
asked the first person be could get to listen if he could see a member
of the house committee ; the other held up iAis hands* like a trumpet
.in front of his moufh and ^shouted above the noise:

*Ga-li-ull-li-na ! You’re wanted.*

Yury could not believe his cars. A thin elderly woman with a
slight %toop—Aunt Fatima—came up *10 him

;
her face would have

been enough to tell him that she was Galiullin’s mother. He did not,

however, identify himself at once, but said :

^‘One ofyour lodgers has got typhus’ (he told her the name). ‘There

SLfe various precautions that hdvc ta be taken* to prevent it spreading.

And another thing, the patient has to be taken to the hj>spital. I’ll

make out an admission order
; sthe house committee has t(^ stamp it.

How and whe/e can,we do that ?’

She thought he meant,•‘How is the patient to get to the hospital ?*

and replied : ‘I’hcre’s a cab coming from the Borougfi Gouncil for

Comrade Demina, that’s the delegate. She’s very kind. Comrade
Demina, I’ll tell her, she’s sure to let your patient have the cab.

Don’t worry, Comrade Doctor, we’ll get there all right.’

‘That’s wonderful. Actually I only meant where could I write

out tlie order. But if there’s a cab as w^cll . . . May I ask you, are

you the mother of Lieutenant Galiullin ? We were ^n the same unit

at the front.’

Galiullina started violently and gicw pale. She caught hold of

Yury’s hand : ‘Come outside. We’ll talk in the yard.’

As soon as they were outside the door she said quickly: ‘Talk

softly, for God’s sake. Don’t ruin mc.^ Yusupka’s taken the wrong
road. Judge for yourself—what is he? , He was an apprentice, a

worker. He ought to understand—simple people ifre much better off

now, a blind man can see that, nobody can deny it. I don’t know what
you feel fourself, maybe it would be all right for you, but it’s a sin for

Yusuf>ka, God forgive him. Yusupka’s father was a private, he was
killed

;
they say his face was shot off, and his arms and legs.’

Her voice shook; she waited till she was more calm, then she

went on

:

‘Come. I’ll get you the cab. I know who you arc. He was
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here for a couple of days. He told me. He said yo6 J^new Lara
Guishar. She was a good girl, I remember her, sljie used lb come and
see us. What she’s like now, I don’t know—^who can tell with you

people ? It’s natural for gentry to stick together. But for ^'usupka

it’s a sin. Come, let’s ask for the cab. i’m sure Comrade Demina
will let you have it. You knorv who pomrade Demina is? She’s

Olya Demina, a seamstress she was, worked for Lara’s Mama, that’s

who she is, and she’s from here too. From this very house. Come
along.’ 0 ^

,

It was quite dark. The darkness was all round them. Only tht small

round patch of light from Demina’s pocket torch jumped from snow-

drift to snow-drift four or five* paces ahead, confusing them rather than

lighting their way. The darkness was all around them, and they had

left behind them the house where cso ninny people had known Lara,

where she had often come* as a girl and where, they said, Antipov, her '

husband, ^ad grown up.

‘Will you really find your way without a torch, Comrade Doctor ?*

Demina was playfully patronising. ‘If not,* I’ll lend you mine. It’s a

fact, you know, I had a real crush on her when we were little girls.

They had a dressmaking establishment. I was an apprentice in the

workshop. I’ve seen her tliis year. She stopped on her way through

Moscow. I said : “Where are you off to, silly? Stay here. Come
and live with us. Wc’ll find you a job,*’ But it wasn’t any good, she

wouldn’t. Well, it’s her business. She married Pasha with her head,

not with her heart
;

she’s been daft ever since. Off she went.’

‘What do you think of her?’

‘Mind—it’s slippery. I don’t know how many times I’ve told

them not to throw the slops out of the door—might as well talk to a

wall.—^What do I think of her ? How do you mean, tliink ? What
should I think ? I haven’t any time to think.—Here’s where I live.

—

One tiling I didn’t tell her—her brother, who was in the army, I think

they’ve shot him. ^As for her mother, my mistress she used to be—I’ll

see that she’s all right. Well, I’ve got to go in—^good-bye.’

So they parted. The light of Demina’s little torch shof^into the

narrow stone entrance and ran on, lighting up the stained walb and

ihe dirty stairs while Yury was left surrounded by the darkness. On
liis right lay Garden Triumph Street*, on his left Garden Coach Street*.

» Garden Triumph Street : Sadovaya Triumfalnaya.
* Gai'den Coach Street ; Sadova^ Karcinaya.
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Running iik<? the black snowy distance, they were no longer streets

but cuttingsiin the jjingle of^stone buildings, like cuttings through the
dense fofests of Siberia or the Urals.

At hln^e it was light and warm.
‘Why'are you so late ?*• asked Tonya. ‘An extraordinary thing

happened whUe you were oijt,* she weij;t on before he could reply.

‘Really quite unaccountable.—^Yesterday . Father broke the alarm
clock—I forgot to tell

I
you—he was terribly upset, it was the only

clock in the house that worked. He tried tp xftend it, he tinkered and
.tinkered with it, bu^iit was no good. The clock-njakcr round the corner
wanted a ridiculous price—three pounds of bread. I didn’t know

^ what to do and Father was completely in the dumps. Well, about an
hour a|fO—can you believe it?—there ^as a sudden ringing—such a
piercing, deafening noise, we were all frightened out of our wits ! It

was the alarm clock ! Can you imagine such a thing ! It had started

up again, all by itself.*

• ‘My typhus hour has stniA,’ laughed Yury. He told her about
his typhus patient and the chiming clock. *

• 14 *

But Yury did not get typhus until much later. In the meantime the

Zhivagos were tried to the limits of endurance. They had nothing

and they were starving. Yury went to see the party member he had
once saved, the one who had Been the victim of a robbery. This man
helped him so far as he could, but the civil war was beginning and

he was hardly ever in Moscow ;
besides, he regarded the privations

people were suffering in those days as only natural, and himself went

hungry, though he concealed it.

Yury tried the couple in the house in Brest Street—his former

typhus patient and her husband, the ‘supplier*—but in the intervening

months the young man had disappeared and nothing was known about

his wife either. Galiullina was out wfien Yury called, most of tlie

lodgers were new, and Demina was at the front.

One day he received an allocation of logs at the official price.

He had t6 fetch them from the Vindava Station. Walking home along

the endless stretches of Meshchanskaya Street *—keeping an eye on the

driver of the cart loaded with his unexpected treasure—he noticed that

the street Iqpked quite different ;
he found that he was swaying from

side to side, his legs were refusing to carry him .
‘ This is it,* he thought,

< Meshchanskaya : Bourgeois Street.
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‘rm dohe for, it’s typhus.* The driver picked him up Ivhen^hfe fell

down and slung him on lop of the logs, x ury ncjr^er knew how he got

home.

15

He was delirious at intervals for almost a fortnight. He dreamed that

Tonya had put two streets on his writing-tab)e» Garden Coach Street

on his left and Garden^ Triumph Street on his right, and had lit the

table lamp; its war^ orange glow lit up the streets and now he

could write. So he was writing.
'

He was writing what he should have written long ago and had,

always wished to write, but nwver could. Now it came to hiin quite

easily, he wrote eagerly and said exactly what he wanted to say.

Only now and then a boy got in his way, a boy with narrow Kirghiz

eyes, in an unbuttoned reindeer coat worn fur-side out, as in the Urals

or Siberia. * •

He knew for certain that this boy was the spirit of his death or, to*

put it qujte plainly, that he was his fleath. Yet how could he be his

death if he was helping him to write a poem?. How could death be

useful, how was it possible for death to be •a help ?

The subject of his poem was neither the entombment nor the

resurrection but the days between; the title was ‘Turmoil*.

He had always wanted to describe how for three days the black,

raging, worm-filled earth had assailed the deathless incarnation of

love, storming it with rocks and rubble—as waves fly and leap at a

sea coast, cover and submerge it—how for three days the black hur-

ricane of earth raged, advancing and retreating.

Two lines kept coming into his head

:

‘We are glad to be near you.*

and
‘Time to wake up.*

Near him, touching him, ‘were hell, corruption, dissolution, death;
yet equally near him were the spring and Mary Magdalene and life.

—

And it was time to awake. Time to awake and to get up. Tl imc to

arise, time for the resunection.

i

iG

He began to get better. At first he took everything for granted like a
haJi-wit. He remembered nothing, he could see no connection between
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thing a^^another and was not surprised at anything. His wife

fed him on white brgad and*butter and sugared tea; she gave him
coffee. He had forgotten that such things did not exist and he enjoyed

their tasteJike poetry or like fairy tales, as something right and proper

for a convalescent. Soon, however, he began to think and wonder.

‘How did yau get all this he a^ked Xonya.
‘Your Granya got it for us.*

‘What Granya?’ |

‘Granya Zhivago.’ >
' >

. ‘Granya Zhivago?’
,

‘Well yes, your brother Yevgraf, from Tomsk. Your half-brother.

JHc came every day while you were ill.’

‘Do& he wear a reindeer coat?’

‘That’s right. So you did see him. You were unconscious nearly

all the time. He said he had run into you on the stairs in some house

or cjthcr. He knew you—he meant to speak to you, but apparently

yotf frightened him to death ! He worships ydu, he reads every word
you write. The things he got for us! RicC, currants,' sugar 1 He’s

gone back now. He wants us to go there too. He’s a strange boy,

he’s a bit eniguiatic. think he must have some sort of connection

with the government. He •says wc ought to go away for a year or

two, get away from the big towns, “go back to the land” for a time, he

says. I thought of the Krueger place. I asked him what he thought,

and he said it was a very good idea. We c^uld grow vegetables and
there’s the forest all round. There isn’t apy^point in dying without

a struggle, like sheep.’

In April that year Zhivago set out with his w'hole family for the

former Varykino estate, near the town of Yuryatin, fjtr away in the

Urals.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The Journey

I
T was the end of March. As usual the lar t few days of this m6nth
were the fii'st warm days of the year, a false spring to be followed

by a much colder spell.

The Zhivagos were getting ready to leave. To disguise the reason

for the bustle, they told the tenants who now swarmed like sparrows in

the house that the flat was b6ing spring-cleaned for Easter.

Yury was against the journey. He had so far thought that it

would come to nothing and bad therefore made only tentative objec-

tions, but the time had evidently come for him to say what he rpally

thought.

He did this at a faihily council made up of himself, Tonya and

her father. ‘Do you think I’m wreng?’ he asked them at the end.

‘Do you still insist on going?’ '
.

‘You sa^jj that we must nianage as besi we can for the next couple

of years,’ said Tonya, ‘until the new system of land tenure is estab-

lished and we can get a plot to grow vegetables outside Moscow. But

how are we to last out until then? That’s the really interesting point

and you haven’t told us.’
,

‘It’s sheer madness,’ her father backed her up.

‘All right,’ Yury gave in. ‘What bothers me is the complete

uncertainty. We are going blindfold, into the blue, to a place we
know nothing about. Of the three people who lived in Varykino,

Mother and Grandmother are dead and Grandfather is being held

as a hostage, that is if he is still alive.

‘You know he made some sort of a deal in the last year of the

war, sold the forests and the factories or else put the title-deeds in

the name of someone else* a bank or a private person, I don’t know.

In fact we don’i know anything. Who does the estate belong to

now ? I don’t mean whose property is it, I don’t care a damn, but

who is responsible for it? Who runs it? Is the timber liieing cut?

Are the factories working ? And, above all, who is in power in that

part of the country, or rather, who will be by the time we get

there ?

‘You are relying on Mikulitsin, the old manager, to sec us through,

but who is to tell us if he is still there ? Or even if he is still alive ?

xgq
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Anyway, whal do you know ^out him except his name—and that

we only remember boiause Grandfather had such difficulty in pro-
nouncing it.

•Howev^, I don’t want to go on raising difficulties. You have
made up your, minds and I’ve agreed. There is no point in putting

it off. We must just find out exactly^what lone does about travelling

nowadays.’

Yury went to the Yaroslavsky Station to find out.

• Endless queues of passengers moved across the halls along gangways
between wooden handrails. Below them, lying on the stone floors,

were people in grey army coats, who coughed, spat, rolled over and
spoke in unexpectedly loud voices, miscalculating the amplifying echo
of thCttvaults.

Tliey were mostly typhus patients whom the overcrowded hospitals

often discharged the day after the crisis. Yury, as a doctor, hid often

had to do this himself, but he had no idea that there could*’ be so

•many of these unfortunalfis or that they were forced to seek refuge in

railway stations.

‘You must get a priority,’ a porter in a white apron told him.

‘Then you must come every day to ask if there is a train. Trains are

as rare as gold nowadays, it’s a question of luck. And, of course’

(he rubbed his two fingers with h’s thumb) ‘su little flour or something

. . . Wheels don’t run without oil, you know, and what’s more’
(he tapped his Adam’s apple) ‘you won’t get far without a little

vodka.* >

About that time Alexander Alexandrovich was called in several times

to act as consultant to the Higher EconomiciCounciJ, and Yury to treat

a member of the government who was dangerously ill. They were

both paid in what was then the highest currency, chitS on the first of

the newly introduced closed-consumer shops.

The shop was an old army warehouse next to the Monastery of

St. Simoh. The doctor and the professor went through the monastery

and the barrack-yard and straight through a low stone door into a

vaulted cellar. It sloped down and widened at its further end, where

a counter ran across from wall to wall ; behind it stood an attendant,

weighing, measuring and handing out goods with calm unhurried

G • I9I
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movements, crossing off the items on lys list with broacroencil strokes,

and occasionally replenishing his stock from ihfi back cf the store.

There were not many customers and it soon came to their turn.

‘Containers,’ said the storekeeper, glancing at the chite/ The pro-

fessor and the doctor held out several pillow-cases, bom large and
small, and, with bulging’ eyds, ;vatchcd them being* filled with flour,

cereals, macaroni, sugar, fats, soap, matches and paper packets which
were found later to contain Caucasian chee^.

Overwhelmed by the storekeeper’s generosity and anxious not to,

waste his time, they hurriedly stuffed their I5’un(;lles into big sacks

and slung them over their shoulders.

'I'hey came out of the vault intoxicated, not by the mere thought

of food, but by the consciousness that they too w^ere of use in the

world and did not live in vain, and had deserved the praise and thanks

which Tonya would show'er on them at home.

While the men disappeared for whole days Into government offices,*

chasing travel documents or registering the flat, so that they should

be able to come back to it on their return to Moscow, Tonya sorted

the family belongings.

Walking up and down the three rooms now officially assigned to

the Zhivagos, she weighed even the smallest article twenty times in

her hand with a preoccupied air before deciding whether to put it

into the pile of things they were taking with them. Only a small

part of their> luggage was intended for their personal use, the rest

would serve as currency on the way and in the first wrecks after their

arrival.

The spring breeze came in through the open window, tasting

faintly of new'ly cut w'hite bread. Cocks were crowing and children

playing and shouting in the yard. The more the room was aired,

the more noticeable became the smell of mothballs from the open
trunks in which their winter clothes had been packed.

The choice of things to be taken or left behind was dictated by
an elaborate theory, based on the observations of those Who had left

earlier and communicated by them to their friends at hoiiie. Re-
duced to a few simple, all-important rules, it guided Tonya’s actions,

almost as if a secret voice coming from outside the window with the

squeals of children and the chirruping of sparrows, were whispering

instructions to her.
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•Lengths pr dresses/ said .the voice, ‘but luggage is checked on
tlie way, so tAis is daligerous, unless they are tacked up to look like

clothes. Materials of all kinds, clothes, preferably coats if not too

worn. No \trunks or baskets ^thcrc won’t be any porters)
; be sure

to take nothing useless and tic up everything in bundles small enough
for a woman or*a child to can^. Salt indP tobacco have been found

very useful, but risky. Money in kerenkas*. Documents arc the

hardest thing to carry saftly.’ And so on and so on.

5

On the day before tliey loft there was a snowstorm. Grey clouds of

spinning snow flew up into .the sky, came back to earth as a white

whirlwind and blew away into the dark distance of the street, shrouding

it in ivhite.

All the luggage was packed. Y'hc flat, with such things ^ remained
in it, was being left in the care of an elderly couple ; thoj/ were a

former shop assistant and his wife* relations of Yegorovna’s w^io lived

’ in Moscow and ‘who, las*t winter, had helped Tonya to trade clothes

and furniture for potatoes and logs. •

(Markcl could not be trusted. At the militia post which he had
selected as his political club he did not actually say that his former

masters sucked his blood, but he accused them, instead, of having

kept him in ignorance all these years and doliberately concealed from

him that the world is derived from the apes.)

Tonya look the couple on a final survey of the house, fitting keys

to locks, opening and shutting drawers and cupboards and thinking

of last-minute instructions.

The chairs and tables had been pushed against the walls, the

curtains taken down, and there was a pile of bundles in the corner.

The rooms, bare, stripped of their winter comfort and watched

through the bare windows by the storm,* reminded each of them of

past sorrows. Yury thought of his mother’® death, and Tonya and
Alexander Alexandrovich of the death and funeral of Anna. They
felt unreas(jjnably as if it were their last night in the house and they

were never to see it again, and although, to avoid distressing one

another, they did not speak of their foreboding, it saddened them and
they struggled with tears as they looked back over their life under this

roof.
*

In spite of all this, Tonya did her best to keep up appearances by
* Paper money iniroduced by the Kerensky Government,
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carrying on an endless conversation vjfth the caretakers wife. She
exaggerated in her mind the favour which the 4ouple were doing her

and, anxious not to seem ungrateful, kept apologising, going next

door and coming back with presents for the woman—Mouses and
lengths of cotton and silk prints. The' materials were ^li dark with
light check or polka-dot ^atteiins, atid the street, ‘Isis it looked in

through the bare windows on this farewell evening, was also dark
with its checkerwork of bricks and polka doLf of snow.

They left the house at dawn. The other tenants should have been
asleep but one of them, Zevorotina, was incurably fond of organising

social events and woke them all up shouting :
‘ Attcntioli ! Attention !

Comrades ! Hurry ' up ! Gome and say good-bye to the former *

Gromekos !

* •

They^all poured out on to the back porch (the front door was
kept boarded up nowadays) and st6od in a semicircle, as though for

a photograph.

They yijwned and shiveVed and tugged at the shabby coats they

had thrown over their shoulders, and stamped about in the huge
felt boots they had hastily pulled on over their bare feet.

Markel had already managed to get drunk on some suicidal brew
he had succeeded in obtaining evenKin those ‘dry’ days, and hung
like a corpse over the worn railings of the porch, which threatened

to collapse under him. He wanted to carry the luggage to the

station and was very much offended when his offer was refused ; at

last they got rid of him and came out into the side street.

It was still dark. The wind had fallen and the snow fell thicker

than the night before. Large, woolly snowflakes drifted down lazily

and hung above the ground, hesitating to settle.

In the Arbat it was lightix. Here the snow came down like a white

stage curtain as wide as the street, slowly descending and swinging its

fringe round the legs of the passers-by, so that they quite lost the sense

of moving forward and felt they \\ere marking time.
^

There was not a soul about except the travellers, but soon they were
overtaken by a cab with a snow-white nag and a driver who looked

as if he had been rolled in dough ; for a fabulous sum (worth less

than a copeck in those days) he took them to the statton with their

luggage. Only Yury, at his own request, was allowed to walk.

> Russian equivalent of ci-devanim
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He found '^’onya and her father already standing in one of the endless

queues. Nyusha and Sasha were w^kiftg sKbout outside and occasion-

ally looked in to see if it were time to join the grown-ups
; they gave

oif a strong smell of para(!in, which had been thickly smeared on their

necks, wrists and ankles as a protection against^ice.
*

• The queues v^jpnt^up to •the gates of the platforms, but in fact the

passengers had to board the train a good half mile further down the

iine. There were not enough cleaners and the station was filthy,

and the tracks in front of ihe^platforms were unusable because of dirt

and ice. The trains stoppec^ further out.

Tonya waved to Yury and, when he Was closye enough, shouted

instructions as to where he was to get their travel warrants stamped.
*Show me what they’ve put,^ ‘she* asked him when he came back.

He held out a wadge of papers across the hanH-rail. ‘ ^
‘That’s for the special coachf’ said the man behind hc^- in the

queue, reading over hel- ‘shoulder.

The man in front of her*was more explicit. He was pne of those

sticklers for form who in every possible circumstance know the appro-

priate regulation, and arc able to discuss it impersonally and accept

it without question,

‘This stamp,’ he explained,%igivcs you the right to claim seats in

a coach with classes, that is to say a passenger coach, if there is a

passenger coach on the train.’

The whole queue joined in at once. •

‘Passenger coach indeed! If you can get a scat on the buffers

you must be thankful nowadays !

’

‘Don’t listen to them,’ said the formalist. ‘I’ll explain, it’s quite

simple. As all special trains have been abolished there is only one

type of train, the same for all—army, coiivicts, cattle, people—it’s all

one and the same train. Why mislead thQ man?* he turned to the

crowd. ‘Words don’t cost anything, you can say v\^iat you like, but

you should say it clearly, so that he can understand,’

‘A lot you’ve explained!’ he was shouted down. ‘A lot you’ve

said when you’ve told him he’s got stamps for the special coach

!

You should look at a man first, before you start explaining. How
can anyone With such a face go in the special coach? The special

coach is full of sailors. A sailor has a trained eye and a gun. He
takes a look at him and what does he see?—A member of the
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propertied classes ! Worse than that—ft doctor, formerfgentry. He
pulls out his gun—and good-bye/ /

There is no knowing to what lengths the sympathy aroused by

the doctor’s case would have gone if the crowd Jiad not^turned its

attention to something else.

For some time people Vhah teen looking curiou^y through the

enormous plate-glass windows at the tracks, which were roofed in for

several hundred yards. The falling snow could be seen only beyond the

far end of the roofs
;
seen so far away, it looked almost still, sinking to the

ground as slowly as bread-crumbs, thrown to fishel^, sipk through water.

During the past half-hour unidentified figures had been strolling

into the distance along the tracks, singly or in groups. At first the}'*

were taken for railwaymen attending to their duties, but now a whole

mob rushed out, and from the direction in which they were running

there appeared a small cloud of smoke.

‘Open up the doors, you crooks !’ yelled voices in the queue. *The

crowd stiired and swung against* the ^oors, those at the back pusliing

those in fnont.

‘Look what’s going on ! Here fiicy’vc locked us in, and yet out

I here, some bastards have found a way round and jumped the queue.

Open up, yr)u devils, or we' 11 bust the gates ! Come on, mates, let’s

push !

*

‘They needn’t envy that lot, the fools,’ said the omniscient legalist.

‘Those men are conscripts, called up for forced labour from Petrograd.

They were going to be s«nt to Vologda from the Northern Station,

but they’ve been diverted to the eastern front. They’re not travelling

of their own free will. They’re under escort. They’ll be digging

trenches.’

8

They had been three days on the way but had not moved far from

Moscow. The cold weathor went on. Outside the window, tracks,

fields, woods and village roofs, all were deep in snow.

The Zhivagos had been lucky enough to get a corner to them-
selves on the top tier of bunks, right up against the long bleary window
underneath the ceiling, and here they had settled down in a family

group.
•

Tonya had never travelled in a freight truck before. It stood

high above the ground and had heavy sliding doors. The first time
they got in Yury lifted the women in his arms, but later they learned

to climb in and out by themselves.

ig6
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The coacn looked to Tonya no better than a stable on wheels and

she had expected it ^ fall apart at the first jolt. But for three days

(hey had been jolted back and forth and from side to side as the

train had ^hanged speed or direction, for three days the wheels had
rattled quickly underneath them like the sticks on a mechanical toy

drum, and they were still safe.« He% apprehensions had been ground^

less.

The train had twenty-three coaches (the Zhivagos were in coach

fourteen). When it stopped at country stotfons, only* the front or

middle or tail stcjpd beside jhe short platform. •

Sailors were in front, ordinary passengers in the middle, and the

olabour conscripts in eight coaches at the back. There were about five

hundred of them, people of all ages, corfditions and professions.

They were a remarkal:)Ie sight—rich, smart lawyers and stock-

brokers from •Petersburg side by side with cabbies, floor polishers,

batli attendants, Tartar rag-and-bone merchants, escaped lunatics,

shd^keejDers, and monks, all lumped together with the exploiting classes.

The lawyers and stockbrokers sat in their shirt-slcev'es j'ound the

red-hot iron stoves, telling each other endless stories, joWng and
laughing. They were*f)ftople with connections. They felt no anxiety

;

they had influential relatioRs pulling strings for them a^ home, and
if it came to the worst, they could buy themselves off later on.

The others, in boots and kaftans, or barefoot and in long shirts

worn outside their trousers, with or without beards, stood at the half-

open doors of the airless truck, bplding on t^ the sides or to the boards

nailed across the opening, and gazed sullenly at the peasants and the

villages by the wayside, speaking to no one. They had no influential

friends. They had nothing to hope for. •

There were too many conscripts for the trucks allotted to them

and the overflow had been put among the free passengers, including

those of coach fourteen.

Whenever the train stopped, Tonya sat up cautiously so as not to

knock her^head on the ceiling, and looked down through the crack

of the door to see if it were worth while getting out. This depended on

the sizS of the station, the probable length of the halt and the conse-

quent likelihood of profitable barter.

So it was* on this occasion. The train had awoken her from a

doze by slowing down. The number of points and switches over

which it bumped and rattled suggested that the station w^as fairly large.
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She nibbed her eyes, tidied her hair and, after rumiyaging at the

bottom of a bundle, pulled out a towel embroUcred With cockerels,

horse collars and wheels.

Yury, who had also woken up, helped her down from^the bunk.

Signal huts and lamp-posts drifted past the door, followed by trees

holding out napkins of smew 4iofipitably towards the' train *. Long
before it had stopped, sailors jumped off into the untrodden snow
and raced round the corner of the station bvlilding to where peasant

women were usually id be found trading illegally in food.

The sailors’ black uniforms with bell-bottom 'croysers and ribbons

fluttering from their peaklcss caps gave an air of reckless speed to

their advance and made other people give way as before the onrush*

of racing skiers or skaters.
*

Round the corner, girls and women ffom villages near-by, hiding

behind each other and as ekeited as if they were at the fortune-teller’s,

stood in single file in the shelter of the station wall, selling cucumbers,

( ottage clieese, platterfuls of boiled beefand rye pancakes kept hot and
yavoury in quilted napkins. Muffled up in shawls tucked inside their

*

sheepskiAs, the women blushed a fi«:ry red at the sailors’ jokes, but

they were terrified of them, for it was generklly sailors who formed

the units organised to fighl against speculation and the forbidden

‘free market’.

They were soon, however, rescued from their embarrassment as

the train stopped and civilian passengers joined the crowd. Trade
became brisk. •

Tonya walked down the file, inspecting the wares, her towel flung

over her shoulder, as if she were only going to the back of the station

to wash in tho snow. Several women had called out: ‘Hey, what
do you want for your napkin ? ’ but she continued on her way, escorted

by her husband.

At the end of the row there was a woman in a black shawl with

a crimson pattern. She saw the embroidered towel and her bold eyes

lit up. Glancing round cautiously, she sidled up to Tonya and, un-

covering her wares, whispered eagerly: ‘Look at this. I bet you
haven’t seen that* in a long while. Like it ? Don’t think about it too

long or it will be gone. Like to give me your napkin for a half-one ?’

Tonya missed the last word.

‘What do you mean, my dear?’
*

The woman meant half a hare, roasted whole from head to tail

nd chopped in two. She held it up. ‘I’m telling you,* I’ll give you

> Traditionally, bread and salt were offered on a napkin as a sign of welcome to

guests.
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a half-one for’'your napkin, \yhat are you staring at? It isn’t dog’s

meat. My hij^band ii a hunter. It’s hare all right.’

They exchanged their goods. Each believed that she had had the

best of the l^argain. Tonya felt as ashamed as if she had swindled the

peasant woman, while she, d^ighted with her deal, called a friend,

who had also sold out her waresf andim^dejoff with her, home to their

village while the going was good, striding down the snowy path into

the distance. i

, At this moment there was an uproar in the <fl*owd. Ah old woman
was screaming : ‘^e^ you I Where are you off to ? Where’s my
money ? When did you pay me, you shameless thief? Look at him,

greedy pig, you call him and he doesn’t even bother to turn round.

Stop ! Stop, I tell you. Mister Comrade^ I’ve been robbed ! Stop,

thief! There he goes, that’s ]iim, catch him I’

‘Which one*?’
*

‘'I’hat one, the one who’s clean-shaven and grinning.’

‘Is that the one with the hole in Ms sleeve ?’

‘Y’es, yes, catch him, the Saracen !’

‘The one with the patched elbdw?’
• ‘Yes, yes. O, dear -Lbrd,^ I’ve been robbed,’

‘What’s going on here ?* •

‘Fellow over there bought some milk and pies, filled his belly and
went off without paying, so the old woman is crying.’

‘That shouldn’t be allowed. Why don’t they go after him ?’

‘Go after him ! He’s got str^s and cartridge belts all over him.

He’ll go after you.*

lO

There were several conscripts in coach fourteen. With them was
iheir guard, Voronyuk. Three of the men stood out from the rest.

They were Prokhor Pritulyev who had been a cashier in a government

wine-shop in Petersburg, the ‘casher* as he was called; Vassya

Brykin, a sixteen-ycar-old boy apprenticed to an ironmonger; and
Kostoyed-Amursky, a grey-haired revolutionary bSonging to the

labour-co-o^erativc party, who had been in all the penal settlements

of the old regime and was now discovering those of the new.

The conscripts who had all been strangers to each other when
they were picked up were gradually getting acquainted. It turned

out that the 'casher* and Vassya, the apprentice, came from the

same part of the country—the Vyatka province—and also that the

train would be going through their district.
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Pritulycv came from Malmysh. His hair was cfosc-croppcd and
he was pock-marked, squat and hideous. His^^rey tq^iic, black with

sweat under the arms, fitted him snugly like a fleshy woman’s bodice.

He would sit for hours as silent as a graven image, thoughl^lly scratch-

ing the warts on his hands until they bled and suppurated.

One afternoon, a few^merntts eaijier, he had been walking down
the Nevsky when he became involved in a militia round-up at the

corner of Liteyny Street. He had to show^his papers and was found

to hold a Iburth-claas ‘ration-book, the kind issued to non-workers

on which nothing ccould ever be boughj;. He''was consequently de-

tained, with many others who W'ere arrested for the same reason, and
taken under escort to barracks. His party was to be sent, like the oi?c

preceding it, to dig trcncheJ on the Archangel front, but Vtas diverted

on its way and sent East through Moscow.
Pritulycv had, a wifcMn Luga, where he had worked before the

war. She heard of his misfortune at second hand and, imaginiijg him

to be on his way north, rushedfolT tb Vologda (the junction for Arch-

angel) tp look for him and try to obtain his release. But the unit

had n6t gone there and she might just as well have stayed at home.

You didn’t know where you were any more^these days. •

In Petersburg, where Itc had been tVansferred at the beginning of

the war, Pritulycv had lived with a certain Pelagia Tyagunova. At
the time he was arrested they had been for a walk and had just said

good-bye, slie to go home and he to keep an appointment somewhere

else; looking down Li|;eyny Streei,. he could still see her back dis-

appearing among the crowd.

She was a plump middle-class woman with a stately carriage,

beautiful haii'ds and thick hair which she wore in a plait and occa-

sionally tossed, sighing, over her shoulder. This Pelagia was now in

the coach, for she had chosen of her own free will to accompany him
on his journey.

It was difficult to know what it was that attracted women to

such a dull and ugly man but certainly they clung to him. In a coach

further forward there vyas another woman friend of his, Ogryskova,

a bony girl v^/ith white eyelashes who had somehow wangled her

way on to the train and whom Tyagunova called ‘the squirt*, ‘tlie

snout’ and many otlicr unpleasant names.
*

The two rivals were at daggers drawn and avoided ond another

carefully. Ogryskova never appeared in coach fourteen and it was
indeed a puzzle to know how she ever managed to meet the object of her

passion ; but perhaps she was content merely to gaze on him from afar

on the occasionswhen all thepassengers got out to help refuel the engine.
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Vassya’s st yry was quite different. His father had been killed in the

war and his mother had sent him to Petersburg to be apprenticed to

his uncle.
* • % • /

The uncle kept a private shop in Apraksin Market. One day last

winter he had been summoned by the local Soviet to answer a few

» questions. He mistook the door and walktd into the office of the

Labour Corps selection board. The room wa^ full of conscripts

;

after a while soldiers came in, surrounded the men and took them
tO the Semyonovsky barracks for the nijjht and to the station in the

morning.

The news of so many arrests spread and the prisoners* families

came to say ghod-byc to them. Among tlicm wore Vassya and his

aunt» His uncle begged the guarej (the Voronyu^ who was now in coach

fourteen) to let him out to take leave? of his wife. The guard refused

unless he could provide a hostage. I’he uncle and aunt •ffered up
Vassya. Vassya was put inside aifd his uncle was let out. This was

*
the last he ever saw oPfiis aijnt or uncle.

When the trick was discovered, Vassya, who had suspected nothing,

burst into tears, grovelled at Voronyuk’s feet, kissed his hands and
begged him to let him go, but it was no good. It was not that Voronyuk
was a harsh man by nature, but discipline was very strict in these

troubled times; he answered fe> the numl::cr of his charges with his

life and the numbers were checked by roll-call. That was how
Vassya came to be in the labour corps.

The co-operativist, Kostoyed, who had always enjoyed the respect

of his jailers and succeeded in being on good terms with them what-

ever the government, had more than once called the attention of the

head of the convoy to Vassya’s intolerable situation. The head of the

convoy admitted that it was a terrible misunderstanding but said

there were formal difficulties in the way ^f his doing anything until

they arrived
;
he promised to do his best afterwards.

^
Vassya was an attractive boy with regular features, who looked

like a royal^pagc or an angel in a picture. He was unusually innocent

and unspoilt. His favourite occupation was to sit on the floor at

the feet of his elders, looking up at them, his hands clasped round

his knees, and listen to their talk or to the talcs of their adventures.

By watching the muscles of his face, as he only just restrained himself

from tears or choked with laughter, you could almost follow the

conversation.
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*

The Zhivagos had invited the co-operativist Kostoyed to dinner. He
sat in their corner, sucking^a legr-of hire with a loud 'wheezing noise.

He was very much afraid of draughts and changed his position several

times until he at last found one that suited him. ‘That’s better,’

he said. He finished^ his drumstick, sucked his fingers clean, wiped ,

them on his handkerchief, thanked his hosts and‘sai(i : ‘Your window
doesn’t fit properly, it ought to be sealed up with putty.—But to go
back to our discussion, of course roast hare is an excellent thing, but

to conclude from this that tlie peasants are flourishing is rash, to say

the least, if you’ll forgive my saying so.’
,

‘O come,’ said Yury. *‘Look at all these stations wfe stop at. The
trees and the fences are still standing, they haven’t been chopped
down for firewood. And the markets ! And the women ! Think
how wonderful !—^At least somewhere life is still going on and people

are plc&ed with it. Not everyone is wretched. Isn’t that a justi-

fication of everything?’ .
•

‘It woidd be if it were sb, but it simply isn’t. How can you think

it is ? You should just look at what is going on in the interior, any-

where fifty or a hundred miles from the railway. The peasants are

in revolt, there are ceaseless risings. You’ll say that they are fighting

the Reds or Whites indisfriminatelyy*whocver may be in power, that

they arc simply against any established authority because they don’t

know what they want. Allow me to differ. The peasant knows very

well what he wants, better than you or I do, but he wants something

quite different.

‘When the revolution came and woke him up, he decided that this

was the fulfilment of his dream, his ancient dream of living anarchically

on his own land by the work of his hands, in complete independence

and without owing anything to anyone. Instead of that, he found

he had only exchanged the old oppression of the tsarist state for the

new, much hars^her yoke of the revolutionary super-state. Can you
wonder that the villages arc lestless and can’t settle d^wn! And
you say they are happy ! No, there are a lot of things you don’t know,

my dear fellow, and I am afraid it looks as if you didn’t want to

know them.’

‘O all right, I dare say I don’t.—Why, for goodn6ss’ sake, do I

have to know everything and worry myself sick over every blessed

thing? History hasn’t consulted me, I have to put up with whatever
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happens, so wliy shouldn’t ignore the facts? You tell me it’s un-
realistic. Blit whcrc^ is reality in Russia to-day ? My belief is that

it’s been frightened out of existence. It’s true that I want to believe

that the peasants arc better off and the villages are prosperous.—If

I can’t bdieyc that, then what am I to do ? Whom am I to believe,

what am I to Hvc by? I’ve gt>t to^o^)miiving, I’ve got a family.’

He made a despairing gesture and, leaving the argument to his

father-in-law, moved a\vay and hung his head over the edge of the

bunk to look at what was going on below. • ^

• The ‘casher’^Prftulyev.and his friend Pelagife were deep in con-

versation with Vassya and Voronyuk the guard. Ver>' soon the train

would be approaching Vassya’s and Pritulyev’s country, and Pritulycv

was remembering the way to his village, the station and the road you
took according to whether .you were going on by horse or on foot,

and at the soTind of all the magical, familiar village names, Vassya

repeated them with shining eyes as if they were a* spell.

*‘You get off at Dry Ford'/’ he*choked with excitement. ‘And
then you go on to Buysky ? * •

‘That’s right, you take the Bif^sky road.’
*

‘That’s what I say—Buysky—Buysky village. Of course I know
it, that’s our turning, you turn right ana right again. That’s to get

to us, to Veretenniki. And your w^ay must be left, away from the

river, isn’t it ? You know the river Pelga ? Well, of course ! That’s

our river. You keep following the river, on and on, and away up
on the cliff on the right, overkanging tha^ same river Pelga, there’s

our village, Veretenniki ! It’s right up on the edge and it’s ste-e-e-ep !

It makes you giddy, honest to God it does. There’s a quarry down
below, for mill stones. That’s w'here my mother lives, in Veretenniki,

and my two sisters. Sister Alya. And Sister Arya. . . . Mother is

a bit like you, Aunt Polya, she’s young and fair. Uncle Voronyuk

!

Please, Uncle Voronyuk, for Christ’s sake, please, I beg you, for

God’s sake . . . Uncle Voronyuk !’

‘Well, what? Uncle, uncle, I know Ihn not your aunt. What do

you expect me to do ? Am I mad ? If I let you ^o, that would be

the end of me. Amen. They’d put me up against a wall.’

Pelagis^ Tyagunova sat looking thoughtfully out of the window,

stroking Vassya’s reddish hair. Now and then she bent down to

him and smiled as if she were telling him: ‘Don’t be silly. This

isn’t something to talk to Voronyuk about in front of everyone. Don’t

worry, have patience, it will be all right.’
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13 I

Curious incidents began to happen when they left Central Russia

behind on their way east. They were going through disturbed country,

through districts where arnurd baiKls wore in control ahd past villages

where risings had recently been put down.

The train would halt in the middle of powhere and a security

patrol would inspect thfe passengers* papers and luggage.

Once they stopped at night but no one camt in^^and no one was
wakened.

Yury wondered if there had been an accident and went out to see.*

It was dark. For no reason, it seemed, the train had stopped in

the middle of an ordinary stretch with firj on cither side of the track.

Other passengers, vyho had“come out and were stamping their feet in

the snow, told Yury that there was nothing wrong but that the driver

refused to go on, saying that this stretch was dangerous and should

first be inspected by trolley
;
spokesmen for the passengers had gone

to reasort with him and if necessarj to grease his palm, and sailors

were also taking a hand in it and would und6iihtcdly get their way.

The sno>y round the he^d of the traih was lit up at intci*vals, as

by a bonfire, by fiery flashes from the engine or the glowing coals in

the tender. By this light several dark figures w^ere now seen to be

running to the front of the engine.

The first of them, presumably tluii»/dnver, reached the far end of

the running board, leapt over the buffers and vanished as if the earth

had swallowed him. The sailors who w^erc chasing him did exactly

the same thingit they too leapt and vanished.

All this aroused the curiosity of several passengers, including Yur)’,

and they went to see.

Beyond the buffers, where the track opened out before them,

they were met by an astonishing sight. By the side of the permanent
way, the top half of the driver’s body stuck out of the deep snow into

which he had fallen. His pursuers stood in a semicircle round him,

like hunters rourfd their quarry
;

like him, they were buried in snow
up to their waists.

‘Thank you, comrades, fine stormy petrels* you are,* the driver

was shouting. ‘A fine sight, sailors chasing a fellow worker with

guns ! All because I said the train must stop.- You be my witnesses,

comrade passengers, you can see what kind of a place this is. Any-

* Stormy petrels : the revolution bciB;an with a rising; among the sailors of the
Baltic Fleet. I'hc reference is to this incident and also to Gorky's story of that name.
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body might bA roaming round unscrewing the bolts.—To hell with

you, you blot^dy bastprds, and your mothers and your grandmothers,
for all I care ! It’s for you I was doing it, so that nothing should

happen to you, and that’s all the thanks I get for my trouble ! Go
on, go on, shoot me down ! ‘Here I am—you be my witnesses, com-
rade passengers. I’m not running away*.* ^

Bewildered voices rose from the group. ‘ Pipe down, old man. , , .

They don’t mean it. . . Nobody would let them. . . . They’re only

doing it to frighten you. . . .’ Others urged liim on: ^That’s right,

Gavrilka, stand tip fer youvsclf ! Let them have it
!’

The first sailor to scramble out of the snow was a rcd-halred giant

«with a head so huge that it made his face look flat. He turned to

the passengers and spoke in a deep, q*uict, unhurried voice with a
Ukrainian accent, his composure oddly out of keeping with the

scene. •
•

‘^cg pardon, what’s all this thermidor * about ? Mind you don’t

catth a chill in this cold, citizctis. It’s windy. Why not go back to

your scats and keep warm ?’ ’ ^

The crowed gradually dispersed. The giant went up to ttie driver

who was still agitated .fifid said :

‘We’ve had enough of /our hysteria, comrade driver^ Get out of

the snow. Full steam ahead and look shaip.’

• . 14 ,

Next day the train, creeping at a snail’s pace for fear of running ofl’

the tracks, which the wind had powdered with snow and which no one

had cleared, pulled up beside a lifeless, burned-out ruin. This w^as

all that was left of the station. Lower Kclmcs, its name still faintly

legible on its blackened front.

Beyond it lay a deserted village blanketed in snow. This too was
damaged by lire. The end house was i:harred, the one next to it

sagged where its corner timbers had fallen in ;
broken sledges, fences,

rusty pieces of metal and smashed furniture were Scattered all over

the street ; the snow was dirty with soot and black patches of earth

showed through icy puddles bristling with half-burnt logs, where efforts

had befcn made to pour water on the flames or to beat them out.

The place was not in fact as dead as it looked
;

there were a few'

people still about. The station-master rose out of the ruins and the

* The reference is to the French Revolution ; the word, in its Russianised form,
is used by the * politically conscious’ sailor to mean ’conunotiun’.
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guard jumped down from the train and commiseratedVith him. *1

suppose the village caught fire and the station bymed w/th it?’

‘Good day to you and welcome. Yes, we certainly had a file,

but that wasn’t the worst of it.’

‘I don’t follow.’

‘Better not try.’ ^
‘

‘You don’t mean Strelnikov
!’

‘Ido.’
‘Why ? What had Vou done ?

’

*We didn’t do anything, it was our neighboilrs, Jiut we got pun-i

ished for good measure. You see that village over there—that’s

Lower Kelmes in the Ust-Nemdinsk district—it was all because of*

them.’
‘

‘And what crime had they committed ?
’

‘Pretty well alj the seven deadly sins. Dissolved their Poor

Peasants’ Committee, that’s one, refused to supply horses to^.the

Red Army, that’s two (and lhey’»e all* Tartars, mind you, horsemd^i),

resisted th^ mobilisation 'decree—that makes three at any rate.’

‘Yes, ‘I see. I quite see. So the^' were shelled?’

‘Naturally.’

‘From tl\p armoured trail*?’
’

‘Of course.’

‘Very sad. Still, it’s none of our business.’

‘In any case, it’s all over. But the news I have for you isn’t very

good either—I’m afraid yqu’ll have to^jstay here for a couple of days.’

‘You’re joking. I’m taking troops to the front.’

‘I’m not joking at all. We’ve had a blizzard for a solid week

—

snowdrifts all a^^ong the line and no one to clear it. Half the village

has run away. I’ll put the rest of them on the job, but it won’t be

enough.’

‘Curse and damnation ! What the hell am I going to do now ?’

‘We’ll get it cleared in time.’

‘How deep is the snow ?’»

‘Not too bad. Tt varies The worst patch is in the middle. There’s

a cutting about two miles long, there we’ll certainly have trouble.

Further on, the forest has kept the worst of the snow off the line. And
on this side it’s open country, so the wind has blown some A* it away.’

‘Hell, what a mess. I’ll get the passengers on to it.’
*

‘That’s what I was thinking
!’

‘We mustn’t touch the sailors. But there’s a whole corps,of labour

conscripts as well as the free passengers, about seven hundred in

all’
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•That’s morfc than enough. We’ll start the moment we get the

shovels. We ^e a bjt short *of them, so we’ve sent to the near-by
villages for more. They’ll be here in no time.’

•God, what a misfortune ! Do you think we’ll manage ?’

•Of course we will. Tlie^ say cities are captured by weight of

numbers and thb is only a railway afte» alj. Don’t worry.’

15

The work of clearing the line took three days and all the Zhivagos,

even Nyusha, took part in it. These were the best three days of tlie

journey. *

The country had a closed, secretive look. There was something

about it that reminded one o^ the rising of Pagachev as seen by Pushkin

and gf the savage Asia of Aksakov’s sketches. The ruins added to the

air of mystery ;
so did the suspicibus viarincss oPthe remaining villagers

who were frightened of informers and avoiddd the passengprs ; they

were silent even among themselves. •

* The workers were .divided into gangs, the labour conscripts kept

apart from the civilians. TAe whole site "was surrounded^by security

troops.

This stretch of railway was divided into sections, each pPtig was
allocated to a section and all were sent to their places and began to

work at the same time. Hills snow bety^cen the sections hid the

gangs from one another and were left untouched until the end.

The workers spent all day in the open, going back only to sleep.

It was fine and frosty and the shifts were short, as tjiere were not

enough shovels. It was sheer pleasure.

Yury’s section of the track had a fine view. The country to the

cast dipped down into a valley and rose in waves as far as the

horizon.

On the top of a hill there was a housjp exposed to all the winds

;

its trees must have shaded it in summer, but thclir frosty lacework

could not give it any shelter now. *

The snow smoothed and rounded all contours. It could not quite

conceal the winding bed of a stream which in spring would rush

down t6 the viaduct below the railway bank, but which at present was

tucked up in the snow, like a child in its cot with its head under the

eiderdown. •

Was there anyone living in the house on the hill, Yury wondered,

or was it standing empty and falling into ruins, allocated to some land
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committee ? What had happened to the people who^had once lived

there? Had they fled abroad? Or 'perished^ at the^ hands of the

peasants ? Or had they been popular and thus been allowed to stay

in the district as technical specialists? And if they had stayed, had
Slrelnikov spared them, or had they shaVed the fate of the kulaks ?

The house teased his ^.cuviosrUy fcut kept its soiTowful silence.

Questions were not in order in these days and no one ever answered

them.
^

But the iun sparMcd on the blinding whiteness and Yury cut

clean slices out of tke snow, starting lan^^ilides of dry diamond fires.

It reminded him of his childhood. He saw himseff in their yard at

home, dressed in a braided hood and black sheepskin fastened with

hooks and eyes sewn into thfc curly fleece, cutting the same dazzling

snow into cubes and pyramids and cream buns and fortresses and cave

cities. Life had had a splendid taste in those far-off days, everything

had been a feast for ‘the eyes and for the stomach ! ^

But at this time, too, during*theii* three days of work in the dpen

air, the \\orkcrs had a ‘feeling of pleasantly full stomachs. And no

wonder.*' At night they were issued with great chunks of hot fresh

bread (no one knew where it came from dr* .by whose orders) ; It

had a tasty^ crisp crust, shiny on top, cfackcd at the side and with

l)its of charcoal baked into it underncatlt.

I’hey became almost fond of the ruined station, as of a mountain

shelter on a climbing holiday. Its shape, its site, the details of its

damage remained in Yury’s memory.
Every evening they returned to it when the sun—out of loyalty to

old habits—set, just as it had always done, behind the birch outside

the telegraphist’s window.

A part of the outside wall had fallen in and cluttered up the

room, but the wirfdow was still there and the corner opposite remained

untouched, with 'its coffee-coloured wallpaper, the tiled stove with a

round vent and a copper lid, and the inventory of the office furniture

in a black frame. Exactly as before the disaster, the setting sun crept

over the tiles and lit a warm brown glow on the paper and hting the

shadow of the birch on a hook like a woman’s scarf.

At the back of the building the waiting-room had been destroyed,

but its locked door still had a notice on it, pinned up in the first days

of the February Revolution or not long before ;
it said

:
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‘Passeng<?rs in need of medicines and bandages are requested

temporarily^ not to^ worry. For obvious reasons, am scaling door,

of which am giving notice hereby.

Signed: Medical Attendant,

Ust-Namdinsk District, So-and-so.*

When finally the snow mounds between the sections of the track

were cleared, the line could be seen flying into^the distai^oc^as straight

and level as an arrow. Hills of cleared snow gleamed on both sides

of the track, white against Ihe black walls of the forest.

Groups of men with shovels were standing at intervals all along

'the way. Seeing each other for the time, they were asiOAUslicd

to sec how many they were.

17
• •

•

Although it was late and would soon be dark* the train wj^ expected

to leave within a few hours. Yury^and Tonya went out for thc*pleasurc

of seeing the cleared lihC once again. But there was no one on it any
more. They looked into the distance, exchanged a fev^ words and
turned back.

On the way to their coach they heard the voices of t\^women
who were quarrelling violently, and recognised them as those of

Ogryskova and Tyagunova ; Uiey were inqving in the same direction

as themselves but on the other side of the train, hidden by the endless

line of coaches. The women seemed hardly ever to be level with Yiu y
and Tonya, but always to outstrip them a little or to fall behind.

They were evidently so excited that their strength failed them,

and, judging from the way their voices rose to a shriek and died down
to a whisper, either their legs refused to cany them, or else they kept

stumbling and falling into snowdrifts. Tyagunova seemed to be

chasing Ogryskova and hitting her with Ijer fists whenever she caught

up with her. She called her every name sfec could* think of, and her

genteel, melodious voice made her insults sound infinitely more
shameless and coarse than would have been the swearing of a man.

‘Yfu slut, y^ou drag-tailed whore,* she screamed. ‘I can’t move
an indh without seeing you flouncing up and dowm. Isn’t my old

fool enough for you, without you having to make eyes at a babe-

in-arms ?
* •

•So Vassya is your legal wedded husband too, is he? That’s

a good one 1
’
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‘ ril give you legal husband, you filthy plague ! (5nc more word

from your dirty gob and I’ll murder you.* i ^

‘Now, now, keep your fists to yourself. What on earth do you
want?’

‘I want to see you dead, you nid-(famour

y

you cat on heat, you
shameless bitch ! ’

^
^ '

‘That’s what I am, is it? Well, naturally, I’m nothing but a cat,

a bitch, compared with such a grand lady as you ! Born in the

gutter, matriM in a dhek, laid by a rat and a hedgehog for a brat

!

. . , Help ! Help !• Murder 1 She’ll njurder • mej ! Help a poor

orphan, help a poor defenceless girl !

*

‘Come along,* Tonya hurried on. ‘I can’t bear to listen to it,«

it’s too disgusting. They’ll efid up by doing something really awful.’

i8
• « •

*

All at on<^ the weather and the scenery changed. The plains ended'

and the \rack wound up hills and tesraces through mountain country.

The incessant north wind dropped and a WaVm breath came from
the south as,from an oven, •

*

Here the woods grew on escarpments projecting from the mountain
slopes, hnd when the railway crossed them, the train had to climb

sharply uphill until it reached the middle of the wood and then steeply

down. The train creaked ^nd puffed on its way into the wood, hardly

able to drag itself along, as if it w^crc a very old forest guard walking

in front and leading the passengers, who turned their heads from side

to side and ol):ier\^cd whatever was to be seen.

But as yet there was nothing to see. The woods were still deep in

their winter sleep and peace. Only here and there a branch would
rustic and shake itself free of the burden of the settling snow as though

it were ridding itself of a collar.

Yury was overcome witjb drowsiness. All these days he lay in

his bunk and slept and woke and thought and listened. But there

was nothing yet tb hear.

19
«

While Yury slept his fill, the spring was heating and meeting the

whole of that enormous quantity of snow which had fallen all over

Russia : all that snow which had fallen in Moscow on the day they

left, and had continued to fall all along the way since then ; all that
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snow which tliey had spent three days clearing off the line ; all that

thick, deep Ijyer of|Snow wfiich had settled as far as the eye could
see over the immense distances of hills and plains.

At first the snow melted quietly and secretly from inside. Bui
by the time half the gigantic work of melting it was done, it could

not be hiddeif any longer and thcJi nnAra^lc became visible. Waters
came rushing out from below, singing loudly. The forest stirred in

its iifipenetrable depth, and everything in it awoke.

There was plenty of room for the water ^o play. 1? flung itself

down the rocks. fiMcd evjery pool to overflowing and spread. It

roared and smoked and steamed in the forest. It streaked through
* the woods, sinking into the snow which hindered its movement

;

hissing on level ground or hurtling ddlvn and scattering into dusty

spray. The earth was saturated. Ancient pine-trees, perched on dizzy

heights, drank moisture almost from the* clouds ^nd it foamed and
drie^ a rusty white at their roots like beer-foam 'on a moustache.

*The sky, drunk with spring and giddy with its fumes, thickened

with clouds. Low clouds, drooping at the edges like fiflt, jailed over

the woods, and rain leapt front them, warm, smelling of* soil and
sweat, and washing hhA last of the black armour-plating of ice from

the earth.
*

• ^

Yury woke up, stretched, raised himself on one elbow and looked

and listened.

20

As they approached the mining region, there were more and more

settlements, the runs WTre shorter, the halts more ftequent. More
people got on and off at the small stations. Instead of settling down
and going to sleep, those who had only a short way to go found seals

anywhere, near the door or in the middle of the coach, and sat up

arguing in low voices about local matters intelligible only to themselves.

From the hints dropped by such lo^al people in the past three

days, Yury gathered that here the Whites \yere getting the best of the

fighting and had seized or were about to seize Wiryatin, and also

that, unless he had misheard the name, or his old friend had a name-

sake, the White forces were led by Galiullin whom he had last seen

in Mefyuzeyevo.

Not wishing to alarm his family by these unconfirmed rumours he

said nothing <o them for the time being.
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21 if'
Yury woke up in the early hours of the night, filled with an obscure

happiness so strong that it had aroused him. The train was standing

still. The station was bathed in ihdglasiiy dusk ofa white night. Some-
thing subtle and powerful in this luminous darkness suggested a vast

and open landscape, as though the station were high up on a mountain

range.
'

People walked afloiig the platform past the c^^rriage speaking

softly and treading as silently as shadows. Yury was moved by this

evidence of a pre-war consideration for the sleeping passenger?.

In reality he was mistaken. There was the same din of shouting

voices and stamping bools on this platform as on any other. But

there was a waterfaU near by. Its freshness and freedonl widened the

expanse of the night and it was this that had filled Yury with happiuess

in his sleep. The incessant noise of the falling water dominated every

other sound- and created the illusion of quietness.

Knowing nothing of its existence’ but soothed and braced by it,

Yury fell fast asleep.
' •

Two mcn-were talking underneath his ^jiink.

*WelK have they had tlicir tails twisted yet? Arc they keeping

quiet now V
‘The shopkeepers, you mean?*
‘Yes, the corn-dealers.’

r

‘Feed out of your hand ! As soon as a few w^re bumped off by
way of example, all the others became as good as gold. A fine has

been imposed on the district.’

‘How much?’
‘Forty thousand puds.*

‘That’s a likely talc !’

‘What should I tell you a lie for?’

‘Forty thousand rotten pn^rnpkins
!’

‘Forty thousand puds of corn.’

‘That was smart
!’

‘Forty thousand of the finest giound corn.’
,

‘Well, so what? It’s rich soil. Right in the thick of the corn
trade. From here on, along the Rynva till you get to Yuryatin, it’s

village after village, wharf after wharf, one wholesaler after another.*

‘Don’t shout. You’ll wake people up.*

‘All right.* He yawned.
‘How about going to sleep ? IBooks as if w'c’re moving.*
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The train, fc however, stayed where it was. But the rumble cf

another train approached swiftly from behind, bursting into a deafen-

ing roar and obliterating the sound of the waterfall as it drew level,

and an old-fashioned express thundered past along the parallel track

;

it hooted, winked its tail light and vanished in the distance ahead.

‘That’s bad. Goodness kn^ws i^hen we’ll be off now.’

‘Yes. It won’t be soon.’
^

‘It’s a special armoured train. Must be Strelnikov.*
‘ Must be him.’ *

, ^

.
* 1 le’s a wild beast when it comes to countcr-yevolutionaries.*

‘He’s after G&leyev.*

, ‘Who’s that?’

‘Hetman Galeyev. I’hcy say he’s otitsidc Yuryatin with a Czech
covering force. He’s seized the harbours, the rotten turnip, and
he’s hanging on. Hetman tJaleycv.’ •

‘^Never heard of him !

’

•‘Or it may be Prince Gahleyey. I cart’t quite remember the

name.’

‘There aren’t any such princes. Must be Ali Kurbans You’ve
mixed them up.’ ,• •

‘May be Kurban.* *

‘That’s more like it.’

22

Tow^ards morning Yury tvokc up again. ^Ic had again dreamed of

something pleasant and a feeling of joy and liberation remained

with him. ^

Again the train was at a standstill; perhaps it was the same station

as before, but it might not have been. Once more there was the

sound of a waterfall, possibly a different waterfall but more probably

the same one.

He went back to sleep almost at onpe and as he was dozing off

he dimly heard the sound of running fcct^ and of* some commotion.

Kostoyed was quarrelling with the commander of the convoy and

they were shouting at each other. The air was even more pleasant

than iKfofe. It had a breath of something new in it, something that

had nbt been there earlier, something fabulous, connected with the

spring, white, blackish, insubstantial, scattered, like a snow flurry in

May when the wet melting flakes, falling on the earth, turn it black

rather than white.
—

‘Transparent, blackish-whitc, swcet-smclling.

—

Bird-cherry,' Yury guessed in his sleep.
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Next morning Tonya said :
'

‘Really, Yura, you’re extraordinary, you’re a mass of contra-

dictions. Sometimes a fly will wake yoU up and you can’t get back
to sleep till morning, and h^re ^yo\:\c s.lcpt through all this row and
I simply couldn’t get you to wake up. Pritulyev and Vassya have
escaped, just think of it ! And so have Tyagunova and Ogryskova !

Can you im^^ine such u ,thing! Wait, that isn’t all. Voronyuk as

well. It’s true, I teP you, he’s run away, No\iv- listen.—How they

managed it, together or separately, and in what order—it’s all a

complete mystery. Voronyuk, of course, I understand—once he found

the others had gone, he would have to try to save his skin. But what
about the rest ? Did they really all vanish of their own free will, or

was somebody done away \dth ? For instance, if the women are to

be suspected, did Tyagunova kill Ogryskova or was it the other yay
round ? Nobody knows.' The commai'ider of the labour unit has been

running upland down the train like a lunatic. “You’re not to start the

train. I order you in the name of th«. law not to move till I’ve caught

my prisoners.” And the train commandant shouted, back: “I’m
taking troops^ up to the fron*., I’m not wkiting for your lousy crew.

I wouldn’t dream of it.” So then they both went for Kostoyed.

“You, a 'syndicalist, an educated man, how could you sit by and let

a plain soldier, an ignorant child of nature, act in such a reckless

manner ! And you a popujist * I” And Kostoyed gave them as good

as he got. “That’s interesting,” he says. “The prisoner has to look

after his guard, does he? Well, really, the day that happens the

hens will start ^o crow.” I was shaking you as hard as I could

:

“Yura! Wake up! There’s been an escape!” But it was not the

slightest good. If a gun had gone off in your ear you w’ouldn’t have

f card it. . . . But I’ll tell you more later. • . . Oh, do look ! Father,

Yura, look how lovely
!’

Through the opening in^^ the window, where a pane had been

taken out, they could sec tj;ie country covered with spring floods from

end to end. Sontewhere a river had burst its banks and the water

had come right up to the railway. It looked as if the train were

actually gliding upon it.

Here and there the surface of the w^ater had turned to a nfetalJic

blue ;
over all the rest of it the hot morning sun was chasing smooth,

glassy patches of light, as smooth and oily as the melted butter which

> Populists: Left-wing idealists who devoted themselves to *work among the

people%
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a cook brushes With a feather on a pie crust.

In this shoreless i]ood were sunk the pillars of the white clouds^

their pediment submerged together with the fields, the hollows and
the bushes.

And somwhere in the middle of the flood theie was a narrow
strip ofland with a row of trees tioubled*by^ their reflection in the water
and suspended between earth and sky.

*Look, a family of ducks/ said Alexander Alexandrovich.

‘Where?’ ’
. •*

» ‘Near the isl|ind! More to the right. Daann, they’ve flown.

We’ve frightened them.’

• ‘Yes,^ I see them now/ said Yury. *1 must have a talk with you
some time, Alexander Alexandrovich. S6me other time. . . . All the

same, I’m very glad our C9nscripts and the women made up their

minds. And I’m sure there wasn’t any Inurder. , They just ran

—

like the water/

24
a

’ The white northern was ending. Everything was clearly visible,

the mountain, the thicket and the ravine,•but as if they did not quite

believe in themselves and existed only in a fairy tale.

The wood, which had several blossoming bird-cherriesTn^it, was
only just coming into leaf. It grew under an overhanging cliff, on

a narrow ledge which itself ended in a precipice.

The waterfall, though not far away, could be seen only from the

edge of the ravine beyond the thicket. Vassya Brykin, the escaped

conscript, had tired himself out with joy and terror looking at it.

There was nothing comparable to the waterfall anywhere in the

neighbourhood. It was unique and this made it terrible, transformed

it into a being endowed with life and consciousness, perhaps that of

the dragon or winged serpent of these parts, who levied tribute and
preyed upon the countryside. /

Half-way down, it broke on a sharp rock and divided in two. The
upper part was almost motionless, but the two lowei^columns swayed

slightly froy side to side, as if the waterfall were continually slipping

and righting itself, shaken but always recovering its balance.

Va^ya had spread his sheepskin on the ground and was lying at

the edge of the thicket. When the light became more definite, a

large bird with heavy wings flew down from the mountain, soared

in a smooth circle round the wood and settled on a pine close to

where he lay. He looked up, enchanted, at its dark blue throat and
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grey-V)luc breast and whispered its Urals name, ronziia. Then he got

up, picked up his sheepskin, flung it over his shj>ulders and crossed the

clearing to speak to his companion. ^

‘Come on. Auntie Polya. Goodness, how cold you are! I can

hear your teeth chattering. Well, wh^t are you staring at, why are

you so frightened ? We’v^ got U gOjcPm telling you; we must get to

a village. Work it out for yourself. They*!! hide us in a village,

they won’t harm their own kind. We’ve had nothing to eat for two

days, we*li-«iic out her\3. c Uncle VorOinyuk rhust have raised a frightful
^

hullabaloo, they must all be out looking for ns. We have to go,

Auntie
;
to put it plainly, wc’vc got to run. I just don’t know what

(o do with you, Auntie—not a word out of you for two whole days

You worry too mucli, honek to God you do. What are you so un-

happy about ? It isn’t as if you’d meant to push Auntie Katie off the

train
;
you didn’t push Katie Ogryskova, you just caught her side-

ways, by accident—I saw you. She picked herself up off the grq,ss—

I

saw her with my own eyes—and she* got up and ran aw^ay. She* and
Uncle Prjtulyev arc sufe to catch us up. We’ll all be together again!

The grtfat thing is to stop worrying, then you’ll find your tongue

again.’ ' '

Tyagur^ova got up, took Vassya’s hUnd and said softly; ‘Come
along, lay dear.*

25

,
*

Their timbers creaking, the coaches climbed up the steep bill. Below

the embankment there was a thicket, its tops not quite reaching the

level of the tr^ack. Lower still were fields. The floods had only just

withdrawn, leaving sand and pieces of timber scattered about untidily.

The logs must have been washed down from somewhere higher up
the hill where they had been stacked.

The young coppice below the embankment was still almost as bare

as in winter. Only in the l^uds, which spattered it all over like candle

grease, was therti somettiing not in accord with the rest, something

superfluous an(f' untidy
;

perhaps dirt or an inflammation causing

them to swell; and this untidiness, superfluity and dirt w'ere the

signs of life which had already set the most forward of fhe trees on
fire with its green leafy flame.

Here and there an upright birch stood martyred, pierced by the

teeth and arrows of its twin unfolding leaves, and you* knew its smell

by just looking at it : it smelled of its shiny resin which is used for

making lacquer.
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Soon the trilin drew level ^with the place where the logs waslied

down by the flood m^ht have been stacked. A cutting through the

wood came into sight at a bend of the track
;
it was heaped with chips

and shavings and had a pile of large timber in the middle. The engine

braked and .the train shuddered and stopped at the point it had
reached on the* curve of the Wll, Ufendino; slightly outwards from a

wide arc.

A Yew short barking hoots and shouts came from the engine, but

• the passengers did not need these signals to»krtV)w that til train had
stopped in order tp ij?kc \h fiicl. *

The doors rolled open and a crowd the size of the population of

a small town poured out ;
only the sailors stayed in their coaches for

they were excused all fatigues.

There w'as not enough small firewood in the clearing to fill the

tender and sonic of the large timber had to be cut down to the right

size. iThe engine crew had saws as part of ihcir c*quipmcnt and these

were issued to volunteers, one to each -pair, Yury and his father-in-law

among them. «

Grinning sailors stuck their hcjtds out of their carnage doots. I'he

•recruits were a curious* iilixturc of middle-aged working men, straight

from their emergency training, and boys ji5st out of naval r/^llcgc, who
looked as if they had got in by mistake among the staid fathers ol

families and who joked and played the fool with the older *?a11ors to

keep themselves from thinking. All of them knew that their hour ol

trial was at hand. ••
,

Jokes and guffaws followed the work parties.

‘Hey, Grandfather! I’m not shirking, I’m too young to work,

my nanny won’t let me.’ ‘Hey, Martha, don’t saw ofT your skirl,

you’ll catch cold !

’
‘ Hey, young one, don’t go to the w'ood, com<^

and be my wife instead I
’

There were several trestles in the clearing; Yury' and Alexander

Alexandrovich went up to one of them and began to saw.

This was the moment of spring w^hen the earth comes out of the

snow looking much as when the snow had trapped it six months earlier.

The wood smelled of damp and was heaped with last year’s leaves like

an unswept roftm where people have been tearing up letters, bills and

receipts accumulated for years.

‘Don’t go so fast, you’ll tire yourself,’ said Yury, giving a slower
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and more even movement to the saw. ‘And what^about having a

rest?’ *

f ^
The wood echoed to the hoarse ringing of other saws

;
somewhere,

very far away, a nightingale was trying out its voice
;

at longer intervals

a thrush whistled as if blowing dust out of a flute, and even the engine

steam rose into the sky warjoliflg Kke irtilk boiling up ofi a nursery spirit

stove.

‘What^did you want to speak to me about?’ asked Alexander

Alcxandrd;*?<ih. ‘Do foiSL remember? We were going past the island,

,

the ducks flew away and you said you wahted*^ to ,speak to me some
other time.’

‘Oh yes. . . . Well, I don’t quite know how to put it shortly. J

was thinking that we are gdlng in deeper and deeper. The whole of

this region is in turmoil. We don’t know what we’ll find when we get

there. Perhaps wp ought \o talk things over just in case. ... I don’t

mean about our convictions—you can’t say much about them in five

minutes in a spring wood. Besides w^e know each other too well. ‘You

and I anej. Tonya and many others like us, we make up our own world

these dafys, the only diflercnce between us is in the degree ofour aware-

ness of it. What I mean is that perhaps* we ought to agree in*^

advance on, how to behave, 'so that we need never blush for each other

or make each other feel ashamed.’

‘I ttiiow what you mean. I like the way you put it. I’ll tell you.

Do you remember that night, in winter, in the middle of a snow-storm,

when you brought me ilje paper with the first government decrees ?

You remember how unbelievably direct and uncompromising they

were ? It was that single-mindedness that appealed to us. But such

things keep their original purity only in the minds of those who have

conceived them, and then only on the day they are first published.

By the day after, the casuistry of politics has turned them inside out.

What can I say to you ? The regime is hostile to us, its philosophy is

alien to me, I have not been asked if I consent to all these changes. But
I have been trusted, and own actions, even if they were not freely

chosen, put me ifiidcr a certain obligation.

‘Tonya keepJ asking if we’ll arrive in time to plant our vegetables.

I don’t know. I don’t know the soil or the climate in the^Urals ; the

summer is so short I can’t think how anything ever ripens in time.

‘But after all, it is not for the sake of market gardening\hat we
arc going all this enormous distance. No, we had better face things

honestly, our object is quite different. We are going tfi try to subsist

in the modern fashion, taking our share in the squandering of old

Krueger’s properties, his factories and machines. We arc not going to
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rebuild his fortiihe, but, like everyone else and in the same incredibly

chaotic way, we’ll fritter it away and lend a hand in the collective

squandering of'^thousands for the sake of earning a copeck’s worth of

living. Not that I would take back the estate on the old terms as a
gift, not if you gave me my weight in gold. That would be as foolish

as to start runnihg about naked»or tidying to forget the alphabet. No,
the age of property in Russia is over, and anyway, we Gromekos lost

our adtjuisitive passion a generation ago.’

27
•

It was too hot and stuffy in the carriage to sleep. Yury’s pillow was
soaked in sweat. Carefully, not to wake the others, he got down from
his bunk and rolled back the carriage doors.

Sijcky damp heat struck him in the face as if he had walked into a

cobweb in a cellar. ‘Mist,* he gifessed. ‘To-morrow will be scorching

hot. That’s why it is so airless, and so heavy tind opprcssiv(^now.’

It was a big station, possibly adjunction. Besides the misf’and the

•stillness, there was a feofing of emptiness, of neglect, as if the train had
been lost and forgotten. It rfiust be standing right at the ^ack of the

, marshalling yard, so far back that if, at the other end of the maze of

tracks, the earth were to open and swallow up the station builciing, no
one in the train would be any the wiser.

Two sounds could be heard /aintly in the, distance.

At the back, where they had come from, there was a rhythmic

splashing, as if clothes w’ere being rinsed or the wind flapped a heavy

damp flag against a pole. •.

From ahead there came an even rumbling which made Yury^ with

his experience of the war, prick up his ears. ‘Artillery,* he decided

after listening to the calmly echoing, low, sustained note.

‘That’s it, we’re right at the front,’ he nodded to himself as he

jumped down from the carriage. He walked a few steps forward. Two
carriages further up the train came to an end ;

the r6st of the coaches

had been uncoupled and had gone away together with the engine.

‘So that was why they were so keyed up yesterday. They had a

feeling they would be thrown straight in as soon as we arrived.’

He talked round the front carriage meaning to cross the rails and

look for the main part of the station, but a sentry with a rifle rose in

his path. *

‘Where are you going? Got a pass ?* he said soflly.

•What is this station ?’
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‘That’s as may be. Who are you ?’ ^

‘I am a doctor from Moscow. My /amily ayd I are passengers on
this train. Here are my papers.*

‘You can stuff them up your . I’m not such a fool as to try

to read in the dark. There’s a mist—can’t you see? And I don’t

need any papers to know vyhaft kthd df a doctor you kre. There are

more of your doctors shooting twelve-inch guns at us. Bash your

brains outJ would, but it’s too soon for that. Get back now, while

you’re still'll one piccA* *
,

‘He’s taking mc^or someone else, ’ thought Yury. Clearly, it was
no use arguing, better follow his advice before it was too late. He
turned and walked back. «

The gunfire had died away behind him. There, behind him, was
the east. There the sun had risen in a drift of mist and was peering

dully through floating shadows, like a naked man through clouds of

steam at the baths. n

Yury walked down the Icngtivof the train and passed the end coach.

His feet sank deeper ani deeper into soft sand.

The even sound of splashing c?lme nearer. The ground sloped

steeply down. He stopped, trying to make but the indistinct shapes
*

in front of Vim ;
the mist ihacle them unnaturally large. One more

step and the hulls of beached boats came up out of the dark. Before

him v/as a wide river, its lazy ripples splashing slowly, wearily against

the sides of fishing smacks and the planks of landing stages down the

shore. .

A figure rose from the beach.

‘Who gave you permission to prowl around ?’ asked another sentry

with a rifle.

‘What is this river?’ shot out Yury, though he had firmly deter-

mined not to ask any more questions.

By way of answer the sentry put his whistle to his mouth, but he
was saved the trouble of using it by the first sentry, whom it was meant
to summon but who had Evidently been following Yury without a

sound and now joined his mate. They stood talking.

‘There’s no doubt about it. You can tell this kind of a bird at a

glance. “ What’s this station ?
”

' What’s this river ? ’* Throwing dust

in your eyes ! What do you say ? Shall we take him straight to the

jetty or to the train first ?’

‘I say to the train. See what the boss says.—^Your documents,*

he barked at Yury. Grabbing the bunch of papers fn his fist and
calling back to someone, ‘Keep an eye on him,’ he strode away with

the first sentry towards the station.
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I'he third figure, whom Yury had not so far made out, was evidently

a fisherman. He had been iVing on the beach but he now grunted,

stirred and sci about enlightening Yury on his position.

‘It’s lucky for you they’re taking you to the boss. It may be your

salvation. But you mustn’t ’blame them. They’re only doing their

duty. The people arc on top nowadays. Perhaps it’s even for the

best in the long run, though there isn’t rnuch to be said for it now.

They’ve made a mistake, you see. They’ve been hunting, hunting

all the lime for a certai^ man. So they thought it was you. That’s

him, they thought, fthat’« the enemy of the Workers’ State, we’ve got

him. A mistake, that’s all it is. What you must do ifanything happens

• is to insist on seeing the boss. Don’t you let these two get away with

anything. They’re politically conscious^; it’s a misfortune. Lord help

us. They’d think nothing of doing away with you. So, if they say

“Come along^” mind you don’t go. Say you want to see the boss.’

from the fisherman Yury learned that the river was the famous
waterway the Rynva, and that tfic station by the river served

Razvilyc, an industrial suburb of the towrv of Yuryafin, He also

learned that Yuryalin, which la)>a couple of miles upstreanl, seemctl

now to have been rec^tptured from the Whites. And that there had
been trouble in Razvilyc, ‘hnd that this seemed also to have been

put down, the reason for the great stillness all around being that the

station area had been cleared of civilians and strictly coiTtDncd off.

He learned finally that the coaches of some of the trains at the station

were used as army hcadquartq;rs and that among them was the special

train of Army Commissar Strelnikov, to whom the two sentries had
gone to report.

A third sentry now came from the direction in wdiicli the two others

had gone
;
he was distinguished from them chiefly by the fact that he

pulled his rifle after him, the butt trailing on the ground, or propped

it up in front of him like a tipsy friend who needed his support. This

guard now look Yury to the commissar.

28 -

Sounds ol laughter and movement came from one of the two coupled

coachtft to which the guard, after giving the password to the sentry,

took Yury, but they ceased the moment the two men came in.

The guaiKl led Yury down a narrow passage to a wide central

compartment. It was a clean, comfortable room where tidy, well-

dressed people worked in complete silence. Yury had had a very
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different idea of the background of Strelnikov, the faTmous non-party

military expert who was the pride and ^terror the region.

But no doubt, the real centre of his activities lay elsewhere, closer

to the staff H.Q,. and to the field of military operations. This could

only be his personal suite, his private oftice and sleeping quarters.

Hence the stillness, rather iik^the quiet of a hydro' with cork floors

and attendants in soft slippers.

The office was the old dining-car, carpeted and with several* desks

in it.
*

'
,

*One moment,* isaid a young officer whAe desk was by the door.

He nodded absent-mindedly, dismissing the guard, who left, rattling

his rifle butt on the metal strips nailed across the floor of the passage.

After this, everyone felt free to forget Yury’s existence and paid him
no further attention.

From where he stood Ut the entrance Yury could -see his papers

lying on a desk at the far end of the room. The desk was occupied by
a man who was older than the ^est and who looked like an old-style

colonel. He was an drmy statistician of some sort. Mumbling to

himself,** he consulted reference boaks, studied field maps, checked,

compared, cut out and pasted things in. After looking round at every ’

window in the room he announced :
‘ It^s going to be hot,* as though

only the examination of all of them had forced him to this conclusion.

An'ffrfny electrician was crawling about on the floor mending a

broken connection. When he reached the desk by the door the young
officer got up to make room for him. At the next table a typist in an
army leather jerkin was struggling with her typewriter ; its carriage

had slipped sideways and got stuck. The young officer stood over her

and examined the cause of the mishap from above, while the electrician

crawled in under her desk and examined it from below. The old-

style colonel got up and joined them and all four busied themselves

with the typewriter.

This made Yury feel better. These people must know his fate

better than he did
;

it was hardly likely that they would be so uncon-

cerned and so busy with4riflcs in the presence of a man whom they

considered doom'ed.

‘And yet who knows?* he reflected. ‘Why are they so uncon-

cerned? Guns are going off and people are dying and they calmly

forecast the temperature—not the heat of the battle but of the weather.

Perhaps after all they have seen so much tliat they have no sensibility

left.*

For something to look at, he stared across the room through the

window opposite.
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*9

He could see the edge of the railway lines and higher up the hill the

station and the suburb of RazVilye.

Three Sight? of unpainted vsoodon siteps led from the platform to

the station building.

At •the end of the tracks there was a graveyard for old engines.

JLocomotives without tenciiprs, with smoke stacks shaped like the tops

ol* knee-boots or like dririPJng-cups^ stood stack to .stack amid piles of

scrap.

• The engine graveyard below and the human graveyard above,

the crumpled iron of the tracks and the rusty iron of the roofs and
shop signs of the suburb made up a single picture of neglect and age

under the white sky scalded by the early mcTrning heat.

Lying in Moscow, Yury had forgotten how mdny shop signs there

still were in other towns and how mveh of the facades they covered.

Some of those he was seeing now were so large tfiat he coufd read them
easily from where he stood, and ithey came down so low oVer the

Planting windows of the sagging, one-storeyed buildings that the

crooked little houses were almost hidden ^y them, like the faces of

village children in their fathers* peaked caps.

The mist had gone from the west and now what rcmairicITbf it in

the east stirred, swayed and parted like the curtain of a stage.

And there, on a hill above Razvilye and a mile or two beyond it,

stood a large town, the size of a provincial capital. The sun gilded

its colours and the distance simplified its lines. It clung to the summit
of the hill in tiers, house by house and street by strent, with a big

church in the middle on the top, as in a cheap colour print of a desert

monastery or of Mount Athos.

‘Yuryatin,’ thought Yury excitedly. *The town I used to hear

about so often from Anna and from Nurse Antipova. How strange

that I should see it in these circumstances 1^

At that moment the attention of the mihtary Was diverted from

the typewriter to something they could see through bne of the other

windows and Yury looked round.

A group of prisoners was being taken under guard up the station

steps. Among them was a boy in a school uniform who was wounded
in the head. He had received first-aid but a trickle of blood seeped

through the bondage, and he kept smudging it with his hand over his

dark, sweaty face. Walking between two Red Army men at the tail

of the procession, he attracted notice not only by his resolute air, his
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good looks and the pathos of so young a rcbers plight, but by the

utter absurdity of his own and his t\S^o companions* gestures. They
were doing exactly the opposite of what they should fiave done.

He was still w^caring his school cap. It slithered continually from
his bandaged head and, instead of taking it off and carrying it in his

hand, he rammed it back each <^<;ime(' disturbing the*bandage and the

wound, and in this his two guards assisted him with readiness.

There was something symbolical in this absurd action, so contrary

to common sense, aifJ,impressed by its si/;nificance, Yury longed tp

rush out and address the boy in the word^ v^hicli were boiling up inside

him. He longed to shout to him and to the people in the railway

coach that salvation lay not in loyalty to forms and uniforms, but dn

throwing them away.
‘

He turned away; Strclnikov came in with long, vigorous strides

and stood in the middle Of the room.

How was it possible that he, a doctor, with his thousz^nds of

acquaintances, had never until thisr day come across a personality so

well defined as this man ? How was it that they had never been throvim

together, that their paths had never crossed ?

For some unknown reason, it was clear stt'once that this man was h
finished product of the will. So completely was he himself, the self

he chose to be, that everything about him struck one immediately as

a moAei‘0f its kind—his well-proportioned, handsomely set head, his

eager step, his long legs, his knee-boots, which may well have been

muddy but which lookqd clean, andrhis grey serge tunic which may
have been creased but looked as if it were made of the best linen and
had just been pressed.

Such wa&)the irresistible effect of his brilliance, his unaffected ease

and his sense of being at home in any conceivable situation on
earth.

He must certainly, Yury thought, be possessed of a remarkable

gift, but it was not necessarily the gift of originality. His talent, which
showed itself in his every movement, might equally be one of imitation.

In those da^s everygme modelled himself on someone else—imitat-

ing the heroes bf history or those who had caught men’s imagination

by winning fame at the front or in the street fighting, or those who
had great prestige with the people, or this or that comrade who had
achieved distinction, or simply each other.

'

Strclnikov politely concealed any surprise or annoyance he might

have felt at Yury’s presence. He addressed his staff,'-treating him as

one of themselves.

He said: ‘Congratulations. We have driven them back. It all
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seems more like j^Iaying at ivar than like serious business, because they

arc as Russian as we aje, only stuffed with nonsense—they won’t give

it up, so we ha^c to beat it out of them. Their commander was my
friend. His origin is even more proletarian than mine. We grew up
in the same hpuse. He has done a great deal for me in my life and I

am deeply indebted to him. Ahd Hfcre*am I rejoicing that we have

thrown them back beyond the river and perhaps even further.—Hurry
up with that connection, Guryan, we need the telephone, we can’t

4)0ssibly manage only with messengers and* the telegraph.—Isn’t it

getting hot ! I managed lo .get in an hour’s sleep all the same. Oh
yes ! . . He turned to Yury, remembering that he had been woken
up to deal with some nonsense in connection with this man.

‘This man?’ Strelnikov thought, rooking him over sharply.

‘ Nonsense ! He’s nothing like him. Fools !
’ He laughed and said

to Yury: ‘My apologies, Comrade. They* mistook you for someone

else. ®My guards made a mistake. You are free to go.—Where is the

comrade’s labour book ?—Ah, hefe arewyour pap*crs. May I just have a

glance . . . Zhivago . . . Zhivago . . . Doctor*Zhivago . « Moscow.

. . , All the same, shall we go to my room for a moment ? Tflis is the

Secretariat ; I’m^in the*IiCxt coach. This way, I won’t keep you long.’

30

Wlio, in reality, was Strelnikov^
^

That he should have reached and held his position was remarkable,

for he was a non-party man and, though born in Moscow, had been

totally unknown : he had gone straight from the university to a school-

teaching job in the provinces, and in the war he had been captured

and reported missing, believed killed. He had only recently come
back from prison in Germany. He was put forwwd and vouched for

by Tiverzin, a railway worker of advanced political views, in whose

family he had lived as a child. Those wko controlled appointments

were impressed by him : in those days of. inordinate rhetoric and

political extremism his unbridled revolutionary fefvour fitted the

spirit of the times and stood out by its sincerity and its fanaticism,

neither borrowed nor accidental, but his own, deliberately fostered

by him Snd developed by the circumstances of his life.

He justified the confidence of the authorities.

His fighting record over the past few months included the burning

of Lower Kelmes (where Yury’s train had been stopped by the snow),

the suppression of the Gubassovo peasants who had put up armed
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resistance to food levies, and of the men of the I4tll line regiment,

who had plundered a food convoy. ^Hc had also dealt with the

‘Razin’ * soldiers who had started a rebellion in the to/n of Turkatuy
and gone over to the Whites, and with the rebellion at Chirkin Us,

where a loyal commander had been kilfed.

In each case he had achieved complete surpriS(& and had in-

vestigated, tried, sentenced and enforced his sentences with speed,

harshness and resolution.

He had \)rought the« local epidemic of/desertions under control^

and reorganised th^ recruiting bodies. Aj 4 result, conscription went
ahead and the Red Army reception centres were feverishly busy.

Finally, when the White pressure from the north increased and
the position became admittdlly grave, 'Strelnikov was entrusted with

new responsibilities, military, strategic and operational. His activities

produced immediate results.

Strelnikov (‘the Shooter*) knew that rumour had nickname4 him
Razstrelnikov, ‘the Executioner** Hd took it calmly, he was disturbed

by nothing.

His father was a worker who had been sent to prison for taking

part in the revolution of 1905. He did not hhnself psirticipate in the*

revolutionary movement im those years, ‘'at first because he was too

young, and later, at the university, because young men who come from

a poor ^i5;«v.kground value higher education more and work harder

than the children of the rich. The ferment among other students

left him unmoved. He accumulated an immense amount of informa-

tion and, after taking his degree in arts, educated himself later in

science and mathematics.

Exempted /rom the army, he enlisted as a volunteer, was com-
missioned, sent to the front, captured and, on hearing of the revolution

in Russia, escaped in 1917 and came home. He had an unusual

power of clear and logical reasoning, and he was endowed with great

moral purity and sense ofjustice ;
he was ardent and honourable.

But to the task of a scientist breaking new ground, his mind would

have failed to bring an intuition for the incalculable : the capacity

for those unexpected discoveries which shatter the barren harmony
of empty foresight.

And in order to do good to others he would have needed, besides

the principles which filled his mind, an unprincipled heart,—tlie kind

of heart that knows of no general cases, but only of particular ones,

and has the greatness of small actions. •

Filled with the loftiest aspirations from his childhood, he had
> Stenka Razin was the leader of a popular uprising in the X7th century.
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looked upon theiworld as a vast arena where everyone competed for

perfection, keeping scrupulousty to the rules. When he found that

this was not a thic picture, it did not occur to him that his conception
of the world order might be over-simplified. He nursed his grievances

and with them the ambition to*judge between life and the dark forces

which distort it,*and to be life’s t:harilpicJn and avenger.

Embittered by his disappointment, he was armed by the revolution.

3 *

‘eZhivago,* repeated Strelnikov when they were settled in his room.
‘Zhivago. . . . Trade, I think*. Or gentry. . . . Well, of course, a

Moscow doctor. . . . Going to Varykino.—That’s strange, why should

you leave Moscow for such an out-of-the-way lair ?

hat’s just the idea. In search of quiet, retirertment and obscurity.'

‘TDear me, how romantic ! V^trykyio ? I know most of the places

here. That used to be Krueger’s estate. Yotf aren’t rdatjd to him
by any chance ? You don’t happen to be his heir ?’ •

• ‘Why the irpny? .Being his “heir” has nothing to do with it.

Though it is true that my wife . .
.’

^ ^

‘Ah, so you see! But if you’re feeling nostalgic for the Whites

I’m going to disappoint you. We’ve cleared the district.’ *

‘Are you still making fun of me?’
‘And then, a doctor. An^rmy medical officer. And we’re at

war. That really is my business. You’re a deserter. The greens *

are also seeking refuge in the woods.—Your reasons ?
’

‘I have been twice wounded and invalided out.’ ,

‘Next you’ll be handing me a reference from the People’s Com-
missariat of Education or Health to prove that you are a Soviet

citizen or a “sympathiser” or “entirely loyal”. These are apocalyptic

times, my dear sir, this is the Last Judgment. This is a time for angels

with flaming swords and winged beasts frpm the abyss, not for sym-

pathisers and loyal doctors. However, I told you yesu were free, and

I won’t take back my word, but remember, it’s for this once. I have

a feeling that we’ll meet again, and that then our conversation will be

quite different. Take care,’

Yurf was not put out either by the challenge or the threat. He
said

:

‘I know what you think of me. From your point of view you are

* A term used to denote anarchistic people, chiefly peasants, who fought both

the Reds and the Whites.
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right. But the point you wish me to discuss with y(#u is one I have

been arguing with an imaginary accuser all my life, and it would be

odd if I had not by now reached some conclusion. Ofily I could not

put it into a couple of words. So if 1 am really free, permit me to

leave, without having it out with you.* If I am not, then you must

decide what to do with me. f h§tve rib excuses to mate to you.*

They were interrupted by the telephone. The line had been

repaired. Strelnikov picked up the receiver.

‘Thanks, Guryan.® Now be a good fe/low and send somebody,
along to see Comr«.dc Zhivago to his tr^irf. I tiorj’t want any more
accidents. And give me the Razvilye Cheka Transport Department.*

When Zhivago had gone, Strelnikov telephoned the^ railway

station.
*

‘There’s a schoolboy they’ve brought in, keeps pulling his cap

over his ears and .he’s gof a bandaged head, it’s disgraceful.—That’s

right.—He’s to have medical aid if he needs it.—Certainly.-f-Yes,

like the apple of your eye, you. 11 h<f responsible to me personalfy.

—

Rations, tpo, ifnecessary. That’s right. Now, let’s get down to business.

'

. . . I’lh still talking, don’t cut me off. Damn, there’s somebody
else on the line. Guryan ! Guryan ! They’vS^cut me off.*

*

He gav^ up trying to finish his conversation for the time being.

‘It might be one of my prep school boys,* he thought. ‘Fighting us,

now h^ brig.* He counted up the years since he had stopped teaching,

to see if the boy could indeed have been his pupil. Then he looked

out of the window towards the skylinr? and searched for the part of

Yuryatin where he and his wife had lived. Suppose his wife and
daughter were still there ! Couldn’t he go to them ? Why not now,

this very minute ? Yes, but how could he ? They belonged to another

life. First he must see this one through, this new life, then he could go

back to the one that had been interrupted. Some day he would do
just that. Some day. But when, w^hen ?
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Arridat ,

^h"jr iHE train which ha^ brought the Z!iivajs|os was stilT standing in

• I
the station siding, j|crfened by otlier trains^i but that morning,

JL for the first time, they felt that their connection with Moscow
had snaj^ed and was ended.

From now on they were iVi a difFer0nt territory, in a new and
different provincial world which had a centre of gravity of its own.

It was clear at once that here people lived cl9scr together than

they ^id in Moscow or Petersburg. Although the station area was
corefoned off and officially closed to civilians, passengers for the local

trains had managed, in some unaccountable ^ay, to ‘filtej through*

(as we would say now). They had already crammed the*coacIies

^nd they crowded in tile doorways or strolled or stood about in front

of them. *
- ^

All of them, without exception, were acquainted; they waved
and called out as soon as they caught sight of e.ach othcf**aiid they

exchanged greetings as they passed. Their speech and dress, their

food and manners, were all a Jitlle diffcrei^t from those of people in

the capitals.

How did they earn their living? Yury wondered. What were

their interests and their material resources, how did they cope with

the difficulties of the times and how evade the laws ?

It was not long before he learned the answer.

Escorted by the sentry who dragged his rifle after hitn or used it as a

walking stick, Yury went back to his carriage.

It V. as a steaming hot day. The rails and the carriage roofs looked

as if tHfey were melting. The earth, black with oil, had a yellow

shimmer like gilt.

The sentr/s rifle ploughed a furrow in the dust and occasionally

clinked against the sleepers.

‘The weather has settled down,* he was saying, ‘time to sow the
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spring corn—oats, millet—it*s a golden time for tlyj crops. It’s too

early for the buckwheat, though. Vthere I come from we sow the

buckwheat on the feast of Akulina. I’m not ftom thrse parts, I come
from Morzhansk, near Tambov. Eh, Comrade Doctor, if it wasn’t

for this civil war and this plague of a dounter-revolution, do you think

I’d be wasting my time in vtr^fnge ^arts at this season? The class

war has run between us like a black cat ‘ and just look at what it does

to us.’

Hands were stretched out <^f the carriage to help him up. «

‘Thanks, I can manage.’

Yury climbed in and hugged his wife.

‘At last! Well, thank God, thank God, it’s all *ended like this,’

she kept saying over .and over aga^n. ‘Actually, we knew yot4,were

all right.’

‘ Wh<f». do you mean, you knew I was all right ?’

‘The sentries came and told us what wa^ going on. How othej;

wise do you think we could have borne /he suspense ? As it is, Father

and I ncariy went out of our minds. There he is, he’s fast asleep, you

can’t \y^.e him. He fell asleep like a log after all the excitement.

There are several new passengers. I’ll introduce you in a moment.
But listen first to what everybody’s talking about—they are all con-

gratulating you on your lucky escape.—Here he is,* she suddenly

turned and introduced her husband over her shoulder to one of the

new passengers who was hemmed in by the crowd at the back of the

carriage.

‘ Samdevyatov,’ the stranger introduced himself, raising his soft

hat over other people’s heads and pushing his way forward through

the press of bodies.

‘Samdevyatov,’ thought ^’'ury. ‘With a name like that he ought

to have come str-aight out of an old Russian ballad, complete with a

bushy beard, a ^smock and a studded belt. But this is the local Arts

Club. Greying curls, moustache, goatee . .
.’

‘Well, did Strelnikov give you a fright?’ said Samdevyatov. ‘Be

honest’ *

‘No, why? We had an interesting talk. Certainly he has a

powerful personality.’

According to the Russian superstition, a black cat running between two people

means that they will quarrel.
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*1 should thihk so. Fve gcjjt some idea of what he’s like. He’s not

from our parts. He’s^one of you Moscow people. Like most of our
innovations, 't'hey’re all imported from the capital. We wouldn’t
have thought of them ourselves.’

‘Yury, darling, Anfim Yefimovich knows everyone,’ Tonya said.

‘ He’s heard about you and aboftt ydhr fhtj^er and he knew my grand-

father—he knows everyone !—I suppose you must have met the school-

teacher, Antipova ? ’ she slipped in casually, and Samdevyatov replied

•with as little expression- ‘What about Anidpova?* Yury heard,

biit did not take if up, arid Tonya went on : ‘Anflfim Yefimovich is a

bolshevik, so take care, darling, you’ll have to be on your best

behaviour. *
,

‘Really?’ said Yury. ‘I’d never have thought it. I’d have taken

you for an artist of some sort*

‘My father kept a coaching inn. He* had seven troikas on the

roaej.* But I went to the university, and, it’s true that I’m a

Marxist.’ •

‘Listen to what Anfim Yefimovich told mc^Yura, and byjhe way,

^f you don’t mind my saying so, ‘Anfim Yefimovich, your name and
patronymic is a* real tongue-twister!—Listen, darling, to what he told

me—we’ve been tremendously lucky.—luryatin Central can’t take

the train—part of the town is on fire and the bridge has been blown

up, you can’t get through. So our train is going to be Switched to

another line, and that line happens to be just the one we want, it’s

the one for our station, for Torfyanaya. • Isn’t it wonderful I—We
don’t have to change and lug all our stuff from one station to another,

we’ll just stay in the train. On the other hand, Anfim Yefimovich says

we’ll be shunted backv/ards and forwards for hours before we really

start off.’

4

Tonya was right. Coaches were coupled i!nd uncoupled and the train

was shifted endlessly from one congested line to another where other

trains blocked its way into the open country.
*

The town lay in the distance, partly hidden by folds of land. Only

now ai^ then did its roofs, the chimneys of its factories and the crosses

on its belfries show on the skyline. One of its suburbs was on fire.

The smoke drifted across the sky, looking like a horse’s mane blowing

in the wind.

Yury and Samdevyatov sat on the floor of the carriage, their legs

dangling over the side. Samdevyatov kept pointing into the distance
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and explaining what they saw to Yuiy. Every now and then the

train would put on speed and drown^ his voice and he would lean

across, bringing his mouth close to Yury’s car, and Repeat what he

had said, shouting himself hoarse.

‘That’s the “Giant” Cinema they’ve set on fire. The cadets were
holding it, though they’d sifirefideriSd earlier on. In general, the

fighting isn’t over yet, by any means. You see those black dots on
the belfry ? Those are our people, sniping at the Czechs

‘I can’t* see a tking. How can yda see them at such a«

distance?’ • • 1 *
•

•

‘That’s the artisans’ quarter, Khokhriki, burning over there.

Kholodeyevo, the part where the shops are, is further on.
^
I’m in«*

tcrcsted because our inn is' there. Luckily the fire is only on the

outskirts and it doesn’t look like spreading to the centre.*

‘What did you^say ?* ‘

‘I said the centre is untouched so far, the centre of the tcftvn

—

the cathedral, the library. . . . Dur hame, Samdevyatov, is a Russian

form of J^an Donato. ' We’re supposed to be descended from the*

Demidovs ^*

‘I still can’t hear.*
^

.

**

‘I said 5^mdevyatov is a form of San* Donato. They say we are a

branch of the Demidov family, the Princes Demidov San Donato.

But it may be just a family legend. This place here is called Spirka’s

Dell. It’s full of villas and places to which people come on a spree.

Funny name, isn’t it ? *
^

«

In front of them lay a valley criss-crossed by branch tracks. Tele-

graph poles strode away to the horizon, like giants in seven-league

boots, and the broad winding ribbon of a highway competed in

beauty with the railway. It vanished over the skyline, reappeared in

a broad arc at a turning and again vanished.

‘That’s our famous highway. It runs right across Siberia. The
convicts used to sing songs about it. Now it’s the operational base

of the partisans. . . . You’ll like it here, you know, it’s not at all bad.

You’ll get so usei to it, you’ll miss it when you go away. . . . The
town has varioui^ odd features. Our water pumps, for instance. The
women queue up for water at tiic crossroad, it’s their open-air club

all through the winter.*

‘We arc not going to live in town. We’re going to VarykSio.*

> The Czechoslovak Legion took part in the events in Eastern Russia and Siberia

in 1918-1920.
*

* A Demidov opened the first mines in the Urals under a conce^ion from Peter

the Great. His descendant in the 19th century received the title of Prince San Donato
from the Vatican.
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*1 know. wife told me. All the same you*ll be coming
into town on business. I guftssed who your wife was the moment
I shw her. Sifie’s tile living image of old Krueger—eyes, nose,

forehead—just like her grandfather. Everyone here remembers
him.* *

There were•round, red oil tanks%>n«the skyline, and large adver-

tisements on wooden hoardings. One ol* them caught Yury’s eye;

it was repeated twice and read : Moreau & Veichinkin. Seed drills.

^Threshing machines. • • #
*

. ‘That was a good firm.
^
Their agricultural raachinery was first-

rate.*
^

‘I can’t hear. What did you say?*

‘A good firig, I said. Can* you hear*—a good firm. They made
agricultural msichinery. It was a limited liability company. My
father was a shareholder.* * •

‘I^ thought you said he kept an inn.*

‘So he did. That didn’t pr<?vent,him from having shares. Very
shrewd investments he made, too. He had money in thg “Giant”
Cinema.* •

‘You sound as if ycxft*wcre proud of it ?*

‘Of my father being shrewd ? Of course I am.* ^

‘But what about your Marxism?*
‘Good Lord, what has that got to do with it? on earth

should a man, because he is a Marxist, be a drooling booby?
Marxism is a positive science. •It’s a doctrine of reality, a philosophy

of history.’

‘ Marxism a science ? Well, it’s taking a risk, to say the least, to

argue about that with a man one hardly knows, bui; all the same

. . . Marxism is not sufficiently master of itself to be a science.

Science is more balanced. You talk about Marxism and objectivity.

I don’t know of any teaching more self-centred and further from

the facts than Marxism. Ordinarily, people are anxious to test

their theories in practice, to learn from experience, but those who
wdeld power are so anxious to establish the myth •of their own in-

fallibility that they turn their back on truth as squarely as they can.

Politics mean nothing to me. I don’t like people who are indifierent

to the truth.*

Sanidevyatov took Yury*s words for the bravado ofa witty eccentric

and listened with a smile.

The train •was still shunting. Every time it reached the ‘go*

signal, a woman with a milk-can tied to her belt, who was on duty at

the points, put away her knitting, bent down, switched the signal
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lever and sent the train back to town in reverse. As#it slowly rolled

away she sat up and shook her fist at it.^

Samdevyatov took this personally. *^Vhy cfocs sh# do that?* he
wondered. ‘Her face is familiar. Can it be Glasha Tuntseva? No,
I don’t think it can be Glasha. She looks too old. Anyway, what
has she got against me ? I suppe^e, what with Mothet Russia in the

throes of her upheavals ancl the railways in a muddle, the poor old

thing is having a thin time, so she thinks I’m to blame and shakes her

fist at me. Oh well, t«» bell with it !—As thbugh I didn’t have other .

things to think about.’
, ^

•

At long last the woman waved her flag, shouterf something to the

engine driver and let the train past the signals, out into the open,

country, but as the fourteenfii coach sped by she stuck her tongue out

at the two windbags sitting on the floor ; she was sick of the sight of

them. Again Samdevyatov looked thougruful.

5

When the suburbs of ilie burning town, wilhn^s round oil tanks, tele-'*

graph poles /ind hoardings, had vanished ^'n the distance giving way to

a landscape of woods and low hills, with occasional glimpses of the

highway, Sfcimdcvyatov said

:

‘ Let’s go back to our scats. I have to get off soon and your station

is the next but one. Mind you don’t miss it.’

‘I suppose you know all this neighbourhood very well ?’

‘Like my own backyard. Up to a hundred-mile radius. I’m a

solicitor, you know. Twenty years of practice. I’m always travelling

about on business.*

‘Even now?’
‘ Certainly.’

‘But what kind of business can there be in these days?*

‘Anything you please. ,,01d unfinished deals, commercial opera-

tions, breaches of contract. Any amount of work, I’m up to the eyes

in it, it’s enough* to make your hair stand on end.*

‘But haven’t all such things been annulled ?’

‘Of course they have, nominally. But in practice there are all

sorts of incompatible demands. On the one hand nationalisation,

and on the other, fuel for the Town Soviet and haulage for the Pro-

vincial Economic Council. And everyone wants to Ih'c. These are

the peculiarities of the transitional period, when there is still a gap

between theory and practice. It’s at a time like this that you need
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shrewdy resourc^ul people like myself. Blessed is the man who doesn’t

see too much. AlsOy an occalional clout on the snout doesn’t come
amissy as my father u^ to say. Half the province depends on me for

its livelihood. I’ll be dropping in at Varykino about timber one of

these days. Not just yet thdugh. You can’t get there except by

horsey and my horse is lame.« Olhei^ise you wouldn’t catch me
jolting along on this pile of scrap. LooK at the way it crawls, the

brute? Calls itself a train ! I might be useful to you in Varykino.

^
I know those Mikulitsins bf yours inside out.i #

*

. ‘You know why we arj ^oing there, what our plan is ?*

‘More or less.* I can imagine.—Back to the land, the eternal call

of Mother Nature. The dream of living by the sweat of your brow.’

‘Wh&t’s wrong with it ? You sound disapproving.’

‘It’s naive and idyllic, but why not?—Good luck to you. Only
I don’t bclieve.in it. It’s Ufopia. Arts and crafts.*^

‘How do you think Mikulitsin will receive us ?’

*fte won’t let you over the threshold, he’ll drive you out with a

broomstick, and he’ll he quite right! He’s in a fine picljle as it is.

Idle factories, runaway workers, n© means of livelihood, no fl5od, and

•then you turn up I If.he murders you, I shan’t blame him !

’

‘There you are. You afe a bolshevik, and yet evci^ you admit

lh«at what’s going on isn’t life—it’s lunacy, it’s an absurd nightmare.’

‘Of course I do. But don’t you see that it’s a matter •^historical

inevitability ? It has to be gone through.’

‘Where is the inevitability J’

‘Are you a child, or are you just pretending? Have you dropped

from the moon ? Gluttons and parasites sat on the backs ofthe starving

workers and drove them to death, and you imagine things could stay

like that ? And what about all the other forms ofoutrage and tyranny ?

Don’t you understand the rightness of the people’s anger, of their

desire to live in justice, of their search for truth ? Or do you think

a radical change was possible through the Duma, by parliamentary

measures, and that we can do without a dictatorship?’

‘We are talking at cross purposes and even if^we argued for a

hundred years we’d never see eye to eye. 1 used t» be very revolu-

tionary-minded, but now I think that nothing can be gained by

violence. People must be drawn to good by goodness. But let’s drop

the suhgect. About the Mikulitsins—if we are to expect what you
suggest, then why are we going ? We should turn back.’

‘ Nonsense J To begin with, they arc not the only people in the

world. And secondly, Mikulitsin is criminally kind, kind to excess.

He’ll make a fuss and refuse and resist, and then he’ll melt. He’ll give
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you the shirt off his back and share his last crust ofjbread with you,

I know him like the back ofmy hand.** And Samdevyatov told Yury
Mikulitsin’s story.

'Mikulitsin arrived here tvt'cnty-fivc years ago from Petersburg. He
had been a student at the Technological Institute. He had got into

trouble and^was dcpqptgd and sent here iinder police supervision.

He got a job as manager at Krueger’s works andemarried. There were
four sisters here in those days—one more than in 'Chekhov’s play

—

the Tuntsevas ;
Agrippina, Avdotya, Glaphira (Glasha) and Seraphimg

(Sima). All the young menewere after'them. Mikulitsin maVried the

eldest.

‘Before long they had.a son. From* love of liberty his fool of a

father christened him Liberius. Liberius, Libby for short, grew up a
bit wild but he had all* sorts of imusuAl gifts. When the war canA* he

was fifteen. He faked ^ihe date on his birth certificate and made off

to the front as a volunteer. His mother, who was anyway delicate,

couldn’t stand the shock. She took to her* bed and didn’t get up“
again. She died the year before last, just^before the revolution.

‘At the end of the war Liberius came back as a hero with three

medals an^, of course, he was a fully bolsheviscd delegate from the

front.—Have you heard about the “ Forest Brotherhood ” ?’

‘No, I’m afraid not.’ ^

‘In that case there’s ‘no sertsc in telling you the story, half the

point is lost. And there isn’t any point in your staring out of

the window a^ the highway cither. What’s so remarkable about the

highways nowadays ?—^The partisans. And what are the partisans ?

—

They are the backbone of the revolutionary army in the civil war,

a force which arose out of the conjunction of two factors; on the

one hand, the political organisation which assumed the leadership of

the revolution, and on the^other, the rank and file of the army who
refused to obey the old authcjrities once the war was lost. Out of

these two thingsithe partisan army came into being. Most of them
are middle peasants h but you find all sorts of people—poor peasants,

unfrocked monks, sons of kulaks up in arms against their fathers.

There arc anarchist idealists, people on the run without p&ssports,

and boys expelled from school for having had affairs with women.
c

* According to the Leninist theory the peasants were divided into three categories

rich peasants classified as kulaks, those of average means known as * middle peasants’
and poor or landless peasants.
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And German ai^d Austrian prisoners ofwar tempted by the promise of

freedom and repatriation."—VUell, one of the units of this great people's

army is called^ the Fbrest Brotherhood, and the Forest Brotherhood
is commanded by Comrade Forester, and Comrade Forester ij^Libby,

Liberius Avercievich, the son of Avercius Mikulitsin.^
*You dori’t»really mean it ?• • •

‘Yes ! I do indeed.—But to go on abc^t Avercius. After his wife’s

death he married again. His second wife, Helen, is an inginue^ both

by nature and intention) She went straigl:^ jrom schoc/1 to the altar

and is still quite youqg, but she already pretends Jo be younger still

—

prattles, twitters, butter v^ouldu’t melt in her mouth. The moment she

*secs you, she puts you through an exam : “When was Suvorov born ?

When are the two sides of a triangle equal to the third ?“ And if she

can trip you up, she’s overjoyed. But you’ll sec for yourself in a few
hours. .

• «

‘The old man has his own peculiarities. He'was going to be a

sailt)r. He studied marine engineering. life’s clean-shaven, never

takes his pipe out of his mouth, talks through his tcr'th in a slow,

friendly voice, has the pipe-smoker’s jutting lower jhw an& told grey

eyes.—Oh, and a detail almost forgot—he’s a Social Revolutionary

and was elected regional dek*gate to the Constituent Assembly
‘That is surely very important ! So father and son are at daggers

drawn ? Political opponents ? ’ ^
‘ In theory, of course they are. But in practice thci*e is no quarrel

between the Forest and Varylyno. However, to go on with the story.

The three remaining Tuntsev sisters—Mikiflitsin’s sisters-in-law by his

first marriage—live in Yuryatiii to this day, all confirmed spinsters

;

but times have changed and so have the girls.
^

‘The eldest, Avdotya, is an assistant at the Public Library.—Dark,

pretty, desperately shy, blushes scarlet at the slightest thing. She has

a tenible time at the library.—It’s dead silent, and the poor girl has

chronic hay fever—^gets sneezing fits and looks as if she’d like to drop

through the floor.—^All nerves. ,

‘The next one, Glasha, is the family’s blessing# Terrific drive, a

wonderful worker, doesn’t mind what sh^ docs, t Libby, Comrade
Forester, is supposed to take after his aunt Glasha. One day she’s a

seamstress* or she’s working in a stocking factory, then before you

know where you are she’s turned herself into a hairdresser. You saw

the woman at the points, who shook her fist at us?—^Bless me, I

•

* The Constituent Assembly was formed after the February Revolution under

the Provisional Government and was overthrown by the bolsheviks when tlicy failed

to obtain a majority in it.
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thought, if It isn’t Glasha gone to work on the railway^ !—But I don’t

think, after all, it was her, she looked toll old.

*And then there’s the youngest, Sima. SRe’s th^ir cross. She
gives them no end of trouble. She’s an educated girl, well read, used

to go in for poetry and philosophy. BQt. since the revolution—^what

with all the general uplift, speeches, demonstrations—^She’s become a

bit touched in the head, sHb’s got religious mania. The sisters lock

her up when they go to work but she jumps out of the window and off

she goes down the strict, collecting crowds, preaching the Second
^

Coming and the end of the world.—Well^^ it’s time I stopped talking,

we’re nearly there. This is my station. Yoiirs is n&t. You’d better

get ready.’ #

After he had gone Tonya^said to YuVy : ‘I don’t know about you,

but I feel he’s been sent to us by fate. I think he’ll play some helpful

part in our lives.’
,

•

T hope so, darliilg. But it worries me that everybody recognises

you as Krueger’s granddaughter, and «that Krueger is so well knoVvn.

Even Strclpikov, the nlbment I said ‘^Varykino”, asked me in his'

disagreca\Dle way ‘if we were Krueger’s heirs.

‘It looks to me as if after leaving Moscow'tCi escape notice, we arc^

going to be fven rnorc conspicuous here.* Not that there is anything

to be done about it and there certainly isn’t any sense in crying over

spilt milk. ^But we’d better lie low and behave very unassumingly.

Altogether I have an unpleasant foreboding . . . But we must be

nearly there. Let’s wake up your father and get ready.*

Tonya stood on the platform at Torfyanaya station counting her family

and her luggage over and over to make sure that nothing had been

left on the train. The well-trodden sand of the platform was firm

under her feet but the anxirty not to miss the station remained with

her, and the clattfer of the wheels was still in her ears although the

train was standing motionless before her eyes. This prevented her

from seeing, hearing or taking in anything properly.

Passengers who were continuing their journey were calling out

good-bye and waving to her from the coach, but she never lioticed

them. Nor did she notice that the train was leaving, and only realised

that it had gone when she found herself looking at the green fields

and the blue sky across the empty track.

The station was built of stone and had benches on either side of the
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entrance. The

| Zhivagos were the only travellers who had got out

at Torfyanaya. They put thiir luggage down and sat on one of the

benches. %
*

They were struck by the silence^ emptiness and tidiness of the

station. It seemed strange not to be surrounded by a milling, cursing

mob. History'had not caught^p \Mthnhis remote province where life

had yet to become as savage as in the capitals.

Tlic station lay hidden in a birch wood. (When the train drew in

«it had grown as dark inside the carriage as^fit were evening.) Now
the shadows of the scarcely stirring trees moved lightly over their

hands and faces,* over tAc ground and the station walls and roofs,

und over the platform with its clean, damp yellow sand. It was cool

in the thicket and the singing of the bifds in it had an equally cool

sound. Candid and bare as innocence, it pierced and carried through

the wood from end to end. The thicket was crossfjd in two directions

by the railway and a country road, and both were overshadowed by

the^oose, long sleeves of its drodping.^nd swaying branches.

All at once Tonya saw and heard
;

everything reafchgd her con-

sciousness at the same time—the ringing bird calls, tlie pure woodland
“Solitude and the flowlrtg, uniiifflcd stillness. She had prepared a

speech in her mind :
‘ I couldn’t believe that wc woijd really get

here safely, darling. Your Strelnikov, you know, could quite easily

have played the gentleman to your face and then senPa telegram

to have us all arrested as soon as we got out of the train. I don’t

believe in their noble sentiments, my dear, jt’s all a sham.’ But quite

different words broke from her at the sight of the enchanting scene

before her. ‘How lovely!’ she cried out. She could not say any

more. She broke into tears. •

At the sound of her crying a little old man in a station-master’s

uniform came out and shuffled across to them. Touching the peak

of his red-topped cap, he asked politely

:

‘Would the young lady like something from the station medicine

chest for her nerves ?’

‘It’s nothing. Thank you. She’ll be-all rigfht in a moment,*

said AJcxander Alexandrovich. •

‘It’s the anxiety and the woiry of the journey that does it—it’s

well Pnown. And then this African heat which is so rare in our

latitude. And then on top of everything else the happenings in

Yuryatin.’

‘We saw the fire from the train as we went by.*

•You’re from Russia *, if I’m not mistaken ?’

* European Russia, as distinct from Siberin.
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‘From the very heart of it/

^

‘From Moscow! Little wonder thftn that the lady’s nerves are

upset. They say there isn’t a stone left standing,’ /
‘ Not quite as bad as that. People exaggerate. But we’ve certainly

had a difficult time. This is my daughter, and that’s her husband,

and that’s their little boy. And this isthis nanny, Nyusiia.*

‘How do you do. HoAr do you do. Delighted. I was rather

expecting you. Anfim Yefimovich Samdevyatov telephoned ‘from

Sakma. Dr.‘ Zhivago is ..coming with his fhmily from Moscow, he
^

said, and would 1 please give them every possiblcbassistance. So that’s

who you are, I expect?*
*

‘No, Dr. Zhivago is my son-in-law, there he is. I’m not a doctor..

I’m a professor of agronomy find my nalne is Gromeko.’

‘Pardon me. My mistake. I am very glad to make your

acquaintance.*
^

•

‘ So you know Satndevyatov ? *
^

‘Who doesn’t know Anfim Yffimoii^ich, the wonder worker ! Pie’s

our only hqpe—our one prop. If it weren’t for him we’d have all been

'

dead lorfe ago. Give them every possible assistance, he said. Very
good, I said. I promised I would. So ifyou need a horse or anything

Where are ypu bound for ? *
:

•

‘We want to get to Varykino. Is it far from here
?*

‘VarykiiLo! That’s why I keep wondering who your daughter

reminds me of! So it’s Varykino you want! That explains every-

thing! Ivan Ernestovich Krueger and I built this road together.

I’ll see to the horse right away. I’ll call one of the men and we’ll see

about a cart.—Donat ! Donat ! Take these things into the waiting-

room for the tipie being. And how about a horse ? Run over to the

tea-room and see what can be done. Bacchus was hanging round

here this morning. See if he’s still there. Tell them, four passengers

for Varykino. They’re new arrivals. They’ve got hardly any luggage,

tell them. And look sharp about it. . . . And now, lady, may I give

you a piece of fatherly advice ? I purposely didn’t ask you how closely

you were related to Ivan Ernestovich Krueger. Be very careful what
you say about it» You can’t be hail-fellow-well-met with everyone

in times like these.’

At the mention of Bacchus the travellers looked at iach other

in amazement. They remembered Anna’s tales about tlie fabulous

blacksmith who had made himself an indestructible set of steel bowels

and the many other local legends she had told them. •
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The horse was a white marc which had recently foaled and the driver,

a lop-eared old man with floppy hair, as white as a white owl. For
some reason everything about* hinf was white : his new bircb-bark

shoes had not yet grown dark and his linei/shirt and trousers had faded

with^age.

, The foal, curly-hairetl and black as nighty like a painted toy, ran

after its mother, kicking ou\ its soft-boned legs. • ^

The travellers clung to the sides of the cart as it jolted over the

ruts. Their hearts were at peace. Their dream was coming true,

they were almost at the end of their jodrney. The last hours of the

still, clear day lingered generously with a lavish splendour.

Their way led sometimes through woods an(J sometimes across

opei\ fields. Driving through the forest, they werfc thrown into a heap
cvef*y time the cart-wheel hit% ro<]^t, and they sat hunching their

shoulders, frowning and clinging together. "But in the ppen fields

where space itself seemed to salutenhem out of the fullness ofIts heart,

•^hey sat up, relaxed add held up their heads.

It was hilly country. Tht hills, as always, had their ovjp expression.

They rose huge and dark in the distance, like proud shadows, keeping

a silent watch on the travellers. But a comfortingly rosy light followed

them across the fields, soothing them and giving them hope.

Everything pleased and aftfonished them, above all the unceasing

chatter of their cranky old driver, in whose speech archaic idioms,

traces of Tartar influence and local oddities of language mixed with

those of his own invention. ,

Whenever the foal lagged behind, the mare stopped and waited

for it; soon it caught up with her in graceful, wave-like bounds;

then, walking up to the cart clumsily on its long legs set too close to-

gether, stretched its long neck and pushed its tiny head under the

shaft to suck at the mare’s teats. •

‘But I don’t understand,’ Tonya shouted to Vury; she shouted

slowly for fear that her teeth, which chattered with the shaking of the

j:art, should bite off the tip of her tongue at some sudden jolt. ‘Can

this be the'same Bacchus Mother used to tell us about ? You remember

all that stuff about the blacksmith who had had his guts crushed in a

fight and made himself a set of new ones ?—Bacchus Iron-Belly. Of
course I know it’s only a tale, but can it have been told about this

actual man?’
‘No, of course not. To begin with, as you say, it’s only a tale, a
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legend, and then Mother told us that even the legend was over a
hundred years old when she was young/ But doji’t talk so loud. You
don’t want to hurt the old man’s feelings.’ ^

‘He won’t hear anything, he’s deaf. And if he did, he wouldn’t

understand—he’s not quite right in the head.’
^

.

‘Hey, Fyodor Nefyodich!' th^ olfl man shouted* to his horse,

addressing it for some reason by a male name and patronymic,

although he jenew quite as well as did his passengers that it was a

mare. ‘ Curse this heaf 1 • Like unto the children of Abraham in the .

Persian furnace ! Oee-up, you underfed deyil !
• It’j you I’m talking

to, Mazeppa
Sometimes, without warning, he wopld burst into snatches of old*

jingles which must have been made up at the Krueger factories in the

old days.
,

• .

‘ Good-bye, factory yard and gate,

Good-bye, ore yid iw>n plate,

The master’s bread is stale to me
And I am sick of drinking water.

A swan is swimming past lhoshore>,

He uses feet instead of ofes.

It isn’t wine that makes me sway.

It is that Vanya’s gone away
To be a soldier.

Don’t grieve, Masha, I’m no fool,

Tm no fool, I’m no clown,

I’m off to town

To work for Sentetpirikha.’

/
‘Ell, you God-forsaken beast. Look at that can ion. I give her the

whip and she gives me the lip ! Eh, Fedya Nefedya, are you making

up your mind to go ?—That forest, it’s called the tqyga *, there’s no

end to it. And there’s no•end of peasant folk inside it, the Forest

Brotherhood is there.—El?, Fedya Nefedya, have you stopped again,

you devil !

* •

All at once he turned and looked Tonya straight in the eye.

‘Where are your brains, young woman? Did you think I didn’t

know who you were ? You’re simple-minded, dearie, that I <!kn see.

Strike me dead if I didn’t recognise you ! Certainly I recognised you

!

Couldn’t believe my eyes—you’re the living image of<5rigov’ (this

* lietxnan of Ukrainian Cossacks in the time of Peter the Great.
* Siberian virgin forest.
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was his version of Krueger’s name). ‘You wouldn’t be his grand-

daughter, would you ? Who dould tell a Grigov if not me ! I’ve spent

my life working for Him, I know all about him. I did every kind of

job for him—worked in the mines as a woodman, and at the winch

above ground, and in the stables.—Gee-up, get a move on ! Stopped

again, like she* had no legs ! Angels ia China ! Can’t you hear I’m

talking to you ? •

‘Well now, you were asking if I’m that same blacksmith Bacchus.

^
You’re simple, my dear, luch big eyes and np ];>rain ! Ycfur Bacchus

—

he was called Postaipogov, Postanogov Iron-BcUy—he went to his

grave more than \wo scofc years ago. But my name is MckhonJshin.

jDur Christian names are the same but our surnames arc different.'

Little by little the old idan told them what they had already

heard from Samdev'yatov about the Mikulitsins. He spoke of Mikulit-

sin’s second wife as ‘his scccfnd’ and of the.first as ‘an angel’, ‘a white

cherub*. When he came to the partisan leader, Liberius, and learned

that his fame had not yet r(sached Moscow and that the Forest

Brotherhood was unknown there, he could haa'dly believe it

:

‘They’ve not heard ? They liaven’t heard of Cbmratfe forester?

•Angels in China, thennvhat has Moscow got ears for ?
*

Evening was coming, And their shadows, growinf^ longer and
longer, ran ahead of them. They were driving through flat, treeless

country. Here and there, in lonely bunches, stood tall stringy stalks

of goose-foot, willow herb and thistle tipped with flowering tufts.

Lit from ground-level by the ytting sun, they rose to a ghostly height,

looking like mounted sentinels, widely spaced out and keeping motion-

less watch in the plain.

The valley stretched far into the distance
;

there it^ ended in a tall

range of hills. A stream or a gully could be imagined at the foot of the

mountains
;
they stood across the travellers’ path like a wall, as if the

sky over there were enclosed by ramparts and the road were leading

to a gate.

At the top of the ridge stood a long, Ipw white house.

‘See that look-out up on the hill?’ said Bacchus. ‘That’s where
your Mikulitsins live. And down below there’s a ^ully, Shutma it’s

called.*

Tv^o rifle shots rang out from the hills, followed by a rolling,

drumnting echo.

‘What’s that? It wouldn’t be the partisans, would it. Grandpa,
shooting at us?’

‘Bless you, no! Partisans! That’s Mikulitsin scaring the wolves

away in the Shutma.’
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Their first meeting with the Mikulitsins took place in the yard of the

manager’s house. It was a painful scene which began in silence and
ended^in noisy confusion and absiiidity.

Helen, Mikulitsin’s wife', was coming home across the yard from

her evening walk in the woods. The rays of the setting sun, as golden

as her golden hair, trailed behind her through the wood from tree to
,

tree. She had on r light summer dress. She ivas flushed from her

walk and was wiping her face with her handkerchieV. Her straw hat

hung at the back of her neck from an elastic stretched across her bare

throat. ‘

Her husband was coming to meet her from the side of the ravine

;

he had just climbed up from it with his giin, which he meant to clean,

as he had noticed that there was something wrong with it.
,

Suddenly, into the midst of^ this peaceful setting Bacchus rolled

up smartly with a loud clatter of cart wheels over the cobbles, bringing'

his surprise.
' •

The passengers got out and Alexander Alexandrovich, hum*
ming and hawing and taking off and phtting on his hat, began to

explain.

Their h«ts were struck dumb with amazement. Their genuine

speechlessness lasted for several minutes
;

so did the sincere and
appalled confusion of their wretched guests, who were dying of shame.

The position could not have been made clearer, whatever had been

said, not only to those directly involved but to Sasha, Nyusha and
Bacchus

; theic painful embarrassment communicated itself even to

the mare, the foal, the golden rays of the setting sun and the gnats

buzzing and swarming round Helen’s face and neck.

The silence was finally broken by Mikulitsin. ‘I don’t understand.

I don’t understand a thing and I’ll never understand. What do you
think this is ?—The south, where the Whites are, and there is plenty

of bread? Why did your choice fall on us? What on earth has

brought you here-* -here of all places?’

‘Has it occurred to you, I wonder, what a responsibility this is

going to be for Avercius Stepanovich?’
‘ Don’t interrupt, Helen. She’s quite right. Did you stop tb think

what a burden you would be imposing on us ?*

‘But Heavens above! You misunderstand us. What are we
talking about? There is no question of intruding on you, of up-

setting your peace of mind. What we need is a very small thing.
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All wc’rc thinking of is a corner in any old empty, tumbledown hut

and a strip of land that happefis to be going to waste because nobody
wants it, so th?^t we clin grow our food. And a cartload of firewood

from the forest when there’s no one to see us take it. Is this really

asking so much, is it such an imposition ?’

‘No, but tht; world is a big^plaoe. •What has this to do w^ us?

Why should we be chosen for this honour,•rather than anyone else ?
’

‘Because we’ve heard of you and we hoped that you’d have heard

^of us, so that we would nbt be coming to coijiglete strangers,’

• ‘Ah! So it’s beciause of Krueger! Bccausc^you arc related to

him ! How can y^u ever/ bring yourselves to admit such a thing at a

time like this ?
’

Mikulitsin had regular fcafUres. He Idssed his hair back and took

great strides, planting his feet squarely on the ground; in summer
he wore a Russian shirt tied with a silk, tasselled cord. He was the

kind of man who, in the old days, might have become a pirate on tlie

Volga. In more recent times »ich geople hAvc created the type of

the eternal student, the dreamer turned schocflrn^vstcr. '

^

Mikulitsin had devoted his yowth to the liberatibn movAnent, to

••PTorking for the revolu^ttan, and his only fear had been that he would
not live to sec it or that, wliAi it came, it*would be too moderate, not

bloody enough for his radical dream. Now it had come, it had
exceeded his boldest expectations, but he, the born »nd faithful

champion of the proletariat, who had been among the first to set up a

Works Committee and to hand over the control of the factory to the

men, had been left high and dry ;
so far from being at the centre of

affairs, here he was, in a remote village from which the workers, some
ofwhom were mensheviks, had fled ! And now what wa^ this ridiculous

nonsense on top of everything ? These uninvited survivors of Krueger’s

family seemed to him Fate’s crowning joke, a deliberate trick. It filled

his cup to overflowing.

‘This is beyond all reason. It’s inconceivable ! Do you realise

the danger you will put me in? I suppose I must be mad. I don’t

understand. I don’t understand a thing and I ncvtl' shall.’

‘I wonder if you realise what a volcano we are already sitting on ?’

‘Just a moment, Helen. My wife is quite right. Things are bad

enough without you. It’s a dog’s life, a bedlam. I am caught between

two fir»S—between those who make my life a misery because my son

is a Red, a bolshevik, a people’s darling, and those who want to

know why I •was elected to the Constituent Assembly. Nobody is

pleased, I have no one to turn to. And now you ! A nice thought,

to have to face a firing squad on your account 1

’
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‘ Oh, come ! Really ! Be sensible, for goodness' ijake !

*

A little later he relented and said : <

‘Well, there isn’t any point in squabbling 'In the^yard. We can
go inside. Not, of course, that I can see any good coming of it, but

we see as in a glass darkly. Anyhow, we aren’t janissaries, we aren’t

heathens, we won’t drive yoiriouf into the forest to be' eaten by bears.

I think, Helen darling, we’d better put them in the palm room for the

moment, next to the study. We’ll see later where they can settle down

;

we might find them a# cottage in the park.'* Do come inside.—^Bring,

their things in, Bacchus, give the guests 3
,
hand.4

Bacchus did as he was told, muttering

:

‘ Mother of God ! They’ve got no more stuff than pilgrims. I

Nothing but little bundles, Yiot a single trunk.’

In the evening it tvrne’d cold. They washed and the women got thfe

room rckdy for the night. Sasha, who unconsciously expected to hear

his childish utterances greeted with raptures 'and therefore prattlci!^

obligingly, was upset because for once hfe had no success, no one took

any notice of him. He w'as disappointed that the black foal had not

been brought into the house, and when his mother snapped at him
and told him to be quiet, he burst into sobs, afraid that he might be

•jcnt back to the baby shop where, he believed, his parents had bought

him. His fear was genuine and he wanted to share it with everyone

round him, but it was taken for nonsense and on this occasion failed

to charm. II* at case in a strange house, the grown-ups seemed to

him to be in more than their usual hurry
; they went about silently

absorbed in their tasks. Siisha was offended and had a fit of what
nannies call tantrums. He was made to eat and put to bed with

difficulty. When at last he was asleep, Ustinya, the Mikulitsins’ maid,

took Nyusha to her room to have supper and to be initiated into the

secrets of the household. Tonya and the men were invited to evening

tea with the Mikulitsins.

Yury and his father-in-law first went out on the verandah for a

breath of air.

‘What a lot of stars !’ said Alexander Alexandrovich.

It was very dark. Standing only a couple of yards apart, the two
men could not see each other. Lamp light streamed firom a window
behind them into the ravine ;

in its shaB shrubs, trees and other vague

shapes rose cloudily in the cold, damp air. But Yury and Alexander
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were outside thij light and it only thickened the darkness round them.
‘First thing to-morrow, Ytira, we must have a look at the hut he’s

got in mind fo]( us, aitd if it’s any good, we must start repairing it at

once. Then, by the time we’ve got it fitted up, the ground will have
thawed out and we can start digging the beds without losing any time.

Did I hear hinf say he’d let us Itave^onK seed potatoes ?’

‘He certainly did. He promised us other seed as well, flieard

him say so with my own cars. As for the hut, we saw it as we were
^crossing the park. You know where it is? JtJ? that wootlcn building

at the back, you can hardly see it for nettles. I pointed it out tojrou,

do you remember^ I thought it would be a good place for the seed-

beds. It looked to me as if there might have been a flower garden
there once, at least it seemed like that frorn'a distance ; of course I may
have been mistaken. The soil in the old flower-beds must have been
well manured ; I imagine it*might still be pretty good.’

‘ \ don’t know’, we’ll have a look to-morrow. * I should think it’s

ranK with weeds and hard as stomc b^ now. There must have been a
kitchen garden somewhere, belonging to the Iibuse. It may not be in

use now. We’ll find out to-morrow. Probably there’S still grotind frost

•ill the mornings. The;>'c^s sure to be a frost to-night. Anyway, what
bliss to be here at last—theft’s something to be thankful^ for. It’s a

good place. I like it.’

‘They are nice people. He especially. She’s a bit affeq^ed. There

is something in herself she doesn’t like. That’s why she talks such

a lot and why she makes hersfilf out even sillier than she is. It’s as if

she were in a hurry to distract your attention from her looks before

you’ve had time to get a bad impression. And her forgetting to take

i)fr her hat and w’caring it round her neck isn’t alisqnt-mindedness

either—it really becomes her.’

‘Well, we’d better go back or they’ll think us rude.’

On their way to the dining-room where their hosts and Tonya
were having tea at the round table under the hanging lamp, they

crossed Mikulil sin’s dark study. ,

It had an enormous window, as wide as the wall, overlooking the

ravine. Earlier on, while it was still light, Yury hart noticed the view

from it over the gully and the plain beyond, which they had crossed

with Bacchus. In front of the window stood a draughtsman's tabic

which Ulso took up the width of the wall. A gun, lying lengthways

on it and yet leaving plenty of room at either end, drew attention to

its size. >

Now, as they went through, Yury once more thought with envy of

the window, the size and position ofthe table and the spaciousness of the
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well-furnished room

;
and it was the first thing he sppke of to hb hosts

as he entered the dining-room : f

‘What a wonderful place you have! Whit a splendid study, it

must be a perfect place to work in, a real inspiration !
’

‘A glass or a cup ? And do you lik6 it strong or weak ?*

‘Yura, do look at this. Itb a ‘stereoscope. Averciils Stepanovich’s

son made it when he was a®child.*

‘He still hasn’t grown up and settled down, even though he has

captured dislrict after ^.rict for the Soviets' from Komuch.*
‘.What’sKomuch?’
‘It’s the army of the Siberian Government, it’s’fighting to restore

the power of the Constituent Assembly.* •

‘We’ve been hearing pis^ise of your son all day long. You must

be very proud of him.’

‘Those stereoscopic photographs of the Urals—they are hb work

too, and he took them with a home-made camera.’
^

‘Wonderful biscuits! Are tjiey made with saccharine?’
'

‘Good /gracious no Where would we get saccharine in our wilder-

ness ? It’s honest-to-God sugar. Didn’t you see me putting sugar in

your tea?’ •
‘Of coupe! I was looking at the photographs and I didn’t see

you. And I do believe it’s real tea!*

‘ Certainly ! It’s jasmine tea.’

‘ How on earth do you get it ?
*

‘ We have a sort of flying carpet. A friend of ours. He’s a public

figure of the new type. Very left-wing. He’s the official representa-

tive of the Provincial Economic Council. He takes our timber to town

and gets us flpur and butter through his friends. Pass me the sugar,

Civvy* (this was her pet name for Avercius). ‘And now, I wonder,

can you tell me the year of Griboyedov’s death ?’

‘He was born in 1795, I think. But Just when he was killed I

don’t remember.*

‘More tea?* <

‘No, thank ycM.*

‘Now here’s comethihg for you. Tell me the date of the Treaty

of Nijmegen and which countries signed it?’

‘Don’t badger them, darling. They’ve hardly recovered from

their journey.* ^

‘And now this is what I’d like to know. How many kinds of lenses

arc there, and when are the images real, reversed, natural or inverted ?*

‘How do you come to know so much about physics?*

‘We had an excellent science master in Yuryatin; he taught
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both in the boys’ school and in ours. I can’t tell you how good he
was. Simply wonderful. It v]as all so clear when he explained it.

Antipov his nai^e was! He was married to a teacher too. All the

girls were mad about him, they all fell in love with him. He went
off to the war as a volunteer dnd was killed. Some people say this

scourge of oiir^ Commissar St^elnikovf is Antipov risen from the

dead. But it’s only a silly rumour, of couAe. It’s most improbable.

Though, who can tell, an^jthing is possible. A little more tea?’
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CHAPTER NINE *'

Yoxykrjio

I
N winter, when Yury had more time, hft began to keep a (liary.

He started with a qvicrtation from Tyutchev : «

‘What a summer, what a summer

!

This is magic indeed.
^

•

And how, I^ksk you, did it come to us

Unsought and undeserved?*
«

‘Very often, last summer, I felt just like that. What happiness it

is to work from dawn to dusk for ycftir family and yourself, to build

,

a roof oven.their heads, *to till the soil to feed them, to create your own
world, lifee Robinson Crusoe, in imitation of the Creator of the universe,

and to bring forth your life, as if you were ybur own mother, agaiiT

and again, r

‘ So many new thoughts come into your head when your hands are

busy with hard physical work, when your mind has set you a task

which can be achieved by physical effort and which brings its reward

in joy and success, when^ for six hours on end you dig or hammer,
scorched by the life-giving breath of the sky. And it isn’t a loss but a

gain that these transient thoughts, intuitions, analogies, are not put

down on pap^r but forgotten. The town hermit, whipping up his

nerves and his imagination with strong black coffee and tobacco,

doesn’t know the strongest drug of all—good health and real need.
‘ I am not going further than this. I am not preaching a Tolstoyan

doctrine of simplicity and “back to the land”; I am not trying to

think out my own solution 'to the agrarian problem or to correct the

socialist view of if. All I am doing is establishing a fact
;

I am not

building a system on our own case. It is too fortuitous and our

economy is too mixed
;
wc are not in fact self-supporting

;
what we

produce ourselves—potatoes and vegetables—is only a sniall part of

what wc need
;
the rest we get elsewhere.

*

‘Our use of the land is illegal. We have taken the law into our

own hands and we conceal what we are doing from the State. The

wood we cut is stolen, and it is no excuse that we steal from the State

or that the property belonged to Krueger. We are saved by Mikulitsin
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ivho covers up for us (he lives in much the same way as we do) and

by being far from the town w'^ere, thank goodness, they don’t know,

80 far, what we^are jup to.

* I keep quiet about being a doctor, because I don’t want to restrict

my freedom. But there is ahvays some good soul somewhere who
gets to know thht there is a doct-^r in^Vasykino. So they trudge twenty

miles to look for me, and bring a hen or a few eggs or a little t)uttcr

by way of a fee, and in the end I can’t refuse to accept it, because

^people don’t believe that* medicine is effectiye^ unless thdy pay for it.

So my practice brings in a little. But our chief mainstay, Mikulitsin’s

and mine, is Samdevyatot.

• ‘He is a fantastically complicated character. I can’t make him
out. He is a genuine supportdt of the rentflution and he fully deserves

the confidence of the Yuryatin Soviet. With all the powers they have

given him he could requisition the Varykiqo timber without so much
as telling Mikulitsin or myself, and he knows tltai we couldn’t do a

thirty. On the other hand, if h? felt like robbing the State, he could

fill his pocket and again there wouldn’t be a myrmiir from anyone.

7 here is no one he would need to bribe or share With, so what is it

iiiat makes him take such care of us—the Mikulitsins and the station-

master and ourselves and ahnost everyone in the district ? There isn’t

a moment when he isn’t rushing off somewhere and getting hold of

something to bring us. He is just as much at home with Dpstoyevsky’s

Possessed as with the Communist Alanifesto, and he talks about them
equally well. I suppose if he djdn’t complicate his life on this generous

and reckless scale he would be bored to death.*

2

A little later Yury wrote

:

‘We arc living in two rooms in a wooden annexe at the back of the

old house. In Anna Ivanovna’s childhood Krueger used it for special

members of the household staff—the dressmaker, the housekeeper and
the retired nanny.

‘It w^as pretty dilapidated when we camfc but wr, repaired it fairly

quickly. With the help of those who know about such things we rebuilt

the stove, which serves both rooms. We have rearranged the flues and
it gives^more heat.

‘In this part of the grounds the old garden has vanished, obliterated

by new growSh. But now that the winter has killed everything and
the living no longer conceals the dead, the past can be seen more
clearly in snowy outline.
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‘Wc have been lucky. The autumn was dry and warm. It gave
us time to dig up the potatoes before/ the rains and the cold weather.

Not counting those we gave back to Mikulitski, we had twenty sacks.

We put them in the biggest bin in the cellar and covered them with old

blankets and hay. We also put down'two barrels of salted cucumbers
and^two of sauerkraut prepared by ^Tonya. Fresh cabbages hang in

pairs from the timbers. There are carrots buried in dry sand, and
radishes and beet and turnips, and peas and beans arc storeci in the

loft. Thcr6 is enough,fi^ewood in the outhouse to last us till the spring.

‘I love the warm, dry winter breath of the cellar, the smell of

earth, roots and snow that hits you the moment you raise the trap,

as you go down in the early hours before the winter dawn, a weak,

flickering light in your haftil.

‘You come out
;

it is still dark. The door creaks, or perhaps you
sneeze, or the snow crunches under your foot, and hares start up from

the far cabbage patch and leap away, leaving the snow criss-crossed

with tracks. In the distance dogs begin to howl and it takes a long

time before they qijicte-n down. I'he cocks have finished their crowing

and have nothing left to say. Then dawn breaks.

‘As well as hares, the unending snowy pl^in is also patterned

the tracks of lynxes
;

they «tretch across it neatly, like strings of beads.

The lynx walks like a cat, putting one paw down in front of the other,

and they i^y it travels many miles in a night.

‘Traps are set for them, but instead of the lynxes, the wretched

hares get caught and half-buried ir. the snow, and are taken out

frozen stiiT.

‘At the beginning, during the spring and summer, we had a very

hard time. It was all we could do to struggle along. But now we can

relax in the winter evenings. Thanks to Samdevyatov who gets us

paraffin, we sit round a lamp. The women sew or knit, Alexander

Alexandrovich or I read aloud. The stove is hot and I, as the appointed

stoker, watch for the right moment to close the damper so as not to

waste any heat. If a charred log prevents the fire from drawing
properly, I run out with it smoking in my hand and fling it as far as

possible into the snow. It flies through the air like a torch, throwing

off sparks and lighting up the wliite square lawns of the sleeping park,

and then buries itself, hissing, in a snowdrift.

‘We read and re-read War and Peace^ Eugene Onegin and Pushkin’s

other poems, and Russian translations of Stendhal’s Rouge et J^oir,

Dickens’s Tale of Two Cities and Klcist’s short stories.* •
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3

As spring approached Yury wrote

:

‘I believe Tonya is pregnant. I told her; she doesn’t believe me
but I feel sufe'of it. The earl^ symptoms are unmistakable, I don’t

have to wait for the later, more certain, signs to know.
‘A woman’s face changes at such a time. It isn’t that she becomes

j)lam but her looks are not quite under _ her control. She is

already at the disposs^ of the future which she carries within her^sli£

«

is no longer only*herselD fler loss of control over her appearance

lyiakes her seem physically bewildered ; her face dims, her skin coarsens,

her eyes shine in a different w^y, not as rite wants them to ;
it is as if

she couldn’t quite cope with all these things and has neglected them.

‘Tonya and I have never drifted apart. and this year of work has

brought us even closer together. I have noticed how quick, strong and
tirefess she is, how cleverly she plans her work so as to waste as little

time as possible between one job and another.***

‘It has always seemed to me that every conception is immaculate
^md that this dogma, ^concerning the Mother of God, expresses the

idea of all motherhood. * ^

‘At the moment of child-birth, every woman has the same aura of

isolation, as though she were abandoned, alone. At this vual moment
the man’s part is as irrelevant as if he had never had anything to do
with it, as though the whole thing were gratuitous.

‘It is the woman, by herself, who brings forth her progeny, and
carries it off upstairs, to some top stoiey of life, a quiet, safe place for

a cradle. Alone, in silence and humility, she feeds and rears the

child.

‘The Mother of God is asked to “pray zealously to her Son and her

God ”, and the words of the psalm are put into her mouth :
“ My soul

doth magnify the Lord and my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour.

For he hath regarded the low estate of hi« handmaiden : for, behold,

from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.” It is because

of her child that she says this. He will magnify her (“lor He that is

mighty hath done to me great things”) ;
He is her glory. Any woman

could sty it. For every one of them, God is in her child. Mothers of

great men must have this feeling particularly, but then, at the begin-

ning, all women are mothers of great men—it isn’t their fault if life

disappoints them later.’
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*We go on endlessly re-reading Eugene Onegin and the poems. Sam-
devyatov came yesterday and brought a lot of presents—nice things

to eat^and oil for the lamps. We*hav€>' endless discussions about art.

‘I have always thought'that art is not a category, not a realm in

which there are innumerable concepts and, varied phenomenaf, but

that, on the * contrary, ^’t. is something concentrated, strictly limited.,

i'ta principle which comes into every ,work of art, a force applied

to it and a truth worked out in it. And I Kave never seen it as form

but rather as a hidden, secret part of content. All this is as clear to

me as daylight. I feel it id^very bone of my body, but it’s terribly

dillicult to express or to define it.

‘A work of art .can api>eal to us in all' sorts of ways—by its theme,

subject, situations, characters. But above all it appeals to us b,v the

presence in it of art. One is njuch Jnore shaken by the presence of

art in Cr/w< and Punuhm^nt than by Raskolnikov’s crime.

‘There is no ‘plurality in art. ' Primitive art, the art of Egypt,

Greece, our own—it is all, I think, one and thcfsV?me art throughout, aiT

art which remains itself through thousands of years. You can call it an
idea, a statement about life, so all-embracing that it can’t be split up
into separate words

;
and if there is so much as a particle of it in any

w'ork which includes other things as well, it outweighs all the other

ingredients in significance and turns out to be the essence, the heart

and soul of the work.'

5

‘A slight chill, a cough, probably a temperature. Short of breath, all

day, constriction of the larynx, a lump in my throat. It’s a bad
business. It must be my heart. First w^arnings of heredity on
rny mother’s side—she had ta bad heart all her life. Can it really be

that ? So soon ? 'if it is, I can’t count on a long life.

‘A slight snicll of burning in the room. A smell of ironing. Tonya
is ironing

;
every now and then she gets a coal out of the stove and puts

it in the iron and the lid of the iron snaps over it like a set of teeth.

It reminds me of something, but I can’t think what. Bad'^'hcalth

makes me forgetful.

‘To celebrate Samdevyatov’s gift of soap we have had two wasliing

days, and Sasha has been running wild. As I write he sits astride the

cross-bar under the table and, imitating Samdevyatov, who takes him
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out In his sleigh whenever he comes, pretends that he is giving me a

ride. I
‘As soon asJ feci better I must go to the town library and read up

the ethnography of the region. They say the library has had several

important donations and is ^ccptionally good. I feel like writing.

But riJ have to^hurry. It will bt spring before we know where w? are

—

and then there’ll be no time for reading of writing.

‘ Headache gets wors^ and worse. I slept badly. Had a muddled
^dream of the kind you forget as soon as you w^k^ up. All tliat remained

in my memory was th« part tjiat woke me up. It v*as a woman’s vo;^

I heard it in m^ sleep, ^o clearly that it echoed all round me. I

remembered it and kept hearing it in my mind and going through the

list of our women friends—I 'tried to thMk of someone who spoke in

that deep, moist, heavy, soft voice. It didn’t belong to any of them.

I thought it might be Tonya’s, and that I -liad become so used to her

that J no longer heard the tone of her voice. * I tfied to forget that she

was*my wife and to become sufficier^tly cletaclicd to find out. But it

wasn’t her voice cither. It remains a mystery. • "

^
‘About dreams. It is usually taken for granted That you*dream of

• something which has.hiade a particularly strong impression on you
during the day, but it secmifto me it’s just the contrary.

.

‘Often it’s something you paid no attention to at the time—a vague

thought that you didn’t bother to think out to the end, words spoken

without feeling and which passed unnoticed—these are the things

which return at night, clothed in flesh and blood as chai'actcrs in

dreams, as if to force )ou to make up for having neglected them in

your waking hours.’

6

•A clear frosty night. Unusual brilliance and coherence of everything.

Earth, sky, moon and stars, all seem riveted together by the frost.

Shadows of trees lie across the paths, 90 clear-cut that they seem
carved in relief. You keep thinking you^see dark figures endlessly

crossing the paths, now here, now there. Big spiars hang on the

branches like blue lanterns. Small ones arc all over the sky like daisies

in a summer field.

‘\^ go on discussing Pushkin. 7Tie other night we talked about

the poems he wrote at school. What a lot depends on the choice of

meter !
•

‘So long as he was using long lines, the limit of his ambition was

to impress the literary circle ‘Arzamas’, Mythology, bombast, worldly
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wbdom, epicureanism, sophistication—all put on—all that was to keep

up with the grown-ups and throw dust^n his uncle’s tyes.

' But as soon as he stopped imitating Ossian and Parny and changed
from “Recollections of Tsarskoye Selo” to “A Small Town” or “Letter

to my Sister”, or “To my Inkwell” (written later in Kishinev), or

“To \udin ”, the whole of Pushkin wes already there. ^

‘ It’s as if the air, the light, the noise of life, of real substantial things

burst into his poetr)^ from the street as through an open window.
Concrete thmgs—thingp ;n the outside worfd, things in current use,

napies of things, cqmmon nouns—burst in anc^ take possession of his

verse, driving out the vaguer parts ofspeech.^ Thin^ and more things,

lined up in rhymed columns on the page. ^

‘ As if these tetrameters,%which latei^ became so famous, were units

on a yardstick used to measure Russia’s life, as if he took the measure

of the whole of her existence, as you dra\^ the outline of a foot or give

the size of a hand to'make sure that the glove or the shoe will fit.

‘Later, in much the*same way, th<! rhythm of spoken Russian,* the

intonations^ ofordinary speech were echoed in the trimeters and dactyls'

of Nekra^sov.’
*

7

'I should like to be of use as a doctor or a farmer, and at the same time

to be at work on something lasting, something fundamental
;

I should

so very much like to be writing a work,of art or science.

‘Every man is born a Paust with a longing to embrace and experi-

ence and express everything in the world. Faust became a scientist

thanks to the .mistakes of his predecessors and contemporaries. Pro-

gress in science follows the laws of repulsion—every step forward is

made by reaction against the delusions and false theories prevailing at

the time. Ti'hat Faust was an artist he owed to the example of his

masters. Forward steps in arr are made by attraction, through the

artist’s admiration and desire to follow the example of the predecessors

he admires most. *

‘What is it that prevents me from being useful as a doctor or a
writer ? I think it is not so much our privations or our wanderings

or our constantly changing and unsettled lives, as the pdwer in our

day of rhetoric, of the cliche—all this “dawn of the future”, “building

a new world ”, “ torch-bearers of mankind The first time you hear it

you think : “What wealth of imagination !” But in fact the reason

it is so pompous is that there is no imagination at the back of it^ because

the thought is second-rate.
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•The fabulous is never anything but the commonplace touched by
the hand of genius. * The best ob^ct lesson in this is Pushkin. What
an ode to honest work, duty ana the common round ! The words

“ bourgeois * and “middle class”* have become terms of abuse

nowadays, but Pushkin forestalled the criticism in his “Family Tree” :

“A bourgeois, a bburgeois ^ is wh»t I and again in “Onegin’s

Jburiiey”; •
'

“Now my»ideal is the housewife

My greatest wish, a quiet life/

A^fatturcemof cabbage soup.” •

‘ vVliat I have come to like bc§t in the whole of Russian literature

is the childlike Russian quality of Pushkin and Chekhov, their shy

unconcern with such high-sounjling matters as the ultimate purpose

of mankind or their own salvation. It isn’t that they didn’t think

about tljosc things, and to good effect, but they sjlways felt that such

important matters were not for tlfem. • While Gogol, Tolstoy and
Dostoyevsky worried and looked for the meaning of Mfe^nd pi'epared

for^death and drew up balance-sheets, *these two were distracted, right

.up to the end of their lives; iJy tly current, individual tasks imposed on
them by theii vocation as writers, and in th/ course of fulfilHng these

tasks they lived their lives, quietly, treating both their lives and their

work as private, individual matters, of no concern to anyone efte. And
these individual things have since become of concern to all, their work
has ripened of itself, like apples picked green firoin the trees, and has

increasingly matured in sense and sweetness.’

8

‘First signs of spring. Thaw. The sleepy air smells of buttered pan-

cakes and vodka as at Shrovetide. A sleepy, oily sun blinking in

the forest, sleepy pines blinking their needles liiJe eycJash|;‘s, oily puddles

shining at noon. The countryside yawns, stretches, turns over and
goes back to sleep.

*

‘Chapter 7, of Eugene Onegin describes the spring, Onegin’s house

deserted in^his absence, Lensky’s grave by the stream at the foot of

the hill.

* Obyvatel; Meshekanin

:

neither word has its exact equivalent in English. Oh-
yvaUl means literally a man who lives in a place with the implication that he takes

no responsible part in its afTairs (whatever class he belongs to). Meshchanin is

closer to 'petit bourgeois*. * Meshchanin,
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' '

The nightingale, spring’s lover,

Sings all night. Th(f' wild rose blooms.”
0

Why “lover” ? Well, it’s a natural thing to say, it^s fitting. “Lover**
is right. And then, he needed it for the rhyme.—Or was he really

thinking of Nightingale the Rgbber, the one in the^ballad? “Robber
Nightingale, the son of pefimantiy”.

“At his nightingale whistle^

At lySfWild forest call,
^

3’he grass is all a-trcmble, ,

The flowers shed their ptfcals,
*’

The dark forest bows down to the ground
And all l.’^od people Tall down dead.”

‘We came to Varykino in early spring. Soon the trees grew green

—alder and hazel and wild cherry—especially in the Shutma, the

hollow below Mikulitsin’s house. And soon after that the nightingales

began to sing.
^

•'

*Qnte agajn 1 wondered at the difference between their song and
that of all other birds, at the wide gulf left unbridged by nature

between the others and the wealth ^nd singularity of theirs. Such

.

variety avid power and ‘resonance ! Turgenev talks about it some-

where—that whistling, as if the demon of the woods were playing his

flute. Tl'ierc were two phrases that stood out particularly. One was a

luxurious, greedily repetitive “ tiokh-tiokh-tiokh”. At the sound of it,

the thicket, all covered with dew, ihivered as though with pleasure,

'i’hc other was grave, imploring, an appeal or a warning :
“ Wake up !

Wake up !
* ”

It

9

‘Spring. Nearly time for the spring sowing. No time to write, not

even to keep a diary. It was good while it lasted. I’ll put it aside

until next winter. ^

‘The othcpday—and then it really was Shrovetide—right in the

middle of thc,p spring floods, a sick peasant drove his sledge into the

yard througli the mud and sIuaIi. I told him I had stopped practising,

I had none of the proper medicines or instruments. 'But it was no

good, he went on and on.
—“Help me. My skin is bad. #Have pity

on my sick body.”—What could I do? A heart is not a stone. I

told him to take his clothes off. He had lupus. A% I wa5 examining

him I glanced at the bottle of carbolic on the window ledge (don’t

* Ochnees! Ochmes!
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asic me where it comes from—that ol the few other things I couldn’t

do without—everything comes from Samdevyatov). Then I saw there

was another sledge in tl»e yard. I thought at first it was another

patient. But it W2& my brother, Yevgraf, who had dropped in on us

out of the blue. The family took charge of him—Tonya, Sasha,

Alexander Alexantlrovich. Later J came put and joined them. VVe

showered him with questions. Where had he oome from ? How h^d he

come ? As usual, he was evasive, he smiled, shrugged, spoke in riddles.

‘He stayed a fortnight, went often to Yuryiitin and therf vanished

as if. the earth had swallowed him. I realised whil^ he was staying,

with us that he had &/cn more influence than Samdevyatov and tiTat

his ^ork and his connections were even more mysterious. What is he ?

What does he do ? Why is he st) powcrfultJi He promised to make
things easier for us so that Tonya should have more time for Sasha

and I for practising medicine afid for writing. . We asked him how he

proposed to do this.—He smiled. But he has betm as good as his

word, ^fhere are signs of change ia our conditioAs.

‘It really is extraordinary. He is my half-bnothgr. We bear the

same name. And yet I know virtually nothing about htrn.
•

* ‘Tor the second time lie-has hurst into my life as my good genius,

my rescuer, resolving all my dHhculties. Perhaps in cvery^life there

has to be, besides the other characters involved in it, a secret, unknown
force, a figure who is almost symbolical and who comes uns^mrnoned

to the rescue, and perhaps in mine Yevgraf, my brother, plays the part

of this hidden spring of life.’ •

At this point Yury’s diary breaks oil': he hever took it up again.

10

Yury looked through the books he had taken out in the reading-room of

the Yuryatin public library. I'he reading-room bad many windows
and could scat about a hundred people. L^^ng tables stood in rows

which ended by the windows. The library closed atT dusk
;

in the

spring the town had no lighting. But Yury was not a fleeted by ibis,

since, in any case, he never stayed in town later than the dinner hour. He
would lea /c the horse which Mikulitsin had lent him at Samdevyatov’s

inn, read atl morning and tlicn ride back to Vary’kino in the afternoon.

Before he began visiting the library Yury had hardly ever been to

Yuryatin; he haid nothing in particular to do there, and he hardly

knew it. Now, as the reading-room gradually filled with local inhabit-

ants, some of whom sat down next to him and others further away,
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he felt as if he were getting to know the town by standing at one of its

crossroads, and as if not only the pecy^le were comiAg into the room, but

the houses and the streets in which they lival were also meeting there.

The actual Yuryatin, real and not imagined,*could be seen out

of the windows. In front of the largest, the one in the middle of the

row, there stood a tank of boiledtwater. When the readers felt like

having a rest, they went out on the landing to smoke or they gathered

round the tank, drank the water, emptied the cup into the basin and
crowded ’by the wiiyl^w, admiring the view over the town.

The reader^ were of two kinds. The piajority belonged to the

Tocal intelligentsia, the rest were of morC' humblt* origin.

The intellectuals, mostly women, were poorly dressed and had
a neglected, hang-dog lisk and long, sickly faces which for one reason

or another—whether through hunger, jaundice or dropsy—were puffy.

They had always been used to reading, they knew the attendants

personally and fdt at home in the library.

The common people looked well and handsome, and wei^ neatly

dressed^ in their ^cst clothes; they came in shyly and diffidently as

though they ^ere entering a church ;
they made more noise than the

others, not because they did not know the rules but because in tb^ir

anxiety ijot to make a spund they cdald not control their lively feet

and voices.

The librarian and his two assistants sat on a dais in a recess in the

wall opposite the windows, separated from the rest of the room by a

counter. One of the assistants wasi a cross-looking woman who wore
a woollen shawl and who kept putting on her pincc-ncz and taking

it off, apparently in accoidance with mood rather than need. The
other, in ^ black silk blouse, seemed to have a weak chest, for she

breathed and spoke through her handkerchief and never took it away
from her nose and mouth.

The staff had the same long, puffy, flabby faces as the intellectuals,

and the same loose skin, earthy and greenish like salted cucumbers
or grey mould. They it in turn to explain the rules in whispers

to new readers, sorted the order slips, fetched the books and took them
back, and in |he intervals worked on some report or other.

I'hrough an unaccountable association of ideas started by the

sight of the real town outside the window and the imaginary one

inside the room, as well as by the swollen faces round him, which made
it seem as though everyone had goitre, and somehow reminded him of

the face of the surly woman in charge of the Yuryatisi station signals on
the morning of his arrival, Yury remembered the distant panorama
of the town and Samdevyatov beside him on the carriage floor and
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Samdevyatov’s comments and explanations. He tried to connect these

explanations, given him so outside the town, with his immediate
surroundings, now that he was at the centre of the picture, but he
could not remember enough of what Samdevyacov had told him.

II

, Yury was sitting at the end of the room fijr^icst from the door. In

front of him were several reports on local zemstvp statistics and som/V'

reference books dh the ethnography of the region. He had tried also

cto get two books on the history of the Pugachev rebellion but the

librarian in the silk blouse Had whispeaAi that no one reader could

take out so many volumes at the same time and that he would have to

give back some of the jour&als and reference boo^ before taking out

the gthcr works which interested him.

*So he applied himself to hisainsojted pile bf books with more haste

and industry than before, in order to set aside those wWch he really

needed and exchange the rest for the historical bboks neVished to

read. He was leafing,through the manuals and going over the chapter

headings, wholly concentraftd on his wodc and not looking about him.

The crowd of readers did not distract him. He had had a good look at

his neighbours
;

those on his left and right were fixed i^j his mind, he

knew they were there without raising his eyes, and he no more expected

them to leave the reading-room before him than he expected the houses •

and churches outside the window to move from their accustomed places.

The sun, however, did change its place. It had moved all round the

room from the cast corner and was now shining throi^h the windows

in the south wall straight into the eyes of the nearest readers.

The librarian with the chronic cold came down from her dais and

went over to the windows. They had goffered white blinds which

softened the light pleasantly. She pulled them all down except one.

The last window was still in the shade. #Coming to it, she pulled the

cord to open the sash but was overcome with a fit bf sneezing.

After she had sneezed ten or twelve ti&ies Yuiy guessed that she

was Mikulitsin’s sister-in-law, one of the Tuntsev girls of whom
Samdevyatov had spoken. He raised his head and looked in her

directibn, as most of the readers had already done.

Now he noticed a change in the room. At its further end there

was a new reader, Yury immediately recognised Antipova. She was

sitting with her back to him, speaking in a low voice to the librarian

with a cold, who stood leaning over her and whispering back. The
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conversation seemed to have a good iffect on the librarian. It indeed

appeared to cure her instantly, and not only her cefld but also her
strained and nervous expression vanisfied. Wcih a warm, grateful

glance at Lara she took the handkerchief she had Been ceaselessly

pressing to her mouth away from her faco, put it in her pocket and went
back to her seat behind the partition, happy, self-confidc/it and smiling.

The 'incident marked by this touching detail was noticed by
several people in different parts of the room

;
they too smiled, loolcing

at Lara with •approval. From these trivial signs Yury gathered how
Antipova was lyiown and liked in the town.,

U 12

Yury’s first impulse was to go across and speak to her. But a shyness

and lack of simplicity, entirely alien to his nature, had, in the past,

crept into his relationship with her g^nd now held him back.
*

decided not to disturb her, and not to interrupt his work. To avoid

llie templlitibn of loolcing at her, he.lurned his chair sideways, so that

its back was almost against his table ; he tried, to concentrate on his »

books, holding one in his hand and another on Kis knees.

But his thoughts were worlds away from the subject he was reading.

Suddenly he ^realised that the voice he had once heard in a dream
on a winter night in Varykino had been Lara’s. The discovery look

'him so much by surprise that he jerked his chair back, making a noise

which startled liis neighboi/rs, and stared at her.

He saw her side-face, almost from the back. She wore a light

check blouse with a belt and she sat, lost in her book, utterly absorbed

in it, like a childl, her head bent slightly over her right shoulder. Occa-

sionally she slopped to think, looked up at the ceiling or straight in

front of her, then again propped her cheek on her hand and wrote in

her notebook with a swift, sweeping movement of her pencil.

Yury noticed again what jie had observed long ago in Melyuzeyevo.

‘She has no coquetry,’ he thought. ‘She docs not wish to please or to

look beautiful. S}ie despfees all that side of a woman’s life, it’s as

though she were punishing herself for being lovely. But this proud

hostility to herself makes her more attractive than ever.

‘How well she does everything ! She reads not as if reading were

the highest human activity, but as if it were the simplest possible

thing, a thing which even animals could do. A.s if she \yere carrying

water from a well or peeling potatoes.’

These reflections calmed him. In fact he had rarely known such
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peace. His mind stopped darting from subject to subject. He could

not help smiling; L^a’s presence affected him in the same way as

it had affected the nervous liorarian.

No longer worried about the angle of his chair nor afraid of dis-

tractions, he >^orked for an h<Jur or so with even greater concentration

than before her arrival. He v*ent through the whole pile of books in

front of him, setting aside those he needed most, and even had time

to read a relevant artieje he found in one of them. Then, deciding

^ that he had done enough for the day, he ga^h^red up ainiis books and

took them back to (Jie desk. With an easy conscience and withojut,.

any ulterior motA^e he reflected that, after his hard morning*? work,

he deserved to take time off to see an old friend and that he could

legitimately allow himself ihi pleiisurc meeting her. But w'hen he

stood up and looked round the room, Lara was no longer there.

The books she had just returned were stUl lying on the counter where

he hjd put his own. They were textbooks on Marxism. She must be

re-2ducating herself politically before going back to her teaching job.

On her order slips which stuck out between ^/ic pages^of the books

was written her address. Yury took it down, siirpilscd by fts oddity:
* Merchant Street *, opjpositc the House of Caryatids.* He asked another

reader what this meant aiiB was told that the habit of describing a

house by its relation to the ‘House of Caryatids’ was as current in

Yuryatin as the habit in Moscow of Ccalling a district b^ the name of

its parish church.

The ‘House of Caryatids’ was a dark, steel-grey building with*

statues of the Muses holding cymbals, lyrSs and masks decorating its

fa(;ade. A merchant had built it in the last century as his private

theatre. 'Lhe merchant’s heirs liad sold it to the Merchants’ Guild,

which gave its name to the street, and the whole district was known
by the name of the house. It was now used by the Party’s Town
Committee and the lower part of its fa<;adc, where posters and pro-

grammes had hung in the old days, now displayed goveriiinent

proclamations and decrees.

*3

It was a told windy afternoon at the beginning of May. Yury had
been t® the library, finished what he had to do in town and was going

home, when he suddenly changed his plans and went to look for Lara.

The windoften held him up, raising clouds of dust and sand in front

of him. He turned aside, bowing his head and screwing up liis eyes,

* Merchant Si reel : Kupcchcskaya.
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waited for the dust to stop blowiig and continued on his way.

Lara lived at the corner of Merclyint Street opposite the dark,

blue-grey House of Caryatids which he now stjw for the first time.

It did indeed live up to its name and made a strange, disturbing

impression on him.

Mythological female figuro!, hulf iis big again as Iiuman beings,

stood in'‘a row all round it at the level of the top floor. Between

two gusts of dusty wind it seemed to him as^ if all the women in the

house had cobie out on^t)ie balcony and were looking down at him^

•qjrer the balustrade., ,

There were two entrances to Lara’s house, one hoor in Merchant

Street, the other round the corner in the alley. Not knowing that

there was a front entrance, Iti went in frbm the side street.

As he turned in at the gate the wind whirled dust and rubbish into

the sky, hiding the^ way irUo the yard. Through this black curtain

several hens, chased by a cock, fled clucking from under Yury’s feet.

When the dust settldld he saw La»a by the well. She had filled

two buckcts^and hur^g them on a yoke across her left shoulder. Her*

hair was iarelcssl/ tied in a kerchief knotted in front to keep the dust

off, and she was holding her billowing skirt down between her knees. '

She started fo;' the house, but was stoppedP by another gust which tore

the kerchief from her head and carried it off to the far end of the

fence, where /he hens were still cackling.

Yury ran after it, picked it up and brought it back to her. She
looked amazed but remained natural as always in her manner and
made no dramatic gesture of surprise. All she said was : ‘Zhivago !*

‘ Larissa Fyodorovna !

*

‘What on e^irth are you doing here
?’

‘Put your buckets down. I’ll carry them for you.*

‘ I never stop half-way, I never leave what I do unfinished. If it‘s

me you’ve come to sec, come along.’

‘Who else should I come to see?’

‘How should I know ?’ f

‘All the same, *iet me take those buckets. I can’t be idle while

you do the work.’

«

‘You call that work? Leave them alone. You’ll only splash the

stairs. Better tell me what brought you here. You’ve been iriore than a

year in the district and you never found a moment to come tiB now.’

‘How do you know?*
‘The world is full of rumours. Besides, I saw you in the reading-

room.’

‘Why didn’t you speak to me?’
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*Don’t tell me you didn’t see md*
Swaying a littW under the weight of the lightly swinging buckets,

she walked in front of him throi^h the low vaulted entrance. Here
she bent down, pAt the pails down on the earth floor, took the yoke

off her shoulder^ straightened up and dried her hands with a small

handkerchief. ' • • •
• ‘Come, ril take you through the inside 4>assage to the front hall.

It’s lighter. You’ll have to^ wait a moment. I’ll take the buckets up
the back stairs and tidy up a bit. I won’t be lon|^. Look af our smart

stairs—cast-iron steps wjth an open-work pattern., Jt’s an old house.

The shelling has sh&ken it# a T)it
:
you can see where the masdnry

has come loose. See this crack in the brickwork?—^I'hat’s where
Katya and I leave the key of the flat wh«{^ we go out. Keep it in

mind. You might come one day when I’m out—you can open the

door and make youi-self at hdme till I come back.^ You see, there

it is, but I don’t need to use it now. I’ll go in the back way and open
the do6r from inside. Our only trouble is rats. There are swarms and
swarms of them, and you can’t get rid of them^ It’s these old walls.

Cracks and crevices all over the plaae. I slop up all *1110 rat holes I

Cun see but it doesn’t do*much good. Perhaps you’d come one day
and help me? The cracks beAveen the skifling and the floor-boards

need stopping up. How about it ? Well, you stay on the landing and
think about something. I shan’t be long, I’ll call you in a jpinute.’

Waiting for her to call him, he looked round at the peeling walls

and the cast-iron steps. He tojd himself: ‘In the reading-room I

thought she was absorbed in her reading with the ardour she would
give to a real, hard physical task. Now I see that the reverse is also

true : she carries water from the well as lightly and cffcjrtlessly as if

she were reading. There is the same case and harmony in everything

she does, as if, way back in her childhood, she had taken a flying

start in life and everything had followed of itself, as naturally as a

result flows from a cause. All this is in the line of her back when she

bends down and in her smile as it parts herg^ips and rounds her chin,

and in her words and in her thoughts.’ •

‘Zhivago !’. Lara called down from the tojf landing^ He went up.

14

‘Give me your hand and do as I tell you. We have to go through

two dark rooms piled with lurniture—^you’ll bump into something and
hurt yourself.’
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‘It is a maze. Pd never have- found my way. Why is it like this

?

Is the flat being redecorated ? *
/

*

‘Oh no, nothing like that. Tiiat’s noU the reason. The flat

belongs to someone else, I don’t even know who it fs. I had my own
flat in the school building. When tiie school was t^ken over by the

Town Housing Department* Katya «ind I were given part of this one.

The b\d tenants had gonoaway, leaving all their furniture. There was'

an awlul lot of it. I don’t want other peopje’s things, so I put ifrall into

these two rooms and^wjiitewashed the windows to keep out the sun.—
„.,J^on’t let go of,my hand or you’ll get lost.. Here we are, we turn

nglit. Now we’re out of the maze—here’s my doifor. It will be lighter

in a second. Mind the step.’ ,

As he followed her inm the roonf he was struck by the view from

the window facing the door. It looked out on the yard and over

the low roofs of the houses beyond it,* to the common by the river

;

the common belonged to the municipality. Goats and sheeg grazed

on it, their wool sweeping thf gronnd like coat-tails. There tbo was

the fam^iar hoar/iing: Moreau & Vetcliinkin. Seed drills. Threshing

machinh. ' •

Reminded of the day of his arrival from Moscow, he began at once

describing, it to Lara and,, forgetting th?it Strelnikov was said to be her

husband, told her, unthinkingly, of his meeting with him. This part

of his stoijv made a deep impression on her.

‘ You saw him ! How extraordinary ! I won’t tell you now, but

really it is extraordinary. It’s as if you were predestined to meet.

I’ll tell you all about ft some time, you’ll be amazed. He seems to

have made a good rather than a bad impre.ssion on you ?’

‘Yes, on the w'hole. He ought to have repelled me. Wc had

actually passed through the country where he had brought death and
destruction. I expected to see a bashi-bazook or a revolutionary Jack
the Ripper, but lie w'as neither. It’s a good thing when a man is

diflerent from your image of him. It shows he isn’t a type. If he

were, it would be the evd of him as a man. But if you can’t place

him in a categoVy, it means that at least a part of him is what a human
being ought to^ be. H^ has a grain of immortality.’

‘They say he is not a party member.’

‘Yes, I think that’s true. I have often wondered since\vhat it is that

makes him attractive. I think it is because he is a dootned man.
He’ll come to a liad end and he will atone for the evil he has done.

Revolutionaries w'ho take the law into their own hands are horrifying,

not as criminals, but as machines that have got out of control, like a

run-away train. Strelnikov is as mad as the rest, but he has been driven
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mad by life and suffering, not by I. don’t know his secret, but

1 feel sure he has one. His alliance with the bolsheviks is accidental.

They put up with him 9o long as he happens to be going their way
and they can use* him. The moment they don’t need him they’ll

throw him out ^nd trample on*him quite mercilessly, as they have
done with other military experts.* •
* ‘You think so ?*

• I feel sure of it.* ,

^ ‘But is there no escape for him ? Couldn’t run away*?’

'Where could he ryn to, Larissa Fyodorovna?# You could do
that in the old di^ys, under the tsars. But just you try nowa-
days !

’

‘You’ve made me feel sorry for him. \ltm’ve changed, you know.
You used to speak more calmly about the revolution, you were less

harsh about it.*
* •

‘Tlij point is, I^arissa Fyodorovna, that there arc limits to every-

thing.* In all this time something definite should have been achieved.

But it turns out that those who inspired the revcflutkin aren’^at home
in anything except change and turmJbil : that’s their ifaiive element

;

tuey aren’t happy with.anything that’s less than on a world scale.

For tlnun, transitional periods,* worlds in the making, are^n end in

themselves. They aren’t trained for anything else, they don’t know
about anything except that. And do you know w'hy th^re is this

incessant whirl of never-ending preparations? It’s because they

haven’t any real capacities, they arc ungificd. Man is born to live,

not to prepare for life. Life itself—the gift olf life- -is such a breath-

takingly serious thing !—Why substitute this childish harlequinade of

adolescent fantasies, these schoolboy escapades ? But enough of this.

It’s my turn to ask questions. We arrived on the morning of tlic

local upheaval. Were you in it?’

‘ I should think I was ! There were fires all round us, it’s a wonder
the house didn’t burn down. It w^as pretty badly shaken, as I told

you. To this day there’s an uncxplodcd shell in the yard. It’s just

inside the gate. l.ooting, shelling, all kinds of Iiorrbrs—as at every

change of government. But by then w'e were*used tOMt, it wasn’t the

first lime. And I can’t tell you what went on under the Whites

!

Murders, vengeance, extortions, blackmail—a real orgy! But I

haven’t t6ld you the most extraordinary thing.—Our Galiullin I He
turned up with the Czechs as a sort of Governor-General.’

‘I know. I heard about it. Did you see him ?’

‘Very often. You can’t think how many people I managed to save

thanks to him, how many I hid. To give him his due he behaved
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perfectly, like a gentleman, not lAce all those small fry—little upstart

Cossack captains, police sergeants and what not. * Unfortunately it

was the small fry who set the tone, hot the decent people. Galiullin

helped me a lot, bless him. We are old friends, yo(i know. When I

was a little girl he lived in a block of tenements nc^ door to us and
I was always in and out. Mosfe ofithe tenants were railway workers.

I saw a lot of poverty ss a child. That’s why my attitude to the'

revolution is different from yours. It’s cjoser to me. There’s a lot

of it I understand from ^he inside. But to think that Galiullin, that the

jjon of a door-keeper should become a White qoloncl !—or it may have
been a general.—There aren’t any solcfiers in my family, I don’t know
much about army ranks. And by profession, as you know, I am a
history teacher. . . . Anyf*ay, that’s how it was. We managed to help

quite a lot of people between us. I used to go and sec him. We talked

about you. I’ve always Jiad friends and connections in every govern-

ment—and also s6rrows and disappointment from all of them. It’s

only in bad novels that pcoplp are#divided into two camps anM have
nothing tp do with- each other. In real life everything gets mixed lip !

Don’t Vou thinVc you’d have to be a hopeless nonentity to play only

one role all your life, to have only one pKicc in society, always wO

stand for t}ie same thing P-jr-Ah, there ^u are !’

A little girl of about eight came in, her hair done up in finely

braided plaits. Her narrow eyes had a sly, mischievous look and went
up at the corners when she laughed. She knew her mother had a

visitor, she had heard his voice outside the door, but she thought it

necessary to put on an *air of surprise. Slie curtsied and looked at

Yury with the fearless, unblinking stare of a lonely child who had
started to tl\ink early in life.

‘My daughter, Katya. I hope you’ll be friends
!’

‘You showed me her photograph in Melyuzeyevo. How she’s

grown and changed since tlien !’

‘I thought you were out, I didn’t hear you come in.*

‘I took the key out qf the crack and there was an enormous rat

in it—as big as Vhis ! You should have seen me jump ! I nearly died

of fright.’ t

She made a comical face, opening her eyes wide and rounding

her mouth like a fish out of water.

‘Off you go now. I’ll get Uncle Yury to stay to dinnep and take

the kasha * out of the oven. I’ll call you whrn it’s ready.*

‘Thank you, I wish I could slay. But we have dinner at six since

I’ve started coining to town and I try not to be late. It takes me over

* Gruel made of buckwheat*
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three hours to get home—near^ four. That is why I came so early.

Fm afraid Fll'have to go soon.*

‘You can stay aaotlicr hilf-hour.*

‘I’d love fo.’

.\

15 »

I

, ‘And now, as you have been so frank wit^ me, I’ll be frank with you.
• The Strelnikov you,met is my husband, Paslia Antipov—Pasha whom
I went to look f6r at the front and^n whose death I so rightly refused

to believe.’

‘ I am not surprised yoii think so. •/[ heard something of the sort

myself, but I didn’t believe it for a moment. That is why it went clean

out of my mind when I v/as talking to you and I spoke so freely. It’s

sheer nonsense. I’ve seen this man. How coifld anyone connect him
witli you ? What have you ia common with him ?*

‘All the same, it’s true. Strelnikov is my husband, Antipov, Most*

people think so and I agree with them. Katya krtows it ahd is proud
of her father. Strelnikov is his pseudonym—he has to live under an
assumed name, like all afctive revolutionaries. For |ome reason he

may not live or work under his own name.
‘And it was he who took Yuryatin and shelled us^ He knew W'C

were here, but for fear of giving himself away, he never once tried to

find out if we were alive. Of course it was his duty. If he had asked

me I would have told him to do just tKat. All the same . . . You
might say that my being safe and the Town Council giving me a reason-

able place to live in shows that he is secretly looking ^fter us. But that

he should actually have been here and resisted the temptation to come
and see us—it’s inconceivable ! It isn’t human, it’s some kind of

Roman civic virtue, one of those things they’ve thought up nowadays.

But I mustn’t let myself be influenced by your way of looking at things.

You and I don’t really think alike. There is something intangible,

marginal, we both understand and feel in the safne way. But on the

wide issues, in our philosophy of life, it’s bdtter for vs to stay on different

sides. But to go back to Strelnikov.

‘Now he’s in Siberia, and you arc right—I have heard him accused

of thfngs that make my blood run cold. He is in Siberia, in command
of one of our most advanced positions and he is fighting and beating

poor old Galiullin, his childhood friend and his comrade in arms in

the German war. Galiullin knows who he is and he knows that I

am his wife but he has had the tact—I can’t value it too highly

—
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never to make me feel it, though goddness knows he goes mad with
rage at the sound of Strelnikov’s name.

‘That’s where he is now, in Siberia. * But heiwas here for a long
time, living in that railway carriage where you saw him. *1 kept hoping
I’d run into him by accident. Sometimes he went to ih^ staff head-

quarters
;
they were in the building^whare Komuch—the Constituent

Assembly 'army—used to have its headquarters. And it was an odd
trick of fate—the entrance was through the wiqg where Galiullin used

to sec me. I \Jas always pqing there to ask him to help somebody or

tQ st^ some horrible^ business or other. For instance, there was that

affair at* the Military Academy ; it caused a gieat stii^at the time.—If

an instructor was unpopular the cadets ambushed him and shot him,

saying he was a bolshevik sympathiser. And then there was the time

when they started beating up the Jews. Incidentally—it always

strikes me—if you arc an iiuellectual of arty kind and live in town,

as we do, half your friends arc bound to be Jews. Yet in times when
there arc pogroms, when All these terrilVe, despicable things are dodc,

‘we don’t only feel sorry^and indignant and ashamed, we feel wretchedly

divided, as* if our sympathy came more from the head than from the

heart and had an after-taste of insincerity. • i

Tt’s so strange that these^, people whd once brought about the

liberation of mankind from the yoke of idolatry, and so many ofwhom
now devote tjiemsclvcs to its liberation from injustice, should be

pow^erlcss to achieve their own liberation from themselves, from the

yoke of their loyalty to an obsolete, antediluvian designation which

has lost all meaning—that they should not rise above themselves and
dissolve among all the rest, whose religion they have founded and with

whom they woulfl have so much in common if they knew them better.

‘ Of course it’s true that persecution forces them into this futile and
disastrous pose, this shamefaced, self-denying isolation, which brings

them nothing but mishirtune. But I think some of it also comes from

a kind of inward senility, the fatigue of centuries. I don’t like their

ironical whistling in the dark,, tlie workaday poverty of their outlook,

their timid imaginafcons. It’s aa irritating as old men talking of old

age or sick people a,bout sickness. Don’t you agree?’

‘I haven’t thought about it mu'^h. I have a friend, Misha Gordon,

who thinks like you.’

‘Well, I used to go along to this place hoping to catch Pasha on

his way in or out. In tsarist times the Governor-General used to

have his office in that part of the building. Now there iia notice on

the door: “Complaints.” You may have seen it? It’s the prettiest

place in the town. The square in front of it is paved with wooden
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blocks and across the square th^re is the town garden, full of maples,

hawthorn, horfcysuckle. There was always a queue in the street out-

side the door ; I to st^d there and wait. Of course I didn’t

try tojump tht queue, I didn’t say I was his wife. After all, our names
are different^ And you don^t suppose an appeal to sentiment would
move them ! Their ways are»quile different. Do you know that his

own father, Pavel Ferapontovich Antipo\^ a former political convict, an
olch worker, is quite n^ar here, in a settlement along the highway,

where he lived in exile. And his friend Tiverzirf is there too.

•They are both men^bers of the local revolufionaj^y committee. Well,-

can you believe •it, Pasha liasn’t been to see his fhther and he hasn’t

, told him who he is. And his father takes it for granted, he isn’t a bit

hurt. If his son is kept “i/nder cove?*^’ then that’s as it should be,

he can’t see him and that’s all there is to it. They are made of stone,

these people, they aren’t hfUman, with alb their rules and principles.

* Even if I had managed to prove that I was his wife, it wouldn’t

h£fve done me any good ! Wjiat do wives hiatter to them at a time

like this? The workers of the world, the rcnyiking of^thc universe,*

that's something ! But what’s a wife ? Just an individual ITipcd, of no
more importance than«a flea or a louse

!

‘His A.D.C. used to cofhe out and a^k people what they wanted to

see him for and let some of them in. But I never told him my name
and when he asked me what my business was I alwjjys said it was
personal. Of course, I knew I was wasting my time. The A.D.C.

would shrug his shoulders ^nd give me a suspicious look. I never

once saw him. •

‘I suppose you think he can’t be bothered with us, he doesn’t love

us, he’s forgotten us? Well, you are wrong. I knojv him too well.

I know just what he wants, and it’s just because he loves us. He can’t

bear to come back to us empty-handed. He wants to come back as a

conqueror, full of honour and glory, and lay his laurels at our feet.

Just like a child !’

Katya came in again. Lara snatcl^ed her up and much to her

astonishment started swinging her round, tickling find hugging her.

• i6

Yury was riding home from Yuryatin. He had made this journey

countless tiiyies. He was so used to the road, that he was no longer

aware of it, he hardly saw it.

Soon he would come to the crossroads in the forest where the way
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straight on led to Varykino and a path^turned off to a fishing village on
the river Sakma ; here stood yet another hoarding advertising agri-

cultural machinery
;

as usual, he would breach the crossroads at dusk.

It was now more than two months since that day wtfen he went to

town as usual but, instead of returning home the same afternoon, spent

the night at Lara’s and later told his family that he had been kept on
business and had stayed at SaKidevyacov’s inn. He had long been call-

ing Lara by her Christian name and saying ‘ tfeou * to her, though she

still called hinV Zhivago. Yury was deceiving Tonya and what he

concealed from her \xas becoming increasingly gra;L^e and illicit. This

was soniething unheard-of between them. •»

He worshipped Tonya. Her peace of mind meant more to him
tlian anything in the world. was ready to defend her honour and
was more sensitive to anything touching it than her father or herself. In

defence of her pride he would have torn anyone apart with his own
hands. And yet now he was oflending against it himself.

^

At home he felt like a criminal. iHis family’s ignorance of the
‘ truth, their unchanged affection, were a mortal torment to him. In

the middld'of a co^iversation he wonld suddenly be numbed by the

recollection ofhis guilt and cease hearing a woidof what was being said.

If this happened during a meal, his food stuck in his throat and he

put down his spoon and pushed away his plate. ‘What is wrong
with you?’ T^nya would a.sk, puzzled. ‘You must have had some
bad news when you were in town. Has anyone been arrested ? Or
shot? Tell me. Don’t be frightened of upsetting me. You’ll feel

better when you’ve told me.'

Had he been unfaithful to her because he preferred another

woman? No, hp had made no comparison, no choice. He did not

believe in ‘free love’ or in the ‘right’ to be carried away by his senses.

To think or speak in such terms seemed to him degrading. He had
never ‘sown wild oats’, nor did he regard himself as a superrr^an with

special rights and privileges. Now he was crushed by the weight of

his guilty conscience. «

‘ What next ? ’ he Sometimes asked himself, and hoped wretchedly for

some impossible, unexpected* circumstance to solve his problem for him.

Rut at this moment things had changed. He had decided to cut

the knot and he was going home with a solution. He would confess

everything to Tonya, beg her to forgive him and never see Lara sfgain.

Not that everything was quite as it should be. He felt now that he
had not made it clear enough to Lara that he was breaking with her

for good, for ever. He had announced to her that morning that he
intended to confess everything and that they must stop seeing one
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another ;
but now he had the fecliAg that he had softened it all down

and not made it suHiciently definite.

Lara had realised Ipw unh^l^py he felt and had no wish to upset

him further by a* painful scene. She tried to listen to him as calmly

as she could, ^hey were talking in one of the empty front rooms.

Tears were running down her cheek:#, bvt she was no more conscious
• of them than the stone statues on the house across the road felt the

rain running down their faces. She kept saying sofdy :
‘Do as you

tjiink best, don’t worry about me. I’ll get qver it.’ Shi^was saying

it sincerely, without any false generosity, and as she<^id not know that

she was crying, she'^id nolf wipe away her tears.

• At the thought that Lara might have misunderstood him, and that

he had left her with a wrong Impressiont^nd false hopes, he nearly

turned and galloped straight back, to say what he had left unsaid and,

above all, to take leave of her much more warmly, .more tenderly, in

a manner more suitable to a last farewell. Controlling himself with

difiiculty, he continued on his way.
^

As the sun went down, the forest was filled A^ith cold’anjJ darkness.

It smelled of damp leaves. Swarms* of gnats hung in 1:he air a*s still as

'iloats, humming sadly qfi*a constant, high-pitched note. They set i led

on his face and neck and he k^pt swatting them, his noisy sjaps keeping

time with the sounds of riding—the creaking of the saddle, the heavy

thud of hooves on the squelching mud and the dry salvoes bursting

from the horse’s guts. In the distance, where the sun was refusing to

go down, a nightingale began to sing.

‘Wake up ! Wake up !’ it called entreatingly
;

it sounded almost

like the summons on the eve of Easter Sunday : ‘Awake, O my soul,

why dost thou slumber.’ ,

Suddenly Yury was struck by a very simple thought. What was

the hurry? He would not go back on the promise he had given

himself, the confession would be made, but who said that it must be

made that day ? He had not said anything to Tonya yet, it was not

too late to put it off till after he had bcei> to town once again. He
would finish his conversation with Lara, with such \ifarmth and depth

of feeling that it would make up for all their suffering# How splendid,

how wonderful ! How strange that this had not occurred to him
before

:

At tlfe thought of seeing Lara once more his heart leapt for joy.

In anticipation he lived through his meeting with her.

The wooden huts and pavements on the outskirts of the town . . .

He was on his way to her. In a moment he would leave the wooden
lanes and waste plots for the stone and stucco streets. The small
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suburban houses flashed by like Aie pages of a book, not when you
turn them over one by one with your forefinger, but wlien you hold

your thumb on the edge of the booi and leu them all swish past at

once. The speed was breath-taking. And over thete was her house,

at the far end of the street, under the white gap in^the rain clouds

where the sky was clearing ^owards^thc evening. He so much loved

the little h^ses in the stcreets which led to her that he could have
picked them off the ground and kissed them ! Those crooked one-

eyed atticsv .lammed on, to the roofs! And the lamps and icon-ligl\ts

reflected in the pudcflcs and shining Jike be/ries I And her house

under the white rift of the sky. There he wouRl again receive the

white, God-made gift of beauty from the hands of its creator. . A
dark mufllcd figure woul^t open the* door, and the promise of her

nearness, unowned by anyone in the world, and guarded and cold as

a while northern night, would reach him like the first wave of the sea

as you run down over the sandy beach in the dark.
^

Yury dropped his* reins, It^anedr. forward in his saddle, flung his

arms rourjd the horse’s neck and buried his face in its mane. Takirig

this display of sHTection for an appeal to its strength, the horse broke

into a gallop. ^ •

As it bpunded, its light hooves only now and then touching the

ground, it seemed to Yury that, besides the joyful thudding of his

own hcart„.hc heard shouts, but he thought he was imagining it.

A shot fired at close range deafened him. He sat up, snatched

at the reins and pulled. Checked in f ill flight, the horse side-stepped,

backed and went down on its haunches, ready to rear.

In front of him were the crossroads. The sign, Moreau & Vetchin^

kiru Seed Drijls, Threshing Machines

y

was lit by the rays of the setting

sun. Three horsemen blocked his way—a boy in a school cap and
a tunic with two cartridge I e’ts, a cavalryman in an officer’s greatcoat

and fur cap, and a fat man oddly clothed, as for a fancy-dress ball,

in quilted trousers and a wide-brimmed clerical hat pulled low over

his forehead. •

‘Don’t move,* Comrade Doctor,’ said the cavalryman, who was the

eldest of the three. ‘If you obey orders, you will be perfectly safe.

If you don’t— no offence mt.int—we’ll shoot you. The surgeon

attached to our unit has been killed and we are conscripting you

as a medical worker. Get down and hand the reins ovtfr to this

young man. And let me remind you : if you try to escape we shan’t

stand on ceremony.* •-

‘Are you Comrade Forester, Mikulitsin’s son Liberius?’

•No, I am his chief liaison officer, Kammenodvorsky.*



CHAPTER TEX

TheJ^ighway

There were towns,* villages and Cossack settlement/ along tlic

highway. It was the ancient mail roa^, the oldRt highway

in Siberia. It c«it throygh the towns like a knife, slicing (hem
in half like a loaf of bread along the line ol‘ their main streets. As

for the villages, it swept through them without a backward glance,

scattering them right and left, leaving the^uts drawn up in a straight

row or bent into an arc or bi^ckled by a sudden turn.

In the distant past, before the railway ctime to Khodatskoyc, the

mail vyas rushed along the highway by troikas. Caravans of tea,

bread and pig-iron travelled one* way* and convicts uncler guard, on

foot, were driven the other. They walked in step^ janglirjg their

fetters—lost, desperate souls as terrible as heavchly lightning—and

around them rustled the* dark^ impenetrable Ibrcst.

'I’hose who lived along the highway were like one famSy. Friend-

ship and marriage linked village to village and town lo town. Khodal-

skoye stood at a crossing of the road and the railway
; it4iad engine

repair shops and other woikshops connected with the upkeep of the

line, and there, crowded into barracks, the jDoorest of the poor lived

and sickened and died. Political prisoners, who had technical quali-

fications and had served their term of hard labour, were allowed to

settle in Khodatskoye as * free * exiles and to work as skillod mechanics.

The Soviets which had been set up all along the line in the first

days of the revolution had long since been overthrown. For some

time the Siberian Provisional Government had maintained itself in

power, but now its rule had been replaced throughout the region by

that of Admiral Kolchak, Supreme Cominjaider of the Wliites.

At one stage of the journey the road kept climbing uphill, giving an

ever wid^r view over the country. It seemed as if there would be no

end to the slow ascent or to the widening of the horizon, but when
tired horses and passengers stopped for a rest they found that they

had reached the summit of the hill. The road went on over a bridge

and the river Kezhma swirled beneath it.

V
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Beyond the bridge, on an evfen steeper rise, they could sec the

brick walls of the Monastery of the Exaltation o)l the Cross. The
road wandered round the lan^ of the monastery and zigzagged uphill,

through the outskirts of the town of Holycross

When it reached the centre of the town it skirted the monastery

grounds once again, for thc*grefcn-painted iron door of the monastery
gave On to the main square. The icon over the arched gate was'

framed byithe legend in gold letters : ‘Rejoice, O, life-giving Gtoss^ O
unconqu^/olc victory pf piety.* ^

It was Holy Week, the end of Lent; winter was almost over. As
a first sign of the thaw the roads were turning ‘black, but the roofs

were still wearing their tall, white, overhanging snow bonnets.

To the small boys wh^had climbed up to the belfry to watch the

bell-ringers, the houses down below looked like small white boxes

jumbled close together. -Little black people, hardly bigger than dots,

walked among the houses and stopped in front of them. They^topped
to read the decree calling up^ thraz more age groups

; its text had
been postpd up oiLthcf walls by order of Admiral Kolchak.

Many unCjXpectcd things had happened in the night. It had turned

unusually warm for the time of year, and a drizzle was coming down,
so fine and airy that it seemed to drift away in mist before it reached

the earth. But this was an illusion. In reality there was enough rain-

water to stream, warm and swift, along the ground—which had turned

black all ov^r and glistened as if it sweated—and to wash it clean of

the remaining snow.

Stunted apple-trees, covered with buds, reached miraculously

across the garden fences. Drops of water dripped from them, and the

di iimming of the water on the wooden pavements could be heard

right across the town. •

Tomik, the j5uppy, chained up for the night in the photographer’s

yard, squealed cand yelped, and the crow in the Galuzins’ garden,

perhaps irritated by the noise, cawed loud enough to keep the whole

town awake.

In the lower part of Holycross, three cart-loads of goods*had been
brought to the merchant, Lyubeznov, who refused to accept delivery,

saying it was a mistake, he had never ordered the stuff. The dray-

* Holycross : Krestovozdvizhensk (literally, town of the Exaltation of the
Cross).
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men, as it was so late, were begging him to put them up for the night,

but he cursed* and sent them to the devil and refused to open the

gate. This row coujd also b^ heard from one end of the town to the

other. •

At the seventh hour by the Church’s reckoning and at one in the

morning by the clock, a darjc low s^eet humming drifted from the

deepest of the monastery bells, which l^^rdly stirred. It mixed with

tho dark drizzle in the, air. It drifted from the bell, sitting and dis-

^
solving in the air, as a clump of earth, torn from the bank, sinks

. and dissolves in the^water of the spring floods.
^

'

It was the ntght ofMsKindy Thursday. Almost indistinguishable

, in the distance, behind the network of rain, candles, lighting a face

here, a forehead or a nose there, stirre^ and moved across the mona-
stery yard. The fasting congiegation was going to Matins.

A quarter of an hour later, steps sounded on the wooden pavement
coming from the church. This was Galuzina, the grocer’s wife, going

hdrhe, although the service hjd only just begun. She walked at an
uneven pace, now running, now slowing ^down and stopping, her*

shawl over her head and her fun coat unbuttoned# She* had felt faint

in the stuffy church.and had come out into the fresh air, but now
she was ashamed and son^ that she had not stayed to the end, and
because, for the second year running, she was not fasting in Lent.

But this was not the chief cause of her worry. The mobilisation order

posted up that day affected her poor, silly boy, Teryosfika. She tried

to drive the thought of it frgm her head, but the white patches in th»

darkness were there to remind her at evefy turn.

Her house was only just round the corner, but she felt better out

of doors and was not in a hurry to go back into the airless rooms.

The stormy sadness of her thoughts oppressed her. Had she tried

to think them all out aloud, one by one, she would not have had

sufficient words or time enough till dawn. But out here, in the street,

these comfortless reflections flew at her in clusters, and she could deal

with all of them together, in the short \^hile it took her to walk a few

times from the monastery gate to the corner of Wie square and back.

It was almost Eastertide and there wus not ^ soul in the house

;

they had all gone away, leaving her alone. Well, wasn’t she alone ?

Of course she was. Her ward Ksyusha didn’t count. Who was she

anyway ? ‘Another’s soul is a dark pool,’ as the saying goes. Perhaps

she was a friend, or perhaps she was an enemy or a secret rival. She

was suppose^! to be the daughter of her husband’s first wife by another

marriage. Her husband, Vlas, said that he had adopted her. But

suppose she was his natural daughter? Or suppose she wasn’t his
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daughter at all but something else ?
' Could you ever see into a man*8

heart ? Though, to give Ksyusha her due, there was nothing wrong
with her. She had brains, looks, manners—mu4^ more brains than

cither poor stupid Tcryoshka or his father !
*

So here she was, abandoned, deserted in Holy Week. They had
all scattered, everyone had gon^ his. way.

Vlas was gallivanting up ^nd down the highway, making speeches

to the new recruits, exhorting them to mighty feats of arms. Instead

of looking aft^ vhis own son, the fool, and saving him from his mortal

peril !

^
"

And'Teryoshka too had dashed away^Tro.pi lionnk2 on the eve of

the great feast. He had gone to their relations in Kuteiny village to
^

amuse himself and forget his troubles. The poor lad had been ex-

pelled from school. They ha<J kept him back an extra year in almost

every other form, and now that he was in the eighth they had to

kick him out !
'

•

Oh, how depressing it all was ! Olj, Lord ! Why had everytKiiig

gone so wrong? It was so disheartening, she felt like giving up, she*

had no wish fb live, ^hat had caured all this misery? Was it the

revolution? No, oh no! It was the war. The.war had killed off the

flower of Russia’s manhood, and now thej»j was nothing but rotten,

good-for-nothing rubbish left.

How different it had been in her father’s time ! Her father had
been a contractor. Sober, literate. They had lived oft' the fat of

the land. She and her two sisters, Polya^ and Olya, as fine a pair of

girls as you could hope to meet and as well matched as their names.

And master carpenters had called on their father, every one a fine,

upstanding figure of a man. At one time, she and her sisters

—

the things they would think of!—had got it into their heads to knit

scarves in six colours of wool. And, believe it or not, such good
knitters they were that their scarves had become famous all over the

province I And everything in those days had been fine and rich and
seemly—church services and dances and people and manners—every-

thing had rejoiced her heart, for all that her own family were simple

people who came of peasant and worker stock. And Russia too had
been a marriageabfe girl in those days, courted by real men, men
who would stand up for her, not to be compared with this rabble

nowadays. Now everything had lost its gloss, nothing but civj^ians

left, lawyers and Yids clacking their tongues day and night. Poor

old Vlas and his friends thought they could bring back tJtiose golden

days by toasts and speeches and good wishes ! But was this the way
to win back a lost love ? For that you had to move mountains 1
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By now she haci crossed the square and walked as far as the market-place

more than once. From thefe her house was half-way down the street

on the left, but every time she caihe to it, she changed her mind about
going in and turned back into the maze o&alleysadjoining the monastery.

•The market-place was the size of a large field. Tfi times gone
by, it had been crowded on market day;? with peasants’ carts. At

* one end of it was S|. Helen Street *
: the otfier, curving in a crescent,

was lined with sfhall buildings, one or two storeys high, used lor warc-
• houses, offices and shops.

There, she remembered^ in more <^aceful times, Brukhyanov, a

cross old bear in spectacles and a long frock coat, who dealt in leather,

oats and hay, cartwheels and harness, would reajl the penny paper as

he ^at importantly on a chair outside his great, fourfold iron doorway.
* And there, in a small dim window, a* few pairs of beribboned

wTdding candles and posies in cardboaref boxes gail^ered dust for*

years, while in the small room dt the back, emptj^ of either furniture

or goods except foi:*a pile of large round cakes of wax, thousand

rouble deals were made b/the unknown agents of a mjjlionairc candle

manufacturer who lived nobody knew where.

There, in the middle of the row of shops, was the JjJaluzins’ large

grocery store with its three windows. Its bare, splintery floor was
swept morning, noon and aight with used tea leaves

;
Galuzin and

his assistants drank tea all day long. And here Galuzina, as a young
married woman, had often and willingly sat behind the cash desk.

Her favourite colour w^as a violet-mauve, the colour; of church vest-

ments on certain solemn days, the colour of lilac in bud, the colour

of her best velvet dress and of her set of crystal goblet^. It was the

colour of happiness and of her memories, and Russia, too, in her

virginity before the revolution, seemed to her to have been the colour

of lilac. She had enjoyed sitting behifid the cash desk because the

violet dusk in the shop, fragrant with starch, sug^r and purple black-

cuiTant sweets in glass jars, had matched her favoprite colour.

Here at the corner, beside the timber yard, stood an old, grey,

weather-hoard house which had settled on all four sides like a dila-

pidated coach; It had two storeys and two front doors, one at either

end. Each floor was divided in two; downstairs were Zalkind’s

chemist’s shop on the right and a notary’s office on the left. Above

the chemist lived the old ladies* tailor, Schmulevich, with his big

* St. Helen’s Street ; Ycleninskaya.
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family. The flat across the landing^from Schmulevich and above
the notary was crammed with lodgers whose trades ahd professions

were stated on cards and signs covering ^he whoje of the front door.

Here watches were mended and shoes cobbled
; here Kaminsky, the

engraver, had his workroom and two photographers,, Zhuk and
Strodakh, worked in partnership *

As the "first floor premisesi were overcrowded, the photographers*

young assistai^s, Blazhein, a student, and Magidson, who retouched

the photograp^'-j had fixed up a dark room at one end of the large

woodshed in the yard. Tfo judge by the angry rfrd eye of the lamp
winking *Dlearily in the dark room window, they wei*e working there

now. It was underneath this window that the puppy, Tomik, sat

on his chain and yelped, so tlj^rt you coufd hear him right across the

square in St. Helen Street.

‘I’hcre they are, all in n pack, the whole Sanhedrin,* thought

Galuzina as she passed the grey house. ‘It’s a den of filth and bjcg-

gary.* And yet, she reflected at once, her husband was wrong to ha\c

the Jews so mpeh. It /vas' not as if these people were the lords of the

land, they were ndt important enouigh to affect Russia’s destinies.

Though it was true that if you asked old SchmuJevich why he thought

the country w^s in such turmoil and disoFder, he wriggled, twisted

his ugly face into a grin and said : ‘That’s Leibochka * up to his tricks.’

Oh, but wjpat a waste of time to think about such nonsense

!

Did they matter ? Were they Russia’s misfortune ? The towns were

the trouble. Not that the country stood <rr fell by the towns, but the

towns were educated, and the country people had had their heads

turned ;
they envied the education of the towns and tried to copy

their ways and rould not catch up with them, so now they were

neither one thing nor the other.

Or perhaps it was the other way round, perhaps ignorance was the

trouble?—An educated man can see through walls, he can guess

everything that happens in advance, while the rest of us are like

people in a dark wood. We cnly miss our hats when our heads have

been chopped off.—^Not that the educated people were having an
easy time nowadays* Look at the way the famine was driving them
out of the towns ! Try to sort it all out ! Even the devil couldn’t

make head or tail of it

!

All the same, it was the country people who knew how to*‘live.

Look at her relations, the Selitvins, Shelaburins, Pamphil Palykh, the

brothers Modykh. They relied on their own hands and their own
heads, they w'ere their own masters. The new farmsteads along the

* Yiddish diminutive for Leo, i.e, Leo Trotsky.
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highway were a lovely sight. Fifteen dcssyatins ' of arable, sheep,

horses, pigs, cows, ^nd enough corn in the barns for three years ahead !

And their farming macj^ines !—They even had harvesters ! Kolchak
was buttering thc^ up, trying to get them on his side, and so were
the commissars,, to get them into the forest army. They had come
back from the* war with George Gnosse^ * and everyone was after

•them, wanting to employ them as instructors. Commissioned pr not,

if you inew your job you yvere always in demand. You cov^d always

find your feet. -'I Y
• But it was time she went home. It simply wasn’t decent for a

woman to be wandiring abouV the streets so late. \t wouldn’t have
mattered so much if she had been in her own garden. But it was so

muddy, it was like a bog. Ahyway, shfj thought, she felt a little

better now.
**

Utterly confused by her * reflections an^ having quite lost the

thread of them, Galuzina went home. But before slie went inside, she

stood fcfr a while in the porch, going over a few more things in her mind.

She thought of the people who were lording it in Khodatskoye
nowadays

;
she knew more or less* what they wgre dike, ^hv»y were

former political exiles fr»Bn the capitals, men like Tiverzin, Antipov,

the anarchist ‘Black Banner’ Vdovichenko, the local locksmith ‘Mad
Dog’ Gorsheny. They were cunning and tlicy knew their own minds,

they had stirred up plenty of trouble in their day, they were sure to

be plotting something again now. They couldn’t live Unless they

were up to something. They; had spent their lives dealing with

machines and they were cold and merciless* as machines themselves.

They went about in sweaters and jerkins, they smoked through bone

cigarette-holders and they drank boiled water for fear of catching

something. Poor Vlas was wasting his time; these men would turn

everything upside-down, they would always get their way.

Then she thought about herself. She knew she was a simple

woman but with a mind of her own, intelligent and young for her

age ;
taken all round she was not a bad jjerson. But none of her

qualities cut any ice in this God-forsaken hole—n»r anywhere else

for that matter. The indecent song about the silly old woman
Sentetyurikha came into her mind ;

it was well known throughout

the Urals, bUt only the first two lines could be quoted

:

•

• Sentetyurikha, she sold her cart

• And bought a balalaika . .

* One des^atina: 2*7 acres.

• The St. George Cross was the highest military decoration in Tsarist Russia.
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After this came nothing but obsdisnities. They sang it in Holycross,

aiming it, she suspected, at herself.

She sighed bitterly and went intd the hou^e.

She wenUylraight tc iier bedroom, without stopping in the hall to

take off her co^t. Hie room looked out op the garden. Now, at

night, the shadowy forms inside the room and m the garden outside

the window were almost alike, as if they repeated each other. The
limp drooping shapes of^4he curtaii*is were like the limp, drooping
shapes of the dark, leafless trees with their blurred outlines. In the

garden where the wintei;was almost ovfer, the dark purple glow of the

coming spring, bursting out of the ground, warmed the taffeta dark-

ness of the night. And by a similar interaction of two elcmcrits, the

airless darkness inside the room with its dusty curtains was coloured

and softened b> the dark violet glow of the coming Feast.

The Virgin in the icon, freeing her d^rk slim hands from the

silver mount, held them up, seeming* to hold in each the first and
last letters' of her Greek name, Mijrqp tfeou*. The garnet-coloured

icon lamp, dark as an inkwell in its gold bracket, scattered its star-

shaped light, splintered by the cut glass, on the bedroom carpet.

Taking off her coat and shawl, Gf^luzina made an awkward move-
ment and felt her old pain, a stitch in her side under her shoulder

blade. She gave a frightened cry and began to mutter: ‘Mighty

protectress of the sorrowful, chaste Mother of God, help of the afflicted,

shelter of the universe . . .’ Half-way through the prayer she burst

into tears.

When the pain died down she began to undo her dress but the

hooks at the back slipped through her fingers and got lost in the soft

crinkled stuff. She had {jlifliculty in finding them.

Her ward Keyusha woke up and came into the room.

‘Why arc you in the dark. Mother? Shall I bring a lamp?*

‘No, don’t. There’s enough light.*

‘Let me undo your dress. Don’t tire yourself*

‘My fingers are all thumbs, I could cry. And that tailor didn’t

have the sense to sew the hooks on so that you can get at them. Blind

as a bat he is ! I’ve half a mind to rip them all off,and throw them

in his ugly face.*

Mother of God.
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‘How well -they sang at the mdfiastery! It’s so still, you could

hear it from the house.*

‘The singing was all-right, bAt I’m not feeling so well, my girl,

I’ve got that stitfch again—here and here. Everywhere . • . It’s

such a nuisance, I don’t know what to do.’

‘The homoeopath, Stydobsky, helped )K)u last time.*
' ‘He’s always telling you to do something impossible. He’s a
quack, ^our homoeopath, he’s no good. That’s one thing. And the

otljcr thing is that he’s gone away. He’s goi]cJ I tell yo’/ he’s left

the town. And he isn’t |he only one, they’ve all^rush^d olFjust bcfoic

the holiday—as if th^ expeeted an earthquake or something.’

iWell then, what about that Hungarian doctor, the one who is a

prisoner of war—his treatment did you gooJ^’

‘That’s no use either. I tell you, there isn’t a soul left, Kerenyi
Lajos is with the other Hungarians on the otker side pf the demarca-

tion liiie^'. They’ve conscripted him for the Red Army.’

‘But you know, Mother, you’re^ imagining a lot of it. ,Your heart

is in a nervous condition. In a case like yoifrs .suggestion can do
wonders

;
it’s what the peasants do, Alter all. Do you temember that

stfldier’s wife who whispeffed away your pain ? What was her name ?*

‘Well, really ! You must tdke me for ay utter, ignorai\^ fool ! It

wouldn’t surprise me if you sang “Sentetyurikha” behind my back.’

‘Mother ! How can you say such a thing ! It’s a sin. you ought

to be ashamed of yourself. You’d much better help me to remember
that woman’s name. It’s on theuip of my tongue, I shan’t have any

peace till it comes back to me.’

‘She has more names than petticoats. I don’t know which is the

one you’re thinking of. They call her Kubarikha and l^Icdvedikha

and Zlydarikha and I don’t know how many other names besides.

She isn’t around here any more cither. She’s gone. She’s vanished.

—

They locked her up in the Kezhma jail for practising abortion and

making pills and powders of some sort, but, as you can imagine, she

was bored, so she hopped it, broke out of piuson and got .away some-

where to the East. I tell you—everyone has run stway—Vlas and
Teryoshka and your Aunt Polya—Pelagia of the loving heart. Apait

from the two of us, fools that we are, there isn’t an honest woman
left in town. ' I’m not joking. And no medical help of any sort or

kind left to us. If anything happened, you couldn’t get a doctor

for love or money anywhere. They say there’s one in Yuryatin,

some famous professor from Moscow, the son of a Siberian merchant

who committed suicide. But just when I was thinking of sending

* Outside the territory held by the Whitr-it
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for him, the Reds cut the road^n twelve places . ; . Now, off to

bed with you, and FIl try and get some sleep too. By the way, that

student of yours, Blazhcin, he*s turned your,head.—What’s the good
of saying no ?—you’re blushing like a beetroot.—Ht’ll be sweating all

night long over some photographs 1 gave him to develop, poor boy.

They don’t sleep In that house and they keep everyone else awake as

well. Their Tomik is barking, you can hear him all over the town,

and our^^wretched crow is cawing its head off up in the apple tree.

Looks as if Fll have aliother sleepless night . . . Now what are you
so cross aobut ? Doil’t be so touchy. What arc students for if not

for girls to fall in love with !* ' «

‘What’s that dog howling for? Go afVl see what’s the matter with

it. Ii can’t be making all that noise for nothing. Wait a minute,

Lidochka, quiet, blast you ! I’ve got to find out what is goih^'on.or

we’ll have the police on us before wc know where we are. Stay here,

Ustin, ^Xn3 you, Sivobluy. We c>n manage without you.’

Lidochka, the representative of the Central Committee, did nOt

hear the partisan leader asking him to'^'Stop and continued his weary
patter

:

‘By its policy of looting, requisitioning, violence, shooting and
torture the* bourgeois militarist regime in Siberia is bound to open

the eyes of those who still deceive themselves. It is not only hostile

to the working class but,® in fact, to the whole of the toiling peasantry.

I’he toiling peasantry of Siberia and the Urals must understand that

only in alliance with the proletariat of the towns and with the soldiers,

only in alliance with the Kirghiz and Buryat poor peasants . .
.’

At last Lidochka became aware of the interruptions, stopped, wiped

his sweaty face with his handkerchief and closed his tired puffy eyes.

‘Have a rest. Have a drink of water,’ whispered those who were

standing closest to him.
.

The worried 'partisan leader was being reassured :

‘What’s all the fuss about? Everything is in order. The signal

lamp is in the window and the look-out, if I may use a picturesque

expression, has his eyes glued to space. I don’t see why'we shouldn’t

go on with the discussion. Go on, Comrade Lidochka.*

The logs kept in the large shed in the photographers’ yard had
been moved aside and the illegal meeting was being heW in the cleated
space in the middle of the shed, screened from the dark room at the

entrance by a wall of logs as high as the ceiling. In case of emergency,
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there was a way of escape through<^a trap-door to an underground
passage which came out in a lonely alley at the back of the monastery.

The speaker had a di^ll olive complexion, and a beard from ear to

ear ;
he wore a black calico cap on his bald head. He suffered from

nervous perspiration and constantly poured with sweat. His cigarette

kept going out and he re-lit it greedily in t\\e stream Of hot air over the

paraffin lamp. Bending low over his scattere/d papers, he looked.«them

over nervously with his shgrt-sighted eyes, as if he were s^-affing at

thjm, then he continued in his Bat, tired voice : |) ^
‘•Only through the Soviets can this alliance between the poor in the

towns and the poor ia the CQuniiy be achieved. Whether he wishv^s it

or yot, the Siberian peasant will now pursue the end for which the

workers of Siberia began to fight long ago. i,Their common goal is the

overthrow of the hateful autocracy of admirals and hetmans, and the

establishment, by means of aVi armed rising, of the power of the

peasants* and soldiers’ Soviets. And in fighting the ofiicer and Cossack

hirelings of the bourgeoisie, who arfp armed to the teeth, the insurgents

will have to wage conventional front-line warfare. .^Thc struggle will

be long and stubborn.’ •<

• Once again he stopped^ wiped his face and closed his eyes. In

defiance of the rules someone in the audience got up, raised his hand
and asked permission to make a comment.

The partisan leader or, to be more exact, the commander of the

Kezhma group of the trans-Uralian partisan units, sat in a provoca-

tively free-and-easy attitude uncj.cr the speaker’s very nose ;
he kept

interrupting him in the rudest manner and showed him no respect

whatever. It was hard to believe that so young a soldier—he was little

more than a boy—could be in charge ofwhole armies and that his men
obeyed him and looked up to him with veneration. He sat with his

hands and feet wrapped in the skirts of his cavalry greatcoat
;

its top,

thrown back over his chair, showed his ensign’s tunic with dark patches

on the shoulders where the epaulettes had been removed.

On either side of him stood a silent bodyguard of his own age in

white sheepskin coats grown a little grey, with curly lanvb’s-wool edging.

Their fine, stony faces revealed nothing cxccpN: blind loyalty to their

chief and readiness to serVe him at whatever cost. Taking no part

in the discussion and unmoved by any of the issues raised in it, they

neither spoke nor smiled.

There were a dozen to fifteen other people in the room. Some
were standing, others sitting on the floor; they leaned against the

walls of caulked logs, their legs stretched out in &ont of them or their

knees drawn up under their chins.
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Three or four were guests ftf honour and sat on chairs. They

were old workers, veterans of the revolution of 1905. Among them
were Tiverzin, morose and greatlf changcf^ since his Moscow days,

and his friend, old Antipov, who always agreed (vith every word he
said. Numbered among the gods at whose feet the revolution ha^l

laid its gifts and' its burnt 'Offerings, they sat silent and grim as idols;

lliey"''^re men in whon? everything alive and human had been driven

out by political conpeit.

T’hcrJ were otliCT flgures too in the room who deserved attention,

such as that pillar of Russian anarchism, ‘Black Banner* Vdovichenko.
NdVer resting for a moment, he kept sitting efown on the floor and
getting up again or pacing backwards and forwards and stoppir.g in

the middle of the shed fat giant of a man, with a big head, a big

mouth and a lion's mane of hair, who had been an oflicer in the war
with Japan if not in the earlier one witii Turkey, he was a dreamer
eternally absorbed in his fantasies.

^

Because of his limitless good r'ature and colossal size which 'kept

him fiopi noticing anything smaller than himself, he failed to give

sufliefent attentien to w'hat waj^’going on, misunderstood all that was
said and, mistaking the views of his opponents for his own, agrebd

with even^thing.

Next to him on the floor sat his friend Svirid, a trapper. Although

he was not a tiller of the soil, Svirid ’s peasant carthincss showed through

the opening of his dark cloth shirt which he bunched in his hand
together with the cross he w'orc round his neck, pulling it about and
scralcliing his chest with it. He was half-Buryat *, w'arm-heartcd and

illiterate ; he had thin, plaited hair, a sparse moustaclie and a still

sparser bca»‘d. His face was always creased in a smile, and his Mongol
features made him look older than his years.

The speaker, who was touring Siberia on a military mission from

the Central Committee, mentally surveyed the vast territory he had

still to cover. He was iininiercsted in most of the men he was address-

ing. But as an old rcvol’itionary and, from his childhood, a champion

of the people, iie gazed almost with adoration at the young com-

mander who s^'^t facing' him. Not only did he forgive him his lack of

manners, which he regarded as the expression of a genuinely revolu-

tionary temperament, but he delighted in his insolence, rather as an

infatuated woman might be pleased by the brazen coan.eness of a

masterful lover.

The partisan leader was MikuHtsin’s son, Liberius. The speaker

was a former member of the co-operative labour party, Kosioyed

* One of the Mongol iribei in Siberia,
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Amursky, who had once been a sockaf revolutionary. He had raised
his views, admitted his past errors, recanted them in several detailed

statements, and had not^nly bee* received into the Communist Party

but had, soon aftdrwards, been entrusted with his present responsible

task. •

He was chosen for it—though he»w^ anything but a soldier

—

partly as a tribute to his long years of revolutionary service^d his

ordeals^ in tsarist prisons, and partly on the assumption ^liat, as a
former member of the co-operative party, he k>iew the mood of the

peasant masses in the iysurgent regions of Sibefia. J^or rfie purpose

of his mission this prcaiimed knowledge was regarded as more impoitant

thtyi miliiary experience.

His change of political codvictions hjtd altered his looks and
manners beyond recognition. No one coulfl remember him as cither

bald or bearded in the old ddys.—Bm then„ perhaps it was all only

a disguise ! He was under strict orders from the parly to remain under
cover.* Iris underground names wye Berendcy (fr Comrade Lidochka.

I’here was a brief commotion raised by V'dovijitenko’s premature

statement that he agreed with the t^entral Committee’s instrtictioris

v. liich had just been read.* •When it had died down, Kostoyed went on :

‘In order to embrace tli^ growing movement of t^je peasant

masses as widely as possible, it is essential to establish contact at once

with all the partisan units operating on the territory of the Party

Provincial Committee.*
*

He then spoke of arrangements for secret meeting places, pass-

words, codes and means of communication, ^d went over the whole
ground in detail.

‘The units must be informed of the location of stojes of arms,

food and equipment belonging to the Whites and of centres where
they keep large sums of money, as well as of the precautions taken to

ensure their safety.

‘It is essential to work out to the last detail all questions concern-

ing the organisation of partisan detachnifnts, their commanders,
war-comradely discipline, conspiratorial work, contact with the out-

side world, behaviour towards the local popultftion, wy-revolutionary

field tribunals, and the tactics of sabotage on enemy territory, such

as, for example, the destruction of bridges, railway lines, steamships,

barges, stations, workshops with all their technical equipment, tele-

graph offices, mines and food supplies.*

Liberius could bear it no longer. All that had been said seemed
to him to be the ravings of an amateur and to be devoid of any rele-

vance to his work.
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•A very fine lecture,’ he said? shall take it to heart. I suppose

we must accept all this without a word of protcA, unless wc wish to

lose the support of the Red Army V
^

*Of course you must.* •

*And what am I to do with your schoolboy’s crib, my dear Lidochka,

when my forces, blast yowr cfyes—three regiments including artillery

and -^avalry—have been campaigning for months and routing the

enemy? ’
,

•

‘ flow'.wonderful?' What strength!’ thought Kostoyed.
^

The argument \^fas interrupted by Tiver^in who disliked Liberius’s

infpertinent tone. r ^

‘Pardon me, Comrade Speaker, there is something which is unclear

to me. I may have piU down one of the points in the instructions

incorrectly. May I read it out—I should like to be sure. “ It is most

desirable that war veterans who wci'e at the front and belonged to

soldiers* organzsa'tions at the time of the revolution should be drawn
into the committee.* It is desirable that the membership of^ tbe com-
mittee should include one or two N.C.O.’s and one military tcch-

niciaft.” HaVe I put it down lorrectly, Comrade Speaker?*

‘Perfectly. Word for word.’ «

•

‘Thev allow me to s^iy this. I fiftd the point concerning military

specialists disquieting. Wc workers who took part in the revolution

of 1905 are not used to trusting army people. There arc always

counter-revolutionary elements among them.*

There were cries of ‘That’s cnovgh ! The resolution I Let’s have

a resolution I It’s tim‘c to go home, it’s late.*

‘I am in agreement with the majority,* said Vdovichenko in a

deep, ruml)ling voice. ‘ Putting it poetically, civic institutions should

be founded on democracy, they should grow up from below, like

seedlings which arc planted and take root in the soil. You can’t

hammer them in from above like stakes for a fence. This was pre-

cisely the mistake of the Jacobin dictatorship and the reason why the

Convention was crushed by the Thermidorians.’

‘It’s as cle&r as daylight,* Svirid, his friend and fellow-wanderer,

backed him up. ‘An^ little, child can sec it. We should have thought

of it earlier, now it’s too late. Now our business is just to fight and
to push on for all we’re worth. How can we turn back, now we’ve

started ? We’ve made our bed and we must lie on it.* ^

‘The resolution! The resolution!* people were repeating on all
*

sides. Tlicy talked on a little longer, but what they said made less

and less sense, and finally at dawn the meeting broke up. They went

home one by one, taking the usual precautions.
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7

There was a plgtures<|ue plac^ along the highway, where the swift

little river Pazhinka divided t]ie two villages of Kuteiny Posad and
Maly Yermokiy, the one running ^own a steep hill and the other

^scattered in the valley below it. In Kuteiny a farewell party was

beings given for the new recruits conscripted by Kolchak,"^ and in

Yermolay the medical board under Colone.’
j

Strese had, after the

S^ter break, resumed its examination of thn^ in the pgrea liable to

conscription. MoijntAI miliiift and Cossacks weri stationed jp the

village for the occasion.
*

* It was the third day of an unusually late Easter week and an
unusually early spring, warm and without a breath of wind. Tables

spread with food and drink for the recruits stood under the open sky

in Kuteiny, a little off the highway so as not to* block the traffic.

Placac>end to end but not quite in a straight, line and covered with

white clotlis hanging to the groiftid, tlicy meandered ^own the street

like a long white sausage. % ^ •

The villagers had pj^led their resources to provide the entertain-

ment. The main dishtss wene the remnants of the Easter food, two
smoked hams and several /iU/tcA and paskiias *. At interv*kls all along

the tables there were bowls of pickled mushrooms, cucumbers and
sauerkraut, plates of honic-bakcd bread cut into thick«chunks and
dishes piled with Easter eggs. Most of the eggs were coloured pink or

light blue. •

Broken eggshells, pink and light blue with a white lining, littered

the new grass round the tables. Pink and light blue were the shirts

of the young men and the dresses of the girls. And pinK clouds sailed

in the blue sky, slowly and gracefully, as though the sky were moving
with them.

Wearing a pink shirt with a silk sash, and pointing his toes right

and left, Vlas Galuzin clattered down the steps of Pafnutkin’s house

on the slope above the highway, ran down to thc.tables and began

his speech : •

‘For want of champagne, I drink to you, my tads, in our own
home-made* vodka. A long life and happy years to you, young

men wly are setting forth to-day. I should like to give you many
other toasts. Gentlemen recruits ! May I have your attention ! I'he

’ Kulich is a c&kc shaped like a large bun
;
p£skha is a sweet consisting chirfly of

cottage cheese, sugar and currants, made in the shape of a pyramid and drrorated

with icing. They are served for breakfast on Easter Sunday to mark die end of the

Lenten fast.
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way of the cross which stretches 'o* it before you is the defence of our
motherland against the ravishers who flood her flelds with fratricidal

blood. The people cherished the hope of jjeaccfully debating the

conquests of the revolution, but the party of the bolsheviks, being

the slaves of foreign capital, dispersed the Constituent Assembly,

which was the people’s higljtest «hopc, by brute force of bayonets;

and noty the blood of the ^defenceless flows like a river. Young men''

who are^etling forth to-day, to you is entrusted the outraged honour
of our arms ! We hi/5fe covered ourselves in shame and we are ip

debt to our ^allaijt Alhes. For not only the I^cds, but also Germany
and Austria, are raising their brazen Iliads once again. God is with

us, lads. . . .* He was still speaking when his voice was drowned
by acclamations. He raisqd the glass of raw vodka to his lips and
sipped. It gave him no pleasure. He preferred wine and was used

to finer flavours. But the consciousness*^ that he was making a sacri-

licc to the public good filled him with satisfaction.

‘He’s a great one for speeches, ^yoiir old man! Milyukov 'can’t

be compared to him. ^Honest to God 1* said Goshka Ryabikh in a

tipsy vcftcc amidtst , the drunken ^'jabble at the tabic to his friend

Tcryoshka—^Tercnty Galuzin—wlio sat next to him. *He certainly itf

a fine fellow ! But I suppose it’s not for •nothing he’s working so hard.

I expect he’ll get you off conscription as a reward.*

‘Shame on you, Goshka! How can you think such a thing!

Get me off conscription, indeed ! I’d like to see him try ! I’ll get my
papers the same day as you do, and that’ll be that. We’ II serve in the

same unit . . . They’ve' kicked me out of school, the bastards.

Mother’s eating her heart out. I suppose I won’t get a commission

now . . . Father certainly docs know how to make a speech. He
hiis it off every time. And the extraordinary thing is, it’s a com-
pletely natural gift of his. He’s had no education.*

‘Have you heard about Sanka Pafnuikin?’

*Ycs. Is it really such a teirible infection ?*

‘Incurable. He’s got if till it finishes him off. It’s his own fault.

We warned him mot to go. You have to be very careful who you

get mixed up wi^Ji.*

‘What will happen to him now, Goshka?*

‘It’s an awful business. He wanted to shoot himself. He*s been

called up, he’s having his medical now in Yermolay. I supporc they’ll

take him. Before that, he said he’d go off and join the partisans—

“to avenge the ills of society’*.* •

‘You know, Goshka, you talk about an infectious disease, but if

you don*t go to them, you might get another disease.*
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*1 know what you mean. Youlve got it yourself by the looks of it.

But thai isn’t a dPisease, it's a secret vice.’

‘I’ll punch your n^c for saving things like that, Goslika. That’s

a nice way to ta& to a* friend, you rotten liar
!’

‘Calm down, it was only a-joke. What I wanted to tell you was
this—I went to Pazhinsk for Easter,®an(J there was a visiting lecturer

• there, an anarchist, very interesting he ^as. He talked aJ?out the

Liberation of the Personajity. I liked that, it was good stufl. I’ll join

^le anarchists, I’ll your mother if I don’t.) I’here’s an inner force

in us, he said. It haj to wake up. Sex, he%aid,,and Character, he

said, those are the manifesfations of animal electricity. Herw do

you like that? A genius, he was. . . . But I’m pretty well pissed.

People bawling their heads off all roii^d, it’s enough lo deafen a
man. I can’t stick it any longer, so slftit up, Tercnty; dry up, I

tell you.’ • ,

‘All right, but just tell me one thing, Goshka*. I still don’t know'

all tHose W'ords about socialism. ^Vhat’s the expression fabotazhnik *, for

instance? What does it mean ?

’

‘I’m an expert on all those w'^rds, but I teU 'ferPnty, I’m

drunk, leave me lone.* •A saholazhfnk is someone who belongs to the

same gang. A vataga is a gatig, isn’t it ? Well, if you S2^ savafzlinik,

it means you belong to the same vataga. Do you understand, you
mug ?

*

‘That’s w'hat I thought it was—a swear word . • . fiut you were
talking about that electric fbre^. I’ve heard about it. I was tliinking

of ordering an electric truss from Pctcrslfurg—cash on delivery—

I

saw it in an advertisement. “To increase your vigour”, it said. But

then there was another revolution, so there were other jhings to think

about . .
.’

Tcrcnty did not finish his sentence. The roar of drunken voices

around the table was drowned by a loud, echoing explosion not far

away and was for a moment cut short. Then it l)roke out much louder

and more confused than before. Some pgopic jumped up from their

seals and those who were least unsteady remained oif ihcir feet. Others

tried to stagger away but slumped down ufidcr thj tabic and began

to snore. Women wailed. There w'as general pandemonium.
Vias sto'od looking round for the culprit. It seemed to him in the

first moments that the bang had come from somewhere in the village,

perhaps even from somewhere quite close to the tables. The veins

in his neck stood out, his face went purple, and he bawled: ‘Who
is the Judas in our ranks ? Who has committed this outrage ? Who’s

' SabotCUTa
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been chucking hand-grenades abput? I’ll throttle him with my
own hands, the reptile, even if it’s my own son. KISitizens, we will

not allow anyone to play such jokes n>n us. '^e must cordon off the

village. We’ll find the villain, we won’t let him get<away.*

At first they listened to him, then their attention was distracted

by a pillar of black smoke sjowf/ rising into the sky from the Rural
Districtvhall in Maly Yernjiolay, and they all rushed to the edge of the *•

ravine to look across the river at what was happening in the vailey.

The hall was on jfire. Several recruits—one of them barefoot

and naked ekeept/or his trousers—ran out of thp building with Colonel

Stresfc and the other officers of the selection .board, o Mounted Cossacks

and militiamen, leaning low out of their saddles and swinging thgir

whips, their horses writhing under thfcm like snakes, galloped back-

wards and forwards through the village, hunting for someone. Many
people were running up the road to Kifceiny, pursued by the urgent

flurry of the church bells ringing the alarm.

The situation developed with tcjrrifying speed. At dusk C6loncl

Strese, apparently cpnvinced that his quarry had left Yermolay, rode

up with’ his Cossacks to Kuteiny,^unrounded the village with patrols

and began to search every cottage and every house. •

Half th^ recruits were
^
by now delid to the world. They had

stayed on at the party and were snoring, slumped on the ground,

or with their heads on the tables. By the time it became known that

the militia were in the village it was already dark.

Several young men, including Ter^nty and Goshka, took to their

heels, made their way through backyards to the nearest barn, and,

kicking and jostling each other, crawled underneath the floor through

a narrow gap^ at the bottom of the wall. In the dark and the commo-
tion they had not been able to make out whose barn it was, but now,
judging by the smell of fish and paraffin, it seemed to be the one used

as a warehouse by the village shop.

The young men had nothing on their conscience and it was foolish

of them to hide ; most of,them had merely run away on the spur of

the moment, because they were drunk and had lost their heads. A
few, however, hjtd kept'company which now seemed to them com-
promising and might, they were afraid, lead to their undoing if it

were known. It was true that their fiiends were nothing worse than

hooligans, but you never knew : anything might have a political angle

nowadays. Hooliganism was considered a sign of black reaction in

the Soviet zone, while in the White zone it was regarded as bolshevism.

They found that they were not alone in the barn, others had got

in before them ; the space between tlie ground and the floor was
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crammed with people from both villages. Those from Kutciny were
dead drunk. Sonib were snoring and grinding their teeth and moan-
mg in their sleep, othej? were being sick. It was pitch dark and
airless and the stench was terrible. To conceal their hide-out, those

who had come last had blocked the gap in the wall. After a time the

snores and grunts ceased, the drunk* settled down to sleep quietly

and there was complete silence except for ^ urgent, persistent whis-

pering* in one comer, where Terenty and Goshka huddled in panic

wjth Koska, a quarrelsome, truculent boy from Yermolay.
•‘Not so loud,* Kosl^ was saying. ‘You*ll ^ive ps al?away, you

snotty devil. Can’t tyou hoar Strese’s crowd are prowling upland
down. TheyVe been to the end of the street, now they’re coming
back. There they are. Don’t breathe or I’Jl strangle you . . . Lucky
for you they’ve gone by . . . What the dfvil did you have to come
here for ? What did you havd to hide for, blpckhead ? Who on earth

would have laid a finger on you ?*

‘iTieard Goshka yelling “Hidg”, so I crawted in here.’

‘ Goshka’s got good reason to hide. His wholg^farnily is in trouble,

they’re all under suspicion. TheyVe got relaticvs working* at the

railway yards in Khodatekoye, tliat’s why . . . Don’t fidget, keep

still, you fool. People have Been throwing up and shittyig all over

the place—if you move you’ll get the mess all over us. Can’t you
smell the stink ? Do you know why Strese is racing round the village ?

He’s looking for people from outside, from Pazhinsk, lhat’s what
he’s doing.’ *

•

‘How did all this happen, Koska? Hot'\f did it all start?’

‘Sanka started it—Sanka Pafnutkin. We were all at the recruiting

office, lined up naked, waiting for the doctor. When it came to

Sanka’s turn he wouldn’t undress. He was a bit drunk when he

came into the office. The clerk told him politely to take his clothes

off, even saying “you” to him. Sanka snapped his head off. “I

won’t undress,” he says, “I won’t show my private parts to every-

body.” As if he were ashamed. And they he sidles up to the clerk

and hits him in the jaw. And then, believe it oi» not, before you

could so much as blink, Sanka bends down, grabs tlije office table by

the leg and turns it over. Bang it goes on the floor with everything

that was on *it, inkstand and army lists and all ! Then Strese comes

in shouting: “I am not going to put up with any hooligans. I’m

not having any bloodless revolution here. I’ll teach you to be dis-

respectful to the law in an official place. Who’s the ringleader?”

‘Sanka yells : “Grab your things. Comrades. It’s all up with us,”

and he goes to the window and puts his fist through it. I pick up my
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things and run after him, putting tiiem on as I run. Out he rushes into

the street and goes like the wind
; I went alter hin/and so did one or

two others. We all ran as fast as owr legs v>^ould carry us, and they

came after us, yelling and shouting. But if you ask me what it*s all

about—nobody can make head or tail of it.*

* But what about the bo];nb V
‘W^iat about it ?*

,

‘Well, who threw it?—the bomb or the grenade or whatever it

was.*

‘Good Lord ! YoVi 'don’t think we did ?*

‘Who did, then?’ .

‘How should I know? It must have been someone else. Sotpe-

body saw all this hullabaloo going bn and said to himself: “Why
shouldn’t I blow the plact up on the sly, while that racket is going

on?—they’ll suspect the ,others.’’ It must have been someone “poli-

tical’’, one of those “politicals” from Pazhinsk, the place is full of

them . . . Quiet ! Shut up ! Can’t you hear—Strese’s rfi^n are

coming back. That’ll be the end of us. Keep quiet, I tell you.’

VoiCcs^coulclbci.hcard approa^iing down the street ;
boots creaked,

spurs clanked. • » «

‘Don’t argue. You can’t fool me, ^ came the crisp, commanding
voice of the colonel speaking with Petersburg precision. ‘I am certain

that there was somebody talking over there.’

The mdyor of the village of Yermolay, an old fisherman, Otvya-

zhistin, went on arguing : ^

‘You must have been’ hearing things, Your Excellency. And why
shouldn’t people be talking in a village? It isn’t a churchyard.

Maybe they w'crc talking. The houses are full of people. People

aren’t dumb' animals. Or perhaps the devil was shaking someone in

his sleep.’

‘Now then! Stop playing the village idiot I The devil indeed!

You’ve all been getting too big for your boots here. You’ll be getting

so clever you’ll talk yoursclvc'j into bolshevism next.*

‘Merciful goodness, how can you say that, Your Excellency,

Mister Colonel ! Our .village oafe arc so ignorant, they can’t read

the prayer book* ! What would they want with bolshevism !

’

‘That’s how you all talk, until you’re caught. Have the shop

searched from top to bottom. Turn everything inside cut, gnd mind

you look under the counters.’

‘Yes, Your Excellency.’ .

‘I want Pafnutkin, Ryabikh and Nekhvalenikh, dead or alive. I

don’t care if you have to fetch <hem up from the bottom of the sea.
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And that Galuzin puppy as well. • I don’t care how many patriotic

speeches his Papap makes. He can talk the hind leg ofT a donkey, but

he won’t catch us napping, '^here’s bound to be something fishy

when a shopkeeper goes round making speeches. It’s suspicious. It’s

unnatural. We have information that the Galuzins hide political

criminals and* hold illegal meetings Wi their house in Holycross. Get
.me that brat. I haven’t yet decided whjit to do with him, but if

therc<6 anything against hjm I won’t think twice about stringing him
as a lesson to the others.’

. The searchers moved away. When thefy^were quite far away,

Koska whispered tt^Tcrenjy Who w'as nearly dead with fright : •

,
‘Hear that?’

‘Yes,’ he whispered in a chAnged voic^.

‘Well, there’s only one place for rntP and you and Sanka and
Goshka now, and that’s the forest. I don’t mean we’ll have to stay

there for good—;just until they calm down. Tlicn wc’ll sec, we
may +)fc able to come back.’ •
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CHAPTER 'ELEVEN

Forest brotherhood
f

V t

I
T was almost two years since Yury had been taken prisoncr*by the

partisans. The limits of his freedom were very ill defined. The
place of 'his captivity was not surrgunded Iry walls; no guard was

kept'bver him and no one watched his movementsf. The partisan force

was constantly on the move ; it did ngt keep itself apart from the Icrcal

populations through whosf' lands and settlements it passed; it mixed

and indeed dissolved in them.

It looked as if Yuiy’s captivity, his dependence, were an illusion,

as though he were free, and merely failed to take advantage ^of his

freedom. His captivity, his dependence, were not in fact different from

other fornts ofcomp' liion in life, jyhich are often equally invisible and

intangible, and’wMch also seem^to be non-existent and to be merely

a figment of the imagination, a chimera. ‘ But although he was not

fettered, chained or watched, Yury had to submit to his unfreedom,

imaginary though it appeared.

Each of,his three attempts at escaping from the partisans had ended

in capture. He did not suffer any penalties, but he was playing with

fire, and he did not try again.

He was favoured by the partisan chief, Liberius Mikulitsin, who liked

his company and made him sleep in his tent. Yury found this enforced

companionship irksome.

During this period, the partisans were constantly moving to the East,

At times this movement represented an advance and was part of the

general campaign to drive Kolchak from Western Siberia; at other

moments, whcn«.the Wfiites struck from the rear and threatened to

encircle the Reds, the same eastward marches turned intp flight. For

a long time Yury could not make any sense of it.

Their course lay parallel to the highway and occasiorfally they

followed it. The villages and small towns along the way were Red or

While according to the fortunes of war. It was difficult to tell by
looking at them in whose power they lay at any particular moment.

While the peasant army was passing through a settlement, every-
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The^jll^Hlol
I he

tlj^^Pl^looked t

11 « T>

th sides of

horses, guns

taller than

thing else in it sank into insignificance,

the road seemefl to shrink into the ground i

and big, jostling me^, splashing through

the houses. •

One day, when they were in a small town called Pazhinsk, Yury
went to the chemist to take charge of^ stock of British medical sup-

plies, which had been abandoned by ^ White officers’ unit under
Gefteral Kappel and had now been seized as booty by the partisans.

, It was a bleak, rainy afternoon with only tv^o colours to it—wherever
•the light fell it was ^hite, everywhere else if was,black

; and Yury’s

mood was of the tame bleak* simplification unsoftened by half-tones,

t The road, completely destroyed by the passage of armies, was
nothing but a river of black mud. It gould only be forded in a few

places, which could be reached by huggfng the houses for hundreds of

yards. It was in these circumstances that Yury met Pelagia Tyagunova,
who^had been his travelling companion in the trilin from Moscow three

years earlier. * ^

•

She recognised him first. It took him son^moments to remember
"

the woman who kept looking at him from acrossnhe streSt, as from

the opposite bank of*9? canal, with an expression suggesting a readi-

ness to greet him ifhe kne\^fher or to rcyiain aiionymoi\^ if he did not.

Finally he did remember her, and, together with the picture of the

overcrowded freight-truck, the labour conscripts and their guards and
the woman with a plait oyer her shoulder, there flasheS into his mind
an image of his family. Sharp details of thejourney crowded in on him
and the faces of his dear ones, whom he deSperately missed, rose vividly

in his mcmoiy.
He nodded to Pelagia to go further up the street, \Yhere there were

stepping-stones, and, walking in the same direction, crossed the road

and greeted her.

She told him many things about the past two years. Reminding
him of Vassya, the boy with the handsome, unspoilt face, who had
been unjustly conscripted and who had shared their carriage, she

described her stay with his mother in their villagft, Verctenniki. She

had been very happy among them, but the villagp treated her as an

outsider. Then she had been falsely accused of having a love affair

with Vassya and had in the end to leave if she were not ^
to destth. She had settled with her married sister, Olga ?

the town of Holycross. Rumours that Pritulyev had bcen1

neighbourhood had brought her to Pazhinsk. The rumour had proved

false and she had found herself stranded in the little town where she

had later got work.

a iuve: aiiaii

to„be pecked

i.n
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In the meanwhile, misfortune overtaken her friends. Vere-

tenniki had been raided in reprisal for withholding food supplies. It

was said that Vassya’s house had been t^irned down and that a member
of his family had perished. And in Holycross, P^iagia’s brother-in-law,

Vlas Galuzin, had either been put in jail or shot, no one knew for

certain, and her nephew had va^iished. Her sister had starved for

.some time but was now w'Ofking for her keep as a servant in a family

of pcasanti who w'ere their relations. -

It so happened that^ Pelagia had a job as dish-wa.shcr at the very

chemist’s whocc sttyk YtJry was about to requisition. All the chemist’s

dependants, including herself, were faced wjth ruiv by this measure,

but Yury was powerless to prevent it. Pelagia was present at th^.

taking over of the stock. ,

*

Yury’s carl pulled up at* the back of the shop. Sacks, cases and
bottles, packed in plaited qsier, were carrfed out.

As ucll as the people, the chemist’s thin, mangy horse watched the

removal sadly from its Stable. The r^iny day was drawing to its close*

The sky cleared a little;.. Hemmed in by the clouds, the setting sun

peered odt and spla^icd the yard With dark bronze rays, ominously

gilding the puddles of liquid dung. The wind could not stir them, <

die liquid manure was too heavy to mov<^; But the rain-water on the

road rippled and shone vermilion.

The troops moved on along the street, walking or riding round the

deeper pools.' The rcqui.silioncd supplies were found to contain a
whole jar of cocaine, to whicli the parii:iran chief had recently become
addicted.

What with typhus in winter and dy.scntery in summer, as well as an

increase in the number ofwounded now that the figliting was renewed,

Yury was up to his eyes in wofk.

In spite of setbacks and Sequent retreats, the ranks <if the partisans

wwe continually cwollcn by new insurgents from the settlements

through which the pcasart army passed, and by deserters from the

enemy. In the eighteen months Yury had spent with his unit,

it had grown to ten times its original size and had now actually

reached the strength of which Liberius had boasted at tlie meeting in

Holycross.

Yury had several newly appointed but experienced.orderlies and

two chief assistants, both former prisoners of war—Kercnyi Lajos, a

Hungarian communist, who had been a medical officer in the Austrian
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army, and a Croat, Angclar, Mllib was partly trained as a doctor.

Yury spoke Gefnian with Kcrenyi Lajos
;
Angclar understood a little

Russian. #

According to the Red Cross Intcrnationj^l Convention, army medical

personnel must not takp part in the military operations of tlie bel-

ligerents. But on one occasion Yury was forced to break this rule.

He was in the field when an engagement started apd had to share the

fate of the combatants.
^

•

,
The front line, where he was caught by enemy fire, was on the

edge of a forest. He threw himself doyn on the ground next to the

unit’s telephonist. The forest was at thc>r back, in front of them was a

field, and across this open, imdcfendcd spat^e the Whites were attacking.

The Whites were now close enough for Yury to see their faces.

The/ were boys, recent volunteers from the civilian population of the

capitals, and older men mobilised from the r^erve. The tone was set

by the youngsters, first-year students from tlic#univcrsitiejf and toj)-

foim schoolboys. • •

None of them was’knowif to Yury, yet many of them Igokccl familiar.

Some reminded him of his school friends and he wondered if they were

their younger brothers ;
others he felt he had noticed in a theatre

crowd or in the street in years gone by. Their cxpressiv(?faccs attracted

him—they seemed to be his gwn people, his own kind. •

Their response to duly, as they underrtood it, filled them with an
ecstatic bravery, unnecessary and provocative. Advancing in widely

scattered formation and excelling the parade giound smaitncss of the

Guards, they walked defiantly upright, neither running nor throwing

themselves on the ground, although the terrain was irregular enough
to give them cover. The bullets of the partisans mowed them down.

In the middle of the wide, bare field there was a dead tree, blasted

by lightning, charred by fire, or scorched^ and splintered in the course

of some earlier battles. Each of the advancing vcfluntcers glanced at

it, fighting the temptation to stop behind it^br shelter and a surer aim,

then, casting the thought aside, walked on.

llic partisans had a limited supply of cartridges and were under

orders^ confirmed by a regional agreement, not to engage superior

forces and to fire only at short range.

Yury had no rifle ;
he lay on the grass watching the course of the

engagement. All his sympathies were on the side of these heroic

children who were meeting death. With all his licart he wished tlicm
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success. They belonged to familicrf'Y^^ vrcre probably akin to him in

spirit, in education, moral discipline and values.

It occurred to him to run out intO|.the field and give himself up,

and so get his release. But it was too dangerous^ •

While he was running with his arms raised above his head he
could be shot down from both sides, struck in the breast and in the

back, by the partisans in punisfiment for his treason and by the Whites

through a misunderstanding of his motives., He knew this kind of

situation, he had been in it before, he had considered all the possibilities

of such escape! plans and* had discarded them as futile. So, resigning
*

himself».to his divided fcdings, he lay on'Iiis belly on, the grass, his face

towards the clearing, and watched, unarmed, the fortunes of the battle.

But to look on inactively ^hile this nlortal struggle raged all round

was impossible, it was beyond‘human endurance. It was not a question

of loyalty to the side which^ held him captive or of defending his own
life, but of submitting to the order of events, to the laws governing

what was happening before his eyes. To remain outside it was against,

the rules. You had to,do what 'everyone was doing. A battle was

going on. ‘Tie andhi^ comrades wei'e being shot at. He had to shoot

back. a « «

So, when the telephonist at his side jerked convulsively and then

lay still, he crawled over to him, took his cartridge belt and rifle and,

going back to his place, emptied the gun, shot after shot.

But as pit/prevented him from aiming at the young men whom he

-admired and with whom he sympathised^ ahd simply to shoot into the

air would be too silly, he' fired at the blasted tree, choosing those

moments when there was no one between his sights and his target. He
followed his old technique.

Setting the 'sights and gradually improving his aim as he pressed

the trigger slowly and not all the way down, as if not in fact intending

to release the bullet, so that in the end the shot went off of itself and as

it were unexpectedly, he fired with the precision of old habit at the

dead wood of the lower branches, lopping them offand scattering them
round the tree. ^

But alas ! however carefully he tried to avoid hitting anyone,

every now and then some young man would move into his firing-line

at the crucial moment. Two of them he wounded and one who fell

near the tree seemed to have lost his life. r-

At last the Wliite command, convinced of the uselessness of the

attack, ordered a retreat. ^

The partisans were few. Part of their main force was on a march
and others had engaged a larger enemy detachment some way off.
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Not to show their weakness, they re^ifined from pursuing the retreating

Wliites. •

Yury’s assistant, Angelar, j(}ined him in the clearing with two
orderlies carrying stretchers. Telling him to attend to the wounded,
Yury bent over the telephonist.in the vague hope that he might still

be breathing and could be revived. £ut when he undid his shirt and
.felt his heart, he found that it had stopped.

An amulet hung by a silk cord from the dead man’s nerk. Yury
took it off. It contained a sheet of paper, worn and rotted at the

folds, sewn into a piece of cloth. • • 4

Written on the^paper,^ wlrich almost fell apart in Yury’s fingers

when he unfolded it, were excerpts from the ninetieth Psalm * with such

changes in the wording as oftefe creep in^o popular prayei-s through
much repetition, making them deviate increasingly from the original

text. The Church Slavonic was transcribed in Russian letters.

The words of the psalm, ‘to live in the help of t*hc Most High’, had
become the title, ‘Live Help’. The verse ‘Nothing shalt thou have to

fear from the arrow that flics by dayfight* was changed into the en-

couragement : ‘Fear not the arrov?of flying figTit^’ Whcifi the psalm

ays, ‘He acknowledges* ijiy name,’ the paper said, ‘Late my name,’

and ‘In affliction I am at his tide, to bring him . . had turned into

‘Soon into the night with him.’
’ *

The text was believed to be miraculous and a protection against

bullets. It was worn as a talisman by soldiers in the laft imperialist

war. Decades later prisoner's ^were to sew it into their clothes and

mutter its words in jail when tliey were# summoned at night for

interrogation.

Leaving the telephonist, Yury went out into the field to the young

White Guardsman whom he had killed. The boy’s handsome face

bore the marks of innocence and all-forgiving suffering. ‘Why did I

kill him?’ thought Yury.

He undid the boy’s coat and opened it. Some careful han:J —
probably his mother’s—had embroidered his name and surname,

Seryozha Rantscvich, in cursive letters on the lining. From the

opening of Seryozlia’s shirt there slipped ou^ and hung on a cliain a

cross, a locket and some other small flat gold case, rjfthcr like a snuff-

box, dented if a nail had been driven into it. A paper fell out. Yury

unfoldec^it and could not believe his eyes. It was the same ninetieth

Psalm but this time printed in its full and genuine Slavonic text.

At this moijient Seryozha stirred and groaned. He was alive.

* The gist in the Authorised Version of the Bible. The above quotauons have

been taken from the Douai Version, as they are nearer to the Russian.
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It turned out afterwards tha^ he had only fainted as the result of

a slight internal injury. The bullet had been slopp^*d by his mother’s

amulet and this Iiad saved him.

—

B^\t what was to be done with this

unconscious man now ?
* •

It was a lime when savagery was •at its height. Prisoners did not

reach headquarters alive anjl enemy wounded were knifed in the field.

Given the fluid state pl‘ the partisan force, with its high turnover

of deserters to and from the enemy, it was possible, if the strictest

secrecy were kept, to pass Rantsevich off as a recently enlisted ally.

Yury to# k off the tflothcs of the dead telephonist and, with the lic^p

of Ap-gclar, in whom he confided, excli^ng^d tliem for those of the boy.

He and Angelar nursed Seryozha back to health. When he \yas

quite well they released hifn, although he did not conceal from them
that he meant to go back^ to Kolchak’s army and continue fighting

the Reds. ••

In the ilutumn, /heir partisans took lip quarters in Fox’s Thicket, a steep

wooded hill with a swift stream foaming rovnd three sides of it anti

biting into the shores.

The Whiles had wintered in it the year before and had dug them-

selves in with the help of the neighbouring villagers, but they had left

in the sprin§^ without destroying their fortifications. Now their dugouts

and communication trenches were usqd hy the partisans.

Yury shared a dugout with Liberius Mikulitsin, who had kept him
aw'ake by chattering for tw7) nights running.

‘I wonder what my esteemed parent, my respected Papa, is doing

at this moment.

’

‘God, how I hate this buflboncry,’ Yury sighed to himself. ‘And
he’s the living image of his father.’

‘Judging fiorn our previous talks, you got to know him quite well.

You seem to have formed a not unfavourable opinion of him. What
have you to say rn the subject, my dear sir?’

‘ Liberius AvcrcievicU, to-morrow wc have the pre-election meeting.

And there is the trial coming up of the orderlies who have been

distilling vodka— Lajos and I have still to go through the evidence.

And I haven’t slept for two nights. Can’t we put this conversation

off? Trn dead tired.’

’All the same, just tell me what you think of my s\gcd parent.*

’To begin with, your father is quite young. I don’t know why you

talk about him like that. Well, all right, I’ll tell you. As I’ve often
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said to you, I don’t know much ak|)dt the various shades of socialist

opinion and I canH see much difference between bolslicviks and other

socialists. Vour father is one cf those to whom Russia owes her

recent disorders and dfbturbances. He is a revolutionary type, a

revolutionary character. Like yourself, he represents the principle of

ferment in Russian life.’ • ^

•
‘ Is that meant as praise or blame ?’

^

‘Once again, I beg you to put off this discussion to a more con-

veiiient time. And I must really draw your attention to your excess-

ive. consumption of cocaine. You have been ^vilfuljy depleting the

stock of which I an% in chjrgtf.* You know perfectly well that«it is

net'ded for other purposes, not to mention the fact that it is a poison

and 1 am responsiljle for your hialtli.*
,

‘You cut the study circle again last nigl/t. You have an atrophied

social sense, just like an illiterate peasant woman or an inveterate

bourgeois. And yet you are a doctor, you arc W'ell re*ad, I believe you

even \^i1te. How do you explain u?’ •

‘ I don’t. I expect I am too stupid
;

it can’t l^g helped. You .should

be sorry for me.’ '
* »

* •

‘Why the false modesty? If instead of using that ironie tone you
took the trouble to find out wlAt wc do in our classes, you wouldn’t be

80 supercilious.*

‘Heavens, Ltberius Avcrcievirh, I’m not !)cing supercilious. I have

the utmost respect for your educational work. I’ve read tlTe discussion

notes you circulate. I know'yopr ideas on the moral improvement of

the soldier—they’re excellent. All you say«al)oiit what the soldier’s

attitude should be towards his comrades, to the weak, the helpless, to

women, and about honour and chastity—it’s almost the teaching of

the Dukhobors >. All that kind of Tolsioyism I know by heart. My
own adolescence was full of these aspirations towards a better life.

How could f laugh at such things ?

‘But, firstly, the idea of social betterment as it is understood since

the October Revolution doesn’t fill me with enthusiasm. Secondly, it

is so far from being put into practice, and the mcre»talk about it has

cost such a sea of blood, that I am not at aU sure if the end justifies

the means. And lastly, and above all, when I hear^people speak of

reshaping life it makes me lose my self-control and I fall into despair.

‘Reshaping life ! People who can say that have never understood

a thing about life—they have never felt its breath, its heart—however
much they hayp seen or done. They look on it as a lump of raw
material which needs to be processed by them, to be ennobled by their

* €k)mmunitics which practised principles simitar to those of Tolstoy.
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touch. But life is never a mateval, a substance to be moulded. If
you want to know, life is the principle of self-reneWal, it is constantly
renewing and remaking and changing and transfiguring itself, it is

infinitely beyond your or my theories about i£* •

‘And yet, you know, if you came to our meetings^ if you kept in

touch with our splendid, qur fnagnificent people, you wouldn’t feel

half so low. You wouldnit suffer from this melancholia. I know wha<
it comes fix)m. You see us being beaten and you can’t sec a ray Ofhope
ahead. But one shoqld never panic, my dear chap. I could tell ypu
much worse thiqgs—tb do with me personally, not to be made public
lor tSie moment—and yet I don’t lose my heack Our set-backs are
purely temporary, Kolchak is bound to lose in the end. You mark
my words. You’ll see. We’ll win in the long run. So cheer up !’

‘It’s unspeakable,’ thofight Yury. ‘How can anyone be so dense,
so childish 1 I spend nu/ time dinninif into him that our ideas are
diametrically opposed ; he has captured me by force, he is keej^ing me
against rny will, and 'yet he ijnagi|ics that his set-backs fill me with
dismay aqd that hi^Uopes can cl^cer me up ! How can anyone be as

blind as this? •For him, the fate of the universe hangs on the victory

of the October Revolution !
’ • *

Yury sqid nothing, mcvely shrugging his shoulders
;

this, however,
made it plain that Liberius’s naivetd had exasperated him so much that

he could hardly control himself. Nor did this escape Liberius’s notice.
‘ “You arc angry, Jupiter, that means you must be wrong,” ’ he said.

‘Do, for God’s sake, understand once and for all that none of this

means anything to me,—“Jupiter” and ‘Never panic” and “Anyone
who says A must say 13” and “The Moor has done his work, the Moor
can go”—npnc of these cliches, these vulgar commonplaces, appeal
to me. ril say A but I won’t say B—whatever you do. I’ll admit
that you are Russia’s liberators, her shining lights, that; without you
slic would be lost, sunk in misery and ignorance, but I still don’t give a
damn for any of you, I don’t like you and you can all go to the devil.

‘Those who do your thinking for you go in for proverbs, but they’ve
forgotten one prfivcrb—“You can take a horse to the water but you
can’t make it d^ink,” afid theyVe got into the habit of liberating and
showering benefits on just those people who haven’t asked for it.

I suppose you think I can’t imagine anything in the’ world more
pleasant than your camp and your company. I suppose have to
bless you for keeping me a prisoner and thank you for liberating me
from my wife, my son, my home, my work^ from e^rything I hold
dear and that makes life worth living for me

!

‘There is a rumour going round that some unknown force—^not a
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Russian force—^has raided and .|at:ked Varykino. Kamcnnodvorsky
doesn’t deny it* They say your people and mine managed to escape.

Apparently some sort of mythical slit-eyed warriors in wadded coats

and fur hats crossed^ the Rynva in a terrible frost, and calmly shot

every living soul in the place and vanished as mysteriously as they

had come. Do you know anything abjput it? Is it true?’

‘Nonsense. All lies. False rumours.^

••If you arc as kind .and generous as you claim to be when you

, lecture on the moral improvement of the sojdiers, then let me go.

—

ril go and look for jyiy family—I don’t knoKr wlujre they are, I don’t

even know if they are alive or dead. And if you won’t do tlfat, then

shut up for goodness* sake and leave me alone, because I am not

interested in anything else and I won’t answer for myself if you go
on. Anyway, what the hell, haven’t I the right to go to sleep ?

*

Yury lay down flat on* his bunk, his face in his pillow, doing his

utmost not to listen to Liberius justifying himself and comforting him
once more with the prospect of a fipal victoVy over the Whites before

the spring. The civil war would Jbe over, thev would be^peace, liberty*

and prosperity, and no one would dare to ddtam Yury*a moment
longer. But until th^n^he must be patient. After all, they had made
all the sacrifices and donelill the wailijig, it wasn’t m^ch to have to

wait a few months longer, and anyhow, where could he go at present ?

For his own good he must be prevented from going anywhere alone.

‘Just like a gramophone record, blast him !’ Yury raged in silent

indignation. ‘He can’t stopi Why isn’t he ashamed of chewing the

same cud all these years ? How can he go on listening to the sound

of his own voice, the wretched dope-fiend ? Day and night he goes on.

God, how I hate him ! As God is my witness, I’ll rnjLirder him some
day.

*Ton^, my darling, my poor child I Where are you? Are you

alive? Dear Lord, she was to have her baby quite soon. How did

she get through the confinement ? Have we got a son or a daughter ?

My dear ones, what is happening to y^u all? Tonya, you arc iny

everlasting reproach. Lara, I daren’t speak y^Air name for fear of

gasping out my life. O God ! O God !*--And jhat loathsome, un-

feeling!: brute is still talking ! One day he’ll go too far and I’ll kill

him, I’ll till him.’

The Indian summer was over. It was a clear, golden, autumn day.

At the western end of Fox’s Thicket the wooden turret of a block-
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house built by the Whites still r6sj! above the ground. Herfc Yury
had arranged to meet his Hungarian assistant Lajos to discuss various

service matters. He arrived on tiny and, waiting for his friend,

strolled along the edge of the crumbling earthv^orks, climbed into the

watch-tower and looked out of the slits in front of the now empty
machine-gun nests at the wooded«distance beyond tlic river.

The autumn clearly marked the frontier between the firs and pines ,

and the deciduous trees. Between the gloom^y, bristling walls of aear-

black pines the leafy thickets shone, flame and wine-coloured, like

small mediaeval towns with painted and gold-roofed palaces built of

the timber cut down in the thickness ol^rhe forest, *

I'he earth at Yury’s feet, inside the trench and in the ruts of thp

forest road, was hard with ground froJt and heaped with the small,

tight scrolls of dry willow leaves, rolled up like shavings. The autumn
smelled of these brown bitter leaves and of many other gingery spices.

Greedily he brcatlied in the mixed peppery smell of chilled apples,

bitter dry twigs, sweetish damp earth and that of tlie blue Septtiliber
,

mist which smoked likc^hc fumes of a recently extinguished fire.

He diti not hear I-ajos come up oehind him.

•How are you, colleague ?’ he said in Geri?>.an. They talked about

tinir business. t

‘There are three points.* First, the court-martial of the orderlies

who have been distilling vodka ; secondly, the reorganisation of the

fi Id ambulaifcc and the medical stores ; and thirdly, my proposal for

t!ie field treatment of mental illnesses., I don’t know if you agree

with me, my dear Lajos, but, from what I observe, we are going mad
and our modern forms of insanity are infectious.*

‘It’s a very interesting question. I’ll come to it in a moment.
But first I’d like to mention something else. There is unrest in the

camp. There is sympathy with the vodka distillers. Besides, the men
are worried about their families who are fleeing from the Whiles. As

you know, there’s a convoy coming, with wives, children and old

people, and some of the partisans have refused to leave the camp until

it comes.’ •

‘ I know. We’ll have to wait for them.’

‘And all this on the eve of the election of a joint command for

our unit and several others so far independent of us. I think that the

only possible candidate is Comrade Liberius. But some of thf young
people are putting Vdovichenko forward. He is supported by a

group, alien to us 'in spirit, which belongs to the circle of the vodka

distillers—sons of shopkeepers and kulaks, deserters from Kolchak.

'I’hey arc the ones who are making the most noise.*
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*\\Tiat do you think will hap]:^i\ at the trial ?*

‘I think they will be condemned to death, but the sentence will

be suspended.* j

‘Well, let’s get dotvn to business. First, the field ambulance.*

‘All right. But I must toll you that I am not surprised at your
suggestion for preventive psychiatry. \ believe in it myself. Wc are

faced with the rise and spread of a fornj of psychic illness which is

typical of our time and, is directly caused by the historical circum-

jstances. We have a case of it in the carnp—Pamphil Palykh, a
former private in the tsarist army, a man \v4lh a^higlv revolutionary

consciousness andYan inflate ’class sense. I’lie cause of his trouble is

his anxiety for his family in the event of his being killed and their

falling into the hands of the Whites and being made to answer for him.

It’s a very complex mentality. I believe his family is one of those

who arc coming in the cc/nvoy. I don’j know enough Russian to

question him properly. You could find out frorti Angclar or Kamcn-
nodV6rsky. He ought to be examined.* •

‘I know Palykh very well. At one tin^ we often came across
'

each other at army council meetings. Dark and*crucf, v^ith a low

forehead.—I can’t thii^l^what good you see in him. He was always for

extreme measures, shooting^and punishing. I’ve always found him
repulsive. Still, I’ll take it up.*

It was a clear and sunny day, the weather had been still and dry for

a whole week.

I'he usual rumble of noise hung over the large camp, rather like

the distant roar of the sea. There were footsteps, voices, axes cliop-

ping wood, the ringing of an anvil, the barking of dogs, the neighing

of horses and the crowing of cocks. Crowds of sunburnt, v.'Iiite-

toolhed, smiling men moved about the forest. Those who knew the

doctor nodded to him, others passed him^by without a greeting.

The men had refused to strike camp until ihcij families, who were

fleeing from their homes, had caught up with them, but now the

fugitives were expected shortly and preparations for tlic move were

being made. Things were being cleaned and mended, crates nailed

down ^nd carts counted and checked over.

There was a large clearing in the middle of the wood w'herc

meetings were often held
;

it w^as a sort of mound or barrow on which

the grass had been trodden down. A general meeting had been

called that day for some important announcement.
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Many of the trees in the forest” had not yet turned yellow. In its

depths they were still fresh and green. The aftemdon sun, sinking

behind the forest, pierced it with its r?ys, and the leaves, transparent

as glass, shone with a green flame. ' «

On an open space outside his tent Kamennodvorsky, the chief

liaison officer, was burning papex^s, discarded rubbish from General

Kappel’s records which had fallen into his hands, as well as his own
partisan files. The fire, with the setting sun behind it, was as trans-

parent as the leaves ; the flames were invisible and only the waves
of shimmeringiheat showed that something was burning.

Hefc and there the woods were brilliant with ripe berries—bright

tassels of lady’s-smock, brick-red alderberries and clusters of viburnum
which changed from white /o purple. Tinkling their glassy wings,

dragon-flies, as transparent as the flames and the leaves, sailed slowly

through the air.

Ever since his childhood Yury had been fond of woods seen at

evening against the setting sun. At such moments he felt as if hd too

were being pierced b»blades of light. As if the gift of the living

spirit wei*e streaming into his breast, piercing his being and coming
out by his shoulders like a pair of wings. The archetype, which is

formed in every child for life and seems fdr ever after to be the inward

image of his personality, arose in him in its full primordial strength

and compelled nature, the forest, the afterglow and everything else

visible to be transfigured into a similarly primordial and all-embracing

likeness of a girl, ‘Lara.* Closing his eyes, he whispered and thought,

addressing the whole of life; all God’s earth, all the sunlit space spread

out before him.

But the everyday, current reality was still there : Russia was going

through the October Revolution and Yury was a prisoner of the

partisans. Absent-mindedly he went up to Kamennodvorsky’s fire.

‘ Burning your records ? Not finished yet ?
*

‘There’s enough of this stuff to burn for days.*

Yury stirred a heap of ^papers with his boot. It was the White
Staff Headquarters’ correspondence. It occurred to him that he

might come across some <mention of Rantsevich. But all he saw
were boring, out-of-date communiqu6; in code. He kicked another

heap. It proved to be an equally dull collection of minutes *of partisan

meetings. i

Kamennodvorsky took a paper from his pocket and handed it

to Yury : %

‘Here are your marching orders for the medical unit. The convoy

W'ith the partisans’, families is quite near and our dissensions inside
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the camp will be settled by this eyehing, so we can expect to move
any day how.* •

Yury glanced at the order anji groaned

:

‘But you’re giving ftie less transport than last time and there are

all those extra wounded. Those who can will have to walk, but there

are few of them and what am I to d» with the stretcher cases ? And
jthe stores and the bedding and the equipment ?

*

‘You’ll have to manage somehow—have to cut your coat accord-

ing to your cloth. Now another thing. It’s a request from all of us.

VC^.ill you have a look at a comrade of ours ?~lned, teste^, devoted to

the cause and a splendid soldie/."* There’s something"wrong with Jiim.’

,

‘ Palykh ? Lajos told me.’

‘Yes. Go and see him. Examine himj*

‘He’s a mental case ?’

‘I suppose so. He says* he has “the creeps”.—Hallucinations

evidently. Insomnia. Headaches.’

‘Alf right, I might as well go and see him»now, since I’m free at

the moment. When docs the meeting’start ?’

‘I think they’re coming now. But why bother^? ,As y6u‘See, I’m

-lot going either. They*!.! manage without us.’

‘Then I’ll go and see Pamphil. Though I can hardly keep my eyes

open, I’m so sleepy. Liberius Avercicvich likes to philosophise at

night ; he has worn me out with his talk. Where do I find Pamphil ?
’

‘You know the birch copse beyond the rubbish pit?*^

‘Yes, I think I know it.’
’

‘You’ll find some commanders’ tents in a clearing. We’ve put

one of them at Pamphil’s disposal. He’s got his family coming;

tliey’re in the convoy. That’s where you’ll find him—in one of the

tents—he’s got battalion commander status—as a reward for revolu-

tionary merit.’

8

On his way to sec Pamphil, Yury was overcome wiiji fatigue. It was

the cumulative effect of several sleepless nights. He could go back

to his dugout and lie down but he was afraid of staying there, for

at any moment Liberius might come in and disturb him. He stopped

in a glaijlc strewn with leaves from the sun'ounding woods. They lay

in a checker-board pattern and so did the low rays of the sun falling

on their goldeq carpet. This double, criss-cross brightness made your

head spin and sent you to sleep like small print or a monotonous mutter.

Yury lay down on the silkily rustling leaves, his head on his arm
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and his arm on a pillow of moss'af^ the foot of a tree, and dozed off at

once. The dazzle of light and shadow which had<>put him to sleep

now covered him with its patchwor^ so that his body, stretched on
the ground, was indistinguishable from the s^inlight and the leaves,

invisible as if he had put on a magic cap.

But very soon the very force af his desire and need for sleep aroused

liim. Direct causes arc efrcctivc only within the limits which arc valid

for them
;
beyond these they produce tltc opposite effect. His wakeful

consciousness, not finding any rest, worked feverishly in a vacuum.
Thoughts w(iirled andw:;/Oheelcd inside his head^ his mind was knorking

like a, faulty engine. This inner confusion worried and exasperated

him. ‘That swine Liberius,* he thought indignantly. ‘As if th(;re

weren’t enough things in tjic world to drive people mad
;
he has to

take a sane man and deliberately turn him into a neurotic by keeping

him a prisoner and boring him with his friendship and his chatter.

I’ll kill him one of these days.*

Folding and unfolding like a scrap of coloured stuff, a® brown,

speckled butterfly fle^ across the sunny side of the clearing. Yury
watched if sleepily. Choosing a^' background colour nearest to its

own, it settled on the brown speckled bark,of a pine tree and dis

appeared into it, vanishing as comple<-ely as Yury, hidden by the

play of light and shadow, had vanished.

His mind turned to its accustomed round of thoughts—he had

mentioned them indirectly in many of his medical works—they con-

cerned will and purpose as superior forms of adaptation ; mimicry

and protective colouring ;«thc survival of the fittest and whether natural

selection is indeed the way to the development and birth of conscious-

ness. And what was subject ? What was object ? How was their

identity to be defined ? His reflections led him from Darwin to

Schclling, from the butterfly to modern painting and impressionist art.

He thought of creation, creatures, crealiveness, craft and cunning.

Once again he fell asleep, but woke up a moment later. A soft,

muffled conversation had disturbed him. The few words he over-

heard were enough to tefi him that it concerned some secret and

illicit plan. He had not .been seen, the conspirators had no suspicion

of his presence.* The slightest movement might cost him his life.

Yury shammed dead and listened.

Some of tlic voices he recognised. They were those of ^he scum

of the partisans, hangers-on such as Goshka, Sanka, Koska and their

usual follower Tercnty Galuzin, young good-for-notl\ings who were

at the bottom of every kind of outrage and disorder. Zakhar was

also there, an even more sinister personality, who was mixed up in
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the vodka affair, but was not bejn§ prosecuted for the time being

because he had denounced the chief offenders. What surprised Yury
was the presence of Sivobluy, a oartisan of the crack ‘silver unit* who

' was one of the Cemmahder’s boayguards. In keeping with a tradition

going back to Stenka Razin and Pugachev, this favourite, known to

be in the confidence of the chief, wa;^ nicknamed ‘the hetman’s ear*
* ^

^Evidently he too was in tlic conspiracy.
^

The plotters were, negotiating with envoys from the advanced
positions of the enemy. The delegates were inaudible, so softly did

tliey speak to the traitors, and Yury coulcS* only gu^ss that they

were speaking wh<sn an occ2<^^onaI silence seemed to interrupt the

wjiispcring.

Zakhar, the drunkard, was doing njost of the talking, cursing

foully at every other moment in his hearse, wheezing voice. He
seemed to be the ringleader. >

‘Now, you others, listen. TIic chief thing is, we’ve got to keep it

quiet*. ** If anybody talks—you see this knife 3—I’ll slit his guts. Is

that clear? You know as well as / do, we^re stuck. There’s no

way out for us. We’ve got to earn our pardon,
,
\^5e’ve ^ov^ to work

uuch a trick as nobody,’s seen before.—I'hey want him taken alive.

Now they say their boss Gulevoy is coming.’ (They corrected liirn—‘Galiullin’—but he did not catch the name and said ‘General

Galcycv’.) ‘That’s our chance. There won’t be another like it.

Here’s their delegates. They’ll tell you all about it. Tilcy say we’ve

got to take him alive. No\V ypu tell them, you others.*

Now the envoys were speaking. Yury could not catch a word, but

from the length of the pause he judged that they explained the pro-

posal in detail. Zakhar spoke again.

‘Hear that, mates? You see what a nice fellow* he is. Why
should we take the rap for him ? He isn’t even a man— he’s a half-wit,

a monk or a hermit. You stop grinning, Tcrcnty. I’ll give you some-

thing to grin about, you sod. I wasn’t talking about you. I’m telling

you—he’s a hermit, that’s what he is. Let him have his way and
he’ll turn you all into monks—he’ll have you gelded. What docs he

tell you ?—No cursing, no getting drunk, alj this stuff about women.
How can you live like that ? To-night we’ll get him clown to the ford.

I’ll sec that’ he comes. Then wee’ll all fall on him together. It won’t

be hard,—There’s nothing to it. What’s diflicult is that they w'ant him
alive. Tie him up, they say. Well, I’ll sec ; if it doesn’t work out that

way I’ll deal ^yith him myself. I’ll finish him oft' with my own hands.

They’ll send their people along to help,’

'Hetman’s car*—the captain’s spy,
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He went on explaining the pl^ti but gradually they moved away
and Yury ceased to hear them. *

* That’s Liberius they’re pIotting|to hand over to the Whites or

kill, the swine/ he thought with horror and 'Indignation, quite for-

getting how often he had himself wished his tormentor dead. How
was it to be prevented ? Hq deeided to go back to Kamennodvorsky
and tell him of the plot vyithout mentioning any names, and also to*

warn Liberius. •

But when he got back, Kamennodvorsky was no longer burnii\g

papers, only i^iis gssistaht was keeping an eye ^n the smouldering fire

to pro/ent it spreading. ‘
.

<

The crime did not take place. It was forestalled. The con-

spiracy, as it turned out, v^as known. That day it was uncovered

and the plotters were scizdfl. Sivobluy had played the role of a^ent

provocateur. Yury felt even more disgusted.

It l^ecame known that the partisans* famrlies were now within d

day’s journqv of the camp. The parKsans were getting ready to

welcome them and soon afterwards to move on. Yury went to see

Painphil Palykh.

He found* him at the entrance to his tent, an axe in his hand. In

front of him was a tall heap of birch saplings
;
he had cut them down

but had not yet stripped * them. Some had fallen where they stood

and, toppling with their whole weight, had dug their sharp splintered

wood deep ii\to the damp gi'ound. Others he^ad dragged from a

short distance and piled on top of the rest. Shuddering and swaying

on their springy branches, the saplings lay nc»er on theaground nor

close together. It seemed as though, with il^tstretched arms, they

were fending off Painphil, who had cut them Hown, and blocking his

way into his lent with a tangled thicket of branches and green leaves.

‘It’s for my dear guests,’ explained Pamphil. ‘My wife and my
children. The tqnt is totj low. And the rain comes through. I’ve

cut these down for joists to make a roof.’

‘I shouldn’t count on their allowing you to have them in your

tent, Pamphil. Who has ever heard of civilians, women and children,

being allowed to live inside a camp? They’ll stay with the wagons
somewhere just outside

;
you’ll be able to sec them much as you

like in your spare time, but I shouldn’t think they’ll be allowed to

live in your tent.—But that isn’t what I’ve cotne about. They tell
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me youVc getting thin, you can’j feat or sleep, is that true ? I must
say you look all-right. Though you could do with a hair-cut.’

Pamphil was a huge man |vith black tousled hair and beard and
a bumpy forehead in *two tiers ; a thickening of his frontal bone, like a
ring or a steel band pressed -over his temples, gave him a heeding,

glowering look. •

When, at the beginning of the revolution, it had been feared that,

as m 1905, the uphcavjil would be an abortive event affecting only

^the educated few and leaving the deeper layers of society untouched,

everything possible had been done to spread ievolution^ry propaganda
among the peoplcwto distijrb rhem, stir them up and lash them i’jto fury.

, In those early days, men like Pamphil, who needed no encourage-

ment to hate intellectuals, officers and .gentry with a savage hatred,

were regarded by enthusiastic left-win^^ intellectuals as a rare find

and were greatly valued. Their inhumanity seemed a marvel of class

consciousness, their barbarism a model of proletarian firmness and
revolutionary instinct. By such qualities Pamphil had established liis

fame and he was held in great esteem by \jartisan chiefs and party"

leaders. *
, >

' '

’ To Yury this gloi)7ny and unsociable giant, with his poor and
narrow interests and his soiflJessness, seemed a degenerate, a man who
was not quite sane.

* Come into the tent,’ said Pamphil.

‘No—why? It’s pleasanter out in the open. An/way I couldn’t

get in.’ '

.
^

.

‘All right. Have it your own way. We can sit on the timber.’

They sat down on the springy saplings and Pamphil told Yury
the story of his life. ‘They say a talc is soon told. But my story is a

long one. I couldn’t tell it all in three years. I don’t know where to

begin.
,

‘Well, I’ll try. My wife and I. We were young. She looked

after the house. I worked in the fields. It wasn’t a bad life. We
had children. They took me for the ^rmy. They sent me to the

war. Well, the war. What should I tell you about the war ? You’ve

seen it, Comrade Doctor.—Then the revolution came. I saw the

light. The soldiers’ eyes were opened. We heard that it wasn’t only

the foreigners who were enemies. We had enemies at home too.

“Soldiers of the world revolution, down your rifles, go home, turn

against the bourgeois !
” And so on. You know it all yourself. Com-

rade Army Doctor. Well, to go on. Then came the civil war. I

joined the partisans. Now I’ll have to leave out a lot or I’ll never end.

After all that, what do I see now, at the present moment? That
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t>astard, he’s brought up the t\vp Stavropol regiments from the

Western front, and the first Orenburg Cossack as well. I’m not a
child, am I? Don’t I understand? ^Haven’t I served in the army?
It's a bad business, doctor, it’s all up with us, ‘Wha^ he wants to do,

tlie swine, is to fall on us with all that scum. He wants to surround us.

*But I’ve got a wife and children. If he comes out on top, how
are they going to get away, from him? They’re innocent, of course, ,

they’re right outside it all, but he won’t bother his head about that.

He’ll get hold of my wife and he’ll tie her up and he’ll start tor-

menting her /in my account ;
he’ll torture niy wife and children*;

he’ll break every tone in their bodicsV heMI tear,thcm apart. And
you ask, why don’t I sleep. A man could be made of steel, but itjs

enough to drive you off yout;, head.’

‘What an odd fellow you are, Pamphil. I can’t make you out.

For years you’ve been away from them, you didn’t even know where

they wore and you didn’t worry. Now you’re going to see them, and
instead of being happy, you’re getting ready to sing at tlicir funeral.* *

‘'I’hat was before, rpiw it’s difTerent. He’s beating us, the White
bastard. ’ Anywat/, it isn’t me w'c’fc talking about. I’m done for.

I’ll soon be dead. But 1 can’t take my litcleoones with me into the*

next world, c^n I ? They’ll stay and ihcyMI fall into his heathen hands.

He’ll squeeze the blood out of them drop by drop.’

‘Is that why you’ve got “the creeps” ? I was told you keep seeing

things.*

‘Well, doctor. I haven’t told you„ everything. I’ve kept back

the most important thing.* Now, I’ll tell you the whole truth if you

want it, ril say it to your face but you mustn’t hold it against rnc.

‘I’ve done away with a lot of your kind, there’s a lot of officers*

blood on my hands. Ofiicers, gentry. And it’s never worried me.

Spilt it like water. Names and numbers all gone out of my head.

But there’s one litilc fellow I can’t get out of my mind
; I killed that

brat and I can’t forget it. Why did I have to kill him ? He made
me laugh, and I killed him /or a joke, for nothing, like a fool.

‘In the February revolution that was, in Kerensky’s time. We
were having a mutiny. We were near a railway station. We’d left

the front. They sent a young fellow, an agitator, to talk us into

going back. So we should fight on to victory. Well that little cadet

came to talk us into being good. Just like a chicken he was. «•“ Fight

on to victory”—that was his slogan. He got up on a water-butt

shouting that slogan
; the water-butt was on the railway platform.

He got up there, you see, so as to make his call to battle come from
higher up, and suddenly tlie lid turned upside down under him and
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he fell right in. Right into the witcr. You can’t tliink how funny

he looked. Made me split my sides laughing ! I was holding a riile.

And I was laughing my head pIT. Couldn’t stop. It was Just as if

he was tickling ^e. 'And then, I raised my rifle and took aim and
shot him down, bang. I can’tnhink how it happened. Just as though

somebody had pushed me. •
,

‘Well, that's the reason I’ve got the cpicps, I dream about that

statftm at night. At the time it was funny. Now I’m sorry.’

‘Was that at Biryiichi station near the tovvii of Mclyuzeyevo ?’

‘Can’t remember.
J ^

v

‘Were you in die Zibyshifto rising?’

‘Can’t remember.’
^

‘Which front v/erc you on ? Was it flic western front ? Were you
in the West?’

‘Somewhere like that. It could have ,bccn in the West. I can’t

remember.’
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CHAPTER TWELVE
t

Iced Rowanberries

T
he convoy with the partisans* families, complete with children

and belongings, had long been following the main partisan

force. After itj behind the wagons, came vast herds of cattle,

mainly, cows—several thousand of thcnl. •

With the arrival of the women-folk a new figure appeared in the

camp. This was Kubarikha, a soldier’s wife who was a cattle healer

—

and also, secretly, a witch. 4 She went about in a little pancake hat

cocked sideways on her head and a pea-green Royal Scots Fusiliers

greatcoat, which fTirmcd part of the British equipment supplied to

Admiral Kolchak, and she assured everyone that she had made* them,

out of a prisoner’s cap and overalls and that the Reds had liberated

her from'Kezhn\a jail where, for some unknown reason. Admiral

Kolchak had kept her. • ^

The partisans had moved from Fox’st Thicket to a new camping

ground. They were only supposed to stay there until the neighbour-

hood had been reconnoitred and suitable quarters found for the

winter. But changed circumstances forced them to spend the winter

t there.

This new camp was quite unlike the old one. The forest round

it was dense and in places impenetrable tayga. On one side, beyond

the camp and the highway, there was no end to it. In the early

days after the move, while the tents were being pitched and Yury

had more leisure, he had explored it in several directions and had

convinced himself that one could easily get lost in it. Two places

had struck him in the course o( these excursions and remained in his

memory.
One was on the edge of the tayga^ just outside the camp. The

forest was autumn bare, sa that you could see right into it as through

an open gate. Here a splendid, solitary, rusty rowan had alone kept

its leaves. Growing on a mound which rose above the low, sucking,

hummocky marsh, it reached into the sky, holding up the flat round

shields of its hard crimson berries against the leaden menace of winter.

Small winter birds with feathers as bright as frosty dawns—bullfinches

and tom-tits—settled on it and picked the largest berries, stretching

out their necks and throwing back their heads to swallow them.
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There seemed to be a close living^ connection between the birds

and the tree, as the rowan had watched them for a long time,

refusing to do anything, but had. in the end had pity on them : as

though, like a fostar mother, she had unbuttoned herself and offered

them her breast^ smiling as much* as to say : ‘Well, all right, all right,

eat me, have your fill.’ »

• The other place was even stranger. This was on a height which
broke away steeply to one ^ide. Looking down in* > the ravine you
fcl^ that at the bottom there should be something different from
what there was on top—a stream or a hollowior a wild, field over-

grown with seedy, uncut gj-ass? * But in fact it was a repetition of

the.same thing, only at a gidd^ depth, as if the forest had simply

taken its tree-tops down into the ground your feet, sinking to a
different level. There had probably bceiiia landslide there at some
time.

It was as if the grim, giant forest, marching at cloud level, had
stumblM, lost its footing and hurtled down, alhin one piece; and it

might have dropped riglit through tKe earth, ifit \iad not, by a miracle,

saved itself at the last moment—so there it was now, ‘afe and ^ound,

rtfttling below. • •

But what made the top o? the ravine remarkable was not only

this. All along its edge it was locked in by granite boulders standing

on end, looking like the flat stones of a dolmen. As soon as Yury
came across this stejny platform he felt convinced that it'was not of

natural origin but bore the hia.rk of human hands. It might well

have been an ancient temple where prayers f-arid sacrifices had once

been offered by unknown worshippei's to pagan gods.

It was here that the death sentence .against eleven ringleaders of

the conspiracy and two orderlies, condemned for distilling vodka, was
carried out, one cold, sullen morning.

A guard of twenty of the most loyal partisans, stiffened by members
of Liberius’s bodyguard, brought the condemned men to this spot.

Then they closed around them in a semicircle, rifle in hand, and,

advancing at a quick, jostling pace, drove lliern lo^^he edge of the

arena, where there was no way out, except over the precipice.

Questioning, long detention and the degradations they had
suffered had rtmoved all human likeness from the faces of the prisoners.

Black, bristling and haggard, they were as terrible as ghosts.

They had been disarmed when they were first arrested, and it

had not even occurred to anyone to search them again before the

execution. Such a search w'ould have seemed both superfluous and
vile, a gratuitous mockery of men so close to death.
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But now, suddenly, Rzhaiiitsky, a friend of Vdovichenko, who
walked beside him and who, like him, was an old anarchist, fired

three shots at the guards, aiming at Sivobluy. He was an excellent

marksman but his hand shook in his excitement and he missed. The
same discretion and pity for their former comrades which had pre-

vented the search now kept the guards from falling on him or shooting

him down at once for his attempt. Rzhaniisky had three unspent

bullets left in his revolver but, maddened by his failure and perhaps,

in his agitation, forgetting that they were there, he flung his Browning
against thc^rocks. L went ofi' a fourth tinje, wounding one of- the

condemned men, the ordeily Pachkolya, in the foot.

Pachkolya cried out, clutched his foot and fell down, screaming

with pain. The two men nearest him, Sanka Pafnutkin and Koska
Gorazdykh, raised him and, seizing him by the arms, dragged him
on, so that he should not be trampled by his comrades, who no longer

knew what they were doing. Unable to put down his wounded foot,

Pachkolya hopped and limped towards the rocky ledge where ‘the

doomed men were being driven, and screamed incessantly. His

inhuman Uiricbs bifcctcd the others w'ith his panic and broke down
their self-control. What followed was unimaginable. There arose a

sioim of abuse, of lamentation, prayers and curses.

Tcrcnty Galuzin, who still wore his yellow-braided school cap,

removed it, fell on his knees and, still kneeling, edged backward,

following the rest of the men towards the terrible stones. Bowing
repeatedly to the ground before the guards and sobbing his heart

out, he pleaded wuth ihuin in a half-conscious, sing-song voice

:

‘Forgive me, comrades, Fm sorry, I won’t do it again, please let

me off, cloi^’t kill me. 1 haven’t lived yet. I want to live a little

longer, I want to sec my mother just once more. Please let me off,

mates, please forgive me. I’ll do anything for you. I’ll kiss the ground

under your feet. Oh, help, help, Mother, I’m done for !*

Someone else, hidden in the crowd, chanted :

‘ Good comrades, kind comrades ! How is this possible ? In two

v/ars w^e fought together ! We stood up and fought for the same
things ! Let us off, mates. We’ll repay your kindness, we’ll be

grateful to you all our lives, we will prove it to you by our deeds.

—

Arc you deaf or what ? VVhy don’t you answer ? Christ is not in

you I

*

Oihcrs screamed at Sivobluy

:

‘Judas ! Christ-killer ! If we are traitors, you aic a traitor three

times over, you dog, may you choke. You killed your lawful tsar

to whom you took your oath, you swore loyalty to us and you be-
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trayod us. Mind you kiss your devil^ your Forester, before you betray

him I You’ll betray him all right !*

On the verge of the grave, Vc^vichenko remained true to himself

as he had been throughout his ufe. His head high, his grey hair

streaming in the wind, he addressed Rzhanitsky as one communard

to another, in a voice loud enough to be heard by all

:

* ‘Don’t humble yourself! Your protest will not reach them.

These •new oprichniki*, th^e master craftsmen of the new torture

chambers will never understand you ! But don’t lose heart. History

will tell the truth. Posterity will nail the Bdurbons of ^lie commis-
sarocracy to a pillar ^f sfiamje, it'Vvill pillory their darlc deeds. die

as martyrs at the dawn of the world revolution. Hail, revolution of

the spirit ! Hail, universal anarchy 1’
^

A volley of twenty shots, discharged at some command caught only

by the riflemen, mowed down half the condemned, killing most of

them outright. The rest were shot down by another*salvo. The boy,

Terent\*Caluzin, twitched longest,^ but finally Ire too lay still.

2

The idea of moving further cast for the “winter was no* given up
easily. Patrols were sent out to survey the country beyond the high-

way, along the Vytsk-Kczhma watershed. Liberius was ifllen abicnt,

leaving Yury to himself. *
,

But in fact it was too late for the partisans to move anywhere
and they had nowhere to go to. This was the time of their w'orst

set-backs. The Whites, resolving, on the eve of tlR'ir own destruction,

to deal a crushing blow at the irregular forest units an3 have done
with them once and for all, had encircled them and were pressing

them fn)m every side. The position would have been catastrophic

for the Reds had the radius of the encirclement been smaller. They
were protected by its size, for the approaching wo’nter made the tayoa

impenetrable and prevented the enemy from brin^png in his flank

units to besiege the peasant army more closely.

To move, however, had become impossible. TheV could, indeed,

have broken ‘through to new positions had any plan existed which

offered sjjccific military advantages. But no such definite plan had

been worked out. People were getting to the end of their tether.

Junior commanders lost heart and with it their influence over their

subordinates. Senior commanders met nightly in council and put

* The * security troops* of Ivan the Terrible.
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forward conflicting solutions. Tfhe idea of shifting camp had Anally

to be abandoned in favour of fortifying the presdht positions in the

Iicart of the tayga. Their advantzy^e was that the deep snow made
them inaccessible in winter, particularly as \he Whites were ill sup-

plied with skis. The immediate task was to dig in and lay in large

stores.
,

'

The camp quartermaster reported a severe shortage of flour and
potatoes. Cattle, however, were plentiful and he foresaw that the

staple food in winter would be milk and meat. ,

I’licre v'as ^ shortage of winter clothing,; some of the partisans

went about half dressed. It was decided, to killolf all the camp dogs

and people with experience as furriers were set to making dog-skin

jackets, to be worn with l^e fur side out.

Yury was denied the Use of transport for bringing in the wounded.
The carts were kept fo; more important needs. The last time the

partisans had moved camp the wounded were carried thirty miles by
stretcher.

• • i ^ . .
*

'I’he only mcdicinrs he still l^ad were quinine, Glauber salts and
iodine.' Tf’he ic-dine, however, was in the form of crystals and had to

be dissolved in alcohol before it could be used for dressings or operatiolis.

The destruction of tlie vodka still was now regretted and those of the

distillers who had been acquitted at the trial as less guilty than the rest

were asked to mend it or construct a new one. The manufacture of

alcohol wa? now started again, oilicially, for medical purposes. The
news was greeted with nods and winltfi.

' Drunkenness broke out again

and contiibuted to the general demoralisation.

T he alcohol produced was almost lOO per cent pure. At this

strength it was suitable for dissolving crystals and also for preparing

tincture of quinine ;
this was used in the treatment of typhus wlicn it

again became endemic at the onset of the cold weather..

3

Yury went to see Pam]^hil and his family. Ilis wife and three cliilclrcn

(two girls and a boy) had spent the whole of the past summer in flight

on dusty roadis under the open sky. I'hey were terrified by their

experiences and they lived in expectation of new terrors.? All four

had light hair, faded to flax colour by the sun, and grave eyebrows,

white against their tanned and weathered faces. But while the children

were too young to show the marks of their tribulations, the mother’s

lace had become lifeless. Strain and fear had narrowed her lips to a
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thread and set her dry, regular fea^ufes in an immobility of suffering

and defensiveness.#

Pamphil was devoted to all of them and loved his children to dis-

traction. He surprised®Yury by fiis skill in carving toy rabbits, cocks

and bears for them, using a corner of his finely sharpened axe blacje.

With the arrival of his family hc^had cheered up and begun to

Recover. But now the news had got about that the presence of the

families was considered ba^ for discipline, and they were going to be

sent, under proper escort, to winter quarters at some distance from

the camp, which w'ould thus be relieved of its uWess burden of civilians.

There was more tijk about this plan than actual preparal iop for

cap-ying it out, and Yury doubted if it w'ould ever be pul thruugli,

but Painphil’s spirits fell and liis>cret:ps’ c^iine back.

4

Before winter finally set in, the cimpVvent thj^oiigh a period of dis-

tui bailees—anxieties and uncertainties, confused, tlvvc<yeniij^ shuaiions

and absurd, illogical cvenis.

The Wliites had cohiplct«d the encirclement according to plan.

They were headed by Generals Vitsyn, Quadri and Hassalygo, who
were known far and wide for their harshness ami unyielding resolution,

and whose names alone terrified the refugees inside the ftiinp as w*'ll

as the peaceful population stlll^remaining in its native villages at llic

rear of the encircling troops. •

I’he enemy had no means of tightening his grip. The partisans

had no reason to worry on this count, but it was impossible for them
to remain inactive. 'Their acceptance of the situation was bound to

strengthen the enemy’s morale. However safe they w'cre inside their

trap, they had to make a sortie, if only as a military demonstration.

A strong force was set aside for this purpose and concentrated

against the western arc of the circle. As a result of several days* hard

fighting, it inflicted a defeat on the Whites and brok^ through to their

rear. ,

This breach opened a w^ay to the camp in the tay^^ and through it

poured a stream of new refugees ; these were not related to the par-

tisans. 'ferrified by the punitive measures of the Whites, the whole

peasantry of the surrounding countryside had fled from their homes
and now sought to join the peasant army, whom they regarded as their

natural protectors.

But the camp was anxious to get rid of its own dependants and
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unwilling to assume the burden newcomers and strangers. Envoys
were sent to meet the fugitives and to divert them to a village on the

river Chilimka. Tlie village was cabled Dvory • because of the farm-

steads which had grown up round its mill. There /t was proposed to

settle the refugees for the winter and ‘ to send the supplies which were
being set aside for (hem. »

While these steps were^ being taken, however, events followed thciy

own course and the camp command could, not keep up with them.

The enemy had closed the breach in his positions, and the unit

which had b^oke^n through was now unable to^et back into the tayga.

To add to the worries of the partisans^ the M^omen refugees were
behaving in a very strange manner. The dense forest made it difllqplt

to find them, and while jnvoys were trying to head them off, the

women invaded the forest^’ chopping down trees, building roads and
bridges and achieving prodigies of resourcefulness on their way.

None of this Was in accordance with the ideas of the partisan

command and Liberiub found his plans turned upside down. * *

5

Tt was this that put him in such a temper as he stood talking to the

trapper, Svirid, near the highway which crossed the edge of the layga

at this poin\. Several members of his staff stood on the highway,

arguing about whether to cut the tclegrdph line which ran beside the

road. I'he right to make the final decision belonged to Liberius but,

for the moment, he was deep in conversation with Svirid and kept

signing to the others to wait for him.

Svirid had been deeply shocked by the shooting of Vdovichenko,

whose only crime had been that his influence rivalled that of Liberius

and brought dissension into the camp. Svirid wished he could leave

the partisans and go back to his old, private, independent life. But

this was out of the question. He had made his choice, and were

he to leave his ^k'orest Brothers now he would share Vdovichenko’s

fate. «

The weather was horrible. A sharp, scudding wind swept torn

clouds, as black as flying soot, low over the earth. Snow fell from

them in insane white flurries, instantly shrouding the distance and
sheeting the earth in white

; but the next minute, the white sheet

was consumed, melted to cinders, and the earth cam^ up as black as

coal under the black sky splashed with slanting streaks of distant

< Dvory: Homc&tcads (Dvor: literally 'yard’, by cxicn-sion 'homestead’).
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showers. The earth could not al^sorb any more water, and when
at times die clouds parted like windows opening with a cold, glassy

sheen to air the sky, the unabsorbed water on the ground answered
and the open windows its poofs and puddles shone with the same
glitter. . ,

The rain skimmed and smoked ovear the pinewoods
; their resinous

needles were as waterproof as oilcloth. The telegraph wires were
threaded with raindrops vvhich hung close* together like beads and
seemed never to fall off.

.Svirid was one of those who had been sftiai to mee^ the fleeing

women. He wished tell his ehief something of what he had .yen ;

the^ confusion resulting from orders all equally inapplicable to the

circumstances and conflicting with each jther
; the terrible deeds

committed by the weakest of the women, who despaired and lost all

faith. Trudging on foot, loaded with sacks,
^
bundles and babies, ex-

hausted young mothers who liad lost their milk, driven out of their

nunds*lj^ the horrors of the journey, abandoned their children, shook

the corn out of their sacks on to the ground and turned back. Better,

they said, to fall into the clutclies oJ* the enemy tluvn ly tom tb pieces

b, the forest beasts. • •

The stronger women, on t4ie contrary, showed courage and self-

control in a measure unknown to men.
Svirid had many other things to tell his chief. He wished to warn

him of the threat of a rising, more dangerous than the (flic that had
been put down, which hung*o^cr the camp, but he was slow at ilie

best, and Liberius, by hurrying him, quite depriv(?d him of the power
of speech. The cause of Liberius’s impatience was not only that his

friends were calling and waving to Iiim from the highw^ay, but that

during the past fortnight he had been given similar warnings again

and again, and by now he knew them by lieart.

‘Give me time. Comrade Chief. I am no good at finding words.

They Slick in my teeth, they choke me. What 1 say is, go to tlie

women’s camp and order them to stop thc^ nonsense. Otherwise, I

ask you, wliai is this going to be—“Ail against Kulfhak!” or a civil

W'ar among the women ?* •

‘Get on with it, Svirid. You see I’m wanted. Don’t .spin it out.’

‘And no\V there’s that she-devil, Kubarikha, Satan only knows
what sherfs. She says : “Put me down as a woman ventilator to look

after the cattle . . .

‘Veterinary, you mean.’

‘That’s what I say—a woman ventilator to cure cattle of wind.

But she’s not looking after cattle now, the heretic, the devil’s reverend
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mother ! She says masses for the,cows and turns young refugee wives

from their duty. “You’ve only yourselves to blame*for your miseries,**

she says to them. “That’s what copies of hitching up your skirts and
running after the Red Flag. Don’t do it agaih.”* ».

,‘What refugees are you talking about—ours, from the camp, or

some other kind ?* f

‘Others, of course. The new ones, the strangers.*

‘But they had orders to go to Dvory. How have they got here?*

‘Dvory! That’s a good one. Dvory’s burned out, mill and all,

nothing left,of it but cinders. That’s what they saw when they got

there?—not a living thing, nothing burashes and ^ruins. Half of them
went off their heads, they yelled and howled and turned straight b^ck

to the Whites, and the othjpr half turned this way.’

‘But how do they get through the tqyga, through the swamps?’
‘ What are saws and axes for ? Somt of our chaps, who were sent

to guard them, helped them a bit. Twenty miles of road they’ve cut,

so they say. Bridges and all, the pests ! Talk about women ! They’ye

done things that would take us a month of Sundays
!’

‘Thkt’s* a fine c^^hing, twenty miles of road I And what arc you
looking so pleased about, you jackass? Tk^t’s just what the Whiffs

want, a higliway into the tqyga ! Now All they have to do is to roll in

their artillery
!’

‘A diversionary force—send a diversionary force, that’ll do the

trick.’ *

‘1 can do my own thinking, thank-you.*

6

Th^ days were getting shorter, it was dark by five. Towards dusk

Yury crossed the highway where Liberius had stood talking to Svirid

a few days earlier. He was on his way back to the camp. Near the

clearing where the mound^and the rowan tree marked the camp bound-

ary he heard the bold, challenging voice of Kubarikha, his ‘rival’, as he

jokingly called the cattle healer. She was singing a rollickingly gay
jingle and her voice had a raucous, boisterous screech in it. Judging
by the peals of approving laughter which kept interrupting her, there

was a crowd of men and w^omen listening. Then came silence. The
people must have dispersed.

"J'hinking herself alone, Kubarikha sang a different song, softly,

as if to herself. Yury, who was cautiously making his way in the dusk

along the footpath which skirted the swamp in front of the rowan,
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Stopped in his tracks. It sounded ^^0 an old folk-song but he did not

know it
;
perhaps«Kubarikha was improvising.

An old Russian folk-song is like water in a weir. It looks as if it

were still and wer« no longer flowing but in its depths it is ceaselessly

rushing through the sluice-gates .and its stillness is an illusion. ,

By every possible means—by repetitions and similes—it attempts

tp stop or to slow down the gradual unfolding of its theme, until it

reaches some mysterious point, then it suddenly reveals itself. In this

injane attempt to stop the flow of time, a sorrowful, sclf-rcsiraining

spirit finds its expression. • »

Kubarikha was baJf^singing,* half speaking

:

•As a hare was running a1x>ut the \^ide world,

About the wide world, over the while snow,

He ran, the lop-eared hare, past a rowan tree, *

Past a rowan tree and complained to her :
•

* f-fave I not, I—lop-eared hare, a timorous heart,
’

Frightened of tlic wild beast’s tracks, »

The wild beast’s tracks, the wild wolf’s hungry* bell^.

Pity me, O rowau J)u$h ! O fair rowan tree !

Do not give thy beauty to the wicked enemy,
I'hc wicked enemy, the wicked raven.

Scatter thy red berries to the wind,

Scatter them in handfuls to t!ie wind, and let it c^ry them
Over the wide w'orld,*over the white snow.

Fling them, roll them to my native l»wn,

To the far end of the street, the last hoii'^e.

The last house in the street, the last window, the room
Where she hides in hermit solitude,

My (Jear, my longed for love.

Whisper to my grieving love, my bride,

A w'arm, an ardent word.

I, a soldier, languish in captivity,

Flomcsick, I—poor soldier, kept in foreign parts.

I’ll escape out of my bitter durance, ,

1 will go to my red berry, my fair love.*
*

7

Agatha, Pamphil’s wife, had brought her sick cow to Kubarikha.

The cow had been separated from the herd and tethered to a tree by
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a rope tied to her horns. Her mistress sat on a tree stump by her fore-

legs and Kubarikha, on a milking-stool, by her hind legs.

The rest of the countless herd was crammed into a glade, hemmed
in all round by the dark forest of /fiangular^^firs, as tall as hills and
risipg from their spreading lower branches as if they squatted on fat

bottoms on the ground. #

The cows were almost all black and white and belonged to som,e

Swiss breed popular in Siberia. They were exhausted—no less ex-

hausted than their owners—by their privations, their endless journeys

and the intolerable /overcrowding. Rubbing flank to flank and
madjlcncd by tlie lack of space, they -forgot theit? sex and reared and
climbed on lop of one another, pulling up their heavy udders with,an
effort and roaring like bulls. The heifers who were covered by them
broke away from underneath and rushed off into the forest, tails in

the air and trampling shrubs and brahches. Their herdsmen—old

men and children—--ran shrieking after them.

And as if they too were hemmed in by the tight circle of fl*(ic-tops

in the winter sky above the glade, ihe black and white clouds reared

and pil6d dnd t^pp.led as chaotically as the cows.

I'he knot of curious onlookers who stood at a distance annoyed
the witch and she measured them fromi top to toe with an evil look.

But it Wins beneath her dignity as an artist to admit that they disturbed

her, so she decided not to notice them. Yury watched her from the

back of the crowd ; she did not see liim.

This was the first time he was able take a good look at her. She

wore her usual forage-cap and pea-green British Army greatcoat with

its crumpled collar. But the haughty and passionate cxj^rcssion, which

gave a youthful fire and darkness to this ageing woman’s eyes, plainly

spoke of her complete indifference to what she happened to wear or be

without.

What astonished Yury was the change in Pamphil’s wife. Her
eyes were almost starting out of their sockets and her neck was as long

and thin as a cart-shaft. She had aged so much in the past few days

that Yury hardly« recognised her, such was the effect upon her of her

secret terrors.

‘She doesn’t give any milk, dearie,’ she was saying. ‘I thought she

might be in calf, but then she would have had milk by now and she

still hasn’t any.’ ^

‘Why should she be in calf? You can see the scab of anthrax on
her udder. I’ll give you some herbal oil to rub it w'ilhi And of course

I’ll whisper to her.*

‘My other trouble is my husband/
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*ril charm him back, so he woij’tf stray. I'hat’s easy. He’ll stick

to you, so you won’t be able to get rid of him. What’s your third

Rouble?*
^

‘It isn’t that he strays. That would be nothing. The misfortune

is that he clings to me and the children with all his might, and that

breaks his heart. I know what he thinks.
^
He thinks they’ll divide the

camp. They will send us one way and him another. And we’ll fall

into the hands of BassalygoJs men and he won’t be there and we won’t
hi^ve anyone to stand up for us. And they’ll torture us, they’ll rejoice

at cur torments. I knoy^ his thoughts. I’m aTaaid lies’ll 4^ away with

himself.’ # ^ ,

• ‘I’ll think about it. I will Qnd a way to end your grief. What’s
your third trouble?’

^

‘I haven’t a third one. That’s all there is—my cow and my
husband.* •

‘Well, you are poor in sorrows, dearie. See 'how merciful God
has been to you ! Such as you are hard to find,* like a needle in a hay-

stack. Only two sorrows in your poor* heart, a^id one of them a fond

husband ! Well, let’s begin. W^hat will yuu give riie/or ific Cow ?’

‘What will you take ?’•

‘I’ll have a loaf of bread sAid your husband.*

71ic onlookers burst out laughing.

‘Are you joking?’

‘Too much, is it? All right. I’ll do without the loaf.* Wc’ll settle

for your husband.’ *
.

'^I’he laughter grow louder, •

‘What’s the name ? Not your husband’s, your cow’s.*

‘Beauty.’

‘Half the herd is called that. All right. We’ll stan with God’s

blessing.’
,

She recited the spell for the cow. At first she was indeed concerned

with the cow, but after a while she got carried away and gave Agatha

a whole set of instructions on wiichcrali. Yi^ry listened spellbound, just

as, when he first arrived in Siberia from European Russia, he had

listened to the flowery chatter of the driver Ijaccluis.

The woman was saying :

*

‘Auntie Margesta, come and be our guest. Come on Wednesday,

take aws.y the pest, take away the spell, take away the scab. Ring-

worm, leave the heifer’s udder. Stand still, Beauty, do your duty,

don’t upset tht pail. Stand as still as a hill, let milk run and rill.

Terror, terror, show your mettle, take the scurvy, take the scab,

throw them in the nettles. Strong as a lord is the sorcerer’s word.
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‘You see, Agatha, my dear, ^cri have to know everything—^bidding

and forbidding, the word for escaping and the woftl for safe-keeping.

You have to know what everything iy. Now you, for example, you look

over there and you say to yourself: “Therc^s a forest.*’ But what
tliore is over there is the forces of evil fighting the angelic hosts

—

they’re at war like your mep with Bassalygo’s.

‘Or take another exj^mple, look over there where I’m pointing.

You’re looking the wrong way, dearie, use your eyes, not the back of

your head, look where my linger is pointing. That’s right ! Now,
what do yov thjnk thvd is? You think it’s ^wo twigs that the wind
has t angled togetlicr ? Or a bird btiilding its uest ? Well, it isn’t

either. 'Vhat there thing is a proper, devil’s toy, a garland the water

spirit started weaving for < her daughter. She heard people corning

along, and that frightened her, so she left it half done, but she’ll finish it

one of these nights, you’ll see.
‘

‘Or again, take^ your red banner. You think it’s a flag, isn’t that

what you think ? VVcFl, it isn’t a flag. It’s the purple kcrchief^of the

death woman—she uses it for entjeing. And why for enticing? She

waves if and sh#. nods and winks and entices young men to come and
be killed to death, then she sends famine ai!:d plague. I’hat’s what it

is. And yo\t believed her.
^
You thougPit it was a flag. You thought

it was saying: “Come to me, all ye poor and protarians of the

world.”

‘You ha^e to know everything nowadays, Agatha, my girl, every

single thing. What every bird is and every stone and every herb.

That bird, for example, Hiat’s a starling. And that beast is a badger.

‘Now, another tiring, suppose you take a fancy to someone, you
just tell me. ^Tll make him pine for you, whoever he is—your Forester,

that rules over you, if you like, or Kolchak or Prince Ivan *—anyone.

You think Tm boasting? Indeed I am not. Now look,, I’ll tell you.

When the winter comes with blizzards and whirlwind and snowspouts

chasing each other in the fields, I will stick a knife into such a pillar

of snow, right up to the Ijilt, and when I take it out of the snow, it

will be red with blf>od. Have you ever heard of such a thing? Well,

there you are ! And yot» thought I was boasting. Now, how can it

be, you tell me,' that blood should come out of a snowrspout that is

made ofnothing but wind and snow ? That’s just it, dearie, that whirl-

wind isn’t just wind and snow, it’s a werewolf, a changeling that’s

lost its little w'arlock child and is looking for it—it goes about the fields

crying and looking for it. That is what I struck with my knife, that is

why tliere is blood on it. Now, with that knife I can cut away tlic

* A traditional Russian fairy-tale priiicc.
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footprint of any man, and I can sq^it, with a silk thread, on to your
skirt, and that irtan—whoever he be, Kolchak, or Strelnikov, or any
new tsar they set up—will folloy^ you step by step wherever you go.

And you thought* I was telling lies ! You thought it was : “Come to

me, all ye popr protarians of the world.”

*And many other things there ^e, ^such as stones raining from
•heaven, so that a man may go forth out jf his house and the stones

rairi*upon him. Or, as some have seen, horsemen riding through the

sky, the horses’ hooves hitting the tops of the houses. Or as sorcerers

prophesied of old, sayipg: “In this woman *there is^corji, in tliat one
honey, in a third pine-marten.** And the kniglit opened the shoulder

of the woman, as if it were a casket, and with his sword he took out of

her shoulder-blade a measure of com or ajsquirrel or a honeycomb.’

No deep and strong feeling, such as wc may come across here and
there in tlie w'orld, is unrnixed with compassion. I’he more we love, the

more ^he object of our love seems to us to be a victim. Occasionally,

a man’s compassion for a woman^exceeds all nftasnrc, arid his imagina-

tion removes her from the realm* of possible*happcnings and places
*

her in situations which arc never encountered indifo. He secs her at

the m(;rcy of the surroplitling air, of the laws of nature and of the cen-

turies which preceded her. *’

^ *

Yury was sufficiently well read to realise that Kubarikha’s last

words had been the opening passage of an ancient chronicle, either of

Novgorod or Ipatyevo, but^so distoi :ed by the errors copyists and
the repetitions of sorcerers and bards that its original meaning had*

been lost. \Vhy then should the nonsensicat images thus handed down
have gripped and moved him with the force of real events?

. . . Lara’s left .shoulder was half open. Like a‘ turning in

the lock of a secret safe, the sword unlocked her shoulder-blade and,

opening the cavity of her soul, revealed the secrets she kc]>i in it.

Memories of strange towns, streets, rooms, countrysides, unrolled like

a film, like a skein, a bundle of skeins of ribbons tumbling out.

How well he loved her, and how lovable she was, in exactly the

way he had always thought and dreamed and needed. Yet what was
it that made her so lovely ? Was it sometliii^g that could be named and
singled out in a list of qualities ? A thousand times no ! She was lovely

by virtue of the matchlessly simple and swift line which the Creator

at a sii^glc stroke had draw^n round her, and in this divine outline she

had been handed over, like a child tightly wound up in a sheet after

its bath, into Ihe keeping of his soul.

And what had happened to him now, where was he ? In a Siberian

forestj with the partisans who were encircled and whose fate he was
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to share. What an unbelievable^ |(\)surd predicament. Tliere was a
mist in Yury’s head and before his eyes. Everythingtmisted over. At
tliat moment, instead of the expected snow there came a drizzle.

Like a huge banner stretching from one side of a £ity street to the

otha^', there hung before him in the air, from one side of the forest

glade to the other, the greatly magnifled image of a single, astonishing,

deified head. It uept, and tfie rain kissed and watered it.

‘Go along now,’ said tile witch to Agatha. ‘I have charmed your
cow, she will get well. Pray to the Mother of GoJ who is the abode of

light and the fjook of the living word.’

4

lliere was fighting on tlie western edges of tlie tayi^a. But the Ifyga

was so immcn. e that the battles were like border warfare on the edges

of its kingdom, and the camp, hidden in its heart, so full of’plboplc

that however many went away lo fight, there seemed always to be

more leff. *

, o

The noise of the distant battles hardly xver reached the camp.
Then, suddenly, several shots rang out in the forest and turned at once

into a quick, ragged fusillade. People started up and ran quickly to

their tents or wagons and a general commotion began, with everyone

huriying to gtst his equipment.

1
1
proved to be a false alarm. Bui thf^n a growing crowd ofpartisans

streamed tow'ards the plaoe wlicrc the shots had been heard.

They stood round a bleeding stump of a man who was lying on

the ground. Ki.s right arm and left leg had been chopped off. It

was inconceivable how, with his remaining arm and leg, he had crawled

into the camp. The chopped-off arm and leg were tied in terrible

bleeding chunks on to his back, together with a small wooden board

;

on it, a long inscription stated, with many words of abuse, that the

atrocity was in reprisal for similar atrocities committed by such and
such a Red unit-^i-a unit which had no connection with the Forest

Brotherhood. It was added that the same treatment would be meted
out to all the partisans unless, by a given date, they submitted and gave

up their arms to the representatives of General Vitsyn’s army corps.

Though fainting from loss of blood, the dying man told tlifin in a

faltering voice of the tortures and executions perpetrated by Vitsyn’s

investigating and punitive squads. His own scntcnceiof death had

been allegedly remitted
; instead of hanging him, they had cut off his

arm and leg in order to send him into the camp and strike terror
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among the partisans. They had ^airicd him as Tar as the outposts of

the camp; there* they had put him down and ordered iiim to crawl,

urging him on by shooting into the air.

He could hardly it*1)vc his li*jJs. I'he men around him bent down
low to make out liis words. He was saying

:

‘Look out) comrades. He has broken through.'

^
‘Patrols have gone out in strength.* Tlicrc’s a big engagement

going on. We*ll hold hin^.*
*

^
‘There’s a gap. He wants to surprise you. I know ... I can’t

go on, mates. I’m nearly finished.* •

‘Rest a bit. Keep quiet. -Can’t you see it’s bad for hinj, you
bptchers I

’

The man started again :

‘He went to work on me, tlie devil. He said : “You will wtish in

your blood until you tell me who you arc.” And how was I to tell him
that a dcsc*rier is just what I am? I w'as runningdrom him to y^oii.*

‘You keep saying—he. Who was it that got to work on you ?’

‘Let me just get my breath*. .
.* I’ll tell, you. Th'e Hetman is

'

Bekeshin. 71ic Colonel, Strese. Vitsyn’s men. you doA’t know out

here what it’s like. I'bQ w'hole tow'n is groaning. 7’hey boil people

alive. I’hcy cut strips out cf them. They take you by^ the scriilF of

the neck and push you inside, you don t know where you are, it’s

pitch black. You grope about—you arc in a cage, inside a railway

coach. There are more than forty people in the cag%, all in tlieir

underclothes. From lime lb time they open tlic door and grab who- •

ever comes first—out he goes. They grab you like one grabs a chicken

to cut its throat. I swear to God. Some they hang, some they beat

with iron rods, some they queslion. 7'hcy beat you to shreds, they put

sail on the wounds, they pour boiling w^atcr on you. When you vomit

or shit, they force you to eat it. As for children, and w'oinen, O God !*

'Flic wretched niEBi was at his last gasp. He cried out and died

without finishing his talc. They all knew it at once and took off their

caps and crossed themselves.

7'hat evening, the news of a still more terrible incident flew round

the camp.
,

Pamphil had been one of the crowd surrounding the dying man.
He had seen him, heard his words and read the menacing inscription

on the Voard.

His constant fear for his family in the event of his own death rose

to a new climivc. In his imagination he already saw them handed over

to slow torture, watched their faces distorted by pain and heard their

groans and cries for help. In his desperate anguish—to prevent their
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future sufferings and to end his evp—he killed them himself, felling

his wife and his three children with that same, razor«sharp axe which

he had used to carve toys for the two little girls and the boy who had
been his favourite. - *

' The astonishing thing was that he did not kill himself immediately

afterwards. Yury wondered what alternative he could be thinking of.

What could he look forward to ? What intentions could he have,

,

what plans? Clearly, his life was ended. Jt was also clear that he

was insane.
^

While Liberius, Yurr 'and the members of the army council sat on
his case, discussing what was to be done with hinj, he roamed freely

about the camp, his head hung low 9ver his chest, his dirty-yelloyv

eyes glowering unseeingly.
^
A dull, vague smile of inhuman, un-

conquerable suffering never «^eft his face.

No one was sorry for him. Everyone'avoided him. Some people

said he should be lynched but they got no support.

There was nothing ki the world left for him to do. At daVn he

vanished from the camp^ fleeing frqiA himself like a dog with rabies.

High winter came with its grinding frosts. Torn, seemingly dis-

connected soiinds and shapes rose out of the icy mist, stood still,

moved and vanished. The sun was nq.t the sun to which the earth

was used, it was a changeling. Its crimson ball hung in the forest and
from it, stiffly and slowly as in a dream or in a fairy tale, amber-

yellow rays of light as thick as honey spread and, catching in the trees,

froze to them in mid-air.

Invisible feet in felt boots, touching the ground softly with padded
soles, yet making the snow sciecch angrily at every step, moved in all

directions, while the hooded and fur-jacketed torsos belonging to them
sailed separately through the upper air like heavenly bodies.

Friends stopped and spoke, their faces close together, flushed as at

the baths, with beards bristling like iced loofahs. Clouds of dense,

clammy steam pu'ifed out of their mouths, too large for the clipped,

frost-bitten words they accompanied.
Walking along the footpath Yury met Liberius, who stoppfjd him.

‘ Hullo, ‘ stranger ' Come to my dugout this evening. Stay the

night. Wc*ll have a good talk. There’s some news.* ,

‘Is the courier back ? Any news from Varykino ?*

‘Not a word about your people or mine. This, however, leads me
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to the comforting conclusion that ‘they must have got away in time,

otherwise we wovld be sure to have heard something. We’ll talk

about it to-night. I’ll be expecting you.’

Coming into the dugout that evening, Yury repeated his question

:

‘What have you heard about our families? Only tell me that
’

‘You never want to sec further th^in your nose. So far as I’know,

^hey are safe and sound. But the point is that the news is first rate.

Have*some cold veal.’

‘No thanks. Gome on now, don’t change the subject.’

. ‘Are you sure you won’t? Well, I’ll have a bite. Though bread
and vegetables are v^hat we really need. There’s a lot of scurvy about.

Wje should have got in more nuts and berries last autumn when the

women were there to pick them. Well, as I was saying, our affairs

are in excellent shape. What TVe always prophesied is coming true.

The worst is over. Kolchak’s forces are retreating all along the line.

They are breaking up. Now do you see ? What did I always tell you ?

Do y(iu remember how you used to moan?’ •

‘When did I moan ?’

‘All the time. Especially when we were being pressed by Vitsyn.’

Yury recalled the autumn, the shooting of the rebels, Pamphirs
killing of his wife and childrca, tlie whole senseless murderous mess to

which theie seemed to be no end. White and Red atrocities rivalled

each other in savagery, outrage breeding outiage. 7'hc smell of blood

was in Yury*s nose and throat, it choked him, it nauseated him, it

made his head go round and lys eyes swim. That wasn’t moaning, it

was something quite different, but how €:oulclhc explain it to Libeiius ?

The dugout was lit by torches made of sticks stuck into a metal

holder. They gave off an aromatic smell of charcoal. As a stick

burned down, the cinder dropped into a bowl of water standing under-

neath, and Liberius lit a fresh one.
‘ See what I have to burn ? There’s no more oil. And tlie wood is

too dry, it burns too quickly. Sure you won’t have some veal ? About
the scurvy. What are you waiting for, to call a staff meeting and
give us a lecture on scurvy and the means oT dealing, with it ?’

‘Stop tormenting rue, for God’s sake. What exactly do you know
about oJir families ?’

‘I’ve told you. There is nothing certain in the report. But I

didn’t fiyish telling you what I’ve learned from the latest communiques.

7’he civil war is over. Kolchak’s forces are smashed. The main part

of the Red Arijiy is in pursuit, it is driving him eastwards, along the

railw'ay, into the sea. Another part of it is hurrying over this way and

wc arc joining forces to mop up the scattered remnants of the Whites
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in the rear. The whole of southLm Russia is clear of the enemy.
Well, why aren’t you glad ? Isn’t that enough for you ?’

‘I am glad. But where are our families?*

*Not in Varykino, and that’s a tcry lucky thing. Not that there

is* -v^y confirmation of that crazy business Kamennodvorsky told you
about—you remember that rumour last summer about mysterious

strangers raiding Varykino?^—I always thought it was nonsense. Al]

the same the village is deseVted. So it looks,as if something did happen
after all, and it’s a very good thing they got out in time, as they evi-

dently did. That’s wli^t^tlie few remaining inhabitants think, accord-

ing tq my sourceV '

‘And Yuryatin? What happened there? Who is holding it?*,

hat’s another cock-and-bull story. It can’t possibly be true.*

‘What’s that?’ J

‘They say the Whites arc still there, but that’s a sheer impossibility,

ril show you, you 11 sec for yourself.’

He put another stick in the holder and, getting out a tatterbd map
and folding it so that ^hc district Me was talking about was on top,

explained the position, pencil in hand.

‘Look. All these arc sectors where the Whites have been thrown

back—here, and here, and here, all ovenahis region. Do you follow ?
*

‘Yes.’
‘

‘So they can’t possibly be anywhere near Yuryatin, because if they

were, with their communications cut, they couldn’t possibly avoid

being captured. Even their command^rs'couldn’t be as stupid as that

—any child ran sec it. Why arc you putting on your coat ? Where are

you going ?’

‘I’ll be back in a moment. There’s a lot of smoke here and I’ve

got a headache. I’ll just go out for a breath of air.’

^Vhen he was outside, Yury swept the snow olT the wooden block

which served as a scat at the entrance to the dugout and sat down,
his elbows on his knees and his head propped on his fists.

The tayga^ the camp, his irightcen months among the partisans,

went clean out of his head. ’ He forgot all about them. Memories of his

dear ones filled his mind and crowded out all else. He tried to guess

their fate
;
imaged rose before him, each more frightening than the last.

Here w'as Tonya walking through a field in a blizzard with Sasha

in her arms. She kept wrapping him up in a blanket, her feev sinking

in the deep snow. She dragged herself out, using all her strength, but

the blizzard knocked her down
; she stumbled and fell and got up,

too weak to stand on her feet, the wind buffeting her and the snow
covering her up. Oh, but he was forgetting. She had two children
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with her, Sasha and the baby, fifetb her hands were busy, like those

of llie fugitives auChilimka who broke down and went mad with grief

and strain.

She had both her h^hds full Slhd there was no one near to help her.

Sasha’s father had vanished, no one knew where he was. He^^s
away, he had always been away, all»his life he had stood asicTe from

them. What kind of a father was he? Was it possible for a real

father always to be away ?. And what about her own father ? Where
was Alexander Alexandrovich ? And Nyuslia ? And the others ?

Better not ask, better not think about it. * /
Yury got up ai^l turned to go back into the dugout. Suddenly

hj^ thoughts took a different direction and he changed his mind about
returning to Liberius.

^
Long ago he had put away a pair of ski|, a bag of biscuits and some

other things he would need 4f a chance should ever come of making
his escape. He had buried them in the snow just outside the camp,
at th4 Toot of a tall pine. To make doubly swre of finding it he had
marked the tree with a notch. Mow fie turned ^tid walked along the

footpath trodden between the snowdrifts in the direepon 5f Ms buried

treasure. • •

It was a clear night* with ji full moon. He knew where the sentries

were posted and at first avoided them successfully. But when he came
to the clearing with the mound and the rowan tiee, a patrolman hailed

h.m from a distance, took a run on his .skis and, standing straig it up
on them, glided swiftly towsfrd^. him.

‘Halt or 1 shoot ! Who are you ? Password.’

‘What’s come over you, man? Don’t you know me? I’m the

camp doctor, Zhivago.’ •

‘Sorry, Comrade Zhelvak. I didn’t recognise you, no offence

meant. All the same, Zhelvak or not. I’m not letting you go any

further. Orders are orders.’

‘As you wish. The passwwd is “Red Siberia” sind the reply,

“Down with the Interventionists”.’

‘That’s better. Go ahead. What arc you clwsing after at this

time of night ? Anyone sick ?’
^

‘I was thirsty and I couldn’t sleep. I thought* I’d go out for a

breath of air and eat some snow. Then I saw the rowan with iced

berries pn it. I want to go and pick a few,’

‘ Isn’t that just like a gentleman’s folly ! W^ho’s ever heard of pick-

ing berries in .winter ! Three years we’ve been beating the nonsense

out of the gentry but they’re still the same. All right, go and pick

your ben ics, you lunatic. What do I care ?
*

• ‘
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And as swiftly as he had comt,^the sentry took a run, stood straight

up on his long skis and whistled over the untrodden snow into tlie

distance beyond the bare winter shrubs as thin as thinning hair.

The footpath brought Yury to the foot of 'the rowan whose name
h6r»had just invoked.

It Was covered half in sr^ow,^half in frozen leaves and berries and
it held out two white brandies welcoiningly. He remembered Lara’s

strong white arms and seized the branchei? and pulled them to^him.

As if in answer, the tree shook snow all over him. He muttered senijp-

lessly : . ^

,

‘L’ll find you, my beauty, my lover, my rowan tree, rny own flesh

and blood.’ . #

It was a clear night wijh a full moon. He made his w«ay further

into the iaygay to the markc«l tree, dug his things out and left the camp.
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Opposite the Hou^ oj' Caryatids

»

• •

Merchant street rambled crookedly downhill, overlooked

by the houses and churches of the upper part ol Yuryatin.

At one cormer there was a dark gr^y building with carya-

tids. The huge scjliare stones* of the lower part of its fa^'ade»werc

bfeck with freshly posted shciels of government newspapers and
proclamations. Small groups of people st^od in front of it, reading in

silence. *

There had been a thaw but now it was dry and frosty. Now it was
light a time ol' day when recently it had been dark. The winter

had gone; its place had been t;;kcn .by the fight which, lingered on
into the evenings. The light was exhilarating, disturbing aijjd alarming.

The Whites had gone, surrendering the town* to» the Reds. The
terrors of the war, shcliftfg and bloodshed, had ceased. This too was
disturbing, like the going ot the winter ^nd the Icngtliening of the

spring days.

One of the proclamations pasted on the wall and still readable by
the light of the longer day a,nnounced that :

*

‘Labour books are obtainffl)le by those qualified at the cost of 50
'

roubles each, at the Food Office, Yuryatin Soviet, No. 5 October Street

(formerly Governor-General Street), Room 137.

‘Anyone without a labour book, or filling in his or fi«r labour book

incorrectly, or (still worse) making false statements, will be prosecuted

with the lumost rigour under the wartime regulations. Detailed

instructions for the correct use of labour books arc printed in I.N.I.K.'

No. 86 (1013) for the current year and are posted up at the Yuryatin

Food Office, Room 137.’ »

Another proclamation stated that the town hacf ample food sup-

plies. These, it alleged, were merely being lA^arded ^)y the bourgeoisie

with the object of disorganising distribution and creating chaos. It

ended with the words :

‘Anyone found hoarding food will be shot on sight.*

A third announcement read :

•Those who do not belong to the exploiting class arc admitted to

* Gazette of the Yuryatin Executive Committee.
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membership of Consumer Comntup^js. Details arc obtainable at the

Food OfTice, Yuryaiin Soviet, No. 5 October Street (formerly Governor-

General Street), Room 137.*
^

Members of the forces were warn^ :

'^"^\nyone who fails to surrender his arms or who continues carrying

them without having the appropriate new permit will be prosecuted

with the utmost severity o|* the law. New permits are obtainable at,

the Oflice of the Yuryatin Revolutionary-Military Committee, No. 6
October Street, Room 63.* ^

The group in front of the bvilding was joined by an emaciated, wild-

looking man, black with dert, with a birch-bark satchel on a slick

over his shoulder.
^
There .was not yet arty white in his long, shaggy

hair but his bristly, reddish beard was greying. This was Doctor Yury
Zhivago. His fur coat riiust have been taken from him on the road, or'

' perhaps he had bartered, it for food,. His thin, tattered, short-sleeved

jacket was certainly ^he result of an exchange.

All he had left in his satchel was the rcmRant of a crust of bread

which somcorje had given him out of charfey in a village near the town

and a piece of pork fat. He had reached Yuryatin earlier, but it had
taken him an hour to trudge from the outskirts to this corner cf

Merchant StrCet, so great was his weakness and so much had the last

* few days of the jouVney exhausted him. tl-fc had often stopped, and he

had had to force himself nOt to fall on his knees and kiss the stones of

this town which he had despaired of ever seeing again
;

the sight of it

filled him with happiness like the sight of a friend.

For almost half his journey on foot across Siberia he had followed

the railway track, all of it out of action, neglected and covered with

snow. Train after train, abandoned by the Whites, stood idle, stopped

by the defeat of Kolchak, by running out of fuel and by snowdrifts.

Immobilised for good and ^buried in the snow they stretched almost

uninterruptedly fot miles on end. Some of them served as fortresses

for armed bands of robbers or as hide-outs for escaping criminals

or political fugitives—the involuntary vagrants of those days—but

most of them were communal mortuaries, mass graves of‘thc victims

of the cold and of the typhus raging all along the railway line and
mowing down whole villages in its neighbourhood.

In those days it was true, if ever, that ‘man is a *.volf to man\
Traveller turned off the road at the sight of traveller, stranger meeting

Stranger killed for fear of being killed. There were isolated cases of
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cannibalism. The laws of humai^ civilisation were suspended. The
laws which men obeyed were jungie laws; the dreams they dreamed
were the prehistoric dreams of cave-dwcllers.

Every now and the/Yury wStild sec lonely shadows stealing along
the ditch or scurrying across thcti oad ahead of him. He avoided
carefully whenever he could, but ma»y of them seemed familiar. He
(elt as if he lu.d seen them all at the partfsan camp. On one occasion

this was true. The boy, who darted out of a^snowdrift which concealed

an International Sleeping Coach, relieved himself and darted back,

was indeed a member of the Forest Brothdi*]Jood. It,was lerenty
Galuzin who was b<jlicved to have been shot dead. In reality Ij^: had
orjly been wounded and had lost consciousness. When he had come
to himself he had crawled away from ihc^ place of execution, hidden
in the forest until he recovered from his wfjunds and was now making
his way home to Holycross nindcr an assumed name, hiding in the

buried can iages and fleeing at the sight oi* fiumarr lieings.

Tfi# incidents of Yury’s journey had the strapngcncss of the transcen-

dental, as if they were snatches totn from lives^n other planets which
had somehow drifted to the earth. Only nature tha^ refnaiTied true

to human history and had kept the aspect which contemporary artists

had portrayed. ‘

• ^

Now and then there was a quiet, pale-grey, dark-rose evening, with

birches, black and fine as script against the afterglow, and bhack

streams, faintly clouded over wdth grey ice, flowing Ifctween steep

white banks of snow blackerfecl.at the edges, where ihe running water .

had corroded them. Such, in an hour or two, would be the evening

in Yuryatin, frosty, grey, transparent and as gentle as pussy-willows.

Yury meant to read the notices posted up on the House of Carya-

tids, but !iis eyes kept wandering to the third-floor windows of the house

across the street. These were the windows of tlie rooms in which the

furniture left by the old tenants had been stored. They had once been

white-washed ;
now, although the frost had filmed them at the edges,

Yury could see that the glass was transparcrit ;
the chalk had evidently

been washed off. What did this mean ? Had the oId*leiiants returned ?

Or had Lara moved, and did the flat have nf;w tenants, and was every-

thing completely changed ?
•

The unc*ertainty was unbearable. Yury crossed the road, went

in and ejimbed the staircase which he knew so well. How often at the

camp had he not remembered every turn of it and every scroll of the

open-work pattern of the cast-iron steps ! In one place you could look

through it down into the lumber room in the basement, where old

Chau’S and broken pails and tin tubs had been stacked. When he came
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to it and found that everything unchanged, Yury felt like thanking

the staircase for its loyalty to the past.

There had been a door bell once, but it had broken and
stopped ringing before Yury had left. He wiLs just about to knock,

he noticed that there was now a padlock on the door, hanging

from two rings ; they had been roughly screwed into the old oak panels

with their fine carving which in places had come away. Such vandal-;

ism would not have been countenanced in the old days. There \^ould

have been a fitted lock and it would have worked, or a locksmith wou/d

have come ^nd mended it. This trivial sign spoke of the general

deterioration of things which had go\ie a great ideal further in his

absence.

Yury felt certain that nej.ther Lara nor Katya would be there, even

if they were still alive, andi even if they still lived in Yuryatin. He
was prepared for the most^ bitter disappointments, and it was only to

relieve his conscience that he decided to look for the key in the hollow

between the bricks, wlrere a rat had so much frightened Katya*. He
kicked at the wall to nzike sure of not putting his hand on one now.

He had 'not the ^fjlightest hope of finding anything. The hollow was

closed by a brick. He removed it and felt inside. Miraculously it hatl

a key and a pote in it. The note was written on a fairly big sheet of

paper. Yury took it to the window on the landing. Still more miracu-

lously, more unbelievably, the note was addressed to him I He read it

quickly :
'

‘ Lord, what happiness ! They say you aire alive and have come back.

Someone saw you near tht town and rushed over to tell me. I take it

you’ll go straight to Varykino, so I’m going there myself with Katya.

But just in case^ I’m leaving the key in the usual place. Wail for me,

don’t go. You’ll see I am using the front rooms now. The flat is

rather empty, I’ve had to sell some of the furniture. I’vf left a little

food, boiled potatoes mostly. Put the lid back on the saucepan with

a weight on it, to keep the rats out. I’m mad with joy.’

He read to the bottom^ of the page, and did not notice that the

letter continued on the back. He pressed it to his lips, folded it and
put it into his pocket with the key. Mixed with his immense joy, he

felt a sharp, stabbing pain. Since Lara was going to Varykino, and
not even bothering to explain, it must be that his family were not

there. He felt not only anxious because of this, but unbearably v^counded

and sad on their behalf. Why hadn’t she said a single word of how
and where they w'cre ?—just as if they didn’t exist at aU !

But it was getting darker, and he had still many things to do while

it was light. The most urgent was to read the texts of the decrees
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posted on the wall of the House oi^ Caryatids. It was no joke in inose

days to be ignorarwt of the regulations^ it might cost you your life. With*
out going into the flat or taking off his satchel, he went down, crossed

the road and looked ovc/the largftpace covered with various announc^
ments. •

3

There were newspaper articles, reports of speeches at meetings and
decrees, Yury glanced at the headings. ‘Rtfluisitioning, assessment

and taxation of members of the-propertied classes.* ‘tstabJishmtjnt of

workers’ control.* ‘Establishment of factory and works committees.*

These were the regulations wliich the new authorities had issued on
entering the town, in place of those whicji they had found in force.

No doubt they were intended as a reminder of the uncompromising
nature of the regime, in case it should have* been forgotten under the

WhilA.* But their unending monotony, their endless repetitions, made
Yury*s head go round. What per/bd d!d they l^plong to ? ‘That of the

first upheaval ? or that of some rc**establishment ^f ^he ^egffne after

a White rebellion ? they been written last year ? Or the year

before ? Only once in his life^had this uncompromising language and
single-mindedness filled him with enthusiasm. Was it possible that

he must pay for that one moment of rash enthusiasm all his life by never

hearing, year after year, anything but these unchangingf shrill, cra/.y

exclamations and demands, tvgr more lifeless, meaningless and unful-

fillable as time went by? Was it possible tliat in otic short moment
of over-sensitive generosity he had allowed himself to be en^ilax'^ d for

ever ? • ^

His eyes lit on a fragment of one report

:

‘The news of the famine shows up the unbelievable inaciiviiy oi the

local organisations. There are glaring abuses, there is speculation on

a gigantic scale.—And what arc our factory and works committees

doing? Only mass searches in the commercial districts of Yur>atin

and Razvilye, only terror applied in all its harshr^ess, down to the

shooting of speculators on the spot, can deliver us from famine.*

‘How lucky to be so blind !* thought Yury. ‘To be able to talk of

bread when it has long since vanished from the earth ! Of propertied

classes syjid speculators when they have long since been abolished by

decree ! Of peasants and villages when there aren’t any peasants or

villages in existence ! Have they no memory ? Don’t they remember
their own plans and measures? Have they forgotten that by these

measures they have left no stone standing upon stone? What kind
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of people must they be to go on r^viJ .g with this never-cooling, feverish

.

ardour, year in, year out, of ihingi which are non-existent, of themes

which have long vanished, and to know nothing, to see nothing, of the

reality which surrounds them ?* ‘ \-

fury’s head was spinning. He faipted and fell down unconscious

in the ^street. When he came \o himself and people helped him to

get up and offered to take him where he wished to go, he thanked

them and refused, saying* he had only to, cross the road, he lived

opposite.

4

He went up again and this time he unlocked the door of Lara’s flat.

It.was still light on the landing, hardly darker than belbrc he had gone

out. He was glad that the sun was giving him time.

The click of the key in the lock started pandemonium inside. The
uninhabited flat greeted him with the clang and rattle of falKrtg tin*

pans. Rats, scuttling off the shelves, flopped on the floor and scattered.

They muot Have ^ref^ here in their thousands. Yury felt sick and help-

less to deal wdth this abomination and dccidcd^to barricade himself fow

the night in one room with a closely fitiicig door, where he could stop

the rat holes with broken glkss.

He turned left to the part of the flat which he did not know,

crossed a dark passage and came into what was evidently Lara’s own
room, a light rocyn with two window^ facing the street. Directly

opposite the window w'as die grey building with the caryatids
;
groups

of people stood with their backs to him, reading the announcements.

The light in.the room was of the same quality as outside, it was the

same new, fresh evening light of early spring. This seemed to make
the room a part of the street ; the only difference was that inside it

was a little colder.

His sudden weakness earlict that afternoon as he approached the

town and walked through it an hour or two before, had made Yury
think that he was jjl. Now* the sameness of the light in the house and
in the street exhilarated him with equal suddenness. Bathed in the

same chilled air as the passers-by, he felt a kinship with them, an iden-

tity with the mood of the town, with life in the world. This dispelled

his fears. He no longer expected to be ill. The transparency of the

spring evening, the all-penetrating light, were a good augury, a promise

of generous fulfilment of distant and (kr-reaching hopfs. All would
be w^ell, he would achieve all he wanted in life, he would find and
reunite and reconcile them all, he would think everything out and
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find all the right words. He waited Ar the joy of seeing Lara as an
immediate prcK)f that all the rest wSuld follow.

A wild excitement and uncontrollable restlessness took the place
of his earlier fatigue. <ln rcalii!^ this animation was an even mor^
convincing symptom ofapproaching illness than his recent weakrj^tfT

He wanted, before he settled down^ to have a haircut and shfve off

his beard. He had looked for a barber earlier, on his way through
town? But some of the Lt^trher’s shops he* had known before stood

ernpty, others had changed hands and were used for other business

and the rest were closed. He had no razor oflys own. Scissors would
have done the job, Jput though •he turned everything *upside-do\gn on
Lira’s dressing-table, in his* haste he could not find any.

Now it occurred to him that there had^once been a tailor’s work-
shop in Spassky Street : if it still existed an^ he got to it belbre closing

time, lie might borrow a paii^ of scissors.

• •
• •

Kis memory had not failed him. The workshop was still there, with

its entrance on the stre’et and»a window running the whole length of

the frontage. Tlic seamstresses worked in*full view of the passers-by.

You could see right in to the back of the room.

It was packed with sewing women. In addition t® the regular

workers there were probably* ageing local ladies who^knew how to sew
and had obtained jobs in order to become ervtitled to the labour books

mcntk>ned in the proclamation on the wall of the grey building.

It was easy to tell them from the professionals. ,The workshop
made nothing but army clothes : padded trousers and jackets, and parti-

coloured fur coats made of the skins of do'^ of different breeds such

as Yury had seen on ilie partisans. This work, more fitted to furriers,

was particularly hard on the amateurs, whose lingers looked all

thumbs as they pushed the stiffly folded hems through the sewing-

machines. •

Yury knocked on the wdndow and made signs that he wished to

be let in. The women replied by signs that no pr>vate c)rders were

accepted. Yury persisted. The women motioned him to go away
and leayc them alone, they had urgent work to do. One of them

made a puz/ded face, held up her hand, palm up, like a latlc boat,

in a gesture of annoyance, and asked with her eyebrows what on

earth he wanted. He snipped two fingers like scissor blades. This

was not understood. They decided it was some impertinence, that he
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was mimicking them and making \i12n of them. Standing out there,

torn and tattered and behaving so oddly, he looked like a madman.
The girls giggled and waved him on. At last he thought ofgoing round
^the house, through the yard and knocking on^*:he back door.

It was opened by a dark, elderly, severe woman in a dark dress who
might have been the h/^ad seamstress.

‘What a pest* you arc ! Can’t you leave us alopc ? Well, come on,

what is it you want ?
*

‘ I want scissors. ‘ Don’t be so surprised. I’d like to borrow a pair

of scissors to cut my hair and my beard. I could do it here and give

them back to you at once
;

it wouldn’t take a minute. I’d be terribly

grateful.’

The woman looked astonished and mistrustful. She clearly (feDfabted

his sanity.
^

‘ *'

‘I’ve’juit arrivc/l from a long journey. I wanted to get a haircut

but there isn’t a single barber’s shop open,
.
So I thought I’d do ii

myself, but I haven’t any scissors. Couki you lend me some ?
’

‘All right. I’ll give ydxi a haircut. But I warn you. If you’ve

got something else in mind—any tricks such as changing your appear-

ance to disgvise yourself for political reasons—don’t blame us if we
report you. We’re not risking our lives for you.’

‘ F"or heaven’s sake I What an idea I

’

She let him in and took him into a side room no bigger than a

cupboard ; next moment he was in a chair, a sheet swathed round
him and tucked under his chin, just like at the barber’s. The seamstress

went out of the room and came back with a pair of scissors, a comb,
clippers, a strop and a razor.

‘I’ve done every kind of job in my life,’ she explained, noticing

her client’s astonishment. ‘At one time I was a hairdresser. I learned

haircutting and shaving wiien I was a nurse in tlie other war. Now
we’ll snip off that beard and then we’ll have a sluive.*

‘Could you CJLt my hair very short, please.’

*ril do my best. Why are you pretending to be so ignorant, an
educated man like you? As if you didn’t know that we have a ten-

day week*now, and to-day is the seventeenth of the month and the

barbers have their day off on every date with a seven it !

’

‘Honestly I didn’t know. I’ve told you, I’ve just come from a
long way off. Why should I be pretending ?’
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‘Don’t fidget or you’ll get cut/ you’ve just arrived ? How did

you come ? ’ •

‘On my two feet.’

‘Along the highwaf^’ ^
‘Partly, and partly along the railway track. I don’t know;,J«(Sw

many trains I’ve seen, all buried in tiie snow. Luxury trains, special

trains, every kind of train you can think of.’

‘There, just this little. bit to snip off and it’s finished. Family
bysiricss ?

*

• ‘Heavens, no! I ^worked for the fornftv* union pf credit co-

operatives as their travelling ins^x'ctor. They sent me on an inspection

toiir to Eastern Siberia and thc^e 1 got stuck. No chance of a train,

as you know. There was nothing for it J[)ut to walk. Six weeks it

took me. T can’t begin to tell you all Tvc^scen on the way.’

‘If I were you, I wouldrft begin. I see Til have to teach you a
thing or two.* Have a look at yourself first. Here’s a mirror. Take
your hand from under the sheet and hold it. 'All riglit?*

‘I d<in’t tliink it’s quite shorf enough. Couldn’t you take off a

bit more ? * • #
*

•
‘It won’t stay tidy ifik’s any shorter. As I was saying, don’t start

telling anything at all. It’s •much better to keep yourgmoulh shut.

Credit co-operatives, luxury trains, inspection tours—forget all about
such things. It isn’t the moment for them. You could get into no
end of trouble. Better pretend you are a doctor or a school tcaclicr.

There now—that settles your Ivard. Now we’ll give®you a close shave.

Just a spot of lather and you’ll be ten yeais •younger. I’ll go and boil

the kettle.’

‘Whoever can she be?* Yura wondered. Hr had a feeling he had
some connection with her—something he had seen or heard, someone
she reminded him of—but he could not think who it was.

She came back with the hot water.

‘Now we’JI have a shave. As I was telling you, it’s much belter

not to say a word. Speech is of silver, silence is gold. 7’hat has alwa>s

been true. And your special trains and cretlit (;t)-t3pera lives— better

think of something else, say you are a doctor or a teaclier. As for

the sights you’ve seen, keep that to yourself. Who^arc you going to

impress nowadays Am I hurting you ?’

‘A little.’

‘It scrapes a bit, I know—it can’t be helped. Just a fittlc bit of

patience, my dear. Your skin isn’t used to the razor and your beard

is very tough. I won’t be a minute. Yes. There’s nothing people

haven’t seen. They’ve been through everything. We’ve had our
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troubles, too. Tlic things that on under the Whites ! Murder,
rape, abduction, man-hunts. There was one little lordling who took

a dislike to an ensign. He sent soldiers to ambush him in a wood
outside the town, near the KrapulSkys* plac'^i They got him and
Qis^'med him and took him under guard to Razvilye. In those days

RazviTye was the same as tlie Regional Cheka is nowadays—a place

of execution.—Why are you jerking your head like that? It scrapes,

does it? I know, my dear, I know. It can’t be helped. Your hair

is just like bristles. I here’s just this one bad place. \Vcll, the ensign’s

wife was in hysterics. ^ Kolya ! Kolya ! VVhat will become of my
Kolyp ! Offshe went, straight to the to^*^, to Gcncrf\l Galiullin. That’s

in a manner of speaking, of course. She couldn’t get direct to hirri.

You had to pull strings. There was somebody in the next street over

there who knew how to rea<;h him, an exceptionally kind woman, very

sensitive, not like anyone else, always stood up for people. You can’t

think what went on all over the place, lynchings, atrocities, dramas,

crimes of passion. Justdike a Spanish novel.’
”

‘That’s Lara she’s ^talking aboilt,’ thought Yury. But he kept

prudently sihnt ^nd*did not ask for details. Her absurd remark about

the Spanish novel again oddly reminded him . of something—precisely

by its absurdity, its irrelevance—but he slill couldn’t think what it was.

‘Now, of course, it’s alf quite different. Admittedly there’s any
amount of investigations, informing, shooting and so on. But the

idea is quite '‘different. To begin with, it’s a new government, it’s

only just come into power, it hasn’t got, into its stride yet. And then,

whatever you say, they ape on the side of the common people, that's

their strength. In our family we are four sisters, counting myself, all

working womciK It’s natural that we should have a leaning towards

the bolsheviks. One sister died. Her husband was a political exile,

worked as manager at one of the local factories. Their son—my nephew
that is—he’s at the head of the peasant forces—he’s quite a celebrity.’

‘So that’s who she is,’ Yury realised. ‘Liberius’s aunt, Mikulitsin’s

sister-in-law, the one who is a loeal legend, barber—seamstress—signal

woman—Jack of all trades!* But he decided to say nothing so as

not to give himself away.

,

‘My nephew ‘Vas always drawn to the people, ever since his

childhood. He grew up among the workers at the factory. Perhaps

you’ve heard of the Varykino factories?—Now look at what I’ye done,

fool that P'am. Half your chin is smooth and the other half is bristly.

That’s what comes of talking. Why didn’t you stop me ? Now the

lather’s dry and the water is cold. I’ll go and warm it up.*

When she came back, Yury asked

;
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•Vaiykino, that’s somewhere fcifes out in the country, isn’t it?

That should have»bcen safe enough*in all these upheavals.’

‘Well, it wasn’t exactly safe. They had it worse than we did in

some ways. They had/some sof# of armed bands out there, nobod]^
quite knows what they were. TJicy didn’t speak our language. X!t<?y

went through the place, house by li^use, shot everyone thcy^lbund
qnd went olT again, without so much as a*by-your-lcave. The corpses

just lay there in the snow. .Tliat was in the tvinlcr, of course. Do stop

jejking your head, I nearly cut you.’
• ‘You were saying ^our brother-in-law IKyd in Va^'kino. Was

he there when all tlys happened ?’ *
^

, ‘No, God is merciful. * He ^and his wife got out in time—that’s

his second wife. Where they arc, nobody Jcnows, but it’s certain that

they escaped. There were some new pcoole there as well, strangers

from Moscow. I'hcy left evtsn earlier. Tne younger of the two men,
a doctor, the head of the family, he’s missing. That’s in a manner of

speakTn^, of course, it was called “missing” .to spare 'their feelings.

Actually he must be dead—surff to •have b(;en killed. * They kept •

looking and looking for him, but Ke never turned, 115. IR the mean-
time, the other one, the. pldcr of the two, he was called back home,
A professor he was, an agronwnist. 7'he government called him back,

I was told. They all stopped in Yuryatih on their way 10 Moscow,
just before the Whites came back. Now you’re at it again, twisting

and jerking. You really will make me cut your throat. tV^ou ccitainJy

get your money’s worth out t)f,your barber, my dciui man.’
,

So they were in Mosco\v i •

‘In Moscov;! In Moscow !’ The words echoed in his heart at every

step of the cast-iron stairs as he climbed them for the third lime.

The empty flat again met him with the hellish din of scampering,

flopping, racing rats. It w'as clear to Yury that, however tired he

was, he would never go to sleep unless h*e could Jceep this foulness

away from him. The first thing before settling down for ihc night

was to slop the rat holes. Fortunately there wcrc^fewer of them in

the bedroom than in the rest of the flat where the floor boards and

skirting^ were in a worse state. But he had to hurry. It was growing

dark. It was true that a lamp stood on the kitchen table—perhaps

in cxpectation^of his coming it had been taken down from its bracket

and half filled with paraffin, and a match box with a few matches

had been left near it. But it was better to save both the matches
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and the paraffin. In the bedroori he found a small oil lamp; the

rats had been at the oil but a littlcf was left.

In some places the skirting had come away from the floor. It

400k him a little over an hour to SiHl the cfi cks with broken glass.

.^door fitted well and once it was closed the bedroom should be
rat pnSof. i

There was a Dutch stove in a corner of the room, with a tiled

cornice not quite reaching the ceiling. In the kitchen there was a
stack of logs. Yury decided to rob Lara of a couple of armfuls and,

getting down on one knee, he gathered them up and balanced thorn

on his left arm.*' Carrying them into the bedroom, he stacked them
near the stove and had a look inside to see how it worked and in

what condition it was. He had meant to lock the door, but the latch

was broken
;
he wedged it firmly with paper ; then he laid the fire

at his leisure and lit it.

As he put in frrore logs he noticed that the cross-section of one
of them was marked with the initials ‘K. D.*. He recognised thorn

with surprise. In the old Krudger days when limber rejected by the

factories®*wjfs sold for fuel, the bofes were stamped before tlicy were

cut up into section.*?, to show where they came from. ‘K. D.* stood

for Kulabish Dale in Varykino.

The discovery upset hirii. These logs in Lara’s house must mean
that she was in touch with Sanidcvyatov and that he supplied her,

as he had on^^c supplied Yury and his household with all their needs.

He had always L>und it irksome to accfcpt his help. Now his em-
barrassment at being in h^’s debt was complicated by other feelings.

It was hardly likely that Sanidcvyatov helped Lara out of sheer

goodness ol* hc'^rt. He thought of Samdevyatov’s I'ree-and-easy w'ays

and of Lara’s feminine impulsiveness. There must surely be something

between them.

The dry Kulabish logs crackled merrily and stormed into a blaze

and, as they caught, Yury’s blind jealousy turned from the merest

suppositions into certainty.

But so torrnen'cd was he on every side that one anxiety drove out

another. He had no need to banish his suspicions; his mind leapt

from subject to 'Subject, and the thought of his family, flooding it

again, submerged his jealous fantasies.

‘So you arc in Mo.scow', my dear ones?* It seemed to him now
that the seamstress had given him an assurance of their safe arrival.

*So you made all that long journey once again, and ^his time with-

out me. How did you manage on the way ? Why w^as Alexander

Alexandrovich called back? Was it to return to his chair at die
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Academy ? How did you find the llouse ? How silly of me ! I don't

even know if the house still stands. * Lord, how hard and painful it

all is ! If only I could stop thinking. I can’t think straight. What’s
* the matter with m«, Tctfiya? I fflink I’m ill. What will become of^

us ? What will^ become of you, Tonya, Tonya, darling Tonya ?

Sasha ? And Alexander Alexandrovi^i ? And myself? Wh^^ nast

TJjou cast me off, O Light everlasting ! Wfiy are we always separated,

my dcJfeir ones? Why are you always being swept away from me?
Bu^ we’ll be together again, we’ll be reunited^ won’t we, darling?

I’ll ^ind you, even if I have to walk all the way*tp you. Wp’ll sec each
other, we’ll be together, we’ll be ell right again, won’t we ? ,

.Why doesn’t the earth swallqw me up, why am I such a monster
that I keep forgetting that Tonya was to^ have another child and
that she has surely had it ! This isn’t the jjrst time I’ve forgotten it.

How did she get through her* confinement ? To think that they all

stopped in Yuryatin on their way to Moscow ! It’s true that Lara
didn’t Tcfiow them, but here is a complete stranger, a seamstress, a
hairdresser who has heard all abSut them, ar\d Lara sa^s nothing

about them in her note. How could she be so careUss.^so indiflerent ?

It% as strange as her saying nothing about knowing Samdevyatov.*

Yury now looked round the room with a new disccri^ment. All

its furnishings belonged to the unknown tenants who had long

been absent and in hiding. There was nothing among them of

Lara’s and they could’ tell him nothing of her tastes. '•The photo-

graphs on the walls were of strangers. All the same, he suddenly

felt uncomfortable under the eyes of all theses men and women. The
clumsy furniture breathed hostility. He felt alien and unwanted in

this bedroom. »
^

What a fool he had been to keep remembering this house and
missing it, what a fool to have come into this room, not as into an
ordinary room but as if into the heart of his longing for Lara ! How
silly this way of feeling would seem to anyone outside ! How different

was the way strong, handsome, practical efficient men, such as

Samdevyatov, lived and spoke and acted I And why should Lara be

expected to prefer his weakness and the dark,*obscure, unrealistic lan-

guage of his love ? Did she need his turmoil ? Did‘*shc herself wish

to be that which she meant to him ?

And vhat did she mean to him? Oh, that was easy ! He knew
that perfectly well.

A spring evening . . . the air is punctuated with scattered sounds.

The voices of children playing in the streets come from varying

distances as if to show that the whole expanse is alive. The expanse
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is Russia, his incomparable meth(;r
; famed far and wide, martyred^

stubborn, extravagant, crazy, irresponsible, adored, Russia with her'

eternally splendid, disastrous and unpredictable gestures. Oh, how
sweet it was to be alive ! How ^obd to aliv/; and to love life I

how he longed to thank life, thank existence itself, directly, ikee

to la<%, to thank life in person.

This was exactly what Lara was. You could not communicate
with life, but she was its representative, its expression, the 'gift of

speech and hearing granted to inarticulate being.

And all, that he h-a'd just reproached her with in the moment of

his confusion was a thousand times untrue. .She was perfect and
irreproachable.

Tears of admiration ^^nd repentance filled his eyss. Opening the

oven door, he poked the f^re ; he pushed those of the logs which were

ablaze and had turned into pure heat to the back and brought

forward into the draught those that were less well alight. Leaving

the door open, he sat before the open flames, delighting in'*the play

of light and the warmth on his lice and hands. The warmth and
light bK)ught hiiiv completely to his senses. He missed Lara unbear-

ably and he longed for something which ocwuld bring him into toi/ch

with her at; that very moment.
He drew her crumpled letter from his pocket. It was folded so

that the back of the page he had read earlier was outside, and now
he saw thav there w'as something written on’ it. Smoothing it out,

he read it by the dancing firelight : . o
‘

‘You know that your people are in Moscow. Tonya has had a

little girl.’ After that several lines were crossed out, then: ‘I’ve

crossed it out* because it’s silly to write about it. Wc’ll talk to our

heart’s content when we meet. I’m rushing out, I must get hold of a

horse. I don’t know what I’ll do if I can’t. It’s so difficolt with Katya

• . .’ The rest of the sentence was smudged and illegible.

‘She got the horse from Samdevyaiov,’ Yury reflected calmly.

‘If she had anything to conceal, .she wouldn’t have mentioned it.’

8

When the fire had burned down Yura closed the flue and ^lad some-

thing to eat. Alter that he felt so sleepy that he lay down on the

sofa without undressing and at once fell fast asleep. Xhc loud, insolent

noise of the rats behind the walls and the door did not reach him;

He had two bad dreams, one after the other.
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He was in Moscow in a room #vi|h a glass door. The door was

'’locked. For greater safety he was teeping hold of it by the handle

and pulling it to himself. From the other side, his little boy, Sasha,
^ dressed in a sailor«suiti/nd cap,*l^as beating on it, crying his hear^
out and begging to be let in. Behind the child, splashing

misting the door with its spray, there was a waterfall. It was rA^ing

a ^tremendous noise. Either the water was pouring from a burst

pipe (tt usual occurrence in .those days) or cfee the door was a barrier

against some wild countryside, a mountain gorge filled with the sound

of a raging torrent and the millennial colt^* and darkness of its

caves. ^ ^

.The noise of the tumbling ^ater terrified the boy. It drowned
his cries but Yury could see him trying, over and over again, to shout

the word ‘ Daddy ! *

|
Yury’s heart was breaking! With all his being he longed to pick

(he child up, to hide him in his arms and run away with him as fast

as his tbit would carry him. •

Yet, with tears pouring down His fate, he k^pt hold of the handle

of the door and pulled it to himself^ shutting out chifd, tlenying

him, and this out of a sense of honbur, a false sense of duty to

another w^oman, who Was nouthe child’s mother, and who might at

any moment come into the room through ifhother door.

He woke up sweating and in tears. ’I’ve got a temperature, I’m
ill,* he thought. ‘ThisT isn’t typhus. This is some sort of exhaustion

which is taking the form of ^ dangerous illness, illness with a
crisis

;
it will be like any serious, infectious disease, and it only remains

to be seen which is going to win, life or death. But I’m too sleepy to

think.’ He dropped ofl' to sleep again. .

Now he dreamed of a dark winter morning
;

the lamps were lit

and he was ip some crowded Moscow street. Judging by the early

morning traffic, the trams ringing their bells and the yellow pools of

lamplight on the grey snow of the dawn-lit street, it was before the

revolution. He dreamed of a big flat with many windows, all on the

same side of the house, probably no higher than the third storey, with

drawn curtains reaching to the floor.
^

Inside, people were lying about asleep in their* clothes as in a
railway carriage, and the rooms were untidy like a railway carnage,

with haljj^eatcn legs and wings of roast chicken and other remnants

of picnic foods scattered about on greasy bits of newspapier. The
shoes which the.many friends, relations, callers and homeless people,

all sheltering in the flat, had taken off for the night were standing

in pairs on the floor. The hostess, Lara, in a dressing-gown tied
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hastily round her waist, mo\^di| swiftly and silently from room to

room, hurrying about her duties, and Yury was^ following her, step

by step, muttering dreary, irrelevant explanations and generally

making a nuisance of himself. Biiu she no' ipnge^ had a moment to
“ him and took no notice of his jnutterings except that she turned

to tii^n now and then with a ranquil, puzzled look or burst into her

inimitable, candid, silvery laughter.—^This was the only form of com-
munication that remained between them. But how distant, cold and
compcllirigly attractive was this woman to whom he had sacrificed

all he had, whom heJ/ad preferred to everything, and in comparison

with whom nothing liad any value !
. ^

Something other -than himself wept and complained in him and
shone with gentle wo^'ds in his darkness. His soul sorrowed for. him
and he too grieved for himself.

*I 2.m ill,* he recollected in moments between sleep, delirium and
unconsciousness. ‘I must be having typhus .^ftcr all. It must be so.ne

special form of typhus which isn’t described in the textbooks. I

ought to get myself something to cat or I’ll die of starvation.’

But as soon as he so much as raised himself on his elbow he realised

that he was, incapable of moving, and fainted or fell asleep.

‘How long hfive I been lying here ?’ he asked himself once. ‘ When
I first went to sleep on tlif? sofa it was early spring, but now the windows
are so thick with hoar-frost that the room is quite dark,*

Rats were .making a din in the kitchen, rattling the plates, scurrying

up tlie walls and flopping down and squealing in their disgusting,

pitiful contralto voices.

When he woke up again the snowy windows had lulled with the

light of dawn or sunset, glc^wing like red wine through a crystal glass.

Once he thought he heard voices near him and was terrified,

imagining that jie was going mad. Crying with self-pity, he com-
plained that Heaven had abandoned him. ‘Why hast Thou cast me
off, O Light everlasting,' and cast me down into the darkness of hell ?

*

Suddenly he realised that he was neither dreaming nor delirious

but that, in sober truth, he was lying, washed and in a clean shirt,

not on the sofa but in a freshly made bed, and that the person who
was crying with him, sitting beside him, leaning ovfr him, her hair

mingling with his and her tears falling with his own, was Lara; he
fainted with joy.
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• He had complained th^^Ieaveni^ad cast him off, but now the whole
breadth of heaven leaned low oyer his bed holding out two strong,

white, woman’s* arms to him. His hea(J swimming with joy, he
into happiness, as though losing his senses.*

• All his life he had been active, doing •things about the house,

looking after patients, thinking, studying, writing. How good it was
to ^op doing, struggling, thinking !—to leave it#ail for a time to nature,

to become her thing, hei*conceri\^ the work of h?r merdiful* wonderful,

beauty-lavishing hanSs. • •

THc soon recovered. Lara fed him, nursed him, built him up by
her care, her snow-white loveliness, the w^rm, living breath of her

whispered conversation. ^
*

Their low-voiced talk, however unimporttint, waS as full of mean-
ing as ll'je Dialogues of Plato.

^

Even more than by what they dhad 411 common, they were united

by what separated them from the rt*st of the woVld. I'hcy^wwe both

ecjf.ially repelled by what was tragically typical of mbdern man, his

shrill textbook admirations, lys forced enthusiasm, and the deadly

dullness conscientiously preached and practised by countfess workers

in the field of art and science in order that genius should remain
extremely rare. • ^

They loved each other greatly. Most people experience love,

without noticing that there is anything remarkable afiout it.

To them—and this made them unusual—the moments when
passion visited their doomed human existence like a breath of time-

lessness were moments of revelation, of ever greater unSA standing of

life and of themselves.

II

*Of course you must go back to your family. I don’t want to keep

you a day more than is necessary. But just look at what is going on.

You don’t know how much things have chailged wlyle you were ill.

As soon as we became part of Soviet Russia we were swallowed up
in her disintegration. Our supplies are sent to Moscow—for them

it’s a drdp in the ocean, all these truck-loads simply vanish down a

bottomless pit—and in the meantime nothing is left for us. There

arc no mails, thVe is no passenger service, all the trains are used for

grain. There’s a lot of grumbling going on in town, like there was
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before the Gayda rising, and <]Lncp. again, as a reply to the open dis-

content, the Cheka is running aMok.
‘How could you travel, weak as you are ? You’re nothing but skin

and bone ! Do you really imaginei^you coulti^o on foot ? You would •

never get there. When you are stronger, it will be quite different.

^ ifiyou take my advice, yoy’II get a job for the time being. Work
at your own profession—they’d like that. You might get something
in the regional health service. «

‘You’ll have to do something. As it is, it doesn’t look too good.

—

Your father was a Siberian millionaire who committed suicide, your

wife is the daughter ol a local lando^yner, and you are a fugitive from
the partisans. You can’t get round it—you left the ranks of the

revolutionary army—it amounts to desertion. It would be dangerous

for you to be unemployed! I am not in a much better position myself.

I’ll have to do something'coo. I’m living on a volcano as it is.’

‘How do you mean ?* What about Strelnikov ?’

‘It’s just because of him, I told you before what a lot of wicmies

he has. Now that the Red Army k victorious those non-party soldiers

who g(fz idb near /he top and kn^w too much are done for.—Lucky if

they’re only thrown out and not wiped out. Pasha is particula/ly

vulnerable, he is in very great dangcr^v You know he was out in the

East. I’ve heard that he’s run away and is hiding. They’re hunting

for him. But donU let’s talk about it. I hate crying, and if I say

another wor^ I know I’ll howl.’

‘You were v^ry much in love with h<m? You still are?’

‘Well, darling, I nvarried him, he’s my husband. He has a

wonderful, upright, shining personality. I am very much at fault

that our mar,riage went wrong. It isn’t that I ever did him any
harm, it wouldn’t be true to say that. But he is so outstanding, so

big, he has such immense integrity—and I’m no good at all. I’m

nothing in comparison with him. That’s where my fault lies. But
please don’t let’s talk about it now. I’ll tell you more some other time,

I promise you I will.

‘How lovely ^your Tdnya is. Just like a Botticelli. I was there

when she had her baby. We got on splendidly. But please let’s not

talk about that cither jiist at the moment

!

‘As I was saying, let’s both get jobs. We’ll go out to work every

morning, and at the end of the month we’ll collect our salaries in

billions of roubles. You know, until quite recently the old Siberian

bank-notes were still valid. Then they were abolished and for a
long time, all the time you were ill, we had no currency at all |

Honestly we hadn’t I Just imagine it ! We managed somehow, and
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now they say a whole train-load of bank-notes has arrived, at

least forty truckful^! ITicy arc prinFed on big sheets in two colours,

red and blue, and divided into little squares. The blue squares are

•wwth five million rpubl^Teach arftl^the red ones ten. They are badly
printed, they fade and the colours are smudged.’

*Yes, Tve seen that kind of moneys It was put into circiil^on

in^Moscow just before we left.’
*

12

‘WTiy were you so lqng*in Var>kino? Is there anyCody there
J

T

thought there W2isn’t a soul,*ihat jt was quite empty. What kept you
so long?*

‘Katya and I were cleaning your house. I thought you’d go
there the moment you got back and I didn’l want you to see it in the

state it was in.*

‘ Wft^, what sort of state is it in ? Is it so bad ?*

‘It was untidy, dirty, we put it ^traiftht.* ,

‘How curt and evasive I I feel there’s soincthitjg ySu ^rc not

tciiing me. But just as you like, I won’t dy to get it out of you. Tell

me about Tonya. Wliaf did they call the little girl ?*
^

‘Masha, in memory of your mother.’
*

‘Tell rnc all about them.’ •

‘Please, not now. I’ve told you, I still can’t talk about it without

crying.’ •
,

‘That Samdevyatov who lent you the lu)rse, he’s an interesting

character, don’t you think so ?
*

‘Very.’

‘I know him quite well, you know. He was in an?! out of the

house when wp lived there. It was all new to us and he helped us to

settle in.’

‘I know, he told me.*

‘He must be useful to you too? You see a lot of him?*
‘ He positively showers me with kindness ! I don’t know what I

should do without him.’
^

‘ I can imagine it ! And I suppose you two are good friends and
he drops in when he likes !

’

‘All ijjie time ! Naturally !

*

‘And you like him? Sorry. I shouldn’t have asked you that.

I’ve got no business to question you. That was going too farl I

apologise.’

*Oh, that’s all right! I suppose what you really mean is, wha€
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kind of terms are we on ? Is <*hehe anything more between us than
friendship ? Ofcourse there isn*t‘*i He has done a tremendous amount
for me, I am enormously in his debt, but if he gave me my weight

^
in gold, if he gave his life for me, R'^’wouldn^frbring me a step nearer

to^him. I have always disliked that kind of man, I have nothing

wha'te/er in common with them. These resourceful, self-confident,

masterful characters—in practical things they are invaluable, but in

matters of feeling I can think of nothing more horrible than all their

impertinent, male complacency! It certainly isn’t my idea of^life

and love 1 Actually, (iS a person Anfim reminds me of someone else,

someone infinitely more repulsive. * It’s his favlt that I’ve become
what I am.’

‘I don’t understand. ^What do you think you are? What have
you got in mind? Explain to me. You arc the best person in the

world.*
*

*

‘How can you* Yura darling! I am talking seriously and you
pay me compliments, ‘as though we were in a drawing-roomV * What
am I like? There’^ something ‘oroken in me, there’s something

broken ’in '“my ^whole life. I discovered life much too early, I was
made to discover it, and I was made to fee it from the very woif^t

side—a cheap, distorted version of it—*:hrough the eyes of an elderly

roud. One of those useless, self-satisfied egoists of the old days who
took advantage of 'teverything and allowed themselves whatever they

fancied.’ •»

‘ I think I understand. I thought /here was something. But wait

a moment. I can imagine your suffering as a child, a suffering much
beyond your years, the shock to your inexperience; a very young
girl’s sense of .outrage. But all that is in the past. What I mean is

that it isn’t for you to make yourself unhappy about it now, it’s for

people who love yoru, people like myself. It’s I who shoi,ild be tearing

my hair because I wasn’t with you to prevent it, if it really makes
you unhappy. It’s a curious thing. I think I can only be really jealous

—deadly, passionately jeajous—ofsomeone I despise and have nothing

in common with*. A rival whom I look up to makes me feel some-

thing different. I think, if a man whom I understood and liked were

in love with thd' same woman as myself I wouldn’t feel a grievance

or want to quarrel with him, I would feel a sort of tragic brotherhood

with him. Naturally, I wouldn’t dream of sharing the Yoman I

loved. But I would give her up and my suffering would be some-

thing different from jealousy—less raw and angry. It would be the

same if I came across an artist who was doing the same sort of thing

as I do and doing it better, I would probably give up my own efforts,
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I wouldn’t want to duplicate hu|aad there would be no point in

going on if his wese better.
•

*But that wasn’t wl^t we were talking about. I don’t think I

could love you so if yoft*had nothing to complain of and^

nothing to regret. I don’t like people who have never fallen dr

stumbled. Their virtue is lifeless and it isn’t of much valu«^^Life
l^asn’t revealed its beauty to them.*

‘rt’s this beauty I’m thinking of. I fhink that to see it your
inyigination has to be intact, your vision has to be childlike. That’s

what I was deprived of. I might have had ifiy own vision of life if I

hadn’t, right from t^e beginning, seen it stamped witTi someone ^else’s

cliaap view of it. And that isn’t^all. It’s because of the intrusion into

my life, right at the start, of this immoral, selfish nonentity, that when
later on I married a man who was really big and remarkable and
who loved me and whom I lOved, my marriage was destroyed.’

‘Wait a moment before you tell me about yobr husband. I am
not jea/bus of him. I told you I can only be gealous of my inferiors.

Tell me first about this other marf.* *
,

‘Which man?’ *
• ^

•

^
‘This monster. Thev«ne who spoiled your life. Wlio was he ?’

‘A fairly well-known Mc*cow lawyer. A friend of^my father’s.

When Father died and we were very iJadly off he supported my
mother. He was unmarried, rich. I’ve probably made him sound a
lot more interesting th*an he is by painting him so black.# He couldn’t

be more ordinary. I’ll tell his name if you like*’

‘You needn’t. I know it. I saw him once.’

‘Really?’

‘One evening at your hotel, the night your mother took poison.

It was late at night. You and I were both still at school.’

‘Oh, I remember. You came with someone else. You stood in

the shadow, in the entrance lobby. I don’t know if I would have

remembered on my own, but I think you reminded me of it once, it

must have been in Melyuzeyevo.*
^

‘Komarovsky was there.’ •

‘Was he? Quite possible. You were qijite likely to find me with

him. We were often together.’ •

‘Why ai*e you blushing?’

‘At Jthe sound of Komarovsky’s name coming from you. I’ve got

unused to hearing it, I was taken by surprise.’

‘There wa^ a school friend of mine who came with me that

night and this is what he told me. He recognised Komarovsky as a

man he had seen once before in the most unusual circumstances. It
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happened that as a child, durii^g ^ journey, this boy, Misha Gordon,
witnessed the suicide of my fathei^—the millionaire industrialist. They
were in the same train. Father threw liimself out of the moving train

^meaning to end his life and was killedv Father ^as s^pcompanied on this

journey by Komarovsky, who was his lawyer. He made Father drink,

he gi>i» his business into a mividle, he brought him to the point of

bankruptcy and drove him* to suicide. It was his fault that my father

killed himself and that I Was left an orph^yti.*

‘ It isn’t possible ! How extraordinary ! Can it really be true ?

So he was a tragic inflpvmce in your life too ! It brings us even closer,

doesn’t it ! It’s as if it were all predestined !

**

‘He is the man of whom I shall always be incurably, insapely

jealous.’

‘How can you say sucli a thing? Don’t you see, it isn’t just that

I don’t love him, I despise him.’

‘ Can you knov/ yourself as well as that ? Human nature is so

mysterious and so full* of contradictions. Perhaps there is s6n‘iething

in your very loathing of him that kfccps you bound to him more surely

than tef arty njan, whom you love of your own free will, without

compulsion.* ^ ^

‘What terrible thing to say ! And as usual, the way you put it

makes me feel that this thing, monstrous and unnatural as it is, is

perhaps true. Buf-how dreadful if it is !

’

‘Don’t br frightened. Don’t listen to me. I only meant that I

am jealous of Wjjiat is dark, unconscious, the thing you can’t com-
municate with, that yoy. can’t guess about. I am jealous of your

hairbrush, of the drops of sweat on your skin, of the germs in the air

you breathe \v.hich could get into your blood and poison you. And
in exactly the same way as though he were an infectious illness, I am
jealous of Komarovsky who will take you away from pie some day,

just as certainly as death will some day separate us. I know this

sounds like a lot of confused nonsense, but I can’t say it more clearly.

I love you beyond mind or memory or measure.’

• 13

‘Tell me more about your husband. He is “One writ wipi me in

sour misfortune’s book.” That’s Shakespeare.*

‘Where did he say that ?’

‘In Romeo and Juliet,^

‘I told you a lot in Melyuzeyevo when I was looking for him,
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and then here, when I heard how ^is^xnen arrest^ you and took you
to his train. I m§y have told you-^r perhaps I 6nly thought I did

—how I once saw him from a distance when he was getting into his

^ car. But you can^ims^ifie how taany guards there were round him

!

I found him almost unchanged. «The same handsome, honest, resolute

face, the most honest face I’ve ever se^p in my life. The samctflrfSnly,

straightforward character, not a shadow Af affectation or play-acting.

And yet I did notice a difference, and it wearied me.

‘It was as if there was something abstract in his expression—it

made him colourless. As if a living humam* face had become an
embodiment of a pripcijile, the image of an idea. It tipset me dread-

fully when I noticed it. I realised that this had happened to him
because he had handed himself over to something lofty but deadening

and pitiless, which wouldn’t spare him fn the end. It seemed to

me that he was marked witlua sign and tlfat here was the sign.—But

perhaps I’m muddled. Perhaps I’m influenced by what you said when
you dAsAribed your meeting with him. After all, quite apart from what
we feel for each other, 1 am influtficcd* by you in so many'ways !’

‘Tell me about your life with hftn before the rQyolutiolh.*®
‘ ‘Very early, when ^ ;was still a chMd, 1 was greatly moved by

purity, it had a great attraction for me. Paslia was the fulfilment of

this longing. You know we grew up almost in the same house.

—

Pasha and Galiullin and I. When Pasha was a little boy, he was
infatuated with me. ’He used to blush or .turn pale ^whenever he

saw me. I probably shouldn't be talking like this^ but it would be

worse to pretend I didn’t know. It was jhc kind of all-absorbing

childish passion that a child conceals because his pride won’t let him
show it, but one look at his face is enough to tell you all about it.

We saw a lot of each other. He and I were as differeht as you and
I are alike. J chose him there and then in my heart. I decided that

as soon as we were old enough I would marry this enchanting boy
and in my mind I became engaged to him.

‘You know, it’s extraordinary how gifted he is! His father was
an ordinary signalman, or 'a railway guJrd, I dpn’t know whicli,

and by sheer brains and hard work Pasha reached, I was going to

say the level, but it’s more like the summit,* of presicnt-day academic

learning in two subjects—classics and mathematics ! After all, that’s

somethi|)g, you know 1

’

‘ But then what went wrong with your married life, if you were so

fond of each otjicr ?’

‘That’s a terribly difficult thing to answer. I’ll try and tell you.

But you know it’s absurd ibr me to explain to you who are so wise
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what is happening to human life in^ general, and to life in Russia, and
why families get broken up, incluJmg yours and nyne. Goodness, it

isn’t as if it were a question of individuals, of being alike or different

in character, of loving or not lovingn!* Everybijpg established, settled,

^everything to do with home and order and the common round, has

cruihlfeij.'^d into dust and been ^wept away in the general upheaval

and reorganisation of the Whole of society. The whole human way
of life has been destroyed and ruined. All that’s left is the bare,

shivering human soul, stripped to the last shred, the naked force of

the human psyche for ovhich nothing has changed because it was
always cold 'and shivering and reaching out tb its nearest neighbour,

as cold and lonely as itself. You and I are like the first two people

on earth who at the beginning of tfie world had nothing to cover

themselves with—at the erfd of it, you and I are just as stripped and
homeless. And you and V are the last remembrance of all that im-

measurable greatness which has been created in the world in all the

thousands of years between their time and ours, and it is in iVicmory

of all that vanished splendour -thaU^we live and love and weep and
cling to cne< another.’

14

She was silent for a while, then she went on more calmly

:

‘I’ll tell you. If Strelnikov became Pasha Antipov again, if he

stopped raging and rebelling
; if time •turned back

;
if by some

miracle, somewhere, I could see the window of our house shining,

the lamplight on Pasha’s table and his books, even if it were at the

end of the earth—on my knees I would crawl to it. Everything in

me would respond. I could never hold out against the call of the

past, of loyalty. There is nothing I wouldn’t sacrifice, however
precious. Even you. Even our love, so happy, so natural, so much
a part of me. Oh, forgive rne ! I don’t mean that. It isn’t true !*

She threw herself into his arms, weeping. But very soon she

controlled herself and, wiping away her tears, she said

:

‘ Isn’t it the same call of duty that drives you back to Tonya ?

O God, how poor we are ! What will become of us ? What are we
to do?’

When she had recovered she went on

:

‘But I. haven’t answered your question about what it was that

broke up our happiness. I came to understand it very clearly after-

wards. I’ll tell you. It isn’t only our story. It has become the fate of

so many otlicrs.’
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•Tell me, my love, you who am sj> wise.*

‘We were mafried two years Mforc the war. We were only just

beginning to make a life for ourselves, we had just set up our liome

when the war broke ^if. I beltave now tliat the war is to blame fo^
everything, for all the misfortynes that followed and that do" our

generation to* this day. I remembey quite well how it wagjm my
childhood. I can still remember a tintfc when we all accepted the

peaceful outlook of the last century. It wa^taken for granted that you
listened to reason, that it was right and natural to do what your

conscience told you. For a man to die by thfe hand of another was
a rare, an exceptional fivent, sopiething quite out of flie ordinary run.

h^urders happened in pla^s, newspapers and detective stories, not in

everyday life.

‘And then there was the jump from tWs calm, innocent, measured
way of living to blood and tears, to mass ftisanity and to the savagery

of daily, hourly, legalised, rewarded slaughter. •
*

‘ P don’t suppose this ever goes unpunished. You m*ust remember
better than I do the beginning of disintegration, how everything began .

to break down all at once—trains And food supplies in totva#, and the

foundations of home life ^nd conscious inoral standards.*

‘Go on. I know 'what you’ll say next. What good sense you
make of it all ! It’s a joy to listen ro you.^

‘It was then that falsehood came into our d^ussian land. The
great misfortune, the root of all the evil to come, was tjje loss of faith

in the value of personal opinions. People imagintjd that it was out

of date to follow their own moral sense, t^at they must all sing tlic

same tune in chorus, and live by other people’s notions, the notions

which were being crammed down everybody’s throat. And there

arose the power of the glittering phrase, first tsarist, thenVevolutionary.

‘This social evil became an epidemic. It was catching. And it

affected everything, nothing was left untouched by it. Nor did wc
escape its influence in our home. Something went wrong in it.

Instead of being natural and spontaneous as we had always been,

we began to be idiotically pompous witR each other. Something

showy, artificial, forced, crept into our conversation—you felt you had

to be clever in a certain way about certain world-anporlant themes.

How could Pasha, who was so discriminating, so exacting with him-

self, who distinguished so unerringly between reality and appearance,

how could he fail to notice the falsehood which had crept into our lives ?

‘But this is where he made his fatal, terrible mistake. He mistook

the spirit of ^he times, the social, universal evil, for a private and

domestic one. He listened to our clichds, to our unnatural official
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tone, and he thought it was ticc^use he was second-rate, he was a

nonentity, that we talked like thft. I suppose yoi^ find it incredible

that such absurd, trivial things could matter so much in our married

life.—You can’t imagine how important ihfty Yfcre^ what foolish

things this childish nonsense made him do.

‘mbody asked him to go to, the war, he went because he imagined

himself' to be a burden to uS*, so that we should be free of him. That
was the beginning of all his madness. Out of a sort of misdirected,

adolescent vanity, he took offence at things at which one doesn’t take

offence. He sulked at the course of events. He quarrelled with history.

To this day *he \s trying to get even \yifh it. That’s what makes him
so insanely provocative. It’s this stupid stmbition that drives him, to

his death. God, if 1 could only save him !’

‘How pine and strong Vs your love for him ! Go on. go on loving

him. I’m not jealous ol hlln. 1 won’t stand in your way.*

* 15

Summer came and went, almost unnoticed. Yury recovered and,

while planning to go to Moscow, took up not one, but three tem-

porary jobs. The rapid fall in the value of money made it difficult

to make ends meet,

Every mq»*ning he got up at cock-crow, left the house and walked

down Merchant jStrect, past the ‘Giant’ Cinema as far as the former

printing press of the Ur;als Cossack Army, now renamed the Red
Compositor. At the corner of Gorodskaya Street the door of the

town hall bore the notice, ‘Complaints’. He crossed the square, turned

into Tuyanovka Street and, coming to the hospital, went in through the

back door to the out-patients’ department of the Army §ection ivhcre

he worked. This was his main Job.

Most of his way from Lara’s to the hospital lay in the shadow of

overhanging trees, past curious little limber houses with steep roofs,

decorated doors and carved and painted patterns round the windows.
The house next to the hospital, standing in its own garden, w'as the

hereditary domain of the widow ol the merchant Gorcglyadov. Its

walls were covered with glazed, diamond-cut tiles, like -the ancient

boyar houses in Moscow.
Three or four times during his ten-day week Yury attended the

board meetings of the Yuryatin Health Service in Myqssky Street.

At the other end of town stood the former Institute of Gynaecology,
founded by Samdevyatov’s father in memory of his wife who had
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died in childbirth, now renamej^ Rosa Luxemburg Institute;

there Yury lectuijcd on general pAhology and one or two optional

subjects, as part of the new, shortened course of medicine and surgery.

Coming home, at pight, huifgry and tired, he found Lara i(i the^

thick of her domestic jobs, cooking or washing. In this prosaic, worka-

day aspect of her being, dishcvclled,9with her sleeves rolled her

skirts tucked up, she almost frightened iTim by her regal beauty and
JignHy, more breath-taking than if he had* found her on the point of

going to a ball, taller, as if grown in height, in high-heeled shoes and
in* a long, low-cut gown with a sweeping, rustling skirt.

She cooked or jvaslied and used the soapy wafer to scrujj the

flgors, or, more quietly, less flashed, mended and pressed linen for

the three of theni. Or when the cooking, washing and cleaning had
all been got out of the way, she gave lessons to Katya. Or with

her nose in her textbook worked at her^own political re-education,

in order to qualify for her old teaching job at the new, reorganised

school.* •

The nearer he was drawn to*LarA and hgr daughter, the Icsb he •

ventured to take domesticity for 'granted and ihc^striftci* was the

iJontrol imposed on his, thoughts by hiS duty to his family and the

pain of his broken faith*. There was nothing offensive to I^ara or Katya
in this limitation. On the contrary, thfs attitude on his part con-

tained a world of deference which precluded vulgar familiarity.

But the division in*him was a sorrow and a torment and he became
accustomed to it only as one gets used to an unhealed and frequently ,

reopened wound. •

After two or,threc months of living like this, one day in October Yury
said to Lara

:

‘You know it looks as if I’ll be forced to resign from my jobs.

It’s always the same thing—it Iiappcns again and again. At fii-st

everything is splendid,
—“Come along. XVc welcgpmc good, honest

work, we welcome ideas, especially new ideas. What could please

us better ? Do your work, your research, struggle, »#arry on.”

‘Then you find in practice that what they mean by ideas is nothing

but words—claptrap in praise of the revolution and the regime. I’m
flick and tired of it. And it’s not the kind of thing I’m good at.

*I suppose they arc right from their point of view. Of course, I’m
not on their side. Only I find it hard to accept the view that they are

radiant heroes and I myself am a mean little fellow who sides with
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tyranny and obscurantism, you ever heard of Nikolay

Vedenyapin?’ ^
^

‘Well, of course ! Both before you came and from what you told

^e yourself. Sima Tuntseva often speaks of hun^ she/s a great admirer

of his. To my shame, I haven’t read any of his books. I’m not fond

of phTH^ophical essays. 1 thinly, a little philosophy should be added
to life and art by way of spic&, but to make it one’s speciality seems to

me as strange as feeding oil nothing but pu:kles. But I’m sorry, "I’ve

distracted you with my nonsense.*

‘No, actually it’s very much what I think myself. Well, about

my uncle, I’m supposed to have been cprruptecf’by^his influence. One
of my sins is a belief in intuition. ,And*scc how ridiculous—thqy

all shout that I’m a marvellous diagnostician—and as a matter of fact

it’s true that I don’t often make mistakes in diagnosing a disease

—

well, what is this immediate grasp of a skuation as a whole supposed

to be if not the intuition they find so detestable ?

‘Another thing is that I am obsessed by the problem of mtrfiicry,

• of mimesis—^"the outwai;d adapt&tiorf of an organism to the colour of

its cnvirofimint.
^
I think it throws an astonishing light on the relation-

ship between the inward and Uie outward wprjd. ‘

‘Well, I c[ared to mention this in myilectur^. Immediately there

was a chorus :
“ Idealism, ‘ mysticism, Goethe’s nature philosophy,

neo-Schcllingism. ” •

‘It’s time I got out. I’ll stay on at the hos]l)ital until they throw

.me out, but I’ll resign from the Institute a'hd the Health Department.

I don’t want to worry you, but from time to time I have the feeling

that they might come and arrest me any day.’

‘God forbid, It hasn’t come to that yet, fortunately. But you

are right. It would do no harm to be more careful. As I’ve noticed

it, whenever this regime comes to power it goes through csftain regular

stages. In the first stage it’s the triumph of reason, of the spirit of

criticism, the fight against prejudice and so on.

‘Then comes the second stage. The accent is all on the dark

forces, the false sympathisers, the hangers-on. There is more and
more suspicion—informer^, intrigues, hatreds. You arc perfectly right

that we are enierifig on the second stage.

‘I’ll give you an example. The local revolutionary tribunal has

had two new members transferred to it from Khodatskoyc—two old

political convicts from among the workers, Tiverzin and Antipov.

‘They both know me perfectly well, in fact one ofcthcm is quite

simply my father-in-law. And yet it’s only since their arrival, in

fact, that I’ve really begun to tremble for Katya’s and my life.
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Antipov doesn’t like me, and I believe them both to be capable of
anything. It would be quite like ftem to destroy me and even Pasha
one of these days in the name of higher revolutionary justice,*

The sequel to^this^c^nversali^n took place very soon. A search^

was carried out by night at the Jiome of the widow Goreglyadova, at

48 Buyanovka Street, next door to ^e hospital. A cache

was found and an anti-revolutionary plcft uncovered. Many people

were«arrestcd and the wavq of searches anckarrests continued. It was
whispered that some of the suspects had escaped across the riven

•Tiiough what good will it do them ?’ peoplo^id. ‘There are rivers

and rivers. Now the Amur, fqr instance, at* Blagofeslfchensk—you
jujnp in and swim across artd you are in China !—that really is aViven
That’s quite a different matter.*

‘The air is getting thick,’ said Lara. •Our time of safety is over.

They are sure to arrest us, y«u and me. And then what will become
of Katya ? I am a mother, I can’t let this /nisfortuhe happen, I must
think '•df soxnething. I must have a plan. Jt’s driving me out of

my mind.* » •

‘Let’s try and think. Though “what is there we can tio«n a case

like this? Isn’t it beyonjl our power to avert this Slow? Isn’t it a

question of fate ?,’ • •

‘We certainly can’t escape : there’s nenvhere to go. but we could

get out of the limelight. We might go to Va»ykino, for instance.

I keep thinking of the*housc there. It’s very lonely and j;icglccTcd, but

we would be less in the way ^lan here, wc wouldn^t attract so much
attention. Winter is .commg oh. 1 wouldn’t at all mind spending it

there. By the time they got round to us we’d have gained a year of

life : that’s always sometliing. Samdevyatov would keep us in touch

with the town. Perhaps he’d even help us to go into Aiding. What
do you thinV ? It’s true, there isn’t a soul there, it’s empty and

desolate, at least it was when I was there in March. And they say

there are wolves. It’s rather frightening. But then people, anyway
people like Tiverzin and Antipov, are more frightening than wolves

these days.* *
^

‘ I don’t know what to say. Haven’t you been urging me all this

time to go to Moscow, telling me not to put it off? I’hat’s easier

now. I asked at the station. Apparently they’ve stopped worrying

about ^lack marketeers. Not everyone whose papers aren’t in order

is taken off the train. They shoot less, they’ve got tired. .

‘It worries^ me that I’ve had no reply to my letters to Moscow.

I ought to go there and see what’s happening to them—you keep

telling me yourself. But then how am I to take what you say about
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Varykino? You surely wouldnjt ^o to such an out-of-the-way place

by yourself?* • ,

‘No, of course. Without you it would be impossible/

‘And yet you tell me lo go to Moscow ?*
,

‘Yes, you must go.*

‘Chften. Tve got a wonderful plan !—Let’s go to Moscow, all three

of us.’
‘

‘To Moscow? You’rts mad! What^should I do in Moseow*^
No, I h^vc to stay, I must be near here. It’s here that Pasha’s fate

is going to be decided.'^ *1 must wait for him and be within reach* if

he needs me.*' *
, ^

^

‘Well, then, let’s think about Katya.’ '
^

‘Wc were talking about her with Sima—Sima Tuntseva, she

comes to see me sometimes.'

‘Yes, I know, I’ve often seen her.* «

‘In your place* I’d have fallen in love with her at once. I don’t

know where you men keep your eyes ! She’s such a dear l-^Pretty,

' graceful, clever, educated, kind,* sem^iblc.’

‘Her^oisfer gave me a haircut* the day I arrived—Glaphira, the

seamstress.’ '
, ,

•

‘I know.^ They both live with thrir eldest sister, Avdotya, the

one who’s a librarian. Thfey arc a good, honest working family. I

thought of asking them—if it comes to the w'orst, if you and I arc

arrested—if they wouldn’t have Katya and look*aftcr her.’

,
‘Only if therc,rcally isn’t any other ,\v^y out. Pray God it w’on’t

come to that.’ c.

‘They say Sima is a bit odd—not quite right in the head. It’s

true she doesn’t seem quite normal, but that’s only because she’s so

deep and original. You and she are extraordinarily alike in your

views. I think I should be quite happy about Katya if^hna brought

her up.’

Once again Yury had been to the station and had again come back

empty-handed. Everything was still undecided. He and Lara were

faced with the unknown. The weather was cold and dark as before

the first snow. The sky, where you could see more of it at thp cross-

roads, had a wintry look.

Lara had a visitor, Sima. They were talking but thejr conversation

was more like a lecture delivered by Sima to her hostess. Yury did

not want lo be in ihcir way. He also wanted to be alone a little. He
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lay down on the sofa in the next ro^m. The door between the two
rooms was open there was a cummin over it from lintel to floor but

he could hear what they were saying. (

‘ ril go on with my sewing bmt don’t take any notice, Sima dcar.^

I’m listening, I am all ears. I r^ad history and philosophy in my time

at college. I like your way of looking at things very much. JSesides,

it comforts me to listen to you. We haven’t slept much the last few

nights, worrying about Ka.tya. I know it’a^my duty as her mother to

see to it that she’s safe if anything happens to us. I ought to think it

out calmly and sensibly but I’m not very good at that. It makes me
sad to realise it. I’m sid bccauge I’m tired and havcfi’t slept enough.

Il^steadies me to listen to ybu. Besides, it’s going to snow any minute.

I like to listen to a long, wise discourse when it’s snowing. Have you
noticed that, ifyou glance at the window when it’s snowing, you always

feel as if someone were coming across the g&rden to the house ? Go on,

Sima dear. I’m listening.’ • •
*

‘Wftere did we leave olTlast time?* .

Yury did not catch Lara’s rcp4y. Now Sima was speaking

:

‘I don’t like such words as “Culture” and “^poch’’^. ^fhey arc

confusing. I prefer to piijt it another way. As I see it* man is made up
of two parts, of God and worj:. Each succeeding stage in the develop-

ment of the human spirit is marked by ^hc achievement over many
generations of an enormously slow and lengthy •work. Such a work
was Eg)'pt. Greece was another. The theology of the ^Id Testament

prophets was a third. The fci^t in time, not so far replaced by anything

else and still being achieved by all that ^ inspired in our time, is

Christianity.

*To show you the completely new thing which it brought into

the world in all its freshness—not as you know it and* are used to it

but more siirvpJy, immediately, unexpectedly—I should like to go over

a few extracts from the liturgy—only very few and shortened at that.

‘A lot of liturgical texts bring together the concepts of the Old
and the New Testaments and put them side by side. For instance,

the burning bush, the exodus from Egypt, the children in the fiery

furnace, Jonah and the whale, arc compared to the virgin birth and

the resurrection of Christ. *
t

‘These comparisons bring out, very strikingly, I think, the way in

which the Old Testament is old and tlie New is new. Quite a lot

of texts compare the virgin birth to the crossing of the Red Sea

by the Jews. ^For instance, one verse begins: “The likeness of the

virgin bride was once drawn in the Red Sea,” and goes on to say that

“as the sea was impassable after its crossing by the Israelites, the
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Immaculate was incorrupt after the birth ofthe Emmanuel.” That is to

say, the sea became again impossible to cross by land after the passage

of the Jews, and the virginity of Mary remained intact after tlie

birth of Our Lord. A parallel is (^rawn between the two events.

—

What kind ofevents are they ? Both are supernatural, both are equally

recogi.ifjCd as miracles. But there is a difference between the two
miracles—a difference in the kind of thing people thought of as

miraculous in these two different periods, the one ancient and priim-

tivc, the other new, post-Roman, more advanced.

‘In one case you have a national leader, the patriarch Moses,

ordering the sea to withdraw, and at the stroke of his magic staff

it parts and allows a whole nation-countless numbers, hundreds of

thousands of people—to go through, and when the last man is across,

it closes up again and submerges and drowns the pursuing Egyptians.

The whole picture is in the ancient style—the elements obeying the

magician, groat jostling multitudes like Roman armies on the march,

a people and a leader. Everything is visible, audible, deafening,

tremendous.
^

i

‘In the other case you have a girl—a very commonplace figure

who would have gone unnoticed in the ancient wwld—quietly, secretly

,

bringing forth a child, bringing forth li|e, bringing forth the miracle

of li(c, the “life of all” as he was afterwards called. The birth of her

child is not only illegitimate from the standpoint of the scribes, it is

also against t^e laws of nature. She gives birth not of necessity but

by a miracle, by an inspiration. And from now on, the basis of life

is no longer to be comjnjlsion, it is to be that very same inspiration

— this is what the New Testament offers—the unusual instead of the

commonplace, the festive instead of the workaday, inspiration instead

of compulsion.

‘You can see what an enormously significant cha*:g;fi it is. Why
should a private human event, completely unimportant ifjudged by

ancient values, be compared to the migration of a whole people?

Why should it Iiave this value in the eyes ofheaven ?—For it is through

the eyes ofheaven that it n\ust be judged, it is before the face of heaven

and ill the sacred light of its own uniqueness that it all takes place.

‘Something ii; the world had been changed. Rome was at an

end. The reign of numbers was at an end. The duty, imposed by

armed force, to live unanimously as a people, as a whole nation, was

abolished. . Leaders and nations belonged to the past.

‘They were replaced by the doctrine of personality and freedom.

The story of a human life became the life story of God and filled the

universe. As it says in the liturgy for the Feast of the Annunciation,
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Adam tried to be a god and failed, but now God was made man so

that Adam should^be made God. ^

*ril come back to this in a minute/ said Sima. ‘Fd like to
* digress a little.—In everything ta gdo with the care of the workers, the

protection of the rnotner, the sjniggle against the power of money,
our revolutionary era is a wonderful ^ra of new, lasting, pe^jpnanent

achievements. But as to its interprctatiofi of life and the philosophy

of happiness which it preaches—it’s simplyimpossible to believe that

it is meant to be taken seriously, it’s such a comical remnant of the

past. If all this rhetoric about leadeis and peoples had tlie power to

reverse history, it wouldT set us back thousands'of ycai% td the Biblical

tiipes of shepherd tribes ahd patriarclis. But fortunately it cSniiot

do this.

‘Now a few words about Christ and Mary Magdalene—this isn’t

from the Gospels but from the prayers oh one of the days in Holy
Week, I think it’s Tuesday or Wednesday. • You kfiow it all, Larissa

FyodcA-^tvna, I only want to remind you of sonjething. .

‘As you know, the word passic« inChurch Slavonic means, in the

first place, suffering, the passion of Christ—^^‘Cljrist talcing up his

passion”. The liturgy also uses it in ks later RusSian meaning of

lusts and vices.—“ My* soul enslaved by passions, I have be( orne

like the beasts of the field,” “Being cast out of paradise, let us become
worthy to be readmitted to it by refraining fron\ our passions,” and
so on. It may be wrong of me, but I don’t like the Lgnten texts on
the curbing of the senses and the mortification of the fiesh. They are

curiously flat and clumsy an3 'without ihc^ poetry of other spiritual

writings. I always think they were composed by fat monks who didn’t

keep their Rule ! Not that I care if they broke it and deceived other

people or if they lived according to their conscience—it’s not the

monks I’m cqyurfned with, but the actual content of these passages.

—

All this 'einorse gives too much importance to various infirmities of

the flesh and to whether it is fat or famished—it’s disgusting. It

seems to me to raise something impure, unimportant and second-rate

to a dignity which docs not belong to it.—Forgive me for all these

digressions.

‘It has always interested me that Mary*MagdaJene is mentioned

on the very, eve of Easter, on the threshold of the death and resurrec-

tion of Christ. I don’t know the reason for it, but this reminder seems

to me so timely at the moment of his taking leave of life and before he

takes it up again. Now look at the way the reminder is made—what

genuine passion there is in it and what a ruthless directness.

‘There is some doubt as to whether this docs refer to the
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Magdalene or to one of the otl\cr Marys, but anyway, she begs Our
Lord:

“‘Unbind my debt, as I unbind my hair/*—It means: “As I

doosen my hair, do Thou release wctc from n^y gyilt.” Could any
expression of repentance, of the thirst to be forgiven, be more concrete,

more tangible ? •

‘And later on in the lifurgy of the same day there is another,

more detailed passage, and tliis time it almpst certainly refers to Maiy
Magdalene.

‘Again she grieves •in a terribly tangible way over her past and
over the corrup'tion wKicIi it rooted, in her,*’so that every night it

comes to life in her once more. “Tljc flafing up of lust is to me lijce

night, the dark, moonless zeal of sin.** She begs Christ to accept

her tears of repentance and be moved by the sincerity of her sighs,

so that site may dry His mdSt pure feet with her hair—reminding Him
that in the rushing'waves* of her hair Eve took refuge when she was
oveicomc with fear and shame in paradise. “Let me kiss Thf most

pure feet and water them with' my nears and dry them with the hair

of my he?id,‘which .covered Eve anU sheltered her when, her ears filled

with sound, she was afraid ir1‘ the cool of thp^day in paradise.*’ And
immediately^ after all this about her h^r, she* exclaims : “Who can

fathom the multitude of my sins and the depth of Thy judgment ?**

What familiarity, what equal terms between God and life, God and
the individual, God and a woman !

*

Yury had come home tired from the station. It was his day off and

usually he slept enough that day to last him the nine others of the

ten-day week. He lay bark on the sofa and from time i^ime stretched

himself out on it. But although he listened to Sima through a haze

of oncoming drowsiness, her reflections delighted him. ‘Of course,

she*s taken it all from Uncle Kolya’s books,’ he thought. ‘But all the

same how intelligent she ifand how gifted.*

He got up and went to the window. It looked out on the yard,

like the window #of the room next door where Lara and Sima were

now muttering inaudibly.

It was getting dark and it looked like snowing. Two magpies

flew in from the street and fluttered round looking for a |)lace to

settle, their feathers ruffled by the wind. They perched on the lid of

the rubbish bin, flew up on the fence, flew down on the ground and

hopped about the yard.
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*Mag{»es for snow,* thought Yuiy. At the same momeot Sinui

said aloud in the (jthcr room :
* •

‘Magpies for news. You’ll have guests, or else a letter.*

A little later s^omepne pulled tthe handle of the door bell which ^
Yury had mended. Lara cam^ out from behind the curtain and

walked swiftly* through to the hall to Qpen the door. Yury lizard her

talking to Sima’s sister, Glaphira. •

‘You’ve come for your §ister? Yes, shc^s here.’

‘No, I didn’t come for her, though we might as well go home
together if Sima is ready. I’ve brought a lettdr for your friend. It’s

lucky for him that I onle had aj'ob at the post office*. 1 don’t know
hq,w many hands it^s been* through, it’s from Moscow and it’s* been
five months on* the way. They couldn’t find the addressee. At last

they thought of asking me and I knew, oT course—he once came to

me for a haircut.’ •
•

The long letter, written on many sheets of paper, creased and
soiled ’ih the tattered envelope which had boen opened at the post

office, was from Tonya. Yury foand ft in his hands without knowing •

how it had got there ; he had not scch Lara holding i| out tcfhirti. When
he began reading it he; jvas still conscitius of being in Yuryatin, in

Lara’s house, but gradually, 9s he read on, he lost all av^areness of it,

Sima came out, greeted him and said good-bye ; he said the right things

automatically but paid no attention to her, and*never noticed when
she left the liousc. Afltr a while, he completely forgot hij^urroundings,

‘Yura,’ Tonya wrote, ‘do^yoii know that we Ijave a daughter?

We have christened her Masha in memory your mother.

‘Now about something else.—Several prominent people, professors

who belonged to the Cadet party and riglit-wing socialists, Milyiikov,

Kizewctler, Kuskova and several others, including your* Uncle Kolya,

my father aivj-^ffe rest of us, are being deported from Russia.

‘I'his is a misfortune, especially in your absence, but we must

accept it and thank God that our exile takes so mild a form at this

terrible time when things could have been so much worse for us.

If you were here, you would come with us. Bn/ where are you ?

I am sending this letter to Antipova's address ;
she’ll give it to you if

she lind5: you. I am tortured by not knowing if tkc exit permit we
are getting* as a family will be extended to you later on, when, if

God is^willing, you are found. I have not given up believing that

you are alive and that you will be found. My heart tells me that

this is so, and J trust it. Perhaps by then, by the time you reappear,

conditions in Russia will be milder, and you will manage to get

a separate visa for yourself, and we shall all be once more together
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in the same place. But as I w^te this^ I don’t myself believe in the

possibility of so much happiness. *

‘The whole trouble is that I love you and that you don’t love me.

-mI keep trying to discover the mean^g of thi^ judgment on me, to

understand it, to see the reason for it. I look into myself, I go over

our wbt'lc life together and evi^rything I know about myself, and I

can’t find the beginning, arid I can’t remember what it is I did and
how I brought this misfortune on myself. -You have a false, unkindly

view of me, you see me in a distorting mirror.

‘As for me, I love you. If only you knew how much I love you.

I love all that is unusual in you, the .mconveiiiei^t as well as the con-

venient, and all the ordinary things which,’ in you, are made precious

to me by being combined in an extraordinary way
;
your face which

is made beautiful by your expression, though perhaps it would be

plain without it, your intelligence and yciur talent w'hich replace your

will—for you have Ho will. All of it is dear to me and I know of no
one better than you in <Lhc world. ‘ ‘

‘But listen, this is ivl^at I vC^ant^to say to you. Even if you had

been les^ dear to me, even if I Had liked and admired you less, I

would still have thought th^t I loved you, .the dreadful fact that I

was indifferfnt would have been hidden from me. Out of sheer

terror of inflicting on you tiuch a humiliating, such an annihilating

punishment, I would have unconsciously taken care not to realise that

I didn’t love yiou. Neither you nor I would ever have known it. My
,
own heart would ,have hidden it from me, because not to love is almost

like murder and I could lUcver have had the strength to deal such a

blow to anyone.

‘Nothing is, definitely settled yet, but we are probably going to

Paris. I’ll be in those distant lands where you were taken as a child

and where Father and my uncle were brought up. ftwher sends you

his greetings. Sasha has grown a lot
; he is not particularly good-

looking but he is a big, strong boy ; and whenever we speak of you he

cries bitterly and won’t be comforted. I can’t go on. I can’t stop

crying. Well, goQd-bye. ^et me make the sign of the cross over you

and bless you for all the years ahead, for the endless parting, the trials,

the uncertainties,^^ for all your long, long and dark way. I am not

blaming you for anything, I am not reproaching you, make your life

as you wish, only so that you are all right.
,

‘Before we left the Urals—what a terrible and fateful place it

turned out to be for us—I got to know» Larissa Fyodorovna fairly well.

I am thankful to her for being constantly at my side when I was

having a difficult time and for helping me through my confinement.
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I must honestly admit that she is a gj>od person, but I don’t want to

be a hypocrite—s^je is exactly the^Opposite of myself. 1 was born to

make life simple and to look for sensible solutions, she—to complicate

it and confuse the;way^ • t

‘God keep you, I must stop.. They have come for the letter, and
it’s time I packed. O Yura, Yura, my*dear, my darling, my lu^sband,

my children’s father, what is happening \o us ? Do you realise that

we’ll*never, never see each, other again? Now I’ve written it down,
do^ou realise what it means ? Do you understand, do you understand ?

They are hurrying me and it’s as if they had*dome to take me to my
death. Yura! Yurj!’* ,

• • •

g Yury finished reading and raised his eyes. They were afisent,

tearless, dry with grief, emptied by suffering. He neither saw nor was
aware of anything round him.

Outside it was snowing. flThe snow, swjpt by the wind, fell thicker

and thicker, and faster and faster, as if it w^re trying to catch up with

sometftitig, and Yury stared out at it, not as ifihe were looking at the

snow, but as if he were still reading ToAya’s letter ;
and as4f the white-

ness flickering past him were not ’the small dry §now rftarf but the

Wanks between the smay,black letters, White and enefless.

InvoluntarilyAe erted out#and clutched his breast. felt that he

was fainting, hobbled the few steps to the sofa and fell down on it

unconscious. •
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'

Again Varykino

WINTER had settled in. It was snowing hard as Yury walked
back from the hospital. Lara met him in the hail.

^

‘ Komarovsky is here,* she said in a lost, shocked voice. S*he

stood looking bewildered as if she had been strlicl^

* Where ? Here in the flat ? ’ ^

‘No, of course not. He came this morning and he said he would
come back to-night. He’ll^bc here soon. He wants to have a word
with you.’ ‘

«»

‘Why has he come?*
‘I didn’t understand all he said. He said he was going to iHc Far'

East and that he had come out* of his way to see us. Particularly to

sec you at id Vasha.^ He said wc w(:rc in great danger, all three of us,

you and Pasha and I. And that he alone covUl save us, if we followed

his advice.* r.

‘I am going out. I don\ want to see him.*

Lara burst into tears and tried to throw herself at his feet and hug
his knees, but^e Ibrccd her to get up.

‘Please do stay, in, for my sake,* shcjmplored him. ‘It isn’t that

I*m frightened of being ali^ne with him, but I do so hate it. Do save

me from having to see him by myself. Besides, he is so practical and

experienced—he might really have some advice to give us. I realise

how he must disgust you, but do please put your feelings aside and

stay.*

‘What is the matter with you, darling ? Don’t be so upset. What
are you trying to do? Don’t keep falling on your knees. Get

up now, and cheer up. You really must get rid of this bogey—he’s

frightened you to ^eath. Vou knov^ I’m with you. Of course I’ll

stay. I’ll cheerfully kill him for you if you tell me to.*

Night came oi? in about half an hour. It was completely dark.

It was now six months since all the rat holes had been stopped up

and Yury kept watching out for new ones and blocking them in time.

They also kept a big, fluffy tom-cat who spent his time in contempla-

tion, looking enigmatic. The rats were still in the hpuse but they

were now more cautious.

Waiting for Komarovsky, Lara cut some slices of black rationed
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bread and put a plate with a few boiled potato^ on the table. They
had decided to receive him in tl#E^dld dining*room which they stiU

used for their mea*ts. The large, heavy, dark oak table and sideboard
- were part of its original furni(i|fe. Standing on the table was a

bottle of castor ofl wUh a wick in it, which they used as a portable

lamp.
‘

*

^
Komarovsky came in out of the dark December ni^^t, covered with

show. Slices of it fell from his hat, coat s^d boots and melted into

puddles on the floor. His moustache and beard, plastered with it,

mjSlde him look like a clown (he had been clcag-«havcn in the old days).

He wore an old but gf)od-looking suit with ^ell-creascxl pin-striped

trousers. Before sa^fing how-do-you-do he spent a long time coAibing

his wet hair with a pocket comb and drying his moustache and eye-

brows with a handkerchief. Then, silerRly and with a portentous

expression, he stretched out j^oth his hande—tlie left one to Lara and
the right one to Yury. •

*ljes us assume we are old acquaintances,’^ he turned to Yury. ‘I

was a great friend of your latheris, as you probably know. He died
,

in my arms. I keep looking at you to see if th^re is any kkegess. But
I don’t think you take after him. He was an expafisive man, spon-

taneous and impulsive.* *You must be more like your mother. She
was a gentle dreamer.* ,

•

* Larissa Fyodorovna asked me to sec you. Sfee said you had some
business with me. •! agreed, but our meeting is not of my choice and
I don’t consider that we arg acquainted. So shall we get on with it ?

What is it you want ‘ *

*I am so happy to sec you both, my dears. I understand every-

thing, absolutely everything. If I may say so, you arc wonderfully

suited to each other. A perfect match.’ • •

‘Please I’ll thank you to mind your own business. We
haven’t asked for your sympathy. You forget yourself.’

‘Don’t flare up so fast, young man. Perhaps after all you do take

after your father. He used to lose his temper just like that. Well,

my children, I offer you my best wishesf Unfortunately, however,

you really are children—not just in a manner of Speaking, but com
pletely ignorant and thoughtless children.* In two days here I’ve

learned mqre about you than you know or suspect about yourselves.

Without knowing it, you arc walking on the edge of a precipice. Un-
less yob do something about it, the days of your freedom and perhaps

even of your lives are numbered,

‘There exiSts a certain communist style, Yury Andreycvich. Few
people measure up to it. But no one flouts that way ol'life and thought
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as openly as you do, VVhy you have to flirt with danger, I can’t imagine.

You are a mockery of that whole v'^^rld, an insult to it. If at least your

past were your own secret—but there are people from Moscow who

^
know you inside out. Neither of ,y^u is at all to the liking of the

local priests of Themis. Comrades Antipov and 'fiverzin are busy

sharperyng their claws.

‘However, you are a man, Yury Andreyevich, you arc your own
master and you have a perfect right to play the fool and risk your life

if you feel like it. But Larissa Fyodorovna is not a free agent. She is a

mother, she has a child’s life in her hands, and she can’t go about With

her head in the clouds.^ '

‘ F wasted all my morning trying to get her lo take the situation

seriously. She wouldn’t listen to me. Will you use your influence ?

She has no right to play Ivith her daughter’s safety. She must not

disregard my arguments.’ ^

‘I’ve never in ray life forced my views on anyone. Certainly not

on those who are close to me. Larissa Fyodorovna has cveryaight to

listen to you, or not as she thinks .fit. ,Jt’s a matter for her alone. Apart

from tha,% I* have no idea what you are talking about. I haven’t

heard what you call your argJiments.’ <

‘You remind me more and more of your lather—just as stubborn.

Well, I’ll tell you. But it’s ? fairly complicated business, so you’ll have

to be patient with mp and not interrupt.

‘Big changes are being planned at the top.—Yes, really, I have it

from a most reliable source and you can .take it that it’s true. What
they have in mind is a switch-over to a more democratic coui'sc, a
concession to legality, and this will come about quite soon.

‘But just because of it, the members of punitive agencies, whose jobs

are due to be abolished, are in a great hurry to square their local

accounts, so before the end there will be a period oV'^j^ater savagery

than we have yet seen. You are marked down for destruction, Yury
Andreyevich. Your name is on the list—I am telling you this in all

seriousness, I’ve seen it myself. You must think of saving yourself

before it is too late.

‘But all this is oy way of introduction. I am coming to the point.

‘Those political forces which are still faithful to the Provisional

Government and the disbanded Constituent Assembly are,concentrat-

ing in the Maritime Province on the Pacific Coast. Various prominent

people are getting together—members of the Duma, the more' promi-

nent members of the old zemstvos and other public figures, business

men and industrialists, as well as the remnants of the volunteer

armies.
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•They intend to form a Far Eastern republic, and the Soviet Govern-

ment winks at it, because at the mofti^nt it would suit it to have a buffer

between Red Siberia and the outside world. The republic is to have
^a coalition governmenj. *More tfe^n half the seats, at the insistence of

Moscow, will go to Communists^ When it suits them, they will stage

a coup d'etat arid bring the republic to^hcel. The plan is quijie trans-

parent but it gives us a certain breathing-space—we must make tlie

b^st ®f it.
^

•

‘At one time before the revolution, I used to look after tJip affait's

of.file Merkulovs, the Arkharov Brothers and«several other banks a?id

trading firms in Vladivostok. They know mi there* aAd an envoy
came to see me on l?ehalf (Jf the^ shadow cabinet to offer me th^ post

ofMinister ofJustice in the future government. This was done secretly

but with unofficial Soviet approval. I accepted and I am on my way
there now. All Tve just told you is happening with the tacit consent

of the Soviet Government, but not so openly that 4t would be wise to

talk ab^^it it much. ,

‘I can take you and Larissa Fyock>rovna with me. From there,

you can easily get a boat and join your family overyas. Vou*know, of

course, that they have been expelled fretm the couriAy. It caused a
great stir

;
the wjiole of Mosc^pw is still talking about it.

‘I have promised Larissa Fyodorovna to save Strelnikov. As
a member of an independent government recognised by Moscow, I

can look for him in Eastern Siberia and help him to cjross over into

our autonomous region. U* he docs not succeed in escaping, I’ll

suggest that he should be exchanged for s^omeone who is in Allied

custody and is of interest to the Moscow Government.’

Lara had followed Komarovsky’s explanation with difficulty, but

when he came to the arrangements for the safety of*Yury and of

Strelnikov, she^^pficked up her cars. Blushing a little, she said to

Yury

:

‘You see, darling, how important all this is for you and for Pasha.’

‘You arc too trusting, my dear. You can’t take a half-formed

plan for an accomplished fact.
^
I don’t Say 'Victor Ippolitovich is

deliberately misleading us, but so far he has only told us about castle s

in the air. For my part,’ he turned to Kofnarovsk,y, ‘thank you for

the interest .you take in my affairs, but you surely don’t imagine that

I am going to let you run them ? As for Strelnikov, Lara will have to

think over.’

‘All it comes down to,’ said Lara, ‘is whether we go witli him or

not. You know perfectly well I wouldn’t go without you.’

Komarovsky sipped the diluted alcohol which Yury had brought
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from the hospital, chewed boiled potatoes and became more and more
tipsy. ^

It was jTCtting late. Every tirr^c the wick was trimmed it spluttered

and burned brightly, lighting up the room, then the flame died down
and the shadows returned*' Yury and Lara were sleepy, they wanted

to talk .things over by themselves and go to bed, but Komarovsky
stayed on. They were irked by his presence as they were irked by Ihe

sight of the heavy oak sideboard and by the December darkness outside

the windows.

He was looking not at them but over their heads, his glazed eyes

riveted on some distant po*<nt and his drowsy, slurred voice grinding

on and on, tedious and inttrminable. His latest hobby-horse was the

Far East. He was‘explai‘hing the political importance of Mongolia.

Yury and Lara, who vxre not interested in the subject, had Ihissed

the point at which he Ipd got cm to* it and this made his explanations

even more tforing.
<.
He was saying^:

‘Siberia—truly a New America as it is pf^en called—has immense
possibilities.

,

It is the cradle of Russia’s /uturc •greatness, the gauge of

our progress towards demoiTacy and political and economic health.

Still more pregnant •with future possibilities is our great Far Eastern

neighbour, Quter Mongolia. What do you know about it? You
yawn and blink ^shamelessly, and yet Mongolia has nearly a million

square miles and untold .mineral wealth ;
it is a virgin land, which

tempts the greed of China, and Japan and the United States. They
are all ready to snatch at it to the detriment of our Russian interests

—interests which have been recognised by all our rivals, whenever

there has been a division of that remote quarter oiSche globe into

spheres of influence.

‘China exploits the feudal-theocratic backwardness of Mongolia
through her influence over the lamas and khutukhts, Japan backs

the local princes,
,
the nosiiuns. Red Russia has found an ally in the

hamjils—the Revolutionaiy Asso«.iation of Insurgent Mongolian Shep-

herds. I myself would like to see a really prosperous Mongolia
governed by a freely elected hurultau What should interest you per-

sonally is that once you are across the Mongolian border, thp world

is at your feet—you are as free as air.*

His wordy harangues got on Lara’s nerves. Finally, bored to tears

and tired out, she held out her hand to him and said abruptly, with

undisguised hostility

:
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*It*s late and it’s time for you to go, I am sleepy.*

*Oh come, you aren’t going to he so inhospitable as to throw me
put at this hour of the njght ! I don’t believe I can find my way—

I

^cion’t know the toyn ajid it’s pitch dark.’

^You should have thought of. that earlier instead of sitting on and
on. No one asked you to stay so late.i >

‘Why are you so sharp with me? You haven’t even asked me if

I ha^e anywhere to stay.’ . »

^‘It doesn’t interest me in the slightest. You arc perfer4ly well

able to look after yourself. If you are angling for an invitation to stay

the night—I’ll ccrtai/ily not put .you in the room where katya and I

sleep, and the other rooms *arc full of rats.’

‘I don’t mind them.’

‘Well, it’s your look-out.’

3
• ,

‘What is wrong, darling? You don’t sleep for nights an /!nd, you
don’t touch your food, you go about all day looking liftc a ghost. What
are you thinking^ aboul ‘all the time? You mustn’t let your worries

get so much on top of you.’ •
’

‘Izot, the watchman from the hospital, has,been round again—
he goes to see the wa^Jicr-woman downstairs

;
they are luiving a love

affair. So he dropped in on the way to give me a cheerful piece of

news !
“ It’s jug for yqur bloke,” he says. “Any day how.’’—“ How do

you know?’* I asked him.—“Oh it’s quite certain, I heard it at the

Pelican.*’ The Pelican is the Ispolkoin*, as you probably guess.’

They both laughed. * •

‘He’s qiiite.w^^lu,’ said Yury. ‘It might happen any day and it’s

time we vanished. The problem is where to go. Wc must slip away
quietly, so there is no question of going to Moscow—wc couldn’t make
the arrangements for the journey without attracting attention. Listen,

my darling. Why don’t wc, aft^r all, do *Vvli:?t you suggested in the

first place ? We’ll go to Varykino and lie low—at any rate for a week

or two or a month.’ •
^

‘Thank.you,ihankyou,mydear. Oh,howglad I am ! lundcrstand

how much you dislike the idea. 9ut we wouldn’t live in your house.

You couldn’t possibly face that—the sight of the empty rooms, the

regrets, the comparisons with the past. Don’t I know what it means

to build one’s liappiness on the sufferings of others, to trample on what

» Jspolnixtlny Komitei ; Executive Committee of the Town Council.
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is dear to one, and holy. Fd njsver accept such a sacrifice from you.

But anyhow, there is no question c f that. Your house is in such a bad
state that it would be difficult in any case to make the rooms fit to live in.

I was thinking of the house where the Mikulits.ins Ijived.*

* All that is true enough and I am grateful to you for being so con-

sideratcbiand sensitive. But wait a minute. I keep meaning to ask

you and forgetting. What has happened to K )marovsky ? Is he still

here or is he gone? Since that time I quarrelled with him and threw

him outJ’vc heard nothing more of him.*

‘I don’t know anything either. But who cares! What do you
want with him ?*

‘1 am beginning to think more and more that we should not,

both of us, have taken the same attitude to his idea. We arc not in

the same position. You have your daughter to think of. Even if you

wanted to share my danger, you have no« right to do it.

‘But about Varykino. *Ofcourse, to go to that wilderness in winter,

without food, without strength or hope—it’s utter madness. Bat wfiy

not, my love I Let’s be mad, if there is nothing except madness left

to us. V/c’li eat humble pie once again. We’ll ask Samdevyatov to

lend us a horse. And we’ll ask him, or nof even him but the blacx

marketeers who work under his orders, talet usliave flour and potatoes

on credit, for what our credit is still worth. And we’ll persuade him
not to take advantage of the favour he’s doing us by coming to see us

at once but to wait until later : not to come until he needs his horse.

Let's be alone for a little while. Let’s..gD, my heart. And we’ll cut

and use more logs in a week than a careful housewife would use in a

year in peaceful times.

‘Forgive me for not being able to speak calmly. I so much wish

I didn’t get pompous with you I But after all it’s true, isn’t it, that we
haven’t any choice. Put it how you like, but death isVcally knocking

at our door. Our days are really numbered. So at least let us take

advantage of them in our own way. Let us use them up saying good-

bye to life, let us be alone together for the last time before we are parted.

We’ll say good-bye to everything wo held dear, to the way we looked

at things, to the way we dreamed of living and to what our conscience

taught us, and to^our hopes and to each other. We’ll speak to one

another once again the secret words we speak at nighty great and
peaceful like the name of the eastern ocean. It’s not for nothing that

you stand at the end of my life, my secret, forbidden angel, under the

skies of wars and turmoil, you who arose at its beginning under the

peaceful skies of childhood.

‘That night, as a schoolgirl in your coffee-coloured uniform, in
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the shadow of your room at the hotel, you we/e already as you are

now, you were just, as overwdielms%V lovely.

*Later, I have often tried to name and to define the enchantment
>>f which you sowe^ thf seeds in4P3.e—^that gradually fading light and
dying sound which have spread' t^oughout the whole ofmy being and
have become to me the means of undeptanding everything elsp in the

world through you. *

‘When you—a shadow, in a schoolgirPs dress—arose out of the

shadows of that room, I—a boy, ignorant of you—with all the Jorment
erf*^e strength of my response, at once understood : this scraggy little

girl was charged, as wifti electrical waves, wi?h all the femininity in

th^ world. Had I touched 'you at that moment with so much ds the

tip of my finger, a spark would have lit up the room and either killed

me on the spot or filled me for the rest of rily life with a magnetic flow

of plaintive longing and sorrow. I was full to the brim with tears, I

wept and blazed inwardly. I was mortally sorry for myself, a boy,

and sdir more sorry for you, a girl. The whole of my astonished self

asked : if such is the torment of* being charged with the energy of

love, what must be the torment of being a woman, of Leing this

dhergy, of being its source ? ^

‘There. At last IVc toH you. It’s enough to drive one mad.
And the whole of me is in this.’ **

Lara lay dressed on the edge of her bed. Slie was feeling ill, she

had curled up and cotxred herself with a shawl. Yury^sat on a chair

beside her, speaking slowly,* v^ith long pauses. Sometimes she raised

herself on her elbow, propped Her chin on l^er hand and gazed at him
*

open-mouthed. At other times she buried her head in his shoulder

and cried silently with joy, without noticing her tears. At last she

leaned out of bed.^ put her arms round him and whispefed happily

:

‘Yury, my-dkrling, how clever you arc, how you know everything,

how you guess everything. Yury, darling, you are my strength and
my refuge, God forgive me the blasphemy. Oh, I am so happy. Let’s

go, my darling, let’s go. Out there I’ll tell you something I have on

my mind.’
^ ^

He thought that she imagined herself to be pregnart^^and that she

was probably wrong. He said :
^

,

‘I know.’

4

They left town on the morning of a grey, winter day. It was a week-

day and people in the streets were going about their business. They
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saw many people they knew. On the hilly crossroads, women who had
no wells in their yards were queratsing up for water at the old water
pumps, their yokes and buckets on the ground beside them. Yury
drove round them carefully, checking Samdevyatoy’s spirited, smoky-'
yellow mare. The sleigh kept gliding off the cambered road on to

the pav(vments, icy with splashf^d water, and hitting the lamp-posts.

Galloping at full tilt, they caught up with Samdevyatov who was
walking down the street^ and passed hini without looking baek to

see if he^Jiad recognised them or his mare or whether he had anything

to say to them. A little further on they passed Komarovsky and
again swept by without a greeting.

Glasha Juntseva shouted to them jight across* the street

:

*What lies people tell ! I'hey said you had left yesterday. Going
for potatoes ? ’ and, signallihg that she could not hear what they replied,

waved them good-bye. ^ •

I'hcy slowed down oitly for Sima, and this was on an awkward
slope where it was difficult to stop

;
the horse kept pulling 'at the

reins. Sima, muffled up from head to foot in several shawls and looking

as stiff as‘’a Ibg, hobbled out into the middle of the road to say good-bye

and wish them a good journey.

*When y9u come back wc must havc^a talk;’ she said to Yury.

At last they left the oiTcskirts of the town. Although Yury had
been on this road in winter he mostly remembered it as it was in

summer and ^e hardly recognised it now.

They had pushed their sacks of food and other bundles deep into

the hay in the front of th(t sleigh and had tied ^cm down with rope.

Yury drove either kneeling upright on the floor of the sleigh like the

local peasants, or sitting with his legs, warm in Samdevyatov’s felt

boots, hanging over the side.

In the afternoon when, as usual in winter, the day^seemed on the

point of ending long before sunset, Yury mercilessly whipped up the

horse and it shot forward like an arrow. The sleigh pitched and
tossed on the uneven road, like a ship in a storm. Lara and Katya
were bundled up jn their fur coats,so that they could hardly move.

Swinging round corners and bumping over ruts, they rolled from side

to side and down into the hay like sacks, shrieking with laughter.

Sometimes Yury drove the sleigh into the snowy banks on purpose,

for a joke, and tipped them all out harmlessly into the snow^. After

being dragged for a few yards by the reins he stopped the horse, righted

the sleigh and was rapped over the knuckles by Lara and Katya who
climbed back, laughing and scolding.

•I’ll show you the place where I was stopped by the partisans/
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Yury told Uiem when they had left the town fdr behind, but he was

unable to keep his promise, becauSb^e wintry bareness of the woods,

the dead quiet and the emptiness all round had changed the country

• beyond recognition. ‘Here it isf>’^e soon shouted, mistaking the first
^

of the Moreau ancf Vetchinkin signs, which stood in a field, for the one

in the forest where he had been captured. When they galloped past the

second, still in its old place in the thicket at the crossroads by the turn-

ing to the Sakma, it was indistinguishable f^orn the dazzling laccwork

of hoar frost which made the forest look like black and silver. filigree,

so*‘they missed the signpost. • r

They swept into Vai^kino at dusk and, as the Zhivagos’ house came
fiyjt, they stopped in front of it. They burst in like /obbers, hufrying

because soon it would be dark. But inside it was dark already, so that

Yury never saw half the destruction
;

hal# the abomination. Part of

the furniture he remembered was still there; Varykino was empty
and there was no one to complete the damage. He could see no per-

sonal 4)felongings
;

but as he had not been tli^re when his family had

left, he could not tell how much^they had taken with them. In the ,

meantime Lara was saying : • * ^ 0

‘We must hurry up. It will be dark in a moftnent. W'e have

no time to stanc} about thin|5;ing. If we are to stay here, the horse

must go into the barn, the food into the^jorch and I’ll fix this room
up for ourselves. But I’m against it. We talked it all out before. It

will be painful for you and therefore also for me. What was this room,

your bedroom ? No, the nursery. There’s your son’s cot. It would

be too small for Kat}^, On the other hand, the windows are wliole,
*

there are no cracks in the walls or ceiling, and the stove is marvellous.

I admired it last time T came. So if you insist on our staying here

—

though I am against it—I’ll take off my coat and set W work at once.

The first thing 'is to get the stove going, and to stoke and stoke and
stoke

;
we’ll need to keep it in day and night for at least three days.

But what is it, my darling? You don’t say a word.’

‘In a moment. I’m all right. I’m sorry . . . No, really, you
know, perhaps we’d better have a look at flie Mikulitsins’ house.’

They drove on.

5 •

•

The Mikulitsins’ door was padlocked. Yury wrenched off the lock

together with its screws and splinters ofwood. Here again they rushed

in hurriedly, going straight into the inner rooms without undressing,

still in their coats, hats and felt boots.
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They were immediately struck by the tidiness of certain parts of the

house, particularly of Mikulitsin’i 'Study. Someone must have been
living here until recently, but who ? llie Mikuliteins ? But in that

case, where had they gone to, and \^by had tney put a padlock on the^r-

door instead of using their keys ? Besides, if the Mikulitsins had been
living iij^ the house for long periods, wouldn’t the whole of it have
been tidy and not only somv; ol* the rooms ? Everything spoke of an
intruder, but who could i,^ have been ?—Neither Yury nor Lara was
worried, about the mystery or racked their brains to solve it. There
were plenty of half-looted houses nowadays, and plenty of fugitW^es.

‘Some White officer on the run,’ they told eachother. ‘ If he comes back
we’ll come to somye arrangement. There’s plenty of room for all of us.’

And once again, as so long before, Yury stood spellbound in tke

door of the study, so spacious and so austerely comfortable with its

large, convenient table by tiic window, so, conducive to patient, fruitful

work.

Among the outhousps in the yard- were the stables built oK *io the

barn, but they were locked and Yury did not bother to break in, since,

in any cace, ..hey njighl not be fit to use. The mare could spend tlic

night in the bam, which opened easily. He unharnessed the horses,

left it to cool down and brought it water from thq. well. The hay
from the sledge which he had meant to give it had rubbed to dust under
their feet. Luckily there was a little left in the loft over the barn.

They lay down without undressing, using their fur coats for

blankets, and fell into a deep, sound, enjoyable sleep, like childi cn who
had been running'' and playing all day In tlie op^ air.

From the moment they got up, Yury kept glancing at the table which

stood so temptingly by the window. His fingers itched for paper and
pen. But he put off writing until the evening

;
he would wait until

Lara and Katya had to bed. Until tlien he would have his

hands full, even if^no more than two of the rooms were to be made
habitable. ^

’

In looking forward to the evening he had no important work in

mind. It was merely that the passipn to write possessed him.

He had^ to scribble something. For a beginning, he would put

down old unwritten thoughts, just to get into trim. L^tcr, he hoped,

if he and Lara managed to stay on, there would be time for something

new and more worth while.
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•Arc you busy ? What arc you doing ?* *

• Stoking and stoking. What is ct^
*

* I want a tub to wash the linen in.*

- .i'
* We’ll run out oflo^ Swe go^ji heating at this rate. I must have

a look in our old woodshed, there might be some left—who knows.

If there is, I’ll bring it over. I’ll ^io that to-morrow.— tub, you said.

I’m sure I’ve seen one somewhere, I can’b think where.*
•

‘ So have I, and I can’t^ think where, e4her. It must have been
somewhere it had no business to be, that’s what makes one. forget.

Weil, never mind. I’m heating up a pot pf water for scrubbing

the floors. What’s left ^’11 use for my washLig and Katya’s. You
might as well give ifle yours too. We’ll have batlui in the evening,

when we’ve settled in, before wc go to bed.’

‘Thank you. I’ll get my things now. •I’ve moved all the heavy
furniture away from the wall^ as you wanUd.’

‘Good. I’ll rinse the clothes in the was!iing-up basin as we can’t

find thfckub. But it’s greasy, I’ll have to scrub.it.*

‘As soon as the stove is properly stoked up, I’ll go through the rest

of the cupboards. I keep finding -more thingS in the desk*and the

chest of drawers—soap, matches, paper, *pencils, penf, ink. And the

lamp on the tablp is hal^-full,^of paraffin. I am sure the Mikulitsins

didn’t have any, it must come from somewhere else.* .

‘What luck ! It’s our mysterious lodger. Just like something out

of Jules Verne, But here we are gossiping again, and my copper’s

boiling.* • ^

They bustled and dashed about from room to room, their hands

never still or empty for a moment, running into one another and
stumbling over Katya, who was always under their feet. She mooned
about, getting in tlte way of their work and sulking whftfl they scolded

her. She shivered and complained of the cold.

‘These poor modern children,* thought Yury, ‘victims of our

gipsy life, wretched little fellow-vagabonds.’ Aloud he said :

‘Cheer up, my dear. You can’t be cold—that’s rubbish ; the stove

is red hot.*
*

•
^

‘The stove may be feeling warm but I’m cold.*

‘Well then, you’ll have to be patient till this evening. I’ll get a

huge blaze going an^ you heard Mama say she’ll give you a hot bath.

And now you play with these, catcji.* He took all Liberius’s old toys

out of the chilly lumber room and dumped them on the floor, some

whole, some brpken, bricks and cubes, trains and engines, boards with

squares and pictures or numbers on them for games with dice and

counters.
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•What can you be thinking of, Yury Andreyevich! * Katya protested

like a grown-up. ‘They aren’t ipitte. And they are for a baby. I’m
too big.’

But the next moment she haeji jnade herself comfortable in thc'

middle of the rug and all the toys had turned into bricks for a house for

Nina, tjie doll she had brought with her from town It was a much
more sensible and settled Lome than any of the temporary lodgings

in other people’s houses }n which she had spent most of her life.

Lara watched her from the kitchen. ‘Look at that instinct for

domesticity. It just sh«ws, nothing can destroy the longing for home
and for order, Childrfcn arc more honest, they aren’t frightened of the

tiuth, but we are so afraid of seeming to be behind the times that we
are ready to betray what is most dear to us, and praise what repels us,

and say yes to what we dchi’t understand.’

‘Here’s the tub,’ said Vury, coming in out of the dark porch. ‘It

certainly wasn’t in^ its place. It was standing under the leak in the

ceiling. I suppose it’s^bcen there since last autumn,’ ^

For dinner, Lara, who had otarted on the provisions they had brought

and had cooked enough for three days, served an unheard-of feast of

potato soup and roast mutton and potatoes. Katya ate till she could

eat no more, giggling and getting morej said more naughty, and after-

wards, warm and with h^r tummy full, she culled up in her mother’s

shawl on the sofa and went to sleep.

Lara, hot and tired from the oven, and almost as sleepy as her

daughter, wa^ pleased with the success of her cook^g. She was in no
hurry to clear up and sat down to have a rest. When she was sure

that Katya w^as asleep she sprawled over the table with her head on
her fist and said :

‘I’d slave and be happy if only I knew it was getting us somewhere,

if it wasn’t all for nothing.' You’ll have to keep reminding me that we
came here to be together. Because, strictly speaking, ifyou look at it

honestly, what arc we doing, what is all this ? We’ve raided someone
else’s house, we’ve broken in and made ourselves at home, -and now we
bustle round like mad so as not tasee that this isn’t life, but^a stage

set—it isn’t real, it’s all “pretend”, as children say, a child’s game,

enough to make a cat laugh.’
,

‘But, darling, isn’t it you who insisted on our coming? Don’t you

remember how long I held out against it?’
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•Certainly I did. I don’t deny it. So -now i’m at fault! It’s all

right for you to think twice and has^dte, but I have to be logical and
consistent all the time. You come in, you see your child’s cot and you
^nearly faint. That’s your right, bijt I’m not allowed to be worried, to

^

be afraid for Katya, to think about the future, everything has to give

way before my love for you.’

•Lara, my darling I Pull yourself together. Think. It’s not too

late to go back on your decision. 1 was t|}e first to tell you to take

Komarovsky’s plan more seriously. We have a horse. If ypu like,

we'll go straight back to Yuryatin tomorrow. KoiTisLrovsky is still there,

we saw him—and incideA:itally I don’t think ht saw us. Fm sure wc’ll

stiy find him.*
^

‘I’ve hardly said a word and you’re annoyed. But tell me, am I

so wrong ? We might just as well have stayed in Yuryatin ifwe weren’t

going to hide better than thjs. If we really meant to save ourselves

we should have had a sensible plan, properly thought out, and that

after Efll'is what Komarovsky offered us. Disgusting as he is, he isn’t

a fool, he’s well informed and piactical. Wc are in J^reater danger
.

here than anywhere else. Just thkik!—alone*on,a boufidkss, wind-

swept plain ! If wc were snowed unden in the nigh^ we couldn’t dig

ourselves out in the morningj Or suppose our fairy godmother, our

mysterious visitor, turns out to be a bandit and comes to slit our

throats ! Have you a gun at least ? I thought not ! You see ? What
terrifies me is your thoughtlessness, and you’ve infected me with it as

well. I simply can’t think stijaight.’

‘But what do you. want? What do you want me to do now?’
‘I don’t know myselfwhat to say. You must alv/ays keep me under

your thumb. You must keep reminding me that I'm your loving slave

and that it’s not my business to think or argue. I’ll tdlt you how I see

it. Your Tonya and my Pasha are a thousand times better than we
are, but that isn’t the point. The point is that the gift of love is like

any other gift. However great it is it needs a blessing to express itself.

You and I, it’s as though we had been taught to love in heaven and sent

down to earth together to see if we had leirnrtl what we were taught.

What we have together is a supreme harmony—no limits, no degrees,

everything is of equal value, everything 'gives joy, everything lias

become spirit. But in this wild tenderness which lies in wait for us at

every moment there is something /childishly untamed, forbidden. It’s

a destructive wilfulness hostile to domestic peace. It’s my duty to be

afraid of it and to distrust it.’

She threw her arms round his neck, struggling with her tears.

•Don’t you sec, we arc not in the same position ? You were given
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wings to fly above Hot clouds, but I’m a woman, mine are given me to

stay close to the ground and to 8]t^«lter my youngs’

What she said pleased him immensely but he did not show it for

fear of appearing sentimental.
^

c . ^
‘It’s quite true that there is something false and strained about this

camp Ijfe we lead. You are perfectly right. But it isn’t we who in-

vented it. This frantic dashing about from pillar to post is what is

happening to everyone, it’s in the spirit of the times.

‘I’ve been thinking about it myself all day. I should like to do
everything possible to stay here for some time. I can’t tell you now
I’m longing to get biick to work. I don’t mean farming. That’s

whai we were dping here before ; we took it oh as a family and, we
succeeded. But I w'ouldn’t have the strength to do it again. I have
something else in mind. *•

‘Things are gradually settling down. Perhaps one day they’ll

start publishing books again.

‘This is what I was.thinking. Couldn’t we come to an arrirtgement

with Samdevyatov—we’d have to (jive him profitable terms, of course

—so that ht shoul/i keep us here for six months at his expense on con-

dUion that I spV^nd this time writing a book, say a textbook on medi-

cine, or something literary, perhaps a cqllection of poems ? Or I might

translate some famous classical book from a foreign language. I’m
good at languages. «> I saw an advertisement the other day

;
there’s a

publisher in Petersburg who is doing nothing- but translations. I’m
pretty sure this sort ofwork will have a iponey value. I’d be very happy
doing something of that kind.’ * •

‘I am glad you reminded me. I was also thinking of something

like that to-day. But I have no faith in our future here. On the

contrary, I hkve a presentiment that we’ll soon bc^^swept away, some-

where further still. But so long as we have this breathing space, I

want to ask you a favour. Will you give up a few hours in the next

few evenings, and put down all the poems you have recited to me at

different times? Half of them you’ve lost and the rest you’ve never

written down and I aPm afraid you’ll forget them and they’ll be lost

too, as you say has often happened to you before.’

At the end of the day they had a good wash in plenty 9f hot water and
Lara bathed Katya. Feeling blissfully clean Yury sat down at the

table before the window, his back to the room where Lara, wrapped
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in her bath towel and smelling ofsoap, her hair twisted up into a turban

with another Turkish towel, was43||ifting Katya to bed and tucking

her up. Enjoying\he foretaste ofconcentrated work, he took in all that

i' was going on around hiiri with happy, relaxed attentiveness.
^

It was one in the morning when Lara, who had been pretending,

finally went to sleep. Her nightdress and Katya’s, like the freshly

washed and ironed linen on the beds, shone with lace and cleanliness.

Even in those days Lara managed someho\^ to get starch.

The stillness which surrounded Yury breathed with happiness and
lift. The lamplight fell softly yellow on the white sheets of paper and
gilded the surface of thtf ink in the inkwell. Outside, the frosty winter

n^ht was pale blue.* To see it better, Yury stepped jnto the cold dark
room next door and looked out of the window. The light of the full

moon bound the snowy plain like white o^egg or stiffened whitewash.

The splendour of the frosty night was inexpressible. Yury’s heart

was at peace. He came back into the warm, welHit room and began

to wrki?.
^

Careful to convey the living jgiovamcnt of his hand in his flowing

.

writing, so that even outwardly it should not l&se pxpressior^and grow
/lumb and soulless, he set down, gradually improvingthem and moving
further and further away froiji the original as he made coj:)y after copy,

the poems which he remembered best and which had taken the most

definite shape in his mind, ‘Christmas Star*, ‘Winter Night* and a

number of others close to them in genre which later were to be forgotten,

lost and never found by anyone.

From these old, completed* poems he went on {o others which he*

had begun and left unfinished, getting into their tone of voice and
sketching the sequels, though without the slightest hope of finishing

them now. Finally he got into his stride and, carriedWay, he started

on a new poem.
After two or three stanzas and several images by which he was

himself astonished, his work took possession of him and he experienced

the approach of what is called inspiration. At such moments the

correlation of the forces controlling the ariSst is, as it were, stood on its

head. The ascendancy is no longer with the artist or the state ofmind

which he is trying to express, but with Wnguage^ his instrument of

expressioni Language, the home and dwelling of beauty and meaning,

itself begins to think and speak fqr man and turns wholly into music,

not in the sense of outward, audible sounds but by virtue of the power

and momentqm of its inward flow. Then, like the current of a mighty

river polishing stones and turning wheels by its very movement, the

flow of speech creates in passing, by the force of its own laws, rhyme
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and rhythm and couititless other forms and formations, still more im-
portant and until now undiscovered, unconsidered and unnamed.

At such moments Yury felt that the main part of his work was not
being done by him but by something which was above him and con^
trolling him : the thought and poetry of the world as it was at that

moment^and as it would be in the future. He was controlled by the

next step it was to take in the order of its historical development
;
and

he felt himself to be only the pretext and the pivot setting it in

motion..

This feeling relieved,him for a time of self-reproach, of dissatistac-

tion with himself, of thvs sense of his own nothingness. He looked up,

he looked around, him.

He saw the two sleeping heads on their snow-white pillows. The
purity of their features, and of the clean linen and the clean rooms, and
of the night, the snow, the rtars, the mooij, surged through his heart in

a single wave of meaning-, and roused in him a joyful sense of the

triumphant purity of bqing. ^
,

‘Lord I Lord !’ he whispered, ‘and all this is for me? Why hast

Thou givm me so^ much ? Why^ hast Thou admitted me to Thy
presence, why allowed me o stray into Thy world, among Thy
treasures, under Thy stars and to the fee^t of my luckless, reckless, un-

complaining love?* G

At three in the morning Yury looked up from his papers. He came
back from his remote, selfless concentration, home to reality and to

himself, happy, strong, peaceful. All at once the stillness of the open

country stretching into the distance outside thf window was broken

by a mournful, dismal sound.

He went into the unlit room next door, but while he had been

working the window had frosted over. He dragged away the roll of

carpet which had been pushed against the front door to stop the

draught, threw his coat over his shoulders and went out.

He w^as dazzled by the white flame playing on the shadowless,

moonlit snow and could at first see nothing. Then the long, whimper-

ing, deep-bellied baying so^Inded again^ muffled by the distance, and

he noticed four long shadows, no thicker than pencil strokes, on the

edge of the snow-§eld just beyond the gully.

The wolves stood in a row, their heads raised and their muzzles

pointing towards the house, baying the moon or at its silver reflection

on the windows. But scarcely had Yury realised that they were wolves

when they turned and trotted off like dogs, almost as if tliey could read

his thoughts. He lost sight of them before he noticed the direction in
,

which they had vanished.
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•That’s the last straw!’ he thought. • ‘Is ihcir lair quite close?

Perhaps in the gully. And Samde^Tjatov’s horse is in the barn I They
must have scented*it.’

^ i He decided not to upset Lav^ for the time being by telling her.

,

Going back, he shut alfthe doors between the cold rooms and the heated

part of the house, pushed rugs and clothes against the cracks to keep

out the draughts, and. went back to hit desk. The lamplight was

bKght and welcoming as b,efore. But he ^yas no longer in the mood
to write. He couldn’t settle down. He could think of nothing but

wolves and of looming dangers and complicaj;k>ns of every kind. Be-

sides, he was tired.
• ' *

^ Lara woke up. *Still at worjc, my love?’ she wlyspcred in a? voice

heavy with sleep. ‘Burning and shining like a candle in the night.

Come and sit beside me for a moment. 1^1 tell you my dream.’

He put out the light. • •

9

Another day of quiet madness wqiit by. They had found a toboggan .

in the house and Katya, bundled up in her coa*t, gjjlded, sdirkking with

laughter, down the unswept paths from the snow^chute Yuiy had
made for her by packing thj snow tight with his spade and pouring

water to cover it with ice. Endlessly, she climbed back to the top of

the mound, pulling the toboggan by a string, her smile never leaving

her face. •

It was freezing; the frosty was haidening, but it was sunny. The
snow was yellow at noon, with orange seeping like* an aftertaste^into*

its honey-colour at sunset.

All the washing and bathing which Lara had done the day before

had made the house damp. The steam had darkerfefd the windows
with crumbly rime and had streaked the wallpaper. The rooms were

dark and uncosy, Yury carried logs and water and went on with his

inspection of the house, making more and more discoveries, as well as

helping Lara with her endless housework.

In the rush of some task or other their*haifds would meet and join

and then they set down whatever they were carrying, weak and giddy,

all thoughts driven from their heads. And fhe moments went by until

it was late and, horrified, they both remembered that Katya had been

left on her own much too long 05 that the horse was unwatered and
unfed, and rushed off, conscience-stricken, to make up for lost time

and make goqd what they had left undone.

Yury had not slept enough ; there was a pleasant haze in his head,

like tipsiness, and he ached all over with a gentle weakness. He
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waited impatiently for the evenings to go back to his interrupted

writing, ,, n

Half the groundwork was being done for him^by the drowsiness

,

which filled him and veiled his suijoundings and his thoughts. The^
vagueness in which everything was ba^ed was a'stage on the way to the

precision of the final form. Like the confusion of a first rough draft, the

dragging emptiness of the da>' was a necessary preparation for the night.

His weary idleness l^ift nothing untouched or untransforzned.

Everything underwent a change and assumed a different aspect.

Yury felt that his dream of remaining in Varykino would not come
true, that the hour of his parting with Lara Was at hand ; he would
inevitably lose her and with her the will to live and perhaps life itself.

He was sick at heart, yet his greatest torment was his impatience for

the night, his longing so to (express his anguish that others should weep.

The wolves he had been remembering all day long were no longer

wolves on the snowy plain ander the moon : they had become a theme,

they represented the hostile force which intended his and Lira’s de-

struction and was resolved to drive them from Varykino.

The thought of this hostility developed in him, so that by the even-

ing it loomed lik6 a prehistoric beast or dragon whose tracks had beef*

discovered in the Shutma and who thirsted for Yury’s blood and lusted

after Lara.

The evening came on and Yury lit the lamp on the table. Lara
and Katya went to bed early.

What he had written the night befo,re*fcll into two parts. Clean
' copies—improved* versions of earlier poems—^were set out in his best

copperplate hand. New work was written in an illegible scrawl full

of gaps and abbreviations.

In decipheiing these scribbles he went through the usual disap-

pointments. I-ast night these rough passages had astonished him and
moved him to tears by certain unexpectedly successful lines. Now,
on re-reading these very lines, he was saddened to find that they were
strained and glaringly far-fetched.

It had been the dream* of his life to write with an originality so

covert, so discreet, as to be outwardly unrecognisable in its disguise of

current, customary, forms of speech. All his life he had struggled after

a language so reserved, so unpretentious as to enable the* reader or

the hearer to master the content without noticing the means by^which

it reached him. All his life he had striven to achieve an unnoticeable

style, and had been appalled to find how far he still rf^mained from
his ideal.

Last night he had tried to convey, by means so simple as to be
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almost faltering and bordering on the intimacy of a lullaby, his feeling

of mingled love and anguish, fear aycf courage, in such a way that it

should speak for itself, almost independently of the words,

i Looldng over these rough sketches now, he found that they needed

a connecting thenfe to give unity to the lines, which were incoherent

for lack of it. 'He crossed out what he had written and began to write

down the legend of St. George and the f)ragon in the same lyrical form.

Hb started with a broad, spacious pentameter, but its harmony, derived

from the metre itself and independent of the sense, annoyed jiim by
its* slick, humdrum sing-song. He gave up the pompous rhythm and
the caesura and cut dow^ the lines to four beaiis, as you ctit out useless

wf^rds in prose. Th# task ‘was n^w more difficult buj more attractive.

The writing was livelier but still too verbose. He forced himself to

still shorter lines. Now the words were crilmmed in their tetrametei’s

and Yury felt wide awake, roused, excited f the right words to fill the

short lines came, prompted by the measuie. Things hardly named
assumftePform by suggestion. He heard the hprse’s hooves ringing on
the surface of the poem as you hfar the trotting of a horse in one of

Chopin’s Ballades. St. George wasgalloping over tjie boiAidfess spaces

of the steppe. He could ^watch him growing smallci* in the distance.

He wrote in a feverish ‘hurry.^scarcely able to keep up with the words

as they poured out, always to the point and of themselves tumbling into

place. •

He had not noticed that Lara had got out of bed and come across to

the table. She seemed very-tljin in her long nightdress and taller than

she really was. He skirted with surprise when she stood beside him,
*

pale, frightened, stretching out her hand and whispering

:

‘Do you hear? A dog howling. Even two of them, I think. Oh,
how terrible ! It*« a very bad omen. We’ll bear it sbtnchow till the

morning and then we’ll go, we’ll go ! I won’t stay here a moment
longer.’

An hour later, after much persuasion, she quietened down and fell

asleep. Yury went outside. The wolves were nearer than the night

before. They vanished even more swiftly*and again before he could

make out in which direction they had made off. l^ey had stood in a

huddle and he had not had time to count them, but it seemed to him
that there were more of them.

lO

It was the thirteenth day oftheir stay at Varykino. There was nothing

new or different about it. The wolves had again howled in the night
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— they had vanished in the middle of the week, but had come back,

I<ara, still mistaking them for dop^s, again determined to leave, afraid

of the omen. A hard-working woman unused to pouring out her

feelings all day long or to the luxuiiy of extravagant tenderness, he^
calm, balanced moods alternated with anxious fits of restlessness.

They had gone over the same scene again and again, so that when
that morning, in tlie second week of their stay, Lara had begun to

pack for the return journ^,y, it seemed as if the week and a half«sinV:e

their ariival had never been.

It was again damp and dark in the rooms, this time because* the

weather was overcast. '•‘The frost was less keen and, judging from the

look of the dark, low clouds, it would snow at ‘any moment. Yi^y
was exhausted by the physical and mental strain of too many sleepless

nights. His legs were weak and his thoughts were in a muddle;
shivering with cold and nabbing his h?nds, he walked about from

room to room, waiting to* sec what Lara would decide and what he

would have to do in consequence. *

She did not know herself. Just then she would have given anything

to exchange yheir cjjaotic freedom for a daily round, however strenuous

but laid down oiice and for a*ll, for work and obligations, so that the/

could live a decent, honest, sensible life.^

She began her day as urual by doing the beds, sweeping, dusting

and making breakfast. Then she started to pack and asked Yury to

harness the horse
;
she had firmly resolved to go.

Yury did liot argue. It was madnes^s to return to town, where the

wave of arrests must have reached its peak, but u w^as equally madness

to remain, alone and unarmed, in this winter desert with its own
hazards.

Besides, thtf^c was hardly an armful of hay left jn the barn or the

sheds. Of course, had it been possible to settle down for a long stay,

Yury would have travelled round the district looking for new ways of

getting food and fodder, but it wasn’t worth it for a few uncertain

days. He gave up the thought and went to harness the horse.

He wasn’t good at k—Sanidevyatov had taught him how to do it

but he kept forgetting—still, he managed it, though clumsily. He
strapped the yokj; to the shall s, wound the slack and knotted the

end of the metal-studded strap round one of them, then, one leg

braced against the horse’s flank, 4>ulled the two ends of t^e stiff

collar tight and fastened them. At last he led the horse to the porch,

tethered it and went inside to call Lara. ^

She and Katya had their coats on and everything was packed,

but Lara was in great distress. Wringing her hands and on the
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vtrge of tearSy she begged him to sit down a moment and, throwing

herself into a chair and getting cip *again, spoke incoherently in a
high-pitched plaintive sing-song, stumbling over her words and inter-

cepting herself repeatedly to askJiim if he didn’t agree with her
: ,

*
I can’t help if, 1 don’t know now it’s happened, but you can see

for yourself, we can’t possibly go now, so late, it will be dark soon,

we’ll be caught in the darkness in your terrible wood. Don’t you
think so ? I’ll do whatever you tell me to^ but I simply can’t make
up my mind to go—something tells me not to, but do whatever you
think best. Why don’t you say something ?. ^We’vc wasted half the

day, goodness knows hcAv. To-morrow we’ll be more sehsible. How
wguld it be if we stayed ofte mgre night ? And to-jnorrow weMl get

up early and start at first light, at six or seven. What do you think ?

You’ll light the stove and write one mofre evening and we’ll have

one more night here—wouJdn’t that bes lovely, wouldn’t that be

wonderful ? O God, have I done something wrong again ?’

‘Vofi’re exaggerating. Dusk is a long w,ay off, it’s quite early.

But have it your way. We’ll st^y. Only calm youreclf^ don’t be so ,

upset. Come now, let’s take ofi' o«r coats and unpack.* And Katya
&ays she’s hungry, we’ll^have somethings to eat. YoA are quite right,

there would hav.e been no jjpiut in going so suddenly, ^with so little

preparation. But don’t be so upset and don’t cry. I’ll light the

stove in a moment. But before I do that I might as well take the

sleigh, as it’s at the door, and fetch what’s left of the logs in our old

woodshed, we’ve run out. Dpn’t cry now. 1*11 be back soon.’

Several sets of sleigh tracks led up to the woodshed of the Zhivagos’

house; Yury had made them on his earlier journeys and the snow
over the threshold waS* trampled and littered from his last visit two

days before.

The sky, which had been clmidy since? the morning, had cleared.

It was colder again. The old park, stretching into the distance, sur-

round'^d the house and the yard, and the grounds c^me right up to the

barn as if to have a look at Yury and remind him of something. The
snow jvas deep that winter. It ca^e up over the threshold so that the

lintel seemed lower and the shed hunchbacked. Snow overhung the

roof almost touching Yury’s head, like the brim of a gigantic mush-

room hat. Just above it, as if spiked into the snow, stood the new
moon, shining with a grey blaze down the cutting edge of its crescent.
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So dark and sad wat it in .Yury’s heart that, although it was early

in the afternoon and full daylight, he fdt as if he were standing

late at night in some dark forest #if his life, and the new moon, shining

^
almost at eye level, was an omei|^<of separadon and an image
solitude.

He was so tired that he could hardly stand. He threw the logs

out of the doorway on to the sledge in smaller armfuls than usual;

the touch of the icy wo^d sticky with s^iow hurt him through his

gloves. . The work did not make him feel any warmer. Something
within him had broken and come to a standstill. He cursed 'his

luckless fate* and prayd'd for Lara, that Goef' might spare the life of

the lovely, sad, humble and simple-Jieartted woman he loved. Afid

the new moon stood over the bam blazing without warmth and
shining without giving liglh.

The mare turned its hei.d in the direction of the Mikulitsins’ house

and whinnied, at fii-st softly, timidly, then louder, with assurance.
* What’s that for ?* Yury wondered. ‘Is she pleased or fri^fened ?

. Not frightened, horses don’t neightout of fear, and she wouldn’t be

such a fowl hs to sj^gnal to the wolves if she had scented them. She
must be looking forward to going home.—Hold on a moment, we’il

soon be off.’
^

.

He added chips for kindling to the logs, and strips of bark curled

like boot leather, covered the load with sacking, lashed it to the sleigh

with a rope and turned back, walking at the horse’s head.

The mare neighed again, this tim^ in answer to another horse
* neighing in the distance.^ ‘What can that bck? Is it possible that

Varykino is not as deserted as we thought?* It never occurred to

him that they had guests or that the neighing came from in front of

Mikulitsin’s hbiise. He was taking the sleigh round the back of the

farm buildings and the house w'as hidden from him by snowy folds

of land.

Taking his time—why should he hurry —he stacked the wood
and, unhitching the mare, left the sleigh in the barn. Then he took

the mare to the stabled, put her in the far stall where there was less

draught and stuffed the few remaining handfuls of hay into the rack

of the manger. ,

He felt uneasy as he walked home. In front of the porch stood

a roomy peasant sleigh with a sle«k black colt harnessed to }t, and
walking up and down beside it was an equally sleek, plump stranger

who gave the horse an occasional slap and had a look its fetlock.

There were voices coming from the house. Neither wishing to

eavesdrop nor being close enough to hear more than an occasional
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lYord, Yury, nevertheless, involuntarily stopped dead and listened. He
recognised the voice ofKomarovsky^t&lking to Lara and Katya. They
were apparently in the first room near the door. They were arguing,

and, judgmg fix>m the sound ofhgt voice, Lasa was upset and crying,,

now violendy contradicting and^now agreeing with him.
* Something made Yury feel that just then Komarovsky was speak-

ing about him, saying^ something to ttie^effect that he shoul'd not be
tfusted (‘serving two masters’ Yury thought he heard), that it was
impossible to tell if he were more attached to Lara or his family> that

Lara must not rely on him because if she didrshe would be ‘running

with the hare and himfing with the hounds’ iind would* ‘fall between
tyo stools’. Yury went in! / .

•

As he had thought, they were in the first room on the right,

Komarovsky in a fur coat down to his Ankles, Lara holding Katya
by her coat collar, trying to fasten it buti not finding the hooks and
shouting at her not to wriggle, and Kntya protesting: ‘Gently,

Manfh,^ you’ll choke me. ’ They were all .three standing in their

outdoor clothes, ready to leavet When Yury came in, Lara and,

Komarovsky rushed to meet him, speaking together : • •

‘ Where have you been all this timci? We need ^ou so badly 1

’

‘How arc ygu, Yury Arjdrcyevich ? As you see, in spite of the

rude things we said to each other last time, I’m witli you once again,

though you didn’t invite me.’ •

Yury said how-doyou-do.
‘Where on earth have you been?’ Lara asked again. ‘Now

listen to what he says and decide quickly for both of us. TRft*o?s no’

time to waste. We must be quick.’

‘But why are we all standing? Sit down, Victor Ippolitovich.

How da you mean, darling, where have I been ? \VPli know I went

to fetch the wood, and afterwards I saw to the horse. Victor Ippolito-

vich, do sit down, please.’

‘Well, aren’t you ^azed to see him? How is it you don’t look

surprised? There we were, regretting that he had gone away and
that we hadn’t jumped at his offer, and hov^ here he is, right under

your very eyes, and you don’t even look surprised*! But what is even

more astonishing is what he has to tell us now-^^Tcll him, Victor

Ippolitovich.’

‘I, don’t know what Larissa Kyodorovna has in mind. One thing

I must explain is this : 1 deliberately spread the rumour that 1 had

left, but I stayed on to give you and Larissa Fyodorovna more time to

think over what we had discussed, and perhaps come to a less rash

decision.’
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‘But wc can’t put ct off-any longer,’ broke in Lara. ‘Now is the

peifect time to leave. And to-bv^vrow morning • • . But let Victor

Ippolitovich tell you himself.’

, 'One moment, Lara dear. should we all stand about i

our coats? Let’s take them off and sit down. After all, these are

serious tlpngs we have to talk about, we can’t settle them in a minute.

I am afraid, Victor ippolitotdeh, our discussion has touched on some-

thing personal ;
it would ludicrous and, embarrassing to go into ft.

But the. fact is that while 1 have never considered going with you,

Lara’s case is different. On the rare occasions when our anxieties

were not the ‘same and ‘we remembered that We were not one person

but two, I have always told her that s*}ie oifght to give your suggesti9n

more thought. And in fact, she has never stopped thinking about it

;

she has come back to it again and again.’

‘But only on condition lhat you comcewith us,’ Lara intervened.
‘ It is as difficult for you as it is for me to think ofour being separated,

but perhaps we ought tq put our feelings aside and make this slidrifice.

.Because there’s no question of my going.’

‘But y«pu haven’i. heard anything yet, you don’t know . . , Listen

to what Victor Ippolitovich cays . . To-morrow morning—^Victor

Ippolitovich.’
,

‘Larissa I^yodorovna is evidently thinking of the news which I

have already told her. In the sidings at Yuryatin, an official train

of the Far Eastern Government is standing under steam. It arrived

yesterday from Moscow and is leaving,to-morrow for the East. It

t3eIoiv^ io our Ministry of Communications. Half the carriages arc

Wagons-Lits.

‘I have to go by this train. Several seats have been put at my
disposal for m/ assistants. We could travel in grea^ comfort. There

won’t ever be another chance like this again. I realise that you arc

not in the habit of speaking lightly, you are not the man to go back

on your decisions and you have made up your mind not to go with

us. But, all the same, shouldn't you reconsider it for Larissa Fyodo-

rovna’s sake? You hetird‘'her say that she won’t go without you.

Come with us, if not to Vladisvostok, then at least as far as Yuryatin

—and there we sljall see.~Only we must really hurry up—there is

not a moment to lose. I have a coachman with me—I don’t drive

myself—and there isn’t room for fiv^ of us in my sleigh. But I under-

stand you have Samdevyatov’s horse—didn’t you say you had gone

with it to fetch the logs ? Is it still harnessed ? ’
.

‘No, I’ve unharnessed it.’

‘Well, then, harness it again as quickly as you possibly can. My
400
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coachman will help you • • • Though, *como to tliiiik of it, why
trouble—let’s forget about your skigH, we’ll manage with mine, we’ll

squeeze in someh6w. Only let’s hurry, for heaven’s sake. You only

•^ecd to pack the most essential things for the journey—whatever,

comes to hand firet. there’s no time to fuss with packing when it’s

a question of a child’s life.’

‘I don’t understand you, Victor Ippolitovich. You talk as if I

h^d'^agreed to come. Go and good luck tc^you, and let Lara go with

you if she wishes. You needn’t worry about the house. I’ll, clean it

up and lock it after you’ve gone.’

‘What are you talking about, Yura? W4iat’s all this nonsense?

\^u don’t even bclfeve if yourself. “If Lara wish^” indeed ! As if

you didn’t know perfectly well that 1 shan’t go without you and I

shan’t make any decision on my own. So that’s all this pompous stuff

about your locking up the hpuse?* •

‘So you arc quite adamant?’ said Komarovsky. ‘In that case,

with LSrissa Fyodorovna’s permission, I shoitld like to'havc a couple

of words with you, if possible alo^e.’ »

‘Certainly. If it’s so impoitant, we can go intp the kitchen. You
don’t mind, darling?’

^
• •

‘Strelnikov has been captured, condemned to death and shot.’

‘ How ghastly ! Are you really sure ?’ *

‘It’s what I’ve begn told, and I am convinced ifs true.’

‘Don’t tell Lara. She’ll go out of her mind.’

‘Of course I won’t. That’s why I asked to speak to you alone.

Now that this ha^ happened, she and Katya are in iiMninent danger.

You must help me to save them. Are you quite sure you won’t go
with us?’

‘Quite sure. I’ve told you already.’

‘But she won’t go without you. I simply don’t know what to do.

You’ll have to help me in a different way. •You’ll have to pretend,

let her think that you might be willing to change *your mind, look as

if you might allow yourself to be persuaded. I can’t see her saying

good-bye and leaving you, either here, or at the station at Yuryatin.

We’ll have to make her think tljjat you are coming after all, if not

now, then later, when I’ve arranged another opportunity for you to

travel. You’ll have to pretend that you’ll be willing to take it. You’ll

have to convince her of this even if you have to perjure yourself.

—

Though this is no empty offer on my part—I swear to you on my
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honour that at the fir^t sign you give me I’ll get you out to the East,

and I’ll arrange for you to go \)ji drom there anywhere you like.

—

But Larissa Fyodorovna must believe that you are at least coming
• to see us off. You’ll simply have ^o make her believe that Foi^

instance, you might pretend that you are going fb get your sleigh

ready ayd urge us to start at once, without waiting for you, not

to waste any time—you’ll say you’ll catch us.up as soon as you arc

ready.’ ,
» *

‘ I am so appalled by the news about Strelnikov that I haven’t really

taken in all you have*said. But you are right. According to our

present-day fogic, oncc^they have settled accounts with Strelnikov,

Lara’S* and Katya’s lives are also thrpatenfccl. One or other of us, is

certain to be arrested, so we’ll be parted anyway. At that rate it

might indeed be best thaf'you should separate us, and take them
away, as far away as possiHe. I am saying this but it doesn’t make
much difference, things arc already happening your way. Probably

in the end I’ll break down and crawl to you and beg you for L&rSi, and
life, and safety, and a sea passage to jny family and be happy to receive

it all at yorur tiands^ But give me tkne to sort it out. I am completely

overwhelmed by 'What you’ve told rne. I am crushed and dazed and I

can’t think or reason properly. It may )ic that by giving in to you I

am making a disastrous, irreparable mistake which will horrify me all

my life. But all I can do now is to agree blindly and obey you as if I

had no will of my own , . . Very well, then, for her sake I’ll go out

now and tell her that I’ll get the sleigh feady and catch up with you,

but irt^iact I shallstay behind . . . There’s one»i»thing, though.—How
can you go now, when it will soon be dark ? The road runs through

woods, and there are wolves, take care . .
.’

*I know. 'Don’t worry. I’ve got a gun and«a revolver. I’ve

brought a drop of spirits too, by the way, to keep the cold out. Would
you like some ?—I’ve got plenty.’

13

‘What have I dope? Wnat have I done? I’ve given her up, re-

nounced her, given her away. I must run after them. Lara!

Lara
! ,

‘They can’t hear. The wind is against me and they are probably

talking at the tops of their voices. She has every reason to feel happy,

reassured. She has no idea of the trick I’ve played on her.

‘She is thinking, it’s wonderful that things have gone so well,
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they couldn’t be better. Her absurd, obstinate Yura has relented at

last, thank heavens
; we are going nice, safe place, where people

are more sensible tiian we are, where you can be sure of law and
^Slider. Suppose even, ^'ust to be* ^wkward, he doesn’t come on to-

morrow’s train, Komarovsky will send another to fetch him, and
he’ll join us in ho time at all. And at the moment, of course.^ he’s in

the stables, hurrying, excited, fumbling with the harness, and he’ll

ru^h lifler us full tilt and qatch up with u^ before we get into the

forest.

•'that’s what she must be thinking. And didn’t even say good-
bye properly, I just wavdd to her and turned back, trying to swallow
m>; pain as if it were a p'iece o^^ apple stuck in my, throat, chefking

me.’

He stood in the porch, his coat over orA; shoulder. With his free

hand he was clutching the neck of the siender wooden pillar just

under the roof as if he meant to strangle it. * His whole attention was
concentr&ted on a point in the distance. There a short Stretch of the

road could be seen climbing uphil*^ bordered by a few sparse birches.

The low rays of the setting sun fell on this open spjice, aitd there the

sKigh, now hidden in a^ shallow jjip, Vi^ould bccomd visible at any
moment. . •

, ^

‘Good-bye, good-bye,* Yury said over-ond over again mindlessly,

as he waited for it, driving the silent words out of his breast into the

frosty evening air. ‘Good-bye, my only love, my love for ever lost.’

‘They’re coming, they’re .coming,’ he whispered through dry,

blenched lips, as the sleigh shot like an arrow out of the dipJ*S^pt
past the birches one after another, gradually slowing down, and—

O

joy !—stopped at the last tree.

His heart thumped with such a wild excitement* that his legs

were giving way and he felt weak and faint, his whole body soft as

cloth like the coat slipping from his shoulder. ‘O God, is it Thy
will to give her back to*me ? What can have happened ? What is

going on out there near the sunset? What can be the meaning of

it ? Why are they standing still ? ,
No. It’s'finished.^ They’ve moved.

They’re off. She must have stopped for a last look at the house. Or
perhaps to make sure that I had left ? That 1 was chji^ing after them ?

They’ve gone.’

Wirji luck, if the sun didn’t gc% down first (he wouldn’t see them
in the dark), they would flash past once again, for the last time, on

the other sidc^of the ravine, across the field where the wolves had

howled two nights before.

And now tliis moment also had come and gone. The dark-red
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sun still hung, round as a ball, above the blue snowdrifts on the sky-

line, and the snowy plain greedib^ cucked in its juicy pineapple light,

when the sleigh swept into sight and vanished. ‘Good-bye, Lara, until

we meet in the next world, good-bycj*my love, my inexhaustible, evc»^
lasting joy. I’ll never see you again, I’ll never, neW see you again.’

It wps getting dark. Swiftjly the bronze-red patches of sunset on
the snow faded and went out. I'he soft, ashy distance filled with lilac

dusk turning to deep mauve, and its smoky haze smudged the fine

traccry^ of the roadside birches lightly hand-drawn on the pink sky,

pale as though it had suddenly grown shallow,
*

•

Grief had sharpcndl Yury’s vision and cjliickened his perception

a huhdredfold. The very air surroundin'^ bim seemed unique. T,he

evening breathed compassion like a friendly witness of all that had
befallen him. As if therd had never been such a dusk before and
evening were falling now<for the first time in order to console him
in his loneliness and bereavement. As if the valley were not always

girded by woods growing on the surrounding hills and facib^ away
from the horizon, but the trees had only taken up their places now,
rising ouf’ofthc gnound on purposes to offer their condolences.

He almost iVavcd away <he tangible b,chanty of the hour like *a

crowd of persistent friends, almost saiijl to the lingering afterglow

:

‘Thank you, thank you, rikbc all right.’

Still standing oni the verandah, he turned his face to the clo^^ed

door, his back to the world. ‘My bright sun has set’ ; something was
repeating this inside him, as if to lcarr\ it by heart. He had not the

strdS^b to say these worths out loud. ' •

He went into the house. A double monologue was going on in

his mind, two different kinds of monologue, the one dry and business-

like, the other)' addressed to Lara, like a river in flood.

‘Now I’ll go to Moscow,’ ran his thoughts. ‘Tlic first job is to

survive. Not let insomnia get the better of me. Not go to bed at

all. Work all through the night till I drop. ‘Yes, and another thing,

light the stove in the bedroom at once, not to freeze to-night.’

But there was^also*another inward conversation. ‘I’ll stay with

you a little, my unforgettable dHight, for as long as my arms and my
hands and m> lips remember you. I’ll weep for you so that my
lament will be lasting and worthy of you. I’ll write your memory
into an image of infinite pain and grief. I’ll stay here till this done,

then I too. will go. This is how I’ll trace your image. I’ll trace it

on paper as the sea, after a fearful storm has churn/^d it up to its

foundations, leaves the traces of the strongest, furthest-reaching wave
on the shore. Seaweed, shells, pumice, all the lightest debris, all
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those things of least weight which it could Uft frcmi its bed| are cast up
in a broken line on the sand. This^lAie endlessly stretching into the

distance is the tide’s high-water mark. This is how you were cast

•-HP in my life, my love, my pride^ this is how I’ll write of you.’

He came in, IdckeS the door tehind him and took off his coat.

When he came into the bedroom which Lara had tidied up so well

and so carefully that morning, and which her hurried pac&ng had
a^ain turned inside out, wljen he saw the iptidy bed and the things

thrown about in disorder on the chairs and the floor, he kneljt down
lik<e* a child, leaned his breast against the hand edge of the bedstead,

buried his head in the •bedclothes and wept* freely and bitterly as

children do. But not for long./ Soon he got up,Jiastily dried his

face, looked round him with tired, absent-minded surprise, got out

the bottle of vodka Komarovsky had left, drew the cork, poured half

a glassful, added water and snow, and with a relish almost equal

in strength to the hopelessness of the tears »he had shed, drank long,

greed/ ^ulps.

Something was gping on in '\^ury that made no sense. He was going

out of his mind. Never had his way of life been so strange. He
neglected the house, he stopped looking after himself, he turned night

into day and lost count of the time which had gone by since Lara had
left. .

. ^

*

He drank vodka aijd he wrdte about Lara, but the more Ii^ttfWsscd
’

out and rewrote what he had written, the more did the Lara of liis

poems and notebooks grow away from her living prototype, from the

Lara who was Katya’s mother, the Lara who was awhy on a journey

with her daughter.

The reason for this correcting and rewriting was his search for

strength and exactness bf expression, but it also corresponded to the

promptings of an inward reticence which forbade him to expose his

personal experiences and the real events in his past with too much
freedom, lest he should offend or wound those who had directly taken

part in them. As a result, the steaming hedt of reality was driven out

of his poems and so far from their becoming morbid and devitalised,

there ^ippeared in them a broad ^jeace of reconciliation which lifted

the particular to the level of the universal and accessible to all. This

was not a goaji which he was consciously striving for ; it came of its

own accord as a consolation, like a message sent to him by Lara from

her travels, like a distant greeting from her, like her image in a dream
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or the touch of her «.
hand on his forehead, and he rejoiced at this

ennobling of his verse.
^ #

At the same time as working on hb lament foV Lara, he was abo
adding to the notes he had been scribbling at intervals over the yesg^

about nature, dail/ life and varioiu other tnin^. As had always

happened to him when he writing, a host of thoughts about the

life of the individual and o&society darted into his mind.

He reflected again tljat he thought of history, of what b called

the course of hbtory, not in the accepted way, but in the form of

images taken from the .vegetable kingdom. In winter, under the sAow,

the bare branches of u. deciduous wood aT& thin and poor, like the

hair^on an old xpan’s wart. But in only a* few ddys in spring the fo|;est

is transformed, it reaches the clouds and you can hide or lose yourself

in its leafy maze. During this transformation the forest moves with

a speed greater than thatiof animals, foi: animab do not grow as fast

as plants
;

yet this movement cannot be observed. The forest does

not change its place, \ye cannot lie in wait for it and catch*if in the

act of moving. However much w^ look at it we see it as motionless.

And suck abo is immobility to our eyes of the eternally growing,

ceaselessly changing life of society, of history moving as invisibly tn

its incessant transformations as the foreijt in spring.
,

Tolstoy thought of it in just thb way but did not say it in so many
words. While denying that history was set in motion by Napoleon or

any other ruler or general he did not carry his reasoning to its con-*

elusion. History is not made by anyoije^ You cannot make history

;

nof^li you see history, any more than you can watch the grass growing.

Wars and revolutions, kings and Robespierres, are hbtory’s organic

agents, its yeast. But revolutions are made by fanatical men of

action with diie-track minds, men who arc narrow-minded to the

point of genius. They overturn the old order in a few hours or days

;

the whole upheaval takes a few weeks or at most years, but for decades

tliercafter, for centuries, the spirit of narrdvvness which led to the

upheaval is worshipped as holy.

Mourning for Lara, he also mourned that distant summer in

Melyuzeyevo when the revolution had been a god cpme down to

earth from hcavpn, the 'god of that summer when everyone had
gone mad in his own way, and when everyone’s life existed in its

own right and not as an illustration to a thesis in support of, higher

policy.

As he scribbled his odds and ends, he made a ipte reaffirming

hb belief that art always serves beauty, and beauty is the joy of possess-

ing form, and form is the key to organic life since no living thing can
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exist without it, so that every work of art, iivcluding tragedy, wit-

nesses to thejoy ofexistence. And bwn ideas and notes also brought
him joy, ajoy so t/agic and filled with tears that it made his head ache

wore him out. • ^

Samdevyatov otm^ to see hm. He too brought him vodka and
told him of How Antipova and her daughter had left with Koma-
rovsky. He came by trolley along the railway track, and he scolded

Yliry for not looking propei;ly after the hors^ and took it back, refusing

to leave it for three or four more days as Yury wished him. to, but

promising to come back for him within the vaiek, and take him away
from Varykino for good? •

, Sometimes, afterlosing himself in his work, Yury^suddcnly remem-
bered Lara as vividly as if she were before him, and broke down from
tenderness and the sharpness of his loss. *As in his childhood, when
after his mother’s death he thought he heaad her voice among the bird

calls in the summer magnificence of Kologrivov’» garden, so now his

heariifgt accustomed to Lara’s voice and expecting it as part of his

life, played tricks on him and he Jieaxid her calling, ‘Yura !’ from tlic ,

next room. • *
,

•

• That week he had other hallucinations as well. Towards the end

of it, he woke upjn the•night |^om an absurd nightmare about a dragon

who had his lair underneath the house. He opened his eyes. A light

flashed from the gully and he heard the crack arid echo of a rifle-shot.

Astonishingly, a few moments after so unusual an experience, he went

back to sleep, and in the morning told himself that it haefbeen a dream.

IS

And this is what happened a day or tw'o later.

Yury had at last decided that he must be sensible, that if he wished

to kill himself he coulc? And a quicker and less painful method. He
promised himself to leave as soon as Samdevyatov came for him.

A little before dusk, while it was stifl light, he heard footsteps

crunching on the snow. Someone was calmly approaching the house

with a firm, easy step. •
^

How odd. Who could it be? Samdevyatov had his horse, he

would not have come on foot, J^d Varykino was empty. ‘It’s for

me,* thought Yury; ‘a summons or an order to go back to town.

Or they’ve cqme to arrest me.—^No, there would be two of them

and they would have transport to take me back. It’s Mikulitsin,’ he

thought joyfully, imagining that he recognised the step. The visitor,
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Still unidentified, fumbled at the door with its broken bolt, as if he
had expected the padlock to be ^h^re ; then he walked in confidently,

certain of his way, opening the connecting doori and closing them
carefully behind him.

^

Yury had been sitting at his d^k with his^back to the door. As
he rose and turned to face it^ he found the stranger already on the

threshofd, where he had stepped dead.

‘Who do you want?' Yury blurted out the first non-committal

words that came into his mind, and was not surprised when there

was no reply. .

'

The slra^iger was a powerful, well-built txian with a good-looking

face. ' He was dressed in a fur jacket and ttousefs and warm goatskin

boots and had a rifle slung over his shoulder.

Only the moment of his appearance took Yury by surprise, not

his arrival in itself. The traces of occupation in the house had pre-

pared liim for it. This, evidently, was the owner of the stores he had
found and which, as he knew, could not have been left by the^h'IikuMt-

sins. Some'thing about him struck Yury as familiar, he felt he had
seen him before.

Neither did <the caller look as astonished at seeing Yury as might

have been expected. Perhaps he had been told that the house was
lived in and even who was living in it.* Perhaps he even recognised

Yury.

‘Who is he ? ^Vho is he ?' Yury racked his brains. ‘Where have

I seen him, Ibr heaven’s sake? Surely not ... A hot morning in

kno^s in what year. The station at Razvilyc. The
commissar’s coach promising nothing good. Cut-and-dried ideas, a

one-track mind, harsh principles and unlimited self-righteousness . . •

Strclnikovl’
•*“

iG V

They had been talking fof hours, llicy talked as only Russians in

Russia can talk,
"
particularly as they talked then, desperate and

frenzied as they were in those anxious, friglitened days.

Apart from the nervous talkativeness he shared with everyone,

Strclnikov had some other reason of his own for talking ceaselessly.

He went on and on, doing everything possible to keep the con-

versation going
;
he wanted to avoid being alone. Was it his conscience

he was afraid of, or the sad memories which haunted him, or was he

tormented by that sclf-dissatisfaction which makes a man so hateful
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and intolerable to himself that he is ready -to di^ of shame ? Or had
he taken some dreadful, irrevocalil^ decision and was he unwilling

to remain alone wifli it and anxious to delay its execution by gossiping

«uk0th Yury and staying in his company?
Whatever it w5s, ite was evidently keeping to himself some im-

portant secret 'which burdened him, while pouring out his heart all

the more effusively on every other subject#

* was the disease, the rpvolutionary m^ness of the age : that in

his heart everyone was utterly different from his words and tjic out-

ward appearance he assumed. No one had a cJlear conscience. Every-

one had some reason to feel that he was guilty of everything, that he

wqf an impostor, an*undctected^’criminal. The sligjuest pretext was
enough to launch the imagination on an orgy of self-torture. People

slandered and accused themselves, not only out of terror but of their

own will, from a morbidly destructive impulse, in a state of meta-

physical trance, carried away by that passion for self-condemnation

which -t^not be checked once it has been givcp free rein.

As a soldier of rank who hacj often presided at milftary courts,

Strelnikov must have heard and read any nuinber^of coAfeasions and
ck;positions by condemned men. Now he was himself seized by llic

impulse to unmask hiraise*lf, to reappraise his whole lifc,^ to draw up
a balance sheet, while monstrously distorting everything in his feverish

excitement. .

He spoke incoherently, jumping from confession to confession.

‘This all happened near Chita. . . . Were you surprised at all

the outlandish things, you found in the drawee 'and cuiJSSsaads ?

I’hat all comes from the requisitioning we did when the Red Army
occupied Eastern Siberia. Naturally, I didn’t bring it here by myself.

I’ve always had trpsty, devoted people round me; liffc'has been very

good to me in that way. These candles, matches, coffee, tea, writing

materials and so on, all come from requisitioned military stores, partly

Czech, partly English a^d Japanese. Odd, don’t you think? “Don’t
you think’* was my wife’s favourite expression, I suppose you noticed.

I couldn’t make up my mind whether td tell you when I arrived,

but I might as well admit it nbw-^I came to see her*and my daughter.

The njessage saying that they were here didn’t reach me until too

late. That’s how 1 missed them. When I learned through gossip

and reports that you were with ^er and your name was mentioned

to me, for some inexplicable reason, out of the thousands effaces I’d

seen in these years, I remembered at once a Dr. Zhivago who had
once been brought to me for questioning.’

‘And were you sorry you hadn’t had me shot ?'
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Strelnikov ignorec} the question. Perhaps he had not even heard

it. Lost in his thoughts, he cofit^n^ed his monologue.

•Naturally, I was jealous—I’m jealous now for that matter. What

,
could you expect? ... I only came to this district a few montljs^

ago, after my other hide-outs further cast wire fincovcred. I was
to be court-martialled on a trumped-up charge. It wasn’t difficult

to guess the outcome. I wasn't guilty. I thought there might be a
hope of defending myself and clearing my good name at some* time

in the future, when things are better. So I decided to disappear

while I still could, before they arrested me, and hide for the presbnt,

lead a hermit’s life, miDve about. Perhaps 'I* would have succeeded

if it hadn’t been for a young scouftdrel who Wneedled himself iqto

my confidence and gave me up.
‘ It was while I was escaping westwards across Siberia, on foot, in

winter, keeping out of people’s way and^tarving. I used to sleep in

snowdrifts, or in tpains—there were endless rows of them standing

buried in the snow all s^long the main Siberian railway. ®

‘ Well, I came across this bay, a tramp
;
he said he had got away

from a prirtwan shpotihg squad—they had lined him up with a lot of

other condemned men, but .he was only wounded, and he crawled

out from under a pile of dead bodies and liid in the forest and re-

covered, and now he was rpoving from one hide-out to another, just

as I was. That was Jiis story, anyway. He was a bad lot, vicious and
ignorant

;
he had been kicked out of school for idleness.’

The moredetails Strelnikov added to his description, the more
* certf^JPi ury felt *that he knew the boy.

,

‘Was his name Terenty Galuzin?’

‘Yes.’

‘Then cvetj thing he said about the partisans, and the shooting

was true. He didn’t invent a word.’

‘The only good thing about him was that he was devoted to his

mother. His father had been shot as a hostage and his mother was
in prison and the same thing was likely to happen to her. When he
heard that, he made up Ihs mind to do all he could to rescue her.

He went to the local Cheka, gave himself up and offered to work for

them. They agreed to give him a chance on condition he made
some important betrayal. He told them where I was hiding. But
fortunately I got away in time.

,

‘By an enormous effort and after endless adventures, I crossed

Siberia and reached this part of the country. I am ip well known
here, I thought it was the last place they’d expect to find me

; they

wouldn’t suppose I’d have the nerve to come here. And, in fact, for
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a long time they were looking for me round.Chit^, while I was hiding

either in this house or in one or tv^ efthers I knew were safe in this

neighbourhood. Bftt now that’s finished. They’ve got on to me.
Lqpk here, it will soon be night-time and I don’t like it, because I

haven’t been able td sle^p for ages. *You know how unpleasant that is.

If there are any of my candles *still left—good, aren’t they? real

tallow !—can we go on talking a bit longer ? Let’s go on talking for

as long as you can stan<l it^ right through the night, in luxury, by
candlelight.’

.‘The candles are all there. I’ve only opened one packet. I’ve

been using the paraffin I 'found here.’ «•

* Have you any brSad ?
** • * •

‘No.’

‘Then what have you been living on ? But what a silly question

!

Potatoes, of course.’ * i,

‘That’s right. Any amount of those. The people who used to

live hefe^were good housekeepers, they knev\; how to store them;
they’re all safe and sound in the cqflar„ neither rotten nor trozen,’

Sirelnikov suddenly switched to Revolution.
^ »

17

•

‘None of this can mean anything to you. You couldn’t understand

it. You grew up quite differently. There was the ^vorld of tlic

suburbs, of the railway^, of the slums and tenements! Dirt, Iftegtr,

overcrowding, the degradation of the worker as a human being, the

degradation of women. And there was the world of the mothers’

darlings, of smart {Students and rich merchants’ sons;* 'the world of

impunity, of brazen, insolent vice
; of rich men laughing or shrugging

off the tears of the poor, the robbed, the insulted, the seduced
;

the

reign of parasites whose only distinction was that they never troubled

themselves about anything, never gave anything to the world and left

nothing behind them. ’ ®

‘But for us life was a campai^. We moved m6untains for those

we loved, and if we brought them nothing but sorrow, we never

meant to harm a hair of their heads and in the end we suffered more
than they did.

‘But before I go on, there’s one thing it’s my duty to tell you.

You must leave Varykino ; don’t put it off, if you value your life.

They arc closing in on me and, whatever happens to me, you’ll be

involved. You are implicated already, by the very fact of talking to
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me now. And apar^ from everything else, there arc a lot of wolves

round here. I had to shoot Vijyi^way out of the Shutma the other

night.*

‘So it was you shooting.*
^

^ ir'

‘Yes. Of course, you heard me. I was bn my way to another

hide-oi^t, but before I reached it, I saw by various signs that it had
been discovered. The people who were there have probably been

shot. I won’t stay long; with you. I’ll,stay the night and leavd" in

the morning . . . Well, I’ll go on, if I may.
‘Of course it wasj^’t only in Moscow or in Russia that {here

existed thdSe Tverski^ya-Yamskaya Streetf* with young rakes in

fancy hats and, spats rushing aboqt wiflT thei^ hired girls in t];«eir

hired carriages. That street, the night life of the street, the night life

of the past century, and the racehorses and the rakes, existed in every

city in the world.

‘There was that. But what gave unity to the nineteenth century,

what set it apart as a historical period was the birth of socialist' thought.

—Revolutions, selfless young men dying on the barricades, journalists

racking tficlr brai/is about how t<r curb the brute insolence of money,
how to save th£ human dignity of the poon Marxism arose. It ifh-

covered the^ root of the evil and it fou/id tho remedy, it became the

great force of the age. ^

‘And TverskayarYamskaya Street was all that—the dirt and the

heroism, the vice and the slums, and the proclamations and the

barricades.
,

c^^Su can’t think how lovely she was as a child, a schoolgirl. You
have no idea. She had a school friend who lived in a tenement next

door to us
;
most of the tenants were Brest line railway workers—it

was called tlW Brest line in those days, it’s been re-named several

times since.—My father—he’s a member of the Yuryatin revolutionary

court now—he was a station foreman. I used to go to that house and
see her there. She was still a child, but already then, the alertness,

the watchfulness, the disquiet of those days—it was all there, you
could read it all in h(S' face, in her eyes. Everything that made that

time what it was—the tears and the insults and the hopes, the whole
accumulation of ^revenge* and pride, all ol’ it was already in her ex-

pression and her carriage, in that mixture in her of girlish shyness

and grace and daring. You couW indict the century in he^ name,
out of her mouth. It was no trifling matter, you must agree. It was
a sign, a destiny. Something nature had endowed tier with, some-
thing to which she had a birthright.*

> The Piccadilly of nineteenth-century Moscow.
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•How well you speak of her. I too saw hey in those days, just

as you have described her. A schpolgirl and at the same time the

heroine of a secret flrama. Her shacfow on the wall was the shadow
ei^helpless, watchful self-defence.* That w'as how I saw her, and so

I still remember htt. i^ou put it^pWecdy.*
‘You saw and you remembered ? And what did you do about it ?

*

•That’s another story altogether.* •

•• Y«es. Well. So you see,^ the whole of ihjp nineteenth century—its

revolutions in Paris, its generations of Russian emigrants starting with

Her/en, its assassinations of tsai's, some only plotted, others carried out,

the whole of the workers* Aovement of the worlds the whole \)fMarxism
in iJie parliaments aifd unlversitips of Europe, the wjiole of this *new
system of ideas with its novelty, the swiftness of its conclusions, its irony

and its pitiless remedies invented in the naihe of pity—all of this was
absorbed into Lenin, to be expressed and personified by him and to

fall upon the old world as retribution for its»dceds.’

• Arid*side by side with him there arose before the eyes of the

world the immeasurably vast figure of Russia, bursting into flames

like a light of redemption for all tho sorrows ancl misfortuhe:;> of man-
kifid. But why do I tell you all this To you it must b(^so much empty
noise. , •

^ ^

•For the sake of this girl I studied and became a schoolmaster

and went off into the unknown, to Yuryatin. For Jier sake I devoured

books and absorbed a* great mass of knowledge, to be at hand and
useful if she should need my4i<;lp. To win her back after three years

of marriage I went to the war, and when the war was over aKoF^^re-

turned from captivity, I took advantage of the fact that I was thought

to be dead, and under an assumed name plunged headlong into the

revolution, to pay back in full all her wrongs, all that shV had suffered,

to wash her mind clean of these memories, so that it should not be

possible to return to the past, so there should be no more Tverskaya*

Yamskayas. And all tht? time they, she and my daughter, were close

by, they were here ! What an effort it cost me to resist the longing

to rush to them, to see them But I wanted to finish rny life’s work
first. And what wouldn’t I give now for one look at them ! When
she camt in it was as if the window flew open an«^ the room filled

with air and light.’

*I k/iow how much you loved her. But forgive me, have you any
idea of her love for you ?

’

•Sorry. What was that you said ?’

'• I asked you, had you any idea how much she loved you ?—^morc

than anyone in the world !

’
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•What makes yop say‘that?*
* Because she told me so

‘ She said this ? To you ?*

‘Yes.’
^ . I .

‘Forgive me, I realise it’s an impossible thing* to ask, but if it isn’t

hopelessly indiscreet, if you c^n, will you tell me exactly what it was
she said to you ?* *

‘Gladly. She said t;hat you were the example of what a hufnan

being,should be, a man whose equal she had never met, that you were
unique in your sincerijty and that if she could go back to the honic she

had shared- with you,«shc would crawl to it’on her knees from the end
of die earth.’ ^ ^

‘
r

‘Forgive me, if it isn’t intruding on something too intimate, can
you remember the circuiAstances iii which she said this ?

*

‘ She had been doing /his room, and she went outside to shake the

carpet.’ • '

‘Sorry, which carpet? There are two.’
* ‘

‘That one, the larger one..*

‘It woiiid haye been too heavy for her—did you help her?

‘Yes.’ * ‘

‘You held it at either end and she^jeaned far hack, and threw up
her arms high as on a swing, turning away her face from the blowing

dust, and screwed \ip her eyes and laughed ? Isn’t that how it was ?

Don’t I know her ways ! And then you walked towards each other

folding up the heavy carp)ct first in two and then in four, and she

jofcSGPind pulled faces, didn’t she ? Didn’t she ?’

They stood up and went across to different windows and looked out

in different directions. After a time Strclnikov came up to Yury,

caught hold Of his hands, pressed them to his breast and went on as

hurriedly as before

‘Forgive me. I realise that I am touching on things which are

dear and holy to you. But I should like td* ask you more questions,

if you’ll let me. Please don’t go away. Don’t leave me alone. I’ll

be going soon myself. Just think—^six years of separation, six years of

inhuman self-restraint. But I kept thinking that freedom was not

yet wholly won.^ When* I’d won it, I thought, my liands would be
untied and I could belong to them. And now, all my calculations have
come to nothing. They’ll arrest ,mc to-mon-ow. You are npar and
dear to her. Perhaps you’ll see her one day . . . But what am I

saying ! ... I’m mad. They’ll arrest me, and they v^on’t let me say

a word in my own defence. They’ll come at me with shouts and curses

and gag me. Don’t I know how it’s done !’ f

.
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A4long last, Yury had a good night’s sleep. For the first time in many
nights he went to sleep* the momeift he lay down. Strclnikov stayed

the night ; Yury had put him in the next room. The few times Yury
woke up and turned over or pulled the t)laiikets up to his chin' he was
coilscious of the strong refreshment ofsleep and he dropped off happily

again at once. Towards morning he had several short, kaleidoscopic

drealns of his childhood, so detailed and logical that he thought they

were real.
**

^He dreamed, for ifistande, that*his mother’s water-colour of a place

on the Italian riviera fell down from the wall. He^ opened his eyes.

•No, it can’t be that,’ he thought. ‘It’s 'Antipov, Lara’s husband,

Strclnikov, scaring the wolves in the Shutma, as Bacchus would say.’

But no, what nonsense ! It was the picture. There it was, lying in

pieces difthe floor, he assured himself, bcick in his dreamt

He woke up late, with a headache from having slejft.too long.

At first he couldn’t think w'ho or w^here he was.'’

• Then he remembered: ‘ Strelnikov’s in there. It’s late. I must
get dressed. He piust be*up by now. If not. I’ll wake him up and
make some coflee, and we’ll have it together.’

‘Pavel Pavlovich !’ he called out.

Tliere was no answ’er. ‘He’s still asleep. He’s a sound sleeper, I

must say.’ He dressed unhumedly and went into the robm next door.

Strelnikov’s fur hat lay on the table, but he was nowhfere in th'^SSi^sc.

‘Must have gone for a walk. And witliout his hat. Getting into train-

ing. I ought to be leaving Varykino to-day, but it’s too late now.
Again I’ve overslept, it’s the same every day.’

He lit the kitchen range, picked up a bucket and went to the well.

A few yards from the door, Strclnikov lay across the path with his

head in a snowdrift. He had shot himself. The snow made a red

lump under his left temple where he had bled. Drops of blood wliich

had spurted aw'ay and rolled in the snow made beads like iced rowan-
, . <» • \
berries.
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Contlusion *'
'

A LL that is left to tell is the brief story of fhe last eight or tcr\y«ars

of Zhivago's life, /cars in which he went more and more to seed,

JL X'gradually losing his knowledge and skill as a doctor and a w! iter,

emerging fnom his sta/je of depression and n^suming his work only to

fall back, after a short flare-up of activity,# nito long periods of indiffer-

ence to himself afM to everything in (he world. During these years*the

heart disease, which he had himself diagnosed earlier but without any

real idea of its gravity, developed to an advanced stage.

lie came to Moscow jat the beginning of the NEP, the most false

and ambiguous of all Soviet periods. He was even thinner, more
neglected tmd unkempt than at the lime when he came to

Yuryatij\, afcer escaping from the partisans. In the course of his

journey he had ngain gradually discarded those of his clothes that hid

some value, exchanging them for ‘bread arid,a few worn old rags to

cover his nakedness. So h^ had lived o^ff his second fur coat and suit,

and arrived in the Moscow streets dressed in a grey sheepskin hat,

puttees and a worn-out army greatcoat stripped of all its buttons like

a convict's o^^^rall. In this get-up he wjis indistinguishable from the

multitudes of Red Army men wdio flooded the stations and

the streets and squares oPthe city.

He had not come alone. Following him wherever he went was a

good-looking young peasant boy who was also drfsscd in army cast-

offs. They both ofthem turned up in this condition in the few Moscow
drawing-rooms w'hich still remained, those in which Yury had spent

his childhood, in which he was remembered and welcomed with his

companion (after tactful enquiries as to whether they had been to

the baths—typhus was^stilt raging), and in which he was soon told of

the circumslances‘of his family’s dcparttire from Russia.

Both Yury and the boy w'cre shy and their extreme shyness made
them avoid goinifamong people separately, for fear of having to talk.

Usually, when these two lanky figures made their appearance at any
gathering of Yury’s friends, they retired to some corner, whet^e they

could spend the evening in silence, without having to take part in the

general conversation.
^

Dressed in his rags and accompanied everywhere by the boy, tho
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tall, gaunt doctor looked like a peasant ‘seeker after truth* and his

companion like a patient, blindly devoted and o'bedient disciple.

Who was his ccanpanion ? •

Yury had made the last stage of his joiA'ngy by train, but hac> covered

the e^irlier and much lotiger part of the wray on foot.

The villages he went thfough looked ncf better than those he had
se^r^ in Siberia and the Urals, after leaving the partisans. Only then

it had been winter, wlr’le now, at the end of the summer and the

beginning of a warm, dry autumn, the weather made things easier.

Half the villages were empty, the fields abandoned and un-

harvested as after an enemy invasion—such were the eflects of war

:

the Civil War.
For three days at the end" of September his way follow^ed tlie steep

bank cf j, river. Tlie river flowing towards him was on liis right. On
his left the wide, unharvested fields stretched from the Toad to the

cloud-banks on the horizon. At long intervals; they wcredritcrruptcJ

ky woods, for the most part oak, maple and elm. ‘ The woods ran in

deep gullies to the river, droppiiig precipitously and cutting across

the road.

In the abandoned fields the ripe grain spilled and trickled on the

ground. Yury gathered it in handfuls and at life worst, if he had no
means of boiling it and making gruel, he stuffed it intoJiis mouth and
ground it with difliculiy betwCcn his teeth. With even moroNi*ijfticuhy*

he digested this raw, half-chewed fodder. •

Never in his life had he seen rye so ominously rusty brown, the

colour of old, dimmed gold. Usually, when it is cut on time, its colour

is much lighter.

These flamc-colourcd fields burning without fire, these fields silently

proclaiming their distress, were coldly bordered by the vast, quiet

sky, its face already wintry and shadowed by ceaselessly moving, long,

flaky snow-clouds with black centres and white flanks.

Everything w as in ceasele*, slow, measured moVv-ment : the flowing

river, the road running to meet it and Yur)t walking along the road in

the same direction as the clouds. Nor were the ry^ fields motionless.

Something stirred in them, something which filled them from end

to end with a small incessant ^rummaging and which nauseated

Yury.
Never had there been such a plague of mice. They had bred in

unbelievable multitudes such as had never been seen before. They
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scurried over Yury’s face and hands and inside his sleeves and trousers

at night when he w&s caught«by darkness and forced to spend the

night in the open
; they raced acfoh the road by day, gorged and teem-

ing, and turned into squeaking, pulsing slush when they were trodden^
^ underfoot. •

*

t •
*

Shaggy village mongrels, turned savage, followed him at a respect-

ful distance, exchanging glances as if to decide on the best moment to

fall on him and tear him in pieces. They fed^on carrion, did not dis-

dain mice and eyed Yuiy from the distance, moving after him confi-

dently Sis though waiting for something. For some reason they n«ycr

went into a \voo'J, and *j^henevcr he came ne^ one they gradually fell

back, turned tail and vanished. • ^
• %

Xlie woods aitd the fields offered ^ complete contrast in those dajrs.

Deserted by man, the fieldj looked orphaned as if his absence had put

them under a curse, but the forest, well rid of him, flourished proudly

in freedom as though released from captivity.

Usually the nuts are not allowed to ripen, as people, andtpsirticu**

larly village%children, pick them green, breaking off whole branches.
‘ But now the^.autuinn-wooded hills And gullies were thick with rough,

golden leaves dystM and coarsened by the sun, and festive among
them, as if tied with ribbons, were bulging clusters of nuts, three or four

together, ripe and ready to fall out of thfcir husks. Yury cracked and
crunched them as he went and stuffed his pockets and his bark satchel

full of them : for a w^olc week he fed on hazel nuts.

He felt as if he saw the fields in the fever of a dangerous illness and
.the wQgi^" in the ^•elicf of convalescence,* as if God dwelt in the woods
aiidoaian were lurking in* the fields.

*

At this point of his journey Yury came to a de^rted, burnt-out village.

All the houses had stood in one row on the side of the road opposite

the river. The strip of land between the row and the edge of the steep

river-bank had not been built on. • •

Only one or two burn/, and blackened houses were still standing,

but they too were«empty. Nothing was left of the others but piles o
charred rubble with black.stove-pipes sticking out of them.'

The cliffs facing the river were tioneycombed with pits whet’e the

villagers had quarried rock for mill-stones—by this they had made a
living. Three such unfinished stones were lying on the ground in

front of the last house in the row, one of the few that had remained.
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standing. Like the others, this house was uninhabited.

Yury went inside. It was a still evening*; buf it seemed as ifa gust

of wind burst into the house as he Stepped over the threshold. Tufts

of straw and hay slithered across the floors, remnants of paper flapped

ofl the walls and the whole cottage stirred and rustled. Like the whole
countryside, it* swarmed with mice which scampered off, squeaking,

in all directions. • •

.He came out. The snm was setting on the edge of the fields behind
the village and its warm gold flooded the opposite bank with its creeks

and bushes, their fading reflections reaching out into the middle of

the stream. Yury crosses! the road and sat dfiVn on on^of the mill-

stones which lay on tjic grajs. •

*A fair, shaggy head came up over the edge o? the bank, then

shoulders, then arms. Someone was climlyng up the cliff path with

a bucket of water. Seeing Yury he stopped, still only visible above
the waist.

*

‘Wp'ild you like a drink of water ? Jf you won’t hurt me, I won’t

hurt you.* * •

‘Thank you. Yes, I’d like a dfink.* But co^e over |jpre^ don’t be
fjjightened. Why should I hurt you?’ *

^
The water-carrier was a boy in his* teens, barefoot, ragged and

dishevelled.
• ’ o •

In sj^ite ofhis friendly words he fixed Yury with a worried, suspicious

stare. For some reason he seemed to get morfe and more excited.

Finally, putting down his bucket, he rushed towards Yu-y but stopped

half way, muttering : *
. • '

‘It isn’t ... it cah’t be ... I must be dreaming. Pardon me.

Comrade, if I ask you, but it came into my mind that I knew you . . •

Yes ! Yes ! Surely ! Aren’t you the doctor ? ’ „
‘And who are ydu?’

‘Don’t you know me?’
‘No.’ .
‘We were in the same train from Moscow, in the same carriage.

They’d conscripted me for labour,’ •

It was Vassya Brykin. He threw himself on 4he ground before

Yury, kicsed his hands and wept. ,

The burned ruins were those of his native vi!!age, Veretenniki.

His mother was dead. When the village was destroyed, Vassya hid

in a cssve in the quarries, but his nfother, thinking he had been carried

off to town, went mad with grief and drowned herself in the river,

that very river Telga which flowed at the foot of the cliffon which they

were sitting and talking. His sisters Alya and Arya were said to be in
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an oq^hanage in another district but he knew nothing of them for

certain. He went on‘to Moscow with Yury, and on the way told him
of many terrible happenings. •* ‘

•

*That*s Sast winter’s corn ^going to wa-^te in the fields. ^Ve’d just

finished sowing it when our troubles began. H was after Auntie Pojya

went away. Do you rembmber Auntie P6lya?’

*N6. I never even knew her. Who is she ?* r

*You ncrer knew ^untie Polya! She >4fas with us in the train!

The pne that was stout and fair, and lookpd youtstraight in the eye.’

‘7’hat’s the ohe iliat was always plaiting and unplaiting her haif ?’

‘I'hat’s it ! ^'he one \^ith the plait, that’s the one !’

*Vcs, I rcmcmijer her. Wait a moment, now I come to think of

it, I met her later i/i a town in Siberia. We met in the street.’

‘You don’t mean it ! You met Auntie Polya 1* ,

‘Iley, wiiat’s the matter with you? Why are you shaking my
hands likf t^at? Mind you don’t*pull them off. And what arc you
blushing for like; a^girl ?’ *

^
*Wcll, tell me quickly, how is she? TeUvne.’

*She wassail right when I saw her. She spoke about you and your

people. Didn’t she say she'd been staying witJi you, or have I got it

wrong?*
*

‘Of coursQishe did, of course she did. She stayed with us. Mother
got of her as of her own sister. . She’s quiet and a good worker,

very clever with her needk?. We had plenty ofeverything in the house

as long as she w'as living with us. But tliey made her life a misery in

Veretenniki with all their talk.

‘I’hcrc’s a man in the village called Rotten' ICharlam. He was
making up to Polya. He’s a slanderer, and his nose has rotted away.

She wouldn’t even look at him. He had a grydge against me for tliat,

so he spoke evil about me and Polya. That was how it all started. In

the end she left, she cpuWn’t stand it any more. And that was the

beginning of all otjr troubles. • •

‘There was a terrible murder near here. A widow was killed in a

house in the woo<fs near Buyskoyc. She lived all by herself on a farm

on the edge of ilie forest. She used to walk about in a man’s boots with

elastic straps. She kept a fierce dfig on a long chain—it was %o long

that the dog could run all round the house. Gorlan she called it. She
did all the work aljout the house and on the farm by herself, with-

out any help. ^Vcll, last year the winter came on before anyone ex-
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pectcd it. Tlie snow was early, and the^ old woman hadn’t dug up
her potatoes. So she comes to Vgretqnniki and*says : “Help me,” she

says. “ ril either pay you in monc^ hr give you a share of the potatoes.”

^
• ‘I said I’d do it, but when I got to the farm Kharlam was there,

fie’d taken the job on before mecind she hadn’t bothered to tell me.*

Well, I wasn’t going to fight him about it, so we did the work together.

It was wicked weather—rain and sno^ jnd mud and slush? We dug
anc^we dug, and we burned the tops to dry the potatoes in the smoke.

When we’d finished she settled with us, fSir and square, and she let

Kharlam go, but she gave me a wink as much as to say, I should stay

on or come back later. • ,

‘So I went bacl^again^nd she said : “I don’t want to give^up my
sfirplus * to the stale. You’re *a good boy,” she shys, “I know you
won’t give me away. You see. I’m not lading anything from you. I

would dig a pit myself, but you see what it’s like outside. I’ve left it

too late, it’s winter, I can’t manage by myself. .If you dig it for me,

you w^jn’t be out of pocket.” • ^
‘So I made the pit in the proper way for a hiding-place, wide at

the bottom and narrow at ihc t3p, like a jup^ and we ji fire again

cAnd warmed and dried it with the smoke—all in a^howling blizr.ard.

Then we put the polaiues into the pit and the earth back on top. A
very neat job it* was. Of cdUrsc, I didn’t say a word t5 a living soul,

not even to my mother or my sisters. Cfod ibrbid !

‘Well, hardly month went by before flic farm was robbed.

People coming past from Buyskoye said the door was wide open and
the whole place was clcanecT out. No sign of the widow
had broken his chain and bolted. •

‘A bit later still, there was a thaw just before the New Year
; on St,

Basil’s eve it rained, so the sno\y was Wcishcd off the high ground
;
you

could see the bare soil. Then Gorlan came back to the farm and found

the place where the potatoes were buried
;
the snow was all gone and

he started rooting up tjie earth. He dug and dug and threw the earth

about, and there were the old woman’s feet sticking up out of the hole

in those boots with clastic straps she used to^wcar—gruesome it was

!

‘Everyone in Vcrctenniki was sorry for the o4d woman. No one

suspected Kharlam.* How could you suspect him ? How could you
<

* Under ‘War-Communism* (rousrhiy 1917 to 1921) the peasants were snp-
pose<^to deliver to die stale the ‘surplus* of ilicir produce, i.e., any produce not
consumed by tiic producer and not car-marked for seed. I’hc deliveries were en-

forced sporadically by armed deLachmcnls which oflcn met with considerable resist-

ance. lliesc conditions chanared after 1921 when, under the NEP. the peasants

had to deliver a fixed part ol' tiicir produce «s a lax in kind bui could sell ihc rest

ol'Uieir surplus.
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even think of such a thing ? If it had been him, would he have dared

to stay in Veretennikl and stnU about the village? He would surely

have run away, they thought, ‘would have run as far from Vcre-

tenniki as he could.
,

*The ones who were pleased a?30ut the mwrder at the farm were
the village kulaks,

‘Hell’s a chance to stir up trouble in the village, they thought.

“There you are,” they said, “that’s what the townspeople have done to

you. Tliey did that to g^/e you a lesson, a warning, so you shouldn’t

hide your grain and bury your potatoes. And you think it’s bandits

from the woods that killed her, fools that y^iu are! Just you go on
doing what the town people tell yout The^y’vc g«t a lot more up their

sleeve, they’ll take everything, they’ll starve you out. If you wish* to

know what’s good for yop, then listen to us, wee’ll teach you some
sense. When they come to take away what you’ve earned by the

sw'cat of your brow:, tell tjiiem we haven^'t so much as a grain of rye,

never mind surpluses. And .m case of trouble, use your pi-ohforks'.

And if anyoifte goes against the will of the village, he’d better look out !

”

Well, lhe^.o!^ fellows talked arid htl'd village meetings, and that was

just what Khar^aiA wanted. Off lie went to the town with his tale.

“Fine goings on in the village,” he says, ‘'and what are you doing

about it ? A‘ Committee of the Poor *, that’s what we need. Give the

word and I’ll have them all at each other’s throats in next to no time.”

Then he made off somewhere and never showed up in our parts

again. ••

•Wbi:.! came* after happened of itsflf! Nobody arranged it, no-

body^to blame. They sent Red Army men from the town and they

set up a court. And they started on me—that was because of what
Kharlam had tdd them. I’d dodged the labour service. I’d run away.

And it was me that had killed the old woman' and stirred up the

village, they said. They locked me up, but luckily I had the sense to

pull up one of the floor boards and get away,. I hid in a cave in the

old quarry. The village was burned over my head—I never saw it,

and my own mother drow'iied herself in a hole in the ice and I never

knew. It all happened of itself. They’d put the Red Army men in a

house by themselves and given them vodka and they all got dead drunk.

In the night the house caught fire through carelessness, and the fire

spread to other houses, from one to the next. When it started, our

village people jumped out of theif houses and ran away. But the

people from the town—mind you, nobody set fire to them—naturally

* Committees of landless peasants set up in order to foment * class-warfare’ in the
villages.
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they were all burned to death. Nobody told our people to run away
or to stay away from their bumed-out hpuses. Bilt they were frightened

in case something else should hap^dh. The kulaks spread a rumour
.that every tenth man would be shot for sure. When I came out of

tRe cave, they’d all g»ne. I didn’t find a soul—they’re wandering^
around somewhere.’

Yuffy and Vassya arrived in Moscow in the spring of 1922' at the

beginning of the NEP. iThe weather was fin4'*and warnv Patches of

sunshine glancing off the gplden.domes of the Church of the Saviour

played on the square below, where grass was grov^ing in the cracks

between the paving stones. ^
The ban on private enterprise had been lifted and trade within

certain narrow limits was allowed. Deals were, made on the scale

of thc«tjirnovcr of a rag and bone merchant in a flea maf ket and their

pettiness led to profiteering and speculation! No nev^fc wealth was
created by these transactions arid tfiey did •nothing yx relieve the

*

oqualor of the town, but fortunes were made out' o^ the futile selling

and reselling of goods ah^ady sold a dozen times over.

Several owners of modest private libraries took dowhi their books

from their shelves and put them all together. They notified the

Town Council of thjir wish to start a co-operative bookshop. They
applied for premises and were given the use of some w^.rchouse which

had stood empty since the fiftt days of the revolutuDn whentih^^ shop*

to which it had belonged had closed dowit, and beneath its spacious

vaults they sold out their small and haphazard collections.

Professors’ wives who, whqn times had been hard before, had
secretly baked white rolls and sold them in defiance of the regulations,

now traded in them openly at some shop or other which had been

requisitioned and left ^nused all these years. They changed over,

accepted the revolution and now said ‘Sure thing’ instead of ‘Yes’

or ‘Very well.’

On arriving in Moscow Yury said :

‘You’ll have to work at something, Vasuya.’

‘I’d like to study.’

‘That goes without saying.’

‘Another dream I have is to draw my mother’s picture from

memory.’
' • ‘That’s a*good idea too. But for that you’d have to know how to

draw. Have you ever tried ?
’
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‘Wlicn I was apprenticed to my uncle I used to play around with

charcoal when he wasn’t looking.’

‘Well, why not ? We’ll see ^^Hat can be done/.

Vassya did not show any great talent as an artist but he had suffi?

cient average ability to be trained) as a craflsraiam With the help 'of

his friends Yury got him into what had been the Stroganov Institute;

there htf first took a course ^in ^general subjects and then specialised in

printing, binding and book design. *

.
.

Yury and Vassya colnbined their efforts. Yury wrote booklets

ofa couple ofdozen pages each on various subjects and Vassya set them
up and printed them small editions as pajrt of his practical work at

the Institute. They were then distributqpl throtagh the second-hand

bookshops which had recently been 'opened by their friends.

These booklets contaiiyed Yury’s philosophy of life, "his views on
medicine, his definitions of health and sickness, reflections on evolu-

• • I ^ ^
•

tion and the mutation of species, his theory of personality as the bio-

logical basis of the organism, *and thoughts about religion and«history

(his views kad much in common with those of his uncle and Sima),

as well as^hi^ poems, short stories and sketches of the Pugachev country

he had visited.
,

*
'

«.

They were written in an’ easy conversafional style but were any-

thing but wdrks of popularisation, since ‘they advanced opinions which

were controversial, arbitrary and unproved
;
and they were always

lively and original. 'The booklets found an easy sale and were much
appreciated b/ their readers.

Ifi, H^jse days^ when there were speJialists in everything including

the composition of poetry^and the art of literary translation, and when
treatises were written and institutes were founded for the study of the

theory of cven/thing under the sun, /here arose all sorts of Palaces of

Thought and Academies of Artistic Ideas. Yury acted as medical

consultant to fifty per cent of these sham institutions.

For a long lime he and Vassya remained /riends and shared lodg-

ings, moving from room to tumbledown room, all of them wretchedly

unfit to live in.
^

«

Immediately <m arriving in Moscot/, Yury had revisited his old

home in Sivtsev Street. <IIe was told that his family had not stayed

there on their w^iy through Moscow. Their banishment had com-
pletely altered their status. The rooms registered in their name had
been given to new tenants and thcri was not a sign of their belohgings.

Yury himself was regarded as dangerous to know and was avoided

like the plague.

Markel was no longer there. He had gone up in the world and
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had been appointed house-manager at Muchnoy Gorod (where the

Sventitskys had once lived). The manager’s flSit had been put at his

disposal but he preferred the old^pibrter’s lodge, which had floors of

• beaten earth but which also had its own water pipes and an enormous
Aussian stove. In the flats all the pipes and radiators burst in the*

cold weather,* but the porter’s lodge was always warm and dry and
had running water. ^

^

• There came a timc*whcn the friendship between Yury and Vassya

cooled. Vassya had developed remarkably. He no longer thought

or opoke like the ragged, barefooted, dishevelled boy from Veretenniki.

I’he obviousness, the salf-cvidencc of the truths proclaimed by the

revolution attracteck him*incre<'Uiingly, atid Yury’s talk, with’jts ob-

scurities and its imagery, now struck him as tlie voice* of error, doomed,
conscious of its weakness and therefore evasive.

Yury was making calls on various government departments. He
was trying to get two things: the political^ rehabilitation of his lamily

and permission for them to return Russia, as welf as a foieigu

passpoi't for himself and permission to fetch tliern from Waris.

Vassya was astonished at how lukewarm rnd h;)j)f-jjcarted his*

efforts were. Yury seemed always to be in a hurry
,
Jlo believe that his

efforts had failed
;

he*^)oke wirti loo much convic tion and almost

wiili satisfaction* of the futility of undertaking anything further.

Vassya Ibund fault with Yury more and more often and, although

Yury did not take gffcncc at being justly critfeised, his relationship

with Vassya gradually dcicjioratcd. Finally their fiicn.lship broke up,

and they parted comfjany. Yury left the room wfiich tli/?y4.'id sharcc^

to Vassya and moved to Muchnoy Cordd, where Markel was all-

powerful, and had set aside for him a corner at the back of what had
been the Svcn’iitsWs’ flat. It consisted of a derelict Uvihroom, a room
with a single window adjoining it, and the dilapidated, crumbling

kitchen and back entrance. After he had moved in Yury gave up
medicine, neglected h^iiself, slopped seeing his friends and lived in

great poveiiy.

« • G

It was a grey Sunday in winter. Smoke was rising in pillars from the

roofs and in thin black jets from the windows which, in spite of the

reguftitions, were still used as otiilcis for the metal pipes of cooking

stoves. The amenities of town life had still not been restored. The
tenants of Miichnoy Corod went about unwashed, they suffered from

boils, they shivered and caught colds.
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As it was Sunday, Markel Shchapov and his family were all at

home. ‘ »

They were having dinner at ‘large kitchen taible. At this same
table in days gone by, at the time of the bread rationing, all the,

* tenants’ coupons were collected and cut, snijsped, counted, sortefi,

and wrapped in pieces of paper or tied into bundles according to

their category, before being^ to the baker at dawn
;
and here,

too, later in the morning, when the bread had come from, the

baker’s, it was cut, sliced,•crumbled, weighed and distributed accord-

ing to the rations. But all this was now only a memory. Food
rationing had been rdf)laccd by other for^s of control, and the

Shchapovs at their midday meal ate thpir filUand champed and
chewed with relish.

* *

Half the room was talycn up by the squat Russian stove, which

stood in the middle and had bedding on top of it and quilts hanging

down over the sides.
*

• §

Near the entrance a tap (which really functioned) stuck put of

the wall ovtr a sink. * Benches ran down two sides of the room

;

'under ihcm.yvere kept«thc family Belongings in trunks and bundles.

The table was on tlie left and had *a plate-rack fixed above it. t.

The room was very hot. The slove was going full blast. In front

of it stood Markcl’s wife Agatha; her« sleeves wer6 rolled up over

her elbows and she was using a long pair of tongs to move the cooking

pots inside the oven,' crowding them together or spacing them out

according to need. Her sweating face was in turn lit by the blaze in

•the ovemiand nii&ted over by the heat bf* the cooking. Pusliing the

pots'^to one side, she pulled out from behind them a pie on an iron

plate, flipped it over and put it back to brown. Yury came in with

two buckets.
^ ^

‘Good appetite.*

‘ Make yourself at home. Sit down and have dinner with us.*

‘Thank you. I’ve had mine.’

‘We know what you call dinner. Why don’t you sit down and
have something hot? Yoii needn’t turn up your nose at it—it’s

good stuff, baked potatoes, pie and kashai’

‘No thanks, really . . 4 I am sorry to keep on opening the door

and letting in the t:old. I want to take up as much water as I can.

I’ve cleaned the bath, now I’m filling that and the tubs.
*
I’ll come

in another half dozen times and theii I w^on’t trouble you agairf*for a
long time. Forgive me for bothering you like this, but I can’t get water

anywhere else.’
•

‘Help yourself. If you asked for syrup, we couldn’t give you
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but thcrc^s plenty of water^ Take as much as you like—we won’t even

charge you for it.* ^
•

They all laughed. • •

^
• By the time Yuiy came to fill his third and fourth buckets, the

tbne had changed* $ •
*

‘My sons-in-law have been asking me who you are. I told them
but they don’t believe me.

—

You go om running the water, don’t mind
Only don’t slop -it on the floor, <5umsy! If it freezes over I

can’t see you coming to hack it up with ti crowbar. And shut the

do'^r properly, you oaf, there’s a di aught coining in.—Yes, sTo I was
telling them who you ay but they won’t bcW^vc it. Tly money that

was spent on you ! • All that leiuning and wliere has it got you, I’d

like to know ?
’ • •

When Yury came in for the fifth or si:jth time, Markel frowned.

‘Just once more and then you give over. Tlicre’s a limit to every-

thing, old man. If our little Marina didift keep^ sticking up for you,

I’d l()pj* the door for two pins. You, rcrncml^er our 'Marina, don’t

you ? There she is, the dark one at the end 6r the tablt^ She’s gone
all red, look. “Don’t hurt his feeling, Dad, she keeps telling me.

—

:\s if anybody wants to hurt your feelings. She’s & telegraphist at the

Central Post Oflicc—si*® knows ftircigd languages.
'

“He’s unfortun-

ate,” she says, Slic’s so soit> for you, she’d go through 4irc and water

for you ! As if Tm to blame that you’re* a ])oor fish ! You shouldn’t

have done a bunk to Siberia, leaving your hou5c at a bad time. It’s

your own limit. Look at us here—wc sat it out through the famine

and the While blockade, w^ .didn’t flinch—so hcr^: we ar^^safe and
sound. Blame yoursblf. If you’d taken proper care of Tonya, she

wouldn’t be tramping about abroad these days. Well, it’s your

business. What do I care ? Only what I’d like to kiigw, begging your

pardon, is what db you want with all this water? Hired yourself

out to make a skating-rink or something? You and your water! I

can’t even get mad at^ou, you’re such a wet hen I’

Again they all laughed, except Marina, w'ho looked round angrily

and flared up. Yury was astonished by tl*e sound of her voice, though

he could not as yet have said what it was in it that moved him.

‘There’s a lot of cleaning to be done yi the house, Markel. I’ve

got to scrub the floors and also wash some ofmy o A^n things.

The Slichapovs were amazed.

‘it’s a shame that you should say such things, let alone do them.

You*ll be starting a Chinese laundry next.*

‘Let me send my daughter up,’ said Agatha. ‘She’ll do your

washing and scrubbing and your mending if there is any.—You
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don’t need to be afraid of him, my dear. You can see how well

broup:ht up he is, he wouldn’t lyirt a fly.’

'What an idea, Agatha Mikha«l<5vna ! I wouldiu’t dream of letting

Marina do my scrubbing. Why on earth should she dirty her hands
^

Yor me ! I’ll manage all right.’
i,

<.

*

‘You can dirty your hands and I can’t, is that it?’ Marina broke

in. ‘Stop* being so awkward^ Yiary Andreyevich. I suppose, if 1 come
up to see you, you won’t drive me out?’ •

,

Marina could have hc<M trained as a singer. She had a pure, well-

modulated voice of great range and strength. Her voice was oot

loud but it gave the riiipression of being sypngcr than was needed

for ordinary conversation
;
and it did. not seem tOibe a part of her, but

could be imagin<5d as having a life Of its owm. It seemed to coiAe

from behind her back or ^om the next room. Her voice was Ikt

protection, her guaidian angel
; no one could wish to hurt or distress

a woman with such a voice*
*

So it was from this water-parrying on Sundays that a fr^i^dship

sprang up bt^wocn Yur^ and Marina. She would often come up and
*lielp him witl^ his housework. OneMay she stayed w'ith liim and did

not again go back fo the lodge. Thus she became Yury’s third wife^

though he was not divorced ll^om the first, and they did not register

their rnarriagt‘. I'hcy had children. Markef and Agatha spoke of

their daughter, not without* pride, as the doctor’s wife. Her lather

grumbled that there held never been a proper wedding either in cluirch

or at the regis^^y, but Agatha said : ‘Are you olT your head? With
•Tonya stjij alive, flliat would be bigarnt.’*

—
‘It’s you that’s off yc'ur

head,’ said Markel. ‘W'hat’s Tonya got to do With it? It’s just the

same as if she were dead. There’s no law to protect her.’

Yury somctijjies said jokingly that theirs w'as a romance in twenty

buckets, as you might have a novel i^twenty chaj^cers.

Marina forgave Yury his increasing oddities, tlie dirt and disorder

he made in the house, his moods and his fancies ;
they were those of

a man who was letting himself go and knew it. She bore with his

grumbling, his tempers andchis nerves.

Her devotion went even further.* AH times they fell into great

poverty through his fault, ^nd in order not to leave him alone at such

moments she would give up her own job at the Post Oflice (where,

fortunately, her work was so highly thought of that she w'as always

taken back after her enforced absence). In obedience to Yury’s whim,
she would go out W'ith him, doing odd jobs from house to house. They
chopped w ood for a good many of the tenants on the different floors.

Some of them, particularly racketeers W'ho had made fortunes at the
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beginning of the NEP^ and artists and scholars who stood close to the

government, were setting up house Qfi a comfortable scale. One day
Yury and Marina, stepping carefiAly in their felt boots, so as not to

dirty the carpet with sawdust, were carrying wood into the study of a

"tenant who remaineck insultinglyengrossed in something he was read-

ing and did not honour them with so much as a glance. It was his

wife who gave the orders and who settle^ up with them. •

* What has the pig got his nose into ? * Yury wondered. The scholar

was scribbling furiously in the margins of Ills book. As he passed him
wLth a bundle of logs, Yury glanced over his shoulder. On ‘the desk

lay an early edition of<4)nc of the booklets wliich he had wriiien and
Vassya had priiiteik

Yury and Marina were now living in Spiilclonovka Street and Gordon
had ii^oom in Bronny Street near Uy. Marina and Yury had two
daughters, Kapka (Capitolina), who Avas six* years old,^nd the baby
Klazhka (Claudia), who was onfy six monthak , .

o The early summer of 1929 was very hot. Thbse who lived within

a few streets of each odter would run ‘across to pay calls, hatlcss and
in their shirt sleeves.

* • •

Gordon’s room was pa/t of a curious structure which had once

been the premises of.a fashionable tailor. The'shop had been on two
floors, connected by a spiral staircase; and both lo^'kcd out on the

street through the same larg^.plate-glass window oa whiclutfJic tailor’fi

name and occupation were shown in golddetters.

Now the premises had been divided into three. By means of extra

floor-boards another room hac^^beeii fitted into the si^ace between the

lower and the uffper sections. ^ For a living-room it had a curious

window, about three feet high, starting at floor level and partly covered

by the remnants of ihf lettering. From outside, anyone in the room
could be seen up to the knees through the gaps between the letters.

This w^as Gordon’s room. With him atn the moment were Zhivago,

Dudorov, Marina and the children, who, unlike the grown-ups, were

entirely visible through the glass. Marir^ soon went away with the

little girls, leaving the three men together.

They'were having one of those unhurried, lazy, summer conversa-

tions which men enjoy who wer^at school together and have countless

years of friendship behind them.

People wiio have suflicient words at their disposal to satisfy them
talk naturally and coherently. Only Yury was in this position.
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His two friends were always at a loss for an expression. To eke

out their vocabulary they paced up and down, puffed at their cigarettes,

gesticulated and repeated themsehres (‘That, plainly, is dishonest, old

^man ;
dishonest, yes, yes, that's what it is, dishonest’).

They were unaware that this excessive drama, so far from being a
sign of their warmth and expansiveness, was, on the ‘contrary, the

result of fheir limitations an^ inadequacies.

Both Gordon and Dudorov moved in good* university circles, /.hey

spent their lives among gbod books, good thinkers, good composers

and music which was as good yesterday as to-day (but always good!),

and they didrnot know^that the misfortune having average taste is

a gresvt deal worse than that of having no t'=rste at*all.

Neither Dudorov nor Gordon realised that even their admonitions

to Yury were caused less a friendly wish to influence his conduct

than by their inability either to think wjth freedom or to guide the

conversation freely. . Like q runaway cart, it failed to take them where
they wished to go. Unable to turn it, they v/ere bound, sooner laterJ

to hit something, and so they hit out at Yury and showered him with

sermons aijd- instructionpj.

To Yury the,springs of their emotion and of their reasoning and
the shakiness of their sympathy wdre as clddr as daylight. But he
could hardly Say to them

:
/Dear frienefi, how desperately common-

place you arc—you, j^our circle, the names and the authorities you
quote, their brilliance and the art you so much admire! The only

bright and livieg thing about you is that you arc living at the same
\ime as myself and arc my friends!’—But how^could anyone confess

to such a thought ?—So, In order to spare their feelings, he listened

to them meekly.

Dudorov had»recently come back his first teijm ofdeportation

;

his civil rights had been restored to him and he had been allowed to

resume his research and his lectures at the university.

Now he was confiding to his friends his feelings and his state ofmind
in exile. His comments were n<^t influenced by cowardice or by any
external consideration.

,

•*

He was saying tfiat the arguments of the prosecution, his treatment

in prison and after he came out, and particularly his heart-to-heart

talks with the intefrogator, had ‘ventilated his brains’, ‘re-educated

him politically’, opened his eyes to many things he had not seen before

and made him ‘grow in stature as a person*.
*

These reflections appealed to Gordon just because they were so

harkneyed. He nodded his head with sympathy ancf agreed with

Dudorov in everything. It was the very triteness of Dudorov’s feelings
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and expressions that moved him most ; he .took the textbook orthodoxy

of his sentiments to be a sign of their common Humanity.

Dudorov’s pioas platitudes wer# in the spirit of the age. But it

• was precisely their correctness, their transparent sanctimoniousness, that,

exasperated Yury.* Mfen who are%iot free, he thought, always idealise

their bondage’. So it was in the Middle Ages, and the Jesuits always

played on this. Yury could not beaf tfce political mysticiSm of the

Soviet intelligentsia, thbugh it was the very thing they regarded as the

highest of their achievements and dcscribccfin the language of the day
as ^ihe spiritual top-flight of the age*. But thi,s he also kept to himself

in order to avoid hurting the feelings of his frijpnds. •

^
What did interejit him* in Dudorov’s story was his account ofja. cell-

mate of his, Boniface Orlelsov, a Tikhonovite priest ^ Orlctsov had a

six-year-old daughter, Christina, who wasdevoted to him. His arrest

and subsequent fate had bjpen a terrible blow to her. I’he labels

‘minister of religion’ and ‘deprived of civj rights* secincd to her the

stigma tJf dishonour, a stain of which, perhaps, she had sworn in her

childish heart to clear her father’s napie some day. This distant pur-^

pose, conceived so early and nursed with a bftrning rcsi)li\^ion, made
;^f her already then a disciple, fcrveqt Ijeyond hqr;, years, of what
seemed to her irrefutabftfin comrAunism.

‘I must go,’ said Yury.* ‘Don’t bc^ cross with met Misha. It’s

stuffy here, with all that heat outside. I haven’t got enough air.*

‘But the casement is open, look, down there on the floor . . . I’m

sorry, we’ve been smoking too much. We keep forgetting that we
shouldn’t smoke with ^ou there. It isn’t my fault thfet it gc^so stuffy,*

it’s the idiotic way the window is made. Tou should find me another

room.*

‘I must be off ^Misha. done enough talking. Thank you

both for worrying about me . . . I’m not pretending, you know. It’s

an illness I’ve got, sclerosis of the heart. The walls of ihe heart muscle

wear out and get too Ain, and one fine day they’ll burst. And I’m

not yet forty, and it isn’t as if I were a drunkard or burned the candle

at both ends!* •
,

‘ Nonsense 1 We aren’t f)laying your funeral Inarch yet. You’ll

last us out.* •

‘Nowadays there are more and more cases of sm^ll cardiac haemor-

rhages. They are not always fatal. Some people get over them.

It’s tfie common illness of our time. I think its causes are chiefly

* Tikhonovite priest : a priest who remained loyal to the patriarch Tikhon, the

head of the Russian Orthodox Church, who was persecuted for resisting the seizure

of church valuables by the state. Tikhonovite priests were opposed to the ‘Living

Church' which, at that time, enjoyed a measure of support from the government.
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moral. The great majority of us are required to live a life of constant,

systematic duplicity. * Your health is bound to be affected if, day
after day, you say the opposite df what you feel, if you grovel before

^w'hat you dislike and rejoice at what brings you nothing but mis-,

fortune. Your nervous system isn’tu fiction, it’s a piirt of your physical

body, and your soul exists in space and is inside you,' like the teeth

in your head. You can’t l^cejb violating it with impunity. I found

it painful to listen to you, Nicky, when you* told us how you .were

rc-cducated and grew up fh jail. It was like listening to a circus horse

describing how it broke itself in.* • .

‘I must stand up fo^‘ Dudorov,* said Gordon. ‘You’ve simply got

unusqd to hearing human beings talk, their words don’t reach you
any more.’

‘ ‘ *

‘It may very well be, Misha. But in any case, you must let me
go now. I’m having difficulty with my Ijrcathing. Honestly, I’m not

exaggerating.’ . ,

‘Wait a moment, you’re just trying to get out of it. We %/en’t le't

you go until* you’ve given us an honest straightforward answer, from

the heart. I Do you or don’t you a^ree that it’s time you changed your

ways and reforn^eef? What arc you going to do about it? To stait

with, you simply must get things Straight Mth Tonya and Marina.

They are hunSan beings, women who feePand suffer—not disembodied

ideas for you to juggle with in your head. And secondly, it’s a scandal

that a man like you ^lould go to waste. You’v/; got to wake up and
shake off your Idleness, pull yourself together and look at things with-

•out this Arrogance which is quite unjustifiabl^c. Yes, yes, without

this inexcusable haughtincis in regard to everyone. You must go back

to work and take up your practice.’

‘All right, W1 give you my answg^' I’ve been thinking something

of this sort myself recently, so I can really promise you that there’s

going to be a change. I think it’s all going to come right. And quite

soon at that. You’ll sec. No, quite honestlyf Everything is getting

better. I have an indescribable, passionate desire to live, and living

of course means struggliyg, going further, higher, striving for perfection

and achieving it.
• * •

‘ I am glad that you stand up for Marina, Misha, just as you were
always sticking up for Tonya. But you know, I haven’t a quarrel with

cither of them, I am not at war with them, or with anyone else for that

matter. You used to reproach me at first because Marina said ‘•you”

to me and •called me Yury Andreyevich while I said “thou” and
“ Marina” to her—as though it didn’t distress me too ! But you know
tliat the underlying cause of this unnatural state of affairs was removed
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long ago ;
everything has been smoothed out and equality is established,

‘Now I can tell you another piecepf good news. I’ve been getting

letters again fron^ Paris. The children arc growing up, they have a

^
lot of French friends of their own age. Sasha is finishing the icoie

fhimaire and Masha is^oon going to it. I’ve never seen her, you know.
I have a feeling in spite of everything that although they’ve become
Frcncli citizens, they’ll soon be back and that everythirj^g will be
styau^htened out in some way or other.

‘It seems that Tonya and my father-ift-Iaw know about Marina
and our children. I didn’t tell them in my letters, but they must
have heard about it in ^me roundabout waj^^ Naturally, Alexander

Alexandrovich fccIs#outraged as,a father. must be very hurt for

Ibriya. Thai would explain why our correspondence was interrupted

for almost five years. I used to write tg them after I got back to

Moscow, and then they suddenly stopped answering.

‘Now’, quite recently, llicy'vc started Vriting again, all of them,

even fcl^ children. Tliey write very w;armly and aficctionalcly. For

some reason they’ve relented. Perhaps Tonya*has found someone else

;

I hope to God slic has. I don’t Iftiow*. I too lA’rilc froi^.ti^e to lime*

. . . But I really can’t stay any longer. I’ll go or*!’^! get an attack of

asthma. Good-bye.* •• •
*

Next mornirfg Marina dime running in to GordoA, greatly dis-

tressed. There w^as no one she could leave the cliildicn with, so on
one arm she carried the baby wrapped in a blanket and with lier free

hand she was pulling Kapka, who trailed behind aiid dragged her

feet.
^

‘

‘Is Yury here, Misha?’ she asked in a fiightened voice.

‘Didn’t he come home last night?*

‘No.*
^

‘Then he must bave spent the night at Nicky’s.’

‘I’ve come from there. Nicky is at the university, but the neigh-

bours know Yury : thc^ say he hasn’t been there.*

‘Where can he be, then?’

Marina put Kla/hka down on the sofatand had hystrnr<?.

For ftvo days Gordon and Dudor^Sv did not dare to leave Marina alone

and took turns watching her and searching for Yury. They called at

all the places* he could conceivably have gone to—Muchnoy Gorod,

Sivtsev Street, all the Palaces of Thought and Houses of Ideas he had
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ever been employed in, they .looked up every friend of his they had
ever heard him mention and whose address they could discover—but
all witliout any result. • *

t

They did not report him as missing to the militia. Although he,

was registered and had no police vecord, it w|is better not to dratv

the attention of the authorities to a man who, by the standards of the

day, livet^ anything but an ejcemplary life
; so they decided not to put

them on his track except as a last resort. •
^ ^

On the tliird day, lettets from Yury came by different posts for all

three of them—Gordon, Dudorov and Marina. He was full of regret

for the trouble and anxiety he had caused th^m, he begged them not

to worry about him and he implored tlie/n by everything that was
holy to give up their search for him, Saying that it would in any cd^e

be fruitless.
^

He told them that in order to rebuild his life as completely and
rapidly as possible, be wisffed to spend some time by himself, concen-

trating on liis affairs, and that^ as soon as he was settled in a^ob and
reasonably c#;rtain of not falling back into his old ways, he would
’leave his lydipg-place a«d return to*Marina and the children.

He told Gordpn*that he w'as senfiing him a money order for Marinifc

and asked him to take on a nurse for*the children, so that Marina could

go back to wdrk. He explained that he ^as not sending the money to

her directly for fear of someone seeing the receipt and her thus being

exposed to the risk oProbbery.
,

The mone)» soon came and the amount was far above any sum
•that YuiyPfor his# friends ever handled.* "^he nanny was hired and
Marina went back to w'orkut the Post Office. Slie was still very upset,

but, accustomed as she was to Yury’s oddities, she eventually resigned

herself to his laipst escapade. All t^e of them went on looking for

him, but gradually they came to the conclusion t'hat it w'as as futile

as he had warned them it would be. They could find no trace of him.

Yet all the time be was living within a stone’s throw, right under
their eyes and noses, in th« middle of the district they were combing
for him. •

On the day of his disappearance, he had left Gordon and come out

into Bronny Street a little before dusK He turned straight for honie but

almost immediately, within less „ than a hundred yards, he ran into

his half-brother Yevgraf, who was coming down the ^eet towards

him. He had neither seen him nor heard of him for more than three
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years. It turned out that Yevgraf had just arrived in Moscow
;

as

Usual he had come out of the blue, %nd ke shrugged off all Yury*s
questions with a smile or a joke, ‘^n the other hand, from the few
questions he asked Yury, he gathered the gist of Yury’s troubles at

oflcc, and there and then, between one turning and another as they

walked along the narrow, twisting, crowded street, he worked out a
practical plan to rescue him. It was his^idea that Yury should dis-

appear and stay for sonte time in hiding.

He took a room for him in Kamerger Street, as it was still called,

ncav the Arts Theatre. He took steps to get him a good post in a
hospital with plenty of opportunities for continuing his research work.

He supplied him witii monpy and assisted him in every way. Finally

he* gave him his word that the kmbiguity of his fardily’s situation in

Paris would be resolved and that either would go to them in

Paris or they would come to him. All these things he undertook to

see to personally. As usual, kis help put nfw heaj:t into Yury, and as

usual source of his power icniained » mystery. Yury did not even

try to guess at it.
*

»

i6

His room faced shuth. Tt alrfiost adjoined the theatre ai!d looked out

over the rooftops opposite; beyond them, the sun stood high over

Okhotny Ryad but the street below w’as in shaddw.

To Yury the room was more than a place to work iw, more than a
study. At this time of devoufipg activity, when thejpile of<£otebooks •

on his desk was too sm*all to hold all his plans and when the shapes of

Iiis projected books were all round him, like unfinished pictures stand-

ing wdth their faces to the w^alls i^ a painter’s studio, his,living-room was

to him a banqueting room of the spirit, a lumber room of unreason, a

store room of discoveries.

Luckily Yevgraf’s negotiations with the hospital were dragging on

and Yury’s new job seemed to be indefinitely postponed. The delay

gave him time to write. •

He began by trying to sojt out those of his* earlier poems of wliicli

he could remember snatches, or of which ,Yevgraf somehow got him
the texts (these were manuscripts, some in Yury’s ovrn hand and some,

copies made by others). But this chaotic material made him disperse

his erfbrgy even more than he was? inclined to do by nature. He soon

gave it up and turned to new work.
.

He would hiake the rough draft of an article, rather like the notes

he had kept when he first went to Varykino, or put dowm the middle,
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or the end or the beginning; of a poem as it came into his mind. There
were times when he cbuld hardly keep pace with his thoughts, even in

his shorthand made up of initial tetters and abbrevfations.

He was in a hurry. Whenever his imagination flagged he whipped,
it up by drawing in ilie margins oftiis notcboolls. *I*hc drawings were
always of forest cuttings or of crossroads in town marked by the sign
* Aitreau Velchinkin. Seed JriKs. Threshing machines,*

The articles and poems were all on the saftie theme, the Town#

II

Tht^^* notes were' found later among his papers :

*

‘When I came back Moscow in ’twenty-two I found it empty
and dilapidated. It had just come through tlie trials of the first few

years after the revolution; it still looks mucli the same to-day. But

even in (his condition it is stiW a large modern city and cities arc thd

^
only source ftf inspiration for a^irulj^ modern, contemporary art.

‘The v^cvungly inoongruous and arbitrary jumble of things and
ideas in the wor^c of the symbolists (Blok, Verhaern, Whitman) is not

a stylistic fancy. This new juxtaposition* \)f impressions is taken

directly from^lifc.
^

•

‘Just as they hurry their succession of images through the lines of

their poems, so the ‘street in a busy town hu/*ries past us with its

crowds aftd its»broughams and carriages at the end of the last century,

• or its traifts, busev. and cJeciric trains ajt \he beginning of ours.

‘Where, in such a IMc, is pastoral simpficity in art to come
from? When it is attempted, its pseudo-artlessncss is a literary

fraud, not inspired by the counn^dc but takyii from academic

book-shelves, ^fhe living language of our time is ‘urban.

‘I live over a busy crossing. Moscow, blinded by the sun and the

white heat of her asphalt yards, scattering siyi gleams from her top-

floor windows, breathing and blossoming with the colour of her

streets and clouds, is whiHing all round me, turning my head and

willing me to turn^the ficads of others by writing in her praise.

‘The incessant ruinbliwg by day and night in the street outside

our walls is as muth connected with our thoughts as the opening bars

of an overture with the curtain, as yet dark and secret, but already

beginning to crimson in the glow of*the footlights. The inccssadt, un-

interrupted* rustle and movement of the town outside our doors and

windows is a huge, immeasurable overture to life for e^ch of uj. It is

in tlicse terms that I should like to write about the town.*
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There arc no such poems in what has been preserved of Ztiivago's

work. Perhaps ‘HamJet* belonged tc^siich a series.

12

Qn^ morning at tlie end of August Yury took the tram in Gazetny
Street to go to tlic Botkin Hospital (knownr^as llic Soldatenko Hospital

incthose days) ; it was liis first day at his new job.

He had no luck witl^his tram; it had a cfcfcctive nv)tor and kept

getting into trouble of cvpry sort. Either its way was blocked by a
ckn in front of it with its wheels caught in the grooVes of the rails, or

the insulation went wrong on the roof gr under the floor, and the

current short-circuited with a flash and a crackle.

The driver would step off the front plitforni, .walk round the tram
with A^epanner, and squat down and •tinker with the machinery be-

tween the rear platform and the wheels. *
•

The wretched tram blocked the traflic aH afcng the lirjo.^1 he whole
street was dammed up with other trams whicli l;ad already been

stopped, and still otht« kept jr^ning^thc queue as far back as the

sfpiare of the Manage and Beyond. Passengers moved Trom the back

to the front of the queue, hoping to gain time, and got into the very

car which was the cjjusc of all the trouble. It \Vas a hot morning and
the car was crowded and airless. Above the crowds rnnning about in

the street from one tram to*anothcr, a dark lilac tliundcmcloud was
creeping higher and fiigher up the sky. A*storm was gathering.

Yury sat on a single scat on the left, pressed against the window.

He could see the left side of NiJyta Street, the side of Mac Conservatoire.

With the vague a*ttcntion of a 'man thinking of something else, he

watched the people walking and driving past on that side, missing

no one. ,

A grey-haired old lady, in a light straw hat with linen daisies and
cornflowers and a tight old-fashioned lilac dress, was trudging along

the pavement, panting anc> fanning herself with •a flat parcel which

she cairied in her hand. Tightly corseted^ cxliaiislcd by the heat and
pouring with sweat, she kept dabbing her lips and eyebrows with a
small lace handkerchief.

Her course lay parallel with^hat of the tram. Yury had already

lost sight of her several times, as ihc tram had started up after a

stoppage for repairs and passed her, and she had again come into his

field of vision, when it broke down once more and she overtook iu
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Yury thought of the conundrums in school arithmetic, in which
you are asked how soon and in«what order trains, starting at different

times and going at different speeds, arrive at their destination ; he

^
tried to remember the general method of solving them, but it escaped

him, and he went on from these school memorits tOi»others, and to still

more complicated speculations. «

'

He tlfbught of several pjeople whose lives run parallel and close

together but at different speeds, and wondered in what circumst^nres

some of them would overtake and survive others. Something like a
theory of relativity applied to a human race-course occurred to him,

but he got completely muddled and gave it^ip.

Tj;iere was a flash ot lightning and a rojl of thrander. The luckless

tram was stuck fgr the twentieth time*; it had stopped half-way down
the hill from Kudrinsky Sti^et to the Zoo. The lady in lilac appeared

in the window-frame, passed beyond it anji moved on. The first heavy

drops of rain fell an the roadway, the pavement and the lady. A
gusty wind whipped past the ^-rces, flapped the leaves, gave«,ctug at

the lady’s hat, turned up the hem of her skirt and suddenly died

'down. ^ , • * *

Yury felt sicl^and faint. Overcoming his weakness, he got up and
jerked the window straps up*and down trying to open the window.

But he could*not move it.
#

' •

People shouted to him that the window was blocked, it was nailed

in position, but Yury, fighting off his faintness, and seized by a sort

of panic, neither understood the cries nor referred them to himself.

*He was sli*ll tr>d»g to open the windo.vJ and a^ain gave three sharp

tugs at the strap—up, doWn and towards himself—when he suddenly

felt a new and mortal pain
; he understood that something had broken

in him, he had done something irreg^able and thjyt this was the end.

At this moment the tram started, but it had only gone a short way down
Presnya Street when it stopped again.

By an inhuman effort of the will, Yury pyshed through the solid

crowd down the gangway, swaying and stumbling, and came out on
the rear platform; people blocked his way and snapped at him.

The fresh air seentod to revive him and*he thought that perhaps not

everything was lost, perhaps he was better.

He began to squeeze his way through the crush on the rear plat-

form, provoking more snarls, curves and kicks. He paid no attention

to diem, tore himself free of the croWd, climbed dc^wn from the stlition-

ary tram into the roadway, took, a step, another, a third, fell down on

U e cobbles and did not get up again.
*'

There arose a hubbub of talk, arguments, advice. Several people
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got off the tram and surrounded him. I'hcy soon ascertained that he
was no longer breathing : his heart had stopped. The group round
the body was joined by others wHb«steppcd off the pavements, some
relieved and others disappointed that the dead man had not been run
oT^er and that his deat^ had nothing to do with the tram. The crowd
grew larger. The lady in lilac came up too, stood a little, looked at the

body, listened to the talk and went ora ^She was a foreignef, but she

understood that some people were in favour of putting the body on
the tram and taking it to the hospital, while*others said that the militia

should be called at once. She did not wait to see the outcomd.

The lady in lilac was g Swiss national, she \^as Mademoiselle Fleury

from Melyuzeyevo, and wa^ by nevw very, very old. For twelve years she

hid been writing to the authorities in Moscow for pehnission to return

to her native country, and quite recently, her application had been
granted. She had come to Moscow for her exit visa and was now on
the way to her embassy to collect it, fanning herself as she went with

her documents, which were done up,in a bundle and tied with a

ribbon. So she walked on, overtaking the trarh for the tegth time, and
quite unaware that she had overtSken Zliivagoand survLsxd him.

13
.

Through the open dpor of the passage could bd seen a corner of the

room and the table placed at an angle to the wall. On the table the

coffin, like a roughly carved (fapoe, pointed at the dopr withaits narrow,

end, the end which ‘supported the feet of the corpse. It was the

table at which Yury had done his writing in the past ; the room had
no other. The n^nuscripts hafl been put away in a jdrawer and the

coffin stood on the top. Yury’sTiead was raised on pillows and his

body lay tilted on its eminence as on a hillside.

He was surrounded,by a great many flowers, whole bushes of white

lilac, hard to find at this season, cyclamen and cineraria in pots and

baskets. The flowers screened the light fr«m the windows. The light

filtered thinly through the banked flowera to flic face and hands of the

corpse and the w'ood and the lining of the coffin. Shadows lay on the

table in a pattern ofleaves and branches as ifthey had onlyjust stopped

swaying.

Tlhe custom of cremating thetiead had by this time become wide-

spread. In the hope ofa pension for the children, and out jofconsidera-

tion for theii' future at school and for Marina’s position at the Post

Office, it had been decided to*dispcnse with a requiem and to confine
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ihc ceremony to a civil cremation. The correct authorities had been
notified and their representatives were awaited.

In the interval the room secftiid empty, like a (flat vacant between
the going of one set of tenants and the coming of another. The
stillness was broken only by the inadvertent scuffling of the mourn%ra
as they tiptoed in to take their leave of the dead. .There were not

many of them, but all the ^sawie a good many more than might have
been expected. The news of the death of this almost unknowi^ tpan
had flown round their dircle with lightning speed. Amongst them
were many of those who had known him at different times in hisblife,

though he had afterwards lost touch witli ^tem and forgotten them.

His poetry and scienti/ic work attra^^ted still mote friends, people who
had never met the man but liad been* drawn to him and had now edme
to sec him for the fii'st an<J. last time.

In these hours when the silence, unfilled by any ceremony, was
made almost tangibly o^jpressive by a sense of absence, only the

flowers took the place of the synging and the psalms. •: «

They did more than blossom and smell sweet. In unison, like a
choir, pc^h?\ns hasten ung dccompo.^ition, they unstintingly poured out

their fragrance ^arfd ,
imparting something of their scented strength ^o

everyone, seemed to be accomplishing a ritutl.

The kin^jdom of plants can easily •be thought of as the nearest

neighbour of the kingdom of death. Perhaps the mysteries of trans-

formation and the criigmas of life which so torment us arc concentrated

in the green «of the earth, among the trees in graveyards and the

flowcring^ishootSiSpringing from their bfcdfs. Mary Magdalene, not at

once recognising Jesus risen from the grave, took Him for the gardener.

When Yury’s body was brought to the flat in Kamergcr Street (this

had been his last registered address), his friends, notified of his death

and shaken by it, came running in straight from the landing through

the wide-open door, bringing Marina wi/»h them. Halfout ofher mind
with shock and grief, she /hrew herself down on the floor, beating her

head against the edge of the long wooden chest in the lobby on which

the body had been left, while the unswept living-room was being tidied

up and until the coffin (which had ailrcady been ordered) was delivered.

She was ia floods of tears, muttering and crying out, choking over her

words and breaking into loud lamentations. She g.'ieved with an

abundance of speech, as peasants do, neither distracted nor made
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shy by strangers. She clung to the body and could scarcely be torn

away when the time came for it to b^ carried into the room, washed
and placed in ihe^ofTin. All this^hiid been the day before. To-day
the frenzy of her grief had abated, giving wa> to a weary nunibness

;

sBe sat in silence,* though still oi^y half conscious of herself or hex
*

surroundings.'^

Here she had stayed the rest of the^preceding day and all through

thg night, not moving anywhere. Hcre*the baby had been brought

for her to feed, and Kapka with her young manny had come to see her.

#5Iic was surrounded by her friends. Gordon and Dudorov grieved

as much as she did. Majkcl, her father, wouM sit down on the bench
by her side and sol^ loudly and ^blow his nosfe into his handkerchief

wtth a startling noise. Her weeping mother and listers came and
went.

But there were two people in the gathering, a man and a woman,
who stood out from all the Vest. They d)d not claim any closer tie

with deceased than the others. They hid not compete in sorrow

with Marina, iicr daughters or his friends. But altliougji they made
no claims, they had evidently t>vcir “own ^spfcial rights over Yuryv*

jnd no one questioned or disputed the unvoiced auflio/ity whicli

they had unaccountably.assumed* Tlitse were thc*people wlio had
apparently taken it iipo^i themselves to arrange the funeral and they

had seen to everything fi'om the first with such quiet competence that

it looked as if it gave them satisfaction. 7'hcir composure was remark-

able and it produced a strange impression, as if tlicy were involved not

only in the funeral but alii'o^in the dcaili, not in the senjf of being,

directly or indirectly*' guilty of it, but as, people who, once it had
occurred, Iiad coinc to terms with it, given their consent, were reconciled

and did not see it as the mosMmportant thing connected with Yury.

Few of the mournefs knew them,'a few others guessed who they were,

but the majority had no idea.

Yet whenever the man, whose narrow Kirghiz eyes both ex-

pressed and aroused curiosity, came into tlie room with the casually

beautiful woman by his side, they all, jncluding even Marina, at

once, without protest, as if by agreement, sti^^red, got up from where

they had bcco sitting on the chairs and stools placed in a row against

the wall, and cleared out, crowding uncom^ortab^y into the passage

and the lobby and leaving tlic couple alone, behind half-closed doors,

like ^vo consultants who needed^ quietly, unhindered, to accomplish

something directly concerned with the funeral and vitally important.

So it was -on this occasion. Th^y remained alone, sat down on

two chairs ncc^r the wall and talked business.
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‘What have you found out, Ycvgraf Andrcyevich?*

‘The cremation ia to be to/iight. In half an hour they’ll come
from the doctors’ union to fetchetlie body and take it to their club*

The cfvic ceremony is at four. Not one of his papers was in order-;
^ his labour book was out of date, ho, had an old^trade union card—^Bc

hadn’t changed it for the new one and the subscripti9ns hadn’t been
paid up for years. All that had to be put in order ;

that was why it

look so long. Before they^ take him away-«-that’s quite soon^ yve

ought to get ready—rih» leave you here alone as you asked . . .

Sorry. That’s the telephone. I won’t be a moment.’ •

Yevgraf game out Hito the passage crowded with unknown col-

leagues of Yury’s, his School friends^ junior members of the hospital

staff, printers and booksellers, and where Marina, her arms rouAd
both her children, sheltering them in the folds of the coat she had
thrown over her shoulders (it was a cold day), sat on the edge of the

wooden bench, waiting to^go back into the bVing room, as a visitor

who has come to see a prisonejr in jail waits to be let in by tly^ guard.'

I’lic passage jjnd the hall were overcrowded. The front door was open
'and a lot ^f people w^erc standing <sr strolling about smoking on the

landing. Others stood talking on' the flight of stairs leading to thf.

ground floor, the louder and inorc free their tvoices, the lower down
and closer to Uie street they were. « t

Straining to hear above die sustained murmur and speaking in a

decorously muffled vovee, his hand over the receiver, Yevgraf answered

questions over jthe telephone about the funeral arrangements and the

,circumstai;^es of JLhe doctor’s death. Then he went back into the

living-room and the convciisation was resumed.
'

‘Please don’t vanish after the cremation, Larissa Fyodorovna. I

don’t know tvhgre you arc staying. Don’t disappear without letting

me know. I have a great favour To ask you. I'd like as soon as

possible—to-morrow or the day after—to begin sorting my brother’s

papers. I’ll need your help. You know so much about him, probably

more than anyone. You mentis »ned that you had only come from
Irkutsk a couple of days ago and not for long, and that you came up
here by a coincidence, 4c)r some other treason, not knowing it had
been my brother’s flat in recent months or what had .happened to

him. I didn’t understand all you said and I am not asking you to

explain, but please don’t go away without leaving me your address.

The best would be if we could spend the few days we need fo go
through the^e manuscripts in the same house or at least quite near.

Perhaps in two other rooms in this building. It could^bc arranged,

I know the manager.’
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•You say you didn’t understand what I said,—What is there to

understand ? I arrived in Moscow^ my things at the station and
went for a walk ti^rough some Old Moscow streets.—Half of tliem I

couldn’t recognise, I’ve been away so long I’ve forgotten. Well, I

walked and walked, dgwn Kuznet^y Bridge and up Kuznetsky Lane
and suddenly pass something terribly, extraordinarily familiar

—

Kamerger Street, That was where m^ husband, Antipov, iwho was
shqtj^used to live as a student—in this house and in this actual room
where you and I are sitting now. I’ll go in, 1 thought, who knows, the

old ^tenants might still be there
; I’ll look them up. You see T didn’t

know it had all changed-^no one so much as i^Anembcrs their name

—

I didn’t find that ou^lill later, the day after arM to-day, gradually, by
asking people. But you were the/e. I don’t know wh/ I’m telling you.

I was completely thunderstruck—the door wide open, people all over

ihe place, a coffin in the room, a dead man. Who is it ? I come in, I

go up and look. I thought t was mad, ra^ing. But you were there,

you sa;^jnc, didn’t you ? What on ear^h am I telling you for ?
’

‘Wait, Larissa Fyodorovna, wait a moment. I’ve already told

you, neither Yury nor I had tJ*e shghtest i^ca of the
^
astonishing '

2^sociations of this room or that Antipov had ont^ lived nerc. But
what surprises me most is an expression* you used juk now. I’ll tell

you in a moment.—Abttut Antipov, Strclnikov, at ono time at the

beginning of the Civil War I used to hciir of him very often, almost

every day, and I met him personally two or three iimes, never realising,

of course, that his name would come to mean so mych to me for

family reasons.—But forgive' me, I may hjive misheaijd you,^ thought •

you said—it could only have been a slipiof the tongue—that he’d

been shot. You must surely know that he shot himself?*

‘Yes, I’ve heard that versiop^ but I don’t believe it. Pavel Pavlo-

vich wasn’t a man to commit suicide.’

‘But it’s quite certain, you know. Antipov shot himself in that

house where, Yury said, you were living before you went to Vladi-

vostok. It happened very soon after you left. My brother found

his body. He buried him. How is it yoi\,weren’t told .•*
’

‘I was told something different ... So it’s r^jally tme, he shot

himself? People said so but I didn’t believe it. And in that very

house? It doesn’t seem possible. It’s very important to me, that

detail. You don’t know, I suppose, if he and Zhivago ever met, if

they 0Ot to know each other ?’

‘From what Yury told me, they had a long conversatipn.’

‘Is it really true! Well, thank God, thank God, that’s better.’

Antipova slowly crossed herself. ‘What an astounding, what a pre-
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ordained coincidence. Will you let me come back to this and ask

you more about it later ? Evory detail is so dear to me. But ut the

moment I can’t, I’m too upset.* ‘1*11 keep quiet a little and collect

my thoughts. Will you forgive me?’
‘Of course ! Of course !

’
t «

*

‘’^'ou won’t mind, will you?* /
*Of course not.’

,

‘Oh yes. I nearly forgot. Yoti asked me not to go away, after

the cremaiion. All right? I promise. I won’t disappear. I’ll come
back here with you and stay wherever you tell me and for as long as

necessary. We’ll go through Yut^’s manus^»*ipts. I’ll help you. It’s

true, I might be useful to you. L know; -his writing so well, every

twist of it, I knoW it with my heart, \\iih my life’s blood. And thfcn,

you know, there’s somcthjng I want to ask you too, I’ll need your

help. Didn’t I hear you were a lawyer?—or anyway, you know all

the prcscni-day customs afid regulations. And another thing, I need

to know what government d/^partment to apply to for inf(9«'ffaation'.

So few people can tell one things like that, don’t you think ? I’ll

need you( a(;lvire aboi.-t ».nnething ‘terrible, something really terrible.

It’s about a child.^ But we’ll talk'about it later, when we come baak
from the crematorium. All riiy life^I have to\go on looking for people.

Tell me, suj^posc, in some quite imaginlkry case, it Were necessary to

trace a child, a child who had been handed over to be brought up
by Strangers, is there? any sort of general source of information about

all the Childifcn’s Homes throughout the country? And is there

any rccow^J of all the waifs and sirav's'', has anything like that ever

been done or attempted ? •* No, don’t tell me now, please don’t. We’ll

talk about it later. I’m so frightened. Life is so terrifying, don’t

you think? I *don’t know about latgr on, when ipy daughter comes
and joins me, but for the moment*^! don’t see w'hy I shouldn’t stay

in this flat. Katya shows exceptional gifts for music and for acting

;

she’s very clever at imitating people and sl^^e sings whole operatic

arias, all by car. She’s a remarkable child, don’t you think? I want
Jicr to go to tJic junior classes either at the drama school or the Con-
servatoire, whichever of them will take her, and I must put her down
for a boarding-school. That’s really why I’ve come without her at the

moment, to make«^ihe arrangements ; when I’ve arranged it all I’ll

go bark. Things arc so complicated, don’t you think, you can’t

explain everything. But we’ll talk* about it later. Now I’ll Wait a

bit, ITl pull myself together, I’ll keep quiet and collect my thoughts

and try not to be afraid. Besides, w'c’ve kept Yury’s* friends out of

the room much too long. Twice I thought I heard someone kiiock-
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ing. And there’s something going on outside—they’ve probably come
from the undertakers*. I’ll stay her^ quietly •for a bit, but you’d

better open the door and let thefrf come in. It’s time, don’t you
think? Wait, wait. There ought to be a footstool near the coflfin,

otherwise people ean’i reach up to Yury. I tried to on tiptoe, but

it’s very dilTicf^t. And Marina Markelovna and the children, they’ll

need it. Besides, it’s only right, it’s prqjcribcd in the ritual: ‘And
youjshall kiss me with'a last kiss.’ Oh, I can’t bear it, I can’t, it’s

all so terrible ! Don’t you think?’ »

.
•‘I’ll let them in. But just one thing before I do that. Y6u have

said so many enigmatic ithings and raised so'many questions which
are evidently painfid to ye^i thaUl don’t know what to tell you. But
tlierc’s one tiling I want you to know. Please count 6n my help in all

your anxieties. I offer it to you willingly with all my heart. And
remember. You must nev^r, never despair, whatever the circum-

stances. To hope and to act, these are our duties in mislprtune. To do
nothiiig^and to despair is to neglect oiur duty. Now I’m going to let

the mourners come in. You’re right about the footstool, J’ll get one.’

But Lara w'as no longer listerring. Shemover heard, hipi opening

llie door nor the people pouring in from the corn^dpr, nor the direc-

tions he gave to the organisers and tlie chief mourners
;
she heard

neither the shuttling olV^thc' crowd, nor Marina’s sobs' neither the

coughing of the men nor the tears and exclamations of the women.
The crowd movir^g round her, the monotonous sounds made her

feel sick and giddy. It took her all her strength not j to faint. Pier

heart was bursting and her head ached. Closing her oyes shcmbstracted’^

herself in memories, considerations, conjectures. She escaped into

them, sank into them, as though carried forward, for a time, for a
few hours, into sojne future \vfaich she might hot livo,to see, a future

which aged her by several decades, a future where she was old.

No one is left. One has died. The other has killed himself.

And only the one is Ipft alive who should have been killed, whom
she had tried to l^ill and missed, the stranger who had nothing in

common with her, the useless nonentity vrfio had turned her life into

a chain of crimes beyond he** knowing. And thab> monster of medio-

crity is busy»dashing about in the mythical byways of Asia, known
only to stamp collectors, and not one of those who arc near and
necessary is left.

Imagine ! It was at Christmj^, and she had set out to shoot that

vulgar scarecrow, when she had had^that talk in the dark in this vcr>'

room with P^ha, who was still a boy, and Yury, whose body they

were taking leave of now, had not yet come into her life.
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She strained her memory to reconstruct that Christmas conversa-

tion with Pasha, but* she could remember nothing except the candle

burnipg on the window-sill and inciting a round patch in the icy crust

^
on the glass.

How could she know that Yuly, whose dead 'body was lying on
the table, had seen the candle as he was driving past^ and noticed it,

and tha^from the moment /if iiis seeing its light (‘The candle burned
on the table, the candle burned*), all that was pre-ordained for him
had seized control of his hfe ?

Heir thoughts wandered. She thought: ‘All the same, whSit a

pity he isn’t having a cjiurch funeral. The burial service is so splendid

and tremendous ! It’s more than most pedJple dtserve when they cjie,

but darling Yuiy would have been such a noble occasion ! He’s

worthy of all the “Weeping which turns into Alleluias”.’

Now she felt a wave of pride and relief, as always at the thought

of Yury, and as in»the shprt intervals of her life which she had spent

beside him. A brcatl} of that freedom and unconcern which had
been his climate filled her luqgs. She got up impatiently from her

chair. S^m^thin^ invioiflprehensifile was happening to her. She

needed, if only,for a few moments, to escape with Yury’s help intb

freedom, into the open, out of thd sorrows '%^hich imprisoned her, to

feel again the joy of liberation. Such a joyAt seemed to her, would
be the joy of taking leave of him, of using the right and the occasion

to weep her fill over him unhindered. Full of a passionate haste, she

looked round «iier at the crowed, with cyc?5 as hurt, unseeing and full

' of tears if an ^^culist had put caustic eye-drpps into them, and all

the people began to movi, shuffle and walk out of the room, leaving

her at last alone, behind half-closed doors ; and she went up to the

table with thevcoffin on it, quickjy •Lrossing her^sclf, got up on the

footstool Yevgraf had brought, made three broad signs of the cross

over the body and pressed her lips to the cold forehead and hands.

She brushed aside the impression that the chrlly forehead was some-

how smaller, like a hand clenched into a fist
; rbe managed not to

notice it. For a momfnt’^she stood still and silent, neither thinking

nor crying, boweef over the coffin, the fl8wers and the body, shielding

them with her whole being, with her head, her breast, ‘her heart and
lier hands as stronjj as her heart.

«

llic whole of her was shaken by the sobs which she restrained. She
ibught her tears as long as she could, but at times it was beyond
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her strength and they burst firom her, pouring down her cheeks

and falling on her dress, her hands and ‘the coffin to which she

clung. , • # ^
She neither spoke nor thought. Many thoughts, generalisations,

facts, certainties, swept ^d chased t]^rough her mind at will, as fireely

as clouds in the'^ky, or as their night-time conversations in the past.

,This it was that had brought them happiness and liberation In those

days^ ^Knowledge, not fi^om the head, buttvarm knowledge imparted

to each other, instinctive, immediate. •

Such knowledge filled her now, a dark, indistinct knowledge of

death, a preparedness for ^eath which removed' all helplessness in its

presence. It was as i{ she had liv^ twenty liv<is, and had lost Yury
couhtless times, and had accumulated such experieiico of the hcaft in

this domain that everything she felt and did beside this coffin was
exactly right and to the point.

‘Oh, what a love it was, Aow free, howmew, like nothing else on
earth !

* • S’hcy really thought what othea peoJ>lc sing in songs.

It was not out of necessity that they loved each other, ‘en-

slaved by passion*, as lovers are described. * TJiey lovei cyh other

because everything around them willed it, the trees and the clouds

and the sky over their heads and the eardi under theif feet. Perhaps

tlieir surrounding* world, the^strangers they met in th? street, the

landscapes drawn up for ^them to see on* their walks, the rooms in

which they lived or met, were even more pleased -with their love than

they were themselves.

Well, of course, it had becn^just this that had unitejd thei^ and had «

made them so akin ! *Never, never, not even in their moments of

richest and wildest happiness, had they lost the sense of what is highest

and most ravishingg^joy in the^whole universe, its forni, its beauty,

the feeling of their own belonging to it, being part of it.

This compatibility of the whole was the breath of life to them.

And consequently they w^cre unattracted to the modern fashion of

coddling man, exalting film above the rest of nature and worshipping

him. A sociology built on this false premisefand served up as politics,

struck them as pathetically homo-made and amateiitish beyond their

comprehension? •

• »

l6
•

And now she began to take leave of him in the simple, current words

of robust, familiar talk, the kind that*bursts the framework of reality

and makes no sense—no more sense than the choruses and monologues
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in tragedies^ or the language of poetry or music or any other con*

vention which is only justified by the circumstance of heightened

emotion. The justification >this case, the circumstance which
strained the tone of her light, unpremeditated speech, were her tears,

in which her prosaic, unexalted words bathed and ,3wam and drownrcd.

It seemed as if these tear-drenched words clung t9gether of them-
selves and connected into a soft, quick, gentle patter, as when silky,

moist leaves rustle, tangled%y the wind. *

‘So here we are again, Yurochka. The way God brings us to-

gether* How terrible, think of it ! Oh, I can’t bear it ! . Oh, Lprd !

I cry and I cry ! Think of it I Again something just our kind, just up
our street. Your going, that’s the end of jne. Again something big,

inescapable. The riddle of life, the riddle of death, the beauty of

genius, the beauty of loving—that, yes, that we understood. As for

such petty trifles as re-shaping the world—these things, no thank you,

they are not for us.. '

‘ Good-bye, my big one, my^ear one, my own, my pride. (fp^od-b>T,

my quick, deep river, ^ how I loved your day-long plashing, how I

loved bathin'o; in your cold, deep waves.

‘Remember hdw we said good-bye that day, in all that sno\v?

What a trick you played on* me ! Would X ever have gone without

you? Oh, I^know, I know, you forcedlyourrelf to do it, you thought

it was for my good. And after that evcryttiing w^ent wrong. What
I had to put up widi out there. Lord, what I w^ent through ! But

of course you don’t know any of that. Oh, what have I done, Yura,
what havg I done ! I am such a criminal, you have no idea. But it

wasn’t my fault. I was ill in hospital for three months, a whole month
I was unconscious. And since then my life isn’t wwth living, Yura.

My heart has :^o peace, I can’t live ibr pity and. misery. then

I’m not telling you the most important thing. I can’t say it, I haven’t

the strength. Every time I come to that part of my life I can’t go on,

my hair stands on end, it’s so terrible. And you know. I’m not even

sure I’m quite normal any more. But you see, I haven’t taken to

drink as so many people dte—I’m keeping off that, because a drunken
woman, that really is tlcc end of ever.ything, it’s impossible, isn’t it ?

’

She went on speaking and weeping and tormenting herself, but

suddenly she looked up and was astonished to sec that the room had
long been crowded and full of bustle. She got down froiti the foot-

stool and Hioved away from the coffin, swaying, pressing the flat of

her hand to her eyes as if to get rid of the tears she had not finished

weeping, and to shake them offOn to the floor with hei' fingers.

Six men came up to the coffin, lifted it and cairicd it out,
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*7 .

Lara stayed scvcri days in Kamcrgcr Street. The sorting out of*

Yflry’s papers waa bqgun with l)^r help but finished without her.

She also had ter talk with Yevgraf and told him an important fact.

One day Lara went out and did not come back. She ftiust h^ve

beej\ arrested in the street, as so often l&ppened in those days, and

she died or vanished somewhere, forgotten•as a nameless number on

a Jijt which was afterwards mislaid, in one of the innumerable mixed

or women’s concentratioik camps in the northl'
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'chap SIXTEEN

EpUngue

Gordon, recently {flromoted lieutenant, and Major Dudorov
were returning to ^eir units, the one from a service assignment

in Moscow, the other from three days* leave. This was inc-the

sununer of 1943, after the break through on^the Kursk bulge and the

liberation of Orel. 0 , ^

They met on the way and spent the* night at Cherny, a smiill

town which, although mostly in ruins, had not been completely

destroyed, like most of the* inhabited places in this ‘desert zone* left

in the wake of the retreating invader.
*

Among the heaps of broken bricks and stone ground f^ijo fime

dust they found an undamaged bam and settled down in it for the

'Aight. W^eAgDudorov finally dozed off at about three in the morn-
ing, a little' before *dawn, he was coon disturbed again by Gordon’^i

fidgeting. Clunisily diving into thp soft hay and rolling about in it

as if it were \fater, he collected a few clothes into a bundle and awk-

wardly slithpred off the top of the mound ofhay, down to the doorway.

‘Where are you off to? It*s early.*

‘Fm going down to the river. I want to wa&h my things.*

• ‘That’s^mad. ^We’ll be back with the*uftit by this evening. Tanya,

the laundry girl, will give you a change of clothes. What’s the hurry ?
*

‘I don’t want to wait till then. They’re sweaty, filthy. Fll give

them a quick rir.se and wring them out> properly. Jn this heat they’ll

be dry in no time. Fll have a batRe and change.**

‘ It looks so bad. After all, you’re an officer,
*

‘It’s early, there’s no one about, they’re all asleep. Anyway, Fll

get behind a bush or something. Nobody will see me. You stop

talking and go to sleep, or Jrou’ll wake yourself up 'completely.*

‘I shan’t sleep hny nvore as it is. .I’llrCome i^’tiv^ou.’

So they went down to the river, past the whife'^.^^niimjrake^

white hot in the ^m tlioiigh it was only a sunrise In

what had once been streets, people were sleepm^teT the ^und in

the sun, sweating, red in the face and snoring*. They were mostly

local people who had lost their homes, old men, women and children,

with a sprinkling of Red Army *lmen who had lost todch with their

units and were trying to catch them up. Gordon and Dudorov,
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Stepped carefully past them so as not to disturb their sleep.

*Keep your voice low or you’ll wake itp thq town and then it’ll

be good-bye to my jvashing.’ • *
*

^
* So they continued their conversation of the night before in an ^

undertone.

V

‘What’s this river?’ •
«

•

‘ I don’t know. The Zusha probably.’

,
‘No, that isn’t the Zusha.’

‘Then I don’t know w^at it is
!’

‘It’s on the Zusl^, yon know, that it all* happened—Christina,

I iftean.’
*

, •

‘Yes, but that must be lower down the stream. They say the

Church has canonised her. Did you ever® get to know more details

than what came out in the pfess ? ’ a . .

‘Nqtiffeally. There was an old stone bfiilding, they called it the

Stables. It had been used as the stables of a sovhoz stud-farm

—

now the name will go down in history—^a^e^ old place^ith huge*
t^ick walls. The Germans made* it into an impregnable fortress;

it was on a hill and they«had the whole district uneftr fire and were
holding up our sfdvance. It*had to be destroyed. So tlhristina, by
a miracle of courage and* ingenuity, got Ihside the Germ^ lines and
blew it up, and was taken alive and hanged.’ •

‘Why do they call her Christina Orletsova and not Dudorova?’
‘We were only engaged* you know. We decide^ in t^e summer*

of ’forty-one that we’d get married at the end of the war. After

that I moved about all over the place like the rest of the army. My
unit was transferred innumerable times, and in lh»* course of it I

lost touch with her. I never saw^her again, I heard of her feat of

courage and heroic death like everyone else—from the newspapers

and the army orders, yhey say they’re going to put up a monument
to her somewhere near here, I hear Zhivago—the general, Yury’s

brother—^is going rou^id the district collecting details about her.’

‘I am sorrv- *^'^bouldnlt l>ave made yftu talk about it. I’ve

upse|,yoa.’

‘No, it isn’t * But I don’t want to hold yoM up. You undress

and get into the and do your job. I’ll lie on the bank and chew

a blade of grass and think. I may even sleep a bit.’
*

A few moments later they began to talk again.

‘Where did you learn to wash clo*thes like that ?’

‘Necessity is the mother of invention. We were unlucky. We
^ 45 *
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were sent to just about the worst of the punitive camps. There were
very few survivors. .Our arrival to begin with.—We got off the train.

— spow desert. Forest in tlie, distance. Guards with rifles, muzzles
pointing at us, wolf-dogs. At about the same time other groups were
brought up. We were spM'ead ou^ and formecjl info a big polygon* all

over the field, facing outwards so that we shouldn’t^see each other.

Then wd were ordered down^on our knees, and told to keep looking

straight in front on pain bf death. Then the roll-call, an encjless,

humiliating business goii^g on for hours and hours, and all the time
we were on our knees. Then we got up and the other groups ,'verc

marched off in differetit directions, all exqcpt ours. We were told:

“Here you are. This is your camp.”—An open snow-field with a
post in the middie and a notice on it saying : “GULAG 92 Y.N. get” *

—that’s all there was.*
‘ It wasn’t nearly so bad with us, we were fortunate. Of course

I was only doing my secotid stretch ;
it* followed automatically from

the first. And then I wa^ sentenced under a different artick?^^, so the

conditions were quite different. When I came out, I was reinstated,

• as I was <he, first tim^, sv^d aHowod to go on lecturing. And I was
called up in the ordinary way, not put into a penal battalion like

you.*

‘Yes, wefi . . . That was all there was, the post and the notice

board, “QULAG 92 Y.N.'go”. First we* broke saplings with our

bare hands in the frost, to get wood to build our huts with. And in

the end, believe it or not, we built our own camp. We put up our

* prison aiYl our ^stockade and our punishment cells and our watch

towers, all with our own hands. And then we began ourjob as lumber-

jacks. We felled trees. We harnessed ourselves, eight to a sledge,

and we hauled^mber and sank into the snow up tp our necks. For a

long time we didn’t know there wasa war. They Icept it from us. And
then suddenly there came the offer. You could volunteer for front-

line service in a punitive battalion, and if you came out alive you were

free. After that, attack after attack, mile after mile of electrified

barbed wire, mines, mortdrs, month after mon^ of artillery barrage.

They called our company the death squad. It was practically wiped

out. How and why I suiyived, I don’t know. And yet—^imagine

—

c*

1 GULAG : Glavnoye l/pravleniye Li^reJ, t.#., Chief Directorate of Camps, a
department o^the NKvD.

* Article: Both Dudorov and Gordod were evidently sentenced for political

crimes, but the severity of the sentence depraded on the * article’, t.#., the paragraph

of the Criming Code under which tho victim of the purge w» accused.^ The most

severe punishment was meted out to those accused under article 58 which referred

to anti-state propaganda, sabotage, terrorism, etc.
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all that utter hell was nothing, it was bliss compared to the horrors of

the concentration camp, and not because of material conditions

but for some other /eason.’ ^
•

‘Yes. YouVe been through a lot !* •
® *

It wasn’t just was]^ing clothes you learned out there, you learned

everything theVf; is to learn.’

‘It’s an extraordinary thing, youjtnow. It isn’t onl^ in^CQpi-

parispn with your life as a convict, but*compared to everything in

the thirties, even to my favourable conditions at the university, in the

midit of books and money and comfort
;
even to me there, the war

came as a breath offresh air, an omen of delivtfttmce, a pifrifying storm.

‘I think that coUcctivisation was both a^inistake and a failure,

arfd because that couldn’t be admitted, every means of intimidation

had to be used to make people forget how to think and judge for

themselves, to force them to see what wasn’t there, and to maintain

the contrary of what their eyes told theiii. Hence the unexampled '

harshntf?aB of the Yezhov terror, and th» prohiylgation of a constitution

which w'as never intended to be applied, and the holdinj^ of elections

not based on the principle of a fr#c vdte. • , ^ ^
‘And w'hcn the war broke ouf, its real horrors, its real dangei’s,

its menace of real dcath^*wcrc a blessing compared \ffith the inhuman
powTr of the lie,*a relief becjfusc it broke the spell of the dead letter.

‘It was not only fcllf by men in yoflr position, in concentration

camps, but by everyone without exception, at Ijomc and at the front,

and they all took a deep breath and flung themselves yito the furnace

of this deadly, liberating struggle with real joy, witlyrapluje. •

‘The war has its special character as a link in the chain of revolu-

tionary decades. It marks the end of the direct action of the causes

inherent in the nature of tli» upheaval itself. By;-'now, secondary

causes are at work
; we are seeing the fruit of its fruit, the result of

its results—cliaracters tempered by misfortune, unspoilt, heroic,

ready for great, desperate, unheard-ofdeeds. These fabulous, astound-

ing qualities arc the moral flowering of this generation.

‘And when I see* such things I am filled with happiness, in spite

of Christina’s martyrdom and our losses and my wounds, in spite of

the high cost® in blood of the war. To see the light of self-sacrifice

which illuminates Orletsova’s death and the lives ^f all of us helps me
to bear her loss.

‘I was released just when you, poor fcUow, were gbing tlirough

all that torture. Soon after that, Christina came to the university

as a history student. I taught her.* I had noticed her as a remark-

able girl long before that, when she was still a child, at the end of
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my first term in prison.—^You remember, Yury was still alive, I told

you both.—^Well, now she'was^one ofmy students.

*ItrW'as the time when thc<^26ihion for students to criticise their

« teachers had just come in. Christina became my most ardent de-

tractor. 1 couldn’t think what J’d done tQ moke her so fierce!

She was so aggressive and unjust that sometimes tho^other students

pr/)t^te<f and stood up for me. She had a great sense of humour
and she made fun of me to her heart’s content in the *‘wall news-

paper”, calling me by some invented name which everyone could see

through. And then suddenly, completely by accident, I realised ^hat

this deep hostility wa^*a camouflage of her love for me—a strong,

enduring love which she had felt fpr a Iqng time, and which I had
always returned Without knowing thaCl she loved me.

*

‘We spent a wonderful^summer in ’forty-one, just before and after

the beginning of the war. Christina was in a group of students, men
and women, who were bifleted in a Moscow suburb where my unit

was also stationed. Our I'riendship began and ran its course against

the background of their military training. Suburban home-guard
Units werA'be^ng fqrmed, ^Christina^was learning to be a parachutist,

the first German raiders were spotted from the Moscow roof-tops and
driven back.

^
It was then we* became engaged, as I told you, but we

were separated almost at once because Iny regiment was moved. I

never saw her again.
‘ Later on, when things were going better for us and the Germans

were surrendefing in their thousands, I was transferred, after I had
* been twic^ wounded, from Anti-Aircraft to the Seventh Staff Division,

where they needed people who knew languages. That’s how I managed
to get you taken on, after I’d fished you up from the bottom of the sea.*

‘Tanya, th^*laundry girl, was a fdend of Christina’s. They got

to know each other at the front. She talks a lot about her. Have
you noticed the way Tanya smiles, all over her face, like Yury?
You forget the snub-nose and the high cheekbones and you think she’s

quite pretty and attractive. It’s the same Russian type as Yury’s.

You meet it all over the place.’ r

‘ I know what you ni^an. No, I hadn’t noticed.’

‘W'hat a hideous, barl^arous nick-name, Tanya Obt-of-turn. It

can’t possibly be hrr surname. 1 wonder how she came by it.’

‘Well, she told us, you know,—She was a bezprizomaya * of un-
*

•

> Waif. At various periods, particularly in 1922-25 and after the coll^ivisation
campaim of 1932, numbers of homeless children, whose parents had^been killed in the

Givi! \^w, disappeared in purges, etc., roamed the country and presented a formidable
administrative problem.
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Imown parents. Probably Btzochtrednaya—“out-oi-turn” is a corrup-

tion of BezoUhqya in the sense of ** fatherless which is vdiat she must
have been called somewhere in thcf depth of the country wh^ she
gx^ up and where the language is still pure. Then in town, where
the name wasn’t understood and (Where everything gets picked up
and garbled, they turned it into something more topical and urban.*

Some time afler this coneersation took place*Gordon ahd Dudorov
were in the town of Karao^ev wlpch had becA razed to the ground.
Tliey were still chasing their unit and in Karachev dicy found Some
of its rear contingents who were catching ug with the main force.

It was a hot summer; the weather had been fine and still for

over a month. Sweltering under the bluA, cloudless sky, the black

soil of Bryanshchina, the blessedly fertile* region between Orel and
Bryansk, was sun-burnt to a coffee-chocolate brown.

^
The main street cut straight aeross'the towp aijfl joime^he high-

*

vay. On one side of it the hous^ had been blown up and turned

into piles of builder’s rubbish by mines ;• these ruins were surrounded
by tlic uprooted, “splintered dhd charred trees of orchards which had
been levelled to the ground. On the otlfer side, the wast# plots had
probably never becn^ built on ; fire and demolition had therefore

largely spared them, since theje was nothing to dcmolisji.

On the side wheip there had once been hous^, the^ homeless •

inhabitants were poking about in the still •smouldering ash, picking

up odds and ends in different comers of the ruins and putting them
all together in on*; place. Otheis were hurriedly Egging trenches

for makeshift underground dwellings and cutting strips of turf with

which to roof them.

The waste plots across the road were white with tents and crowded
w’ith lorries and horse-drawn wagons belonging to all kinds of auxiliary

services—field ambulances cut off from their divisional staffs and
sections of every sort of commissariat and d^ot, lost, mixed up and
tiying to sort themselves out. And here tpo, thin, weedy boys from
the draft reinfcrcement companies, in grey foragoicaps, with heavy,

rolled-up greatcoats on their backs, their faces earthy, drawn and
bloodless with dysentery, rested ^heir packs and had a ^Icep and a

snack before trudging on further west.

Half the ^tted, blown-up town was still burning and there

were explosions in the distance where delayed-action mines were still
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going otl\ Every now and then, people digging on their plots felt the

shock-waves under their feet^ they straightened their backs, leaned

on thciir picks and rested, turning and gazing in iht direction of the

« blast.

There, the grey, black, brick-red clouds^ ofasmoke, flame dnd
rubble rose into the sky, first in jets and fountains, then more lazily,

like h^a^^ily rising scum, thep fanning and spreading into plumes;
finally they scattered and* sank back to earth. Then the djggers

went on with their digging.

AnAong the waste plots opposite the ruins, there was a field bordered

by a hedge dnd overshadowed by great, sprf^ading trees. Shaded and
enclosed by the trees aUd the hedge^, it seemed ar> cut off from the rest

of thfc world as a cool, private, dusk-filled, covered courtyard.
*

Here Tanya, the laundry girl, with several service people from
her regiment including Dudorov and Gordon, as well as others who
had joined them, had beeA waiting since morning for the lorry which
had been sent to fetclj her. •The regimental laundry enarusted to

her care was packed in several crates which stood piled one on top

*of the otter tin tlye ficldr. Ta'nya watched it conscientiously, never

moving away a step, and the rest of the group also kept it in sight

for fear of missiAg the chance* of a lift. c.«

They hacf been waiting a long time, &ver five houis. With nothing

to do, theX'L listened willingly to the girl, who had seen many things

in her life and who ^chattered incessantly. At the moment she was

telling them of how she had met Major-Gencraf Zhivago.
*

‘ Certainly I ^id, yesterday it was, Orhey took me in person to see

the general, Major-General Zhivago himself. He was passing through

here, and he was interested in Christina, asking questions about her.

He wanted to stje eye-witnesses who had known hep. So they pointed

me out to him. They said we’d been friends. He told them to bring

me along. So they came and fetched me. And he wasn’t a bit

frightening, nothing special about him, just like everybody else. He’s

got slit eyes and black hair. Wfdl, I told him what I knew. He heard

me out and said thank y<Ju. “And who are yoii?” he said to me.

“Where do you come fitom?*' Well| naturally, I wasn’t going to tell

him. What have I got to boast about ? I’m a bezprizorAaya, you know
how it is, in and put of reformatories, always on the move. But he

wouldn’t leave me alone. “Let’s have it,” he says. “Don’t be shy.

,

There’s nothing to be ashamed of.”« Well, at fii'st I only said a word

,

or two, being shy, then I told him a bit more, and he kept nodding his

head, as much as to say. Go on, ‘so I got bolder. And it’s true I have

a lot to tell. You wouldn’t believe it if I told you, you’d say : “She’s
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making it up.” Well, it was the same with him. When I finbhed he
got up and started walking up and down the hi^t. “Good gracious,”

he said. “That’s extraordinary ^lyng. Fll tell you what,” ]^e says,

have no time now. But I’ll find you again, you can be sure of^

thUt, I’ll find you anc^send for yo)^ again. I never thought I’d hear

things like thl^ I won’t leave you here,” he says, “I’ve just got to

clear up a few details. And then, who can tell, I might |hit mY;jelf

do\)[n as your uncle, you’ll be promoted t8 being general’s niece. And
I’ll send you to college,” he said, “have you^ducated. Anywhere you
like ” Honest to God, that’s what he said. Such a one for laughing

and teasing, he is.* ^
.

At this moment, (A long empty cart with mised sides, of the kind

ufftd for carting hay in Poland and West Russia, drove into th^ field.

The two horses in their shaft harness were driven by a soldier from

the horse transport corps who in the old d&ys would have been called

a forage driver. He pulled up, jumped down from his seat and began •

to unhitch the cart. Everyone except •Tanjra^and one or two soldiers

crowded round him imploring him to take them wherever they were
going, telling him, of course, thatdlhcy*wou]^ qpake it wi/rtji^his while^p'

Put the driver refused, saying that^he had no right to use the cart or

the horses except as he was ordered. He led the hor^s away and was
not seen again. • o

*

Tanya and the servicemen, who until*then had been skting on the

ground, all climbed into the empty cart which had been left standing

in the field. The conversation, interrupted by its arrival and by the

argument with the driver, w& resumed.
^

*
•

‘What did you tefl the general?’ asked Gordon. ‘TeTl us if you
can.’

And so she told^thcm her Icrrible story. ^

‘Yes, it’s true I’ve goj a lot to tell. They fey that I’m of gentle birth.

Whether strangers told me^pr I myself kept* it in•my heart, I don’t

know, l>ut 1’^ heard it said that my mama, Rai'ssa Komarova, was
the wife of a Russian cabinet minister, Comrade {Komarov, who was
in hiding in White Mongolia. But it seems that this Komarov was not

my real father. Well, of course,J’m not an educated gifl, I grew up
an orphan without a father and mother. Perhaps what I say will

seem funny to'^you, but I’m only telftftg what I know
;
you have to put

yourselves in my place*
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*It all happened beyond Krushitsy, the other end ofSiberia, beyond
the Cossack country, near the Chinese border. When we, die Reds
that is^ to say, moved up to th^^ohief town of th^ Whites, that same

^ Komarov, the minister, he put my mama and all their household on
a special train and ordered it to^ take them awi|y. My mama liras

frightened, you see, she didn’t dare to move a step wi^out him.

^^*But about me he didn’t kpow, Komarov didn’t. He didn’t know
there was such a person at dll. My mama had me when she had been
parted from him for a lo^ig time, and she was frightened to death in

case somebody let it slip out and he heard about it. He hated children,

he yelled and stamped ‘his feet when he sajy them. They only bring

filth and worry into tht. house, I can’t stand it, 1^; used to shout.

*^Vell now, as I was saying, when the Reds began to come up to

the town, my mama sent to Nagornaya Station for Marfa, the signal

woman. That was three Stations away from the town. I’ll tell you
how it was. First there was Nizovaya, Vhat was down in the valley,

and then there was Naghrnaya, that was up on the hill, ^^d th^n

there was Samson’s Pass. Now I think I understand why Mama
' knew thi^jsi^al woman.

^
I think jihis signal woman, Marfa, used to

come and sell mil£ and vegetables in the town. Yes, that must ha^^e

been how it happened. » ,

And I think there’s something there«<I don’t know. It seems they

tricked M^ma, they didn’t veil her the truth. The Lord only knows
what sort of a tale they told her, I suppose they said it was just for a

time, for a day or two, just till the commotion was over and things

• settled dojyn. * Bjut not about me going to strangers for ever. To be

brought up by strangers. Mama could not have*given up her own child

like that.

‘Well, you know how it is with a child. “Go and talk to Auntie,

she’ll give you a sweet, nice Aunde, don’t be frightened of Auntie.”

How afterwards I cried my eyes out, how as a child I wore my heart

out with misery—I’d better not start telling you that. I wanted to

hang myself, I nearly went out of my mind ac a small child. That
was all I was at that time.* I suppose Aunt M^rfk got money for my
keep, a lot of monVy. * t

‘There was a good farm that went with the signal post, a cow and
a horse and of course all kinds of fowl, and a big plot fbr vegetables

—

out there you could get as much land as you liked—and of course no
rent and a* government cottage dtwn by the railway. When the

train was coming from home, it could hardly get up the hill, it was so

steep, but coming from your pafts, from Russia, downIt came so fast

they had to use the brakes. Down below, in the autumn, when
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the woods thinned out, you could see Nizovaya Station like on a
saucer.

* Uncle Vassya, Aunt Mar&’s huslj^d, I used to call him Pappy like

the peasants. He was a kind and cheerful mani only terribly trustingly

specially when he vas^runk. Everi body knew all there was to know
about him. H^’d turn his heart inside out to every stranger he met.

*But the signal woman I never cou^ call Mama. Whether it was
that I couldn’t forget my own Mama of for some other reason, Tut
she r^lly was terrible. She really was. So^ called the signal woman
Aunt Marfa.

‘Well, time went on, jrcars went by, how»many I don’t know. I

was beginning to rup out ^o the trains to wave the flag, and I could

bring the cow in or unhitctT the horse. Aunt Marfa taught me ter spin,

and as for the housework, it goes without saying I did that. Anytldng
like sweeping or tidying or doing a bit ofcooking, that was nothing

to me, I did all that. Oh yeS, and I forgo^ to tell you,. I looked after

Pctya.^.Our Petya had withered legs,, he Was three but he couldn’t

walk at all, so I carried him about. It’s all tliose years ago, but I still

get shivers down my back when I think o^how Aunt used to**

squint at my strong legs as much as to say, wtfy wereh’t my legs

withered, it would be better if I had withered legs instead ofher Petya,

as if I’d put the evil eye on him. Can you believe that there are such

spiteful and backward people in the world ?

‘But now listen to what I’ll tell you. All that was nothing to what
happened later, yoU’ll be astonished.

‘ It was the time ofthe NEP, a thousand roubles wm worA a copeck.*

Uncle Vassya sold a cow down at Nizovaya and got two sacks full of

money.—Kerenki it was called—no, sorry, they were called lemons *

by then, that’s wjiat they were called. He had sudrink and told

everyone in Nagornaya how rich He was,
‘ I remember it was a windy autumn day. The wind was tearing

at die roof, it nearly knocked you offyour feet and the engines couldn’t

get uphill because th^ wind was head on. Suddenly I see an old

beggar woman cozhing down from the top of the hill, the wind was
tugging at her skirt and blowing off her kerchief.

*

‘Sh*^ was*walking along and moaning and clutching her belly.

She asked us to take her in ; we put her on me bene];!. “ Oh,” she yells,

‘‘I can’t Stand it, I can’t stand it, my belly is on fire, death has come
upon me. In Christ’s name,” she begs, “take me to thediospital, I’ll

pay you whatever you like.” Well, Pappy hitched Udaloy, the horse,

> Lemons : Slangy for 'millions*, as million-rouble banknotes were called at the

peak of the inflation in 1931-22.
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to the cart, put the old woman in the cart and took her fifteen versts

away to the hospital.,

*A^er a time we went to Aunt Marfa apd I, then we hear

^ Udaloy neighing outside and the cart driving into the yard. It seemed
a bit too soon for them to be back. But anyway^Aunt Marfa lit a ligtlt,

put on her jacket and undid the bolt without waitingTor Pappy to

kimck. •’
^

•fehe opened the door, bht it wasn’t Pappy on the doorstep, it^was

a terrible, dark stranger, ^and he says : “Show me,” he says, “where
the money is you got for the cow. I’ve killed your old man in., the

wood,” he said, “but seeing you’re a wom^n I’ll let you alone if you
tell me where the money is. If you don’t tell you know what will

happen, you’ll only have yourself tb»blame, and better not keep fne

waiting, I’ve no time to hang around.”

‘O, Lord almighty, dJar comrades, the state we were in—put

yourselves in our place ! 4Ve were shaking all over, half dead with

fright and we couldn’t gdt out a word—^such horrors! Fiia4 Uncle
Vassya had been killed, he’d said so himself, he’d killed him with an
‘axe, and ^jiow we were qlone witU him, alone in the house with a
bandit, a bandit in our house, we could see he was a bandit. >

*I suppose it‘was at this moment that Aunt Marfa went out of her

mind, she being heart-broken for her hiisband and not able to show
her sorrowy ^

<

‘First she fell at his feet. “Have mercy on me,” she says, “don’t

kill me, I don’t know a thing. I’ve never heard about any money, I

‘don’t knoAy what^money you are talking‘about.” But he wasn’t going

to be put off with that, he wasn’t such a fool, the devil. “All right

then,” she tells him. “The money is in the cellar. I’ll open the trap-

door for you.” *^ut he saw right through that. ‘‘No,” he says,“you

go down, you know the way, you get it. I don’t care if you go down
to the cellar or up on the roof, all I want is the money. Only mind you
don’t try anything on,” he said, “it doesn’t do to try to make a fool

of me.”
‘Then she says to him : ‘“God forbid you shqul'd have such doubts.

I’d gladly go dowh andtget it for you rn^wlf, but my legs are bad, I

can’t manage the ladder. I’ll stand on the top step ancf bold the light

for you. Don’t wpny. I’ll send my daughter down with you,” she

says. That was me, she meant.

‘O comrades, can you imagine what came over me when I heard

that? Wellj that’s the end of me, I thought, and everything went

black in front ofmy eyes and my legs wouldn’t hold m^ up, I thought

I’d fall down.
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*But that devil, he was all there, he trikes one look at both of us

and screws up his eyes and gives her a crooked kind of leer, as much as

to say: I know your tricks, you c^nYfool me/ He could see that I

meant nothing to her, I wasn’t her own flesh and blood, so he makes
grab at Petya and picks him up in on^hand and pulls up the trap-door

with the other. “Le?s have a light,” he says to her and down he

goes—down the ladder under the ground with Petya. •

‘ I think she was already out of her mind and couldn’t undcFs?aiid

anything, she had gone quite mad. As soon as he liad gone down
with little Petya, bang, she slammed the trap-door and locked it and
began to drag a heavy trunk on top of it, nodding and beckoning me
to help her, because^it was too heavy for her* She gets it into place

aiffd sits down on top of it, as 4>leascd as Punch she was, the* crazy

woman. No sooner had she sat down than the bandit started yelling

and banging on the floor. You couldn’t mhke out what he was saying,

the floor-boards were too thifck, but you could tclj from his voice what *

he me^i^ : let him out or he’d murderJPct>«. He roared worse than a

wild beast to frighten us. “Now your Petya’sTor it,” he yelled, but she

couldn’t understand a thing, lai^ghing and winking as mud;
ns to say: “Let him brawl to his* heart’s content, I’m sifting on the

trunk and I’ve got the k^ in my hand.”, I did everydiing I could with

her, I screamed right into her cars saying she must opeft up tlic cellar

and save Petya, and I tried to push her off the trunk, but I couldn’t,

she was too strong for me and she wouldn’t liste^n,
^

^Well, he was banging, banging on the floor and the time wjis

going by, and she just sat th(*re rolling her eyes, not i'ist(‘ning to any*

thing.
•

*
.

• ^

‘Weil, after a time—O Lord, O Lord, what haven’t I seen and
been through in n^y life, but ^ch horror as this I’ll lu'vcr come across

again. As long asl live I’ll hear ‘Petya’s thin little ^foicc - little Petya

screamed and groaned under the earth, the holy innocent—that devil

bit him to death.

‘Now wJiat shall Pdo, what shall I do with tliis mad old woman
and this murderer, *1 thouglit. And the tir«c was going by. No sooner

had I thought this tllan I hfar4 Udaloy neighing tnitsidc
; he’d been

standing outnhere in the yard ready harnessed all this time. Yes,

that was how it was. Udaloy was neighing as much as to say :
“ Let’s

fly quickly, Tanya, and find some good people and get help.” I

looked out of the window and I ^aw that it was getting near to dawn.
“All right,” I thought, “thank you for putting the thought into my
head, Udaloy*. So be it. We’ll go.^’ But hardly had I thought this

when again I heard as if it w'crc a voice calling from the wood : Wait,
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don’t huriy, Tanya, we’ll do it another way.” And again I knew I

wasn’t alone in the wood. An engine hooted down below, like a cock
crowing in our own yard. I kne)y«that engine by ite whistle, it always

stood under steam at Nagornaya—^a banker they called it—to help

goods-trains up the hill. This was^a mixed train going by, it alwafys

went by at that time every night. Well, I heard this ftigine I knew,
calHn^ from below. I listened and my heart leapt. Am I off

my head, I wondered, like Auntie Marfa, that every living beast and
every dumb engine speaks^to me in plain Russian ?

‘Well, it was no good thinking, the train was getting near, there

was no time -to think. ^ « I grabbed the lantern—there wasn’t much
light yet, and I raced like mad to the trapk an^ stood right in the

middle, between the rails, waving theJight'up and down.
‘Well, what more is there to say ? I stopped the train ; because of

the wind it was going slowl^, slowly, thank goodness, as you might say

at a walking pace. I stopped it, and the driver, who knew me, leaned

out of the window of the c^bimand called out something; I^uldn’t
hear what it was for the’ wind. I shouted to him, the signal hut had
been raide^* lieurder and rpbbery, a bandit in the house, help us, com-
rade uncle, tve need help straight away. And while I was saying this?

Red Army men eame jumpingiout qf the trai/j^, one after the other—it

was an army {rain, that’s what it was—tkey jumped out on the track.

“What’s uj^?” they asked
;

they couldn’t make out why on earth the

train had stopped in the wood, on a steep hill at night and was standing

still. When the^ heard all that had happened, they dragged the bandit

out of the jellar he was squealing in a Voice thinner than Petya’s

:

“Have mercy on me, goodc people,” he' says, “don’t kill me, I won’t

ever do it again.” They took the law into their own hands. They
dragged him ouc. on to the sleepers, tied his hands and feet to the

rails and drove tfte train over him.

‘I never even went back for my clothes, I was so frightened. I

asked them to take me along in the train, and they put me on the train

and off I went. After this, I wandered over half our own cquntry and
others with the bezprizornytf—I don’t know where. I haven’t been. I’m
not exaggerating. WhatAappincss, what freedom, I knew after all the

sorrows ofmy childhood ! Though it must be said that there was much
evil and misfortune^too. But all this came later. I’ll tell you about it

some other time . . . That night I was telling you about, k railway

official came *011 the train and went to the house to take charge of the

Government property, and to give orders about Auntie Marfa, to

arrange whaf was to be done with her. Some say she n^er recovered

and died in a mad-house, but others say she got better and came out.’
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For a long time after hearing Tanya*s story Gordon and Dudorov
strolled about under the trees in silence. * Then the lorry came ; it

turned eluxnsily off the road into the^ffeld and tlie crates were loaded
on to it. Gordon &id :

' *
^

• ‘You realise wljo she is?—^Tanya, the laundry girl?*

‘Yes, of cdursc.*
*

‘Yevgraf will look after her.* He added after a silenee: ‘This

has happened several times in the course of history. A thing wKTch
hasTSeen conceived in a lofty, ideal manney becomes coarse and ma-
teri|il. Thus Rome came out of Greece and the Russian Revolution
came out of the Russiai^ enlightenment. Take that line of Blok’s,

“We, the children of Russia’s terrible years” ;« you can see the differ-

ence of period at once. In his time, when he said it, he meant it

figuratively, metaphorically. The children were not children, but the

sons, the heirs of the intelligentsia, and the terrors were not terrible but

apocalyptic
;

that’s quite different. Now the figurative has become *

literal,^ciiildren are children and the V'rrofs are terril>le. There you
have the difference.’

3

On a quiet summer evening i#i Moscow, five or ten ycars*Iater, Gordon
and Dudorov were again* together, sittings by a window higji above the

immense city spreading away into the dusk. They were turning the

pages ofa book of YuVy’s writings which Yevgraf had compiled, a book
they had read more than 'oftce and almost knew by*^ heart. In tho

intervals of reading, *thcy exchanged re^l^;ctions and folPowed their

own thoughts. It grew dark so that they could no longer make out

the print and had^to put on the light. ^
Moscow below \hem and reaching into the distance—Moscow, the

author’s native town and the half of all that had befallen him

—

now appeared to them, not as the place where all these things had

happened, but as the heroine of a long tale of which that evening, book

in hand, they were* reaching the end. •

Although the enl’ightenijient and liberation which had been ex-

pected to corAe after the war had not come with victory, a presage of

freedom was in the air throughout these *post-war years, and it was

their only historical meaning.

To the two ageing friends sitting by the window it seemed that this

freedom of the spirit was there, that on that very evening the future

had become almost tangible in the 'streets below, and that they had

themselves entered that future and would, from now on, be part of it.
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•

I'hcy felt a peaceful joy for tliis holy city and for the whole land and
for the survivors among those who had played a part in this story
and for^ their children, and the? silent music of happiness filled them
^and enveloped them and spread^^far and wide. And it seemed that
the book in their hands knew what they were feeling and gave them
its support and confirmation.

* ' *
.
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HAUfiLET

The noise is stilled. 1 come on the stage*

Leaning against the door-post

1 try to guess from the distant ech^
What is to happen in my lifetime.

•

»

•

The darkness of night is aimed at me^
Along the sights of a dfbusand opera-glasses.

Abba, Father, if it be possible,

Let this cup pass from me.

»*•! love your stubborn purpose^

I consent to play my part.

But now a different drama isT being B^icd^

For this once let me be.
•

.
•

Yet the*order of th<?acts is planned
And the end ofthe way mescaphble. ^
I am alone ; all drowns in the Pharisees* hypocrisy.

To live your life is not as simple as to cross ^ field

*• The last line is a Russian proverb. •
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MABCH
Xhe world swelters in#the sun.
The wooded hollow storms into frenzied life.

Work seethes in the hands of the spring.
That strapping dairymaid.

The snow is wasting away ,

In little "branches like weak blue veins.

But the cowshed spiokes with life.

The teeth of the pitchforks bristly with health.
0

These nights, these da'/s and nights :

Rain drumming on the window at noon,
Th.e thin dripping of icicles' on the roof.

Chatter of sleepless streams.

Everything is thrown open, stables and cowshed^.
Pigeons are pecking oats in the snow.
The culprit and the life-giver

Is the dung with its smell of fresh air.
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. IN HOL^r WEEK
It is still the dark of r^ght
And still so early in the world
That the stars in the sky aj^c without number
And each is bright as day.
And if it^could, the earth • •

Would sleep through Easter •

To the chanting of the Psalms.

•
It is still th« dark of night
And still so early in the vvprld
That the square lies like an eternity
Between the corner ajid the crossroads
And dawn and xt^armth • •

Arc a thousand years away.

'I’lic cai>th is still quite naked.
Has nothing to wear at night .

While it rings the bells

In response ^o the choir iiisiric.

•

And from NIaundy Thursday
Till Holy Saturday
Tllic water burrows into the livcr banks
And spins the whirlpools.

'I'he forest is stripped bar^.
And at the season of Christas Passion
Its crowding pine-trees stand
Like worshippers at a seivicc.

While in town,•bundled together -

Like a meeting.
The naked trees •

Gaze through the church, gratings,
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Awestruck. Their alarm

Is understahdaljle.

Gardens burst through fences,
,

T\ie earth’s foundations quake

:

God is being buriecV , *

They see the light at the royal gate

The black pa*ll and the row ofcandles.

The tear-sViined faces

:

Suddenly the procession
' Advances on them with the i^^iroud

And twe birches at the gat^ 4

HUve to make way. •

The procession walks round the churchyard

And back, along the pavement’s edge,

Bringing,spring«and spring talk

From the street into the porch,

r An(J, air,with an'aftcrtaste of communion
bread

And the spring smells of charc oal.

t. «

And March scatters snow
To tho crowd of cripples at the porc h,

As if a man had carried out the ark.

Opened it and given away
Everything’ to the last shred.

The singing lasts till dawm s

Having wept their fill.

The Psalms and Acts

Reach more sol'tly

Into the empty, lamplit street.
c •

Buf at midnight beasts, and men fall silent,

Hearing the spring rumour
'rh2\^t as soon as the weather changes

Death can be vanquished
‘ Through the travail cf the Resurrection.

* The gate ia the screen which, in a Russian church, divides the altar from the
nave. .
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WHITE NIGHT
• •

T see a distant past
And a hou^e on the Petersb<ft-g Quai
Daughter of a small landowner of tlie steppes^
You had come from iCuisk to 6e a student.

# • • •

You weye besyitiful, young men l^ved you.
T-’hrough that\vhita flight we two •

Sat on your window-sill
Looking down from the skysefaper.

lake gas butterflies the stifieet-lumps,
'I'ouchcd by the morning, trembled.
I talked to you softly •

I.ike the sleeping distance.

And we, like P<itersburg spreading aw^ay
licyond the -shoreless Neva, •

Were held in timid fidelity

'I’o a mystery.
. •

Out lhei*c, far off, in the dens^ forest.

On that wliite night of spring,
'Llie 4iightingalcsb filled the woods
With*the thunder of their praisegiving.*

The mad trilling rolled on.
The voic<? of the small insignificant bird
Roused^ a bustle of delight •

III the depth cjf the spell-bound^forcsu
•

Thither crept the night.
Hugging the fences like a barefoot tr^nip,
'I'l ailing behind it, Jrom the V^indow-sill,
The wraith of that conversation.

Pcterbbuigskaya Storofta : a riverside district.
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Within the reach of its echo.
In fenced gardem,
T^e branches of aQpIe and cherry
Pu. on white blossoms,

And white as ghosts, the trees

Crowded into thp road
As though waving good-bye
To the whit£; night which had seen so much.
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SPRING FLOODS

The fires of the sunset were dying down.
Through the d^nse forest, •

Along spring-flooded tracks,
^A .weary horseman rode towards a solitary Urals fann.

•
• • •

The horse cj^ainp^d at the bit

;

In the funnels of the stiv&ms

The water chased after

And answered the ringing horse-sAocs.

^Dut when the rider dropped his leAis

And slowed down to a walk
The spring flood rolled

Its thunder past.

Someone laughed, someone cried,

Stone was ground on stone, •

Uprooted trees

Crashed into' whirlpools.
• •

In the fire of*sunsct, '
•

In the charcoal distance of branches,

x\ nightingale raged •

Like an e^oing tocsin.

Where the weeping willow

Dipped her wiaow’s veil over the hollow.

There, like tjie Robber-Nightingafc ' of old.

He whistled the not^s of the seven oak pipAs.

What misfortune, what fever

t)id this violence foretell ?

At whom was this grapeshot aimed,

Flying in the thickness of the forest?

> Gf. p. 260. According to the legend Robber-Nightingale * whistled 09 seven

oaks'.
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seemed that at any moment the nightingale would comei
I^ike the spirit of the woods, from the convicts* hide-out,

And n^et the mounted infantry patrols

Of the lineal partisans.

Earth, sky, forest, field, '

^

Gaught the madness, pain, happiness, torment.
Which had their p^vt
In that rare soui^d.
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EXt^LANA 1 iUff
• •

Life^has returned with as little reason

As once it was so strangely interrupted.
* I am in the Same old-fashioned street

As then, on that summer day and at that hour.

The same people, the same worriei,"

And the fire offunset ]ias not coolcJd

Since the evening of death which nailed Jt

Hurriedly to the wall of the M^n^ge *•

Women in cheap* striped cottor#

Still wear out their shoes by nig1it|

And are crucified in attics,

On the iron roofing.

Here is one \^o steps wearily

Out an the threshold.

Slowly climbs from the basement
Up the steps, crosses the yard. *

Again I make rtjftly my excuses

And am a^ain indifferent to everything.
*

Once again the woman from next door

Walks^ound the alley, leaving us alone. ,,

Don’t cry, ^on’t pucker your swollen lips.

Don’t gather tlicni into creases^

For that would crack the dryness

Fprmed by the spring fever. *

•

Take your hand off my breast.

Wf are high-tension cables.

Look out, or unawares

yN^ shall again be thrown together;

* Manage Square where there was street fighting during the revolutioa.
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Years will pass, you will marry.
You,will forget these unsettled ways.
It is a great step to be a woman,

,

^o drive others mad is heroism.

As for me, I have the »*evercnce *

And lifelong devotion of a servant
Before the miracle of a woman’s hands.
Back, shoulders, neck.

However many rings of pain
The night welds round me, ^

'jt'he opposing pull is'stronger.
The passion to break away.
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SUMMER IN TO WN
• •

Conversation in a half tone.

With a flurry of ha^ttf

The whole sheaf of hair

Is gathered up from the nape of the neck.

* •

FroinVnder the heavy coiyb

A hclnleted ^\*oma.n looks out, \
Her head thrown back

With all its plaited hailt*.

Outside, the hot nj^^lit •

Promises a storm,
*

The passers-b^ scatter,

Shullling hom<;.
^

» Bricrthiyidcr
*

Fx'hqps sharply, ' «

And the w'ind stirs

The curtain at the window.
« •

SAltry

Silence.

Fingers ofilightning

• Search the sky.

And wlicn the dawn-filled,

Halted morning
. Has dried the puddles jn the streets

After the night rain
/

Hie centuries-old, scented,

Blossoming lime-trees '

• Frown
I'or lack of sleep.
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THE fvijsrn

This is the end of xxie, hut you live on.
The wind 3 crying and complainings
Rocks the house and the forest.
Not each pine-tree separately
Rut all the trees together
With the whole boundless distance,
Like th& hulls of sailing-ships *

lliding at anchor in sT hay.
It shakes them not out of mischief^
And not in aimless fury, «

Rut to find* for you, out of its grief^
TL'hc words of a lullahy.

JJ^'TOXICA T'lO^r

Under the ivy-circled willow tree
/ \Vc seek shelter from stormy weather,
A cape covers our shoulders
And my arms circle you.

1-am mistaken. The trees of this tTiicket
Are circled not with ivy hut with hops *•

So better spread the caj>e
Flat on tlie ground. •

* Ktanel is *liops* and * intoxication
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INDIAN SUMMER
• • •

The leaf of^he black currant is coarse as canvas.
In the house there is laughter and sound ol' ringing glass

They afre slicing, pidtling, peppering.
Putting cloves into jars. <

The teasing forest scatters all this noise

, I3own the steep sffope \ .

Where the sun has scorched the hazel
Tike a camp-fire.

c

Here the path leads down into the hollfcw

Anff you feel sorry for the fallen trefes •

And for autumn, the old rag-and-bonc merchant.
Who sweeps everything into tMc gully ; »

Sorry that the world ^ simplei* •

'I'han some clever pcople^think, .

Sorry for the drooping thicket.

Sorry that each thing has its end :

Sorry that there is*no point in staring

When everything before you is burned 'dp.

And autumn’s white soot

Drifts through the windows like a cobweb.

A path has broken through the garden fence
And loses itself in the birch-wood.
There is laughter and hubbub in the house
And the same laughter and hubbub far away.
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1 t

THE WEDDING PA^T.r

Grossing the edge of the yard
The weddihg guests

Have come to the bride’s house
To feast till morning.

• (

Behind the landlor^i’s

Waize-lined door *

Snatches gf chatter

Arc stilled from one till ^seven.
c

But at dawn,
*

When you could sleep for ever,

T*!ic atcc/ideon sin^s out again

^
Leaving the wedding.

*
I •

I

.

Again the player scatters

'Lhc ^splash of clapping palms.
Glitter of beads,

^ All the party hullabalod. •

Again and again
•^I'he chatter of the danl’c tune
%

Bursts into tlie sleepers’ beds
Straight from the feasting.

A girl as snow
Qlides like a peacock
In the row and die whistling.

Swaying her hips,

V

Nodding her head, ^

Waving her right hand.
Dancing on the -pavement
Like a peacock.
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Suddenly the g^aiety and noise of the game^
The tapping of the ring-danc6^
Dropping through to«I|^rtarus,
Sink as in water.

The noisy yard 4S waking up.
A businesslike echo
Nlixes in <he talk
And peals of laughter.

Whirlwind epf grey-blue patched,-
A flock of paeons
Taking off from the dovecots
Rushes the heights of the limitless sky.

As if someon^ on waking
flad thought to send them cha;s]ng
T'he wedding party with wislies
For mar-.y years of^life.* ^

And life itself is only an instant,
<I/nly the diss^lv'ing
Of ourselves in all others •

As thejugh in gift to them ;

Only wedSing, bursting
In through the 'windows from the street.

Only a song, a dream,
A gjrey-bluc pi^^eon.
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A UTUMN
• ‘

I have allowed my family to scatter, *

All iny dear oivs arc dispersed.
A life-long loneliness
Fills natural and my heart.

And hero I am with you, in a small house.
Outside^ the forest is unpeopled lijtc a desert,
A^in the song, the drU-’^es afid footpatlis
Are almost overgrown.

''I'lic log walls are sad, ,

Having onl^ us two to gaze at.

But we n€ver undertook to leap the barriers.
*

We will perish honestly.

At one o'clock we shall sit down to table,
three we sli^ll rise,

I with my hook, you with*yovir embroidery.
At dawn we shan’t remember
What t,irne we stopped kissing.

«

X-caves, rustle and spill yocirsclves
Kver more splendidly, ever more •recklessly,

I^''ill ycsterdsly’s cup of bitterness
Still more full with the pain of to-day.

Let devotion, desire, delight.
Be scattered in the uproar of September :

And you, go and hide in the crackling autumn,
Fither be quiet or be crazy. '

Voi^. fling your dress from you
As the cop>|:)ice flini^ aWay 9ts leaves. ,

In a dressingrgown with a silk tas:>el

Vou fall into my arms.

You are the good gift of the road to destruction
When life is more sickening than disease
And boldness the root of beauty,
T’his is what draws us together.



A FAIRY-TALE

Once upon a time

Jn a fairy-tale Ki^doni,
Spurring over
'J'ho burs of the steppe,

3 •
o
A Norseman rode to battle.

‘‘rifroiigU the dust a dark fo\':st

Rose to meet him
III the distance. •

Uneasiness • •

Scratched at his heart

:

‘beware of ihr water,

'l ighten your girtlf
’ *

llic ^’OLihrnot listen,

Uallopcd ' •

1 ull tilt

Up the w^ooded slope;
• •

I'ollowed the chaii^el

Of a dried-up stream,

Passed a meadow
And crossed a hill

;

Strayed into a defile,

( lame on the spoor
Of a wild beast •

l.eiyling to water,
^

And deaf to tlic sound
Of his own suspicion,

Rode dtjwn to the gully

To water his horse.-
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Over the water.

Across the ford,

The moi^th of a cave
Lit up like sulphur.

Crimson sniokc

Clouded his vision.

A dia^aht cry

Sounded through the forest.

The rider started

;

In answer to the calf,

Vicked his way gingerly.
^

Now he sighted

—

And gripped his sycar—
The head.
Tail,

•

Scales of the dragon.

Ligiit scattc-iicd

From its blazing mouth.
It had trapped a g)irl

In three coils of its body.

Its neck was swaying *

Over her shoulder' *'

Like the tail of a whip. *

The custom of that country
«

Allotted a girl, *

Beautiful

Prisoner and prey.

To the monster of the foj,rest.

This'was the tribute

Tfcc people paid %

To the serpent, ransom
For hovels.

Free. ^

To savage her
'I’he serpent twisted

About her arms and throat.
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The ridcx* raised eyes

And prayer to high heaven.
Poising his

For battle.
®

Eyes closed.

Hills* Clouds. •

Rivers. Fords.
^Ycars. Centuries.

K?iocked down in battfc

Tlie rider has lost his helmcj^
His faithVul horse

1 ramples the serpont.

Horse and dead diaagon •

Are side by side in \he sand,

'J^he rider unconscious,

'I’he girl yi a daze,^

Blue gentleness lights

The vault 'of noonday.
\Vlio is she ?• Ajquecn ?

A peasant ? A princess ?

At^tijnes excess of joy

Triples their tears.

At tirnes a dead slcvp

Holds them in its power.

At times his health

Comes home to him.
At limes he lies motionless.

Weak with loss of blood.

But their hearts arc beating.

NofV he, now she •

Struggles to awakp, •

Falls back to sleep.

Eyes doled.
Hills. Clouds.

Rivers. Fords.

Years. Centuries;
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AUGUST

Just as it promised
*1 lie early m6i*Aing sun entered between the

curtains

And a slanting, safTron streak

l^cached* the sofa.
(

*

I’Kc sun’s hot ochre .

Covered the near-by woods, the village houses,

My bed, thL wet pillow

And the waJjl behind the bookcase.

I remember why the pillow is wet

:

,
T dreamed that you were coming,
One after another, through the wood
To see me off.

.

You walked in a loose crowd.
'Then someone reinenibered

'J hat by the Old Calendar
^ro-day was the Sixth of August, tlie T.ord’s

7VansUguration.

Csually, on this day, a liy^ht without a flame

Comes from Mount Tabor,
And autumn, clear as a sign,

Draws all eyes o itself.

t

You walked tlirough the small, beggar-naked,
7 V©mblinjj alder thicket

^

Into the graveyard^s ginger-red coppice *

Which glowed like a honey cake.
%

*^rhe sky was the gran^i neighboui
C71* those hushed treetops.

And distance called to distance
In the long-drawn-out crowing of the corks.
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Among the trees, in the middle of the church^ai d.

Stood death like a government surveyor,

And looked into my ^cad face to measure
Ho\v*large a grave to efig for me.

^11 could clearly hear

A quiet voice near by.

This was jny own past voi^, projihclic.

Untouched by dissolution
: ^

‘Goodbye, gzurc and gold

Of th(fc Transfiguration. ^
Soften with a woman’s last caress •w

T’he bitterness of the ho\ir of my death.

‘Goodbye, timeless years «

And woman who challenged*

The abyss of humiliations.

I am your battle-figld, •

‘ Goodbye ^o the spjn of putstretrlird wiqgs,

h’rce stubbornwess of flight.

Image of the world revealed in speech,

C 'rcati\ cness, working of miracles/
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WINTER NIGHT
I

Snow sw'ept over the earth.

Swept it from end to end.

The candle on the table burned.
The candle burned.

LikeWarms of summer lYiidgcs

^,Dra\<n to the flame
The snowflakes

Flocked to the window.

I'hc driv^-n snow drew circles and arrows
On the Vvdndow pane.
llie candle on the tabic burned,
'4’he can<^le burne^^.

A.

On the bright ceiling

Fell the shadow's
^

Of crossed Jiands, crossed feet,

Crossed fate.

7 wo shoes fell to the floor

.With' a thud.

From the* night-light

Wax tears dropped on a frock.

And everything w'as lost

In the white-haired, white, snowy darkness
'1 he candle on the tabic burned,

"I he candle burned. «

A draught from the corner

FufTcd rl the candle’s flilmc.

And like i\n angel, the heat of temptation

Raised two w'ings in the form of a cross.

I’he snow. swept all,through February,
And now and again
The candle on the table burned,

*

llie candle burned.
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PARTING
•

From the threshold a man looks in.

He cannot recognise his houA.
Her departure was like a fliglit^

And everywhere are signs of havoc.

(
*•

All the ftioms Arc in chaos

;

I'ears and an aching head
Prevent him from seeing

The measure of^is ruin.

• •

Since morning there has been a Soaring in his ears.

Is he awake or dreaming j*

Why docs the thougfit^f the sea *

Keep pushing into his mind ?

When ihc giH^at wide world •

Is hidden by the frost on the window,
'ilie hopelessness of sorrow
Is even more like the dc.scrt of the sea.

• •
. •

•

She was as near and dear to him
In e\^ry feature*

As the shores are close to the sea
In every breaker.

•

As after a storm ,

The surf floods over the reeds.

So in his heart* •

Her image is submerged.

In the years of triaV

When life was inconceivable.

From the bottom of the sea the tide of destiny
Washed her up to him.
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The obstacles were countless.
But she was carried by the tide
Narrowly past,the hazards
To the shore. »

'

Now she has gone ^way; ^

Unwillingly perhaps.
The parting wiU eat them up,
Ivliscry will gnaw them, bones' and all.

He looks around him.
At the moment of leaving
Slv5 tur\ied everything upside do\Vn,
Ffung everything out of the chest of drawers.

«

Till dusk he roams about »

J'uttihg bac& into the drawers
"^I'he scattered scraps of stuff,

'I'hc ]^atterns used Ibr cutting out.

And pricking himself on a needle
stuck in a piece of sewing.

Suddenly he sees her
And cries quietly.
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c MEE TIj\a

When snow covers the roads
And lies heavily on thc^oofs.
I’ll go out to stretch my l^gs, and sec you
Standing at the doo»',

r
*

Almie, iiijsui autumn coat.
Hat less, withoitt snow-boots.
Chewing a handlul of snow
And trj'inj^ to be calm.

I’lic trees and fences * •

X’anish into the dark distance.
Alone in the sncwlafl
You stand at the corner.

• • •

Water drip* from your kerchief,

'I'licklcs into your sle^'vcs

And sparkles like dew
In your Iiuir.

•

A lock of bright Jiair

knights up y«iir I'acc,

Your kerchief, •

Your figure and your shabby coat.

The ^ow is wet on your lashes

'l-herc is pain in your cyos.

are engraved on my heart •

With a chisel dipped in acicl*.

And in my heart the humility of^yoiir expression
Will remain foji ever, •

And now the hard heart of the world
Is not my business.

Literally antimony.
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This is why the snowy night

Doubles itself

And 1’ cannot dra\v the frontier

Bftween you and me.

But who are we, wfiere do we come frofn.

When of all those years

Nothing but ‘idle talk is left

And wc arc nowhere in the world ?
«
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CHRISTMAS STAR '
• •

It was winter.

The wind blew from the steppe
A.nd it was cold for the child

In the cave on the hillside. •

He was w^i rnccTj^y the breath of an ox.

The farm animals •

Were stabled in the cave.

And a warm haze drifted over tile manger.

Shaking from their shcepskiils *
•

^riie w'isps of straw and hay-seeds of their bedding.
Half asleep, the shepherds ^azecU ^ t, ^
From a ro^k ledge into itTe midnight distance.

• • * •

Far away w’ere a snowy field,
5^
graveyard.

Fences, tombstones,

llie shaft 6f a cart in a snowdrift,

And above the grifveyard the sky full of sla*.s.

A

. •

Near, nev'cr seen till then, more shy

Than tly? glimmer In the window
Of a watchman’s hut.

The star shone on its way to Bethlehem.

It flamed lilcc a hayrick,

Standing aside from the sky

Aiyi from God ;
•

Glow'cd like a farm on fire.

Rose like a blazing

Stack of straw.
*

Thj sight of the new star^

Startled the universe.
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I Cs reddening glow
Was a sign ; the tjiree star-gazers

Hurried to the call ,

•Of its unprecedented light?
f

Camels followed them loacfed with gift/,

At*d donkeys in harness, one smaller than the other.

Minced down the hiil.*
• t

4

In a strange vision all time to come
Arose in the distance:

,

All the thoughts, hopes, worlds of the centuries,

^'he future of art galleries and of niuscums,
All the pranks of goblins and deeds of magicians.
All the Christmas frees and all the children's dreams

:

«

The shimmering candles, the paper chains,

'J'hc splendour of coloured tinsel . . .

. Angrijr ai^d Kiore ‘wich:^d blew the wind from the
steppe . • .

; . . An the apples and golden bubbles.
I

«

Part 'of the pond was hidden by the alders.

But from where the shepherds stood

A part %ould be seen between thfc looks’ nests in tlic

* trcet6ps.
,

‘

They watched camels and donkeys skirting the pool.
• loot’s go, with the others,* tliey 9L\id,

\Vrapping themselves in their sheepskins,

•loot’s bow to the miracle.’

I'hey grew hot from shu filing in the snAw.
(-)n the bright plaiif bare footsteps.

Shining likb glass, led round the hut.

In the starlight the sheep-dogs growled at these tracks.

As though they were burning candle-ends.

The frosty night was like a fairy-tale.

Invisible beings kept stepping down
. From the snowdrifts into tke crowd.
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The dogs followed* looking round apprehensively
; • ,

They kept close to the youngest shepherd, expecting

trouble.
' •

Through tjie same countryside, along the safte road,

Several angels walked amdhg the crowd.

Bodiless beings, they were invisible

;

Only their steps left a trace.

A crowd had gathered by the ston<? at the entrance.

Day was breakinrj^ I'hc trunks of ihfe^cedars w-ere plain.
‘Who are y«u ? ’ asked Mary.

^
‘We are a compariy of shepherds and envois from

heaven.

We have come to praise you both.*

‘You can’t all come in at once, "^^^ait a little by the
^ door.’ • •

^

Shepherds and herdsnier# staihpec^jibput t

In the ashy dusk before life dawn.
By the wooden water trough •

Men on foot and horsemen swore’ «at each other.

Camels roared and asses kicked.*

• •

Day w'as breaking. The dawm sw^ept the rcijaining stars

lake cinders “I'rom iho sky.
^

• t

Out of all the great gathering Mary allowed*

Only thewWise Men^hrough the opening in the rock,

•

I le slept in the oak manger,
Radiant as moonlight in the hollow of a tree.

Instead of a Sheepskin,

'I'he lips bf the ass and the nostrils of the ox kept him warm.

. • .
•

The Magi stood in the shadowy
^

•

.Whispering, scarcely finding wwds.
All at once, a hand stretch^ out of the dark,

Moved one of them aside to the left of the manger.

He looked round. Gazing at the Virgin from the doorway
Like a guest, was the Christmas Star.
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DA YBREAK

You meant everything in my destiny.

Then came the war, ti^e< disaster.

For a long, long time.

No trace, no news of you.

After all these yoavs,
,

Again your voice .has disturbed me. .• «>

All night I •read your testament'.

It was like reviving from a faint.
c

I want to be among people.

In a crowd, in its mpVning bustle.

I’m ready to smash everything to splinters

And bring them to their knees.

And I run down the stairs

As though<'coming out for ihe^ first time>

Into these snowy streets •

With their deserted pavements.

All around arc lights, homeliness, people getting up,
Drinking Jea, hurrying to the trams. •

In the space of several minutes ‘

The town is unrecognisable.

The blizzavd weaves a net “ ,*

Of thickly falling snow across the gate.

'I'hcy all scurry out to be on time.

Leaving their food half eaten, their tea unfinished.'

I feel for each of thenr

As if I were in their skin,

I melt with the mcfiing snnw, *

I frown with the morning.

In me arc people without names,
ChildreVi, stay-at-homes, trees.

*

I am conquered by them all

And this is my only victory.*
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, iHE MIRACLE

He was walking from Bethany to Jei usalem
Wq^ry with the ^dness of prescAthnent.

*

'Fhe prickly shrubs on the hillside were scorched by the sun.

Over the near-by cottage no movement of smoke

;

The air was hot, tlje reeds motionless, • ,

And motionlq^s the Quiet of the Dead Sea.
^ 'A ^

In the bitterness of his sorrow ^

'I'hat matclied the biMerness of the sea

1-j^e walked with a small following of clouds,

'i"he dusty n)ad led to the town*

And to a meeting of the disciples at somebody’s inn.

He was sunk so d^ep in liis^thoughts, • •
•

'J 'h(! dejec^ttd field began to smell of wormwood.
Everything was still ; he stood in4hi middle, alone,

llie dazed country lay flat as a sheet. ,

^

Everything got mixed up : the heat and the desert,

'J’he lizards, sijrings*and streams. •

-

m

Near by stpod a fig tr^e,

Fruitless, rfothing but branches and leaves. •*

He said to it : ‘What joy have I of you ?

Of wbat profit are you, standing there like a post ?

‘I thirst and.hungcr and you arc Ifarren,

And yieeting you is comfortless as gnjnite.
•

How untalented you are, and how disappointing !

Such you shall remain till the end ^of time/
#

%

The doomed tree trembled

Like a lightning conductor struck by lightning, .

And was consumed to ashes.
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If the leaves, branches, roots, trunk,

Had been granted a moment of freedom,

^’he laws of nature would^have intervened.

But a mir^lc is a miracle, a miracle is God.
Wlicn w^e are all confusion,

^
« r

lliat instant it finds us out. i
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• •

THE EARTH
#

Spring bursts impertinently

Into Moscow houses. •••

Moths flutter from behind the wardrobe
And crawl on summer hatsij

J’ur coats are hidden away ir^ trunks.

In tBe winflows of the wooden »stor(iys>

Stand pots of stock and wallflower,
* •

'I'he rooms breathe a spac^us open-air scent

And the attics smell of dust.

'i’iic street makes frientls *
,

\\'ilh the lilcary window,
'riio white night ,jind the s^jnset

Are inseparable hf^he river.

the pass;y.^c can be heard

^Vhat^s going on outdooi's •

And April’s casual gossip

Witfi tlie dripping waters of the thaw,

April knots'a thousand stories

Of human sorrow,

And along the fence the twilight grotvs chill

Spinning out the talc.
^

•

In the open air and in homely comfort

Is the same mixture of fire and uneasiness;

J'A’cry^herc the air feels unsettled.

'I’hc same pussy-willow t^igs,

Tha same white swelling buds ,

On the window-sill, at the crossroad

In street and workshop. •
*

Then why does the horizon weejf in mist

And the dung s^cll bitter ? * •

> Many private houses in Moscow Aad stone ground floors *and wooden storeys

above them. *
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t

Surely it is my calling

To see tl^t the distances should not lose hearty

And that beyond t*he Ijmits of the tow^ ^

The ^rth should not feel lonely ?

That is why in early spring*

My friends and I gather together

And our evenings are farewells

And our parties arc testaments,

So that the secret stream of suflering

May warm the cold of life. ,



E IIL DA t S

When in the last week
entered Jerusalem

Hosannahs tlii^ndered to inecl Inin,

Crowds ran after him with branchfs.

Each day wfts hardier and more meii^'^ing^than the last.

Hearts were not to be rfioved by love, • •

Eyebrows frowned in contempt

;

Now' w'as the epilog^ue, the end.

With the whole of their leaden weight
7 ’he skies rested on the roof-tops.^

'i’he Pharisees seeking inoofs «

Fawned on him like foxes.

And the dark forces in the temple'
delivered him to the ino]> for judgement.'
Fervently as they had praised him
"I'hey cursed him *iiow.

c
^

The crowd gathered outside,

I-.ooked fli through tkc gates.

Jostled awaiting the outcome.
Pushed backwards and forwards.

A small 'yhisper craw'led about the neighbourhood
And rumours came from many sides. ^

Hettiow remembcAid like a dream#
The flight to Egypt and his childhood.

He remembered the majestic mountainy
In the wilderness, apd that pinnacle
From which Satan tempted him
With world power:
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K '

And the wedding feast at Cana,
And the company marvelling at the miracle.

And the sea over which, in^^the mist,
^

/

lie had walked to the boat, as on dry land:

I
I

And the gathering of poor in a hovel,

^
Arid the descent into the cellar with a candle.

And the candle snuflirig out in fright .

When the resurrected man stood up.
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MART MAGDALENE <

• 1

A? soon as niglft falls iny tcmptcj* is beside me.
lip is the debt 1 pay to my past. •

Memories of debauchery
Come and suck af my heart,

Memories of mysoff, a slave to men’s whinA|
A fool, out of my mind.
To wh(jm the street was shelter. ^

•

few moments remain, ^

• •

'j'lien comes the silence of the tomb.*
Having reached the end of the woj Jd

I break my life before y<^ ,

Like an alabaster box.

•
• ^

(.) where would I be now,^ .

My teacher and rny Saviour,

If eternity <>id not await me
At the table, at night,

Take a new ohVnt

Caught in the net of my craft ?

But tell n’^e, what is the meaning of sin, *'

Of death, hell, fire and brimstone,

Wh^n before the eyes of all

1 have growi^one with you in my boundless sorrow
As the gr^ft grows one with the t^*ce.

Anoi perhaps, Jesus, holding your fiet on my knees

I am learning to embrace •
'

.’I'he square shaft of the cross, .

Losing consciousness as I strain your bo/y to me
Preparing you for buruvl.

^
*



MAR r hiA GDALEN^

Before the Festival*' Monies the spring cleaning;

Away from the crowd,
^

With myrrh from a little pail

1 wash your.?vost pure feet.

1 feel f^l thc'sandals and cannot ‘rind tiiein.

I sec notliing through my tears

And the strands of my hair

Cover my eyes like a veil. ^

I have planted your ieet on the hem ofmy skirt,

Jesus.

ThUic vipater(\d tl cm w\th»my tears, I have wound
them round

With k string of beads from my net k,

I have cloaked them in my hai^.

I sec the future in detail

As though you had stopped it. ,

thfs fnoment I am able to prophesy
With the foresight of a Sibyl.

To-moirow the veil of the temple will beAorn,

Wc will huddle together in a little group, apart

And the earth will sway under our feet.

Perhaps out of pity for me.
•

The columns of tb^ guards will rc-fi>rm

And the horsemen will ride awa}\
Like a windspout in a term, the cross above niy head
Will strain towards the sky,

Ai\i\ I willVall at its feet,
^

Silent and aazed,. biting my lips.

Your arms will spread out to the ends of the cross

To embrace too many.
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For whom in all the w^orld

Is your embrace so wide,

For wbpm so much tormc;^it^

So much pow'cr ?

• «

In ali the w'orld

Arc there so many souls ?

many lives J

So many vi]la\|;es, rivers and woOck ?

Those three day^will pass •

But they will pusl^ me down into suclj emptiness
That in the frighfenin^^ interval •

I shall grow up to the Resurrection.
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^ GETHSEMANE
Tl.c turn of the road was lit

By the unconcerned shimmer of distant stars.

1'hc road circled the-nMount of Olives
Beneatii it flow'cd tiic Kedroii.

• «

*'l’hc field tailed off - i

Into the ^’iilky^'Way.

C»rcy-haired olive trees tried to walk the air

Into the distance. ®
%

Across the way was a vt-gctable garden.
Leaving his disciples outside the en<'l<')sure,

I ICf-^iiid-to-i.*iicrn : ‘JVly i^ sorrowlul unto death
Stay here and watch with ihe.*

Unresisting he ronouiiccd -

Like I oi rowed things
Omnipotence and the power to work mirdclcs;
Now he ;vas mortal like ourselves.'

'I'he night was a kingdom of •innihiUiliori,

Of non-being, *

'I'he whole* world secnicci uninhabited,
And only this garden was a place for the livitig.

He gazed into the black abyss.
Empty, without begmning or end.
Sw^eating brood, prayed to his PUther .

T.'hat thi<? cup of doa^h should pass him by.

Having tameVhis agony with ^prayer
He went out nirough the garden gale.
'I’hcrc, .overcome by drowsiness,
•The discij^lcs lay slumped in the grass.
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He woke them : ‘God has granted ypu to live in my time.

And you loll about like this . /
'

..The hoifcr of the Son of Maji hift struck,
*

*rie will clclfver himself into trte hands of sinners.'
f

• • . I
Hardly had he spokeij when from who knows where *

A rab)>le of slaves and thieves appeared •

Wjth torches ar\d knives '

And in front oi\them Judas with his traitor's kis?.

Peter resisted the nuiriJerers, • .

Struck oir ai^ car with his sword.
^

‘Steel cannot decide a cpjaiTcl,’ he heard: •

‘ Put back your sword in its scabbard.
•

‘Ckjuld not my Fatlier send a host^

winged legions to defend n^e? •

'riien no liair of iny head would be touched,

'I'hc enemy would scatter^ancl no ira^:.

‘Ihil thc^ook ofjifc has rcacHed tfic page ^ ^

Which*!:? the most j:>jjccious of all holy things.

WTiai has b('cn v^aittcn must be fulfilled.

Lot it be so. Amen. ,
•

r

‘Von see, the passage of the centuries is like ^rpnrable

And catches tire on iw way. ,

* *

In the name of its terrible majesty

1 shall go^ji'cely, through torment, down to the giave,

‘And on the third day I shall rise again.

Like •. afts down a river, like a convoy of barges,

Thi* ccniniics will float to me out of the daikncss.

Alii 1 slia’l judge tliem.*
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FAIRY-TALE'
s

\

Once, in times forgotten,

In a fairy place.

Through* the steppe, a rid9'r

Made his way apace.

While he sped to battl-,

^ Nearing from the.dim ‘

Distance, a dark forest

Rose ahead of him.
t

Somethmg .kept repeating.

Seemed his heart to graze

:

l ightcn.^up the saddle,

Fear* thl; watcriifg-placc !

But he did not listen ;
*

Heeding but his will,*

At full speed he bounded
Up the wooded hill

;

, Rode into a valley, ,,

'I’urniitg from the mound,
Ch\lloped through a meadow,
Skirted higher ground ;

Reached a gloomy hollow.

Found a trail to trace

Down the woodland pathwiy
'Fo the ^'atcring-place.

Deaf tp voice of warning,
And without remorse,

Down the slope the rider

d hia rhirstv h«-se.

> Tfih translation, made by Lydia Slater, conveys the metre of tbe original.
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Whcrt the stream grew shallow^

Winding through the gl^,
. Eerie flames lit ufrilfXt

^

Entrance to a den. *

^ I'hrough thick clouds of crimsoff|

Smoke above^e spring
*

An uncanny calling

Made the forest riiMb

AnH the rider started, •

And with peering' eye
Urgedhhis horse in answer

*

^\> the^aunting cry. %

Then he saw the dragon.
And he#grippcd his lance,

And his horse stood lj#ealhlc$s.

Tearing to advancfc. * •

Thrice aroui^d a cnaf^eii
^

Was the scrpc‘iit wouiu^^
^TirO|JL)rcathing nosy'iw

Cast a glare around. *.

And the dragon*^ body
^'Icjvcd his scaly neck,

At hef itiouldcr snaking
Whiplike -forth and bajk;

Hy tlial 4:oiin1try’s custom
\Vas a captive fai#

'To the forest monster
Given once a year.

'l1^ius%lhe neighbouring people
.From a peril grave #

Tri^ flieir own existence
*

And their homes to save.

Now tiid- dragon hugged his a
Vfttim in a^rm, v m
And the cbils grew tighter •

Round her tliBoat and arm.
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Witll imploAg glance.

And ibrTHCnmpcnding
l^ight he ?oiiclied his lance.

Tightly closing eyelids.

Heights
;
and cloudy spheres.

Rivers, v/aters. Boulders..

Centuries and years.

I Iclmetless, 'the wounded
Lies, his life at stake.*

With his hooves the charger
'IVamples down tlie snake.

On th^ sand, togcthci;— .

Dragor^ steed^ and lance
;

In a swoon the rider,

hfaiden—in a trance. ^

• BIu3fc sky ;• st ft breezes

1 noon caress.

Who is she? A lady*? '

IVasarh f^;rl ? IVince^^s ?

Now in joyous wonder
Cannot cease to weep ;

*

Now again abandoned
'lo unvading sleep.

* Now, his strength returning.

Opens up Ifis eyes ;

Now anew the wounded
J.knp and listless lies.

But their hearts are beating.

Waves large up, die-;down ;

Carry them, and waken
And in slumber drown.

STightly closing eyelids,

i^seights.; and cloudy sphere .

Riversi. Waters. Boulders.

Centuries and years.
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